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HEADQUARTERS
V UNITED STATES ARMY MATERIEL

COMMAND
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20315

AMC REGULATION 9 November 1964
NUMBER 385-224
CHANGE 12

SAFETY
AMC SAFETY MANUAL

AMCR 385-224, 4 September 1951, is changed as
follows:
1. All references to- - are changed to-

Class 4 ammunition Class 5* ammunition
Class 6 ammunition Class 7 ammunition

S Class 7 ammunition Class 6 ammunition
Class 8 ammunition Class 7 ammunition
Class 9 explosives Class 7 ammunition
Class 10 ammuni- Class 7 ammunition

tion
Class 11 ammuni- Class 8 ammunition

tion
Class 12 explosives Class 2 or 7 explo-4.______ sives**|l |

*Items previously in class 4 that are known to present a
missile hazard to distances not greater than 800 feet have

beýii included in the new class 4 (table 1733). Other itenis
now being included in class 5 (table 1734) may be changed to
class 4 by the Safety Division, Administrative Office, Head-
quarters, AMC, if further study or testing indicates that
such action is appropriate.

**See tables 1731 and 1739 for items included in classes 2
and 7, respectively.
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2. Remove pages and insert new pages as indicated
below:

Remove page&- Inert P page--
17-43 and 17-44 17-43 and 17-44
17-49 through 17-86 17-49 through 17-88.2

(AMCAD-S)
FOR THE COMMANDER:

SELWYN D. SMITH, JR.
Major General, USA
Chief of Staff

OFFICIAL:

* Asst Chief, Administrative Office

DISTRIBUTION:
Special
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UNITED STATES AIXY KA19.L CONHAWD
VASHINCION, D.C. MIS

AMC ,NG(UATION 15 November 1963
NIUN= 385-224
CHANGE 10

SAFEY

AMC SAFETY MANUAL

AMPc 385-224, 4 September 1951, Is chaneed as follows:

S1. _All [eferewse " : are ch Io_,_g:

"The Chief of Ordnance" "Coanding General, AW"
"Office of Th. Chief of

Ordnance" "Headquarters, AMC"
"Ordnance" or "Ordnance

Corps" "iNC"
"Ordnance establisoment" "AMC establichment"

2. Hake the following pen-and-ink changes:

a. f im 1-1. Delete tke footnote at the bottom of the page.

b. tMe 1-4 and 1-4.1. nararagh 10b1. Delete the Introductory
portion of this paragraph and substitute:

"Upon local determination that a waiver io necessary, installations
and activities will forward requests through command channels to the Commanding
"General, AiEC. ArT: AECAD-S. Requests forwarded will comtain, as a minimum,
the following Inforuotioo:"

c. al.•j•. Delete "Cmmending Officer, Orafcte Field safety
Office, and the Office, Chief of Ordnance (0Ml51-M)" a&d substitute "Director,
ANC Field Safety Aency, and Condlng General, AMC, ATM: *NCAD-S."

d bnLAL .

(I) bn AAA 1 ,146t1. Delete *0€SUNIP4 Officer, ordvafc.
Am ntcion Comnd, Joliet, Illinois, ATTN': O0LY-Q sad substitute "Cn dl.g
Officer, Amooittiee Procurement and lknly lea, iiot, Illieois, AM*W:

(3) ...• ragraz 2124#c2)1 Delete "G0 aiPiq General. Army Rocket

eMa Guided NPaeile Agency, Redestae Arsenal. Alabi, ATTN: W esd substitute
"Omomatndingenoral, U.S. Army iossile Commnd, Nlwteville, Alabam, a. M:



r "M 385-224, CIO

e. Page 21-2?.1. imrAraph 2124. Delece "000 19-51" and eubstitute• ~"M~CK 365-1 ."

f. Pate 29-5. jAragraDh 2904b. Del~tt "with an infcrmtion copy
to Chief of the Chemical Corps."

g. Pass 29-6. Delete paragraph 2904c.

h. Peas 29-9. paranrp .297. Delete "Office of the Chief, Chemical
• Corps" and substitute "Headquarters, AM, C, A7TH: ANCAD-SE."

I. PLne 29-51. 211rakraph 2937b. Delete "Chiei, Chemical Corps" and
substitute "Comandtng General, AM'-C."

(ANCAD-S)

FOR THE COMUND]R:

SELWYN D. SMITH, J1
M•aJor General, bU

Chief of Staff
• 0rFIC~tt..:

Chief, Administrative Office
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Thit manual /upm'oed go Ordnace Safety Manual (00
For nsm 7-14), 8 May 1040, and all Ordnanc Corp. safetl bul-
leftis. issued prior to #We "o of tki. manal-*L

SECTION I

INTRODUCt1ON

i10. PURPOSE
This manual, in its several sections, sets forth

established Ordnance Corps safety rules and regula-
tions. Information concerning the hazards of ex-
plosives and ammunition is also included.

102. SCOPE
The safety rules and regulations set forth in this

manual prescribe safe methods and practices for
" *• insuring continuity of production, safeguarding per-
W sonnel, and preveLting property damage.

103. APPLICATION
a. The mandatory requirements and advisory pro-

visions set forth in this Ordnance Safety Manual
apply to each activity and facility where the Chief
of Ordnance is charged with the responsibility for
safety.

b. Mandatory requirements are those in which
the terms "shall" or "must" are used, and no devia-
tion is pirmitted without specific written authority
in the forn of a waiver, exemption or authorization
from the Chief of Ordnance. The advisory provi-
sions are those in which "may" or "should" are used,

*No fthe uWy bulbobw wl be pubWuhe. MstarIl of tw type •rmwty
-Ad u nA• bullemh wae maot bit hatoW a " m&nwMi bo pub.

11dok i Orma• Caope tfeebh Wroua of 9k t-oHfWL
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16 May 1966

and no deviations are permitted unless exceptions

are authorized in writing by the commanding officer
or his designated agent. Local waivers covering
correctible conditions should be granted for defnite
periods of time; preferably one year or less. Suck
waivers must be reviewed at least annually to deter.
mine whether changed conditions make continua.
don of the waiver justifiable. All exemptions,
waivers and authorized deviations shall be main-
tained in a register which is readily available to
authorized personnel.

c. Existing facilities not complying with safety
regulations published after their construction or in-
stallatin." may be exempted from the new require-
ments when such action is authorized by the Chief
of Ordnance. However, modifications, unless minor
in nature and not decreasing safety, must comply
with the latest safety requirements. Ordnance es-
tablishments with facilities exempted from com-
pliance with regulations should take additional pre-
cautions to counterbalance the- deficiencies.

104. RESPONSIBILITY FOR ENFORCEMENT AND
COMPLIANCE

a. The commanding officer of an Ordnance estab-
liuhment is solely responsible for the safety of his
establishment and it is important that he take the
same active aggressive leadership in safety that he
takes in other phases of command responsibility.
It is the responsibility of the commanding officer to-
insure that all activities are conducted in accordance
with the safety rules and regulations set forth herein.
Where no existing safety rule or regulation applies ,'

1-2 V
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to circumstances of major importance or where
a deviation from an established mandatory safety
regulation is desired, it, is the responsibility of
the commander to submit, through command
channels, full particulars and detailed plans to
the Chief of Ordnance for arthorization. In the
interim, however, the commandei shall take the
action he deems necessary to eontrol the hazard.
The absence of a safety requirement in this
manual or An the ref 2rences cited dces not nees-
sarily indicate that no safeguards are needed.

b. It is also the responsibility of the com-
mander to require personnel of other agencies,
while on an Ordnance e"taaLlishment, to conduct

* their activities in accordance with establisned
Ordnance Corps safety rules and regulations. If
such activities are not so conducted, the com-
mander should require immediate corrective
action.

c. rhe commander shall enforce the mandatory
requirentents of this manual and be guided by
the advisory provisions. He shall institute those
inspections necessary to effect compliance with
the rules and regulations prescribed herein.

105. PROCEDURE CONCERNING WAIVERS OF
SAFETY REGULATIONS

a. A waiver may be granted after it has been
ascertained that compliance with existing safety
standards cunnot be adhered to and the essential

AGO 10•1•C 1-3
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4 work of storage, production, or shipment of criti-
cal Ordnance material still be performed, or be-
cause of other extenuating circumstances.
Waivers and exemptions (par. 103b) are granted
for specific situations, are limited as indicated in
the pertineat correspondence, and shall not be in-
terpreted to cover similar operations, locations,
or conditions. The waiver, when granted, will be
issued only for such minimum time as is neces-
sary to rectify the unsafe condition. In no case
will a waiver be granted initially for a period in
excess of 1 year. Installations and activities
which have been granted exemptions or waivers
shoulk initiate action to effect cancellation when
the necessity for the exemptions or waivers ter-
minates prior to the established expiration dates.

h. Upon local determination that a waiver is
necessary, installations and activities storing am-
munition and explosives and assigned to the oper-
ating control of the Chief, Field Service Division,
Office of the Chief of Ordnance (see app. 1,
ORDM 1-1) will forward requests to the Ord-
nance Ammunition Command or U.S. Army Ord-
nance Missile Command (ATTN: ORDXM-N)
whichever is assigned the national maintenance

mission responsibility for the items of ammuni-
tion and explosives involved. The Ordnance Am-
munition Command or U.S. Army Ordnance Mis-
sile Command will review and evaluate the re-
quests and will forward those considered justified %

1-4 AGO 1001C 4C



to the Chief of Ordnance, ATTN: ORDr-TJ-SA.
All other Installations and activities wili forward
requests through command channels to the Chief
of Ordnance, ATTN: ORDGU-SA. Requests for-
warded will contain, as a minimum, the following
information:

(1) Description of condition (maps showing
distances to internal and external ex-
posures, personnel involved, and facili-
ties exposed).

(2) Safety regulations violated.

(3) Statement that compliance with manda-
tory safety requirements cannot be
effected locally ((2) above).

* (4) Specific time required for waiver.
(5) Precautions that will be taken to

achieve safety in operations during
period of waiver.

AG 101Col, 1-4.1
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In case of an extreme emergencyý telephone, tWle-
type, or telegram request miy be made and con-
firmed in an official letter mailed to Office, Chief of
Ordnance within 3 days of the initial request.

e. Renewals of a waiver will not be granted unless
there is evidence that all practicable means for com-
plying with approved standards have been ex-
hausted. Waivers will be considered as .- inded
on the stated expiration dates unless requests war-
ranting renewal have been received in Office, Chief
of Ordnance, in ample time to permit evaluation and
reply.

106. SAFETY ORGANIZATION

Each Ordnance establishment shall institute and
maintain a safety organization which functions es-
eentially as shown in figure 106.
107. SAFETY DIREC7OR

(Adied)

The commanding officer of each Ordnance estab-
lishment shall designate either a safety officer or a
civilian safety engineer as safety director. This in-
dividual must be qualified to supervise the safety
activities at the establishment and to perform the
duties assigned him by the commanding officer. He
shall be responsible directly to the commanding oAi-
cer for the establishment, continuing interest in and
the success of all phases of the safety program.

3 1-5
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SAFETY ORGANIZATION FUNCTIONAL CHART
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S10. DIVISION CHIEFS O2 PRODUCTION CHIEFS
(Added)

Each division chief or production chief shall be
responsible to the commandl•g officer for the safety
of his division. Each shall take active aggresive
le~dership in the safety activities of his division,
shall comply with the requirwnts of this manual
and shall take an active part in the safety program
of the istab menL

109. FOiEMEN
(Added)

Each foremain shall consider the prevention of in-
juries to eipployees under his jurisdiction to be

* important a phase of his job as quantity and qual-
ity production. To accomplish this, he shall train
his men to work safely, supervise them closely, cor
rect unsafe acts and mechanical or physical condi-
tions, enforce safety regulations, investigate acei-
dents and take other action neumary to i-z=" the
safety of the employ..L The suoin of a safety
program depends upon the ability of the foreman
and his enthusiastic participation in the orgunized
safety effort.

110. EMP.OY1E
(Added)

Each employee, as a condition of employment, shall
adhere to all in trutions and ,m he personal pro
tective equipment and protective devices provided
for machinery, equipment, too*, and prooomm Hn
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should develop intelligent and safe working habits
by following safe practice rules and regulations in
order to protect himself and his fellow workers from
injury and to prevent damage to material, equip-
ment, and facilities. He sho old ;-ont:ibute any sug-
gestions which may assist in the erfort to prevent
accident. and otherwise take an active part in the
safety program.

"111. CENTRAL SAFETY BOARD
(Added)

a- A safety board shall be organized at each Ord-
nance establishinent and shall hold meetings reg-
ularly. T•- board should include the following
meznors:

Commanding officer. Chairman S
Safety dhtKdor, Secretary
Division and production chiefs
Post engineer (chief engineer)
Senior ammunition or explusives inspector
Training officer
Procurement chief
Fire chief (fire marshal)
Post surgeon (medical officer)
Others, as determined by the commanding of-

ficer.
b. The board shall aid in establishing the safety

program and determine its aidequary, effeetiveless.
and methods for improvement. 'ro do thlls, Vthk
"board shal! becoine familiar with the lprrsonal in-
jury experience of the establishment, and the po-

1"hi
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tential hazards that, might cause injury; and devise
ways and means to eliminate unsafe acts and to cor-
rect unsafe mechanical and physical conditions.

c. (Added) Minutes of committee meeting should
he prepared and copies furnished the Commanding
Officer, Ordnance Field Safety Office, and the Office,
Chief of Ordnance (ORDGU-SA).

1 2. FOREMAN'S SAFETY COMMITTEE
a. One or more foremen's safety committees shall

be formed at each Ordnance establishment and shall
hold e -rar meetings at least once each month.
Each committee should consist of not more than 15
foremen. Each foreman in the establishment should
be a member of one of these committees, but if theS committees )nsist of only a portion of the foremen,
membership should be rotated so that each member
serves for approximately six months and only a few
members are re'placed at any one time. Each fore-
manu should take his turn servina on the committee.
Eael committee should have a chairman and a secre-
tary. The safety director or a member of his office
should attend each meeting in an advisory capacity.

b. Each foremen's safety committee shall take an
active part in the safety prograin of the establish-
ment and particularly shall strive to decrease per-
sonal injury possibilities of the employees undar the
jurisdiction of the foremen in the group.

113. EMPLOYEES' SAFETY COMMITTEES
c. Emnployees' safety committees should be formed

at each Ordnance establbishmext, and should hold reg-

A1s
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ular meetings at least once each month in order that
all personnel may participate in the safety program
of the establishment, Each committee should con-
sist of not more than 15 employees. Membership on
these committees should be rotated so that each mem-
ber serves for approximately three months and only
a few members are replaced at any one time. Each
committee should have a. chairman and a secretary.
The safety director or a member of his staff should
attend each meeting in an advisory capacity.

.b. Each employee safety committee shall oake an
active part in the safety program of th^ establish-
ment and, particularly, shall strive to decrease per-
sonal injury possibilities within its own group.

114. INTERDEPARTMENTAL COORDINATION
The activities of all departments in an establish-

ment shall be coordinated to insure the successful
accomplishment of the safety program. Cooperation
within departments and between other departments
and the safety department should prevail.

115. SAFETY PROGRAM
a, A safety program, to be effective, must be

planned in advance to accomplish certain predeter-
'oined objectives. The program shall have two
phases, the general and the specific functions. The
"general function shall be continuous and repetitive
and shall be planned to eliminate the conditions

1-1, 4)
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which cause the majority of aaoidenta. The specific
functions aW be specialized in aand shell
be -planned to determine and conrect hazards a -
ciated with the flow of materials, the method of proc-
ms, and/or the physical plan conditions. At each
stabliment, there shall be only one Safety Pro-

gram, in accordance with the provisions of &B
885-10.

b. The object of the general function shall be the
elimination of accidents occurring with a significant
frequency and is to a particular agency,
unsafe act, unsafe condition, etc., and of accidents
which are concentrated in any particular area or
section of the etablishment. This phase of the pro-S• gram shall be broad in scope and shall include:

(1) Safety committee activitie&
(2) Prevention, inspection and correction of

day-to-day unsafe conditions and practices.
(8) Employee training programs.
(4) General use of educational bulleti posers,

hand-out cards, safety movie films, etc.
(5) Accident cause investigation.
(6) Firt-aid training.

v. The nature of the specific function requirm the
making of inspections and accident cause investiga-
tions pertaining to special studies and analyses of
handling operations, procein operations, physical
conditions of a plant or area, the use of toxic mate-
rials,. and of other specific operations. The safety
director shall arrange for prior review of process
plans, drawings of new consruction and facility

O 1-!1
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modifications as well as equipment specifications for
compliance with established safety standards.

116. HAZA DS
(Added)

The safety organization shall review all regular
operations and all seasonal or special operations such
as tank cleaning, boiler cleaning, window cleaning,
and infrequent materials handling jobs. Hazards
may be determined throagh accident cause analysesr•:• and analyses of all operations, including seasonal or
idfrequent operations in the establishment.

117. CGWTROL MEASURES
(Added)

Once the hazards of a particular operation have
been determined, they shall be evaluated in order to
facilitate correltion. The specific preventive or con-
trol measures to be applied shall be determined by
the characteristics peculiar to the hazard. The solu-
tion may be found in education of personnel through
visual aids, demonstrations, training, preparation of
special rules or of standard safe practices; in use of
protective devices; or in engineering revisions in-
eluding changes, additions orimprovement of equip-
ment, revision of method, change in materials used
or development of standards for operations.

118. HAZARD CONTROL ORDERS
(Added)

Upon completion of the study of each hazard and

1-12
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the determination of corrective measures, all data
should be !ssembled and a report prepared for the
approval of the superintendent, production chief,
safety board, or commanding officer, as may be re-
quired. Upon approval, the correction shall be ef-
fected and continuing protection assured through
follow-up corrective measures by supervisory per-
sonnel and through inspections by the safety de-
partment.

A 119. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

(Added)

An educational program shall be instituted in each
establishment to develop and maintain employees

*il interest in the safety program, rtnd to train employees
in safe practices and safe procedures. The safety
board shall determine the type of educational pro-
gram most suitable for the particular establishment.
Some of the mediums available for employee educa-
tion are posters bulletin boards, scoreboards, spe-
cial exhibits, "no accident" campaigns, safety or
"clean up contests, articles in establishment publica-
tions, safety rules hand-out cards, pamphlets, warn-
ing signs for specific hazards, suggestion systems,
meay conteat, and sound slide films or motion pic-

tures for groups of employees. Appropriate "off-the-
job" ascident prevention features should ýe included
in the program, and the safety organization should
stimulate the interest of and cooperate with outside
agencies concerned with this phase of the accident
prevention program.

3 "1-13
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120. EMPLOYEE TRAINING
(Added)

a. The safety director shall collaborate with the
personnel department or other departments charged
with the responsibility for employee training to aw-
sure adequate treatment of accident prevention mat-

4i ters. Complete and proper training results in in-
creased production through reduced susceptibility to
mistakes and accident. It is the responsibility of
the training department to assist all departments in
determining training needs, and in establishing and
conducting courses for employees to meet these

* needs.
b. Before any new employee is placed on the job,

the establishment shall make sure that the employee
knows the specific safety rules and regulations of t&-.
plant and department insofar as is practicable.
This should be accomplished through an orientation
course. Each employee shall be trained for the spe-
cific job to which he is assigned. Whether this train-
ing is accomplished by the foreman on the job,
special instructors, experienced workers, an under-
study system, or the apprenticeship method, the em-
ployee shall be thoroughly instructed in the efficient
safe method of performing his assigned work before
being permitted to work "on his own." ohe personal
benefits accruing to the employee by conformity with
these rules should be explained.

e. The instructors should be properly trained in
the use of sound instructional methods and in deter-

1-14
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mining what knowledge must be pase! along to the
worker. The instructions concerning the perform-
ance of new duties should be well planned in advance
so that the instructor can present them in an orderly
and complete fashion. The use of a written job pro-
cedure (job breakdown) developed following a com-
plewe analysis of the job has been established as
a valuable method for this purpose. Such analysis
should include an outline of the necessary steps in
the performance of the job, a listing of the essential
techniques for the efficient performance of each step,
a listing of the hazards present in each step, and defi-
nite, positive instructions regarding each hazard
which will enable the worker to avoid accidents or
injury.

d. To insure receiving the maximum benefits from
any training, supervision shal] maintain a contin-
uous program of follow-up, reinstruction, and en-
forcement of regulations and procedures with each
employee.

121. FIRST AID TRANMN
(Added)

An approved courn in first aid training shall be
made available. Electricians, maintenance men,
guards, firemen, foremen and supervisors, attendants
and orderlies in the first aid room, and membere of
the safety gaff, should be required to take the oons
The itomm covered by this course and the number of
hours of clas attendance should be determined by
the medical officer to fit local needs The in7Uru
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snall be qualified and accredited. A certificate
should be awarded to each person completing the
course satisfactorily. A refresher course should be
given at intervals, but it is more important to give
first aid training to those who have riot been trained.

22 INJOURY REPOIRTS
(Added)

A complete and accurate system of accident records
owtstitutes the focal point of a safety program. Acci-
dent recurds must be used, and used effectively, to
obtain the best results in any accident prevention pro-
gram. Establishments shall submit reports of occu-
pational disabling injuries and diseases to higher
echelons as required by current directives from
higher authority. In addition, such establishment--
level reports as will promote an effective and well
coordinated safety program shall be instituted. In
order that effective accident cause aralysee can be
made, accident rmcords shall be designed to enable
collection of data which will:

z. Indicate the accident trend,
b. Identify departments with the poorer records,
c. Reveal hazardous agencies, conditions, prac-

tices and ,rocesses requiring correction or pro-
tection,

d. PNint to predominant types of accidents,
e. Indicate "accident prone" employees who re-

quire special attention,
f Reveal the lack of enforr....-- of establisd

regulations, and

lb..16



g. Indicate the need for additional safety

standards.

123. ACCIDENT PREVENTION INSPECTIONS

Each part of the establishment should be in-
spected at least monthly for unsafe work prac-
tices and unsafe physical and mechanical condi-
tions. Hazardous operations or accident experi-
ence will indicate the advisability of more fre-
quent inspections. The safety director 3hall
arrange for prompt inspections of any seasonal
or unusual work of a hazardous nature. FGremen
should assist the program by making daily in-
spections of work areas and operating conditions
to assure themselves that all hazards have been
minimized and that safe work practices are being
employed. The foreman should also acccmpany
the assigned safety inspector whenever possible,
and all of the discrepancies noted, and recommen-
dations to be made, sihould be brought to the fore-
man's attention during or immediately after the
inspection so that unsafe acts and unsafe condi-
tions may be corrccted promptly. Accident pre-
vention inspections shall be systematic and
thorough so thgt nc, location will be overlooked.
Inspections should include such items as:

a. Quarterly inspection of elevators.

b. Crane, derrick, and hoist inspections. The
frequency of these inspecti. 3 should be based on
specific needs.

AWO IN1c 1-17
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c. Boiler and unfired pressure vessel inspec-
tions. Boiler inspections shall be made in accord-
ance with current applicable directives. Unfired
pressure vessel inspections and tests should be
made by Certified insurance or state inpectors, or
other qualified inspectors, at intervals as required
by law but in no case at intervals greater than I
year. Hydrostatic testing of unfired pressure ves-
sels should be performed upon installation or re-
location of the vessel. Additional hydrostatic
testing may be performed if during inspections,
conritions found warrant such tests.

d. Chains, cables, slings, hooks, ropes, and
other special tools and equipment. The frequency
of these inspections should be based upon specific
needs. 3
124. ACCIDENT iNVESTIGATION

Accidents should be investigated in accordance
with current directives to determine all contrib-
uting causes and the preventive mehares which
will eliminate or reduce the number of accidents.
Even accidents which do not cause severe prop-
erty damage or injury to personnel must be in-
vestigated so that preventive measures can be
taken before the same or a similar set of circum-
stance result in a serious accident. This is parti-
cularly true of accidents occurring in operations
or buildings where explosives are present. The
investigation of first aid cases must not be over-
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looked however slight the injury may be, and an
effective system for reporting first aid cases to
the safety department must be instituted. The
foreman shall be required to investigate, with the
help of hip. supervisor or a safety department rep-
resentative if necessary, P.ll accidents involving
operations, equipment, or personnel under his
supervision, and his report shall be forwarded for
appropriate action. The safety director shall be
re-

A
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Ss bonabh for the armngtanenta nemwy to remve
immedi~at. notioes of all disabling injuries. When an
a'oodent oocurs, immediate action shad be taken to:

a. Interview the injured porson before he is mut
home or to the hospital when delay of treatment will
not jeopardize the injured;

b. Visit the sene of the accident to oLerve con-
ditions as they were or might have been at the time
of the accident;

e. Obtain details of the injury from the medical
department;

d. Prepare or obtain photographs, diagrams,
sketches, and maps as warranted by the circum-
stances;

Se. Confer with for-emen, superviors, and witnemss
for information, as to cause;

f. Examirne safety, medical, and persnnel depart-
ment records on the injured person's previous his-
tary, physical oonditi.oa and individual amcidevt
experience;

g. Plan oorrective measures with the foremen and
other interestd parties;

h. Conplete the neoimry accident reports;
i. Establish a follow-up on the application of

recommended corrctive measure;
j. Follow through for exact information pertain-

ing to the return of the injured to work.
125. ACCOID•I CAUSE ANALYSIS

(A.dded)

Aocident report shall be used to compile acident
1-19
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data, preferably on a monthly basi. The record
shall show the accident factors (agencies, unsafe con-
ditions, typez of accidents, and unsafe act&) subdi-
vided into major group classifications. Further
analysis sholld be made of each factor to determine
exactly what has happened. Analyses should be
used in developing items such as:

a. The educational program,
b. Maintaining interest,
c. Contests and "no accident" campaigns, and
d. Safety meeting topics.

126. OFF-THE-JOB SAFETY

(Added)

a. Avoiding off-the-job accidents is fully as im-
portant to the employee, his family, and to the pro-
duction of materials necessary to the welfare of the
nation, as is being a safe worker at the establishment.
Manarvment should cooperate with civic organiza-
tions in efforts to mke employees and their families
aware of that fact. This can be accomplished
through several media. Periodically, bulletin boards
at the establishment should be used to promote off-
the-job safety. At reasonable intervals, employees
should be furnished with cards, payroll inserts, book-
lets, etc., devoted to such topics as pedestrian safety,
safe driving, fire prevention, home safety, recrea-
tional safety and first aid. Management should
consider other possibilities to stimulate interest in
off-the-job safety such as analysis of after-work acci-
d'nts based or.a bsentee records and the development
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ot defensive skill in driving-teaching employees to
avoid accidents that may arise due to the unsafe
driving of others.

b. Local conditions determine th. role of the etAb-
lishments in community safety. Management should
consider taking an active part in installing suitable
sgs ,ignals, and street markings to control and
expedite pedestrian and vehicular traffic on' streets,
sidewalks and roadways leading into the establish-
ment. Policemen or guards officially designated
by the establishment shall have full authority to reg-
"ulat pedestrian and vehicular safety.

3 1-21
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SECTION 2

GENERAL DEFINITIONS

201. TFRMS

The terms defined, with the meanings indicated,
are used in this manual for this purpose only and
should not be considered as beirg in conflict with
other Department of the Army regulations or usage.

202. ADMINISTRATION AREA

The area in which are located administrative of-
* fices which function for the establishment as a whole,
W in contrast to field offices. (See par. 218.)

203. AMMUNITION

Type of munitions normally containing an ex-
plosive element and designed to inflict damage upon
structures, personnel, mat6riel or military objective.
Ammunition includes shells, grenades, bombs, pyro-
technics and mines together with projectiles such as
bullets, shot and their necessary primers, propellants,
fuzes and detonators.

204. APPROVED

Complying with the provisions of this manual and
with instructions and details as issued by the Chief
of Ordnance or with those or other approving agen-
cies specifically referred to herein.



205. AUXItLIARY BUILDING

Any building that supplements an operational
building, line or area but which is not directly uti-

4: lized f3r the productive activity. Examples of such
auxiliary buildings are fan houses, valve hoses and
similar units.

206. BARRICADE

An intervening approved barrier, natural or arti-
ficial, of such type, size and construction as to limit
in a prescribed manner, the effect of an explosion on
nearby buildings or exposures.

207. BARRICADED

To be protected by a barricade.

206. CHANGE HOUSE

A building provided with facdlitie for eauk
ployeea to change to and from work cloths&
Such buildings may be provided with Ewitary facili-
ties, drinking fountains, lockers, and eating facilities.

209. CHEMICAL AMMUNITION

Ammunition, the filler of which has the baic func-
tion of producing a toxic or irritant effect on. the
body, a screening or signaling smoke, or an incendi-
ary action.

2-2
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•;: g20. CLASSIFICATION YARD

A group of railroad tracks used for receiving, ship-
ping, and switching cars containing explosives, am-
munition, or inert materials. (See par. 1713.)

211. COMPONENT

Any part of a complete item loaded with explosives
(commonly called "live"), inert (not, containing
explosives), or empty.

* 212. DEMILITARIZE

To mutilate, disarm, and to accomplish any other
action required to render ammunition and explesives
innocuous or ineffectual for military use.

S 213. EMPLOYEES AND PERSONNEL

Any and all persons employed within the confines
of the establishment and all authorized transients.

214. ESTABLISHMENT

Any plant, works, arsenal, depot, proving ground,
or any other activity under control of the Chief ofOrdnance.

215. EXEMKI'TON

A written authorization by the Chief of Ordnance
which specifically permits deviation from a manda-
tory regulation of the manual.

3 2-3
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216. EXPLOSIVES

The term explosive, or explosives, includes any
r chemical compound or mechanical mixture which,

when subjected W heat, friction, detonation or other
suitable initiation, undergoes a very rapid chemical
change with the evolution )f large volumes of highly
heated gases which exert pressures in the surround-
ing medium.

217. EXPLOSIVES AREA

A restricted area specifically designated and set
aside from other portions of an establishment for the
manufacturing, processing, storing, and handling
of explosives and ammunition.

218. FIELD OFFICE

Any office, exclusive of the main administrative,
office, located within an establishment in which
operational administrative functions only are
performed.

219. FIRE HAZARD AREA

A location in which the primary but not neces-
sarily the only hazard is that of fire including "ex-
plosions" of gas or vapor and air mixtures.

220. FiRE-RESISTIVE

A term used to indicate the design of a structure
or materials and the like to resist a fire to which they
might be subjected without themselves becoming
weakened to the point of failure. 4_

2-4
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U 221. FIRE-RETARDANT

A term used to designate generally combustible
materials or structures which have been treated or
have surface coverings designed to retard ignition
or fire spread.

222. FIRE WALL
A wall of fire-resistive construction designed to

prevent the spread of fire from one side to the other.
A fire wall may also be termed a "fire division wall."

223. FIXED AMMUNITION
Ammunition, except small arms and rocket ammu-

nition, consisting of a cartridge case loaded with
proplleant a&H a projectile which are loaded in one
operation into the weapon, the cartridge case being

S firmly attached to the projectile.

224. FLAMEPROOF
A word applied to combustible materials, such as

clothir,-, which have been treated or coated to
decrease their burning characteristics,

i2S. FLAMMABLE
Combustible. A flammable material is one which

is easily ignited and burns readily.

226. FLAMMABLE LiOUID
Any liquid, the vapor of which will burn. (See

volatile flammable liquid par. 278.)

2-5
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227. HAZARD
Any condition which may result in the occurrence,

or contribute to the severity of &n accident.

228. HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
Any compound, rmixture, element or assemblage

of material whicli, because of its inherent character-
istics, is dangerous tE manufacture, process, store or
handle.

229. HOLDING YARD
A ,-oup of railroad tracks used to store cars of

explosives, ammunition or inert materials for in-
definite periods. Ammuni ion and explosives hold-
ing yards may Include areas for parking trailers
containing ammunition and explosives.

230. INERT (AS APPLICABLE TO AMMUNITION) 3
Containing no explosives, active chemicals or

pyrotechnics but not necessarily noncombustible.

231. INERT AREA
Any area other than an explosives or administra-

tion area within an establishment.

232. INER7 COMPONENTS
The parts of ammunition which do not -,itain

explosives, active chemicals or pyrotechnics.

2-8
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133 INHABITED BUILDING
A building or structure other than operating

buildings, magazines and auxiliary buildings occupied
in whole or in part as a habitation for human beings.
or where people are accustomed to assemble; both
within and outside of government establishmens
Land outside of the boundaries of Ordnance estab-
lishment. shall be considered as possible sites for
inhabited buildings.

234. INSPECTOROS WORKSHOP
A special building equipped to permit all normal

surveillance inspections.

235. INYRALINE OPERATIONS
Those proceemes accomplished within one operating

lint).

236. JATOS
The basi term for jet thrust units Idudlng boost-

ers, sustainer. and aircraft asist take-off devices.

237. LOADING DOCKS
Loading docks are facilities at ground level or

elevaled structures designed and installed for trans-
ferring explosives, ammunition, and component parts
thw-eof between automotive vehicles and railway
cars.

233. •AGAMZNE
A etaucture deigned w q.*dkally dedgatsd for

the storage of explosives, ammunition, or lbadod
componcnta2U 2-7
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a. Many types of magazinm are to be found at
Ordnance establishments. A brief summary of types
follows:

(1) Igloo (earth-covered, arch) t pe.
(2) Box (earth-covered reinforced concrete)

type.
(3) Stradley (Yurt) (evrth-covered, reidorced

c-ancrete) type with vertical sidewalls and
arched roof.

(4) Corbetta (earth-covered, beehive or dome)
type.

(5) Aboveground type. Includes the following:
(a) Originally termed "Ammunition Maga-

zine."
(b) Originally termed "Black Powder Maga-

1ine, "
(c) Originally termed "Primer and Fuze

Magazine."
(d) Originally termed "Smokeless Powder

M ,aiine."

Noae. The above 4 type* of above ground mag-

azines mrty or may not be barricaded.

(e) Richmond type (two sides and rear are
barricaded).

(6) Hillside type.
(7) Subsurface type (all portions underground).

139. MAGAZINE AREA
A restbic"t ai , specifically designated and oet

aside from other- portions of the establishment for
the primary purpo. of ammuultom and exolosives
Whwage.

2-,
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240, MAGAZINE DISTANCE

The distance between magazines that is expected
to prevent the propagation of explosion from one
magazine to another.

241. MAGAZINE PLACARDS

Ordnance placards (0. 0. Form 5991) that are re-
quired to be posted inside on or near each door of a
magazine.

242. MILITARY PYROTECHNICS

Ammunition manufactured specifically for use as
signals, illuminants and like items.

S 243. MODIFY

To make a major or a miitor change in the design
or assembly of an item of ammunition or compone,-t
pait thereof.

244. MISSILE DISTANCE

The limiting range of a considerable niurnb-,.4r nf
tis iles from the quantity and types of arnninnit0i
invo,)lved in the quantity distance-tab,h (k s-, . No.
17). The inhibited buildiog dist-ancw im certtu
clasies are sometinfs used as the mis-il distancm

245. NONCOMBUSTIBLE

Not combustible, not burnable In the erdinary
sense of the word.

2--9
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246. NORMAL MAINTEt#kNCE

That •,ork perforr ed on ammunition to pi-event
deterioration and to correct minor defects not requir-
ing renovation or major modification operations.

247. OPERATING BUILDING

Any structure, except a magazine, in which opera-

tions pertaining to manufacturing, processing or
handling explosives or ammunition are performed.

248. OPERATING LINE

The groop of buildings used to Ferform the con-
secutive steps in the loading, assembling, modifica-
tion, normal maintenance, renovations, demilitariza-
tion or salvaging of an item of ammunition or in the S
manufacture of an explosive.

249. OPERATING LINE SEPARATION

The required distance separating each group ot
buildings forming one operating iine and any other
gr17up of buildings forming another opiating line.

250. OPERATIONAL SHIELD

A barrier constructed to protect personnel, ma-
tkriel or equipment from the effects of a possible fire

or explosion occurring at a particular operation.

251. OUTDOOR STORAGE SITES

Locations selected within the magazine area for

the storage of Ammunition and, in ezoeptionai cAses, .

2-10 4.4
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inert items. Thee locations can be any of the
following typea:

a. Earth revetted four sides (except entrance)
located between earth-covered magazines.

b. Earth revetted four sides (except entrance) not
located between earth-covered magazines.

c. Nonrevetted with roof cover only.
d. Nonrevetted without cover.

252. PUBLIC HiGHWAY
Any street, alley, road, or navigable water open

to the use of the general public. Navigable water it
that part of i body of water capable of navigation
by barges, tugboats, and larger veels.

253. PUBLIC RAILWAYS Any steam, electric, or other railroad which carrie
pasengemrs for hire.

254. PROPELLANT, SOLID
Those substances whose rate of combustion is such

as to pwarmit their use for propelling projectiles. The
groater portion of this material was originally te',med
"smokeless powder." This now includes the solid
propellants used in JATO8, etc.

255. PYROTECHNIC MATERIAL
The explosiv¶e or chemical ingredients, including

powdered metals, used in the mriiufacture of military
pý rotechLice.

t.-I
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256. QUANTITY.DtSTAN(.L
The quantity of exploesves material and distance

separation relationships which provide defined types
of protection. These relalonships are baed on
levels of risk considered acceptable for the stipulated
exposures and are tabulated In the appropriate
quantity-distance table@ in Section 17.

"257. RENOVATION
That work performed on ammunition to restore

it to a completely serviceable condition; usually
iDvolves the replacement of unserviceable or out-
moded parts.

t58. RE-TRICTED AREA
Any area, usually ferwed, at an establishment

where the entrance and egress of personnel and
vehicular traffic are controlled for reasons of safety
or security.

259. ROCKET
A complete missile which derives its thrust from

ejection of hot games generated from propellants"
carried in the missile.

260. ROCKET MOTOR
That portion of the complete rocket loaded with

propellant.

2-12
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261. ROCKET HEAD

That portion of the complete rocket loaded with
high explosives, chemicals or inert material.

262. SAFETY DIRECTOR

The individual, military or civilian, designated
pursuant to and assigned d 1es in the administra-
tion of an establishment's safety program in con-
formance with current Army directives

263. SAFETY SHOES

Specially designed footwear of three geneil types
identified as--P a. Industrial safety shoes with hard toes or other
resistive physical characteriatic.

b. Sparkproof safety shoes containing no exposed
metal for use in locations where friction sparks are
hazardouL

e. Conductive sole safety shoe used where static
electricity or friction, hazards are present.

264. SEMIFIXED AMMUNITION

Ammunition loaded into the cannon in one opera-
tion and whose propelling charge may be adjusted
for zone firing.

265. SEPARATI-LOADING AMMUNITION

Ammunition whose propelling charge and pro,
jectile are loaded separately into the weapon.

2-13



246. SERVICE MAGAZINE

An autiliary building used for the intermediate
tsorage of explosives materials not exceding the

minimum amount necessary for safe efficient pro-
duction.

267. $IMULTANEOUS DETONATION

Detonation of separated quantities of explosive
or ammunition occurring so nearly at the same time
that the effect on the surroundings is the same as
if the several quantities were not separated and were
detonsted en msae,

266. $MALL ARMS AMMUNITION

Ammunition used in firearms of caliber up to and
including caliber .6 and shotguns.

Note.•-Quntity UlmItations &DO quanty-dstancre-

quirewents given in tohi manual do not apply to flashed
naU arms ammunition unlew usficalLy so mentioned.

269. STACKS (APPttCAtLI TO XPLOSIVES AND
AMMUNITION)

Safe orderly groupinp of explosives, ammunition
and component parts thereof in storage.

270. STORAGE COMPATIBILITY

Two or more ammqnition or explosives Items
are said to be compatible when their characteris.
tics are such that a qpantity of two or more of the

9ms stored together Is no more harardous than
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a comrarable quantity of any one of the items stored
ZIori'.
271. SUBSTANTIAL DIVIDING WALL

An interior wall designed to prevent simultaneous
detonation of quantities of explosives on opposite
sides of the wall (See par. 5%6.)
V72. SUSPECT CAR TRACK

A railway spur track where a suspected car can be
examined prior to unloading of the explosive con-
tents.
273. SURVEILLANCE

The observation, inspection, investigation, test,
study and classificatior of ammunition, ammuni-
tion components and explosives in movement,
storage and use with respect to degree of service-
ability and rate of deterioration, (See sec. 25 for
renovation.)
274. TEMPORARY STORAGE YARD

taflroad tracks and desigpateJ suitable are"
used to store rntl cars, trucks or trailers of explosives,
ammunition or inert materials for periods of from
24 hours to 2 weaks.
275. TOXIC AREA

An area in which the hazard is primarily a direct
hazard to health.
276. UNDERGROUt10 FACILITIES

Piping, conduit, tur, els, tanks or other construc-
tion below ground levei.
277. UTILITIES

Those services such as water, air, steam, sewage,
and electricity necessary to the operation of an

9 establishment.
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279. VOLATILE FLAMMABLE LIQUID
Any flammable liquid the vapor of which can be

ignited at or below temperatures of 1000 F. (closed
cup flash point).
279. WAIVER

4 A written authorization by the Chief of Grdnance
which specifically permits deviation from a manda-

2 tory regulation of this manual for a limited time
pending correction of the condition, or a written
authorization by an installption commander per-
mitting deviation from an advisory provision of this
manual. The latter type, local waivers, are also
granted for specific periods of time.

280. SEPARATED-LOADING AMMUNITION
Ammunition which is loaded into a weapon in a

single operation but is neither fixed nor semifixed.
281. MASS DETONATION

(Added)
Detonation of separated quantities of explosives

"or ammunition occurring so nearly at the same time
that the effect on the surroundings is the same as if
the several quantities were not separated. "Simul-
taneous" detonation (par. 267).
282. INTERCHANGE YARD

(Added)
A location set aside for the exchange of rail cars

or truck trailers between a common carrier and the
Government.
283. AUTHORIZATION

(Added)
Approval of operation which this manual requires

an installation to obtain from the Chief of Ordnance. j!
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SECTION 3

DECONTAMINATION OF EXPLOSIVE
ESTABLISHMENTS

301. GENERAL

The decontamination and dismantling procedures
to be followed for explosive establishments upon ces-
sation of activity or upon conversion to other uses
are given in detail in SB 5-52, 11 July 1945. The
requirements of SB 5-52 shall be followed at all
Ordnance establishments, and they should be con-S sidered a guide for cleaning and dismantling equip-
merit preparatory to repair or maintenance. Any
equipment used in an explosive operation which may
subsequently be used in operations with nonexpiu-
sive material or explosives other than that for which
the equipment was used originally shall first be given
whatever treatment is necessary to insure that no
explosive material remains.

302. CHEMICAL DESTRUCTION OF EXPLOSIVES

The chemical destruction of loose explosives or am-
munition ey-spt as provided below shall not be per-
mitted unless approval is given by the Chief of
Ordnance. Chemical methods must be supervised by
qualified personnel having knowledge of chemistry.
Chemical destruction methods rely upon chemical re-
action which to be completed require time, full con-
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VI

tact of the explosive with the chemical agent'(may

require agitation), solutions of adequate strength and
quandty, etc. Chemical methods shall not be umed in
an attempt to destroy explosives which are enclosed
or pressed into components such as detonstors. The
following procedures may be used under adiequate
supervision for small quantities of the rplosive
named. ("Small quantities" are 28 grams or Ilm)

a. Mermry Fulminate. Place a quantity of aque-
ous sodium thiosulfate (hypo) solution (20 percent
by weight of sodium thiosulfate) equal to 10 times
the weight of mercury fulminate to be destroyed in
a wood or earthenwaie container. While agitating
the hypo solution, add water-wet mercury fulminate.
The mixture shall be agitated by air or mechanical
means but not by hand. Agitation must be con-
tinued until all fulminate has been dissolved, usually
within 2 hours. Operators shall keep to the wind-
ward of the container or wear gas masks to avoid
inhaling any cyancgen gas ev ed.

b. Nitroglycerin. Small quantities of nitrogly-
cerin may be neutralized or destroyed with a mixture
of the following solutions:

Solution A. Skodium sulfide (pulverized)--9
parts by wei:ght and wstei--80 parts by
weight.

Solution B. Denatured ethyl alcoho,-70 parts
by weight and acetone---20 parts by weight.

Do not combine the two solutions unti iminediately
before destroyinig the nitroglycerin as, after mixing
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the potency diminishes on btorage. The use of this
mixture should be limited to very small quantitie3s ,
such as the oily film that adheres to surfaces after the
nitroglycerin has been removed with sponges or ab-
sorbed in wood pulp or sawdust. Operators using
this solution should wear rubber gloves.

c. Black powder. Black powder may be com-
pletely destroyed by leaching or washing with large
quantities of water and disposing of the washings
separately from the residue.

d. Lead aside.
(1) Lead azide accumulated on surfaces should

be taken up with water wet-cloths. The
cloths should then be washed out in one of
the solutions named below after which the
complete desensitizing treatment is carried
out in the solution. The cloths should be
thoroughqy washed with water before reuse.
Empty shipping bags while still water-wet
should be turned inside out and treated.
Three chemical methods are approved for
destroying lead azide.

(2) Probably the moet satisfactory chemical
method for destroying lead azide is the
sodium nitrite-acetic acid method. For the
destruction of a quarti,.y ot 1 ounce of lead
*zide, it should be placAd in 1½ gallons of
a 10 perxvnt solution of ammonium acetate
to which is added a solution of 2½ ounces
of sodium nitrite in 1 pint of water. The
mixture is stirred and while stirring, 7
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ounces of glacial acetic acid or its equiva-
lent of weaker acid is added. The entire
solution should be allowed to stand in a
warm place for 1 hour cr more before dis-
posal.

(3) Another method is to use sodium nitrite and
rnit~ric acid. The lead azide should be de-
stroyed in small quantities at a time by suc-
"cessive treatment with . 25 percent solution
of sodium nitrite and a 36 percent solution
of nitric acid. Place water, then lead azide
to be destroyed in a ceramic crock or other
suitable container of ample size (at least
500 cc of pure watbr per gram of azide).
Add sodium-nitrite solution and agitate
carefully but thoroughly; then add the ni-
tric acid solution slowly with continual
agitation. Heat is generated during the
decomposition so all additions must be made
slowly. Decomposition is rapid and com-
plete if sufficient quantities of the killing
solution are employed. The resultant solu-
tion is clear. Ferric chloride solution is
used to test for incomplete decomposition of
the azide. A red color appears if azide is
still present. Toxic fumes may be evolved
during the killing reaction.

(4) The third method is to dissolve lead azide
in 10 percent ammonium acetate solution,
from which the lead is precipitated with 10
percent aqueous potassium biclhromate.
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This is followed by #, thorough washing
"with water. However, this procedure may
leave a sludge containing sensitive explo-
sive material and appropriate precautions
must be taken. All wash cloths or brushes
used to apply ammonium acetate solution
should be treated with a sodium bichromate
solution.

(5) (Added) A fourth method (preferred) is
to use a 20-25 percent aqueous solution of
"ceric ammonium nitrate for the chemical
dedtruction of lead azide. When small
quantities of lead azide are destroyed in
this manner, the reaction is not violent
Since one of the products of the reaction is
a gas, the ending of the gas evolution
indicates completion of destruction. This
method offers the following advantages
over preceding ones:

(a) Safer to use because the chemical ro-
tion is lees violent than those involving
acid,

(b) Raidue formed is more readily disposed
of than lead chromate, and

(c) Evolved gas acts as indicator to assure
completion of the reaction.
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SECTION 4

LOCAL DISASTER PLAN

401. GENERAL

a. Each establishment shall prepare a local dis-
aster plan to be followed in the event of a disaster.

b. Such a plan will establish written detailed in-
"structions and a&-ignments, and prescribe the duties
of personnel and organizational units of the estab-
lishment in event of an incident of such serious
nature as to be declared by the commanding officerS to constitute a "disaster."

c. The local disaster plan should ciearry define
those incidents that are considered to be disasters.

d. The purpose of the plan is to reduce injury to
personnel and damage to property, to maintain
wholesome public relations, and to preserve all
evidence pertinent to cause and effect. It should
be practical, simple, easily understood, and prepared
in aiticipation of any predictable disaster originat-
ing either inside or outside the establishment. A
local disaster plan should be coordinated with any
other disaster, emergency, or defense plan of pr,-
pared action required by appropriate Department of
the Army authority. It is essential that each estab-
lishment anticipate the need for coordinated action
in the event of any unusual incident of purely local
origin, such as fires, explosions, floods, and the like.
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402. OBJECTIVES

A local disaster plan should be formulated so that:
am There is a clear allocation and designation of

responsibility to each of the necessary participating
units.

b. There is adequate and trained personnel avail-
able at all times to di;charge, the designated respoxsi-
bilities promptly and competently.

c. The units activated by the local disaster plan
will immediately and automatically begin to function
the instant the alarm is given without v';aiting fo1

orders or instructions.

403. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Each of the participating units shall be prepared 5
by prior organization, training, and drill to assume
specifically designated responsibilities and perform
certain duties, as covered in detail in the local
disaster plan and as outi'ned below.

404. OPERATIONS CENTER

a. The local disaster plan should designate an
operations master control or command station where
a responsible person should always be stationed as
circumstances may require. He should have suffi
cient authority to:

(1) Control all activities on the reservation ia-
cluding that portion outside of the affected
area.

(2) Make necessary major decisions.
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(3) Coordinate the activities of all units, de-
partments, divisions, or agencies concerned
Iii the relief of the disaster.

(4) Sjmmon aid from outside agencies should
the occasion develop.

b. An alternate operations center should be desig-
nated in case the first location is not available for use
or ;s untenable at the time of the disaster.

405. COMMAND FUNCTION AT SCENE
Specific provision should be made for the designa-

tion of successive available personnel to discharge
full command responsibility over all parti,?ating
units at the scene of the disaster. Similarly, each
participating unit should have clear indication of the
command channels within the respectiv ý units. This
designation of command responsibility at the scene
is not to be confused with the over-all responsibility
to be exercised by the commanding officer and when
appropriate, the general manager for the operating
contractor.

406. COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT
The comm:mnications '_-partment shoulj be pre-

pared to:
a. Discontinue immediately upon receipt of initial

report of disaster all telephonic communications be-
tween the instaAlation and outside sources including
telephone pay stations.

b. Notify in order: Fire department, guard depart-
ment, medical department aw)d such other participat-

-% ing units (and individuals in predeter:ni•i•.d order)
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as the initial report may indicate advisable. One
person should not be expected to make more than
eight notifications.

c. Notify the commanding officer or his designated
representative and, as appropriate, the general man-
ager of the operating contractor or his designated
representative.

d. Resume and maintain, in accordance with in-
structions to be issued in advance by the commanding
oficer, rigid control over all telephonic communica-
tions between the installation and outside sources
until the necessity for such control has been termi-
nated by declaration of competent authority.

e. Prepare for and provide adequate means of com-
munication for the operations center at the scene
during the disaster.

407. FIRE DEPARTMENT

The fire department should be prepared to-
a. Administer first aid.
b. Evacuate personnel from the area immediately

affected.
c. Rescue or direct the rescue of injured or eui-

trapped persons.
d. Combat any fire.
e. Request through command channels and utilize

upon arrival the services of outside fire-fighting
agencies.
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408. GUARD DEPARTMENT

The guard department should be prepared to-
m• Segregate the area immediately affected.

6. Maintain effective control within the establish-
ment over personnel and vehicular traffic beyond the
affected area.

c. Close all outside gates to traffic and permit ac-
cess and egress only in compliance with instructions
to be issued in advance by competent authority.

d. Request, in accordance with previously com-
pleted arrangements, assistance from state and local
enforcement agencies in establishing and maintain-
ing road blocks and traffic control on highway ap-
proaches te the installation.

e. Protect the scene from all unauthe'ized dis-
turbance until all investigations are concluded.

409. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

The medical department should be prepared to--
a. Administer appropriate treatment to injured

persons.
b. Obtain, and utilize effectively upon arrival,

outside medical assistance.
c. Check all employees from the affected area for

possible injuries before they are permitted to leave
the reservation. This should not unduly delay the
removal to hospital of seriously injured persons.

d. Arrange for any necessary evacuation of pa-
tients from the hospital or dispenisary.
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410. MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

The maintenance department should be prepared
to-

a. Start the fire pumps according to prearranged
plans, and see that they function properly.

b. Eliminate hazards of electric, gas, and steam
lines in the immediate vicinity of the incident.

c. Resume service at earliest moment of affected
utilities.

d. Anticipate impairment of any utility service
caused by spread of the incident and promptly ad-
vise the appropriate command authority at the scene.

e. Provide equipment for handling or removing
heavy debris in the rescue of injured or entrapped
personnel.

411. TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

The transportation department should be prepared
to-

a. Frnish immediately transportation for auxil-
iary firemen and guards.

b. Furnish, upon request, appropriate transporta-
tion to effect any necessary movement of personnel
and material.

412. PUBLIC RELATIONS UNIT

The public relations unit should be prepare•d in
accordance with existing Department of the Army
directives to-

a. Issue immediately, and only after approval of
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the commanding officer, an appropriate prelimina.ry
statement couched in general terms containing only
the then confirmed facts.

b. Issue at earliest practicable moment, and only
after approval of the commanding officer, a complete
statement of facts in accordance with current
directives.

c. Rceiv?, and furnish appropriqte accommoda-
tions and escort for, authorized representatives of
the press and radio.

d. Furrnish appropriate information and no•lfica-
tion to relatives and friends of positively identified
casualties.

413. INVESTIGATIVE UNIT

B The investigative unit should be prepared to-
a. Have personnel available ,at the scene for the

specific and exclusive purpose of recording all per-
tinent factual conditions at or immediately after the
occurrence.

b. Contact and interview as promptly as possible
all availabi,, eye witnesses in order to secure initial
impressions before reflective imagination and shock
have distorted the facts in mind.

c. Establish promptly and positively the identity
of casualties.

d. Assist any duly al,,)ointed Board of Officers and
representatives of any outside authorized investiga-
tive agencies.

e. Photograph pertinent exposures.
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f. Preserve evidence in its original condition and
location as far as practicable and maintain an accu-

IN

rate record of continuity of handling all material
which must be removed by consideration of public
health and safety.

g. Following an explosion, locate pertinent factual
conditions, casualties and results of the incident by
distance and direction from the center of the explo-
sion; and the cause of casualties as by blast, missiles,
collapse of buildings, flying glass, etc.

414. REQUIRED REPORTING OF LOCAL DISASTER

The exact procedure for reporting local disasters
in accordance. with current Ordnance Corps direc-
tives, shall be incorporated in the local disaster plan
of the establishment.
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SECTION 5

CONSTRUCTION AND UTILITIES

501. INTRODUCTION

a. New construction. Each new operating and
auxiliary building, and each new utility pertain-
ing thereto, at any Ordnance establishment, shall
comply with the mandatory and advisory pro-
visiona of this section and other Department of
the Army regulations affecting safety. The ad-
visory provisions may be waived in new construc-S tion only upon prior approval of the Office of the
Chief of Ordnance. Each new magazine, barri-
cade, splinterproof or bombproof shelter, or per-
manently-installed operational .-hield shall con-
form to plans and specifications approved by the
Chief of Ordnance. Every other new building.
structure, and utility, subject to approval by the
Ordnance Corps or any echelon tbereof, shall
comply with applicable Department of the Army
regulations affecting safety.

b. Existing facilities. Existing facilities of the
classes covered above, which do not comply with
safety regulatiomis published after their construc-
tion or installation, may be exempted from the
new requirements, when such action is authorized
by the Chief of Ordnance.r AGO 10016C 5-1



c. Modifications. Modifications to existing f a-
cilities of the classes covered above, unless minor
in nature and not introducing an additional haz-
ard, nnost comply to the latest safety require-
ments.

502. BUILDING EXTERIORS

Exterior wall and roof coverings of operating
buildings in explosives establishments should be
noncombustible. Roofs should also comply with
paragraph 504b. The buildings should be without
basements and not more than one story high, ex-
cept where necessitated by process requirements.

503. FLOORS AND WORK SURFACES

Floexs anA work surfaces in hazardous locations
shall be constructed to facilitate cleaning and
should have no cracks tr crevices in which explo.
sives may lodge. Subfloors, finished flooring, and
work surfaces should not wrinkle or buckle under
operating conditions. Where washing is required,
surfaces must be capable of withstanding re-
peated applications cf hot water. Nonsparking
floors and work surfaces are required in all loca-
tions where exposed explosives and/or hazardous
concentrations of flammable vapor or gas are
present. Nonsparking floors and work surfaces
must not spark when stroked vigorous!y with a
hardened steel file. Locations requiring conduc-
tive flooring are specified in paragraph 705 When
grounding is necessary, the provisions of para-
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B
graph 7M2 apply to work surfaces. Cove bases at
the junction of walls and flooi ,1re recommended.
Exposed nails, screws, or bolts . work surfaces
must be avoided.

504. INTERIOR WALLS, ROOFS, AND CEILINGS

a. Interior surface finishes of explosives oper-
ating buildings should be of smooth, fire-retard-
ant material, free from cracks and crevices, have
joints taped or sealed and, if painted, be covered
with a hard gloss paint to facilitate cleaning and
to rrlnimize the impregnation of finished wall and
ceiling material

S
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S with explosives. Horizontal ledges which might hold
dust shall be avoided or be beveled.

b. Roofs and walls, except of earth-covered maga-
zines and containment type structures, shall be as
light in weight as practicable (weak) and so con-
str•, cted and supported that they will vent an internal
explosion with the formation of a minimum of large
missiles. Exception is made in the case of fire walls
(par. 505) and substantial dividing walls (par. 506).

505. FIRE WALLS
Fire walls are designed to prevent the spread of

fire from one side to the other. The design and con-
struction of fire walls will vary with the type of con-
struction of the building and the occupancy. For
the types of ponstruction commonly enicountered,
fire walls should extend through the roof and walls
of the buildings as required by the manual cited be-
low. In future construction, fire walls not winged
beyond the walls of a building of frame construction
should be returned on the faces of the building 10 feet
from the centerline of the wall in both directions.
Exterior sheathing and siding should butt against the
masonry return and should not run continuous over
its face. The minimum and detailed requirements for
approved fire walls given in the Engineering Manual
for Military Construction, Corlp of Engineers, must
be followed.

Openings in fire walls shall be, held to a minimum
and those necessary shall be protected in accordance
with the requirements of National Board of Fire Un-
derwriters' Pamphlet No. 80, "Prot-ction of Open-
ings in Walls sad Partitions Against Fire."
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506. SUJSTAN11AL DIVIDING WALLS
Substantial dividing wails separating two inde-

pendent concentrations of HE are considered an
effective means for preventing the "simultaneous"
detonation of the HE on both sides of the wall when
the destructive force produced by the detonation of
the concen ration on either side of the wall does not
exceed those forces which would be produced by 5,000
poands (net) of HE. In this connection, if the total
quantity of explosives located on one side of the
dividing wall exceeds 5,000 pounds the ciiteria for
maximum permissible concentration are considered
to be satisfied if this larger quantity is subdivided into
smaller qluantities which, if initiated, will not involve
independent explosions greater than 5,000 pounds of
HE. If the explosives on both sides of a substantial *
dividing wall are prevented from exploding "siml_-
taneously," the purpose for which the wall was pro-
vided will have been accomplished, even though the
wall may be demolished in the process and structural
damage in the plant may be severe. Under these
conditions the quantities separated by a substantial
dividing wall need not be added together for the pur-
pose of quentity-distance computations (par. 1708).
Stacks of explosives material should be kept at least
3 feet from these walls. A substantial dividing wall
shall extend to the roof and should extend to the
sidewails of the space which is divided into separate
rooms. It shall be constructed in one of the following
forms:
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a. Reinforced concrete not less than 12 inches
thick. Concrete and reinforcing steel shall be as
shown on drawings *approved by the Chief of
Ordnance. Botlh faces shall be reinforced with rods
at least one-half inch in diameter, spaced not more
than 12 inches on centers horivontally and vertically,
interlocked with the footing rods and secured to
prevent overturning. Rods on one face shall be
staggered with regard to rods on the opposite face,
and should be approximately 2 inches from each face.
Concrete should have a design compressive strength
of 2,500 p. s. i. and should meet Corps of Engineers'
specifications.

S
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S b. Five-foot thickness of packed earth or sand,
held between concrete, masonry or wooden retaining
walls.

c. Six-foot thickness of sandbags (least desirable
except for strictly temporary operations).

507. BUILDING EXITS
In small rooms or cubicles having substantially

constructed walls on three sides and occupied by not
more than two persons only one properly located
exit is required. Otherwise at least two exits shall
be provided for each operating room or building con-
taining explosives and other materials which con-
stitute a serious hazard to operating personnel.
Exits should be at least 30 inches wide and located
at opposite ends or sludes of the area involve6. They
must be so located that each operator is between the
explosives hazard and an exit. The path of travel
from the work place should be unobstructed. Rooms
in which more than eight persons are employed
ishould be provided with one additional exit for each
five additional employees or portion thereof. In
determining the t,'tal number of exits required where
exit widths exceed 30 inches each 30 inches of width
may be considered one exit. It is desirable to have
exits equally spaced about the perimeter of the
building with no employee more than 25 feet from
the nearest exit. Exit should be to the outside wall
of the building rather than into a hallway or another
room.
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508. DOORS
Exit doors in operating buildings shall open out-

ward and during operating hours shall not be fastened
with locks other than antipanicatches or other
quick-releasing devices. Exit doors shall not be
obstructed. Exit doors in buildings containing
explosives, except storage magazines, should be
casement type doors in pairs and glazed with non-
shatterable plastic material such as "Lumapane" or
"Cello-Glass." In no case should the opening be less
than 2 feet 6 inches wide by 6 feet 6 inches high.
All interior doors should open in the direction of
flow of material through the building and should
open upon unobstructed passageways. Exit doors
or platforms upon which exit doors open which are
4 feet or higher above the ground shall be provided
with safety chutes; ramps, or stairways with hand- 3
rails. Doors opening on to ramps or passageways
shall be designed for rapid exit-

509. SAFETY CHUTES
a. Safety chutes shall be provided as exits from

hazardous locations where rapid egress is vital and
cannot be otherwise obtained, Safety chutes nor-

mally are required for m'dtistoried buildings and
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I
shall be provided for work levels above the
ground floor. Safety chutes should be located on
opposite sides of the hazardous operation where
practicable to reduce the likelihood of personnel
being trapped by fire between them and a single
chute. Exit t o safety chutes must open on a plat-
form not less than 3 feet square equipped with
guardrails. The chutes shall begin at the outsidc
edge of the platform and not at the edge of the
buildings. Landings from safely chutes should be
located at selected places which shall lead directly
to escape routes free from tripping hazards, low
guy lines, drains, ditches, or other obstrto.
Manually or automatically controlled trips should
be installed at or near the entranC tLo hutes to# give an alarm in the operating buildrljg and in
nearby structui'es; this device may also actuate
deluge valves and water curtains in the building
or room effected.

b. Recommended safety chute dimensions and
construction are: Angle 40'-50' with the hori-
zontal; depth of chute, 24 inches; radius at bot-
tom of chute, 12 inches. The lower end of the
chute must not be over 24 inches above the
ground. If necessary, the end of the chute must
have a horizontal run sufficient to prevent an in-
jury to the employee because of speed of exit
without the use of landing cushions which are
unsatisfactory in cold weather. In general, chutes
less than 15 feet long require no horizontal run,
those 40 feet long require 6 feet of horizontal
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run. The juncture of the two sections must
be well rounded. The sheets of metal of which the
chute is constructed must overlap in the direction
of travel.

510. EMERGENCY EXITS AND FIRE ESCAPES

a. The requirements of the latest edition of the
ASA Building Exits Cod&. Thould be used as a
guide for the necessity, de~zign, and construction
of emergency exits and fire escapes. Provision of
emergency exits, including safety chutes for ex-
plosives operating buildings, shall not be less
than the requirements of paragraphs 507, 508,
and 509.

b. Exterior fire escapes shall be of noncom- _A

bustible material and should be located at a
section of the wall no,. containing windows. Sup-
porting members for safety chutes may be of
wood. Windows or doors in proximity to the fire
escape, and from which flames may reach escap-
ing personnel, should be glazed with wire glass
cxcept in explosives operating buildings where
the glazing should consist of relatively non-
shatterable plastic materials such as "Plexiglas,"
"Lumapane," or "Cello-Glass." Fire escapes and
stairwvays having four or more risers shall haN a
handra JLS.

511. STAIRWAYS

Stairways, four or more risers in height, must
be provided with handrails. Open risers should
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be avoided. Where stairways exist in an ex-
plosives building or in one where a dangerous fire
hazard exists, handrails must be 42 inches high
to preclude falls when vision might be impaired
by injury or when panic might result. Risers
should not exceed 7 inches and treads should be
at least 10 inches wide exclusive of projections.
In other cases, stair handrails shall be between
30 and 34 inches high. Long stairways should
be provided with landings. Ma:',m height be-
tween such successive stair landings should not
exceed 12 feet. The installation of winding or
"spiral" stairways should be avoided. For a rise
of less than 200, an incline or ramp should beS useu. For a rise between 200 and 500, stairways
are required. Landings should be the same width
as stairways and not less than 3 feet 6 inches in
length.

512. FIXED LADDERS

a. Fixed ladders should conform to the latest
edition of ASA Safety Code for Construction,
Care and Use of Ladders.

b. Fixed ladders erected in areas in which a
stairway cannot be constructed may be of wood
or steel. Where fixed ladders exceed 20 feet
in height, a cage or basket guard (beginning not
more than 8 feet above grade) or other acceptable
device to prevent falling shall be provided, The
ladder must have a minimum back clearance of
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30 inches, minimum front clearance of 61/2 inches,
and a minimum side clearance of 15 inches
measured from centerline. Side rails of perma-
nent ladders shouid extend 3 feet 6 inches above
landings. Landings or platform space should not
be over 16 feet apart vertically. Where a ladder
inclines more than 1 foot in 6 feet, it should be
replaced with a stairway.

513. PLATFORMS, RUNWAYS AND RAILINGS

a. Platforms, runways, and railings should be
in conformity with the latest edition of ASA
Safety Code for Floor and Wall Openings, Rail-
ings and Toe Boards.

b. Platforms, runways, and railings must be
of first-grade materials and constructed in a sub-
stantial manner. PVatforms and runways less
than 30 feet long reqiire one stairway or fixed
ladder; those over 30 feet long or more than 250
square feet in area :equire two stairways or
ladders.

c. Platforms or runways around open tan-k

should be built at least 3 feet 6 inches below the
top of tanks unless a railing 42 inches above the
platform floor is provided around the top of the
tank. Platforms, floor openings, runways, tanks,
or open vats with tops which are less3 than 3 feet
above the floor of the building, platform, and
other places where the hazard can be minimized
by a railing, must be guarded by suitable railings
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S
consisting of handrails, midrails, and toeboards.
Toeboards are not required on platforms or run-

ways around tanks or vat tops which are 6 inches
or more above the floor of the buildings, plat-

form, or runwayq.

d. Permanent railings should be of metal ex-

cept in those process buildings where metal rail-

ings would increase the hazard.

S0
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514. PASSAGEWAYS

If weather-proLected passageways (ramps) for
communication between buildings or magazines are
constructed, these passageways should be provided
with suitable fire-stops between the buildings in order
to interrupt a fire in its progress through the passage.

515. ROADS AND WALKWAYS

Good all-weather roads should be provided.
Road systems serving groups of magazines or
explosives buildings shall be arranged without dead
ends in order that motor vehicles carrying explosives
cannot be isolated. Interconnection roads for
magazine service roads, to prevent dead-ending, need
only be passable trails, adequate to accommodate
the typical vehicles employed at the installation.
Roads serving a single magazine, or explosives
processing building (including its service facilities)
may dead-end at Lhe magazine or building. The
road system should be designed to eliminate the
necessity for passing through an intermediate
explosive area in traveling from one area to another.
Walkways and roads at the entrances to or between
adjacent buildings cor.taining explosives shall be
hard surfaced or boardwalks, installed to prevent
employees from tracking stones, grit, and other
foreign material into operating buildings. These
walkways and roads should be kept free forn foreign
material. Foot brushes, door mats, and/or scrapers
should be provided at all explosives building ern-
trances except magazines. Special attention sh.l.
be given to passageways, walkways, stairs, etc.,
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which have been scbjected to the effects of inclement
weather (e. g., ice and snow).

516. WINDOWS AND SKYLIGHTS
a. Since inhabited building distances do not pro-,

tect against the hazards of flying glass, it is necessary
in laying out and designing buildings of the adminis-
tration area, shops, and other areas in relation to
explosives area, that windows and large areas of
conventional glass are located in directions other than
those facing buildings in which explosives are manu-
factured, processed, handled, or stored even though
the buildings may be separated by inhabited building
distance requirements. "Lumapane," "Cello-Glass,"
"Plexiglas," or similar relatively nonshatterable
plastic material may be used as glazing materials
where there is danger of an explosion causing injury
from falling or projected glass. Where glazing with
conventional glass is in use, the danger of falling and
projected glass is present and should be anticipated.
The hazard may be reduced by covering such glass
with wire mesh screening properly fixed in position
on the inside.

b. Windows in builcings in which mild explosion
hazards exist should be large in area to provide for
release of pressure in the event of an explosion, and
the frame or sash should be of a suitable v-nting type.
Nonshatterable type glazing is recommended.
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e. Skylights shall not be used in buildings where
explosives or ammunition are processed. Skylights
should not be used in other buildings in an explosives
establishment.

517. DRAINS AND SUMPS
a. All drain lines handling explosive wastes shall

be provided with sumps or basins of adequate design
and capacity for th" removal of explosives by settling.
The drains shall be of adequate capacity, free of
pockets and shall have sufficient slope (at least one-
quarter inch per foot) to prevent settling out of
explosives in the drain line until it reaches the sump
or settling basin where the explosives are to be col-
lected. Sumps must be designed so that suspended

* and settleable solid explosive material cannot be
carried in the wash waters beyond the sumps. The
design shall allow sufficient settling time based upon
the s tthng rate of the material and the usual r-te of
flow. The sump shall be constructed so that the
overflow will not disturb any floating solids. The
design must als.-, permit easy removal of collected
explosives, and for retention of those explosives which
float ont water until they can be skimmed off. Bolted
swimp tanks or other types of construction that permit
the explosives to settle in obscure or hidden spaces are
prohibited.
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b. Care must be taken to avoid the possibility of
deposition of explosives from sunip effluent due to
drying, temperature changes or interaction with -
other industrial contaminations. When explosives
which are appreciably soluble in water are handled,
sweeping and other dry collecting measues shal be
used to keep them out of the drainage system.

c. In all new construction subsequent to the date
of this manual, drains between the source of ex-
plosive and the sump shall be troughs with rounded
bottoms and with removable ventilated covers to
facilitate inspection for accumulation of explosives.
Waste liquids shall not be run into closed drains and
sewers. Drains shall be inspected periodically and
necessary steps taken to prevent the buildup of ex-

* plosives deposits in them. Drains and sewers con-
taining explosive waste materials must not be
connected in a manner to empty such wastes into the
normal sewage syaftems carrying inert or sanitary
wastes.

518, HARDWARE
a. Hardware in buildings containing exposed ex-

p1losives materials, explosive dusts or vapors should
be nonsparking material.

b. Fasteners such as muts and bolts, which are
'ecated so that accidental enty :'n. explosives or
explosive constituents is possible shall b6c ý,,lur-v
held in place by being drilled and thonged or other-
wise secured.
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519. TUNNELS
VWhenever tunnels are used, they shall be drained,

adequately ventilated, well lighted, and preferably,
provided with at least two exits. Water and steam
service Lines in tunnels shall be properly lagged with
suitable insulation. Tunnels between bdildings con-
taining explosives shall be designed and constructed
with special consideration given to the shock wave
and blast to prevent possible communication of an
explosion. All personnel except those required to
do so shall be prohibited from entering the tunnels.

520. POWERHOUSE EQUIPMENT
Powerhouse equipment, boilers, engines, and aux-

iliary equipment are installed in compliance with the
A. S. M. E. Boiler Code, the A. S. M. E. Code for
Unfired Pressure Vessels, the National Electrical
Code

"I
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and such other applicable codes, regulations, or
standards as are recognized as standard good prac-
tice. Inspections are made in conformance with
current directives.

521. REFRIGERATION PLANTS

Installation and equipment in refrigeration plants
should be in accordance with the requirements o' the
American Standard B9-1939 Safety Code for Me-
chanical Refrigeration.

522. LAUNDRIES

Plants operating laundries should have facilities
for washing and flameproofing uniforms where such

B clothing is in use. Where uniforms and rags which
are contaminated with explosives are to be laundered,
the facilities shall include a safe storage place for
contaminated clothing prior to washing, and also
sumps for the removal of explosives from waste
water. Testing facilities should be provided to
check the complete removal of the contaminant par-
ticularly when insoluble toxic substances are in-
volved. Commercial concerns laundering such arti-
ces shall be informed of the nature of the explosives'
contamination and dangerous chemical reacticrls
therewith. These commercial concerns should have
th;. facilities listed above.

523. STEAM FOR PROCESSING AND HEATING

Steam used for heating operating buildings con-
taining exPosivcs shall have a maximum pressure of
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5 psi (228° F.). Where necessary, proces steam
may exceed 5 psi but shall not exceed 15 psi. Proe-
ms stea-m is that which ia in direct contact with
explosives, nsed directly in the manufacture of
explosives, Jr that which in case of equipment
failure would exhaust directly into contact with
explosives or explosive fumes. The exterior of
steam or hot water pipes in contact with wood, paper
or other combustible materials shall not exceed 1600
F. (710 C.). Where steam temperatures must ex-
ceed 2280 F., in hazardous locations, steam lines shall
be covered and painted with an impervious material
or otherwise protected against contact with explo-
vyves. Where a reducing valve is used, a relief valve
should be installed on the low pressure piping. The
production of superheated stea., which results from W
the throttiing action of reducing valves must be pre-
vented by positive means. The use of a "water leg"
or water column for control of. steam pressure of 5
pounds or less is recommended. Where close con-
trol of steam temperature is necessary, indicating and
recording pressure or temperature gages should be
installed. Such devices should be periodically tested
and the test results recorded. Where resistance to
ground is high, steam lines should be properly
grounded where they enter buildings.

524. SANITARY FACILITIES

a. Distribution of sanitary fixtures depends upon
local requirement. Shower baths, lavatories, and
toilets should be provided as outlined in section 11.
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The establishments should have sufficient sewer and
waste disposal systems to whi,-P.L all sanitary fixtures
and appliances are connected.

b. Drinking fountains should be provided in se-
lected locations as requinrd. The fountains must
comply with moderrr saniUtry standards as outlined
in section 11.

525. VENTILATION

a. Buildings where dust, fumes, or vapor are
formed shall be adequately ventilated, preferably at
the source of the hazard. Exhaust fans through
which combustible dust or flammable vapor pass shrill
be equipped with nonferrous blades (or casting linedS with nonferrous material) and approved motors. The
entire ventilating system shall be bonded electrically
and grodnded properly. NBFU Pamphlet 91,
"Standards for the Installation of Blower and Ex-
haust System for Dust, Stock and Vapor Removal
or Conveying," may be used as a guide in the instal-
lation of such systems. When buildings are air con-
ditioned (see below), or forced air inlet is provided
for buildings in which there is explosives dust, air
exhaust should be provided since the system should
be balanced to give a slight negative pressure within
the building. Assistance of Army Environmental
Health Laboratory may be requested, when neces-
sary, or. the.* related problems,

b. Air conditioning equipment should be installed
in accordance with the requirements of NBFU
Pamphlet 90, "Air Conditioning, Warm Air Heating,
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Air Cooling and Ventilating System." Exhaust sys-
tems shall be cleaned thoroughly, serviced on a regu-
lar schedule and a log maintain 1d.

526. FUELS FOR HEATING AND POWER BOILERS
(Added)

a. Fuel oil, coal, naturat or manufactured gases,
and liquified petroleum gases may be used in both
explosives and inert areas at Ordnance installations.
Fuel oil is preferred.

b. All of the above fuels int. oduce certain hazards
when used in explosive areas (and, to a lesser extent,
in inert areas). Incandescent particles which are
capable of starting fires in many combustibles may
be exhausted from boilers fired with any of the fuels.
Since particles from a coal fire ere likely to retain
their incan descence longer than those from oil or gas
fires, this hazard is more severe when coal is used.
In addition, abrasive particles are exhausted from
coal fires and may remain airborne for considerable
distances. If these abrasives become mixed with ex-
plosives, the sensitivity of the explosives may be in-
creased. Liquified petroleum gases escaping from
pipelines and storage tanks as a result of leaks or
ruptures rapidly revert to their gaseous states. These
gases spread rapidly and, being heavier than air, seek
low levels such as depressions, drains, tunnels, etc.
When initiated, these gases burn with explosive vio-
lence. Init:%tion at any point is likely to cause all
the escaped gases to become involved. The hazards
inherent to the use of natural and manufactured gases
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are of the same type as those from liquified petroleum
gases, however, those from liquified petroleum gases
are more severe.

c. Paragraphs 1705c and 1711 specif- the siting
requirements for boierhouses in explosives areas.
Fuel storage for these boilerhouses should be located
at least 50 feet from the boilerhouses and should not
be closer to the explosives facilities than are the
boilerhouses.

527. SAFETY REVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION PLANS
(Added)

a. General plans for new construction or major
modification (i.e., modification costing $10,000 or
mree) of the following types of facilities shall be

* forwarded through command channels to the Chief
of Ordnance for safety review and approval, at
least I month prior to completion of detailed plans
or initiation of any construction work or contractural
obligation:

(1) Facilities for ammunition and explosive3
activities.

(2) Facilities for activities involving hazardous
materials other than ammunition and
explosives.

(3) Facilities for activities not involving hazard-
ous materials which would be exposed to
such hazards if not properly located.

b. The term "major modification" does not in-
clude rehabilitation of an existing standby facility
in preparation for the handling of materials or
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operations which the facility was originally de-
signed to house.

c. Plans forwarded should contain, as a minimum,
the following information:

(1) Distances between the facility to be con-
structed or modified and other installation
facilities, the installation boundary, public
railways, and public highweys.

(2) Identification of all other facilities within
inhabited building distance of the facility
to be constructed or modified, with a brief
description of the nature of occupancy
of the former.

(3) General type of ammunition, explosives,
or other hazardous materials to be in the
new or modified facility.

(4) Explosives limits for the new or modified
facility, including a breakdown by room
or bay when appropriate.

(5) Types and quuntities of ammunition, explo-
sives, or -th,,r hazardous materials in
facilities located within inhabited building
distance of the new or modified facility.

(6) Personnel limits for the new or modified
facility, including a breakdown by room
or bay when appropriate.

(7) Construction details regarding substantial
dividing walls, v2nt walls, fire walls, roofs,
operational shields, barricades, exits, and
types of floor finish, as well as general
materials of construction,
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(8) Information relative to the type and ar-
rangement of explosives operating equip-
ment, fire protection system installations,
electrical systems and equipment, heating
systems and equipment, ventilation sys-
tems and equipment, hazardous wastes
disposal systems, lightning protection sys-
tems, and static grounding systems.

(9) Explanation of any deviations from pub-
lished safety standards due to local con-
ditions.

d. The above instructions provide solely for
required safety review and approval. They do not
affect other regulations or procedures for obtaining

* authority for construction or rehabilitation of
facilities.
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SECTION 6

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND WIRING

601. NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE REQUIRE-
MENTS

a. The National Electrical Code, developed
mainly by the National Fire Protection Associa-
tion and published by them as National Fire
Codes, volume V, has been adopted as regulations
by the National Board of Fire Underwriters and
issued as Pamphlet 70. It has also been approved
and published by the American Standards As-
sociation.

b. The National Electrical (Code is now widely
accepted as, giving the minimum requirements for
electrical equipment itself and for the itistallation
of electrical equipment to safeguard persons and
property from electrical hazards.

c. Electrical equipment ulsed in Ordnance
establishments, and Lhe installation of it, shall
comply with the requirement.s of the latest. edition
of the National Electrical Code as a minimum.
In certain cases, such as tIhose occupancies in-
volvingz explosives, it may be necessary to exceed
the ýrequirements of the code, in or(der that
electrical insiallations will not create an undue
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hazard. Electrical installations in explosives
buildings at Ordnance establishments shall also
comply with the requirements of this manual.

602. APPROVED EQUIPMENT

Electrical equipment listed by the Under
writers' Laboratories for use in ordinary loca.
tions and for use in hazardous locations or ap-
provwci by other recognized testing agencies is
acceptable to the Office of the Chief of Ordnance
when used for the conditions of operation in-
tended. Approval of the Office of the Chief of
Ordnance shall be secured prior to placing in
service any electrical equipment not specifically
approved for the purpose or for the conditions of
opprixtion, intended by a recognized testing
ager. y, or not. specifically authorized by this
,nanual.

603. DEFINITIONS

The following terms are used in this manual
with the meaning indicated:

a. Dustproof. Dustproof means so constructed
or protected that an accumulation of dust will not
interfere with its successful operation.

b. Dusttight. Dusttight means so constructed
that dust will not enter the enclosing case.

r. Equipment. A general term including ip-
paratus, appliances, devices, wiring, fixtures, .
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fittings, material, and the like, used as a part of
or in connection with an electrical installation.

d. Explosioiproof. The term explosionproof as
used in connection with electrical equipment
means enclosed in a case which is capable of
withstanding an explosion of a specified gas or
vapor which may occur within it and of prevent-
ing the ignition of the

S
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specified gas or vapor surrounding the enclosure by
sparks, flashes, or explosions of the gas or, vapor
within.

e. Hazardous locations.
(1) Hazardous locations, as defined in the

National Electrical Code, are divided into
three classes as follows:

(a) Class I are those in which flammable
gases or vapors are or may be present in
the air in quantities sufficient to produce
explosive or ignitible mixtures. Rooms
or buildings containing vapors from
which explosives may condense shall be
considered as class I hazardous locations
as defined in the National Electrical Code.

(b) Class 1i are those which are hazardous
because of the presence of combustible
dust. Rooms or buildings containing eA-
plosives dusts or explosives which are of
such chemical composition or physical
size that through movement, handling,
or other means, ptrticlks of the explosives
may become disassociated - from the
whole and become dispersed in the sur-
rounding atmosphere, either through
normal or unusual means shall be con-
sidered as class Il hazardous locations as
defined in the National Electrical Code

(c) Class III are those which are hazardous
because of the presence of easily igrnitible
fibers or flyings, but in which such fibers
or flyings are not likely to be in suspen-
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sion in air in quantities sufficient to pro-
duce ignitible mixtures.

(2) Eiach of the above three classes is divided
into two divisions, depending on the degree
of hazard within the cla 3. `z., division I
(the more hazardous) and c&vision 2 (the
less hazardous).

(3) Equipment for use in hazardous locations.
class I, as defined in the National Electrical
Code, is tested by the UnJerwriters' Labo-
ratories with respect to safety of operation
in the presence of flammable mixtures of
specific vapors or gases with air as follows:

(a) Clas8 I.
1. Group A. Atmospheres containing acet-

ylene.
2. Group B. Atmospheres containing hy- W

drogen or gases or vapor3 of equivalent
hazard, such as manufactured gas.

3. Group C. Atmospheres containing ethyl
ether vapors, ethylene or cyclopropane.

4. Group D. Atmospheres containing gaso-
iine, petroleum, naphtha, benzine, bu-
tane, propane, alcohols, acetone, ben-
zol, lacquer, solvent vapors, or natural
ga.

(4) Equipment for use in hazardous locations,
clam II, as defined in the National Elec-
trical Code, is tested by the Underwriters'
Laboratories with respect to safety of oper-
ation in the presence of combustible dusts
in air, as follows:
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(a) Class II.
1. Group E. Atmobpheres containing met-

al dusts, including aluminum, magne-
sium, and their commercial alloys.

2. Group F. Atmospheres containing car-
bon black, coal, or coke dust.

S. Group G. Atmospheres containing flour,
starch, or grain dusts.

(5) In those locations which are both class I and
class II hazardous locations, equipment
shall bear the label of approval of the
Underwriters' Laboratorie3 for both class I
and class II hazardous locations. The
installation of it shall comply with the
National Electrical Code requirements for
class I, division I, hazardous locations.

5 (6) In connection with hazardous locations, the
fTl' ' , 1.11 IJV 02 _ -1. t :-- '-" %, i-v E LAF V" Va I, UiLUr

(a) Motors for class I, groups C and D
locations, and classified as "explosion-
proof motors for operation in flair.nmable
gas atmospheres" are built on the wide-
flange principle. These motors are not
gastight but the long, machined metal-
to-metal joints between shaft and flange
are relied upon to cool the flame of an
internal explosion below the ignition
temperature of the surrounding gases.
Conduit box is independently explosion-
proof, terminal leads are sealed with
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approved sealing compound, and fan
(where required) is of nonsparking alloy.

(b) Motors for class II, group E, F, and G
locations, classified as dust-tight motors
for operation in a combustible dust atmos-
phere depend for safetly not on the wide
flange principle but on dust tightness ac-
complished by special shaft seals of ex-
tremely close fit. Conduit box is of
.dust-tight construction, terminal leads are
sealed for dust-tightness with approved
sealing compound and fan (where re-
quired) is of nonsparking metal. Exam-
ination of the differences in the essential
construction features of these two classes
of motors sbould make it evident that
motors designed and listed for class I
(flammable gas atmospheres) may not be
suitable for class II (combustible dust
atmo-.pheres). Neither are motors man-
ufactured for one group under either class-
ificatiou necessarily suitable for haz-
ards specified under other groups in the
same classification. As an exception to
this general warning and remembering
that the alphabetical listing of hazards
is with the most extreme hazard first,
a class I, group C, motor would 4e
regarded by most inspection authorities
safe for operation in class 1, group D,
atmospheres (but not vice versa) and a

&-6
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class 1I, group E motor would be likewise
safe in higher lettered atmospheres in this
classification.

(c) It is furthermore important to note that
all total ly-enclosed and totally-enclosed
fan cooled motors approved for class I
and class II locations are suitable for out-
door operation except where flooding,
heavy ice formation, or other extreme con-
ditions may occur. The same regula-
tions apply on the acceptability of motors,
generators, converters, and any other
rotating electrical equipment manufac-
tured to operate on either direct or alter-
nating current.Sf. Portable appliance. An appliance capable of

being moved readily where established practice or
the conditions of use makc it necessary or convenient
for it to be detached from its source of current by
means of flexible cord and attachment plug.

g. Proof (used as a suffix). Apparatus is desig-
nated as splashproof, dustproof, vaporproof, etc.,
when so constructed, protected, or treated that its
suesb"ui opperation is not interfered with when sub-
jected to the specified material or condition.

A. Tight (used as a suffix). Apparatus is desig-
nated as watertight, dusttight, vaportight, etc.,
when so constructed that the enclosing case will ex-
clude the specified material.
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i. Vaporproof. Vaporproof means so constructed
or protected that the equipment will operate sue-
cessfully in an atmosphere containing vapor.

j. Vaportight. V'aportight means so enclosed
that vapor will not enter the enclosure.

604. LOCATION

In planning electrical equipment for special oc-
cupancies, or for hazardous locations as defined in
the N'tional Eiectrical Code, it is often possible to
locate much of the equipment in less hazardous or in
nonhazardous areas and thus reduce the quantity of
special equipment required and decrease the hazard.
This item shall be considered in the layout of elec-
trical installations in Ordnance establishments. 5
605. SPECIAL OCCUPANCIES

a. On Ordnance establishments, electrical equip-
ment and installations in hazardous locations class
I, II, or III, as defined in the National Electrical
Code, shall in all cases comply with the requirements
of the code for division 1. Division 2 requirements
are not considered to provide adequate protection
against electrical hazards to personnel and property.

b. When electrical equipment is installed in those
areas which fall within the category of both class I
and class II hazardous locations as defined in the
National Electrical Code, the equipment shall be ap-
proved for use in both locations and the installation
shall be in accordance with the requirements for
class I hazardous locations.
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c. Special requiremonts for electrical equipment
and installation in certain specific processes such ua
"paint spraying," "dip tanks" and "infrared ray
paint drying" will be found in other sections of this
manual.

d. Many Ordnance establishments will have need
of installing electrical equipment not only in ordi-
nary locations and in hazardous locations as defined
in the National Electrical Code, but also in special
occupancies not specifically covered by the code. The
kind of electrical equipment and the installation re-
quirements in many sucb occupancies are specifically
covered in this manual.

S 606. MAINTENANCE

a. Thr National Electrical Code requirements for
the construction of equipment and for installation
in hazardous locations are based on safe performance
under conditions of proper use and maintenance.
Ordnan( i establishments shall, therefore, exercise
more than ordinary care with regard to naintenance
of electrical installations in hazardous locations.

b. Electrical equipment and instaflations in haz-
ardous locations shall be inspected and maintained
periodicaly by qualified personnel. A written rec.
ord of the inspections and of the maintenance work
performe'l shall be kept.
607. WORKING LIVE OR "HOT" CIRCUITS

(Superseded)

a. In some cases of commercial practice, energizd
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electrical lines and equipment are worked due to ir-
convenienc' to the consumer as a result of shutdowns.
In general, the inconveniences must not be considered
causes for "hot" circuit work at Ordnance installs-
tions. In cases9 of critical processes and operrtions
where alternate power sources are not available,'it
may become necessary to perform emergency work
on energized circuits. Such work is authorized.
When emergencies do not exist, electrical circuits
must be disconnected, properly grounded and proven
to be deenergized, except as outlined below, before
work is performrz!. Where personnel are to work
deenergized circuits which are ;n close proximity
to energized circuits, rubber blankets or other suit-
able equipment shall be used for protection from the
hot circuits. W

b. Following is a list of "hot" circuit operations
and conditions under which they may be performed:

(1) Whenever necessary, telephone circuits and
other circuits of the same or less voltage
may be worked while energized.

(2) Electrical equipment or devices may be
tesLed or worked on while energized, pro-
vided the desired results cannot be accom-
plished with the circuits dead. The follow-
ing precautions must be taken when such
work is to be done:

(a) Two persons must be present at all times
while work is being performed on ener-
gized circuits. The second person will
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stand clear, ready to render assistance
in case of accident.

(b) The person working on or testing the
live equipment must wear rubber
gloves of approved type, or use in-
sulated tools or high voltage probes,
stand on rubber mats or dry wood
boards, stay clear of all grounded
surfaces, conductors, radiators, water
pipes, etc.

(c) Work on energized electrical service
circuits may be accomplished when
deenergizing the circuits would re-
sult in serious interruptions of work
when specifically authorized by the
commander or a duly appointed repre-
sentative such as the Post Engineer
and when proper tools, equipment,
and techniques are used. There must
be an approved SOP (par. 1625).
Proper tools and equipment include:
rubber gloves, rubber blankets, and
hot sticks.

608. REPAIRS

Unauthorized employees shall not make
changes in, or tamper with electrical equipment.
Repairs Pnd changes shall be made only by quali-
fied persons muthorized to do such work. Where
the e4uipmnent may have b~en exposed to con-
tami',iation from explosives, the explosives must

AGO 1oo16C 6-10.1
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removed or neutralized before repairs are

btarted.

609. ALTERNATE POWER SOURCE

In any explosives operations where a con-
tinuous supply of power is required, the lack of
which may cause a fire or explosion, provisions
shall be made for an alternate source of power.

610. TRANSMISSION LINES

Primary and secondary overhead transmission
lines in explosives areas shall not be located
closer to buildings containing explosives than the
height of the pole carrying the lines, but in no
case closer than 50 feet. Lightning arrestors
should be installed to protect
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eiectric services entering buildings as required by the
latest edition of the National Electrical Code.

611. BUILDING SERVICES

For future installations each light service and each
power service to explosives buildings shall be run for
the last 50 feet underground. Service to inert build-
ings may be overhead. The line side of the main
disconnecting switch or circuit breaker shall be pro-
vided with suitable lightning arrestors.

612. MOTORS

Electrical motors preferably should not be installed
in rooms cor buildings which are either class I or class
Ii hazardous locations. They should be located out-

* side of the room or building with no connection to
the process building except through mechanical
glands or apertures adequately sealed against en-
trmnce of hazardous materials into both the location
where motors are positioned and the motor inclosure
itself. Where it is essential to inount.electric motors
within rooms containing explosives, they shall meet
the requirements for class II hazardous locations.
See paragraph 603e.

613. MOTOR CONTROLS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS .ND
SAFETY SWITCHES

a. Motor starters, circuit breakers, safety switches,
service entrance switches, and speld controllers
should preferably be installed on steel racks as
follows:
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(1) At a distance from the exterior building
wall as specified in later sections of this
nianual for the particular risk of hazard
involved.

(2) In separate buildings with no connection,
except electric conduits, between the small
building housing the control equipment and
the buildings containing the electrical equip-
ment for hazardous locations. Such con-
duits shall be, provided with sealing fittings
to prevent possible communication of flame
or arcs from the starters to the hazardous
a rea.

(3) On the outside wvall of the building consid-
ered a hazardous location.

b. The above rules shall be complied with in ac ft
cordance with the instructions for specific risks where '
construction of new facilities is authorized. It is
not considered necessary to change electrical control
equipment located in existing manufacturing and
loading buillngs when such equipment bears the
label of approval of the Underwriters' Laboratories,
or other approved testing agency, for the risk in-
volved and when conduit installation and grounding
comply with article 500 of the latest edition of the
National Electrical Code.

r. (Revised) Limit switches, pressure switches,
float switches, and any other control device which
lor practical operating reasons cannot be located
cutdoors shall be approved by Underwriters' Labora-
tories, or other approved testing agency. Elec-
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trical conduit conections to such equipment
shall comply with the requirements of the 'latest

edition of the National Electrical Code for the
specific hazard.

d. The primary electric supply to an entire
explosive area shall be so arranged that it can be
cut off by switches located at one or more central
points away from the area.

614. LIGHTING

a. It is preferred that lighting installations
(including panelboards, wiring and fixtures) not
be located in rooms or buildings containing dusts
from explosives or flammable vapors or combusti-

* ble dusts which may form explosive or flammable
mixtures with air. When for practical reasons
such installatiops are necessary, the equipment
or device must be approved for use in classes I
or R hazardous 13cations, and shall be dual rated
if both hazards exisit. Where the interior of a
building or room is to be illuminated from the
outside, the light should shine through approved

rtnmsparent panels, set in the wall and designed
to prevent explosives from coming in contact with
the lighting fixtures.

b. Lighting fixtures in --tmospheres contain-.ing
explosive dust must not exceed a maximum sur-
face temperature of 2280 F. (109' C.) when
operating at an ambient temperature of 80.6' F.
(270 C.). The clamping ring which secures the

AGO 100160 6-13
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lens to the fixture bociy shall be designed without
external bolts. No parts of the fixture shall con-
tain horizontal flat surfaces or projections which
may collect dust.

615. MAGAZINE LIGHTING SYSTEM A
This system of interior lighting is shown in

figure 615. The support consists of a hook frame
hanging from the top of an igloo type or above-
ground type magazine. The frame is sturdy
enough to support a ladder placed against it to
enable adjustment or replacemeniL of lights. A
weatherproof and dust-tight unit with a diffusing
!ens, approved class II unit, shall be used. Two-
hundred-watt lamp bulbs, one in each of the three
floodlight fixtures, provide ample and efficient
illumination within the structure. A 12- by 12-
foot tarpaulin spread over the top of the frame
provides suitable protection not only to the flood-
light units but to personnel, permitting loading
or unloading operations during inclement
weather.

616. MAGAZINE LIGHTING SYSTEM B
a. This system is shown in figure 616. It ac-

commodates three floodlights as in system A
above. The floodlights, when attached to the
bracket in the igloo type or aboveground type
magazine, can be focused to make the light
direction or refocusing unnecessary as loading or
unloading progresses. In this system a permanent

6-14 AGO 10O116C
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conduit connection is made through the front
wall of the structure with the approved fitting
shown on the drawing on both ends of the con-
duit. When required, each floodlight unit is
plugged in cn' the inside of the building and the
power supply plugged in on the outside. The
attachment plug on the power supply cable on
the out-

A6
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW

TOP OF EARTH FILL W4,
2'x 40

3 fO0 XRN5 IGLOO WALLA

.-. 5

., ,

SIDE ELEVATIO~N FRONT ELEVATION'

IGLOO WALL

? HOLES FOR LOCATING

ELAN
Figure 615. Interior Lighting Of Iglooa-SYutem A.
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side of the building shall contain a six ampere fuse.
Upon completion of the loading or unloading opera-
tions in igloo type or aboveground type magazines,
the supply cable plug is pulled from its receptacle
and the self-closing lid on the fixture automatically
closes, practically sealing the outdoor end of the con-
duit. The floodlight plugs are then removed rom
the individual fixtures and the self-closing lids auto-
matically close on the inside of the structure. The
floodlight, units, are then removed from the bracket
and are ready to be installed on the existing bracket
in the next igloo type or aboveground type magazine.,

b. In lieu of the arrangement just described, an
approved type of heavy duty extension cord (typeS S) may be run fromn the generator to the portable
lights set on brackets in the igloo type or aboveground
type magazine- provided the cord is protected in the
door opening by it conduit so installed as to prevent
accidental breaking of the wire by the door. The
conduit uied should be of standard weight (thin-wal
conduit is not acceptable) and should be located at
the top of the door jamb just below the door head.
System B may also be modified by mounting the
lights permanently on a portable board and setting
the board on the brackets when needed. This elimi-
nates clamping individual lights to the supports.

c. In Richmond ty•xi magazines, the portable cord
may be run through the louvers at the back of the
magazines provided the cord is protected where it
extends through the louvers by standard weight
conduit.
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G•ABLE SLUNG OVER ROOF TO GENERATING UNIT
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Figure 616. Intrior lI,ivhting of g1loo8--,/8tem -6.
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d. The position of the lights shah not be changed
unless th,- current is off.

617. MAGAZINE LIGHTING SYSTEM C

This system shown in figure 617 consists of a stand-
ard open chock casting attached to the magazine
wall. The floodlight with a bracket made of two
steel rods welded togcether, with a filler at the top
to provide tapei to the bottom of the bracket. The
bracket is set in the open chock casting and permits
the floodlights to be set at the desired angle. The
rest of the installation should conform to the require-
ments for system B.

S 618. MAGAZINE LIGHTING SYSTEM D

a. An approved portable system of magazine light-
ing consists of floodlights with clear lens mounted
on heavy portable stands and placed outside of the
magazine door. Current for the lights is obtained
from a 1 1/2 -kw. electric generator powered by gaso-
line engine located on the rear of a pickup truck.
Two 50-foot extension cords leading from the lights
can be plugged into polarized outlets. When work
is being performed at night, the truck is parked not
closer than 50 feet from the magazine and out of the
flow of traffic. The floodlights are placed outside
the magazine door in a position so that the beams
cross. The following additional requirements apply:

(1) The truck must be parked at least 50 feet
from the magazine door in a place where

6-21
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gasoline will not flow toward the magazine
in the event of a break in the gasoline sys-
tem. The truck must be equipped with a
spark arrestor and should carry first-aid
fire-fighting equipment.

(2) Extension lights must not be placed in-
side the magazine or igloo. Electric cords
and outlets must be properly maintained
and cords so placed that they will not be
trucked over or walked on during loading
or unloading operations.

b. Tlhe interior lighting of a Corbetta type maga-
zine introduces problems not covered by sketches in
this ir.anual. 'T'lhe correct positioning of the flood-
lights as described in the above paragraph in a Cor-
betta type magazine would prove satisfactory.

619. BOXCAR INTERIOR LIGHTING

Suitable hangars securely mounted on the roof
above the doorway of the cars to support the same
type floodlights as used in 'system A (see par. 615)
will provide adequiate illumination within the car
provided the floodlights are correctly focused and
directed.

620. PERMANENT SERVICE FOR ABOVE-GROUND

TYPE MAGAZINES

In general, permanent magazine lighting service is
not considered favorably. If, however, permanent
service is essential to provide current for lighting of
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this type magazine, an approved type of disconnect
switch is to be located on the pole nearest to each
magazine and so arranged that the switch is locked
in the open position. The wires in these magazines
are to be energized only at those times when men
are working in magazines or when men are near the
magazines. When a magazine of this type has several
doors and operations require several outlets within
the magazine to be run from the same circuit, a
second switch with fuze may conveniently be located
approximately 6 feet above the end of the platform.
This will permit shutting off the current while mov-
ing magazine lights from one receptacle to the other
without cutting off the power at the pole.

621. SINGLE PHASE PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
a. Single phase electric handtools and other single

phase portable electric equipment, used in either
hazardous or nonhazardous locations, shall be ap-
proved by the Underwriters' Laboratories, In,-. or
other recognized testing agency and shall have all
exposed noncurrent carrying metal parts grounded.
Noncurrent-carrying metal parts of single phase
electrical equipment such as fans, typewriters, cal-
culators, etc., which are portable in the sense that
they can be moved with a minimum of effort when-
ever necessary, require grounding only when exist-
ing circumstances are such that lack of grounding
will endaiger exposed personnel. Where the equip-
ment is to be used in a class I or class II hazardous
location, the device shall be approved for the specific
hazard. Flexible cords supplying them shall be
type S hard service cord approved for extra hard

fr usage in damp places, or rubber covered heater cord
6-25
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type HJ-SJ approved for portable heaters in damp
places. Cords for equipment in classes I and II
locations shall be three wire with the third wire,
identified by green or other acceptable colored braid,
acting as the ground w -e for the exposed noncurrent
carrying metal part-, of the appliance. In no case
shall the white identified neutral power conductor
be used as the ground wire. Splices in flexible cords
are not permitted. Plugs shall be appiroved and
shall be equipped with three prongs with the third
prong acting as the ground. Exposed noncurrent
carrying metallic parts of the plug shall be grounded.

b. Because of the necessity of safeguarding persons
against the hazards of defective portable appliances,
cords, and plugs, mere than ordinary care shall be
exercised with regard to their maintenance. Each
portable appliance shall be assigned a number and
shall be inspected and tested by a qualified individual
on a regular schedule. The frequency of tests shall
be determined by the dogree of service, and shall be
in sufficient detail to uncover any defects. A
written record of the tests, defects found, and re-
pairs made shall be kept. It is recommended tbh'
the aaintenance inspections and tests be ii-,,,de by
the Electrical Department and that spot checks of
the equipment against the records be made by the
safety director.

c. Employees about to use portable appliances
should examine them for obvious deficiencies in the
appliances, the cords, and the plugs. If any defi-
ciency is noted, the appliances shall not be used but
shall be returned to the Electrical Department for
rep airs . 6 --2
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d. If thf establishment is not, equipped with three-
wire rczeptacles and plugs, two-wire devices may re-
main in service until the change-over is accomplished
provided that three-wire ilexible cords am

S
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used and the third wire grounded by means of a
substantial battery clamp attached to the third wire
and fastened to the grounded conduit system or other
satisfactory ground.

e. No single phase portable appliances having a
name plate rating of more than 230 volts shall be
permitted.

f. Portable extension lights and appliances shall
not be used in manufacturing, in processing or in
storage buildings which contain explosives. Portable
battery lamps or flashlights for use in such buildings
are approved under certain conditions. See para-
graph 625.

622. THREE PHASE PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

Three phase portable equipment such as motor
driven portable conveyors, shall follow all of the
requ.. ents of paragraph 621, "Single phase port-
able appliances" except that the voltage may exceed
230 volts and the flexible cords shall be four wire
instead of three, with the fourth wire (green or other
acceptable color identified) acting as the ground wire
for the exposed noucurrent carrying metal frame or
parts.

623. PORTABLE ENGINE-DRIVEN GENERATORS

a. Portable engine-driven generators such as the
Schram portable Navy type gasoline electric unit
have proved satisfactory as a source of electric power.
When in use, the exposed noncurrent carrying metal-

.• lic frame and parts shall be grounded.
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b. Portable appliances, cords and plugs shall meet
the requirements of all parts of paragraph 621,
"Single phase portable appliances."

c. When generators are used for generating cur-
rent to light magazines, the following prcautions
shall be taken:

(1) The generating unit shall be placed at least
50 feet from the magazine.

(2) The ground area between the generating
unit and the magazine shall be clear of
debris or other combustible materiahl.

(3) The flexible cord should be temporarily
supported from the exterior of the mag-
azine to the power supply in such a position
as to prevent trucks or personnel from run-
ning over or otherwise damaging the cables.

(4) When refueling the gasoline tank, the
standard fire protection requirements there-
with shall be observed.

(5) The g3nerating unit and the gasoline sup-
ply containers shail be so located that spill-
age of gasoline would flow, by gravity,
away from the magazine. If necessary, a
trench shall be built to prevent spilled gas.
oline from reaching the magazine.

624. ELECTRIC WELDING UNITS

a. AC welding machines supplied from a primary
service shall meet the requirements of paragraphs
621 and 622, "Single phase portable appliances," or

..
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"Three-phase portable electric equipment," de-
pending on whether single or three-phase current iF
supplied from the primary sources.

b. The frames and exposed noncurrent carrying
metal parts of engine driven welding urits shall bf
grounded.

625. FLASHLIGHTS AND LANTERNS

Flpshlights and hand lanterns powered by lom
voltage dry cell batteries and "Miners' Cap Lamps,'
each approved as "Permissible" by the United State&
Bureau of Mines and/or for class I hazardous loca-
tions by Underwriters' Laboratories Inc., are con-
sidered satisfactory for both class I and class I1
hazardous locations.

S
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SECTION 7

STATIC ELECIRICITY

701. GENERAL

a. The generation of static electricity is not of
itself a hazard. The hazard arises when static is
allowed to accumulate, for subsequently it may dis-
charge as a spark across an air gap in the presence
of highly flammable •aterial, and thus provide a
source of ignitioL.

b. Detailed discussions of thi hazard of statie and
ways of reducing it are contained in the following
pamphlets:

(1) "Static Electricity" published by the
NFPA.

(2) "Static Electricity" Bulletin No. C438,
United States Department of Com meros.

(3). ,,tic ••..El0ctricity in Nature and Industry"
Bulletin No. 368, United States Department
of Commerce.

(4) "Standards for Grounding and Bonding
Equipment" published by the Underwriters'
Laboratories Incorporated.

702. GROUNDING OF EQUIPMENT

The general method employed for eliminating or
reducing the hazard from Aatic ih to provide elec-
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trically continuous paths to ground to allow the
charges to dissipate as fast as they are generated.
When all the objects concerned are conductive,
grounding can be readily accomplished by electri-
cally connecting all parts to a common ground con-
ductor. Grounding, exterior parts of containers
alone does not necessurily eliminate all of the danger
from static electricity for in order to be completely
effective, grounding must include the contents, which
is not always practicable, e. g., ungraphited solid
propellants ir metal containers. Partial grounding
or using conductors of insuffir],e:t strength or too
high resistance may increase the static hazard by
providing other opportunities for discharge through
an uncontrolled path to ground. Electrical conti-
nuity may be broken by oil on bearings, paint or rust
at any contact point and, in order to obtain a con-
tinuous circuit, grounding straps should be used to
bridge such locations. Permanent equipment in con-
tact with conductive floors or table tops is not con-
sidered to be adequately grounded. Static grounds
should not be made to electrical conduit systems; gas.
steam or air lines; dry-pipe sprinkler systems or air
terminals of lightning protection systems. Static
grounds can be made to water pipes, ground cones,
buried copper plates or driven ground rods, which
may or may not be part of the lightning protection
system or to down conductors of lightning protection
systems. Thc size of wires used Fs static ground
conductors should be large enough to withstand me-
chanical damage.

7-2
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703. BELTS
Nonstatic producing conductive belting shall be

used in locationst where static is a hazard. Such
belting shall have a resistance to ground not ex-
ceeding 600,000 ohms.

704. TESTING EQUIPMENT GROUNDS
Grounding systems shall be tested for electrical

resistance and continuity when completed and in the
cage of active equipment, prior to operation and
at periodic intervals thereafter. All explosive ma-
terials shall be removed prior to making te-Ats
Complete record of all tests shall be kept. Iin
testing for resistance to ground, equipment should
be considered as a unit except in the case of a belt-
diiven machine. In measuring the total resistance
to ground for belt-driven machinery to assure com-
pliance with paragraph a below, resistance of the
belting is to be excluded. The maximum resistance
to ground permitted for different types of equipme
is as follows:

a. Hazardous locations (operations where a dtasic
spark discharge may b'6 dangerous). All conductive
parts of equipment should be grounded to a maximum
resistance of 25 ohms, unless 10 ohms is required for
lightning protecticn as specified in rection 8. For
existing equipment, the rate of static generation
should be considered before changes in grounding
systems are made.
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b. Nonhazardou location.. Nonelectrical equip-
ment in nonhazardous locations need not be grounded
unless grounded for static dissipation, but should
be grounded as a part of the lightning protection
system when such system is installed.

705. CONDUCTIVE FLOORS
Conductive floors and conductive shoes shall be

used for grounding personnel at operations where
explosives such as primer, initiator, detonator,
igniter, tracer, and incendiary mixturc3 are exposed.
Some materials sensitive to static sparks (easily
ignited or detonated) are lead styphnate, lead
•,iae mercury fulminate, tetrazene, diazodinitro-
phenol, potassium chlorate-lead styphnate mixtures,
igniter composition, grade B magnesium powder, *
and black powder dust when exposed in layers.
Dust of solid propellants can- also be ignited from the
spark energy that can be accumulated on a person
and conductive floors and shoes must be eMnp!yjnd
when the dust is present. In addition, dust-air
mixtures of ammonium picrate, tetryl, tetrytol, and
dust of solid propellants are sensitive to static
E-lectricity discharge. Many flammable liquids and
air mixtures tested (ethyl ether, ethyl alcohol, ethyl
acetate, acetone, and gasoline) can be ignited by
static discharge from a person. When personnel
come into the proximity of (possible contact
with) explosives or mixtures enumerated above,
conductive floors shall be installed zxcept where
the hazards of dust-air or flammable vapor-
tir mixtures are eliminated by adequate house-
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keeping, dust collection, ventilation, or solvent recov-
ery methods. Conductive floors and footwear are
not required through1out an entire building or room
if the hazard remaint, localized, in which case conduc-
tive mats or runners, may be used where required.
Personnel, except electricians, in locations where con-
ductive floors are required and installed shall wear
conductive footwear (,See par. 1011).

706. CONDUCTIVE FLOOR SPECIFICATIONS

(Superseded)
Conductive floors must be of nonsparking material

such as lead, conductive rubber, or conductive floor-
ing composition and shall meet the following require-
ments in addition to those given in paragraph 503:

a. The electrical resistance measured between
ground and a 5- iound electrode in direct contact
with 5 square irivnes of floor area must not exceed
250,000 ohms.

b. The surface of the installed floor must be free
from erpcks and reasonably smooth, and the material
must not slough off, wrinkle, or buckle under operat-
ing conditions.

c. Where conductive floors and shoes are required,
the resistance between the ground and the wearer
shall not exceed 1,000,000 ohms; i. eý, total resistance
of conductive shoes on a person, plus the resistance of
floor to ground. Where conductive floors and shoes
are required, table tops upon which exposed explo-
sives .r dusts are encountered should be covered with
a prcperly grounded conductive material meeting the
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same requirements as those for flooring. See figures
706A and 706B.

707. CONDUCTIVE FLOOR TESTS
a. Initial tests shall be made of all conductive

floors and subsequent tests shall be made semian-

706A TEST INSTRUMENT
STEST VOLTAGE-90 V)LTS
MAXIMUM CURRENT-2 MILLIAMPERES

180,000 O0M0S

NoM, 5.. paragrap 1M013

Figure 706A. Teattn ,sg oee oni wearer.
74 £A
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TEST INSTRUMENT
TEST VOLTAGE-90 TO 500 VOLTS

APPLIED WEIGHT
WOMEFNS SHOES- 50
MEN'S SHOE'S - 75*9

WEIGHT GUIDE
ERMINALS- -PRESSURE PLATESPONGE RU88SER

METAL FOIL ELECTRODECONUCTVE SOLE

AND INSOLE

L" PLATE EURCRODOE

NOWte S"e parogroph b0I1

Figure 706B. Testing Shoes off Wearer.

* nually. The test results shall be permanently re-
corded with a copy filed in the safety office.
Instruments used in making tests shall be used only
when the rocm is free from exposed explosives. The
instrument used should be a portable, self-powered,
enclosed unit and should consist of two dry electrodes.
One electLiode shall consist of a special metal block
(5 pounds in weight) which makes contact with 5
square. inches of floor area. The block should be
equipped with a nonmetallic strap to enable pulling
it along the surface of the floor under test. If the
'iooring is uneven, making it difficult to obtain 5
square inches of contact, a thin coating of "electrode
jelly" (brushless shaving soaps) may be appi::d to
the underside of the block. The other electrode
should consist of a suitable sprir.g test clip for at-
tachment to a permanen~t ground. The electrodes
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shall be insulated from each other and should be
connected with instruments by test leads of such
length that all parts of the floor can be reached, and
connected in such a manner that the resistance be-
tween electrodes inay be measured as shown on figure
707. The operation and maintenance of test instru-
ments shall be entrusted to competent personnel.

b. The voltage applied to the instrument should
be between 90 and 500 volts. Low voltage instru-
ments may be used, but if the floor shows more than
the maximum permitted resistance with instruments
of less than 500 volts, a test with a 500-volt instru-
ment should be made before any action is taken to
gain greater conductance. If the resistance is then
greater than 250,000 ohms, and the floor and elec-
trodes are free from insulating materials, the effec-
tiveness of the floor grounds shall be tested.

PORTABLE TEST INSTRUMENT
TEST VOLTAGE-9C TO 500 VOLTS

TOW CORD

• METAL ELECTROOE
51b WEIGHT

GRUDED CONOLCTIVE F..OOR

5 sq. in. AREA

Figure 707. Testintg Gruutided Cfipductive F'loor&a
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708. HUMIDIFICATION

Humidification for preventing static electrical
accuimulations and subsequent discharges is usually
effective if the relative humidity is above 60 percent.
However, certain znaterials such as metallic powders
and some of the pyrotechnic mixtures cannot be ex-
posed to air with 60 percent relative humidity be-
cuuse of the possibility of spontaneous ignition.

S
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SECTION 8

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

801. POLICY

a. It is the policy of the Ordnance Corps to install
lightning protection on buildings and structures used
for manufacturing, processing, handling or storing

explosives, amnmunition or explosl 7e ingredients, par-
ticularly where operations cannot be shut down dur-
iný, electrical storms and personnel evacuated, where

* damage from lightning would cau*e large economic
loss or would handicap activities essential to the
Department of Defense. Each such building and
structure shall be equipped with an effective light-
ning protection system. Temporary storage facili-
ties and structures housing operations not regularly
conducted at a fixed location need not be protected.
In locations where lightning storms occur with an
average frequency of less than five per year, light-
ning protection systems may be omitted from all or
certain specific structures when specifically exempted
by the Chief of Ordnance. In the case of existing
igloo type magazines without lightning protection,
where damaga from- lightning would net handicap
activities essential to Department of Defense, pro-
tective systems need not be erected whe'; specifically
exempted by the Chief of Ordnance, if metallic yen-

8.-1
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tilators, doors, and reinforcing steel are electrically
bonded together and grounded. However, all igloo
type or Corbetta type magazines to be constructed
ufter publication of this manual shall be externally
protected, since the additional cost of the air terminal
system would be minor during the construction
period. Groups of abive-ground type magazines
shaU be provided with lightning protection systems.

b. All details and pertinent data of proposed in-
stallations of lightning protection systems shall be
submitted through appropriate channels to the Offi(e
of the Chief of Ordnance for review and approval
before any construction is started.

802. APPROVED SYSTEMS

Approved lightning protection systems are the
integrally mounted system, the separately mounted
shielding system (mast type), and the separately
mounted shielding system (overhead ground wire),
which are described in this section. In planning the
systm, the following should be considered: adapta-
bility to the type of f~kciity to be protected; com-
parative degree of protection under the prevailing
circumstances and economics. The details of con-
struction and installation of lightning protection
systems shall, in general, if not sp•cifically called for
in this section, conform with the regulations of the
National Bureau of Standards Handbook H--40,
"Code for Protection Against Lightning." All fu-
ture installations shall be under the supervision of

the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., or other ap-
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proved testing agency familiar with lightning pro-
tection installations and the mnatefials shall be so
lkbeled. A laboratory report *A final acceptance
issued to the establiqhment by the testing agency may
be accepted by the commanding offioer as evidence
that tlhe equipment used and the installation are in
compliance with this section.

803. INTEGRALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM ON WOOD
FRAME CONSTRUCTION WITH NONMETALPI X
ROOF

a. The lightning protection system shall consist
of air terminals, ridge cables, down conductors,
ground connections and grounds, securely and elec-S trically interconnected to form the shoitest distance
practicable to ground without passing through any
nonconducting parts of the structure. The cone of
protection theory does not apply to the integrally
mounted system, however, on small structures (not
over 10 i'eet on the maximum diagonal) on which a
5-foot air terminal is mounted in the center of the
roof, the cone of protection theory may be said to
apply. See figure 803A.

b. The purpose of the air terminals is to intercept
the electrical discharge at a safe distance above vul-
nermb!e and flammable parts of structures. The re-
ceiving points of the air terminals should be placed
high enough above the structure to obviate danger of
fire from the arc; the more flammable or explosive
the c( iditions, the higher the point should be placed.
kAr terminals shall be securely connected to and
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made electrically continuous with the ridge cable.
They are best attached to the cables by means of
crimped joints of malleable metal in T form and
connected to the air terminal by a dowel or screw
coupling. Air terminals should be at least 2 feet
high except on open or hooded vents emitting explo-
sive dusts or vapors under natural or forced draft.
Air terminals on such vents should extend not lss
than 5 feet above the opening. When explosive
dusts, gases, or vapor are emitted under forced draft
f,'om open stacks, the air terminals should extend not
less than 15 feet above th- vent opening. On exist-
ing installations, approval of requests may be given
by the Chief of Ordnance for the continued use of
existing air terminals less than 2 feet high in loca-
tions where explosive vapors, gases, or dusts do not
ccntribute to the hazard. Air terminals shall be
amply secured against overturning either by attach-
ment to the object to be protected or by means of a
subst~antial tripod, or other braces which shall be
permanently and rigidly attached to the building.
Where air terminals are over 2 feet high, braces shall
be provided to prevent damage to the structure due to
whip!ring. Metal l)rojections and metal parts of
iiurt buildingn, smokestacks, and other metal objects
(which do not emit explosives dusts, vapors or gases)
which may be sti'uck but niot be appreciably damaged
by lightning, need not be provided with air termi-
nals, but these metal objects Ehall be securely bonded
to the lightning conductor throutigh a metal conductor
of the same unit weight per length as the main con- -,
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luctor. If it is the desire to prevent damage to these
parts, air terminals should be provided. The air
terminals at the ends of the structure shall be set not
more than 2 feet from the ends of the ridge. The
spacing of air terminals 2 feet in height on ridges,
parapets, and around the perimeter of buildings with
fiat roofs shall not exceed 25 feet. In specific in-
stances where it is necessary to exceed this spacing,
the specified height of air terminals shall be in-
creased not less than 2 inches for each foot of in-
crease over 25 feet. On large, flat or gently sloping
roofs, air terminals should be placed at the points of
the intersection of imaginary lines dividing the sur-
face into rectangles having sides not exceeding 50S feet in length. Where practicable, all air terminals
should be provided with at least two paths tto ground.
Where metal ventilators are installed, air ter-ninals
are to be mounted on same, where practcai'We. If
it is necessary to erect the air terminals to one side
of the metal 7entilator, they should be bonded to-
gether near the top and bottom of the ventilator.
Where nonmetallic ventilators are used, air terminals
may be mounted on them or to the side, and a direct
connection is to be made between the air terminal
and the ridge cable. See figure 803B.

o. Ridge cables or roof conductors may be con-
nected directly to the ridge roll or roof. Sharp bends
or turris in ridge conductors and other conductors
shall be avoided, but where necessary, they shall have
a radius of not less than 8 inches. The angle of any
turn ahall not exceed 900. Conductors shall, in all

5--7
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cases, preserve a downward or horizontal course.
Cables shall be securely fastened every 4 feet along
the ridge and down the building to groui~d. Metal
ventilators shall be securely connected to the ridge
cable at three places. All coi iiections must be elez-
trically continuous. Roof conductors shall be
coursed along the c.itours of fiat roofs, ridges, para-
pets, and edges; rmd where necessary, over flat sur-
faces, in such a way as to join each air terminal to
all the rest. Roof conductors surrounding decks,
flat surfaces and flat roofs shall be connece to form
a closed loop.

d. Down conductors shall be electrically continu-
ous from air terminals or roof cables to ground con-
nections. Down conductors should preferably be *
courMWA over the extreme outer portions of the build-
ing, such as corners, due consideration being given
to the best places for making grou.-d connections and
the location of air terminls. There shall be not leas
than two down conductors on any type of building
or structure and these shall be as widely separated as
practicable (preferably at diagonally opposite
corners). On rectangular structures having gable,
hip or gambrel roofs, more than 110 feet long, there !
shall be at least one additiorn" down conductor for
each additional 50 feet of length or fraction thereof.
On rectangular structures having French, flat or saw-
tooth roofs exceeding 300 feet in perimeter, there
shall be at least one additional down conductor for
euch additional 100 feet of perimeter or fraction
thereof. On an L or T shaped structure, there

.- 4
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shall be at least one additional down conductor, on
an H-shaped structure at least two additional down
cnnductors, and on a wing-built structure at least
one additional down conductor for each wing. On
irregular shaped structures, the total number of
down conductors shall be sufficient to make the
average distance between them along the perinmeter
not greater thsan 100 feet. On structures exceeding
50 feet in height there shall be at least one additional
down conductor for each additional 60 feet of height
or fraction thereof, e-icept that this application shall
not cause down conductors to be placed about the
perimeter of the etructure at intervals of less than
50 feet. Additional down conductors shall be in-
stalled where necessary to avoid "dead ends" org branch cottductors, ending at air terminals, which
exceed 16 feet in length. Down conductors should
be equally and symetrically spaced about the
perimeter of the structure. Down condutors shall
be protected whcre necessary to prevent mechanical
injury tW the conductor. See figures 803C, 803D,
803E, 80311', and 803G.

e. All metal doors, widows, gutters, etc., shall
be connected by not smrt;.r than No. 6 copper cable
or equivalent, directly to the grounds or down con-
ductors in an approved manner. Special considera-
tion should be given to those placed where there is
unusual wear, possibility of mechanical injury, or
corrosion, in which case a larger conductor will be
required f the cable does not have other means of
protection. The ground connection to metal doors
and wiindowa shall be by means of mechanical ties
under pressure.

8-11
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f Ground connections are continuations of down
conductors from the structure to the grounding
electrode and are to be securely connected to the
down conductor and grounded in an approved man-
ner so as to :nsure electrical continuity between the
two. Connections may be of the clamp type or the
thermit weld type if thermit welding can be &dely
accomplished. There shall be a ground connection
for each down conductor, preference being given to
metal water pipes and other large underground
metal-bc objects. Ground connections shall be pro-
tected from mechanical injury. In order to aid
testing and inspection, a box with removable lid
"may be built around the junction of the ground
connection and ground rod. In making ground
connections, advantage should be taken of al!
permanently moist places where practicable, although
such places should be avoided if the area is wet-with
waste water which contains chemical substances,
especially those corrosive to metal. Where buried
metal pipes enter a building at least orpal down
conductor shall be connected to them, preferably at
a point immediately outside the foundation wall,
by means of a substantial clamp to which the con-
ductor can be attached by bolts or solder.

g. Grounding electrodes sh~all be placed at as
uniform intervals about the building as practicable,
grotping of ground@ on one side of a building is to
be avoided. A driven greund Rhould extend into the
earth foi a distance of not s than 10 feet. Grounds
shall be set not less than 3 feet, nor more than 8 feet
from the structure. The type and size of the ground

%-12
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will depend on local soil condition. Test borings
taken in tiht areas where buildings or structures are
to be erected may be used for deciding upon en ade-
quate grounding sye: em. Underground water pipes,
weils, ground plates, cones and railroad tracks
(where rails are grounded and signalling system is
insulated) may be used in additioa to the above. A
salt ground is not recommended as this type requires

I,.

Ptgsre 803D. Tvyow L ph~inpg Protwfikn

oonstant inspection and maintenance. All portions
of the ground connections shall be tested to make sure
that the complete installation does not have a total
resistance to ground of more than 10 ohms. If two
of any three ground rods, driven not less than 10 feet
intn the ground and equally spaced around the perim-
eter, gives a value exceeding 50 ohms immediately
after driving, then a zounterpoise shall be used. If
two or mom• driven grounds are used at any one point
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the rods shall be spaced at least 10 feet apart. Where
counterpoises must be used the entire. system resist-
ance requirement of 10 ohuns or less need not be met.
When a counterpoise is required it shall be, of No.
1/0 copper cable or equivalent material having suit-
able resistance to corrcsion and shall be laid around
the perimeter of the structure in a trench not less
than 2 feet deep at Pa distance not less than 3 feet nor
more than 8 feet from the nearest point of the
structure.

All connections between ground connectors and
grounds or counterpoise, and between counterpoise
and grounds shall be made in an approved manner
and shall be electrically continuous. An alternate
method for grounding electrodes in shallow soil is
to dig trenches radially from the building, burying
in them the lower ends of the down conductor or
their equivalent in the form of metal strips or wires.
See figure 803H.

804. INTEG'P.:LY MOUNTED SYSTEM ON WOOD
FRAME STRUCTURES WITH META .LUC' ROOF AND
NONMETALLIC EXTERIOR WALLS

Metal roofs which are in the form of sections in-
sulated from each other shall be made electrically
continuous by bonding. The specifications of para-
graph 803 shall be modified only in that air terminals
be securely bonded directly to the metal roof by
soldered or, bohted joints. All connections must have
ee.t•1ical cvntinuity and hzive a surface contact of nut
less than 3 square inches. Ridge cables and roof

8-16
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conductors are not iaeded if the roof is electrically
oortinuou& The down conductors shall start at, and
be securely bonded to the edges of the metal roof.
If the metal of the roof is in small sections, the air
terminals and down conductors shall have connec-
tions made to at least four of the sections. The down
conductors shall be grounded as described in para-
graphs 808f and g.

PIAT WOOF WffN PAPWT WALLS

Figure 803H. Typioal Ughtnin Protet~iom

805. INTEGRALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM ON WOOD
FRAME BUILDING WITH METAL ROOF AND
METAL EXTERIOR WALLS

The metal roof and the metal walls shall be bonded
and made electrically continuous and shall be con-
sidered as one unit provided the walls are properly
bonded to the roof. All conductors between air ter-
minals and ground connections may then be ornilted.
The sidewalls and roofs shall be so bonded and inter-
connected to provide as many paths and in the same
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locations as required in paragraph 803d. The air
terminals shall be securely bonded to the metal roof
and the ground connectors shall be bonded directly
to the lower edges of the metal walls.. In all other
respects the requirements of paragraph 803 shall
be observed.

806. INTEGRALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM ON STEEL

FRAME BUILDING

a. The steel framnework shall be made electrically
continuous. The air terminals shall be securely con-
nected to the .:tructural steel framework at the ridge.
Where mxtal ventilators are inst'.q"Pd, the air ter-
minal- are to be securely connect ' and bonded to
the top of them, and the ventilators are to be securely
connected to the metal building froriework. For 5
spacing of air terminals see paragrapn 803b. Short
rius of conductors may be necessary to join the air
terminals to the metal framework so that proper
spacing of air terminals is maintained. Separate
down conductors from air terminals to ground con-
nections are not required.

b. Where a water system enters the building, the
structural steel framewoi-k and the water system
shall be securely connected at the point of entrance
by a ground connector. Connections to pipes shall
be mnde by means of substantial ground clamps with
lugs. Connections to the structural framework shall
be made by nut and bolt. In addition, ground con-
ng-,lions to the grounds or counterpoise shall be run
from not less than one half of all the columns, dis-
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tributed equally around the perimeter of the struc-
ture. Connections between coiu.nns and ground con-
nectors shall be made at the bottom of the steel
columns. All connections and the entire system shall
be tested for electrical continuity. When no water
system enters the structure, ground connections shall
be run from the bottom of all steel columns, dis-
tributed equally around the perimeter and connec*ed
to the grounds or counterpoise. 1ll connections
shall be tested for electrical continuity. Resistance
to g.round shall not exceed 10 Jhms. Metal doors,
windows, gutters, etc., should be grounded as out-
lined in paragraph 803e.

807. INTEGRALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM ON MASONRY
BUILDING

Protection for masonry buildings with nonnmetallic
or nonreinforced concrete roofs shall conform to the
requirements of paragraph 803. For masonry
buildings with steel roofs, the specifications given in
paragraph 804 shall be used. The specification re-
quirements of l)aragral)h 804 shall be used also for
masonry buildings with sttcel roof trusses and metal
roofs excel)t that the air teriinals and down con-
ductoirs are to 1w se(4iirely conntected to steel trus.ses
in addition to thle mnetal roof.

808. INTEGRALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM ON REIN-
FORCED CONCRETE BUILDING

The light ning protection system for reinforced

concrete buihlings ip whlich the reinforcing :ods are
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not electrically continuous shall meet the require-
ments for wood frame buildings. (See par 803.)
If the reinforcing rods are properly bonded and are
electrically continuous, the buildings shall meet the
requirements of paragraph 806, except that spacing
of air tcrminals shall be as required by paragraph
803b.

809. INTEGRALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM ON RAMPS

Lightning protection for covered ramps (connect-
ing passageways), where necessary, shall conform to
the requirements for lightning protection systems for
buildings of similar construction, as hereinbefore
specified. A down conduct or and a driven ground
shall be placed at one of the corners where the
ramp connects to each build'ng, or structure, having
a counterpoise. This down conductor and driven
ground shall be connected to the counterpoise of
the building or structure. Where buildings or struc-
tures and connecting ramps are clad with metal, the
metal of the buildings or structures and the metal of
the ramp shall be connected in a manner to insure
electrical continuity, in order to avoid the possibility
of a flash over or spark due to a difference in
potential.

810. INTEGRALLY MOUNTED SYSTEM ON IGLOO
TYPE MAGAZINES

1,• earth covered reinforced concrete igloo type
magazines, where the reinforcing steel has been made

8 --26 .
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electrically continuous, the air terminals and ground
connectors shall bc securely connected to and made
electrically continuous with the reinforcing steel.
One air terminal shall be located (in the top of th,,
front wall and one on or at the ventilator in the rear.
The air terminals shall extend vertically at least 2
feet above the top of the front wall and the highest
point on the ventilator. Ground eonnections shall be
securely connected to the horizontal reinforcing rods
below the floor line of the wall system. The installa-
tion shall show a resistance to ground of not more
than 10 ohms. The type of grounding required to
obtain this resistance will depend upon soil condi-
tions and shall be in accordance with paragraph 803g.

* If the steel door frame is made electrically continu-
ous with the reinforcing steel and -he steel hinges
make the door and frame electrically continuousi, the
steel door does not have to be bonded to the, steel
frame.

BT 1. SEPARATELY MOUNTED SHIELDING SYSTEM
(MAST TYPE)

a. The mast type protection consists of a pole,
which, if of a nonconducting material, shall be pro-
vided with an approved air terminal securely
mounted to the top, extending not less than 2 fe~t
nor more than 5 feet above the top of the pole and a
down conductor shall be run down the side of the pole
and be connected to ground electrodes. If a metal
pole is used, the pole will act as both a down con-
ductor and a grouniid. For such systenLm air terminals
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need not be provided and if resistance of the pole
to ground is 10 ohms or less, additional grounding is
unnecessary. When the resistance exceeds 10 ohms,
additional grounding shall be provided and the
ground connection shall be securely fastened to the
metal pole and the ground.

b. When a ground rod is necessary, it slall be
drivc• approximately 6 feet from the base of the
pole. If the resistance to ground of this rod is more
than 10 ohms, an additional ground rod shall be
driven not closer than 10 feet from the first rod. If
the resistance of the system to ground is greater than
10 ohms when the two ground rods are connected
together, a counterpoise shail be provided for the
pole which may be a part of a counterpoise system
used in connection with a grounding system fer a
protected structure. In general, the grounding sys-
teni at the base of the pole shall be interconnected
with any grounding system provided for the pro-
tected structure.

c. A grounde& riast establishes a so-cailed "cone
of protection," ,he height of which is the height of
the mast. The circular base of the "cone" has a ra-
dius equal to twice the height of the mast. The
mast shall be of such height that no part of the
structure to be protected extends outside of the
"cone." Two buildings may be protected by the
same pole provided all parts of these buildings fall
within the cone of protection. The mast must be
set at a , 1istance from the structure equal to one-
third the height, of the building, but in no case shall
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be less than 6 feet. If the slope of the roof is small,
then the height of the building is taken as the dis-
tance from the ground to the eave of the roof, and
if the pitch of the roof is high (720 or over) then
the height of the building should be taken as the
distance from the ground to the ridge of the roof.
Where the end wail continues straight to the ridge
and, therefore, no pitch of roof is involved, the
height of the building should be considered from
the grou;id to the ridge, and when the mast faces
that end wall it should be located at one-third of
this height, but in no case less than 6 feet. Where
two buildings are to be protected by the same mast
it. shall be placed at least one-third the height of
the tallest bilding away from the tallest building

5 ,,nd at least one-third the height of the shortest
building from the shortest building but not less than
6 feet from either buildirg.

812. SEPARATELY MOUNTED SHIELDING SYSTEM
(OVERHEAD GROUND WIRE TYPE).
(See fig. 812.)

a. This type of protection consists of two or more
poles connected to each other by overhead conduce-
tors. If the poles are made of a nonconducting ma-
terial, an approved type of air terminal shall be
securely mounted to the top of each pole and shall
extend not less than 2 nor more than 5 feet above
the top of the pole. Down conductors may be run
down the side of the pole or a guy wire may be used
as a conductor. If the guy wire is used, it and the
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overhead ground wire should be "dead-ended" at the
pole. The overhead ground wire and the guy wire
should then be connected to each other by a separate
cable using standard cable clamps in such a man-
ner that the discharge will not be reversed at any
point.. Guy wires used as down conductors shall be
grounded to c•omply with the requirements of para-
graph 803f and the material of the guy wire shall
comply with the requirements of paragraph 820.
Where metal poles are used, air terminals are not
needed and if .Sastance of the poles to ground is
10 olhms or less, additional giunding is unnecessary.
When the resistance exceeds 10 ohms, additional
groundihg shall be provided and the ground connec-
tions shall be securely fastened to the metal poles
and the ground.

). The height of the poles shall be sufficient to
provide a clearance of not less than 6 feet between
the overhead ground wire and the highest projec-
tion on the building. When the ground cable runs
across and is used to protect stacks or vents which
emit explosive dusts, vapors, or gases under forced
draft, the cable siould have at least !5 feet cleararnce
above the stack or vent. The zone of protection is
considered as a triangular prism having a rectangu-
lar base four times as wide as the height of the poles.
Each pole shall be set at a distance from the struc-
ture equal to at least one-third the height of the
building but in no case at less than 6 feet.

c. A ground rod shall be driven approximately
6 feet from the base, of each pole. If the resistance
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to ground of the rod for each pole is more than 10
ohms, the conditions stated in paragraph S"3g apply.

813. FENCES

a. Fences should be grounded on each side of every
gate, and where crossed by high tension lines, at
points 150 feet on each side rif high tension line cross-
ings. Fepces should be grounded every 1,000-1,500
feet of length when the fences are located in isolated
places and at lesser distances depending upon prox-
imity of fence. to public roads, highways and build-
ings.

b. If the fence consists of wooden posts and hori-
zontal metal strands only, down conductors shall be

* run the full height of the fence and securely fastened
to each wire so as to be electrically continuous.
Where the fence is a chain link fence and the wires
are electrically continuous, the connection to ground
may be made from the bottom strand or from the
post, if it is of metal and is electrically continuous
with the fencing.

814. EXTERIOR OVERHEAD PIPE LINES

Overhead pipes which enter a building containing
explosives shall be properly grounded preferably to
the building grounds at points where pipes enter the
buildings. If a separate ground is used, the pipes
should also be bonded to the building ground at
points where they come closest to it. In addition,
they should be bonded to any metallic masses that are
within 6 feet of these pipes.

"833
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815. TANKS AND TOWERS

a. Wooden towers and tanks, or tanks made of
ight metal or having light metal roofs shall have air

terminals. Tanks with a metal roof or sides which
will not be damaged by a lightning discharge, need
niot have air terminals. If metal tanks and towers
are electrically continuous, down conductors are not
needed. All structures shall have at least two
ground connections and be properly grounded. On
tanks, towers, and stacks exceeding 100 feet in height,
it is advisable to use more massive conductors and
fastenings than are ordinarily called for in this sec-
tion. The number and location of air terminals
shall, in general, comply with the requirements of
paragraph 803b; however, if the roof of the struc-
ture ends in a peak, a single air terminal may be re-
garded as sufficient. Care must be taken to assure
rigid connections and electrical continuity without
air gaps. All metallic guys should be grounded.
All requirements specified in paragraphs 811a and b
shall be observed.

b. Where more than one air terminal is used they
shall be connected together by a conductor which
forms a closed loop about the Atructure near the top
or passes over it, as the contour of the rooi may re-
quire. From these conductors, or from the single
air terminal if but one is used, at least two down con-
ductors shall be extended directly to the ground con.
neetions and diagonally opposite sides if the struo-
tune is isolated. If the tank or tower is an adjunct
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of a building, near or touching the ul-rimeter, one of
the down conductors shall be extended directly to a
ground connection while the other may be connected
to the lightning protection system on the building.
If the tank or tower is set well within the perimeter,
both down conductors may be cornected to the light-
ning protection system of the building. If the
height of the structure exceeds 100 feet, the down
conductors should be, cross connected midway be-
tween the top and bottom.

c. Metal guy wires on tanks and towers shall be
grounded. Metal guy wires or cables attached to
steel anchor rods set in earth may be considered as
properly grounded. Those set in concrete or at-

tached to buildings or nonconducting support. ro-
quire grounding.

816. STACKS

a. In general, stacks should meet the requirements
of paragraph 815 for tanks and towers. Metal
smokestacks need no protection against lightning
other than that afforded by their construction ex-
cept that they shall be electrically continuous and
be properly grounded. If the construction of the

foundation is not such as to provide amrp!e electrical
connection with the earth, ground connections shall
be provided. Metal guy wires for st)ck- shall be

grounded. Metal guy wires or cables attached to
steel anchor rods set in earth may be considered as) sufficiputly well grounded. However, those set in
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concrete or attached to buildings or nonconducting
supports shall be grounded.

b. On nonmetallic smokestack-s c'rnstructed of
brick, hollowed tile or concrete, tWe air terminals
shall be strongly constructed of the same grade of
material as the conductor, or may be made of stain-
less steel, monel metal or other equally corrosiQn-
resistant metal. They shall be uniformly distributed
about the rim of the stack at intervals not exceeding
8 feet and shall extend at least 30 inches above the
rim of the stack. The air terminals shall be elec-
trically connected together by means of a metal band
or rinug which forms a closed loop about 2 feet below
the top of the stack. If there is a metal crowr, the
air terminals should be connected thereto. Where
stacks have a metal lining extending part way up. the
lining shall be connected to the air terminal at its
upper end and grounded at the bottom.

(1) At least two down conductors shall be pro-
vided on opposite sides of the stack leading
from the ring or crown at the top to the
ground. If the stack is an adjunct of a
building near or touching the perimeter,
one of the down conductors shall be ex-
tended directly to a ground connection while
the other may be connected to the lightning
protection system on the building. On
stacks exceeding 160 feet in height, the down
conductors shall be cioss connected approxi-
mately midway between the top and the
bottom. Where a metal ladder is electri-
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cally continuous from the rim to the
ground and the vertical members have
a cros& section of not less than twice
that specified for galvanized steel con-
ductor, such members may be utilized
as down conductors. Joints in con-
ductors shall be as few as practicable
and of such construction as to show by
laboratory tests a strength in tension of
at least 50 percent of that of the con-
ductor. Fasteners shall be spaced not
over 4 feet apart and of a material
similar to that of conductors and shall
be resistant to corrosion.

(2) To prevent corrosion by gases, copper
air terminals, conductors, and fasteners
within 25 feet of the top of the stack
shall have a continuous covering of lead
at least one-sixteenth inch thick.

(3) Stacks partly or wholly reinforced con-
crete shall comply with the requirements
of nonmetallic stacks and, in addition,
the reinforcing metal shall be elec-
trically continuous and shall be electri-
cally connected to down conductors at
the top and bottom of the concrete.

8107. RAILROADS

Rails which are not electrically continuous to-
gether with rail switches shall be bonded for a

AGO 10016•• -37



distance of at least 100 feet on each side of the
structures, including loading docks where ex-
plosives and/or ammunition are storcd, handled,
or processed. These rails shall also be effectively
grounded. At points where the tracks come with-
in 25 feet of structures already provided with a
grounding system, such groundings shall be
interconnected to the nearest rail. The cable
used for bonding shall be of at least 3/%-inch

diameter or the same size as the conductors used
on the structure, unless bonding points are on the
sides of the rail heads and 31/2 inches from the
ends of the rails. In the latter case, ,/16-inch cable
is satisfactory.

818. PIERS AND WHARFS 3
Lightning protection systems for piers and

wharfs shall comply with the requirements of this
section for the type of construction involved.

819. INTERCONNECTION OF METAL BODIES

a. Metallic masses about a building which are
a permanent portion of the structure or are
permanently installed within or about it, shall,
with the exception of those of comparatively small
size, be made part of the lightning conductor
system by interconnection with it, or be independ-
ently grounded, or both, depending upon their
location with respct to the lightning conductors
and their surroundings.
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b. Metal bodies situated wholly on the exterior

of buildings (ridges, valleys, gutters, etc.) shall
be electrically connected to the conductor at its
upper
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(nearest) end &nd, if the body is nf considerable
length, it shall be grounded or electrically connected
to the conductor at its lower (or farthest end).

c. A metal bwdy situated wholly in the interior of
a building (tanks, I'adiators, piping systems, station-
ary machinery, ctc.) which at aiiy point come- within
6 feet of a lightning conductor, or metal connected
thereto, shall be electrically interconnicted with it,
anO if of considerable size or length, shall be
grounded at its lower or farther extremity within the
building. A metallic body having any dimension
exceeding 5 feet and situated wholly within a build-
ing, and which does not at any point come within
6 feet of a lightning conductor or metal connectedS thereto shall be independently grounded. All metal
parts which are within a metal roofed and metal
iiad building (metal of building electrically con-
tinuous) shall be independently grounded and if
within 6 feet of the sides or roof shall be connected
thereto.

d. Metal such as soil pipes, metallic flues and over-
flow pipes of hot water heating systems which pro-
ject through roofs or through the sides of buildings
above the second floor, shall be bonded to the nearest
conductor at the point where it emerges from the
building and be grounded at its lower or extreme end
within the building. Metal which projects through
the sides of buildings below the second floor shall
be treated as though it were wholly witlin the

building.
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e. Extended metal parts of the building shall not
be substituted for regular conductors, except where
they are permanently electrically continuous and
have a conducting cross-sectional area at least double
that of the lightning conductor that would otherwise
be. used.

f. For bonding, interconnecting and independent
grounding of metallic masses, the conductor used
shn'll be at least the equivalent in strength and con-
ducting cross-sectional area of a No. 6 AWG cop-
per wire, except where a full size conductor (same
weiglrt per unit of length as the main conductor) is
required for ventilators, stacks, etc.

I820. MATERIALS 3
a. No combination of materials shall be used that

;orm ,electrolytic couple of such nature that cor-
rosmion is accelerated in the presence of moisture
unless moisture is permanently excluded from the
juinctiou of such metals. Where unusual conditions
exist which would cause deterioration or corrosion of
conductors, conductc:s with suitable protective coat-
ings or of large size wire AtLM that specified below

should be used. If a mechanical hszard is involved,
the conductor size shail be increased to compensate
the'refor, or suitable protection shall be provided.
The conductors may be protected by covering them
with molding or tubing preferably made of wood oi
nonntagnetic material. If metal tubing is used,
the conductor Ohall be electrically connected to it -0
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* at its upper end. Conductors shall consist of any
of the following materials:

b. Where copper is used, it shall be of the grade
ordinarily required for commercial electrical work,
generally designated as being 98 percent conductivity
when annealed. If the conductor is of copper cable
the weight shall not be iess than 187.5 pounds per
1,000 feet and the size of any wire of this cable shall
not be less than No. 17 AWG (0.045 inch). Copper
tube or solid section conductors of copper or copper
clad steel shall weigh not less than 187.5 pounds per
1,000 feet and any tube. wall shall not be less than
No. 20 AWG (0.032 inch). The thickness of any
copper ribbon or strip shall be not less than No. 16
AWG (0,051 inch). Copper conductors used on non-
metallic stacks shall weigh not less than 375 pounds

* per 1,000 feet and the size of any wire in the cable
(or wall thickness if tube is used) shall not bo less
than No. 15 AWG (0.057 inch). The thickness of
an) web or ribbon used on stacks shall be not less
"than No. 12 AWG (0.081 inch).

c. Where copper clad steel is used, the copper
covering shall be permanently and effectively welded
to the steel core and the portion of copper shall be
such that the conductance is not less 'r,),an 30 percent
of the conductance of an equivalent cross-section of
solid copper. The diameter of such solid wire or
stranded cable shall be not less than three-eighths
of an inch and the weight per 1,000 feet shall not
be less than 187.5 pounds. The strands of the cable
shall be not less than No. 14 AWG (0.064 inch).

d. Galvanized steel should not be used in areas in
wh'ch the atmospheric conditions are destructive to
galvanizeo steel. Galvanized steel solid %ire or
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stranded cable shall have a diameter of not lez than
three-eighths of an inch and shall have a net weight
of steel of not less than 320 pounds per 1,000 feet
and the size of any wire of the galvanized steel cable
shall be not less than No. 14 steel wire gauge (pref-
erably No. 10, for overhead ground wire protection).
The thickness of any tube wall, web or ribbon before
galvanizing shall not be less than U. S. Standard
sheet gage No. 17 (0.056 inch), and the diameter of
any wire of a cable before galvanizing shall be not
less than No. 14 steel wire gage (0.080 inch). Where
galvanized steel conductors are used the individual
wires of the cable shall be provided with a protective
coating of zinc (hot dipped process) capable of with-
standing, after cabling, four 1-minute immersions in
a standard copper sulphate solution without showing
a fixed deposit of copper.

e. Air terminals shall be tapered to a point and W
the minimum diameter of the rod (below the point)
shall he h-inch solid copper, copper clad steel, or
hot dipped galvanized ateel. Solid aluminu~a points
shall be not less than / inch in diameter and of
same length as required for copper. Aluminum
tubular points shall be not less than % inch in 0. D.
No. 16 AWG (0.050-inch) wall thickness and of th'
same leugths required for copper points. Separate
points are not required on top of air terminals, but
if used they shall be substantial and be securely
attached by screw or slip joints.

f. (Added) Where aluminum is used, care should
be taken not to use it in contact with the ground or
elsewhere where it will deteriorate rapidly, special
attention shall be given to connections with dis-
.1mnilar metals. Cable conductors s',,all be of elec-
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trical conductor grade aluminum. Aluminum cable
conductors shall weigh not less than 95 pounds per
thousand fpet and the size of any wire of the cable
shall not be less than No. 14 AWG (0.064 inch).
Aluminum conductors for bonding and interconnect-
ing metalic bodies to the main cable shall be at least
equivalent in streigth and cross-sectional area to the
No. 4 AWG (0.204-inch) aluminum wire. Aluminum
strip conductors for interconnecting metallic bodies
to the main conductor cable, if void of perforations,
shall not be less than No. 14 AWG (0.064 inch)
thickness and at least 11 inch wide. If perforated,
the strip shall be as much wider as the diameter of
the perforations. Aluminum strips for connecting
exposed water pipes shall not be less than No. 12
AWG (0.80 inch) in thickness and 13 inches wide.
Aluminum connectors shall not be less than Nn. i2
AWG in thickness and of the same design aiad di-
mensions required for stamped copper cennections.
Aluminum, galvanized iron or atuminum alloy fix-
tures and fittings are the ( b: types permitted, ex-
cept that copper or cepper-covered ground rods and
leads may be c-mployed, provided clamps for con-
necting aluminum down conductors io the copper or
copper-covered groundin,- equipment are types spe-
cially designed for making the connection between
two dissimilar metals. The connection shall be made
at a point not less than 1 foot above ground line,.
Suitable guards shall be used to protect the connec-
tion from mechanical damage and displacement.
It1. TESTING AND INSPECTION

a. ®reneral. Lightning protection systems shail be
visually inrpected semiannually and shall be tested
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once each year for eletrical continuity and ade.uacy
of grounding, A record of results obtained from
the continuity and grounding tests, including
action taken to correct deficiencies noted, must
be ma-intained at the installation. Any system
shall be considered deficient if electrical con-
tinuity does not exist. Except where counter.
poises are installed, systems shall be considered
deficient if resistance to ground exceeds 10 ohms.
Whenever tests result in readings of 10 ohms or
less resistance to ground, the record may consist
of a single statement to that effect. When
resistance to ground exceeds 10 ohms, the record
should include the following:

(1) Building number, contents and/or use.
(2) Date of inspection.
(3) Identification of part of systemn.
(4) Resistance (in ohms).
(5) Remarks (mechanical condition, nature of

soil, etc.).
(6) Corrective action taken.

b. Temt instrwnts. Electrical tzsts consist of
measuring the ohms resistance of the systems to
ground and the ohms resistance of any grounding
system or individual ground connection. The fol-
lowing description and cited drawings are based on
the use of a testing instrument which emriloy.s one
instrument test, ground. If an instrument such as
the "Megger" is used, two instrument test grounds
are needed. The manufacturer's instruction mar ual
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should be followed to assure proper use of the
instrument.

c. Integrally mounted sy8tems. Reference is made
to figure 821A. The testing consists of firmly at-
taching one lead, either positive or negative, of the
resistance meter to the test ground which has been
driven to a depth of at least 3 feet at a distance of
at least 50 feet from the system and atta.ching the
other lead of the resistance meter to each of the air
terminals conswutively, reading the reistance on
the meter for each of the air terminals If the con-
tinuity of the lightning protection system is good,
there should be practically no different in the
resistance value at any one of the testing points
However, if a marked increase in resistance is noted,
it is an indication that & loose, corroded, or broken
connection exists in the system. If the resistance
of all air terminals to ground is high, then a test can
be made at the earth line by connecting the test lead
to the down conductor of the system, thus nmeasuring
thAe . sist,,. cf tVho system ground only.

If the resistance is again fourd to be high, then
the system ground is the cause of the indicated high
A*,*A0nc" value. If the resistance, when the testing
lead is connected to the down conductor, is low, it is
then an indication that the trouble is between the

8-44 4'
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original point of contact on the air terminal and the
point of contact en the down conductor. Steps
should be taken to reduce all resistances that are
above 10 ohms, this might mean checking all connec-
tions, cables, installing a new ground or a counter-
poise, changing parts or by other means called for in
previous paragraphs.

d. Separately mownted shielding system.s (mast
type). Reference is made to figure 821B. There is
a possibility that the down conductor may have been
severed at some time, therefore, the test lead should
be connected to the air terminal, the other lead to
the test ground and the resistance to ground read.
The test ground shall be driven at the same distance

* and to the same depth as for testing the integrally
mounted system. When testing a system using a
metal mast, one of the test connections is made di-
rectly to the mdst at a Doint approximately 24 inches
above the ground and the other to the test ground.
The resistance is then read on the instrament.

e. Separately mounted ehielding system (over-
head grcund wire). Reference is made to figure
821C. One lead of the testing instrument should be
connected to one air terminal and the other to the
test, ground and the resistance read. This operation
should then be repeated on the other air terminal.
This will determine the resistance between air ter-
minals and ground. A continuity test can then be
made by disconnecting one ground connection and
attaching one lead of the testing instrument to one
guy down conductor approximately 24 inches above
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Figure 821B. Teting Grounds Separately Mounted Shielding
System (Mast Type).

ground and the other lead to a similar place on the
other guy lown conductor. The test instrument is
then read and the reading should he approximately
zero if all connections are good. In an overhead
ground wire system using metal masts, one test lead
should be connected to the metal mast. and the other
to the test ground and the instrument read. This
same operation is repeated using the other metal
mast. It is more difficult to check the electrical con-
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tinuity in a system using metal masts than in a sys-
tem using nonconducting masts as the system using
metal masts has no guy down conductors that can
be disconnected. It is not a reliable check to connect
the leads to the metal masts and take a reading, as
the bottoms of the masts may be in water and, the
path -hrough water show less resistance than the
path through the poles and overhead ground wire.
To accurately check continuity in a system using the
metal mast it will be necessary to disconnect the

VJERHEAD GROUND WIRE

-AIR TERMINAL

TEST

TE9TI1NG DEVICE 'GROUND
TEST QFAXAIDO'

IF METAL POLLS ARE USED, AIR TERMINALS ARE
OITTEO ANCD THE POLES AC(1 AS DOWN CONDUCTORS
Pfgure 821C. Testing Grounja separately Mounded Shielding

Syt em (Overhead Ground Wire#).
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overhead ground wir, at one mast and then connect
one lead of the te.,ting instrumenit to the free end
of the ovex'lead grounid wire and the other leacl near
the base of the opposite mast. The operation should
be repeated checking the continuity through the
overhead ground wire and its conliection at the op-
posite inast.

f. Feywes. Reference is made to figure 821D.
In view of the fact that a continuity test of a com-
plete fence or appreciable section thereof, is, in niost
cases impracticable, the only resistance tets that will

be considered at this time are those illustrated on the
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above-mentioned drawing. A resistance test should
be made at each gate, with the gate or gates open, by
connecting one lead of the testing instrument to the
free end of the gate at point "B," then with the otner
lead of tWe instrument connected to a test ground, a
reading is taken. This shows the resistance from
the swinging end of the gate to ground. The zame
test should be made at point "C" and at each other
gate. A test bWtween poin.01 "B" and "C" will give
the actual resistance in ohms between the two swing-
ing gates. It the resistance found at "B" and "C" is
not the same in each case, a difference of potential
can exist at times between the two gates. If a differ-
ence in resistance to ground does exist from points

* "B" and "C," the fencing on opposite sides of the
gates should be bonded together by means of an
underground conductor. A resistance test made at
point "D" will show the resistance to ground at a
point 150 feet from the point where the fence is
crossed by a high voltage line. By conducting sim-
ilar tests at other sections of the fence, a suitable
check on the fence grounding system will be obtained.

g. Stack&.
(1) Reference is made to figure 821E. To de-

termine the resistance to ground of aiý ter-
minals on nonmetallic stacks, it is necessary
to connect one lead of the testing iristru
ment to an air terminal, the other !ead to
the test ground and the instrument read,
This operation must be repeated for each air
terminal. To check the resistance of the

g-.S
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ground and ground connection the dis-
connect clamp "A" should be removed and
one lead of the testing instrument connected
to the remaining part of the down conduc-
tor at point "W" the other lead to the test
ground and the instrument read. Repeat
operations on ground "B." Continuity can
be checked to the cross-connecting band at
the base of the air terminals or the midway
cross-connecting band if the stack is over
160 feet in height withcut leaving the
ground by the following ruethod. Remove
disconnecting clamps "A" and "B" and con-
nect the leads of testing instruments to
points "X" and "Z." If the reading is
practically zero, it is a fair indication that
the continuity to the first cross-connecting
band is good; however, it cannot be taken
,ior granted that the continuity above the
mid cross-connecting band, if there is one,
or to Lhe air terminals is good.

(2) Metal stacks should have one lead of the
testing instrument attached to the stack, the
other lead to the test ground and the in-
strument read. If the grounds alone are to
be tested, the ground connections should be

disconnected from the stack, one lead at-
tached to the loose end of the ground con-
nection and the other lead attached to the
test ground.
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h. Wooden tanke, Reference is made to figure
821F. To check the resistance of the air terminal
and cable to ground, one lead of the testing instru-
ment is connected to the 2ir terminal, the other to

AIR TERMINAL

WOOD

STEEL

Sg
aI

SYSTEM GROUND '.

TEST GROUND 4 m E7 STING DEVICE

FOR INSTALLATIONS HAVING WOOD FRAMES,DOWN CONDUCTORS
FROM THE AIR TERMINAL ARE REQUIRED.

FOR iNSTALLATIONS HAVING STEEL TANK,HEAVY 5TEEL ROOF
AND TOWER, NO AIR TERMINAL OR DOWN CONDUCTORS ARE
REQUIRED AS STEEL TANK ACTS AS CONDUCTOR.

t Ftgure 821F. Testing Grounds of Tan ks.
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the test ground and the instrument read. To check
the resistance of the ground, one lead is connected to
point "B" and the other to the test ground. If the
tank has a cross-connecting band, continuity should
be checked as described for nonmetallic stacks.

i. Metallic tank8. On metallic tanks that have air
terminals, the same procedure as for wooden tanks
shall be used. When testing metallic tanks (and
metallic framework) without air terminals, one lead
of the testing instrument should be attached to the
i'oof, the other to the test ground and the instrument
read; To test the grounding electrodes, the leads of
the testing instrument should be connected one to the
ground connection and the other to the test ground,
111d this procedure shall be repeated for all the other
ground connections.

j. Mi.•cellaneous. 'The resistance and electrical
continuity of all grounded doors, windows, gutters,
metal masses, etc., in buildings equipped with light-
ning protection systems, should be tested by clamping
one lead of the test instrument to the door, etc., and
tAe other lead, to the system ground. The resistance
reading should be practically zero.
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SECTION 9

ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

901. SAFETY STANDARDS

a. Appropriate local standards for safe practices
and procedures, r'•"r-'•" prlective eqNidpment, ma-
chline guards, etc., shall be developed, approved, and
adopted. Upon adoptiun, the standards should be
~irculated to all division chiefs, production chiefs,

and foremen to whcea departments they apply. The
* engineering and purchasing departments should re-

ceive copies of all new standards. The standards
developed locally shall not be in conflict with the
requirements of tWis manual without written author-
ity from the Chuief of Ordnance.

b. The latest editions of American Standards as
published by the American Standards Association
and the National Bureau of Standards Codes are
acceptable as reference codes for Ordnance establish-
ment& However, where these codes conflict r-Aitth
the requirements of thia manual, this manual shall
apply-

v. Publications of the National Safety Council mre
acceptable as guides in the formulation of safety
standards except where such publications may con-
flict with the requirements of this manual in which
case this manual shall apply.

9-
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"902. MATERIJALS HANDLING

a. General. Materials handling and production
methods affecting materials handling should be
studied as a specific phase of the safety program for
determining unafe methods and for promrooting
greater safety. Movement of materials should be
continuous to produce greatest efficiency and to avoid
congestion by accumulation at machines and in other
working spaces. Procedures should be in conformity
with the following basic r-Oes:

(1) Keep material moving uniformly through
the proces steps.

(2) Minimize unnecessary rehandling.
(4) Eliminate heavy nmual lifting.
(4) Reduce transport distances wherever poe S

sibl.
(5) Provide special handling equipment, such

as conveyors, fork lift trucks, etc., where
practicable.

These basic approaches simplify handling of mate.
rials and aid in tie control of accide~nts. Where then
processes are organized, Otandard safe practices can
be developed, and increased accident control can be
accomplished.

b. Movement of materiae . Materials should be
delivered to each succeeding operation in units of
proper size. Generally, materials should be sup-
plied and finished parts removed at frequent inter-
vals to eliminate congestion, blocking of aisles, and
attendant hazards. The materials should be brought

9-2
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to each operation by conveyors, platform skids, etc.,
at the same height they will be used so that unneces-
sary manual or mechanical lifting or handling will
be avoided. Equipment for handling materials
should be especially designed to accommodate the
size and type of materials being moved. Where ma-
terial is handled manually, Gvery effort should be
made to eliminate the necessity for lifting and to
substitute methods for pulling, pushing or rolling
lotas.

c. S~tacking.
(1) At all poiints, materials shall be piled in a

manner that assures stability and facilitate6
removal. Some materials should be stacked
in sequence o that the oldest will be used
first; occsionally selctive piling is re-
quired, both of which require careful plan-
ning in all storage operations. Careful con-
sideration shculd also be given to the
methods of loading materials for transport-
ing so that hazards will be minimized in
the unloading of the item.

(•) Storage stacks and loads on shop trucks,
conveyors, etc., must be stable to minimize
slips, slides or tip-overs, which create haz-
ards and slow operations. Stacks should
be chocked where necessary.

903. LOADING DOCKS

a. Ample space at loading and unloading docks
G...,%Pi P "'&P"ed off the traveled roadways to per-
I -3
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mit efficient operation without hampering the flow of
traffic. Adequate bumper rails should be installed
parallel to loading docks, at distances which permit
trucks and trailers to back in without striking the
dock.

b. Gangplanks of proper design should be pro-
vided to compensate for horizontal and vertical dif-
ferences between truck bodies and the edge of the
loading dock. Loading docks should be high enough
to permit the placing of gangplanks as nearly as pos-
sible. in a horizontal plane. Gangplanks shall be
fastened securely to prevent displacemnnt while in
use. Well-constructed skids kept in good repair
should be carried in trucks or provided at points
where they will be needed. Consideration should be
given to the design, construction, and use of special
aids in connection with loading and unloading oper-
ations to lessen inherent handling hazards.

o. The location of loading docks upon wvhich ex-
plosive materials are handled shall conform to the
requirements of paragraph 1717.

904. CRANES
a. Operation. Cranes shall be operated only by

authorized zýtane operators whose physical ftness for
the job has been certified by the medical officer. The
operator should be governed in his movement of ma-
terial by a uniform code of signals such as American
Standards Association, Code for Cranes, Derricks,
and Hoists. He should inspect his crane at the begin-
ning of each shift to determine that it is in safe oper-
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R' ating condition. All loads should be lifted vertically
and side puls avoided, When necessary to guide the
load, guy lines should be used. Operators should
avoid carrying loads over persons. Gantry cranes
must not be operated while workmen are present oln
tracks unless bumpers have been placed between the
crane and the men. If the electric power fails during
crane operations, the crane operator should turn the
controller to the "off" position immediately. Before
leaving the crane, the operator should see that all
hooks are clear of all moving objects below. Before
lifting any unusual loads, the safety director should
be notified and approval secured.

b. Specifications. A plate showing the maximum
lifting capacity in pounds shall be posted in a pro-
tected yet conspicuous place where it is clearly visible

* from the floor. The plate should show the lift capac-
ity at the usual angles of lift. Boom angle indi-
cators are desirable. The control board and all ex-
posed wiring and switches should be guarded. Access
ladders for electrically driven overhead cranes should
be located so that the operator does not pass within
reach of electrical conductors while approaching the
controls of the crane. Installation of crane facilities
should include a proper "catwalk" for the entire
length of the crane runway. Where needed, an ade-
quate rope ladder or other suitable device should be
provided for the escape of the operator in an emer-
gency. Cranes shall be equipped with brakes and
traveling cranes shall be equipped with a signal
warning device to be sounded intermittently while

V 9--5
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the crane is in motion. Locomotive cranes and der-
ricks should be equipped with effective outriggers
and rail clamps.

c. Special hazards. Electrical cranes shall not be
used where flammable dust or vapor is present.

d. Inspection. Inspection schedules should include
the inspection of each crane mcnthly. Inspections
should conform to the procedures outlined in the
latest revision of American Standard Code for
Cranes, Derricks, and Hoists, B30.2-1943, published
by the American Standards Association. Inspection
records files should be maintained at station level.

905. HOISTS
a. This paragraph includes manually operated and

power-operated hoists commonly ca~led chain hoists,
air hoists, and portable floor cranes. All such equip-
ment shall be inspected for determination of hazards
incident to its use and appropriate safety control
measures shall be instituted. Periodic inspection
shall be made as outlined in the latest revision of
American Standard Code for Cranes, Derricks, and
Hcissy, B30.2-1943, published by the Americtn
Standards Association. Detailed inspection of chains
used in chain hoists is discussed in paragraph 907.

b. On electric and air hoists, a limit stop should be
provided to prevent the hoist bl ýck from over-travel
in case the operating handle is not released in time.
A spreader should be used to separate control ropes,
each of which should be marked; sound practice
indicates that handles of different contour should be
proIided on c.ch rope wAo avoid mistakes in operating

9-6
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direction. Hoists mounted on monorail or tramrail
systems should not be used to lift or move a heavy
object, by a side pull since it may spread or break the
trolly frame or loosen supports. Stops should be .
provided at all switches and turnouts on monorail
systems to prevent the trolly from running off if the
switch is left in the open position. Load capacity
shall be plainly marked on each piece of equipment.

c. Electric hoists shall not be used where flammable
dust or vapor is present.

906. ELEVATORS
The carrying capacity of the elev atu, shall be post-

ed at all entrances to the elevator and in the elevator.
Elevators must be equipped with safety catches,
automatic limit stops, and emergency exits. The

* access openings must be guarded securely by approv-
ed gates or doors. Gates or doors must be arranged
so that the elevator cannot be started until the gate
or door to the elevauor has been closed. EXevator
shafts and all elevator equipment should be inspected
quarterly and an inspection teport filed. They
shall be inspected annually by a qualified agency.
Unless specifically designed for passenger service,
perscnnel should not be permitted to ride in elevators.

9-7
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907. CHAINS
a. Usage. Wrought iron or "crane chain" is the

acceptable type of chain used for slings, hoists,
cranes, steam shovels, and marine purposes. The
iron must be free f: •m iron scrap, steel scrap, and
should be lap weld'ed fo: strength. Chains shall be
used only for loads within their rated strength.
Normalizing or annealing should be done as recom-
mended by the manufacturer of the chain. He
should be informed as to the use of the chain and if
normalizing or annealing is recommended, the
intervals and procedures should be )btained from
him. End fastenings on chains should sustain
loads up to the breaking strength of the chain.
Shackles and pins should be of forged steel, preferably
drop forgings and weldless throughout. Pin shackles
should be fitted and maintained with cotter pins W
or safety pins of a positive locking type.

b. Inspection and repair. A thorough inspection
should be made of all chains at least. once a month
and a signed report of same kept on file. The
inspection should cover interlink wear, stretch,
defective links, peening or hammering action of the
links on each other, work hardened svrfiq.,'s, cor-
rosion:, or any other defects. Chains should be
removed from service whei, the increase in length
of the measured sectiolu exceeds 5 percent; when a
link is bent, twisted, or otherwise damaged; or when
raised scarfs or defective welds appear. All repairs to
chains should be made onl\ by an experienced chain
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man; it is preferred that chains be returned to the
manufacturer for repairs. Defective links or por-
tions of chain should be replaced by links having
proper dimensions and of material equal to thet of
the original chain. All repaired chains should be
proofed to twice the corrected safe working capacity
(corrected for wear) before reinstallation.

"90R. WIRE ROPE

a. Use. Braided cable wire rope is preferable.
Wire rope shall be used for loads only within its
ratA capacity. It should be handled in such a way
that it is neither twisted nor untwisted; kinks should
be avoidSd. Wire rope should be kept well lubri-
cated with the lubricant approved by the manufac-
turer of the rop,. Eye splices should be made in an
approved manner by an experienced splicer and
thimbles should be used in them except in slings,
"where the use of thimbles is optional. When wire
-.ope clips attached with U-bolts are used, the bend in
4 the U-bolts should be on the dead or short end of
thc rope. After the equipmmnt has been in operation
,0,c an hour aftar the initial installation, all nuts on
the clip bolts should be tightened, and they should
be checked for tightness at frequent intervals there-
after. Socketing should be done with zinc (spelter)
in the manner specified by the manufacturer. Wire
rope should be stored off the ground, in a dry, pro-
tected plB4O, free from any exsure to acids, alkLlis
and their vapors. The storage place should not be
permitted to become so hot as to injure the hemp core.
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b. Inspection. A thorough inspection of wire
ropes shduld be made at least once a month by a
qualified individual anu a full written and signed
report of rope condition be kept on file. Special
attention should be given to the end fastenings. Rope
should be examined frequently at socket fittings and
upon the development of one broken wire adjacent
to this point, the rope should be resocketed. Por-
tions of rope subject to reverse bends and use over
small sheaves or drums should also receive close
attention. Any marked reduction in diameter of the
rope indicates the need for more frequent exami-
nation to detect critical reduction of wire area. All
wire rope in regular and active use should be in-
spected carefully for broken wires, abrasions, arnd
any localized spots showing excessive wear. Wire
ropes should be replaced when the wear, the number
of broken wires in a lay, or corrosion has reached a
point which indicates an unsafe condition. When
corrosion is present, the remaining strength of the
wire rope cannot be calculated with safety. Corro-
sion can be controlled by proper and suitable
lubrication.

909. FIBER ROPE

a. Sisal rope of good quality ;.s only about 67
percent as strong as manila rope. The best hemp is
not quite equal in strength to manila fiber but is
slightly more resistant to atmospheric deterioration.
Ropes should be thoroughly cleaned and stored in a
dry, well-ventilated place free from any exposure
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to acids, acid vapors, or strong alkalis, arid they
should not, be used where they are exposed to these
materials. Ropes should be kept away from radia-
tors, steam pipes, or other sources of heat. Small
ropes should be hurg in loose coils and large ropes
coiled on gratings raised from the floor. While in
use, rope should be kept free from grit and should
not be dragged on the ground. Fiber rope should
be handled in such a manner that it is neither twisted
nor untwisted. Kinks should be avoided. When
';piting two rope ends for permanent use, for ring
fastening or for fastening around a block or thimble,
splices should bg made only by an experienced rope
splicer. Fiber ropes shall be used only for loads
within their rated capacity.5 b. Fiber rope should be' inspected before being put
into use and monthly thereafter, and a full written
and signed " eort of rope nditi^ .,,pI,"VI 3 k:e o-V -- r---*IOF S~UOlt.ud be "Kept on
file. Inspections should cover external wear, broken
or cut fibers, displacement of yarns or strands, varia-
tion in size or roundness of strands, discoloration or
rotting. When any of these conditions which affect
the safe use of the rope are found, it should be
rAplaced with a new rope.

910. SLINGS

Braided cable wire rope slings are generally more
satisfactory than slings of chain or fiber rope.
A greater load can be lifted ',.,' rely when all legns of the
sling are in a vertical position. Slings should al-
ways be used tt as .small Ln angle as possible since
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increasing the angle between the leg of the sling and
the vertical greatly increases the stress in each, leg.
This angle should never be greater than 450. When
a multiple leg sling is used, the sling should be so ar-
ranged that the strain car, equalize itself among tho

legs. Hooks on slings should be of the safety type
and designed to lift the load without overstraining
any part of the hook. When plates are hoisted, they
should be held by properly designed clamps that
hold firmly under load. When hoisting loads which
require sharp bends of the sling over unyielding
surfaces or over sharp corners, suitable corner pads
should be used. Rope slings should not be used
where the rope is subjected to high temperature,
strong alkalis, corrosive 'apor or exposed to rough
edges which, wI'! have the tendency to ever the
strands. A thorough inspection should be made of all
siingP at least once a month and a signed report of
same kept on file.

911. CONVEYORS

a. General. The use of conveyors is a desirable
method of moving materials under most conditions
provided certain basic precautions are observed.
Cross-over walks for employees should be constructed
at reasonable intervals. Cross-over walks, however,
should not be considered an acceptable method for
providing access to an exit from a building which
constitutes a severe fire or explosion exposure. Con-
veyors should not be placed between an operator and
his nearest exit from such exposures. Conveyors in-
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stalled flush with the floor should be guarded exceptat the loading and unloading points to prevent work-
men from stepping on the moving conveyor. Work-
ing conditions should be arranged so that employees
will not bA rennired4 to csan the- Supports 01.
supporting frames to unload or load materials.
Guards should be installed at corners or turns where
material is most likely to fall; when handling explo-
sive materials, this requirement is mandatory.

b. Gravity conveyors. In addition to the above re-
quirements, all sections of gravity roller conveyors
should be equipped % ith some type of positive locking
device to prevent them from working apart duringoperations. Supports should be sufficiently substan-

Stial to give solid s.,pport under operating conditions.
-,-upp-t •,f the horse typ- with an adjustable hori-zontal member allowing variation of the elevation ofthe conveyors, or the three dimensional block type

supports have proved successful. Boxes should not
be used as supports uless they are safe from over-turning and are securely tied together when more
than one is to be used. Co,.tainers of hazardous ma-terials shall noL be used as conveyor supports. Con-veyor sections and supports should be frequently in-
spected for unsafe conditions.

c. Mechanical conveyors. Mechanical conveyors
are usually safer than other methods for moving ma-terials. However, certain precautions in addition tothose outlined in paragraphs 9 11a and b are neces-
sary. Devices for -stopping the conveyor should be
located at loading and un!oading stations, at drives
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and take-up ends and at oether reasonable intervals
along the conveyor. Emergency switches should be
installed within easy reac~h of employees at points
where their activities cannot be readily seen by super-
visours or othe~r e m P 1. ye e Me, h a ni c I m1 viir 0 ia

should be installed around the driving mechanism
and where belts travel aroun d tail drunm to prevent
personnel from being ;aujrht in the equipment.
Workmen should not be permitted to remove ma-
terial that sticks to the tail druns or, pulleys while
they are in motion. Fixed scrapers and revolving
brushes may be used to riako it unnecessary to per-
form this operation by hand, Pratctical guards
should be installed where necessary when chain belts
are used particularly when equipped with prongs,
lii_ hooks, buckets or scrapers. Conveyo running

in pits or tunnels should have ample clearance and
should be guarded to prevent employees from being
caught. Where conveyors pam; from one floor to an-
other, the openings should be inclosed by railirgs
and toeboards. Screw conveyor troughs should be
covered with removable covers and no attempt should
be made to dislodge jymied material without first
shutting off the power. Charging openings to screw
conveyors should be covered with a grating, or the
opening boxed or railed in to privent workmen from
stepping into them. All power conveyors shall be
electrically grounded. Conveyors running into
chutes that are enclosed should have a simple me-
chanically or electrically cperated waning device to
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caution that material is about to be delivered from
the chute.

912. INTERMEDIATE STORAGE

'The term intermediate storage refers to the tem-
porary storage of materials at machines, work
benches and other process locations throuighout the
establishment. Such temporary storage, if riot care-
fully planned and supervised, may create hazards due
to congestion and other factors. Proper planning is
required to assure that materials arrive at the inter-
mediate storage point in proper quantities and it, the
type of totebox, skid or other containers best suited
for the job. Modification or redesign of the container
and a more frequent delivery schedule of reduced

quantities very often improve the efficiency and safety
of-operations. The i ntermed i ate storage areas should
ha. early defined. Material stored should be piled
to prevent collapse or tilting and piles should be
orderly with the materials to be used first, )n top.

Wherever possible, materials should be brought to
the operation and left irn storage at the working level.
Stocks at operations should be placed to provide ade-
quate work space, a minimum of turning away from
the point of operativnr', and to lessen any interferenco
which directly or indirectly could cause an accident.

913. MANUAL HANDLING

RWardless of available mechanical handling
equipment, a certain amount of rmanua; ha-ldling will
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be necessary. Observance of the following basic
principles will assist in reducing accidents:

a. Lifting should be with the knees bent and the
back straight in order that the thigh muscles may
assume the greater portion of the load. If the object
to be lifted is too awkward or too heavy to be han-
dled in this position, additional help should be ob-
tained to move the load. Lifts should be made
vertically and close to the body. Side lifts or off-
balance lifts frequently result in muscle strains.

b. Loads which obstruct vision should not be
carried.

c. Steel-toe shoes should be worn by all employees
engaged in material handling operations. Gloves,
aprons, and other items of personal protective equip-
ment should be worn when handling materials which
rare, abrasive. corrosive or which might
splinter.

914. MACHINE GUARDING

a. Guarding. While every effort should be made
to select new equipment with adequate guards incor-
porated in the dpsign and construction, it should,
nevertheless, be the responsibility of the -safety office
to assist in the procurement and proper installation
of adequate transmission or poioit of operation guards
for al1 machinery as follows:

(1) Transmission includes all moving parts of
equipment used in the mechanical transmis-
sion of power, including prime movers, in-
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termediate equipment and driven machines,
excluding point-of-operation.

(2) Point-of-operation indicates that point at
which cutting, shaping or forming is accom-
plished upon the stock and includes other
points that offer a hazard to the operation
in in',erting or manipulating the stock in
the operation of the machine. Well-de-
signed guards will protect the operator from
contact at, the danger zone. The guards
should be fixed so that the machine operator
cannot rmrnove or displace ther i.

b. State laws. All protective appii-. ce, required
by laws of the State in which the plant is locatedS should be installed whether or not specifically in-
cluded in these standards.

c. References. Since it is impractical to incorpo-
rate into this work description of every machine used
in Ordnance establishments, reference is made to the
American Standard Codes, published by American
Standards Association, which set forth specifications
for the guarding of most standard machines. The
standard machines should be guarded as called for
by the codes. Wherever Ordnance establishments
use machines kný)wn by different names, or similar
machines not particularly mentioned, the require-
ments outlined in the American Standard Codes
should be adapted to the specific operation.

915. LADDERS

Ordnance establishments should be guided by the
9-..1
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American Standard "Safety Code for the Construc-
tion, Care and Use of Ladders," published by the
American Standards Association.

916. LADDER INSPECTION

a. New ladders should be inspected promptly to
assure conformity with the purchase order require-
ments and to discover defects. Wooden ladders
should not be painted and all painted wooden lad-
ders should have the paint removed since it conceals
defects. Varnish, linseed oil or shellac may be ap-
plied if preservatives are needed. When not in use,
ladders should be stored in -eadily accessible areas
away from sources of heat and dampness. Each
ladder should be inspecC.~d at least every four
months. To insure regular inspection, all ladders 3
should be numbered. 

W

b. Ladders should be iuspected for such items as
(1) Loose or broken steps or rungs.
(2) Broken, split or cracked rails.
(3) Loose nails, screws or bolts.
(4) Missing, broken or damaged safety shoes.
(5) Condition of hinges and spreaders.
(6) Defective locks (on extension ladders).
(7) Condition of rope and she'•.;-es.
(8) General serviceability.

917. SAFE USE OF LADDERS

Portable and extension ladders shoould be placed
at a "safe" angle, i. e., the distance between the foro
of the ladder and the wall or object against which
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it ia leaning should be approximately one-fourth the
length of the ladder. Portable and extension ladders
should be carefully placed to insure secure footing
for both side rails. Ladders should never be placed
against window sash; a board should be fastened se-
curely across the top of the ladder to give bearing
at each side of the window. When it is necessary to
place ladders in front of doors which open toward the
ladder, adequate means to divert traffic should be
taken. Where operations on the floor level are such
that the security of the ladder may be endangered,
an employee should be stationed at the base of the
ladder to steady it or the ladder should be securely
tied in position.

918. SCAFFOLDS

a. Specific regulations governing construction of
bcaffolds are contained in U. S. Army Engineers
regulations, "Safety requirements for Excavation;
Building and Construction" (see also American
Standard Code for Floor and Wall Openings, Rail-
ings and Toe Boards). Sap pine, long leaf yellow
pine or wood of equivalent strength should be used
in the construction of scaffolds. The I -Iniber should
be free from large knots, cross grain, dip grain,
shake-, large checks, brashness, rot or wormholes.
Lumber should be thoroughly inspected before use
and should be capable of supporting at least, four
times the maximum load to be imposed up~on it.
Planks used for flcoring should be. of uniform thick-
ness to avoid unevenness. Securely fastened guard-
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rails and toeboards should be provided on the outer
edges and ends of the platforms of all scaffolds six "
feet or more above the ground, except for riveters'
outrigger scaffolds and window jack scaffolds. The
guardrails shall be 42 inches in height and should be
equal in strength, at least, to 2- by 4-inch wood of
the type specified above. Nails of ample size and
length (minimum 8d) should be used and fully
driven, especially in braces. Principal members of
scaffolds should be rigidly and securely sway-braced
to prevent displacement. When a scaffold has been
damaged or weakened, it should be repaired im-
mediately. Moving parts of mobile scaffolds should
be inspected twice each month.

b. When trestle ladders are used for temporary 5
scaffolding, the strength of the ladders should be
checked against the number of men the scaffolding
will be required to hold; the total load to be carried;
the height of the scaffold; %nd the span and size of
planking between suppc 'ing trestles.

e. Where it is ri .,my for employees on scaffolds
to crawl out on thrust-outs or projecting beams, life
lines and safety harne3 belts of an approved design
shall be worn and anchored properly.

919. MACHINE OPERATIONS

a. General. Safe practices at machine operations
should be developed through job safety analysis.
This manual makes no attempt to cover all safe prac-
tices in detail, but deals only with those applicable
to general processes and to certain specific machines
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thlt are commonly used or that reqiu.-e concentration
ot effort on safe practices because of unusual ex-
posure. Complete safe practice proa edures which
cover fully all accident possibilities arising from op-
erations should be developed' at each establishmeut.

b. Tr'aining. Safe machine operation demknds
that the operator be properly trained ar'd instructed
in safe practices before stRrting work on the assigned
machine. Observation of the new operator's work
should be continued until the supervisor is fully sat-
isfied that safe practices are being followed. A reg-
ular checkup should be made thereafter t, wAsure that
safe methods of operation are permanently estab-
lished. Only authorized employees shall operate

S machines.
c. Howuekeeping. Good housekeeping is essential

to Fsfe machine operation. Floors of work a.eas
should he kept dry, clean, and free from obstructions
to insure safe and secure footing. Spilled oil, ma-
terial, and t",e like that have been dropped on the
floor should be removed promptly. No accumula-
tions of scrap metal, scrap wood, shavings, dust, or
dirt Ahould be tolerated. A nonslip surface covering
should be provided for employees to stand on while
operating machines. It may be a floor surface com-
porition, embossed metal, or other material whicii
prvides adequate protection against slipping.
Whatever the footing provided may be, it is impor-
tant that its nonskid characteristics are not permitted
to be lessened by accumulatio:,s of dust, dirt, oil,

•,~ sweeping compounds, or sawdust. Good housekeep-
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ing at operations requires also the proper location
r: of supplied stocks which is discussed in paragraph:ii 902.

•!• d. Repairs and adjustments. Before oiling, clean-
ing, or adjusting machines, the machines shall be
stopped and switches or other controls should be
"locked out" and the machine tagged. A careful
check should be made before starting the machine to
determine that everyone is standing free. The ma-
chine guards shall be replaced upon completion of
repairs, adjustments, etc., and before switches or
other controls are made operati ve. The design limi-
tations of machines must be recognized and no
repair, adjustment or modification which might
cause thpee limits to be exceeded shall be made.
(E. g., Grinding machines must be equipped Witk
abrasive wheels which have been rated as suitable
for use at speeds equal to or greater than that
of the machine.)

1ý7 920. GRINDING WHEELS

a. General. The majority of grinding wheel acci-
dents are caused by using the wrong wheel for the
job, careless handling, improper mounting, too high
speed, or too much pressure on the wheel. Failure
to wear goggles has resulted in many eye injuries.
Wheels should be carefully inspected upon receipt
and immediately before use; all cracked wheels shall
be rejected. Only competent mechanics should be
assigned to the mounting, care, and inspection of
wheels. New wheels, newly mounted, should be run
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at full operating speed for at least. one minute before
being used. Dtiring this test, the operator and other
employees should stand clear, in a protected area,
to avoid injury should the wheel disintegrate as the
result of hidden defects. Wheels should never be
run at speeds greater than that for which the wheel
has been designed since the excessive speed often
causes a wheel to disintegrate while in operation.
Work should not be forced

S
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against a cold wheel, but should be applied grad-
ually to give the wheel time to warm up. If it is
necessary to use the side of the wheel for grinding,
wheels should be watched for wear and be changed
promptly when apprec-ably worn. No sudder or
heavy pressure should be applied to the sides of
wheels. Wheels should be tried regularly and tested
for balance. Wheels used in wet grinding should
not be allowed to stand partly immersed in water,
as the water-soaked portion may throw the wb el
out of balance.

b. Guording and work rest8. All wheei should
be provided with hoods to confine the small flying
particles produced during grinding. No hood, how-

* ever, will confine all the particles and sorrn will be
thrown into the open. Therefore, goggles shall be
worn by all employeeg or, every grinding operation,
and in additior,, prctective eya shields should be
mounted on each machine. Pornable or stationary
screens should be locf.ted to prevent injury to per-
sons working in or pQssing through the vicinity.
The work rest should be kept adjusted close to the
wheel with a maximum clearance between rest and
wheel of one-eighth inch to prwvent work from being
caught between the two. The adjustment should
never be made while the wheel is in mot;on.

921. METAL WORKING PRESSES

The press requires extensive consideration, both
in guarding and in the development of safe prac-
tice. The layout of the press room ot the location
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of any employee in the department should be carp-
fully considered from a safety viewpoint. Press op-
erators should not be exposed at any time to the pos-
sibility of being struck by passing trucks, tractors or
other mobile equipment, and they should be free
from interference from supplied stocks and finished
prcducts. Before a press operator, starts work, he
should first test the clutch mechanism to be certain
the brake band is working properly. A press oper-
ator should not place his hand under the ram unless
the machine control has been locked out and the ram
blocked. Feeding attachments, special tools or con-
trols which require both of the operator's hands
away from the point of operation to move the ram
should be provided. Material wl ich sticks in the •
die shouhl be removed by a special tool only, unless 0

the type of controls mentioned above are provided.
Cor.tinued sticking of the work in a die should be
reported to the supervisor or foreman.

922. CIRCULAR SAWS

The sharpening and cont, tioning of saws shotld
be done by an experienced mechanic who should
check regularly all saws assigned to his care. Rip
saws should have guides parallel to and extending
beyond the saw to keep work straight. Adjustment
of the guide while the s&aw is runruing shall be pro-
hibited. Jigs and fixtures should be used or small
pieces, especiaily on mitre saws to that work can be
held at a safd distance from the saw. During opera-
tions of a saw, the operator should watch for and
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report promptly wavering or overheating of the saw
which indicates that the speed of the saw is too great,
the saw too thin or that the stock is being fed too
rapidly. Operators should apply a steady pressure
-fn work being ripped to decrease the possibility of

kick-backs. Hand-push sticks should be used to push
stocks. An operator should stand to one side of the
work and saw so that he will not be in the path of
a kick-back. There should be no reaching over the
saw to pick up finished material. The operator's
hands should be kept out of line of travel of the
saw and placed to the side and rear of the material
being sawed. Operators should be instructed con-
cerning the necessity of keeping alert at all times be-

a cause fingers can be pushed into the saw while feed-
ing even though a hood guard is provided. Brushes
should be used for cleaning off the saw table and
the floor should be kept free from accumulation of
sawdust and cuttings to insure a sound footing for
employees.

923. BAND fAWS

No band saw should be run at a speed greater than
that which will allow a safety factor of 10 in all
parts of the wheel. Qualified mechanics should check
band saws regularly to insure they run true without
excessive vibration. Band saw wheels should be
tested at least once a week to detect and replace wheels
with cracks or loose spokes. Band saws should be
kept sharp and properly set. Each saw should be
suitable for the work to be done on it. Using a small
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saw fo-- large work or forcing a wide saw on a small
radius should be prohibited. If the operator finds
that work binds or pinches on the blade, he should
never try to back the work away from the blade whilb
the saw is in motion. Band saws shall not be stopped
quickly by thrusting a piece of wood against the cut-
ting edge or side immediately after the power if shut
down. Operators should always adjust the gilde to
the thickness of stock being cut. If a saw blade
should break during operations, the operatncr should
shut off the power promptly and shall not try to
remove any part of the blade until the machine has
completely stopped.

924. WOOD JOINTERS *
Only sharp and evenly balanced knives should be

used in the jointer cutting head. Machine bearings
should be checked regulaely to prevent vibration.
When pieces shorter than 18 inches are machined, a
pusher block should always be used. The operator
.hould try the jointer before using it to be certain
that the knives are not set. to take too heavy a cut,
Trying to take too heavy a cut may cause a kick-
back. Chips or dust shall not be removed by hand.;
a brush 5hould be used for that purpose. Jointere
should be guarded.

925. COMPRESSED AIR
Where necessary, compressed air for removing

foreign particles from machines and other surfatm
should be used only under carefully conitrollled on-
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ditions. Air so used should preferably not be in
excess of 10 p. s. i. pressure. All users of this air shall
wear protective goggles and should ascertain thut
adjacent operators and casuals are properly pro-
tected. The use of air for cleaning and drying pur-
poses should be permitted only when all other moans
have failed. The use of appropriate brushes for this
work i preferred. The use of air in removing for-
eign particles from personal attire is prohibited.
Inclosures of adequate size to house movable items
to Li cleaned by air should be used. This inclosure
should have only one side open and should have
adequate mechanical exhauet ventilation.

S 926. HAND TOOLS

a. General. Prevent:on of accidents involving
hand tools is largely a ,matter of proper instruction
and training of ernpleyees and maintaining the tools
in safe working condition. Hand tools, as herein
considered, are sufficiently light ir. weight to be car-
ried by hand, a.nd include movable tools of hand
motive power and mechanical and electrical tools
which when in use are carri;ed and held by a person.
Hand tools should be made of good quality material
and should be appropriate for the job at hand. Hand
tool should be kept in good repair or state of main-
tenance knd they should be tempered, dressed or
repaired by qualified persons only. Racks, shelves
or tool boxes should be provided for Lools not in us,
to assure immediate availability and eliminate the
hazards created by misplaced and forgotten tools.
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When tools are --.- on ladders, scaffolds, platforms
or other elevations, special precautions should be
taken to prevent their being dropped or having them
fall from these levels. Tools should be inspected
frequently by officially appointed, competent em-
ployees. Defective tools should be removed from
service immediately to be repaired or discarded.
When being carried by a person, tools with sharp
cutting edges or sharp points should be , ried in
sheaths for the protection of the workmarn. Pipes or
other impro-s'ged extension handles should aot be
used on hani tools. Portable power tools should
be equipped vith guards which fully inclose moving
parts. All electrical contacts on power tools should
be inclosed and all exposed wiring should be well
insulated. Exposed noncurrent-carrying metal parts
of portable electric tools shall be grounded. (See
par. 621.) When the use of hand tools generates
injurious dusts, portable e .aaust systems should be
provided.

b. Hammers with high tempered steel heads
should not be used on hard s"... Hammers with
soft material heads securely fastened to smooth
handles should be used instelad.

o. Heads of chisels, punches, nail sets, and other I
tools of the same type should be ground down fre-
quently to keep them in safe working condition.
Without such attention, continued pourtdi.g causes
mushrooming of the head to a dangerous degree. In
this condition the material is highly crystallized and
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N1 ,h each blow of the hammer, fragments are likely
to fly from the tool head with great velocity.

d. Handles of tools such as hammers, axes, picks,
or sledge hammers should be replaced when broken,
cracked, split, or badly splintered. H. ads should be
securely fastened by wedges and if the heads can
be drilled a steel pin through the head and handle
will provide greater safety,

e. All files should be equipped with suitable
handles and all recut files should be tested for frac-
tures.

.. Small parts being repaired should be placed in
a vise. Many serious injuries have occurred as aS result zf holding an object in one hand and a hand
tool in the other while attempting repairs, particu-
larly when screw drivers or other sharp pointed tools
were being used.

g. Knives and similar tools should be equipped
with disc-type guards at the hilt to prevent the hand
from slipping onto the blade.

A. Electricians should use nonmetallic tools wher-
ever possible. Fiber fuse pullers, foot rules without
metal rims, cloth tapes without wire reinforcements,
and insulated handles on those metal tools that are
necessary are essential to safety.

927. WELDING AND CUTTNG

a. Probably the most difficult hazard to control in
cutting and welding operations is that of sparks set-
ting fire to conibustib.,e materials in the vicinity ,f
the operatior.s. Wherever possible, cutting and
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welding should be done in a noncombustible location.
When such operations are conducted away from the
shop, all combustible materials, where practicable,
should be removed from the site of the cperation or,
if practicable, the area should be wetted down thor-
oughly. Under any circumstances where combusti-
bles are present, personnel equipped with suitable fire
extinguishing equipment., filter goggles, and protec-
tive equipment should be stationed near the welder
to extinguish sparks that may ignite the operator's
clothing or other combustibles in the vicinity. Be-
cause welding and cutting operations generate harm-
ful gases, fumes, and dusts, adequate ventilation is
essential. Local exhaust systems should be provided
to reduce the hazard und where severE conditions
exist, special respiratory equipment should be used by W
those exposed. On all oxy-acetylene welding and
cutting operations, employees shall be provided with
safety goggles to protect the eyes from heat, glare,
and flying fragments of hot metal. Fire resistant
gauntlets and aprons should also be worn. On elec-
tric welding operations, employees shall be provided
with safety goggles and a hand shield or helmet
equipped with a suitable filter glass of the shade
required (depending upon the size of the welding
rods or the magnitude of the welding or cutting cur-
refit), to protect against the intense ultraviolet and
infrared rays. Protective sleeves, gloves and aprons
shall also be worn. When other employees are in
the vicinity of elctric welding operations, the opera-
tions shall be screened so that the employees cannot
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see the are. Welder'e helpers shall Ixk rovided with
and required to wear filter goggles and other protec-
tive equipment applicable to the work. After weld-
ing operations are completed, the operator should
mark the hot metal to warn other employees of the
hazard.

b. Cylinders of compressed gas shall be stored and
handled as described in paragraph 1320. Hose lines
from oxygen and fuel cylinders should be different in
wolor to avoid confusion. Hose should be tested reg-
ularly and replaced when it becomes damaged.

c. When welding or cutting is to be done in loca-
tions '7here explosives and highly flammable mate-
rials Mnay be present, permits for the work must be
obtained in advance and in accordance with all re-
quirements of paragraph 1606.

d. Valves should be shut off at the cylinders and
at the torch when the torch is not in use.

928. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

a. Past experience shows that a relatively high per-
centage of the accidents reported occur in mainte-
nance, repairs and temporary construction projects.
This is due largely to failure to observe well estab-
lished safe practices and indicates inadequate train-
ing or supervision of employees engaged in such
work. To reduce the number of these accidents, the
responsible personnel should make certain that em-
ployees are properly trained ane that supervision is
competent. The safety regulauions and safe prac-
tices specified here and :Asew.-ere in this manual
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shall apply to maintenance employees as well as those
engaged in production activities. This includes the
requirements concerning personnel protective cloth-
ing, use of hand tools, storage of material and rules
governing good housekeeping.

b. When maintenance work entails operations that
might endanger employees at work in the vicinity,
the area should be roped or fenced off. When over-
head work is being done and employees must con-
tinue working immediately below such operations,
they shall be provided with hard hats or otherwise
protected. Unfinished repairs or installations
should be protected after working hours by roping
or fencing the area to prevent access by unauthorized
personnel. Excavations should be further marked S
by reu- lanterns at night. U

e. Before repairing, adju•, or cleaning any
power driven machinery, the control switch should
be "locked out" and the machine conspicuously
tagged to indicate the presence of maintenance men.
where some type of switch other than a knife switch
is used, fuses should be removed from the circuit
before repairing, adjusting, or cleaning to avoid con-
fusion as to whether or not the circuit has been
opened. Afte.r repairs or adjustments have been
made, it should be the responsibility of the main-
tenance men to replace all guards, to remove any
grease, oil, or other materials spilled on equipment
or floors, and to remove all tools, equipment, and
spare pa•ts from the machine area. Machines and
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floors should be cleaned of any dirt resulting from
repairs.

d. When the use of portable grinders or other
equipment results in dusts, fragments, or flying
objects, the operation should be inclosed by portable
screen guards for the protection of passers-by and
employees at work in the vicinity.

e. For general cleaning purposes, a safety soTvent,
having a flash point of 1000 F. (37.80 C.) ox above,
should be used. However, when the parts to be
cleaned, the solvent, or the objects in the vicinity
approach a temperature of 100" F., the use of such
a solvent is as flmrdous as that of any other solvent
at or near its flash point. The use of carbon tetra-
chloride is prohibited for such use unless strictly
controlled in its application.

929. ENTERING STORAGE TANKS
Tank work need not be hazardous if pro-per pre-

cautions are taken. When tanks are not adequately
purged, toxic, flammable, or otherwise harmful
gases, vap~or, dusts, James, etc., may be present.
Even after purging, the danger of the tank's at-
mosphere containing an insufficient amount of
oxygen is a reality. Precautions such as, but not
restricted to, those listed below are intendt to
offset the hr ards encountered in entering tanks:

a. The tank should be thoroughly cleaned and
purged of toxic, flammable, or otherwise harmful
gases, vapors, ,Justs, fumes, etc., prior to entry.
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b. The tank should be provided with special
ventilation by means of forced air from an uncon-
trminated source.

c. One man, on the outside of the tank, shall keep
the person in the tank under observation and at
least one additional man shall be available for rescue
work should die person in the tank be overcome.
Men performing such duties shall be properly
trained to perform tank rescue work. Additional
trained personnel should be available.

d. Personnel entering tanks shall be equipped
with suitable respiratory protective equip'nent,
lifebelts or harnesses and lifelines.

Q20 ~i~~t~o~rw~oA T~n A 80
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FREEZE CABINETS
(Added) 3

Excess refrigerators and deep-freeze cabinets
shall be stored as follows to prevent asphyxiation
of children who may obtain entry:

a. Units stored in buildings where unauthorized
entry is possible shall have J.-1eir doors disengaged
Iromn the hinges and strapped to the units. Doors

heing strapped to the unit shall be wedged open at
least i-inch to provide for free circulation of air to
the refrigeration compaltment, to prevent develop-
ment of objectionable odors.

b. Units stored in locked buildings shall have
their doors secured by metal strapping or heavy
rubber-covered wire. Doors of such units need not
be disengaged from their hinges.
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931. EXPLOSIVE CARTRIDGE ACTUATED HAND-
TOOLS

(Added)

a. In many respects, hazards encountered in the
use of cartridge actuated handtools are similar to
those from small arnis weapons. Drive pins and
studs fired from cai tridge actuated handtools can
be as lethal as bullets.

b, Precautions to be taken when handtools of this
type are used include--

(1) The manufacturer's instructions should be
scrupukusly followed.

(2) All working Darts of the tool should be
Lovruguhly inspected at periodic intervals.S(3) Guards or shields provided for the preven-

ticn of ricochet should always be in place
when the tool is being used.

(4) Explosive cartridge actuated handtools shall
not be used in explosive atomspheres or
other locations where nonsparking tools are
required.

(5) Potential appi cations mu5st be screened to
assure that these tools are not used if the
(lriv,$' pins or studs will completely pene-
trate the materials involved, endangering
personnel or equipment that may be on
the other side. In questionable cases,
necessary shielding must be provided to
capture, without ricochet, the penetrating
drive pins or studs.
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(6) Suitable goggles or face shieids must be
worn for protection of the eyes and face
from dirt, scale, splinters, etc., resulting
from the high velocity impact of drive
pins and studs.

(7) Operators should be carefully selected and
adequately trained.

(8) Because of the tendency of the materials
to shatter cr split, drive pins and studs
should not be fired into 3uch hard %nd
brittle materials as: Cast iron; high carbon
or heat treated steel; thin slabs of narble;
glass; glazed brick or tile; or narrow strips
of hardwoods such as oak and maple.

(9) The tool should never be pointed at any
person. Fingers and hands must be kept .•
away horn the front of the barrel.

(10) In the event of misfire, the tool should be
held in the operating position for at least
1 minute and then immediately be placed
in a vertical position, muzzle down, and
the explosive cartridge removed.

(•1) Studs and d•rive pins must not be driven
into explosives contaminated materials.

(12) Cartridges must not be carried loosely in
the pockets of operators. Wood, metal, or
heavy cardboard containers with means for
separation of individual cartridges should
be provided for iiiorage of the working
supply of cartridges. Cartridges should be
accounted for at the end of each workday
or shift.
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SECTION 10

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND
EQUIPMENT

1001. GENERAL

a. Personal protective ath~ ng and equiprnerit
coirsists of garmients or devices to protect individu-
als againmt definite hazards inherent in the perform-
ance of a specific job. Wherever possible these
hazari. shohuld be corrected by e•,egeerin," r I"

* such as process changes and control, construction
and ventilation. If it is imipracticable t,) remove
or control the hazards by these methods, adequate
protective equipment shall be worn as prescribed
by the comimiiding officer and the use of reqmired
items shall be enforced. Proper protective clothlig
and equipment shall be furnished or made available
to all employees whose duties require its tise.

b. The followingr are exana!)les of t)epý...S!m pro-
tective clothlm;,,ý and eqri i Aiment

Airline re1pirvtors Elet triclaiis' ruhber line

Arm guards covers
Blankets E'lectricinris' rubber glhves
Chemic1l cartridge resplra- Eye l'otectlve devices

tors Fa•c shiehlds

Coats Flameproof coveralls
Conductive shoes Foo)t guards
Clectriciaux' fuse puilers Gloves
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Har d hatts Safety shoeti
hos.e ii:im.ks Self-co'ittined breathing

Indus•rrial gas masks apparat!1s
1.*ather palms Soap
Linemen's climbers Sweat bands
Life twelts Tool belts

Nonspirking tools Towels
P'rotective cream Welders' coats
Rubber suits Welders' helmets

c. Equipment described above should not be con-
fused with safe work clothing which comprises the
itemis furnished by the employee to protect himself
against the normal hazard of his job. These items
are designed to conform to safe practices on indi-
vidual jobs; short sleeves for machine workers, cuff-
less trousers, close-fitting trousers, pocketless shirts,
bandannas, caps, etc. mnd may be altered for each
individual case.

1002. DETERMINING REQUIREMENTS

The most logical method of determining the need
for, anid the specific kind of, personal protective
clothing and equipment is a thorough survey of all
operations in the establishment. All hazards inher-
tcnt in operations and unsafe acts disclosed by safety
inspections should be noted. Accident experience
should be analyzed and the part of the body injured
should be correlated with the 91gency involved. Indi-
vidiial injuries where the use of protective clothing
or et uiprient has been recommended to prevent a
recurrence should be studied and suggestions from
emtployec-, should receive commsidelatlon. With these
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data in hand. all hazards should be corrected uimmie-
diately by operatiomal changes or mechanical guards.
If neither is feasible, the appropriate personal pro-
tective clothing or equipment should then be selected
to protect the employee against the h azard.

1003. SELECTING EQUIPMENT

Establishments should develop stand-.rds of use
and procurenent stb'ndards for personal protective
clothing and equipment. The stanlards should be
understood by *4.Ahe purchasing department to insure
efficient service in ordering, by the forenien to insure
proper requisitioning and to aid in enforcing rules,
and by employees to insure cooperation in complying

* with rules. Federal Specifications, Navy Specifica-
tions, United States Bureau of Mines publications,
American Standards of the American Standards As-
sociation and National Safety Council S8 fo, Practices
Pamphlets may be used as guides in th• development
of standards.

1004. EDUCATION AND E,"RORCEMENT

Definite rules governing the utilization of protec-
tive clothing and equipment should be formul.,ted
and enforced. During the pre-employment safety
lecture, all employees should be informed of the pc. -

sonal protective equipment they will be expected to
wear and use. All employees should be provided
with locally stipp)ied rule books goveriling safp prnc
tices. At safety meetings attenxded by foremen anid
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workers. the use aild care of personal protective
clothing and equipment should be discussed in de-
tail. Special emphasis should accompany the in-
troduction of new items in the plant since complete
information covering safety devices increases their
acceptance and use. Posters can be a worth-while
means of enccuiraging the use of safety appliances.
Photographs of accidents which have occurred as a
result of failure to wea" protective clothing or equip-
ment have proven effective. Foremen and super-
;visors should be especially careful about wearing
protective clothing and using special equipment in
order to set an example for employees and to gain
experience in solving problems created by the use of
these devices. Cownplaii t.s from employees regaird-
ing the wearing of protective clothing and equip-
ment should be investigated promptly and thor-
oughly. Garments aitd devices should be adj:tsted
to suit, the individual and repairs should be made
without delay, since one dissatisfied employee can
jeopardize the entire program.

1005. MAINTENANCE

a. Protective clothing and equipment should be in-
spected by the foreman st least weekly to be certain

it is in serviceable condition. Spot checks should be
mad(: periodically by the safety department.

b. Adequate laundering and sterilizing facilities
for garments should be provided where minecesstary.
Uniforms and special c!otiing shall be laundered ac-
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cording to schedules based on the toxicity of rna-
terial with which they are in contact.

1006. SPECIAL CLOTHING

a. When manufacturing or handling certain
hazardous materials, special clothing and head
coverings are required. Safety uniforms, head
covers, or other special clothing shall be worn as
prescribed by the commander. Employees re-
quired to wear safety uniforms or special cloth-
ing shall leave their street clothes at designated
locations only. The clothes that are worn at
work should not be taken from the plant unless
they are in a safe condition. Employees shall be

* inspected before reporting to their work to in-
sure that proper clothing and safety shoes are
worn. Outer clothing of wool or fabrics that
resist corrosive chemicals shall be worn by em-
ployees who handle or are otherwise exposed to
acids. Cotton outer- and undergarments should
be worn in any operation where the generation
of static electricity (sec. 7) would create a
hazard.

b. Explosives plant clothing, generally re-
ferred to as powder uniforms, for men and
women, must De fastened with nonmetallic
fasteners and be easily removable. Pockets
should be of the lattice type. Trouser legs, slacks,
arid sleeves should be tapered and the trouser
legs and slacks shall be without cuffs, and should
AGO 10o16C 10-5



extend over the top of shoes or boots. The.
garment should fit snugly around the wrist and
neck but caution must be exercised to avoid a fit
around the waistband, belt, or neck sufficiently
tight to cause skin irritation or dermatitis. These
garments as well as head coverings should be
made from tightly woven, smooth fabric and
should be flameproofed.

1007. FLAMEPROOFING
a. Clothing is flameproofed to make it iess

combustible, thereby red!cing the hazard of
burns to the wearer. Personnel expokied to possi-
ble flash fires and those at operations lr in build-
ings where their clothing may become contami-
nated with materials that may increase the
burning rate of their clothing to flash fire pro-
portions shal be provided with and must v--ar
flameproofed uniforms. All operations shall be
carefully examnined to determine the need for
flameproofex ,2othing for the personnel exposed.
To enable ready assurance during inspections that
employecs are properly clothed, flameproofed
clothing should be of a color which is distinctive
from similar clothing that is not flameproofed.

b. Clothing should be washed thoroughly, and
dried prior to being immersed in the flame-
proofing solutions, Effective flameproofing solu-
tions are: a 15 percent aqueous solution of diam-
monium phosphate; a 15 percent aqueous solution
of ammonium.
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sulfamste or a solution of 2 pounds of ammonium
sulfate, 4 p.munds of ammonium chloride and 3 gal-
Ions of water. These are the minimum prescribed
strengths of flameproofing solutions considered effi-
cient; stronger solutions may be used without effect
on the wearing life of the _3othes. The third-men-
tioned solution cau%.s stiffening of the cloth. Re-
gurdless of the strength of solution vsled, the im-
portant criterion of effective flameproofing is the
percentage increase in weight of the dry treated gar-
ment over its original weight. The wz;ight increase
should range between 7 and 15 percent. Drying
after immersion in the solution should be at tempera-
tures not exceeding 2000 to 2300 A., since the fabric. is likely to be weakened at higher temperatures.
Most flarz:proofing chemicals contain ammonium
salts which have a corrosive action on copper, brass,
bronze and galvanized iron. Ordinary black iron,
wood, enamel and certain alloys such as stainless
steel, may be used in handlin.g thics chemicals.

1008. F.:YE PROTECTION

Suitable eye protection devices must be worn by
personnel exposed to eye injuries. The equipment
shall be cleaned and maintained in good serviceable
condition in accordance with the manufacturer's in-
structions. Goggles and eye shields must not be
made of nitrocellulose or other highly flammable
materials. Goggles and eye shields should com-
ply with Federal Specifications and/or ASA
Standards.
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1009. RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Persons employed in dusty or toxic atmospheres
shall be provided with and should wear respiratory
protective devices of the type approved by The United
States Bur, tAu of Mines or The Army Environ-
mental Health Laboratory. These respirators are
listed in TB Med 223. The concentration of the toxic
atmospheric contaminant shall determine the neces-
sity for such equipment. The type of equipment pro-
vided will depend on the kind of hazard. Positive
pressure hja masks, airline respirators, self-con-
tained brevf hing apparatus, industrial gas masks and
the like sliuld be approved for the purpose for which
they are utilized by a recognized testing agency.
Such equipment should be maintained in good serv-
iwabla condition.

1010. 'SWEATBANDS

Operators should wear sweatbands ar-i take other
precautio;s when necessary to avoid perspiration 4

falling on material such as finely divided magnesium
or aluminum which may be ignited by moisture.

1011. CONDUCY'VE SHOES

Personnel who walk upon conductive flooring
where explcsives are present must wear conductive
shoes. Perconnel from other departments or visitors
who enter an area equipped with conductive floors
shall wear conductive shois, conductive rubbers with
angle straps properly adjusted on the wearer or osther
approved devices before entering.
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1012. CONDUCTIVE SHOE SPECIFICATIONS

a. Tbe specifications for conductive shoes with
conduct.ive composition soles and heels are given in
Americ &n War Standards Z41.3--1944, 4th Edition
Men's CIonducti-ve Shoes, and Z41.9-1944, 3d Edi-
tion Womene's Conductive Shoes.

b. Thie maximum electrical re:istance permitted
for each shoe is 450,000 ohms. Conductive rubbers
which, are to be used by visitors must meet the same
resist~ance requirements. Conductive shoes and
floor:3 require care to insure retention of their con-
duct ive, properties; when the shoes are not in use,
they, should be stored in lockers close to the roomS in vvhich they are to be worn, and the change from
non.conductive to conductive shoes should be made
at fthe location. A thin layer of dust or wax on the
coi iductive floor' may insulate conductive shoes from
th e floor.

c. Only conductive materials shall be used for the
ropair of conductive soled shoes. Conductive shoes
s hall be thoroughly cleaned before being repaired.

11013. TESTING CONDUCTIVE SHOES

Tests of conductive shoes on individuals (see figs.
706A and 706B) for use in recommended locations
shall be made initially and frequently enough there-
after to assure that the resistance from person to
ground (through conductive flooring) is less than
one million ohms. The testing instrument may be
similar to the one described in paragraph 707 except
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that the two electrodes should consist of coiiductive
Splates arranged inl such manier that the employees
stand with only one foot on each plate to complete
the circuit. When tests are so made the maximum
allowable resistance is one million ohms. The test
voltag,• shall be approximately 90 volts and the cir-

• cuit nmst, be so atrr anged that the test current shallnot exceed one milliampere. In addition, no more

than two milliamperes slhall flow across the plates
when a direct short is made across the plates. Posi-
five safegnuards must be incorporated into the design
of the instruments to eliminate the chance of elec-
tric shock to the subject undergoing test. Tests must
not be performed in rooms where exposed explosives
are present. Shoes shall be tested first without clean-
ing the soles and heels and if the resistance does not
exceed required limits, the slioes may be put in serv-
ice. If resistance exceeds 450,000 ohms per shoe, they
shall be cleaned and retested. If readings are then
;ufficiently low, the shoes may be returned to service,
those with excessive readings shall not be used as
conductive shoes. Sandpaper, solvents or other
agents effecting the structure or conductivity of the
s Bole materials shall be avoided. Separation of or
removal of the conductive sock liner from the con-
ductive plug or depression of the conductive plugs
ý below the surface of the insole of the shoe may cause
high resistance. Nonconductive stockings such as
silk or wool or the drying action of foot powders
should be avoided.
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1014. SPARKPROOF SAFETY SHOES
(Revised)

The friction and shock of shoes on explosive ma-
terials and sparks from metal parts in shoes are po-
tential hazards with all explosive materials. For
wear in the vicinity of exposed explosives not suscep-
tible to static spark of the energy that can be dis-
charged from a person, sparkproof (nonspark-pro-
ducing) shoes are required. The construction of non-
spark-producing or explosives operation shoes is to
be in accordance with American War Standard
Specification or revision thereof. Shoes with soles
and heels of leather, rubber, or synthetic composi-
tions (neolite, Neoprene, and similar compositions)a may be used provided the soles and heels contain no
exposed nails or holes. The shoes should have a
fully enclosed safety toe cap. Shoes purchased prior
to the issue of the specifications may be used if they
have no exposed metal. Periodic inspection shall be
made to detect and eliminate any shoes with exposed
metal. The soles and heels of shG.z must be cleaned
fre-e from sand and dirt before entering a building
containing explosiv&. Coiductive shoes meeting the
requirements for explosives operations (nonspark-
producing shoes) may be substituted for them if
desired.
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SECTION 11

HEALTH SERVICE (INDUS-TRIAL MEDICAL)
PROCRAM

1101. RESPONSIBILITY
a. The important relationship between the safety

program and the health ser-,,` e program (industrial
medical program) should be thoroughly understood
if both are to be effectively administered. Therefore,
the purpose of this section is to explain the nature
and scope of the Army Civilian Employee Health

* Jervice program authorized ,t Ordnance establish-
ments. It is not the purpose of this section to pre-

. ., e 'ollowed by the health unit of
the establishment.

b. As outlined in AR 40-220 and SR 40-220-5,
responsibility for Army Federal Civilian Employees'
Health Service programs at. Government-owned,
Government-operated Ordnance establishments is
vested in The Surgeon General, in the commanding
generals of armies (ZI) having administrative con-
trol over Army Medical Service activities, and in the
commanding officer of the establishment. Surveys
and special investigations relative to the control of
occupational health hazards and subsequent im-
provement of working conditions are made by the
Army Environmental Health Laboratory upon re-
quest through Medical Service channels.
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c. In carrying out this responsibility certain pub-
lications have been issued to provide reference and
directive material necessary in the program. Some
o f the available publications are Department of the
Army Technical Bulletins, TB MED 3!", 'Health
Hazards from Industrial Solvents;" TB MED 62,
"Medical X-Ray Protection;" TB MED 223, "Re-
spiratory Protective Devices;" TB MED 232,
"Radioactive Luminous Compounds-Protective
Measures;" and Army Environmental Health Lab-
oratory' memoranda.

d. Medical benefits available to military person-
nel are not discussed in this manual except that
where military personnel are exposed to industrial
health hazards, protective criteria are the same as
for civilian personnel.

e. (Rescinded) 3
1i02. HEALTH SERVICES

The prescribed health services include, but, are not
necessarily limited to the following:

a. Treatment of occupational injuries and dis-
eases. Prompt and efficient medical and surgical
treatment of all occupational injuries and occupa-
tional diseases is given to reduce disability to a
minimum. Subsequent treatment of injured Civil
Service employees is covered by the regulations
governing the administration of the Federal Employ-
ees' Compensation Act.
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b. Treatment of nonoccupationa inluries and
disease8. Treatment of minor nonoccupational in-
juries and nonoccupational diseases is given to enable
the employee to complete his shift, thereby reducing
lost-time. Workers with more serious illnesses are
advised as to their immediate medical needs and re-
ferred to their private physicians. Extensive diag-
nostic procedures or prolonged treatment are not
contemplated. except in isolated areas where pri-
ivate medical services are not readily available.

c. Complete individual health records are kept by
the health unit for each employee. These include
the records of preplacement and periodic physical
examinations, medical and occupational histories,
laboratory tests. X-rays and illnesses or injuries re-
ported to the health unit. Necessary data regarding
occupational injuries are furnished to the officials or
departments authorized to have such data. The
clinical information contained in the health records
is treated as a privileged communication between
the individual concerned and the health unit. Gen-
eral statements concerning the physical fitness and
classification of the worker are furnished officials
or departments are require to facilitate fitting the
worker to his job. Reports showing the scope of the
several activities of the health unit and the incidence
and nature of various injuries and illnesses are sub-
mitted as required by higher Medical Service
authority.

d. Clearance of employees through the health unit.
To keep adequate health records and to advise the
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employee regarding his medical needs, it is the policy,
wherever practicable, to have each employee becom-
ing ill ,t work clear through the health unit befcre
leaving the plant. Similarly, employees returning
to work after an absence lasting 3 or more days due
to illness or injury are cleared through the health
unit to insure their fitness to work safely and effi-
ciently. This practice minimizes the possibility of
introducing communicable diseases into the plant aad
frequently results in finding diseases in their early
stages. Any worker found to be ill with an occupa-
tional disease should, of course, report promptly to
the health unit.

e. Preplace in en t physical examinations. Preplace-
ment physical examinations are performed to insure A

the physical and mental fitness of the employee for q
the job to which he wifl be assigned. Workers are
placed at tasks according to their capabilities where
they will not be a hazard to themselves or others.
Physically handicapped workers are placed at jobs
they can perform safely and efficiently, so far as pos-
sible. The personnel, production and safety depart-
ments should cooperate closely with the health unit
in fitting thie worker to the job.

/. Periodic physical examinations. Periodic phyb-
ical examinations are aimed at detecting diseases or
physical defects in their earliest stages. In this man-
ner the physical efficiency of the, working group is
maintained. The need for these examinations varies
considerably. Individuals whose work involves toxic
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exposures, or those whose jobs place special demands
o i the worker are examined at more frequent inter-
vais than others.

g. Vaccination and immutrzation. It is the policy
of the health service program to vaccinatewnew em-
ployees against smallpox as a part of the preplace-
ment physical examination unless there is evidence
of a successful vaccination -,ithin a 5-year period
prior to the examination. Revaccination is advis-
able at 5-year intervals. In areas where typhoid
fever is endemic, the health service recommends that
employees be immunized against this disease. In
the event of an epidemic of smallpox or typhoid fever
in or about the plant, it is advisable to vaccinate or
immunize plant personnel against these diseases.

h. Other eninuationm. Wherever possible, new
*' employees are given an X-ray examination of the

chest for evidence of pulmonary disease, a serodiag-
nostic test for syphilis, urinalysis, and such other
tests as may be indicated.

i. Inspection of operatiov. Periodic inspection of
operations and shop. is a function of the health unit.
Through such inspection it is possible for health unit
personnel to detect working conditions or practicebinimical to health and eff'imancy, to detect unsanitary
conditions and to become thoroughly fumiliar with
the nature of the various tasks and the potential
hat'a-de asociated with them. Symptoms of em-
ployeas indicative of occupational dime may be
detected and measurm nzcesiary for the control or
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elimiration of the hazardous exposure may be
recommended.

j. Nutrition. The health unit should act in a super-
visory capacity in the plant nutrition program. The
serving of well-balanced meals at low cost to the
workers should be encouraged and the use of pro-
tewtive foods and milk over nonprotective beverages
and food is recommended. Bread and pastries
should be made from either whole grain 4lour or
enriched white flour.

k. lIeaith education. Health education can be
promoted in an establishment by personal contacts,
newspaper arti-lca, posturs, pamphlets, lectures to
groups, and motion pictures to instruct employees in
pAnrsonal hygiene, nutrition, sanitatiou, and disease
prevention. These activities ciosely parallel the
educational activities on safety. A Health Activities
Comrn.tAwe is reconmmend& to aid in promoting
health -U"uc4tio u.

1103. CONTROL OF PERSONNEL TO TOXIC
EXPOSURES

The principles upon which the control standards
are developed by the health unit of the establishment
are discussed as follows:

a. The preplacement examination, including the
appropriate laboratory tests, should be performed on
each empioyae pfior t^-' his assignment to a job. On
the basis of this examination, each employee should
be claasified as to what type of work he may or may
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not do. Workers with constitutional disorders likely
to be aggravated by toxic exposures should not be
recommended for work in such exposures. Foremen
should be made familiar with the early symptoms of
occupational diseases and should observe each worker
daily and promptly send anyone showing symptoms
to the health unit for examination. No worker in a
toxic exposure should be permitted to >ave the estab-
Lshment because of illness, or return to work after
an illness, without clearing through the health unit
(see par. 1102d). The health unit should be notified
immediately if such workerg become ill off the job.
Generally, no worker should be employed in, or trans-
ferred to, an operation involving a toxic exposure
without approval of the health unit.

* b. A worker in a toxic exposure such Ps TNT
should be examined physically at regular and fre-
quent intervals to detect early symptoms of chemical
intoxIcatio The frequency of examinations is best
based on individual p!ant experience. So far as
practicable these examinations should be performed
at the lirne first-aid stations or in mobile clinics i1'. the
inter',st of efficiency and to minimize lost-tPme.
Workers found to have systemic poisoning should be
removed from the hazardous exposure and placed
under close medical supervision. Attention should
be directed immediately toard kontrolling the haz-
ardous exposure, so that other employees will not be
affected. Similar examinations should be made at
the termination of employment.

11-7
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c. The health unit should determine which work-
ers have significant exposures to toxic chemicals such
as TNT, DNT, tetryl and nitroglycerine. These
workers should not be permitted to leave the estab-
lishment after work until they have taken a thor-
ough shower bath and made a complete change to
uncontaminated clothing. They should be provided
with powder uniforms (see par. 1006b), underwear,
socks and head covering.- These should be lau.dcri,,d
daily unless the health unit recommends less fre-
quent laundering. TNT uniforms should be checked
periodically with Webster reagent after laundering
tc determine cleanliness. Each worker having a
toxic exposure should be provided two lockers, one
for street clothes and one for work clothes Suitable
soap should be provided for removing toxic or oily
materials from the skin. TNT, DNT and tetryl
workers should be supplied with indicator soap and
their skin tested at intervals with Webster reagent
to determine cleanliness.

d. Another means of detecting early signs of
chemical intoxication in workers is through regular
tours of the lines by the physicians during which
he can inspect the workers, and note any unhygenic
or unhealthful conditions or practices. Recom-
mendations may then be madc to the proper official
for correction of undesirable conditions. Qualified
line nurses may assist in thtse inspections.

e. Adequate nutrition is essential since it promotes
health and the healthy worker presents maximum
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resistance to chemical intoxication. A. well balanced-
mid-shift meal at a reasonable cost sbculd )e avail-
able to workers in toxic exposures. These employees
should be especially instructed t s to lhe im portar.Ce
of eating throe well-balanced i.- daily:

/. The health unit maintain'; a cmmpleto medical
record on each worker in toxic exposur*s. This
record shows the results of all examinations and tests,
and contains a complete occupational history of the
worker.

1104. SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF WOMEN

a. Women may be empioyed at any "toxic" opera-
tions that are safe for men as there is no satisfactofyS evidence that women are more susceptible than men
to chemical intoxication. 'Wherever women are
employed, however, jobs should be engineered to pre-
vent undue postural strains or excessive weight lift-
ing since the average strength of women is about
half that of men. Women s3hould not be permitted
to work more than 8 hours, per day or 6 days per
w;,ek]. Appropriate rest periods should be allowed
during each shift; at intensive tasks requiring con-
stant vigilance, short, frequent rest pcriods may be
advisable. Rest rooms should be provided ixhere
women suffering from menstrual or other difficulties
may lie down when necessary.

b. When it is found that a woman employee has
bwcome pregnant, the provisions of AR 620-90
apply. The following is from these regulations:
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(1) A pregnant employee should not be con-
tinued at work after the 32d week of preg-
nancy.

(2) The employee should not return to work
until 6 weeks after delivery, and then only
upon approval of her physician.

(3) It is inadvisable to employ pregnant
women between the hours of 12 midnight

-nd 6 a. m., and for more than 48 hours a
week. Overtime work of pregnant em-
ployees should be avoided.

(4) Pregnant women will not be assigned to
work requiring heavy lifting or strain or to
work which in the opinion of the physician
in charge of the health program or the
employee's family physician would con-
stit,,te a hazard to that employee.

c. Current state laws and regulations regarding
the employment of women should be observed.

1103. SUPERVISION OF SANITATION

It is the function of the health unit to exercise

close supervision over sanitation in the cafeterias,
canteens, change houses, toilets and rest rooms; to

institute the necessary procedures to assure the pota-
bility of drinking water at all times and the serving

of only properly pasteurized and chilled milk; and

to determine that sewage is being disposed of in a
sanitary and satisfactory manner.

11-10
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1106. DISASTER PLANNING
(See Sec. 4)

The health unit of the establishment is responsi-
ble for the devolopment of fully perfected plans for
the efficient and prompt handling of largp numbers
of se-iously injured workers in event of a disaster.
The plbns include provisions for first-aid, transpor-
tation of the injured, adequate surgical supplies,
blood plasma, biood donors in the plant and nearby
hospitals, and coordination of procedures with the
safety and fire departments, guards, police, road
patrols, and local physicians and hospitals. Physi -
cians, nurses, and supporting personnel generally
should be readily available to handle such emer-
gencies.

1107. COOPERATION WITH LOCAL AUTHOR.
ITIES

It is important that friendly and cooperative
relationships be maintained with local health auth-
orities and private physicians in the interest of
maintaining the health and efficiency of plant
employees. The plant sanitary program should be
closely integrated witl: thtt of nearby communities.
All local and state healý.h laws, regulations, and
codes are to be observed.

1108. HLALTH AND HYGIENE STANDARDS
It is the responsibility of the health unit to pro-

mulgote the standards necessary for maintaining
the health of plant employees.

11-11
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1109. ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE SERVICES
(Revised)

The environmental hygiene services, commonly
referred to as the industrial hygiene services, consist
of the valuation of health hazards and recommenda-
tions for their control by q-iylified industrial hygiene
personnel who are chemisis or sanitary, chemical, or
mechanical engineers with specialized training in
industrial hygiene. Although such personnel should
function for or as a part of the health unit, a close
relationship between their activities and the engi-
neering, planning, and safety depaments is ne&
sary if the program for the control of health hazards
is to be successful. For all Government-owned,
Government-operated plants, industrial hygiene serv-
iceG are available through the Army Environmental
Health Laboratory. S
1110. ATMOSPHERIC HEALTH HAZARDS

a. Genera. All operations and processes in which
toxic materials are handled present potential health
hazards by atmospheric contamination. Except for
proce•ses conducted in airtight systems or in inckosed
systems under negative pressure, atmospheric con-
tamination is produced at all operations, the amount
depending upon th w iiLwre oi tae materal being
processed, the nature of the operation, the tempera-
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ture, the humidity and the air movement. Whether
or not the health of a worker is being affected by his
environment is determined by medical examination.
Many occupational illnesses of a chronic nature, how-
ever, are demonstrable by medical methods only after
prolonged exposures which, as with silicosis, may be
as long as 20 years. Experience has shown also that
the incidence of illnesses may be reduced to-a very
low figure if the worker's exposures to atmospheric
contaminants are kept below predetermined values.
Ccnsequently, it is necessary that the atmospheric
health hazards be evaluated by the industrial hy-
gienist on the basis of the known or estimated
toxicity of the contaminant or contaminan:-s.

b. Evaluation. The evaluation of a specific health
hazard consists of the determination of th,• chemical
composition of the atmospheric contaminant to
which the worker is exposed and the concentration
of the contaminant in the atmosphere breathed by
the worker. From these data the degree of hazard
is determined. The concentration is determined only
by a standard method and technique and only by a
qualified person; that is, a person technically trained
in a suitable field who has had speeific. train;ng or
experience in industrial hygiene. Conclusions as to
the concentration of atmospheric contamination are
not based on tbn result of a single determination un-
less previous detei ninations have indicated the same
concentration range. At least three individual deter-
minations of the concentration of atmospheric con-
tamination at a specific operation are usually consid-

r• 11-13
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ered necessary to arrive at an acceptable value. This
,-(,lue is applicable only to the conditions existing at
the timne the ,tetei.mninations are made but they may
be used in conjunction with the composition cf the
atmospheric contaminant to decide whether a health
hazard exists.

c. Over-all exposure. In addition to the evalua-
tion of the health hazard and the adequacy of, or
need for control measures, P worker's average over-all
exposure may be determined from time to time to
explain the medical findings or to develop data on the
toxicity of certain contaminiants. To determine a
worker's weighted average exposure the following
equation is used:

Weighted average exposure=

ElT, + ET7'2 E+ ETs . . . . . . E.T.

T + T,2+ TP + ...... + TV

in which E,,.E2, etc., represent the average exposures
to a given contamirant at different operations in a
convenient unit of concentration such as parts per
million; T,, 1'2, etc., represent the durations of the
different exposures ir, a convenient unit of time such
ad .. Y,, -.,weeks, itionths, or years; and n represents
the number of different locations of employment.

1111. ENGINEERING CONTROL OF ArMOSPHERIC i
HEALTH HAZARDS

a. Control measures are designed to keep the
atmospheric contaminant below its inaxiniium akllow-

1 1-14
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able concentration for an 8-hour exposure. Con-
taminants of low toxicity are to be kept below %
reasonable or "nuissnrce" concentration. Control
methcAds by which the desired ends are aocomplished
include those outlined below:

(1) Control the contaminants at point of' gen-
eration or dissemination.

(a) Inclose sources of contamination.
(b) Provide local exhaust ventilation at major

sources of contamination.
(o) Utilize wet processing methods.
(d) Maintiin good housekeeping.

(2) Install general ventilation of work spaces.
(3) Isolate or segregate thosz operations which

produce considerable contamination so thatS large areas or large numbers of workers are
not affected.

(4) Substitute less toxic materials for the more
toxic ones.

(5) Utilize appropriate respiratory protection
for workers having ;,ntermittent exposures
of short duration. See paragraph 1009 and
TB MED 223.

b. Of the foregoing control measures, the use of
properly designed local exhaust ventilating systems
is by far the most important one for the control of
atmospheric health hazards. It is, however, the most
difficult to apply since the proper design of the sys-
tem can be accomplished only by experienced indus-
trial hygiene engineering personnel or experienced
ventilating engineerz. Paragraph 2707 outlines the

11-1.5
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design requirements for exhaust systems where ex-
ploEive materials are involved.

c. Table 1111 outlines some of the more important
health hazards and the control measures recoia-
mended in establishments handling explosives.

1 -
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1112. DRINKING WATER

The drinking water supply should be from a source
approved by the health unit or the local health au-
thorities having jurisdiction and should be checked
periodically for potabilit; by plant personnel or by
the local health department personnel. Cool water
should be made available at convenient locations
through, or by means of, approved sanitary dis-
pensers. Salt tablets should be made available at or
near drinking dispensers for employees during hot
periods or in location. where ambient temperatures
are high. Cross conriections between the approved
drinking water supply and a nonpotable supply for
fire and industrial processes are not permittel
Nonpotable water is unsafe for drinking ,

1113. WASHING FACILITIES

Washing and bathing facilities should be made
available for each sex in quantities indicated below.
Such facilities should be- designed and constructd
to meet all the requirements of the local plumbing
codes. Sobp, preferably liquid or powdered in suit-
able dispensers (explosives indicator soap where
needed) and "single use" towels should be made
available near all washing facilities. Water for
washing should be from a source approved for drink-
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ing. Hot and cold water should be available.
Change houses for workers in toxic exposures nor-
mally should be designed in a manner to afford ef-
fective control of compk•:Isory bathing.
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1114. TOILET FACILITIES
Toilet facilities should be provided for each sex in

ýquantiLies indicated below. Where urinals are pro-
Svided, the number of closets for males may be reduced

accordingly, but never less than two-thirds the total
number indicated in the table. Water closets should
be used for all establishments employing more than
25 workers and for smaller establishments if practi-
cable. Where only a few workers are employed,
chemical closets or privies of a type approved by the
local health authorities having jurisdiction may be
used. The design and construction of toilets and
toilet facilities should fulfill all requirements of local
plumbing codes and local health departments.
Toilet paper, waste receptacles, and washing facil-S ities should be available at or near the facilities.
Toilet rooms should be ventilated to the outside.

"Table 1114. Recomme ided Minimum of Toilet FaciLities

Minimum
Ntimber ,f employeew number o

I tog 9.--------------------------------------
10 to 24 .----------------------..---------------- 2
2 o 49 ----------.------------- I------------ - 3
SO to 1. ..------------------------------------
Over 100 -------------------------------------. ()

I Iw each additional 30 employees.
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1115. SEWAGE
The sanitary and industrial sewage may be dis-

posed of into sewers, treatment tanks, or rivers,
provided it is in accordance v. Ah local, state aad
Federal regulations. (See SR 75-70-I1.) Precau-
tions should be taken to prevent explosives from
entering sewer lines. Plant sweepings and trash
shou~d be collected in conveniently loc.,ted trash
cans which should be kept covered and in a sanitary
conditioii. These sweepings should be separated to
prevent explosives, oily rags, or chemicals from being
placed in the same cans as ordinary refuse.

1116. REST ROOMS AND DRESSING ROOMS
Locker and dressing rooms, and rest rooms should

generally be provided. The type and number of
locker and dressing rooms will depend upon the
nature of the operation as well as the number of em-
ployees. For workers having :ubstantial exposure
to toxic materials such as TNT, tetryl, and nitro-
glycerin, two lockers should be provided for each
exposed worker, one for the street clothes and one
for the work clothes. Where females are employed,
rest rooms with beds or cots where practicable should
be provided. The size of the rest rooms should be
approximately 60 square feet for 10 females and an
additional 2 square feet for each additional female.
The nunber of cots or beds should he I for 10 to 100
females, 2 for 101 to 250 females, and 1 additional
for each 250 females. Where practicable, rest rooms

1 1-32..."
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should be in or adjacent to first-aid stations and
under the supervision of the health unit.

Table 1117. Gaese and Vapors (Maximum AUwmble
Coniec, tratioai)

MAC ,ahze
Substance (parta per mfl-

lhon in akr wr an
&bour workday)

Acetaldehyde ----------------------------- 200
Acetic acid -------------------------------- 10
Acetic anhydride -.-.- --------------------- 5
Acetone ----------------------------------- 1,000

Acrolei- ------------------------------------.. 5
Acrylonitrile ------------------------------- 20
Ammonia ---------------------------------- 1 00
Amylacetate ------------------------------- 200
Iso-amyl alcohol --------------------------- 100
Aniine --------------------------------------- 5.05
Arsine -------------- ------------------------
Benzene ....i......---------------------- 35
Bromine ---------------------------------- 1
1,3-bittdiene ------------------------------ 1,000
n-Butanol --------------------------------- 100

2-butancne -----------.---------------------- 250
n-butyl acetate ---------------------------- 200
Butyl cellywolve ----------------------------- 230
Carbon dioxide ---------------------------- 5, OO
Carbon disulfide --------------------------- 20
Carbon mronoxide -------------------------- 100
Cart~e- --trachloride ----------------------- - 25

Cellosolve -------------------------------- 200
Cellosolve acetate -------------------------- 1 00
Chlorine ---------------------------------- I
2-chlorobutadiene --------------------------- 25
Chloroform ------------------------------- 100

I 1-chioro-l-nitropropane --------------------- 20
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Table 1117. Gases and Vapors (Maximum Allowable
Concentration) -Continued

MAC vtue
Sustan (pta per mi?-lion In air for an

Lhjn-_ --,wh'.-bd•
I-W.,t--7,

Cyclohexane ------------------------ ------ 400
Cyclohexanol ------------------------------ 100
Cyclohexanone ----------------------------- too
Cyclohexene ------------------------------ 400
Cyclopropane (pr)pene) --------------------- 400
o-Dichlorobensenf! -------------------------- 50
Dichlorodifluoromethane -------------------- , 000
1,1-dichloroethano ------------------------- I00
1,2-dichloroethane (ethylene dichloride) 100

1,2-,ichioroethylene ----------------------- 200
Dichloroethyl ether ------------------------ 15Dichl rompthrinp J",

Dih0 rehn----------------------- 0A
Dichlcrononofluoromethane ---------------- 1,000
1,1-dichloro-l-nitroethane ------------------- 10
1,2-dichloropropane (propylene dichloride) ---- 75
Dichlorotetrafluoroethane ------------- 1, 000
Dimethylaniline --------------------------- 5
Dimethylaulfate --------------------------- I1
Dioxane ----------------------------------- 100
Ethyl acetat4 ------------------------------ 400
Ethyl alcohol ------------------------------- 1,000
Ethyl benzene ----------------------------- 200
Ethyl bromide ---------------------------- 200
Ethyl chloride ----------------------------- 1,000
Ethylene chlorohyd.rin ---------------------- 5
Ethylene oxide ---------------------------- 1 00
Fthyl ether -------------------------------- 400
L.nyl formate ------ _--------------------- 100
Ethyl silicate ----------------------------- 100
Formaldehyde ------------------------------.
Gasoline ------------------------------------ 5 0
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Table 1117. Gawes and Vapors (Maximum Allowable
Concenlration) -Continued

MAC value
8ubtanob (parts per mil-

lion in Wz for an
8-hour workday)

Heptane ---------------------------------- 0 W
Hexane -.--.----------------------------- 500
Hydrogen chloride ------------------------- - 5
Hydrogen cyanide ------------------------- 10
Hydrogen fluoride --------------------------- 3
Hydrogen selenide ------------------------- 05
Hydrogen sulfide --------------------------- 20
Iodine ------------------------------------ I
Isophorone -------------------------------- 25
Mesityl oxide ------------------------------ 50
Methanol --------------------------------- 200
Methyl acetate ---------------------------- 200

w MlvCGyi bromide --------------------.------ 20
Methyl butanone --------------------------- 00
Methyi cellosolve --------------------------- 25
Methyl cellosolve acetate --------------------- 2
Methyl chloride ----------------------------. OC-
Methylcyclohexane ------------------------- 500
Methylcyclohexanol ----------------.-------- 100
Methylcyclohexanone ----------------- ----. 100
M ethyl form ate- ..................... ..... 100
Methyl iso-butyl ketone ---------------.. 100
Monochlorobenzmne ------------------------- 75
Monofluorotrichlorormethane ---------------- 1,000
M ononitrotolutri --.-.-...-. -................ 5
Naphtha (coal tar) ------------------------- 200
Naphtha (petroleum) ---------------------- 500
Nickel c&rbonyl ---------------------------- .001
Nitrobenzene ------------------------------ 1
Nitroethane ------------------------------- 100
Nitrogen oxides (other than nitrous oxide). 5
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Table. 1117. Gaea* and Vapors (Maximum Allowable
Concentration) -Continued

MAC value8u~t~moe (pmPer mil-
lion Insr for an

-&hour workday)

Nitroglycerin -------------------------------. 5
Nitromethane ----------------------------- 100
2-nitropropane ---------------------------- 50
Octane ----------------------------------- 500
Qsone ------------------------------------ 0. 1
Peutane ---------------------------------- 1, 090
Pentanone (methyl propanone) -------------- 200
Phosgene----------------------------
Phoephine --------------------------------- .05
Phosphorus trichloride ----------------------. 5
iso-propanol ------------------------------- 400
Propyl aceiate -----------------------------
iso-propyl ether ---------------------------- 500
Stibine --------------------------- 1
Stoddard solvent -------------------------- 500
Styrene monomer --------------------------
Sulfur chloride ------------------------------ 1
Sulfur dioxide ------------------------------ 10
1, 1,2,2-tetrachloroetbane ---------------.. .. 5
Tetrachloroethylene ------------------------ 200
Toluene ------------------------------------ 200
Toluidine --------------------------------- 5
Trichloroethylene -------------------------- 200
Turpentine ..------------------------------- 100
Vinyl choride (chloroethane) ---------------- 500
Xylene ------.----------------------------- 200
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Table 1118. Dutst, Fumes and Miste (Maximum Allowable
Concentration)

MAC value
(mil~ilrawna per

Substance cubic meter of
air for an 8-hour

worklday)

Anitimony --------------------------------- 0.5
Arsenic ------------------------------------ .5
Bar~ium ----------------------------------- . 5
Cadmium --------------------------------- . 1
Chlorodiphenyl ----------------------------- I
Chromic acid and chromates (a CrOs) . 1
Cyanide as CN ----------------------------- 5
Dinitrotoluene ---------------------------- 1.5
Fluoride ---------------------------------- 2. 5
Iodine ------------------------------------ .

Iron oxide fume --------------------------- 15
ad --------------------------------------- . 15

Magnesium oxide fume --------------------- 15
Manganese ------------------------------- 6
Mercury ------------------------------- . 1
Pentacbloronaphthalene --------------------- .

Pentachlorophenol--------------------- .5

Phoephorus (yellow) ------------------------ . 1
Phosphorus pentachloride- -.-.-.--- ----------- 1
Phosphoruti pentasulfide --------------------- 1
Selenium (compounr4 p as selenium) --------- 1
Sulfuric acid -------------------------------- 1
Tellurium ------------------------------------ 1
Tetryl ------------------------------------ 1.5
Trichloronaphthalene ----------------------- 5
Trinitrotoluene ------------------------------- 1.5
Zinc oxide fum, - ..--.------------------- 15
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Table 1119. Mineral Duse (Maximum Allowable
Ccnce,, ration)

MAC value (mu.
lion particles per

8ubstanes cubic foot ofaiv
for to &houw

workday)

Alundum --------------------------------- so
A sbestos ....... ........................... 5
Carborundum --------------------------- _- so
Dust (nuisance, no free silica) --------------- ,K
Mica (below 6 percent free silica) ------------ 20
Portland cement ----------------------------- 50
Silica-high (above bO percent free 8103) ----- 5
Silica-medium (5 to 50 percent free S102)_... 20
Silica-low (below 5 percent free 810:) --- --
Slate--low (below 5 percent free 810,) --------- 0
Soapstonc (below 5 percent free 8101)..- -------- 20
Talc -------------------------------------- 20
Total dust (below 5 percent free 811%) ........ 50

Table 1110. Radiant Energp 'Maximum Allowasble
Coneentration)

MaterilI or radiatlon Radant en•ry

Gamma (roentgen per week) ----------------- 0.3
Radon (curies per cubic meter) --------------- - 10-
Thoron (curies per cubic meter) -------------- 1 0-'
X-ray (roentgen per week) ------------------ 0. 8

1121. CANTEENS, LUNCHROOMAS
a. Canteens or lunchrooms should be made avail-

able to all workers who are exposed to toxic ma-
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terials. They should usually be available to all
employees. If food is served to employees, pasteur-
ized milk should be the only type of milk served.
The milks, custards, meats and other perishables
should be refrigerated properly prior to serving.
All food should be served in a sanitary condition and
in a sanitary manner. (See Ordnance and Code
Regulating Eating and Drinking Establishments,
Public Health Bulletin No. 280, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1943.) Uten-
sils, dispensers, and display cases should be kept in
a sanitary condition through periodic cleaning and
disinfecting by an approved method. Lunchroonm
should be constructed of, and provided with, ma-

* terials and equipment suitable for the purposes for
which they are intended. The interior surfaces of
lunchrooms and surfaces of tables, chairs and other
equipment should be of a light, hard finish so that
sanitation thereof is fostered. Lunchroom areas
generally should comply with the following table:

Table 1111. Lunchrooms (personnel linmstaion)

Number of persons (gnfstest number o( employee ou 8quare feet per
any one shift) person

LeA than 25 ------------------------------ 8
25 to 74 .. ............................. . 7
7a to 149 ---------------------- ------ ----- 6
150 to 499 ..--------------------------------
500 or more ---------------------------------- 4
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b. Toilet (see par. 1114) and washing facilities
should be provided for cafeteria employees.

1122. TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY

a. Except where equipment or processes require
abnormal atmospheric conditions, the temperature
in buildings during the heating season should be
kept within the limits prescribed by the State Ven-
tilation Codes, or by the American Society of Heat-
ing and Ventilating Engineers, New York, N. Y.,
in the latest edition of "Feating, Vertilating and Air
Conditioning Guide." It is desiral-le to keep the
relative humidity above 20 to 30 percent during the
heating season, except that where metal powders are
involved the relative humidity should be maintained
between 50 and 55 percent and in other locations
where accumulations of static electricity are to be
minimized, the relative humidity should be main-
tained at 60 percent or more (see sec. 7). Spot heat-
ing or cooling is permissible for large buildings
occupied by only a small number of workers. In
this way the workers are kept comfortable with a
resulting economy in heating or cooling equipment
and in fuel consumption.

b. Where it is necessary for workers to gc, from
change house to work place or from buildirg tW
building in a specified work uniform, inclosed vs-
sageways (heated if necessary) should be proviJed
between the various buildings or the workers should
be provided with warm over-garments during cold
weather.
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1123. NOISE

The intensity of a sound alone is not the only
consideration in determining whether a noise
exists-contrast is also important. For example,
a moderate sound would be noise in the reading
room of a library but not in a steel mill. Objec-
tionable noise produces fatigue, impairs hearing,
fosters neuroses, causes emotional disturbances,
and decreases efficiency. It is eliminated if
feasible by one of suveral of the following engi-
neering methods:

a. Elimination of noise at its source.

b. Isolation of noisy operations.

* c. Reduction of noise by insulation.

d. Personal protecLion devices (ear defenders,
etc.).

1124. RADIANT ENERGY

The most important sources of harmful radiant
energy are welding, inspection of materials by
mneans of x-rays or radium, and luminouis dial
painting. Adequate protection measures Mhould
be provided at all such operations to prcvent a
health hazard to workers. X-ray equipment and
operations, and the use of radium should conform
to the requirements of the latest edition of ASA
Safety Code for the Industrial Use of x-rays.
Operations involving the use of radioactive
luminous paint should conform to the provisions
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of TB MED 232. Havdling and disposal of radio-
active tubes and materials shall be in accordance
with TB ORD 648 and AR 755-380.

1
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SEC.TION 12

FIRE PROTECTION

1201. SCOPE
The term "fire protection"~ is used in this

manual in its broad meaning to include:
a. Measures necessary to detect and eliminaia

the causes of fires and thus prevent their oc-
currence (often called fire prevention).

b. The methods utilized to confine fire to theSplace of origin.
c. The means of extinguishing fires promptly

when they do occur.

1202. INERT AREA

a. Fire protection (par. 1201) for inert areas
(par. 231) and for administrative areas (par.
202), shall be provided and maintained in ac-
cordance with the requirements of all applicable
current directives such as TM 5-687, TM 5-695,
TM 5-696, AR 420-10, and AR 420-90. R~ecom-
miendations in such directives shall be complied
with unless exceptionb Aire authorized in writing
by the commander or his designated agent.

b. In the absence of requirements or recoin-
~. mendiations in nnplicable current directives on
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any phases of fire protection, establishments shall
follow the mandatory provisions of NBFU Stand-
!,rds and shall be guided by the advisory pro-
vi,'ons. Establishments shall also be guided by
the publications of the NFPA-particularly the
latest edition of the Crosby-Fiske-Forster Hand-
book of Fire Protection.

1203. EXPLOSIVES AREA

a. Fire protection (par. 1201) for explosives
areas (par. 217) shall be provi'led and main-
tained in accordance, with the requirements of
all applicable current directives, including para-
graphs 1203 through 1230 and other applicable
parts of this manual. Fecommendations in ap-
plicable current directives, including paragraphs W
1203 through 1230 and other applicable parts of
this manual, shall be complied with unless ex-
ceptions are authorized in writing by the corn.
mander or his designated agent.

b. In the absence of requirements on any
phases of fire protection in applicable current
directives, including paragraphs 12(_ through
1230 and other parts of this manual, establish-
ments shall follow the mandatory provisions of
the NBFU Standards where they apply, and be
guided by the advisory suggestions where they
apply. Establishments shali also be guided by
the publications of the NFPA-particularly the
latest edition of the Crosby-Fiske-.Frster Hand-
book of Fire Protection.
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1204. PROGRAM
Each Ordnance establishment having an explo-

sives area (see par. 217) shall institute an effective
program designed to carry out the steps necessary
to prevent fire in such areas and to fight fires that
do occur.

1205. FIRE MARSHAL

The commanding officer should appoint 9 quali-
fied fire marshal who shall be responsible for tne
eMcient administration of the program. He shall
also be responsible for reviewing plans for in-
stalling equipment, construction of new buildings,Smodification of existing buildings or installations,
changes of work procecses, and fire main systems;
and for detecting and ,.orrecting fire hazards before
work proceeds.

1206. FIRE PLAN

A written fire plan shall be prepared. Although
details of the plan may vary to suit the individual
establishment, the over-all plan shall include a de-
scription of the emergeiicy function of each depart-
merit or outsi(de agency indicating responsible in-
viduals and alternates, as well as:

a. The organization and training of personnel
whose re-sponsibility includes:

(1) Reporting the fire.
(2) Directing orderly evacuation (f personnel.
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(3) Notifying personnel in nearby departments
or buildings of impetnding dangers.

(4) Activating deluge systems or other means
of extinguishing or controlling the fire.

(5) Meeting and advising the fire fighters as to
details of the fire up to the time of their
arrival.

(6) Checking the effective operation of elevator
shaft inclosures, fire doors or other means
of confining the fire.

b. The list of intraplant and outside telephone
calls or alarm signals which must be made is as fol-
lows:

(1) Notify the fire department, the guard de-
partment, post authorities, engineering de-
partment, maintenance department, auxil-
iary fire fighters and others.

(2) Notify the trarnsportation department to
transport a'ixiliary fire fighters or necessary
equipment to the scene.

(3) Call for outside fire department assistance
as required.

1207. EDUCATION OF PERSONNEL

Instructions to supervisors and workers shall in-
clude such steps relative to their operations which
wvill add to fire safety. All "job irLstruction break-
downs" should be reviewed by the fire marshal and
supervisor for inclusion of necessary precautiens.
Each person acting in a supervisory capacity shall
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be thoroughly zonversant with the fire hazards of
the operations for which he is responsible.

1206. HOUSEKEEPING
a. Covered, fire-resistant rubbish cans should be

provided. Metal waste cans w•ih. slf-losing
covers shall be conveniently located for the dis-
posal of offy rags ani waste. Accumulations of
odds and ends or waste mawerial in out-of-way places
should be avoided. Cupboards, closets, and spaces
under benches, conveyors, stairs, and platforms shall
be inspected periodically to assure cleanlines
Painting with light colored paint is recommertded
for such spaces as well as building interiorm Vola-
tile flammable liquids shall not be permitted to
remain in open containers nor shall they be used
except where specifically authorized as process
requui -ments. Where use of such liquids is au-
thmoized, working quantities shall be confined to
approved safety containers.

b. Stnd pails should be provided where smoking
is permitted. No cigarette, tobacco, or match dis-
posal will be permitted in rubbish cans, or in such
manner as to involve risk of igniting combustible
material.

c. Dripping and spillage of oil and oil soaking
of floors should be. avoided. Noncombustible ab-
sorbent materials Fhowild be used to reduce or
eliminate this hazard.
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d. Baled supplies of packing mate4&als should be
stored in the open, suitably protected from weather,
or in a separate shed or building set aside for the
purpose. The location should he isolated and free
of combustible vegetation. "No Smoking" signs
should be posted in the vicinity and suitable fire
extinguishers or water barrels and pails provided.

1209. INFRARED RAY DRYING

a. Infrared ray drying processes should not be
used in the same room in which exposed explosives
are present. Special precautions shall be taken to
insure that &11 items from which explosives have been
removed by processes such as "steam out" are free of
explosives contamination before subjecting them ro
this process.

b. If sealed items containing explosives are to be
subjected to infrared ray drying processes, prior tests
to determine maximum internal temperatures to
which explosives will be rmised by such rays shall be
conducted on dt.vlicate sealdki corntainers with inert
filler having a tfiermal conductivity and specific heat
similar tv that of the explosives. Conveyor speed,
time of exposure, and intensity of expcsure to infra-
red rays will be adjusted so that •ho maximum
internal temperatures to which explosives are sub-
jected do not exceed 1700 F. (76.7' C.) during entire
period of exposure.
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r, Before freshly dipped or painted articles are
processed in infrared ray drying equipment, they
sball pass through a predryer. This predryer shall
be exhaust ventilated, constructed of noncombustible
materials, and shall be provided with automatic
sprinkler protection. The air exhausted from the
predryer shall b3 discharged to the outside at a point
where possibility of re-entry into the building is at a
minimum. The piedryer need not be heated. The
time the article must remain therein will be deter-
mined by actual test when using the normal paint
mixture. Freshly dipped or pajIted articles shall be
predried until at least 85 percent of the volatile
flammable vapors are removed. (Li most instances,S less than 2 minutes are required when air velocity
past the articir in the predryer is 300 fpm and the
circulated air temperature .;s 70" F.)

d. Within 20 feet of the predryer, paint spray
booth, or -lip tank, the electrical equipment shall be
installed in conformity with NBFU Pamphlet No.
33, Spray Finishing.

e. Conveyor raotor controls shall be interlocked
with the magnetic switch in the main supply circuit
to the infrared drying equipment so that the lamp
circuit will be opened when such conveyor stops.

f. Infrared ray drying equipment shall be installed
in a large open room at least six times as large in
unobstructed area as the area of thw infrared ray
drying equipment.

g. Adequate ventilation, preferably exhaust vonti-
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lation of the pr,.dryer, shall be provided for the room
to keep vapor .ýir mixtures at least 50 percent below
the lower explosive limit, and also below the maxi-
mum allowable concentration as a health hazard (sec.
11). Periodic tests in the vicinity of the infrared ;ay
drying equipment shall be made with a flammable
vapor indicator to insure low vapor concentrations.

A. The construction of infrared ray drying equip-
ment shall be such that paint dripping from articles
will not strike the lamps, reflectors or wiring.

i. The construction and position of the infrared ray
drying equipment and conveyor equipment shall be
such that contact between articles and bulbs is not
posssible.

j. Provisions will be made s3o that items being proc-

essed cannot drop off the hooks and lodge in the dryer
iiiuioticed. If the drying equipment is constructed
so that falling articles will not pass completely
through it, arriangements shall be made to auto-
matically stop the conveyor and extingitish the lights
concurrently by the use of suitable protective devices.

k. The infrared ray drying equipment should be
screened, or the source of infrared radiation shielded
in such a manner as to protect workers frcm pro-
longed or close exposure to radiation. If screening
or shielding is not adequate to protect employees'
eyes while working in the vicinity of the drying
equipment, safety goggles with Nos. 1/2 to 3 shade
lens shall be worn by those so exposed.
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1210. ELECTROSTATIC FAINT SPRAYING OR DIPPING
OF INERT ITEMS IN NONHAZARDOUS LOCA-
TIONS

a. When spray painting equipment utilizes high
potential electrical current to assist in distributing
paint uniformly over the surface of the article to be
coated, or when such electrical current is installed,
the following safety precautioits will apply in addi-
tion to tPe requirements of NBFU Pamphlets No. .33
"Spray Finishing," and No. 34 "Dip Tanks," so far
as they apply.

b. Transformers and power packs shall be located
outside of the immediate painting area, in no event
closer than 20 feet to spray booths, dip tanks, andS pressure vessels containing paint mixture.

c. The electrical installation shall be ih accordance
with the National Electrical Code so far as it applies.

d. Electrodes shall be rigidly supported in a fixed
position and well insulated.

e. The minimurn spacing betwiwq electrodes and
objects being painted or de-teared shall be twice the
length of the possible spark gap, under the operating

condition0s.
f. All items subject to the procases shall be han-

dled on cooveyors and s fixed to the conveyor that at
least the minimum spaces outlined in paragraph e
above from items to electrodes will be maintained
under all circumstances. Guwards shiall be provided
where necessýary to produce this result.

g. An automatic switchl should be provided so that
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article entering the electrostatic field on the con-
veyor closer to an electrode than the minimum dis-
ta:nce outlined in paragrap,• e above shEA? auto-
inatically stop the conveyor and disconnect the high
potential c'ccuit

I. Mechanical means only shall be used in the
painting operations and in the carrying of the article
to be processed into and through the electrostatic
field.

i. Whenever possible a noncombustible insulating
panel or screen should be mounted between the elec-
trodes and the articles being processed. (Specific
data should be obtained concerning this precaution
from the manufacturer before the equipment is in-
stalled.)

j. Automatic control should be provided to shut
off the entire electrostatic equipment whenever the
vent fans and/or conveyors are not operating.

k. kdequate ventilation should be maintained for
the areas containing electrostatic apparatus; the "an
motors for the ventilating system shal be inter-
locked with the voltage pack primary.

1. Painting or de-tearing processes involving elec-
trostatic aplparatus shall be protected by automatic
sprinklers or other approved automatic extinguish-
img systems.

m. Adequate fencing, railings or guards shall be
provided to nmaintain safe isolation of the process
fioroi other wol'k in the vicinity and to protect Fer
solI riel.
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n. Signs designating the work zone as dangerous
as regards fire and accident shall be posted at the
process.

o. Electrode insulators should be maintained clean
and dry.

p. Drip plaes, grids, and noncombustible in-
sulating panels or screens shall be removable so
that they may be taken to a designated, 'safely
located place for cleaning.

q. Excellent housekeeping and cleanliness shall be
maintained in the area. Stock or items must not be
stored within 5 feet of the process.

1211. SPRAY PAINTING

a. All spray painting operations involving flam-
mable liquids should be segregated from other opera-
tions, except where portable spraying apparatus is
not used repeatedly in the same location. Manda-
tory provisions of NBFU Pamphlet No. 33, "Spray
Finishing Using Flammable Materials" shall be
followed.

(1) In addition to the standards of NUFB
Pamphlet No. 33, the following require-
ments shall apply in buildings where spray
painting of loaded ammunition is con-
ducted:

(a) Water wash or dry filter type spray booths
shall be used exclusively. Filters for dry
'ype booths must not support combus-
tion when dlean an( must be capable of
effectively arresting paint overspray.
They must be replaced when collected
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o-verspray reduces the flow of exhaust air
below 150 linear feet per minute and
whenever the type of paint being sprayed
is ch ng--d. Paint-encrusted fiiters sha!l
be disposed of promptly.

(b) If electrical equipment is necessary within
a distance of 20 feet from the spray booth,
such equipment will conform with the
requirements of class I, group D installa-
tion for hazardous locations, National
Electrical Code. Whenever possible,
every effort should be made to eliminate
the use of electrical equipment within
the aforemeLtioned distance.

(c) Spray booths shall be equipped with a
sprinkler extinguishing system with extra
hazard pipe sizes installed in accordance
with recognized practices. If automatic
operation is provided by electrical means,
the heat actuated devices will comply
with the requirements for class I, group
D installations for hazardous locations.
If other electrical controJl ior automatic
operation are located within a distance
of 20 feet of the spray booth, such controls
will also comply with the aforementioned
requirements. Dry type booths shall be
constructed with deluge extinguishing
systems installed in a manner which will
%ssure blanketing of the filter wall
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"with water in the event a fire occurs.
The plenum of the booth shall be
equipped with an automatic fire extin-
guishing system.

(d) Automatic sprinklers slhall be instailed
within a radius of 20 feet of the paint
splray booth, if the buildfing in whiclh the
spray booth is located is not, provided with
sprinkler protection..

(e) Controls for paint spray boothl ventilat.-
ing fan motors shall be interlocked with
the
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controls for conveyor- motors where the
conveyor delivers material to the booth.
With this arrangement, failure of the ven-
tilating system will shut off power to tie
conveyor motor. Interlock arrangement
should permit fan to operate in the event
conveyor stops.

b. Where it is necessary to set up field operations
and the requirements of paragraph 1211a above can-
not be met, spray painting of sizable quantities of
loaded ammunition or inert items is permissible if:

(1) Paint booths are constructed of noncom-
bustible material.

(2) An exhaust system with exhaust fan is in-
stalled to remove paint fumes from the
booth (bhe fan may be powered by an air
motor).

(3) At least two CO, or foam type extinguishers
are installed within the booth with rate of
rise acLuated nozzle attachments. Two
manual type CO3 or foam type first-aid fire
extinguishers must also be provided at the
paint spray booth or operation.

(4) Special precautions are taken to keep the
booth clean and prevent the aecLtr-',lation
of paint on the surface of the bxK r-i ot fire
extinguisher nozzles.

(5) The number of itcnms in the booth at any
one time are restricte(d to the niiiiinuiiuM1
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number required for efficient and continu-

ous operation.
(6) The area within 50 feet of the paint booth

is kept free of combustible material, such
as dry vegetation, wooden pallets, com-
bustible crating or packing materials.

(7) Paint and chemical mixing operations, sup-

plies and air compressors are located at
least 50 feet from the booth.

(8) Personnel limits are maintained at the min-
imum consistent with safe and efficient
operation.

c. If the quantity of loadea ammunition or inert
items to be spray painted in an outside l o cation
does not warrant the provision of a paint booth, 3
such operations are permissible provided:

(1) The area within 50 feet of the spray paint
operation is kept clean and free from ex-
traneous combustible material, air compres-
sors and paint mixing operations.

(2) At least two CO2 or foam type first-aid fire
ext.inhruisle, C,-- provided at the spray

painting operation.
(3) Personnel are protected from toxic mate-

rials by means of respirators, approved for
the amount and type of exposure involved.

(4) Personnel limits are maintained at the mir-
imum required for safe and efficient
operation.
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1212. DRYING FRESHLY PAINTED LOADED AMMUNM.
TION

a. Ovens in which loaded ammunition is dried
shall comply with the requirements of NBFU Pam-
phlet No. 86, "Class A Ovens and Furnaces," so far
as they apply. The recommendations in, the pam-
phlet should be followed where practicable.

b. In addition, the following requirements apply:
(1) Automatic thermostatic controls should be

arranged to stop the application of h6at
upon reaching a predetermined maximum
temperature which should not exceed 170*
F. (76.70 C.)

(2) The oven shall be equipptd with an auto-
nmat'9c sprinkler system installed in con-

formity with the requirements of NBFU
Patmphlet No. 13, "Sprinkler Equipment."
Automatic operation of the system may be
accomplished by electrical heat actuated de-
vices provided they are approved for, and
are installed in accordance with the require-
m-Ints of, class I, group D hazardous loca-
tions as defined in the National Electrical
Code. See paragraph 603e.

(8) Heating may be by hot air or other means
as long as ammunition or explosives do not
come in contact with coils, radiators or heat-
ing elements.

(4) If a conveyor system is employed, provi-
iio: will be made t- shut off the heat supply
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automatiially in the event of power failure
to the conveyor.

c. When an electrical drying unit is not approved
for use in class I lcations as defined in the National
Electrical Code (par. 603e), the system should be
designed so that the atmonphere in the oven is kept
below 50 percent of t,.e lower explosive limit of the
mixture of solvent vspiors and air.

1213. LIMITATION OF FIRE AREAS

When the stock of an important or c,'itical item in
etorage warrants it, distribution should be secured
by dividing the stock and storing each part in a
separate building or fire division. The need for lim-
itation of areas subject to one fire, or separation of
values may be consid3red lessened with the installa-
tion of approved automnatic extinguishing equip-
ment. Fire walls (par. 222) should conform to the
standard prescribed in the Engineering Manual for
Military Construction, Corps of Engineers. Com-
municating openings in fire wills should be protected
by approved automatic fire doors as prescribed in the
Engineering Manual for Military Construction,
Corps of Engineers, and installed and maintained in
a manner conforming with the requirements of
NBFU7 Pamphlet No. 80, "Protection of Openings in
Walls and Partitions Against Fire.'" Such doors
shall be clear of obstructions to insure their proper
closing. Extra hazardous occupancies such as spray
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painting or dipping, storage of highly combustible
materials or flammable liquids, and handling of com-
bustiLle salvage or waste material shall be effectively
separated or their hazards so controlled as to not
constitute a severe exposure to other property.

4

1214. SEPARATION OF BUILDINGS
a. Buildings housing nonexplosives materials only

shall be separated by clear space in compliance with
part XI, Engineering Manual for Milhary Construc-
tion, Corps of Engineers. Combustibles shall not be
stored in this clear space. Rubbish shall not be per-
mitted to accumulate, and vegetation shall be con-
trolled so that it will not serve to commuijicate fire
from building to building. Lumber or other corn-S bustible materials stored in the open shall be similarly
protected. Vehicles or materials of any kind shall
not be permitted to obstruct access to fire hydrants or
be placed so as to impede the work of the firemen.

b. Buildings in explosives operating lines must be
separated in accordance with paragraph 1705.

1215. CONTROL OF VEGETATION
Local, State, or Federal forest service officials

should be consuled with respect to periods of great-
est danger of forest and grass fires in the locality and
with respect to extinguishing equipment which has
proven mo8t effective in extinguishing such fires.
The information received shall be utilized in develop-
ing a Land Management and Vegetation Control Plan
which will minimize the danger of forest and grass
fires on land under Government control and the
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spread of f.e from adjacent 1and to land within the
installation boundary. Vegetation in the form of
grass, undergrowth, weeds, etc., the density or nature
of which constitutes a fire hazard or which is likely to
become a fire hazard to structures, facilities and other
Governmenti property, shall be controlled or removed
by cutting, plovwing, grazing under supervised condi-
tions. tnOve1iny with nnnenmhbustiblea m,,.v.ol-, or b

killng with a nonflammable vegetation eradicator.
Seeding with species w.i, do not,÷ b, nme ...... fire haz-
aids is permissible. Where complete removal of
vegetation is necessary to provide an effective fire-
break but would tend to create an erosion problem,
the firebreak should be covered with noncombustiblo
materials. During calm weather and when adequate
precautions are taken to pruevent Uhe spread of fire,
burning may be accomplished. Burring, however,
shall not be permitted within 200 feet of any above-
ground type magazine or outdoor storage pad con-
taining explosives or ammunition, or within 50 feet
of any earth-covered magazine containing explosives
or ammunition. During burning operations, all
windows, doors, and ventilators of magazines shall be
closed. All dead wood, down or standing, should be
c!eared out of woodland areas. Cutting or clearing
of live brush and small trees should be avoided unless
essential to provide access to the area.

1216. FIREBREAKS IN MAGAZINE AREAS

a. I'L-ebreaks around magazine areas and at other
places within such areas should be maintained
wherever deemed necessary. A firebreak at least 50
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I
feet wide and free from combustible material shall
be maintained around each aboveground type maga-
zine and around each outdoor storage pad containing
ammunition or explosives. Temporary magazines
with exterior covering which may be readily ighited;
magazines with fire-resistant construction where
the fire-resistant materials (1o not completely cover
the combustible framing, plates, sills, and supports;
and outdoor ammunition storage pads cotitaining
combustible packing materials, dantage, or other
framework must be protected by a 50-foot firebreak
in all directions on which no materials or vegetation
capable of supporting combustion are permitted tu
exist. Magazines with fire-resistant exterior covering
completely protecting the combustible framing,B sills, and plates, and outdoor ammunition storage
inherently somewhat resistant to fire because of
the fire resistance of the explo.ives casing (e. g.,
heavy case HE bombs), must be protected by a
firebreak beginning at the magazA::: or pad and ex-
tending 50 feet in all directions. This firebreak need
not be devoid of vegetation , Lt the growth must
be controlled i:'! a m.n.nner to prevent rapid tran-s-
mission of fire to the pad or inagazine.

b. The maintenance of firebreaks around earth-
covered magazines an,: !he cutting of grass covering
these structures are not normally required. If the
commanding officer bel; -es thiv, conditions at his
establiLshment are exceptional, he should so advise
the Chief of Ordnance. In emergencies, however,
the commanding officer may take whatever action is
deemed necessary to eliminate the hazard. Excess
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vegetation and dry debris on earth-covered maga-
zines, and large trees, tne root system or weight of
which may daimage these magazines, shall be cut
and removed. Growth of vegetation around venti-
lators on earth-covered magazines must bK controlled
in a manner which will prevent rapid transmission
of fire and provide visibility of the ventilator flag
from ground level.

1217. FIRE-RETARDANT COATINGS
a. Cert&in proprietary fire-retardant coatings for

surface treating wood and fiber products have been
classified by recognized testing agencies on the basis
of their effectiveness to retard the ease of ignition
and the flame spread characteristics, when combus-
tible materials are exposed to incipient fires.'

b. The value of such surface coatings is limited.
They may decrease the ease of ignition, flame spread I
characteristics, and quality of fuel, but their limi-
tatiornt shuuki be recognized. They are not effective
when exposed to prolonged high temperatures and
should not be used as a substitute for fire-resistive
materials (par. 220) nor for non-combustible ma-
terials (par. 245).

1 ti. FIRST-AID FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
(See par. 1326.)

a. The appropriate use and proper distribution of
the various types of fire extinguishers are described
in detail in NBFU Pamphlet No. 10, "First-aid Fire
Appliances." Firnt-aid fire extirguisherr shall be.
maintained aL all tunes in proper operative :•ondition
and shal be readily available for instAnt use.
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b. The placement of hand extinguishers in or in
the vicinity of a building containing explosives shall
be carefully scrutinized. In some cases the avail-
ability of hand extinguishers within a building will
enable the extinguishment of incipient fires which
might otherwise endanger life and property. On
the other hand, first-aid fire extinguishers placed
inside particularly hazardous buiHings may serve
as a temptation to fight the fire when the building
should be abandoned. First-aid equipment may
prove valuable in extinguishing incipient fires ex-
ternal to or on the exterior of, explosivas buildings
such as aboveground magazines, After activation
of deluge systems, where avvailable, employees should
be made to understand clearly that their first dutyS is to report any fire to the fire department immedi-
ately after detection and that no employee shall
reenter an explosives buildii4g to figbt a fire except
a directed by proper authority.

1219. WATER BARRELS IN EXPLOSIVE STORAGE
AREAS

Water barrels and pails provide a recognized
means of combt•,•ing incipient fires in explosives and
ammunition storage areas where the combustible
material consists principally of grass, wood dunnage,
ammunition boxes, etc. Where used, at least one
water barrel and two pails or two water-type ex-
tinguishers, winterized when necessary, should be
uvaiiable for immediate use by workmen in and
around magazines. Water barrels should be treated
per'zodically to keep mosquito breeding to a minimum.
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Under normal conditions, however, water barrels
and pails are not recommended in extensive ex-
plosives and ammunition storage areas if:

a. The provisions of paragraph 1215, pertaining
to vegetation control, are strictly complied with;

b. (Revised) Working crews and all vehicles
operating regularly in the magazine area, in'1luding
locomotives, are equipped with two water type hand
extinguishers, preferably of the back pack or 4-
gallon hand pump type; and

c. The installation has an organized fire-fighting
force equipped with pumpers or brush trucks, tank
trucks and other necessary equipment to combat
grass and brush fires.

1220. FIRE-FIGHTING FORCES
The duties of guards, watchmen, firemen, military

persomiel and others shall be so arranged that, a fire-
fighting force is available at all times. Fire-hghting
forces shall be instructed thoroughly in the hazards
due to fire and .xplosiop, the safety precautions to be
taken, and the means and methods tIo be jaed in pre-
venting and fighting fires. Fire drills and inspections
shall be conducted carefully to insure that fire-
fighting forces understand their duties and that fire
alarm systems and fire-fighting and other protective
equipment functinn dependably under actual work-
ing conditions. Unannounced fire drills involving
the response of motorized emergency vehicleiv are
prohibited.
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1221. FIRE DEPAPTMENT ASSISTANCE AGREE-
MENTS

a. At establishments where fire departments from
nearby municipalities or industrial centers are
partially or wholly depended upon for major fire-
fighting effort, assistance agrcements may be in-
volved.

b. Adapters shall be provided if there is any
difference iii the thread size of equipment connections
in use by the cooperating departments.

c. Fire chiefs and officers of cooperating depart-
ments shall become familiar with the special fire-
fighting problems in the territory served by both
departments to better inte;grate their forces in an
emergency.

* -. Outside fire fighters should not be permitted to
fight fires involving explosives and ammunition. If
the practical necessity of permitting them to do so
can be anticipated, they shall be given prior instruc-
tion in fire-fighting procedures to insure that they
shall not attack fires involving ammunition and
explosives having fire symbol 4 characteristics (par.
1222).

1222. HAZARDS 1N FIGHTING FIRES IN EX.
PLOSIVES

a. General. To provide a guide for fire-fighting
forces, explosives are divided into four groups in
accordance with the general burning or explosive
characteristics of the materials and the relative
danger encountered in fighting fires in which they
are r:'esent. The four groups are identified by
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symbols (I to 4), the hazards of which are described
below. The appropriate symbol sh&ll be plainly
marked on buildings and storage sites containing "
explosives or ammunition. W-are-lOa, , .- e -...- #-d -ther.r

facilities in which are stored -eturned containers
(L, e., explosives and propellant boxes, cans, etc.)
shoudd be placarded with appropriate fire symbols.
Symbols applying to the most hazardous material
in the buiding shall he used. Fire symbols are not
required on earth.covered magazines nor on outdoor
revetted sites when the outdoor sites are restricted
to storage of symbol 4 material. The syrabols may
be placed directly on the exterior of the building but
removable plaques bearing the symbol are preferred
because of the continuous changes in the explosives
content of certain buildings. The symbol number
should be at ie&st 24 inches high and 20 inches wAe
azd visible from each road of approach which may
be used by fire fighters A sign made with reflec-
torized or luminous materials is preferred. For
buildings of long dimensions, more than one symbol
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to a side may be -Leeded. Visibility at long range is
improved by adopting a distinctive shape for the
background of each symbol number, for example: a
rectangular background for symbol 1I; a square back-
ground for symbol 2; a diamond shaped background
for symbol 3; and an octagonal background for
symbol 4. All railroad cars ?.o d motor vehicles con-
taining ammunition or explosives while on Ordnance
instollations must be -,rovided with a means for
quick identification of fire hazard. Installation rail-
road cars and motor vehicles which are not destined
for offpost movement shall display at least two
Ordnance fire symbols. Installation vehicles des-
tined for offpost shipment and commercial railroad,
cars and naotor vehicles will have ICC placardsS displayed when containing ammunition or explosives.
Fire symbols or ICC placards shall be placed on
vehicles immediately prior to loading and shall be
removed or covered immediately upon completion
of unloading. The recommended size of Ordnance
fire symbol plaques for use on rail cars and motor
vehicles should not be less than 16 inches square
with symbol number not less than 12 inches high.
To aid in distant identification the same shapes
for symbols as previously descriibed fcr buildings
should be adopted. Where dependence for iden-
tification of fire hazards is placed on ICC
placards only, "Explosive" cars shall be treated
as symbol 4 fire hazards and "Dangero;u" cars-
as symbol 3 fire hazards. It should be the
responsibility of those who have charge of storage
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A

within thc building or storage site which contains
explosives to post the correct symbol or to change it
as required by changes in the content of the building.
The fire department shall be notified immediately of
posted synbols and changes, if any. Chemical am-
munition, in addition to possessing an explosive
hazard when involved in a fire, also presents a toxic
danger. Four-inch wide diagonal stripes may be
superimposed upon fire symbols to denote such
hazards. A single diagonal stripe should be used to
indicate less serious toxic hazards (HC-smoke, etc.)
and double stripes for more serious hazards (CG,
H, etc.).

b. Symbol 1. Ammunition and explosives present
a fire hazard and fires in which they are involved
should be fought with first aid and mobile fire 5
extinguishing equipment until the fire has been
brought under control. Some hazard may be
expected to fire-fighting personnel from fires in these
materials and precautions should be taken against
them. Symbol 1 materials include classes 1, 11, 12,
and solid propellants (smokeless powder) up to and
including the graining operation; solvents, oil, paint,
gasoline, compressed gases, and metallic powders
when packki in closed shipping• con•ainers approved

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, chlorates,
perchiorates, peroxides, and other oxidizing agents
when uncontaminated with organic substances and
stored in umdamaged containers. For description
of the various classes of explosives, see section 17.
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c. Symbol 2. Ammunition presents limited explo-
sion hazards. Personnel discovering a fire in such
material shall first give the alarm, and should at-
tempt to put out the fire with equipment at hand
provided the fire is in the incipient stage. Wheo
the- firefighting organization arrives, the firei should
be fcaght if it appears that it will be possible to put
it out. If it does not appear possible, the building
should be abandoned and firefighting efforts concen-
trated on preventing the spread of fire. Personnel
should exercise precautions to prevent injury to
themselves and equipment. Symbol 2 materials
include class 3 ammunition. See section 17.

d. Symbol 3. Ammunition and explosives include
class 2 and class 2A explosives. (See see. 17) Per-

5 sonnel in the immediate vicinity should do everything
possible to activate deluge system and give the alarm
without incurring undue personal hazard. Unless
the fire is of a minor nature and does not involve the
explosive itself, and there appears to be a chance to
control it, the firefighting Grgauiization shall confine
its operation to preventing the spread of fire to other
buildings. Fire in these materials produces intense
radiant heat over a wide area, which is dangerous to
personnel and equipment in the vicinity. Extreme
caution should be taken by the firefighting organiza..
tion.

e. Symbol 4. Ammunition and explosives include
explosives in classes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.

(1) These materials can be expected to detonate
when involved in a fire, and except for
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classes 4 and 5, are subject to mass detona-
tion. Therefore, no attempt to fight fires
invdlving symbol 4 material shall be made
except for manual activation of installed
fire extinguishing equipment. Personnel
shall leave the building immediately, using
as much protective cover as possible and
activating deluge systems and fire alarm
equipment while escaping. Personnel evac-
uating the building are not free from danger
until they reach bombproof shelters, al-
though a reasonable degree of safety is af-
forded in the open at public highway
distances from th• building in question.
When exit drills are held, employees should
be instructed as to the safest line of travel
to shelter or to a destination the required
distance away. If the fire in a symbol 4
building is in non-explosive material and is
small or in a separate container, an attempt
may be made to extinguish the fire with an
extinguisher or other means readily at hand.
However, the placement of fire-extinguish-
ing
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equipment designed for hand us- adjacent
to symbol 4 material must be carefully
scrutinized.

(2) After Notifying the fire department, the
superintendent and other responsible per-
sons shall travel as far as possible in the
direction from which the fire-fighting forces
may be expected in order to advise them
as to the nature of the fire and the kind of
material involved or likely to be involved.
When symbol 4 materials are directly
involved, fire-fighting forces shall not ap-
proach closer than 1,000 feet to the scene
of a fire in which not over 50,000 pounds
of explosives may be involved or to a
proportionately greater distance up to
2 "100 feet where 100,000 pounds ai- in-
volved, and the mobile equipment shall be
kept at a protected location. If it, is
known that a considerable distance or
effective screening separates burning non-
explosive materials from symbol 4 materials,
or if an explosion has already occurred
with assurance that only the heat of
burning wreckage exposes other buildings
whether containing explosives or not, and
the fire chief and person-in-charge are in
agreement on the procedure, fire-fighting
forces niay approach to extinguish the fire
or protect adjacent buildings. However,
no person shall reenter a symbol 4 building
in which there is a fire to determine the
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conditions surrounding the fire. The safety
of personnel in fighting a symbol 4 fire
depends on the accuracy of the information
made available to the fire-fighting forces.
When the question of safety is in doubt,
no effort shall be made to fight the fire
and men and equipment shall take suitable
cover and remain at safe distances from
the building.

1223. FIRE HGHTING IN CLASSIFICATION, HOLD-
ING, AND STORAGE YARDS

(See sec. 21.)
a. The general provisions of paragraph 1222

apply to fighting fires in yards. However, because
of the nature of railway cars, fires will most likely .

occur in the understructure. Often they can be •
extinguished readily if discovered in the iicipient
stages, but every effort should be made to obtain
prompt movement of undamaged ears from yards
where fire has broken out. All employees, including
trainmeiin and gu .rds should be trained in the use
of first-aid fire equipment, with instructions con-
cerning the dangers where explosivez are involved.

b. Fire-tool boxes painted red and plainly marked
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"For Fire Onily" should be installed at intervals of
not more than 500 feet adjacent to yard tracks.
These boxes should icontain as a minimum, one fire
ax, one shovel, one pinch bar, three fire pails and
one 5-gallon, pump-type water fire extinguisher
(nonfreeze when necessary). A properly main-
tained water barrel and a 16-foot straight ladder
should be placed alongside the tool box. If water
hydrants are available, hose carts equipped with
hose with adapters and spanner wrenches should be
supplied.

1224. WATER FOR FIRE FIGHTING

. With the exceptions noted below water is used as
the fire-fighting medium. Some exceptions to the
general use of water as a fire-extinguishing medium
are magnesium, aluminum and other finely divided
metal powders, peroxides, calcium carbide, thermite
and metallic sodium. Water mains, hydrants, etc.,
are normally installed in built-up areas where am-
munition or explosives are manufactured, renovated
or demilitarized. Standards for their installation
set forth in pa- -graph 1-08b. c, and e of part VII of
the Engine wing Manual for Military Construction,
shall be follvwed.

1225. STORAGE OF WATER FOR FIRE FIGHTING

a. At least 1.000.000 gallons of water shall be
stored or available for fire fighting in load line and
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in explosives manufacturing areas. Water supply
for fire fighting shall be from two sources.

b. Such storage may be partly or totally in ele-
vated gravity tanks, or in tanks or reservoirs at or
below ground level. These tanks and reservoirs
should be located at a -ninimum of inhabited build-
ing distance from explosives locations.

c. If stored at or below ground level, pumping
facilities shall be adequate, reliable and maintained
properly.

d. Means shall be provided for replenishing with-
in 48 hours the total quantity of stored water without
using portable pumpers or emergency hose lines.

e. Storage facilities for process water should be *
located at not less than intraiine distance from op-.
grating buildings.

1224. FIRE FLOW

a. An outside, ur-derground, looped system of
mairns, preferably cast iron, shall be installed prop-
erly and maintained as prescribed in 'oad line., and
in explosives manufacturing areas. The mains shall
be large enough to supply a flow of water for fire
fighting of at least 2,000 gpm at adequate pressure.

b. Where mains are provided, an adequate iurnber
of hydrants shall be set properly and supplied from
the rnains.

c. The mains shall be valved properly.
d. Wihere aitomatic spriikler systems or deluge
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systems are provided, studies shall determine
that water supplies are adequate at," reliable.

e. If domestic or process consumption of water
in surveillance inspection buildings or in am-
munition workshops is large enough to require
underground mains, such areas shall be provided
with the protection outlined in a, b, c, and d
above.

f. iMains shall not extend under ammunition
sites.

1227. HOSE

Standard 21/2- or 11/2-inch single jacketed hose,
as required, should be permanently connected to
hydrants in those locations where it is permissibe
and necessary for operating personnel to attack
a fi. e or act to prevent its spread. Such hose
and accessories shall be protected from deteriora-
tion by approved hose houses, and such additional
protection as necessary in areas subject to cor-
rosive fumes. Procedures prescribed in TM 5-687
for the care and testing of hose shall be followed.

1228. AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

The installation of automatic sprinkler !ysterns
rray be justified in certain buildings in load line
e Kplosivcs manufacturing, surveillance and in-
spection building, or ammunition workshop areas.
A specific example would be the receiving build-
ing in a load line. In such cases, the proper
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automatic sprinkler systems should be determined
by engineering studies of special hazards in-
volved (par. 1624).

1229. DFLUGE SYSTEMS

Melting kettles, cotton pickers, powder cutters,
and other machinery or processes in which there
is a process fire hazard should be equipped with
hand-operated, quick-acting control deluge equip-
miert in addition to an automatic device. The
deluge system should be char:ged with steam,
water, or chemicals depending upon the char-
acter of the fire to be controlled, as described in
NBFU Pamphlet No. 13, Sprinkler Equipment,
or as deemed proper after engineering studies
of hazards involved. The use of control devices W
actuatrd by rate or rise of temperature is recom-
mendeu (par. 1624).

1230. FIRE EXIT DRILLS
a. Frequent and regular fire e.::it drills should

be held when thde size of building and humber of
occupants so warrantA. If eemerg-ency exits •ther
than the usual doors or stailways are provided, it
is important for employees to be drilled in their
use so th•.-t they will go to them automatically in
case of fire or other emergency. Organization
among tUe employees for fire drills is essential.
The latest edition of ASA Builing Exits Code
should be -"sed as a guide.
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b. To facilitate the prompt evacuation of all
personnel from buildings, an alarm system which
is audible or visible, or a combination of both,
should be installed in each explosives operating
building. The alarm system for operating build-
ings containing explosives in melt loadlines shall
be so arranged that in case of fire or explosion in
any one of them, personnel in all buildings in the
line shall be warned; in case o' fire in inert
buildings in melt loadliiE, the pe:sonnel in the
building in which th. fire occurs shall be warned,
and the personnel of the entire line may be
warned by manual methods.

1231. HAZARDS IN FIGHTING FIRES INVOLVING
LIQUID PROPELLANTS

a. General. To effectively and safely combat
fires involving liquid propellants, firefighters
must have knowledge of their burning char-
acteristics and the specific hazards which may be
encountered. Since the smoke and fumes from
such fires are generally toxic, fires should be
approached and fought from the upwind side.
Firefighters should wear full protective clothing
and self-contained breathing apparatus of ap-
proved type.

b. Aniline-furfuryl alcohol &ix-ure.. The-e
mixtures are toxic by abs.,'pticn through skin,
inhalation, and ingestion. They are highly flam-
mable and react violently with most oxidizing
agents. They are considered generally non-
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corrosive but will slowly attack rubbcr, cork, and
most plastic. and will promote combustion of
organic materials. Fire extingUishing agents
which provide a smothering actioi, (e.g., foam,
carbon dioxide, and dry chemicals) are recom-
mended. Water fog or mist is effective but solid
streams of water should not be used for fire-
fighting.

c. Uisymmetrical d i m e t h y ! h y d r a. z i n e
(UDMH). UDMH is toxic by inhalation, in-
gestion, and skin contact. It is a volatile flam-.
mable liquid which is completely miscible in
water, ethanol, and most petroleum fuels. When
diluted with 2-3 times its volume of water, UDMH
will not burn. Large quantities of water (solid
hose, streams directed at the base of the fire)
provide the most effective means for extinguisl -
ing fires in UDMH.

d. Fuming nitric acid. Fuming nitric acid is
extremely corrosive. Contact with the skin will
produce severe caustic burns. It is toxic by in-
halation. It does not burn, but through violent
oxidizing action greatly increases the flamma-
bility of combustible material with which it
comes in contact. Fires involving fuming nitric
acid should be fought promptly with large
volumes of water. In applying the water, care
must be taken to prevent splashing or spattering.
The area surrounding the fire shoulld be
thoroughly wet down to prevent organic material
such as brush and grass from igniting.,
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SECTION 13

SPECIFIC CHEMICALS

1301. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION FOR ACIDS

Buildings where acid is stored, handled, or used
should be built of materials resistant to the action
of the vapors produced or of the liquids themselves.
Examples of such materials are acid-resisting brick,
tile, asphalt-painted concrete acid-resisting cement,
steel covered with acid-resistant coatings and the
like. Wood and other carbonaceous materials af-
fected by contact with acids and their vapors should
be kept to a minimum. Floors should be of acid-
resistant material sioped to a; drain connected to
sumps. Drains from the sumps should not be con-
nected to the industrial and sanitary sewers. In lieu
of drains, floors could be constructed with acid proof
retaining walls to prevent escape of acid should leaks
occur. Earth floors should have dykes, and should
be covered with crushed limestone sized from 1 inch
down with not more than 10 percent limedust.

1302. ACID STORAGE

a. General. Acids are often stored in the steel
drums or the glass carboys in which they are received
at the establishment. These containers qhould be

r stored in a cool dry place away from the direct rays
S~13-.1
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of the sun and from heat sources. Because of the
possible hazard of igniting hydrogen gas which is
generated by the action of certain acids when stored
in metal tanks or drums, the use of heat producing
equipment should be controlled as outlined in para-
graph 1606. For storage of concentrated sulfuric or
fuming sulfuric acid, precautions should be taken
that the temperature is maintained above its freezing
point. Certain strong oxidizing acids should be kept
completely isolated as mixing with other acids may
create an extremely hazardous condition, e. g., per-
chloric acid solution with acetic. citric, nitric or
SLifuric acids.

b. Tanks. Storage tanks should be located to per-
mit complete ispection of the tank, piping, valves, *
etc. They should not be located in areas containing
underground tanks, highly flammable materials or
chemicals which can react with the acid to form a
dangerous product. Overflow lines from the top of
storage tanks should be installed and equipped with
a flow detector and alarm to give warning when over-
flowing occurs. Tanks should also be equipped with
an external gauge to show the quantity of acid in the
tank. Tanks with bottom outlets should be equipped
with standard safety plugs and the tank area should
be suitably dyked.

c. Carboys. Carboy stores should be elevated
from floors to keep the bottoms of the crates dry and
prevent rotting. Carboys may be stored in tiers not
over two high with care taken to insure that the bot-
toms of the upper row do not touch the glass necks
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or the wooden hoods of the lower carboys. At least
one side of each carboy must be exposed to permit
detection of leakers. Generally, when carboy ship-
ments are received, the stoppers should be loosened
carefuflly and then retightened.

1303. HANDLING ACIDS

(See TM 3-250.)

a. General

(1) Acids should be handled in bulk and con-
veyed from one point to another by means
of pumps or gravity. Handling by pumps
is preferred to a gravity system. With
either method, the piping should be ar-
ranged so that the liquid will drain out of
the piping when the supply pump is shut
down, or when the discharge valves are
closed.

(2) Transfer by compressed air systems o6 blow
cases is not considered es safe as other
methods. When their use is unavoidable,
it is important that the equipment be con-
tinually watched, inspected, and tested.
Blcw ,ases s"Ould be de!3.g;n to conform to

ASME "Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels." 4
T he vessel should be studied from a corro-
sion and erosion viewpoint ,o that addi-
tional metal can be added at vulnerable
points. Unless the vessel is constructed
to withstand main line pressure, a pressure
reducing valve shall be installed on the eaer
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line bet.wUn the main air line and the pres-
sure vessel. A check valve should also be
installed on the air line to prevent acid
from being drawn into the air line after the
pressure is relieved. In addition, a safety
valve and a pressure gauge shall be installed
between the reducing valve and the ves3ei.
Because of the corrosive effect of the acid
on the valve, safety discs may be used in
place of safety valves. Blow cases should
be located in pits which shall be kept dry.
Blow cases shall be inspected internally and
externally periodically by qualified per-
sonnel and shall be tested frequently for
leaks. During actual blowing operations,
all employees should retire from the im-
mediate vicinity and the apparatus operated
from a protected position. A signal light
or horn shall be used to warn employees
that the equipment is in operatL-on.

(3) Acid pump glands, flanged fittings and valve
stems should be provided with splash
shields or collars where personnel are ex-
posed to acid leaks or sprays from equip-
ment. Danger signs should be posted to
indicate active leaks until repairs can be
made. When mixed or nitrating acids are
haaid!ed, packing for pumps, glands, etc.,
must be of a material that cannot become
nitrated.
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b. Tank cars. When loading or unloading tank
cars, warning signs must be placed on the railroad
track at both ends of the car. All valves in the line
from the tank car to the storage tank should be
checked to make certain they are in the proper posi-
tion for the flow. A rigid pipe with several joints
should be used to connect the tank car to the per-
manent line. At the completion of the transfer, the
pipe used to connect the car and the permanent line
should be washed thoroughly.

c. Carboy handling. Carboy trucks, inclinators,
or special bottle carriers should be used in the manual
handling of small quantities of acids. Inclinators or
safety siphon devices shall be used to empty carboys.
Emptied carboys should be inverted, and thoroughly

S drained.
d. Protective equipment. All employees handling

acid3 shall be provided with rubber gloves and boots,
goggles, apro,is, and hats. Employees should ex-
amine the equipment daily for defects before using.
Acid workers should wear woolen outer clothing.
Where acid "fumes" have a icxic, corrosiu jr
asphyxiating action, suitable approved resp,,tstors
must be used to protect workers. Safety shower
Ieads (designed to deliver large quantities of water
without subjecting personnel to excessive pressure
from water spray) equipped with quick operating
valves shall be readily available for removing acid
spilled on employees. Woolen blankets should be
provided at the job site.
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e. Repairs to equipment.
(1) Before a pipeline, pump, or other equip-

ment exposed to acid is dismantled for
repairs, it should be completely drained
and washed down with water. A careful
check shall be made to see that all pressure
is relieved and all necessary valves, switches,
etc., are properly tagged or locked to pre-
vent accidental application of pressure or
the introduction of acid in the line. Par-
ticular attention should be paid to branch
lines where pockets miy exist. All pump-
ing fn the system connected with parts
under repair should be stopped with
starters tagged or locked unless blank
flanges are installed in the lines to cut off 4
the affected parts from the pump. In W
breaking a flange, the bottom bolts should
be loosened first and the line allowed to
sag slightly, permitting the liquid to run
out by gravity. When repairs are com-
pleted, all spilled liquid should be carefully
washed away with water. All chermical
pipelines should be considered as con-.
taining liquid dnless proved otherwise.

(2) Two types of hazards exist in repairing ,sed
steel acid tanks. If all traces of weak acid

and weak acid siudge are not removed, the
weak acid reacts violently on th,- metal

causing the generation of gases which may
result in an explosion if welding is carried
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out on the tank, or if men work inside
the tank, serious poisoning fro1m the
gases might take place. The tank should
be washed out and then filled with water
and drained before repairs start. If all
acid is not removed, it may be necessary
to resort to soda ash solution and steam
followed by filling with water, etc. If
a man is carrying out repairs inside the
tank, another man shall keep him under
observation and at least one additional
man shall be available for rescue work
should the man in the tank be overcome.
Men performing such duties shall be
properly trfained to perform tank rescue
work. Additional trained personnel
should be available. Personnel entering
tanks shall be equipped with suitable
respiratory protective equipment, life
belts, or harnesses and life lines.

f. Neutralizing spills. Slaked (hydrated) lime
shall be made available for neutralizing large
quantities of acid in event of a spill. For cleaning
acid from floors or equipment, a 10 to 20 per-
cent sodium carbonate solution should be used.
For washing floors a 10 percent solution of
sodium bicarbonate is satisfactory. Neutraliza-
tion gives off heat and must be used with great
care when large quantities of acid are involved.
All places made slippery by acid shall be ade-
quately neutralized with soda or other alkaline
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solution and washed with water to completely
remove the acid contamination.

g. First aid treatmen t . Immediate first aid
treatment for all acid burns consists of flushing
the affected parts with copious quantities of
clean water, followed by treatment with a 10
percent solution of bicarbonate of soda unless
other solutions are prescribed for specific acids.
First aid treatment should be administered by
fully qualified, well-trained personnel. Pails of
clean water, neutralizing solutions, or quick-
acting safety showers for counteracting acid
burns, should be iAi an accessible location.

h. Mixing acid with water. When diluting a
significant quantity of acid with water, the acid
shall be added to the water and never vice versa. 49
Acid should bc added slowly with agitation.
Similar precautions should be taken when using
a weak acid instead of water as a diluting agent.
Thorough mixing snould be given, particularly
in a steel tank.

i. Empty containers. Carboys that have con-
tained acids must be thoroughly drained before
being offered for transportation. Small quantities
of residual acid may remain in other containers
being shipped as "empty" provided all opeaiings
are tightly closed.

1304. HYDROCHLORIC ACID

In it.self Ayde.,,r,, Oile vrs no fire or
explosive hazard. It reacts violently with zinc,
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iron, aluminum, and other common metals,
generating heat and liberating hydrogen which
may become a hazard. It is stored in carboys or
bottles. It should not be stored with nitric acid
or strong oxidizing chemicals.
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1305. HYDROFLUORIC ACID

Hydrofluoric acid is very volatile. The liquid and
its vapor are very corrosive to many substances, es-
pecially glass. It is shipped and stored in lead
carboys, rubber drums or wax bottles. Special care
must- be taken to protect the containers from injury
as leaks may develop quickly. The actoon of hydro-
fluoric acid on human flesh is exceedingly bad and the
acid should be Jhandled with extra precaution. It
should also be isolated because when in contact with
chemicals, such as metals, ammonia, etc., toxic fumes
or compounds are formed.

1306. MIXED ACIDS

Mixed acids refer to mixtures of sulphuric (see
par. 1309) and nitric (see pars. 1308 and 1523) acids
used in the nitration of various explosives constitu-
ents. C,, boys of mixed acids sometimes rupture
violently due to the pressure of liberated gases.

Mixed acids cain start fires and cause explosions by
generated gasts, and give off poisonous oxides of

nitrogen' Mixed acid containing not less than 10
percent of nitric acid will not freeze at ordinary tern-
peratures and will not actively attack steel storage
tanks.

1307. WASTE ACIDS (SPENT ACIDS)

Waste acids usually contain small amounts of
nitrobodies and thus present the hazard of explosive
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material. Spent acid from the manufacture ofI nitroglycerin is particuluarly hazardous.

13GO. NITRIC ACID

(See par. 1523.)

Nitric acid forms explosive compounds with most
organic materials. With nearly all oxidizable ma-
terial, it forms flammable compounds some of which
are subject to spontaneous ignition. The oxides of
nitrogen, commonly called "nitrous fumes" evolved
in a nitric acid fire art exceedingly toxic. (See table
1117,) Nitrous fumes vary in color from colorless
to dark yellow and brown. Approved respirators
must be used to protect against the toxic gases when
ventilation is inadequiate. Effective and thorough
ventilation is requird in buildings involving the
use of nitric acid. Space between buildings should
be sufficient to give room for fire-fighting forces and
to prevent the accumulation of acid "fumes." The
first symptoms of nitrous poisoning are usually fol-
lowed by a latent period during which the affected
person may feel very comfortable even though the
poisoning action does not cease. For this reason, any
person showing even mild symptoms of nitrous
poisoning must be placed in a position of complete
rest immediately and placed under a physician's care
as soon as possible. Workers in nitric acid areas
should wear suitable personal protective equipment
such as shoes, gioves, gauntlets, woolen uniforms and

aprons cf impervious material.
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1309. SULFURIC ACID (OIL OF VITRIOL)

Concentrated sulfi ric acid chars wood, cotton
and vegetable fibers, usually without causing fire.
Fuming sulfuric acid (oleum) usually causes fires
when in contact with these materials. The addition
of water develops heat which may be sufficient to
cause a fire or explosion. The addition of water 1o
the concentrated acid or to oleum greatly increases its
corrosive properties. This does not preclude the use
of large quantities of water to dilute or dissipate
relatively smaller quantities of acid. Sulfuric acid
should not be stored with nitric acid, volatile or flam-
mable liquids or with oxidizing agents such as perox-
ides. It may be stored in carboys, drums, tanks or
glass bottles. Storage in large outdoor tanks is ac-
cepted. All the precautions listed above for sulfuric
acid are applicable to oleum. Sand, earth or similar
noncombustible absorbents may oe used to absorb any
spilled oleum or oleum which has leaked from storage
containers, as an emergency measure. After the pri-
mary emergency has been effectively controlled the
oleum soaked mass can be neutralized with solid car-
bonates (such as calcium carbonate).

1310. OXIDIZING AGENTS

These chemicals which will decompose readily
under certain conditions to yield oxygen belong to a
class of chemicals called oxidizing agents. The con-
ditions may be elevated temperatures or contact witht other chemicals with which they readily react. Ex-
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ampies of inorganic oxidizing agents are the chloe
rates, perchloratas, peroxides and xitrates of barium,
sodium, potassium, strontium, ammonium, etc. Or-
ganic oxidizing agents are often violent explosives
and special instructions for their storage aald han-
dling should be obtained from the Chief of Ordnance.
The following discussion is, therefore, limited to the
inorganic oxidizing agents. Oxidizing agents in the
pure state present only a fire hazard but because of
their ability to furnish oxygen, the hazard is greatly
increased and violent explosions may occur when
t-,ey are mixed or contaminated with even small
quantities of certain carbonaceous and combustible
materials such as wood, paper, metal powders, sulfur,
etc The violence of reaction depends upon subdi-
vision, Ilirnacy of mixtures, degree of contamina-
tion, degree of confinement and the type initiation
afforded. Impregnation of combustible materials
ir.?luding leather shoes, clothing, etc., with dust or
solutions of oxidizing age.nts is equally dangerous as
an intimate mixture of fin~il divided oxidizers and
fuels. The mixtures described are very sensitive to
heat, friction and impact.

1311. HANDLING OXIDIZING AGENTS

a. Oxidizing agents shall be stored and processed
only in rooms or buildings of fire-resistive construe-
tion. They shall be separated from supplies of
fuels, flammable materials, metal powders and acids
until the process requires incorporation. Rooms -w
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used for processing oxidizing agents shall not be used
for the processing of fuels or combustible materials
including metal powders.

b. Equipment for the processing of oxidizing
agent-s shall not be used for the processing of fuels,
flammable substances, metal powders, etc. Proc-
P,ýsing equipment for oxidizers should be constructed
of noncombustible materials only.

o. Solutions of oxidizing agents shall be placed
only in nonabsorbent and noncombustible containers.

d. Damaged combustible containers shall not be
repaired in the storage building. because they may be
impregnated with oxidizing agent and ignited
during repairs. Discarded containers should be
burned in the open and should not be sold for other
uses. Combustible containers impregnated with
oxidizing agents burn fiercely if ignited and may
explode.

e. Employees handling oxidizing agents should
wear "flameproof" clothing (see par. 224) as a
minimum protection. The clothing should be stored
in metal cabinets when contaminated. Clothing
shall be laundered frequently to minimize the hazard.

f. Spills of small quantities of oxidizing agents
during processing must be cleaned up immediately.
Such spills shall not be salvaged. If large quantities
are spilled, the uppermost layers may be salvaged
if there has been no opportunity for it to have be-

reoime contaminated.
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1312. CHLORATES
(See pars. 1310 and 1311.)

a. Chlorates mixed with sulfur, sulfides or other
readily oxidizable material may result in spontaineous
ignition. Sulfur presents a greater hazard than sul-
fides. The addition of phosphorus to a sulfur-chlo-
rate mixture produces an even more dangerous com-
position. Shellac, potassium or sodium nitrate with
petroleum derivatives, and powdered metals render
chlorates sensitive; and mixtures of trinitrocresol
or picric acid and chlorates should be avoided since
they are particularly censitive. Chlorates ahould
never be mixed with ammonium salts since the am-
monium chlorate which may be formed m.ay explode
spontaneously. Moisture to the extent of 0.5 percent
or more in mixtures containing chlorates is regarded
as -a contributing element of danger due to the pos-
sible formation of chloric acid.

b. In any of the above described mixtures, the sub-
stitution of sodium chlorate for potassimu. chlorate
increases the hazard.

c. Ammonium chlorate decomposes spontaneously
and when mixed with perchlorates constitutes a
major hazard.

d. Barium chlorate is very toxic in contact with the
skin, when inhaled as.a dust and when ingested. It
is the consensus that barium chlorate is more danger-
ous than potas.ium chlorate for storage.

e. Zinc chlorate when in contact with certain
organic materials will explode under the influence of
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slight friction, percussion or shock. It is a serious
hazard to life when involved in a fire.

/. Containers for shippintg and packing chlorates
are described in paragraph 1311c.

g. Storage of chlorates should be arranged to pre-
clude contact with other combustible organic or in-
organic material. Broken or damaged containers
should be removed and s,•iilled material swept up
promptly and destroyed.

A. Fire involving chlorates should be fought with
solid streams of water or with water fog, depending
upon circumstances. The use of solid streams en-
ables fighting the fre firom a greater distance but
introduces the possibility of steam explosion against

* which precautions must be taken. Water fog offers
the advantage of quicker cooling. Its normal smoth-
%ring action, however, is obviated by the ability of
okdorates to furnish oxygen to the fire

1313. PERCHLORATES
(See palr 1810 and 1811.)

Perchlorates form slightly lesssensitive mixtures
than 4o chlortes and should be substituted wherever
possib•le. Advantages of using perchlorates include
a lesser sensitivity to imp&ct and friction, the non-
formation of a free acid when moisture is present,
and greater safety in the event of accidentalL contact
with weak acids which form the principal part of
many of the gums such as rosin used in binding
pyrotechnic mixtures.
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a. Ammonium perchlorate alone is an explosive but
is exploded with difficulty. It is stable at ordinary
temperatures but decomposes at a maintained tem-
perature of 3020 F. (1500 C.). It has the same
degree of sensitivity to impact as picric acid. It be-
comis a high explosive when mixed with flammable
materials and metal powders.

b. Containers for perchlorates and chlorates in
storage include wooden boxes, kegs, barrels and
sometimes iron drums. All datmuged and broken
containers should be removed from the storehouise
&nd spilled material swept up promptly and
destroyed.

c. Fires involving Derchlorates alone may be
fought with water.

1314. PEROXIDES
(See pars. 1310 and 1311.)

a. General. Solid peroxides decompoe easily :r
the presence of moisture to liberate oxygen and
should, therefore, be stored in a cool dry place. They
present a dangerous fire hazard, particularly when
incorporated with combustible materials. Sodium
peroxide should be protected from contact with water
inasmuch as it then becomes explosive. Hydrogen
peroxide of approximately 30 percent strength is un-
stable, liberates oxygen and exhibits much the same
characteristics as the solid peroxides.

b. High strength hydrogen peroride (see par.
1518).
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(1) High st-rongth hydrogn piroxido (90 per-
cent or grEater) is shipped in spiwially de-
signed containers which are vented. It
should be stored only in containers which
are vented to the atmosphre, and the vent
constructed so that foreign material will not
enter the containers. It must be stored in
a cool, shaded location devoted exclusively
to the purpose. Containers of hydrogen
peroxide must never be permitted to exceed
150 or 20' above ambient temperatures.
Larger increases in temperature may indi-
cate a decomposition of the hydrogen perox-
ide. Operators shall be instructed to report
any undue heating of hydrogen peroxide
drums to the person in charge, and the area
shall be evacuated immediately. A water
spray system for cooling should be installed
in hydrogen peroxide storage locations.
"Tbhp spray system must be turned on imme-
diately upon observation of any undue heat-
ing of the storage drums. If hydrogen
peroxide is to be stored for long periods,
high purity aluminum corntainers should be
used.

(2) Cleanliness and good houisekeeping are of
prime importance in handling Lhis material.
All tanks, tubes and fittings must be thor-
oughly cleaned. The recommended cleaning
procedure is: place parts in a pickling solu-
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tion of 0.5 percent sodium hyydroxide for one
hour kit room temperature, then wash with
clean water, dry and place in 35 percent
solution of CP sulfuric acid for one hour at
room temperature. Wash, dry, and place in
25 to 30 percent solution GVf hydrogen per-
oxide for at least 24 hours, then drain off
the solution. The part is then ready for
use. The 25 to 30 percent peroxide soluti'jn
is discarded.

(3) Hydrogen peroxide when in contact with
the skin causes a burn and discoloration.
Running water should be available in the
storage area and any part of the skin that
has contacted hydrogen peroxide should be
washed immediately with water. A 3 per-
cent boric acid solution should be available
for irrigation of the eye in case of accidental
splashing. Spillages of hydrogen peroxide
must immediately be washed away with
water. All persons handling this material
must wear face shields, rubber gloves and
rubber trousers worn on the outside of rub-
ber boots.

(4) Only the following materials should be used
in equipment contacting high strength hy-
drogen peroxide: "Pyrex" glass, high purity
aluminum, pure tin, "Keroseal" or equal.
Stainless steel types 304, 309, 310, 316, 321,
and 1,", are suitable for periods of two
months or less.
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c. Fire#. Fires involving peroxides, except sodium
peroxide, may be fought with water. Sodium per-
oxide fires should be smothered with sand, ashes,
dirt, or rock dust.

1315. NITRATES

a. General. Many nitrates are not flammable in
themselves. They are usually stored in wooden
boxes, kegs, or barrels. Ammonium nitrate, how-
ever, is normally shipped in special waterproofed
bags or metal containers. Baiium nitrate is some-
times stored in iron drums. Regard!oz.s of the type
of container it should be moistureproof and nitrates
should be stored in a dry place since they cake in the
presenme of moisture.

* b. Ammonium nitrate.
(1) Ammonium rtitrate in confinement some-

times detonates with the violence of a high
explosive but a relatively heavy initiator is
ordinarily required. Under the effect of
heating alone, ammonium nitrate will de-
compose. Contamination with chlorides,
sulfur, nitrobodies, charcoal. metallic ni-
trates, metal powders, petroleum derivatives
and oxidizable carbonaceous materials sensi-
tizes aminonium nitrate, accelerates its
decomposition, and increases the violence
of the reaction. Zinc or lead contamin-
ation lowers the decomposition temper-
ature to 2000 F. (93.30 C.). Galvanized
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metals and lead solder must not, therefore,
be used in the vicinity of ammonium nitrate
operations. The burning of ammonium
nitrate and Oombustible material, as for
example wo, i or paper containers, has been
said to produce a mixture of gases which
under proper conditions of pressure, may
detonate with sufficient force to initiate the
detonation of ammonium nitrate. Fires
involving ammonium nitrate imust be vented
to the greatest practicable extent because
air acts as a dilu(nt for the hazardous gases,
minimizing the probability of explosion.

(2) In high pan (evaporating) operations, del-
uge systems must be provided cver the pans
for use in case of fire. Temperatures used
to heat the liquor shall not exceed 3170 F.
(Saturated steam at 100 psi.) High pan
operations must be located at class 9 dis-
tanceF, from adjacent structures other than
the graining building (see sec. 17). The
graining building, however, must be pro-
tected from the high pans by an approvfd
barricade. The class 9 distancas opecified
above may be based on the maximum
quantity of ammonium nitrate contained
in any one high pan.

(3) Fires involving nitrate hould be fought with
large quantities of water but never with
steam. Solid hoae streams euable the
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fire to be fought from a greater distance but
introduce the hazard of steam explosion
particularly if the nitrate is molten; there-
fore, the hose streams should be directed
from behind a protective barrier. Under
some circumstances where the fire is in the
incipient stage and accessible, water fog
may be used to advantage but it will have
no smothering action since the burni;g
material provides its own oxygen.

(4) Storage of ammoniurm nitrate in explosives
storage magazines is preferred. When
stored in an area where there is a possibility
that explosives may be projected into the
nitrates, the regulations for class 9 explo-
sives are applicable. When stored in an
area with fire hazards only and separated
by inhabited building distances from areas
containing ammunition, ammonium nitrate
may be stored in accordance with the reg-
ulations governing the storage of class 2
solid propellant.

(a) Buildings, other than earth-covered mag-
azines, used for the storage of ammoniuma
nitrate should be of a type easily vented
in the event of fire in order that the gases
produced during combustion, and con-
sidered potential sources of explosion to
the commodity, are dissipated. The
floors of such buildings should be of a
type to prever4t hazardous impregnation
by the nitrate.
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(b) SLtacking within storage buildings other
than earth-covered magazines shoul,
Santicipate sLacks not larger than 12 by
12 feet plan dimension and not higher
than 7 feet. Aisles rot less than 3 feet
wide should be maintained around each
stack and between the sides of the build-
ing. Tit use of wood dunnage should be
reduced to reduce the quantity of com-
bustible materials present.

(c) Broken packages or containers shall be
removed from the building and the spilled
material swept up promptly and
destroyed.

1316. POWDERED METALS: ALUMINUM, MAG. £
NESIUM, AND ALUMINUM-MAGNESIUM
ALLOYS

a. Since a rise in the temperature of metal powders
can result from contact with water and ignition may
ensue, all practicable precautions should be taken to
prevent water from contacting the material. All
buildings where powdered metals are stored or proc-
essed must be adequately vented at the highest
point of the room or building to prcvent the ac-
cumutstion of evolved hydrogen gas which results
from the reaction between powdered metals and
moisture, except wIhen stored in water-tight
containers.
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b. Exposed material which may be at a low tem-
perature should be brought to or near the room tem-
perature under conditions of low relative tumidity
before being placed in the operating room.

c. Heating f!cilities (to be approved by the Chief
of Ordnance for safety prior to installation) should
be installed in service magazines, where required to
bring the closed containers and contents to a tem-
perature ipproximating that of operating buildings.

d. Efforts shall be made to maintain relative
humidity between 50 and 55 percent in locations
where metal powders are exposed, so as to avoid the
hazard of static electricity and, yet, at the same time,
to prevent condensation.

e. Operators should be cautioned to wear sweat
* bands on their foreheads and take other precautions

to avoid perspiration falling upon powdered metals.
f. Care should be exercised regarding the location

of pipes to prevent droplets of water from forming
by condensation upon cold pipes and falling ripon
hazardous material. The possibility of leaking
water pipes causing ignition should not be over-
looked.

g. Powdered metals in metal containers with tight
covers may be stored in general warehouses provided
that they are remote from oxidizing agents. The
storage place should be dry.

h. When compounded with oxidizing agents, pow-
dered metals present a dangerous fire and explosion
hazard.
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i. Very fine suspended dust from powdered metals
is an explosive hazard comparable to that of ex-
plosive gases and may be easily initiated by dis-
charges of static electricity.

j. Powdered metals exposed to air are d lgerous
fire hazards and bu'i, with intense heat. When in
drums, in all probability the fire will confine itself
to the place of origin if not disturbed, since experi-
ence indicates that it will be effectively blanketed by
the metallic oxide formed by the burning.

k. The amount of powdered metal which may be.
come involved in a fire should be limited. Fires
must not be fought with ordinary streams of water
because of the danger of liberating large quantities
of hydroger gas which may be a severe explosion
hazard. Fires iiivolving small quantities of pow- *
dered metals may be successfully combatted w"ith a
fog nozzle or specially designed commercial extin-
gu4ishig powders applied gently so as not to spread
the fire. If large quantities of powdered metals
become hivolved in a fire and escape from their
storage containers, firefighting efforts should be
primarily directed to prevention of fire spread to
other facilities. In certain locations where friction
sensitivity is not of concern, smothering fires with
sand may be effective.

1. Proper personal protective equipment shall be
provided for personnel handling powdered metals.

m. Competent personnel only should be permitted
to repair or maintain buildings or equipment where
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Smetallic powders are invclved, and then only with
the following precautions: powder or dust sho'uhl be
rerloved, ionsparking tools should he used, hammner
impalcts that may cause splarks should be avoided,
flashlights should be of approved type,

S
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S equipment should be grounded, undue friction should
be prevented, and open flames should not be utilized.
See NFPA National Fire Codes, volime II and
NBFU Pamphlet No. 63.

1317. CHARCOAL
a. Charcoal is sublieci, to spontaneoum igitio[ i

the presence of mointure AItbhough pit charcoal is
less likely to react %han the chemical by-product
charcoal, and soft wood charcoal is less so than
hardwood charcoal. The following conditions pro-
mote the spontaneous ignition of charcoal: forced
-ooling after burning; drying after absorbing mois-
ture; contact with alcohols and oils, and particularly
charcoal in which a fire has been extinguished.
Pulverized charcoal is a definite fire hazard. Thea gases from burning charcoal contain carbon mon-
oxide and are toxic (table 1117).

b. Permanent or reserve storage of large quantitisa
of charcoal is not recommerided. B'ilk storge of
charcoal is prohibited. It should be stored in air-
tight containers or in bags piled in tiers with skeleton
or gridwork floors between 1,iers to provide ventila-
tion. It should be isolated and remote from oxi-
dizing agents.

1318. SULFUR

a. Sulfur compounded with chlorates and several
other oxidizing agents form highly sensitive ex-
plosive mixtures. Sulfur presents a spontaneous
ignition hazard when mixed with carbon, lamp black,
fats and oils. Burning sulfiri produces toxic vapors.
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b. Sulfur may be stored in wooden boxes, kegs,
or barrels. Large quantities may be stored in bulk.
It should be isolated and remote from oxidizing
agents with which it forms highly sensitive explosive
mixture,.

A d ft % mronlI A Eih a g0A

141 . UCVC^3I1P'4IIN

In degreasing operations chlorinated hydrocarbons
may be used if care is taken to prevent water and
moisture from getting into the degreasing agent and
to assure that the magnesium, aluminum, or other
metal pieces being processed are dry before entering
the tank. Water hydrolyze., chlorinated hydro-
carbons to form hydrochloric acid. A reection
takes place in the bottom of the degreasing tank,
heat is generated, and a serious fire and explosion
hazard is created

1320. INDUSTRIAL GASES

a. Compressed gas cylinders shall be stored and
handled as required by AR 700-8120-1 and changes
thereto, and other cu-!rent applicable dir..tives.
When cylinders of flammable gases or oxygen are
stored in the open, a separate storage area shall be
provided at a miniinum distance of 100 feet from
important, buildings and open combustible storage
areas. Storage areas for oxygen cylinders should be
separated by not ,ess than 30 feet, from areas used
for storing flaimmable gases. Cyi:-d*.rs should be

stored n groups as small in area ,%nd height as is
practicable, with aisles between groups wide enough
to minimize the spread of fire. C'vlinders shll be
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4rranged to permit inspection at periodic intervals.
Defective or leaking containers shall be removed
immediately from the storage area or area of use.
Covers of noncombustible (par. 245) or fire-retardant
(p•r. 221) materials should be used to protect cyl-
inders from the direct rays of the sun and accumula-
tions of ice and snow. Tarpaulins used as covers
must be flameproofed (par. 224). Ventilation must
be provided under ouitside storage covers to carry
off gas leakage. An airspace of at least 18 inches
shall be provided between the cover and the cylinders
to kee)) the temperature of cylinders below 125° F.
Empty cylinders shall be stored with valves closed
and caps in place. Anhydrous ammonia cylinders
should be stored on their sides and 'in a cool place.
When cylinders are not in use, the cylinder valve as

well as the regular valve should be closed.
b. Oxygen (par. 1521) may create a dangerous fire

hazard if it escapes or leaks into combustible ma-
torials. Compressed oxygen in the presence of oils is
almost certain to cause fire.

c. Hydrogen (par. 1520), acetylene, natural, and
similar gases form explosive mixtures with air.
Where hydrogen and acetylene are used together,
special equipment complying with pertinent indus-
trial standard3 must be provided. Buildings where
cylinders of hydrogen and acetylene are stored should
be isolated and used solely for that purpose when
practicable.

d. Anhydrous ammonia is generally encountered
on Ordnance establishments as a liquefied gas under
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pressure in cyaindcre. The hazards and precautions
to be taken in the storage and handling of anhydrous
ammonia are covered in paragraph 1512. N

e. If a patient is unconscious from prolonged ex-
posure to aunmonia gas, he should be removed to pure
air and given artificial respiration. Skin burns
shedd be flushed with water and medical treatment
should be obtained promptly.

J. Nonsparking tools shall be used in the vicinity
of cylinders, of flammable compressed gas. Con-
tainers of compressed gases shall be handled care-
fully to avoid staiking them against any solid object;
common rope slings and electromagnets are not
suitable metals for safe handling.

g. Smoking sbhuld be. prohibited within 50 feet of
compressed gas cylinder storage and "No smoking"
signs conspicuously posted.

h. (Adde '4) Compressed gas cylinders shall be
marked in accordance with MIL-STD-ioiA, Color
Code for Compressed Gas Cylinders and Pipelines.

1321. FLAMMABLE SOLIDS
Guanidine nitrate, dinitrophenol, DNT, and

dinitrobenzene are sometimes considered low ex-
plosives. These materials are stored in wooden
boxes or bar-
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rels lined with moisture-proof paper. They are pre-
ferably stored 'n magazines but in any event should
be stored in a fire-resistant location. When strongly
initiated they may act as explosives. Dinitrobenze
is toxic. Dinitrophenol may explode at elevated
temperatures. It is extremely toxic and respiratory
equipment may be required as well as gloves and
special clothing.

1322. VOLATILE FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS
('See pars. 226, 278 and 1516.)

a. Common examples of volatile flamniable
liquids are ether, acetone, gasoline, ethyl alcohol,
methyl alcohol (wood alcohol), benzene, toluene,
xylene and amyl acetate. These liquids are quite
volatile and at room temperature, if unconfirned,
may evolve vapor in concentrations in air within the
explosive range for the vapor conceried. Volatile
flammable liquids must not be, used to wash cir clean
equipment or parts of buildings except where spe-
cifically authorized as process requirements.

b. Some flammable liquids such as linseed oil,
paints, varnishes and enameis may, under certain
conditions, be subject to spontaneous ignition and
must be kept where any heat produced will readily
disipate. They shall also be kept away from any
outside source of heat. Only noncombustible sweep-
ing compounds should be used for cleaning up ma-

) terials of this type.
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1323. TOXIC NONEXPLOSIVE MATERIALS

Dimethylaniline, mononitronaphthalene, nitro-
benzene, phenol, potassium cyanide, potassium fer-
rocyanide and sodium azide are toxic but are not
considered to be particular fire hazards. Potassium
cyanide is lethal if taken internally in very small
amdunts. It must be kept separate from acids.
Phenol (carbolic acid) is toxic. It should not be
stored in large quantities unless extra quality chem-
ical lead-lined drums am- used. All the above-
mentioned chemicals are listed as poisonous sub
stances, class B, for the purposes of ICC regulations.
Hexamethylenetetramine (Hexa or hexamines) pro-
duce a severe dermatitis.

1324. INERT RAW MATERIALS

Antimony sulfide, carbamide (urea), dibutylph-
thalate, diphenylamine, ethyl centralite, glycerin,
hexachlorethane, hexachlorbenxene, methyl centra-
lite, pentaerythritol and phthalic anhydride are sub-
stantially inert in their behavior and present no
particular fire or toxic hazard as used in Ordnance
establishments.

1325. CALCIUM ZARBIDE

Small quantities of calcima carbide mp-y be stored
in general warehouses in airtight tin (tns or iron
drums. A separate building of noncornbistible
construction, or detached weatherproof shed should
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be used solely for the purpose of storing large quan-
tities of this material. The storage placie should be
dry and well ventilated and special precautions
should be taken against moisture. Calcium carbide
in itself is a slight fire hazard, but reacts violently
with water to liberate large quantities of acetylene
gas which forms explosive mixtures with air.

1326. CARBON TETRACHLORIDE

a. Carbon tetrachloride may be stored in general
warehouses in airtight drums. It is very toxic and
its use should be avoided whenever possible by sub-
stituting chemicals of lesser toxicity. Where carbon
tetrachloride is used, adequate ventilation must be
provided to reduce vapor concentrations to a safe
limit for workers. Since this vapor is heavier 'ihan
air, exhaust intakes should be located at or near the
floor. Carbon tetrachloride is not combustible but
gives off toxic vapor.

b. The use of "vaporizing liquid extinguishers"
(those with liquids consist ing mainly of carbon tetra-
chloride) on fires in small confined spaces may intro-
duce a toxic hazard. The NFPA standar(ts on First
Aid Fire Appliances i'l wie the following state-

merit "In usi ,: ' extinru ishers of this type, especially
in un venti!ated spaces, such as small rooms., Closetts
or confined sp•t'ees, o•er&ato rs and other.:; shoui1(1 take
plr'ecailtiJollS to ;voi%]d the vtl('ec -Wtlic. ma i] y be caused

by hre(,a hingr ti,, ; ,tper or gase-, liberated or pro-
g duced."
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1327. SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA) AND

POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE

These materials may be stored in general ware-
houses in airtight iron drums. Permanent storage of
large siocks is not recommended. These chemical
products may become a fire hazard when mixed with
nitro compounds or other material. They are also
very corrosive and caustic in their action. When
mixed with water, large quantities of heat are
evolved.

1328. METALLIC SODkUM

Metallic sodium may be stored in airtight steel
drums. It combines violently with water, liberating
hydrogen gas and evolving heat, and produces a very
serious fire and explosion hazard under such cir-
cumstances.

1329. NITROCELLULOSE AND DERIVATIVES

a. General. Nitrocellulose includes various typas
of nitrated cotton or wo(d pulp depending on the,
nitrogen content. Nitrocellulose when dry is ex-
tremely sersitive to shock and friction and readily
accumulates static charges. It is highly flammable
and explosive, burning rapidly producing very little
smoke and leaving no residue. Impure, it is subject
to spontaneous ignition. Storage of dry nitrocellu-
lose is not permitted as it possesses all the hazards
of a sensitive and easily ignited high explosive.
Nitrocellulose contuilning 25 to 30 percent moisture
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be used solely for the purpose of storing large quan-
titles of this material. The storage place should be
dry and well ventilated and special precautions
should be taken against moisture. Calcium carbide
in itself is a slight fire hazard, but reacts violently
with water to liberate large quantities of acetylene
gas which forms explosive mixtures with air.

1326. CARBON TETRACHLORIDE

a. Carbon terachloride may be stored in general
warehouses in airtight drums. It is very toxic and
its use should be avoided whenever possible by sub-
stituting chemicals of lesser toxicity. Where carbon
tetrachloride is used, adequate ventilalion must be
provided to reduce vapor concentrations to a safe
fimit for workers. Since this vapor is heavier than

tir, exhaust intakes should be located at or near the
floor. Carbon tetrachiloride is not combustible but
gives off toxic vapor.

b. The use of "vaporizing liquid extinguishers"
(those with liquids consisting m ainly of carbon tetra-
chl'lride) on fires in siiall confinel spaces may intro-
duce a toxic hazard. 'Thw NFPA standar(ts on First
Aid Fire Applianuces inc(lude the following state-
merit "In using extingmisiers of this type, especially
in unventilated spaces, such as small rooms, (closf,!s
or contined spaces, op; -rat ors and(t others shou d] taike

pricau'iioIs to avoid tle, effects wlilich may be cauised
by bir-,athing the va por or gases liberated or

duced."
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is stored in zinc lined boxes or metal drums and is
substantially nonexplosive when stored in an area
where explosives or ammunition cannot be projected
ir o it. See section 17 for quantity-distance regula-
,,ons for nitrocellulose.

b. Nitrocelluloiee film. See AR 850--M5 for hazards,
storage and handling regulations for nitrocellulose
films.

1330. WHITE PHOSPHORUS

White phosphorus is preferably stored under water
in small quantities in sealed metal vessels inclosed in
wood boxes or metal drums. It need not be kept
above freezing temperatures to avoid bursting ofI containers if sufficient void space exists above the
water. White phosphorus melts at 111' F. (440 C.).

Containers or ammunition containing white phos-
phorus should not be allowed to reach that tempera..
ture as sufficient pressure may be generated to rup-
ture the container. Upon exposure to air, white
phosphorus will burst into flame and., therefore, is a
dangerous fire hazard.

1331. RED PHOSPHORUS

Red phosphorus forms very sensitive mixtures
with oxidizing agents and is a dangerous fire hazard.
It may be stored in general warehouses in metad
drums or metal containers inclosed in wood boxes,
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SECTION 14

EXPLOSIVES AND AMMUNITION

1401. PROPERTIES OF INITIATING tXPLOSIVES

Initiating explosives include lead azide, mercury
fulminate and lead styphnate. They are very sensi-
tive to friction, heat, and impact. When involved in
a fire, they can be expected to detonate without burn-
ing. Qtantities in storage and in process must be
limited to the smallest practicable amounts. Initiat-
ing explosives are stored wet with water or w'thS water-alcohol mixtures. Every effort shall be made
to prevent the liquid from freezing, and if frozen,
explosives material itself shall not be handled. Dust
from initiating explosivm- shall be prevented from
entering dry type exhaust systems sinos dust deposits
have caused explosions. Small wet aspirator ex-
haust equipment may b- used. Emphasis must be
placed upon cleanliness and general housekeeping
since contamination of these explosives with foreign
or gritty material increases markedly their sensi-
tivity. Rooms in which initiating explosives are
handled shall be equipped with soft flooriiig material
complying with the requirements of paragraph 50
and, unless the static electricity hazard is otherwise
eliminatad, with conductive flooring (par. 706).
Walls of the rooms should be covered with water-
proof material having a smooth hard gloss finish.
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Frequent washing el the rooms with a netralizing
solution is neey. Drying of the explosives
usually accomplished i. muslin square on a drying
table or by a special air blowing device with temper-
sture limited to between 122 and 1400 F. (50* and
600 C.).

1402. CARRYING BULK INITIATING EXPLOSIVES

Bulk initiatin0 explosive@ shall be carried between
it--vioe storage and "tubbing" house in leathe or
rubber pouches placed under water in rubber pai
Trax rtatiox from storap to service ma is
geMerally acomplished in the wet conditiou utilizing
rubber containers.

140. LEAD AIDI!

Lead s'uide is k crystalline, m-oolored oom-
pound wLich is practioamtly inluble in water. ON"
must be take, however, to •m-_re that the wser used
is free of bacteria-forming impurities which may
re" with the dextnated lead aside to form gas
Room In which lead aside is handled shl be
washed thoroughly and rqraWly with a denmil.
tftg molutmn. (See par. SOgd. Load aside shall
nt be expoe to copper, zinc or alloys cotainig
mich mals because of the pomible formation of Ahw
sides which are mrme semuitive than the origial

lead W&d&.
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1404. LEAD STYPHNATU

This explosive is particularly-sensitive to discharge
of static electricity, and the dry material can be
readily ignited by discharges from the human body;
Lead styphnate is approxiruately as sensitive as mer-
cury fulminate to impact and has about the same
order of friction sensitivity as lead azide. It should
be stored under wavqr in conductive rubber contain-
ere. Where practicabie, lead styphnate should be in
the water wet state while being processed. Water
should be removed by decanting. Conventional
methods of dewatering explosives, such as suction
filtering, placing materiaJ in cloth then squeezing

I and dmaining on inclined smooth surfaces such as
glass sre not recommended. To remove styphnate
from receptaclts, L stream of water should be used to
wash the material from the inclinei container.
Whtre removal with a stream is impractical, it may
be carefully removed by hand when using rubber
gloves. The use o" spatulas, rakes or scoops should
be prohibited. Containers equipped with removable
rubber liners facilitates handling of the wet explo-
sives and are recommended. Lead styphnate tends
wo form a qensid.i e scaly deposit on the sides of con-
tainers and collection sumps. The scale can be re-
moved with 5 to 10 percent sodium hydroxide or
sodium acetate solutions. The removal of the scale
with tools or other instruments shall not be at-

I tempted. Operations should be safeguarded with
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opera~ional shields and face shields shall be provided
for eye protection. Conductive flooring and table
tops, without cracks or crevices in which explosives
can lodge, are required. Conductive footwear is also
required. All equipment shall. be electrically
grounded.

1405. MERCURY FULMINATE

The precautions given for lead styphnate and lead
azide shall bc used as guides for the handling of this
explosive. Mercury fulminate either wet or dry
shall not be permitted to come into contact with cer-
tain materials such as aluminum, magnesium. zinc,
brass, or bronze.

1406. BOOSTERING EXPLOSIVES

Explosives 00 this type include tetryl, PETN and
RDX (cyclonite). These explosives have interme-
diate sensitivity between initiating explosives and
explosives used as bursting charges such as TNT.
They may be ignited by heat, friction or impact and
may detonate when burned in large quantities.

1407. PETN

PETN is more sensitive than either tetryl ,r RDX,
r nd is considered an initiating agent by the 1k;C.
In its pure form PETN is a white crystalline mate-
rial, but it may be a light grey cmor due to impuri-
ties. It must be shipped wet with not less than 40
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percent by weight of water in. metal barrels, drums,
wooden barrels or kegs in which the material is
packed ir, cloth or rubber bags. It is extremely
sensitive to iritiation.

1408. RDX

RDX is a white crystalline solid. It is uwually
u1ed in mixtures with other explosives, oils or waxes
and is rarely used alone. It has a high degree of
stability i,. storage.

1409. TETRYL

Tetryl is a fine crystalline yellow material, insolu-S ble in water, but soluble in acetone, benzene arid other
similar solvents. It is toxic when taken internally
or by skin contact and 3pecia'. precautions are neces-
s&ry to protect personnel. Tetryl is stable at all
temperatures encountered in storage.

1410. BURSTING CHARGE EXPLOSIVES
Bursting charge explosives include Expiosive D

(ammonium picrate), amatol, picric acid, TNT,
tetryl, pentolite, picratol, tritonal, RPIX cominosi-
tions, torpex, DBX arud HBX. Most bursting
charge explosives involve a toxic hazard, discussion
of which is given in section 11. Alkaline cleaillng
agents or other alkaline products shall not be Ier-
initted in buildings where bulk high lxplosivcs arc
handled.
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1411. AMATOL"

Amatol is a hygroscopic mixture of TNT and ati-

monium rtitrate in various percentages. It is mixed
at the time of loading and there should be no occa.,
sion for storing. In general, the sensitivity is
slightly less than TNT, Drenching or deluge sys-
tems controlleJd automatically by instantaneous de-
vices are desirable to protect melting units and other
process machinery. It is believed to form sensitive
compounds with copper and bras.

1412. EXPLOSIVE D (AMMONIUM PICRATE)

Explosive D (ammonium picrate) is stored in the
same manner as TNT, but is less hazardous. Lead
in any form shall not be permitted in buildings
where this explosive is handled. Sprinkler and de-
luge systems are recommended in connection with
drying and assemblillg process but lead fusible links
alid solder type heads shall not be used in the systems.
Sprinkler and deluge systems will be of service in
preventirng the spread of fiies rather than extinguish-
inqg fires of the burning material. Fire involving
la'rge quantities of this material may result in an ex-
plosionl. Cleauiliieis in all processes involving the
lit 1j illg of Ills initteiail shotild be assured. Special
jIc-mtions must be takeiu against its toxicity. Amn-
monitium picrate is soluble in water.
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1413. MEX

DBX in an &uminize explosive which closely re-
sembles torpex in s ,nsili-ity, strength, and brix&e

1414. HBX

HBX is an aluminized explosive having the sme
order of sensitivity as composition B. U certain
torpex explosives, HBX may produce preuum with-
in a cuing due to gaining.

1415. PUNTOUTE

Pentolite is a mixture of PETN and TNT. Pento-
hit may have a tendency to separate into its ingre-
dients, eoumquently, pentolito should be handled
as carefully as PETN. Pentolite lumps found in
screening operations should not be broken with the
aid of hand tools or by rubbing through the screen.
Malt units for pentolite should be steamed out at least
once every 94 hours. Acetone should not be used for
thread cleaning.

1416. PICRATOL

Picratol is a mixture of TNT and Explosive D
(ammonium picrate). It has the same general prop-
erties as TNT. AU the precautions made necessary
by the characteristics of TNT and ammonium pic-
rato must be observed in the handling of picratol.

1,17. PIRIC ACID

Picric acid which is used in the manufacture of
ammonium picrate is % nitatied produ-, of phenol.
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It may be stored either wet or dry in magazine& It
is highly acidic and corrosive as well as a toxic haz-
ard. The hazards of manufacture include those of
handling its various raw material components.
Drowniug, deluge, and automatic sprinkler sytems
are successfully used in combating fires in the manu-
facture and handling of this material. Fires involv-
ing picric acid may be extinguished with automatic
sprinkler systems. Large quantities have burned
completely without explosions; however, the possi-
bility of detonations should not be overlooked. In
the nitration processes, ample ventilation must be
pro- ided. Lead compounds with picric acid are very
dangerous and lead in any form shall not be permit-
ted in buildings where picric acid is handled. Pie-
ric acid is lemon yellow in color, slightly soluble in
water and soluble in organic solvents. It stains the
skin and hair of workers, and colors clothing and
whatever else it contacts. It is stable and has no
tendency to decompose at temperatures normally en-
countered in storage.
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141S. RDX COMPOSITIONS

a. RDX Comiositions are mixtures of RDX, other
explosive ingredients, and dese'asitizers or plas-
ticizer-.

b. The RDX Compositions most frequently en-
couintered[ ;are:

(1) Composition A.
(2) Composition B (see par. 2615).
(3) Composition B-2.
(4) Composition C.
(5) Composition C4.
(6) Composition C-3.

c. Composition C-3 is a mixture of RDX, otherS ingredients and a plasticizer.

1419. TETRYTOL

Tetrytol is a mixt ure of tetryl and TNT, interinedi-
ate to tetryl and TNT in sensitivity. Care must be
taken in the maiufactuie and subsequent use of tetry-
tol to insure a tiniform mixture and to avoid a partial
segregatioi, of tetryl which would increase its sensi-
tivity over that norma1 iy expect,_A. Tetrytol is
stable in storage but exudes at 651 C. (1490 F.).
Magnesitrm-aluminum alloys are slightly corroded
by dry tetrytol. Wet tetrytol will corrode slightly
copper, brass, aluminum, magnesium, magn"esuim-
aluminum alloy, mild steel, and mild steel plated wit.1±
cadmaium.
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1420. TNT

TNT is a light brown or straw color material whose
appearance varies with the degree of purity, It is
insoluble in water but soluble in ether, acetone, alco-
hol, and the like. Although TNT is less sensitive
to friction and impact than many other high explo-
sives, it can be detonated by moderate force when
confined between metal surfaces such as on threads of
bot., etc. In thin unconfined layers it usually burns
withiout explosion. Burning or rapid heating under
oon!3anement may cause detonation. TNT is stable
and does not form sensitive compounds with metals.
It will, however, form sensitive materials in the
presence of alkalies. TNT exhibits well-recognized
toxic properties. w

1421. TORPEX

Torpex is an aluminized explosive used mainly in
under-water ordnance. Torpex is nonhygroscopic
and noncorrosive. It is stable in storage although it
may gas and produce pressure in its clasing as a re-
sult of the gas. Precautions must b* taken in the
manufacture and loading of torpex to avoid inclu-
sion of moisture. Torpex may be washed or steamed
out of items of ammunition under certain circum-
stances. details of which should be obtained from the
Chief of Ordnance.
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1422. TRITONAL

Tritonal is a mixture of TNT and aluminum
powder and exhibits a greater blast effect than TNT
or Composition B. It is more sensitive to impact
than TNT. Because of the aluminum content, the
inclusion of moistuye into the mixture must be
avoided. Special precautions to be taken in the load-
ing of tritonal are given in section 26.

1423. PROPELLANTS AND OTHER EXPLOSIVES

a. Black powder. Black powder is an iiitimate
mechanical mixture of potassi1m or Sodium nt-trate

charcoal and sulfur. It is very sensitive to friction,S heat, and impact. These properties make black
powder one of the most dangerous explosives to
handle. It will deteriorate rapidly on absorption of
moisture but retains its explosives properties indefi-
nitely if kept dry. Black powder may be desensitized
by placing it in water and discarding the witer sepa-
rately from the residue, for wet black powder when
permitted to dry out may resume its explosive prop-
erties. Combustible materials which have absorbed
liquors leached from black powder constitute a severe
fire hazard and may become explosive. In black
powder manufacture and operations, every precau-
tion in the way of permanent magnetic-type separa-
tion of iron particles, dust prevention~or control, and
other safety preeautions must be observed. Deluge
systems are of value in preventing the spread of

I, fire in black powder operations. LUnber or corn-
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bustible material from black powder buildings must
not be released for reuse.

b. Nitroglyce7in. Nitroglycerin is usually manu-
factured only as required in the m~mufacture of other
products of which it is a constituent. It is stored
only in buildings constructed for the specific purpose
where it must be kept under constant surveillance
until used. Nitroglycerin is extremely sensitive to
impact and friction and the manufacturing pocessies
are hazardous. All machinery, equipment, and tools
used are specifically designedI for the -,'*ca,
process and with full consideration of safcty fea-
tures. Buildings in which nitroglycerin viapor is
present may become dangerously contamnimited amd
frequent cleaning of the building and equipment
with a neutralizing solution (sec. 3) is required.
The vapor is also toxic. Nitroglycerin spillage or
exudation shall be taken Uj) immediately by the
methods described in section 3. Frozen nitroglycerin
is hazrdous to handle and upon thawing may pro-
duce interina change-s aecolmanied by sufficient
evolution of heat to cause an explosion.

e. Solid propellant8 (8mokeie*# powder). Solid
prope!lants (smokeless powder) are a severe fire haz-
ard, They burn rapidly and under suitable condi-
tions of initiation may detonate. Double base
propellent powders containing nitroglycerin and
small web thickness single-base proI)ellent powder
may detontte tider specinl comiditions of burning.
Ulpm being initiated in the inianer of a high ex-
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plosive, detonation will propagRte readily from box
to box and the propellent powder may be expected
to behave as any other high explosive. Propellent
powder dust and E. C, powder are sensitive to fric-
tion, flame, and sparks. The stability of propellent
powder is adversely uffected if stored for long pe-
riQds in a damp atmosphere and/or subjected to high
temperatures; the eventual effect of such conditions
may be the spontaneous ignition of the propellent
powder.

1424. MILITARY PYROTECHNICS

a. Genela. Stam(lard miiilitary pyrotechnic coni-S positions in general co:,sist of such compounds as
perchi.lorates and nitrates to provide oxygen; pow-
dered metals for fuel; salts of sodium, barium, or
strootimt i% ):r color; mi d binding and water-proofing
materials. i'hey are sensitive to heat, flame, static
electricity diseharges and particularly to friction.
Compositions containing chlorates are eslpcially
hMaz,,,ous as regards fires and explosions. Since
l)yroiechnic coin iositions contmain powdered metals,
they may become hazardous in the presence of mois-
ture. Compositions in process wid pyrotechnics in
storage must loe protected from niisture, and items
showi6g evideice of moisture should be destroyed.

b. HO .ymo(Ae mi.rtttres. HC smGke mixture is sen-
sitive to heat, flame, friction, and static electrical
discharges from the human body. Moisture reacts
with HC nwixtwire to prodtuce heat, and in sonic cavcs
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hydrogen gas, hence the use of small quantities of
water on a fire ir: HC smoke mixture is dangerous.
Large quantities of water will effectively reduce the
severity of fires. Fire fighte, s must avoid breathing
heavy concentretions of HC smoke. HC smoke pots
must not be u.9d mznide buildings to simulate fire
during fire-ý:i1j demonstrations.

e. 7'hermit (thermite). Thermit is a fire hazard.
Fires are extremely, difficodt to extinguish when
thermit is ignited. Control frequently lies in holding
fires in check until the thermit has burned itself out.

1425. Rockets (short rangW)

a. Charaeteristic,. Because of the nature of the
rocket complete round, explosive charge and pro-
pelling charge assembled in a single heavy housing,
the item presents special safety problems different
from those encountered with other types of ammuni-
tion items. Some rockets are shipped disassembled-
heads, propellent charges (motors) separately
boxed-and when in this category they present haz-
ards very little different from separate loaded shell
and shell propelling charges respectively. Because
of the great potential ranges of complete rocket am-
munition as compared with fixed ammunition, and
the subsequent area of danger exposed in the event
of accident, it is essential that even greater efforts
be taker. to prevent ignition than with other types of
ammunition. Greater damage can be expected from
the explosion of high-explosive, antitank rockets
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(HEAT), than from ordinary high-explosive filled
rocket heads because of the brisance and penetrating
power of the type of high-explosive charge.

b. ,Safety preeautionp.
(1) Complete rounds should at all times be kept

pointed in the direction which would cause
least damage in event of accidental ignitrmn
of the propelling charge.

(2) The transporting or handling equipment
required for rockets or rocket components
is not greatly different from that requirtuA
for the safe handling of fixed ammunitior,
separate loaded shell, or propelling charge
of similar size and weight.

(8) In assembly and loading operations, quan-
titles of explosive materials shall be keptb
to the minimum reqired for safe and efficient
operation. Loading and assembly pro-
cedures shall be established to assure that
exposure of rockets to accidental initiation
and concentration of person-ei engaged in
processing rocket ammunition will be at the
minimum. Inasmuch as rocket propelling
charges can be ignited easily by electrical
means, care must. be maintained at all times
during loading, assembly and packing oper-
ations to prevent rockets from being initi-
ated by stray electrical currents from elec-
tric cords, lights or electric tcools. After
rockets or motors have been packed accrd-
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ing to specifications, the chance of acciden-
tally igniting a propelling charge by
electrical means, is not different than with
other packaged ammunition. The hazard
of fire caused by faulty electrical circuits in
the assembly or loading plant is always
present. The use of electrically energized
soldering irons is prohibited for soldering
souib lead wires, unless such soldering is
done before the propelling chaige is in
place and then only if personnel are ade-
quately protected against the results of
ignizion. Soldering irons may be heated
by an electrical heating element which is
separate from the iron, provided the cle-
nent is properly grounded. Wheni solder-
ing of squib lead wires is required with
propellant in position, this should be done
before the explosive head is assembled to the
motor; such an operation shall be done in
a location physically separated from other
operations by distances or walls of sufficient
size and stability to prevent an accidentally
ignited rocket m.'tor from jeopardizing the
adjacent operations.

c. The following requirements will apply at Ord-
nance installations where requirements call for the
application of electrical energy to the ignition sys-
tem of a rocket or JATO unit for circuit continuity
testing during manufacture, renovation, or mainte-
nance and prior to shipment:
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(1) The device selected for teting purpoem will
not be used unlews approved by Office Chief
of Ordnance.

(k) Testing will n .- ducted in an area where
determination has been made that therb iA
no pomibility of induced currents from
other source of electricity initiating the
unit under test. (See par. 2716b.)

(8) To provide maximum protection to person-
nel and property in the event of ar, incident
during tastung operations, the unit tested
shall be placed behind substantial structurr•
(capable of withstanding the full thrust of
the rocket motor), held rigidly in such a
manner that flight will be prevented in the
event of an accidental motor function; pref-
ermbly in a vertical p&sitio~i, nG•,' )•,•• •e,

addition, a proper vent must be provided to
dissipate hot gases from the test bay to opan
atmosphere should the propellant explosives
contained in the motor become ignited.

(4) Test connection arrangements will be con-
ducted in rich manner that no individual is
oxposed to the unit at the time of the test.
Mirrors or other remote contrel foatures
should be utilized to perform tcing opera-
tions.

1426. CLASS 1 AMMUNITIONi

Small arms ammunition is not sr.n PxPloiv hWard
although under adverse conditions of storap it may
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become a fire hazardL With reasonable care in stor-
&ge and under proper surveillance procedures, small
arms ammunition may be stored in any approved
magazine or warehouse, the only restriction being
that it shall not be stored within 450 feet of locations
where bulk quantities of flammable liquids including
gaaolie are handled or stored aboveground. Ad-
verse storage conditions include dampness, lack of
ventilation and extreme heat. Where such conditions
exist, free circulation of air shall be provided be-
tween boxea Small arms ammunition shall be han-
dled and packed with care to prevent inadvretent
striking of a primer by the nows of anoteir round or
by any other solid object. In no case shall loome
rounds of small arms ammunition be thrown or
shoveled into containers. If a fire occurs in small
arms ammunition the greatest hzard is from flying
bullets and cases. However, they are relatively light
and most missiles will fall within a 450-foot radius.
Substantial portable shields may prove of value to
enable fire fighters to approach the fire.

b427. CLASS 3 FUZES AND URTILLERY PRIMERS

Claw 3 fuzes (without boosters) and artillery
primers shall be handled and packed so that they will
not strike against each other. In the event of the
detonation of one fuze or component under standard
packing and storage conditions, boxes will usually ex-
plode progressively, not more than a box or two at a
time. Mimiles are light and most will fail within a
800-foot radius
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1428. CLASS 4 AMMUNITION

Fires are not likely to occur in class 4 ammunition
unless deterioration has proceeded to a stnte that
spontaneous ignition takes place or burning embers
or shell are projected into the magazine from an
adjacent fire. Tests have shown that a fire involving
this ammunition, packed and stored in accordance
with Ordnance Corps drawings, will result in pro-
gressive detonation or exp)csion of a few rounds or
boxes at a time with many low order detonations of
individual rounds.

1429. SEPARATE LOADING AMMUNITION

a. Separate loading ammunition includes items of
classes 5 and 7.S b. If involved in a fire, explosive D loaded items
(class 5) may detonat.A as soon as the fire becomes
intense enough that the heated explosive becomes
ignited. If the fire is not severe or if only one item is
accident.ly initiated the items except. for those
designated as "high capacity ammunition" (am-
munition having a high explosive weight ratio)
usually explode one at a time and in practically all
cases with low order. "High capacity" explosive D
loaded items will detonate en masse if one in a stack
is initiated. High capacity items (15 percent or
greater charge to total weight ratio) must, be stacked
as premcribed for class 7 ammunition, or stored in
accxriance with the requirements for clasw 10
animunition.
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c. If involved in a fire, the entire stack of class 7
ammunition may detonate high order. if one item
in a stack is detonated, the detonation en masse of
the entire stack may also be expected. Structural
darnage may be severe and the missile hazard may
extend to 1,800 feet or more. An initial explosion of
class 7 items can be confined to one stack if ample
distances are maintained between adjacent stacks.
If a detonation occurs in one stack of class 7 items,
adjacent stacks can be expected to be disarranged and
scattered. Should a second detonation Lh-n occur,
propagation through the disarranged stacks could be
expected. The distance between stacks necessary to
prevent transmission of detonation is greater for
items fitted with die-cast white metal fuze-hole plugs.
The lateral distan-ep at which det.bnations are trans-
mitted is several times greater than the nose-to-nose
or base-to-base distance.

1430. CLASS 6 ITEM"

Class 6 items usually explode progressively by
sta.cks when the piles are segregated in accordance
with Ordnance drawings. Missiles are light and are
usually thrown within 600 feet.

1431. CLASS S ITEMS

Percussion primer elements, detonators, and other
ammunition items of this class are expected to det-
onate en masse if involved in a fire. Principal dam-
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age is usually dt(ic to blast or shock effect as the
missiless are light i11d limited iii ranige.

1432. CLASS 10 ITEMS
a. If involvedl in a fire, class 10 ammunition. may

be expected to detonate high order and all the
ammulnition in one magazine may detonate en masse A

s tirl uhaneously.
b. Photoflash bombs whichlt have become damaged

il handling or storage and those which have failed(
to function when• dropped should be destroyed- as

'deseribed for artillhry s•iell. 'hlie safety precautions
attaclled to thle outside of eacl ease must. be observed.

1433. NUCLEAR WEAPONS (Special Weapons)

(Added)
-)Pe-nliig i)Ul li('atiot of an Ordnance Manual

devoted to safit-t requirennmts for nuclear weapons,
org,,,iziatiOuis hIailling su8'1 it ems should utilize
publications in t w 'I:M 39 serivs for specific infor-
,mation. Problems of safety which cannot be
resolved by time use of these technical manuals
Sshould be referred to thte Offivce, Chief of Ordnance. 4

41
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SECTION 15

QUANTITY-DISTANCE STORAGE
CRITERIA FOR LIQUID PROPELLANTS

1501. APPLICATION
a. These criteria establish quantity-distances.

storage compatibility groupings, and high ex-
plosives equivalencies for liquid propellants. They
apply to all types of liquid propellant storage
facilities (including missiles, rockets, and multi-
compartment tanks in which both liquid fuels and
liquid oxidizers are stored).

b. Hazard classifications and storagoe compati-
•' bility groupings for liquid propellants that are

not listed will be obtained from the Safety Divi-
sion, Administrative Office, Headquarters, AMC.

1502. DEFINITIONS
a. Compatible propellants. Propellants that

may be mixed together without increasing the
hazard. See compatibility groupings, table 1501.

b. Compatible storage. The storing together
of compatible propellants. See compatibility
groupings, table 1501.

c. Hypergolic. The term used to describe the
self-ignition of certain fuels and oxidizers upon
contact with each other.

d. Launch pads. the load-bearing base, apron,
or platform upon Ahich the rocket, missile, or
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space vehicle and its launcher rest during launch-
ing.

e. Vitrogei padding (of blai•ket). Filling the

voi:d or ullage of a closed eontain~ei with nitrogen
gas to prevent oxidation of the chemical therein,
and to avoid formation of a flammable atmos-
phere above the liquid. Nitrogen padding (or
blanket) also means maintaining a nitrogen
atmosphere in or around an operation, piece of
equipment, etc.

f. Liquid propellants. Those liquid and gaseous
substances (as listed in table 1501) used for pro-
pulsion or operation of missiles, rockets, or re-
lated devices.

g. Protected. As used in this section, "pro-
tected" means that terrain or an effective acti-
ficial barrier is interposed to prevent fragments
from a propellant facility from endangering in-
habited buildings and other exposures.

h. High explosive equiva!enr or explosive equiv-
alent. The amount of high explosive which if
detonated will produce damage Comparable to that
which is expected upon the detonation or ex-
plosion of a given amount of the propellant con-
cerned under similar conditions. It is usually
expressed as a percentage of the propellant
weight, and for the purposes of this section TNT
is used as the comparison standard. For specific
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explosive equivalents of propellant combinations,
use table 1505.

1503. DETERMINATION OF PROPELLANT
QUANTITY

a. For quantity-distance purposes, the net
weight of propellant in a tank, drum, cylinder, or
other container will be used. If individual stor-
age containers, or groups of storage containers,
are not separated from each other by a minimum
of magazine distance, the quantities of propellant
therein must be added together for quantity-dis-
tance purposes. The quantity of propellant in
associated piping (to the point(s) where positive
means is provided for interrupting the flow
through the pipe in event of an incident) must be
included in the net weight of propellant in a
storage container.

b. Where fuels are not separated from oxi-
dizers by distances prescribed in tables 1502.
1503, and 1504, or provisions for preventing their
mixing are not available, the combined quantity
of the two must be used with appropriate H.E.
equivalency (table 1505) to determine the quan-
tity-distances (table 1506).

c. Table 1507 lists conversion factors (gallons
to pounds) for the various liquid propellants.
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1504. MEASUREMENT OF SEPARATION
DISTANCES

a. Separation distances will be measured from
the nearest hazard source (containers, buildings,
or positive cutoff point in piping, whichfever is
controlling).

lb. If a building contains a small number of
drums or cylinders, or if quantities of propellant
in the building are effectively subdivided, dis-
tances may be measured. from the nearest con-
tainer or controlling subdivision.

1505. QUANTITY-DISTANCE
CONSIDERATIONS

a. Quantity-distance criteria in this section are
based on the premise that materials of construc-

tawn .-•i be compatible with propellants to which
they may be exposed; design will take into ac-
count the properties of the propellant; required
fire protection and drainage controls will b- nro-
vided; and other special controls (e.g., nitrogen
padding, tank cooling, etc.) will be provided when
required.

b. If groups I, II, and III propellants are con-
taminated, tables 1502, 1503, and 1504 are not
applicable. In such cases, group IV quantity-dis-
tance requirements will apply except where use of
other criteria is specifically approved by the
Safety Division, Administrative Office, Head-
quarters, AMC.
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c. The Handling and Storage of Liquid Pro-
pellants, January 1963, published by Office of the
Director of Defense Research and Engineering,
Washington, D.C. (available from Superinten-
dent of Documents. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 20402), contains information
of the various characteristics of liquid propell-
ants. Standing operating procedures for the stor-
ing and handling of specific liquid propellants
will take into account these characteristics.

1-506. HAZARD GROUPINGS
Liquid propellants constitute various types and

degrees of hazards. Based on these hazards, the
following propellant groupings are established.

a Group I. LMa"n ter in "hia group are con-
sidered to be the least hazardous. They have a
fire hazard potential and require separation dis-
tance as specified in table 1502. When group I
materials are stored with mo're hazardous ma-
terials, under conditions3 described in paragraph
1507, tables 1505 and -1.506 will be used to de-
termine quantity-distance requirements.

b. Group II. Materials in this group are s.tronn,,,y,
oxidizers. Serious fires may result when they
come in contact with materials such as organic
matter (which is difficult to exclude). Table 1503
specifies quantity limitations and minimum dis-
tance requirements for this grcoup. When group
II materials are stored with more hazardous ma-
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terials, under conditions described in paragraph
1507, tables 1505 and 1506 will be used, to de-
termine quantity-distance requirements.

c. Group IiI. Hazards with this group are pri-
marily from pressure rupture of the storage con-
tainer, deflagration, and vapor-phase explcsions.
Hazardoup fragmentation of the container, its
protective structure, or other nearby material
may be produced by pressure rupture of the stor-
age container or a vapor-phase explosion. Table
1504 specifies quantity limitations ".nd minimum
distance requirements for this group. When
group III materials are stored with more hazard-
ous materials, under conditions described in para-
graph 1507, tables 1505 and 1506 wil be used to
determine quantity-ii stance requirements.

d. Group IV. The hazards from materials in
this group are the same as for mass-detonating
explosives (e.g., airblast overpressures and frag-
ments from the containers and surrounding equip-
ment and material). Table 1506 will be used to
determine quantity-distance requirements.

1 507. HAZARDS
Aside from the fact that the propellants differ

f,, •each other, as explained for the above
groups, the predominant hazard of the individual
propellant can vary depending upon the location
of the propellant storage and the operation (s) in-
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volved. In order of decreasing hazard, these con-
ditions are-

a. Range launch pads. Activities at range
launch pads include research, development, test-
ing, The close proximity of fuel to oxidizer, the
frequency of launchings, and the possibility of
fall-back (with resultant dynamic mixing on im-
pact) make operations at these facilities very
hazardous. Explosives equivalents (table 1505)
must be used to determine quantity-distances
(table 1506).

b. Operational launch pads. Except for being
less frequent, activities at operational launch pads
are similar to those at range launch pads. Opera-
tions at these launch pads are dfense or combat-
type operations and can well be one-time events.
Except as provided in paragraph 1508, explosives
equivalents (table 1505) must be used to de-
termine quantity-distances (table 1506). When
an operational launch pad is used for training
launches, it will be considered a range launch pad.

c. Static test stands. Although these can in-
volve experimental operations, the units remain-,L
static and are subject to better control than dy-
namic ones. Except where run tankage for fuel
and oxidizer are mounted one above the other, it
is possible to separate the tankage to reduce the
hazard over that for a rocket or missile on a
launch pad. Except as provided in paragraph
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1508, explosives equivalents (table 1505) must be
used to determine quantity-distance (table 1506).

d. Ready storage. Ready storage may be lo-
cated a minimum of intraline distance from
launch and static test stands, based on the pro-
pellant requiring the greater distance. Normally,
propellant from ready storage is not fed directly
ipto an engine, as is the case with run tankage.
(See h below.) H.E. equivalents (table 1505)
must be used for propellants, in ready storage if
the facility design does not guarantee against fuel
and oxidizer mixing and against detonation pro-
pagation to, or initiation at, the ready storage
facility when a mishap occurs at the test stand
or launch pad. If prevention of detonation of
ready storage is assured, quantity-distances will
be based on the prevailing fire or fragment haz-
ards (tables 1502, 1503, or 1504).

e. Cold-flow test operations. Fire and fragment
hazards (tables 1502, 1503, and 1504) govern if
the design is such that the system is closed (ex-
cept for approved venting); is completely air-
tight; fuel and oxidizer are never employed con-
currently and each has a completely separate iso-
lated system, and fittings are of such types that
intermixing is impossible; and the propellants arc
of required purity. Otherwise, H.E. equivalents
(table 1505) must be used to determinc quantity-
distances (table 1506).
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Table 1501. Liquid Propellants Hazard and
Compatibility Groupings

Cormpatibility
Hazard storage

Propellant group, group2

The Alcohols CH 3OH, C2HOH, I C
(CH 3) 2CHOH.

Anhydrous Aramonia NH 3 -I C
Aniline C6H 5NH 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  I C
Hydrocarbon Fuels JP-4, JP-5, I C

RP-1.
Nitrogen Tetroxide N20 4  I A
Otto Fuel I ------------------- I G
Red Fuming Nitric Acid HNO3 _ I A
Bromine Pentafluoride BrF. II A
Chlorine Trifluoride CIF 3  II A

SHydrogen Peroxide Greater iII A
Than 52% H20 2.

Liquid Fluorine LF2 --- II A
Liquid Oxygen LO2  - - - - - - - - - I I  A
Perchloryl Fluoride CL03F II A
Oxygen Difluoride OF 2 ------ II A
Ozone Difluoride 0 3F2- - - - - - - - - - - - II A
Ethylene Oxide CAH.O III D
Hydrazine NAH4- - - - - - - - - - -  I.- -  C
Hydrazine-UDMH Mixtures . III C
Liquid Hydrogen LH2 I... iII C
Mixed Amine Fuels j III C

For some of the roaterials listed, the toxic hazard may be an over-
riding consid.eretion. Consult a!plicable regulations, and, if neceuary,
other authorities or pub~ications for determine t!on of toxic siting criteria.

SAli propellants in a compatibility group are considered compatibie.
Griupings are not to be confused with ammunition and explosives crm-
patibility groupings with like letters.

'Under certain !onditions, this propellant can detonate. However, Its
sensitivity to detonation is no r;eater than that of a sthn,!ard energetic
douSle base solid propellant under the same conditions.
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Table 1501. Liquid Propellants Hazard and
Compatibility Groupings- (Continued)

C ompatibility
Hazard storage

Propellant group' groulp2

Monomethylhydrazine 1 III C
CH 3NHNH2'

Pentaborane B9 III D
UDMH (CH 3) NNH 2  III C
Nitromethane CH 3NO, IV F4

Tetranitrornethane C (N0 2) 4  IV F

4 Nitrometia,..e is chemically compatible with compatibility storage

group C propellants, but due to difference in hazards should be stored

separately.

f. Bulk storage. This is the most remote stor-
age with respect to launch arid test operations,
never being directly coýinocted to any of them. It 5
consists of th, acea, tanks, and other containers
therein, used t, hold propellant for supplying
ready storage and, indirectiy, run tankage where
no ready storage is available. Individual bulk
storage facilities mUst be separated from each
other and from unrelated eýposures in accordance
with tables 1502, 1503, 1504, and 1506. If posi-
tive measures are not taken to prevent mixing of
groups I, II, or III fuels and oxidizers, TNT
equivalents (table 1505) must be used to de-
ýermine quantity-distances 4 table 1506).

;j. Rest storage. This is a temporary type stor•-
age and most closely resernble~ bulk storage.
Barges, trailers, tank cars, and portable hold-
tanks (used for topping operations) may be used
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as rest storage facilities. Fire and fragment haz-
ards (tables 1502, 1503, and 1504) govern. The

transporter becomes a part of that storage to
which it is connected during propellant transfer.

h. Run tankage (operating tankage). Run
tankage (operating tankage) consists of the tank

and/or other containers and associated piping
used to hold the propellants for direct feeding
into the engine or device during operation. (See
c above.)

i. Pivelines. Pipelines used for the transfer of
propellants between unloadiing po0in1tV-"s an .d 3 t••,••a ge

areas or between storage area and points of use.
A. distance of 25 feet free of inhabited buildings
will be maintained on either side of pipelines used
for the transfer of group II and III propellants.

15C8. INCOMPATIBLE STORAGE

Except where they are effectively subdivided by
intervening barriers or where other positive
means for preventing mixing is provided, separa-
tion distance between propellants of different
compatibility groups will be the inhabited build-
ing distance for the propellant quantity and group
which requires the greater distance Where pre-
vention of mixing is assuired, incompatible stor-
ages will be separated from each other by intra-
group distance. if different hazard classes are
involved, the class requirin, g the greater distance
will be controlling.
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1509. COMPATIBLE STORAGE
Compatible storages of propellants of different

hazard groups will be separated by the greater
intragroup storage di3tance.
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SECTION 16

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS IN SPECIFIC
HAZARDOUS AREAS

1601. PERSONNEL AND MATERIAI.S LIMITS

a. The cardinal principle to be observed in any
location or operation involving explosives, ammuni.-
tion, severe fire hazards or toxic materials is to limit
the exposure of a minimum number of personnel, for
a minimum time, to a minimum amount of the haz-
ardous material consistent with -safe and efficient
operations. All operations shall be scrutinized to
devise methods for reducing the number of people
exposed the time of exposure or the quantity of ma-
terial subject to a single incident. Determination of
personnel limits requires that, first, jobs not ne,,:,es-
sary to a particular hazardous operation not be ac-
complished there; second, unnecessary personnel are
not permitted to visit the location; and third, too
many consecutive operation.s not be permitted in the
same room or building without adequate dividing
walls, fire walls or operational shields, depending
upon the nature of the hazard. Personnel limits
must alllow for necessary supervision and transients.
Key employees should be appointed as monitors to
assist it' enforcing the established limits.

b. Dete'rmination of limits for hazardous mate-
rials requires a careful analysis of all facts including
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operation timing, transportation methods, size of the
items, and the chemical and physical characteristics.
of the material. More strict limits are required for
the more sensitive or hazardous ;naterials. Limits
should be established for each operation rather than
on an overall basis so that each worker may be
charged with the responsibility of not exceeding the
established limit. Limits need n.t be expressed in
urnits of weight or in the numbe of items as such.
They may be given in terms of trays, boxes, racks,
or any other unit which may be more easily observed
and controlled. Explosive limits should not be
established on the basis of the maximum quantity of
explosives allowable as defined by the existing quan-
tity-distance separation to nearby exposures when
lesser quantities of explosives will suffice for the
operations.

c. All rooms, cubicles, and buildings containing
hazardous materials shall have posted in a conspicu-
ous place., placard stating the maximum amount of
the material and the maximum number of workers
and transierts permitted in the room at any one time.
In addition, other placards shall be posted to set forth
important local regulations as needed. Personnel
and materials limits and the placards must be kept
current. The supervisor, foreman or worker-in-
charge shall prevent accumulations of excess mate-
rials or excess personnel. Any accumulated excess
materials, when found, should be removed immedi-
ately. Likewise, proper steps should be taken to
have excess personnel, when found, leave the prem-
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ises. The personnel and quAntity limits for build-
ings or process divisions shall be recorded on a plant
layout and maintained on file.

1602. STORAGE IN OPERATING BUILDINGS

Hazardous materials, including explosive mate-
rials, shall not be stored within an operating build-
ing except for the minimum quantities necessary to
maintain individual operations. Normally, supplies
exceeding approximately a 4-hour work requirement
shall be kept in a service storage building. In the
case of explosive materials, the service storage build-
ing (service magazines) shall be located at appro-
priat. intraline distance from the operating building,
based on the quantity of explosives in the service

S storage building.

1603. SMOKING
a Measures shall be takca to prohibit indis-

criminate smoking at Ordnance installations.
b. Smoking within areas containing explosives,

ammunition, highly combustible materials or flam-
mable strategic items shall be strictly regulated and
controlled. Where it is believed that smoking can
be safely regulated within areas and buildings con-
taining such materials, specifically designated
smoking locations, apprGved by the commanding
officer, must be established. Smoking in vehicles
passing through such areas is not considered con-
trolled nor regulated.
Proper ash receivers and at least one acceptableS type fire extinguisher shall be prodded at desig-
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nated smoking locations. At approved smoking
locations in areas where matches and flax.-pro-
ducing devices are prohibited, permanently in-
stalled lighters shall be provided. Smoking shall
be prohibited when wearing clothing contami-
nated with explosives or flan'mable materials to
the degree that may endanger the safety of
personnel.

1604. HUNTING

Issuance of written permits is authorized for hunt,.
ine in an establishment under carefully controlled
conditions that will not endanger life, property, or
hazardous materials. Hunting shall not be per-
mitted within 1,200 feet of explosives or ammunition
locations. Cartridges having a muzzle velocity *
greater than 2,300 feet per secornd shall not be used
for hnting within an establishment containing ex-
plosive materials. Where hunting is permitted on
an establishment a map shall be prepared clearly
defining the hiinting and no hunting areas. Prior
to issuance of a written permit, each hunter must
become thoroughly familiar with the respective areas
and local arrangements made to insure that hunting
on other than the permitted areas will not prevail.
All hunting shall conform to all applicable State and
Federal regulations.

1605. MATCHES AND FLAME PERMITS

No personnel shall take mattches, lighters, or other
fire, flame or spark-producing devices into any re-
stricted aI-e. except by written authority of the com-
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Smanding officer or his designated agent. When such
authority has been received, a metal carrying de-
rice, too large to fit into the pockets, should be used
for matches, lighters, and similar materials. The
carrying of and the use of "strike anywhere" (kitch-
en) matches are prohibited.

1606. HEAT-PRODUCING EQUIPMENT

Where explosives, highly flammable, or critical
mtaterials are involved, a written permit should be
required for the temporary use of heat-produicing
equipment producing a temperature higher than 2280
F. (1090 C.). The permit shall state the location,
time, duration, purpose of use, details of s&fety and

* firefighting equipment required, and names of the
workmen who will operate the equipment or the name
of the immediate ".-ervisor. The permit shall be
kept at the location lamed so that it can be checked
by supervisory p' sonnel. Persons authorized to
list requirementb and to sign permits should be inde-
pendent of the department doing the work and of
the department for which the work is being done.
Work involving the use of heat producing equip-
ment shall not be accomplished without the knowl-
edge of the responsible supervisor of the building.
line or area in which the work is to be done.
They must be qualified by experience in explosive
work, fire prevention, and general safety precautions,
particulariy with reg-rd to the purging of equip-
ment, presence of flammable mixtures, and the
avoidance of electrical and mechanical hazards
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which might be incident to repair work. An agree-
ment should be reached on the site by three persons,
the man whose namne appears as the one reeponsibli)
for doing the work, the foreman of the building or
area in which the work is to be done and the person
authorized to sign the permit. The permit should
be signed only after thorough consideration and
compliance with safety requirements have been
achieved.

1607. FENCING AND PLACARDING RESTRICTED
AREAS

a. Restricted areas shall be placarded at each en-
trance. The sign should require each entrarnt to
present the proper credentials and turn over all pro-
hibited articles to the guard on duty or to place
them in suitable containers provided for that
purpose before entering ,he area. Restricted areas
containing explosives shall be separated from ad-
ministration, residential and entirely u--elated inert
and warehouse areas by fences and unauthorized
P, Asons shall be prohibited from entering the ex-
plosives area. If the installation is surrounded
by a type FE-6, FE-3, or 6-foot barbed wi&'e fence
modified in accordance with paragraph d below,
explosives areas may be separated from adminis
tration, residential and entirely unrelated inert
and warehouse areas by 6-foot barbed wire fences
with barbed-wire overhang as described in par&-
graph d below, unless other type fencing is re-
quired for other than safety reasons. If bound-
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ary fencing is of other type, explosives areas must
be separated from the other areas by type FE-6
or FE-3 fences. The explosives areas may be in-
closed individual!y, in groups jr 2 or more areas or
a single fence may be used to incloce all such areas
as a unit

b. Fencing should not be placed closr to maga-
ziaes than magazine distance nor closer to explosives
operating buildings than intraline distance.

c. Reservation boundaries, in general, should be
fenced. In certain cases topography and/or other
physical considerations may make such action un.
necessary. Boundaries shall be placarded as required
by paragraph 1608.R d. For future permanent construction, type FE-6
fencing as shown on Office, Chief of Engineers'
Drawing SK-40-16-03 should be used to inclose ex-
plosives and ammunition areas. Wheiv existing
areas of this type are inclosed by 6-foot high barbed
.wire fences with barbed wire overhangs, the fences
should be modified by adding 121/2 gauge smooth
wire ties vertically at 2-foot intervals. For future
emergency construction, type FE-3 fencing as shown
on Office, Chief of Engineers' Drawing E-40-16-0O2
may be used, and, if chain link is in critical supply,
woven wire fabric of mesh and gauge appro?:,,eting
that of the type FE-3 fencing may be su.. ý-tuted.

e. Boundary fencing may be type FE-I as ihown
on Office, Chief of Engineers' Drawing E-40-16-02
unless it is to serve also as exrosives and/or am-
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,A.0

munition area fencing, in which case types specified
in paragraph d above should be used.

1608. BOUNDARY OF RESERVATIONS
(Revised)

The boundary of each Government reservation in
which restricted areas are located sha.ll be posted at
500-foot intervals to show that the area within is a
Government reservation and to warn against tree-
passing.

I!,
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1609. PARKING OF PRIVATELY-OWNED AUTO-
MOBILES

Parking of privately-owned artomobiles within
an Ordnance establishment shall be controlled to
minimize fire and explosion hazards and prevent
congestion in event of emergency. Automobiles
shall be parked in designated areas only and
preferably outside of the restricted area fences.
Automobiles should not be parked near enough
to a building or structure to either enable spread
of fire from an automobile to the building or
prevent easy access by fire fighters.

1610. HOUSEKEEPING

B a. All buildings and magazines shall be kept
clean at all times.

b. In explosives areas, waste materials such as
oily rags, combustible and explosive scrap, and
paper shall be kept separate from each other.
Such waste should be placed in approved marked
containers for each, preferably located outside
the buildings. Containers for scrap black
powder, scrap initiating explosives, scrap ex-
plosives of similar sensitivity, and rags con-
taminated with these explosives must be provided
with covers and contain enough water (No. 10
mineral oil or fuel oil for certain pyrotechnic,
tracer, flare, and similar mixtureN) to cover the
scrap or rags. Where water is used in containers
for scrap pyrotechnic, tracer, flare, and similar
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mixtures, the possibility that dangerous gases

may be evolved must be recognized. In order to
minimize the hazards from such gases, scrap
should be introduced in a manner to provide for
immediate immersion.

c. Exudate from ammunition shall be removed
by use of approved solvents such as acetone (sec.
25). Unpacked ammunition, loose explosives, or
those not in process, and combustible materials
chall not be permitted to accumulate and must
be placed in designated receptacles or in desig-
nated storage space.

d. Explosives, explosives dusts, and other
hazardous materials shall not be allowed to ac.
cumulate on structural members, radiators, heat-
ing coils, steam, gas, air, or water supply pipes,
nor on electrical fixtures.

e. Spillage of explosives and other hazardous
materials shall be prevented so far as practicable
by proper design of equipment, training of em-
ployees, provision of catch pans, etc. For ex-
ample, hoppers shall be large enough to accom-
modate comfortably the size of charges used.
A painted stripe on the inside of the hopper will
serve as a reminder of the proper filling height.
Catch pans or splash pans shall be provided be-
neath drawoff pipes and TNT flakers, around
transfer piping, beneath powder bags on small
arms ammunition charging machines, etc. Spill-
age must be removed promptly. AGO 10016C
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,A. regular program of cleaning shall be
carried on as frequently as local, conditions re-
quire for maintaining safe conditions. General
cleaning should not be conducted while hazardous
operations are

A
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being performed. Explosives and ammunition
should be removed from the building prior to general
cleaning operations, when practicable.

1611. SWEEPING COMPOUNDS
Hot water or steam should be used whcji ver

practicable for cleaning floors in buildings contl i.,,ing
explosives. Sweeping compounds which are r,,n-
abrasive and compatible with the explosives invo;, ed
may be used where the use of steam or hot water is
not practicable. Such compounds may be combus-
tible but must not be volatile (closed cup flash poiri
must not be less than 2300 F.). Sweeping coin
pounds containing wax should not be used on con-
ductive flooring. Where nitrated organic explosives
ire involved, which may form sensnitive explosive
compounds with caustic alkalies, the use o! cleaning

agents containing caustic alkalies is prohibited.

1612, BRUSHES
Wire brushes may be used in cleaning explosives

processing equipment only when other methods of
cleaning are ineffective. If wire brushes are used,
thorough inspection should be made after cleaning
to insure that wire bristles do not remain in the
equipment. Where practicable, nonferrous wire
brushes should be used. This applies also to cleaning
magnesium ingot molds and molds for any other
metal which may be used as an explosive constituent.
Use of fiber brushes in place of hair brushes is
recommended to reduce generation of static.
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1613. PACKING MATERIALS
The working supply of packing materials, such as

excelsior and shredded paper, 6shouid not exceed the
capacity of bins or boxes provided for the purpose.
These bins should be built of metal-lined wood or
incombustible material, having an automatic or
!jel-closiDg cover.

1614. SAFETY HAND TOOLS

a. Safety harnd tools are constructed of wood or
other nonsparking or spark resistant materials such
as bronze, lead, beryllium alloys, and "K" Monel
metal which, under normal conditions of use, will
not, produce sparks. Properly maintained, non-
ferrous hand tools should be used for repair work in
buildings which may contain explosives or hazardous
concentrations of flammable gases or vapors. Hanotools or other implements used in the vicinity of

hazardous materials must be handled carefully and
kept clean. All tools should be checked in befoe
beginning work and checked out at its completion.

b. If the use of ferrous metal hand toois is required
because of strenpth characteristics, the immediate
area should be free from exposed explosives and
other highly combustible materials except in specific
operations approved by the Chief of Ordnance.

1io'. EXPLOSIVES IN PROCESS DURING SHUT.
DOWN

When buildings containing explosives are evacu-
ated as during periods of electrical storms, operations
requiring attention at all times shall continue to be
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manned by the minimum number of personnel
consistent with safety requirements. When 'he
process has been brought to a condition in which it
is considered safe to leave and when it would not
,produce rejected components requiring reworking
with accompanying hazards, the building shall be
completely evacuated. Every effort shall be made
to anticipate shutdown and, during such critical
periods, any explosives process requiring complete
attention should not be started unless absolutely
necessary. Because of the possibility of power
failure, alternate emergency power equipment should
be manned during such times.

1616. PROCEDURE IN EVENT OF ELECTRICAL
STORMS

a. Whenever an electrica& storm approaches the
establishment, personnel shall be evacuated from
locations at which there is a hazard from explosives
which could be initiated by lightning. Such loca-
tions include

(1) Operatihg buildings or facilities withoum ap-
proved lightning protection systems (see.
8), wh-iei contain explosives or explosive-
loaded ammunition, and locations within
irtraline distance of such facilities.

(2) Buildings containing explosives dust or va-
pors, whether or not equipped with ap-
proved liglhtning protection systems and
locat;-ns within intraline distane, of such
bbuildinigs.
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(3) Magazines, open storage sites or loading
docks, which are not equipped with approved
lightning protection systems, and vehicles
and railroad cars on ungrounded tracks, con-,
taining explosives and explosive-loaded nm-
munition, and locations within magazine
distance of such structures, sites, vehicles,
or cars.

b. When personnel are to be evacuated from ex-
plosives operations, the operations should be shut
down in accordance with paragTap4 1615, windows
and doors closed, and electric switches thrown to the
off-position.

c. A responsible and qualified person should be em-
powered with final decision as to the necessity for
evacuation. W.ere operations are of such natur.
a&i to require advance warning from shutdown, a net
of volunteer observers or an electronic static detector
may be utilized.

d, In an operating line, evacuated personnel should
be retired to approved suitable protective shelters
located at intraline distance fr.n operating buildings
or other hazardous locations. In a magazine area,
evacuated personnel should be retired to such ap-
proved shelters a," magazine diptance from magpzine
or other hazardous locations, or to 'empty earth-
covered magazines. When such shelters are not
variable, personnel should be withdrawn to places
at inhabited building distances from the hazardous
locations.

e. Personnel in direct charge of railroad trains and
motor trucks containing explosives should, wher
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40,

possible, move the equipment to locations of com-
parative safety before retiring to designated bomb
proofs or change houses.

1617. SEARCHES
It shall be the responsibility of the commanding

officer to restrict all persons, except personnel issued
permits referred to in paragraph 1606, from entering
a restricted area when carrying matches, lighter,
flame-producing equipment, or any other articleq
which may be forbidden such as keys, coins, knives,
and metal objects. If necessary, thorough search
of all persons entering or in the areas may be con-
ducted:

1618. PHOTOGRAPHING HAZARDOUS AREAS
SMagnesium flashlights or photoflash bulbs are

not permitted in photographing locations where
explosives, explosive dusts, flammable gases, or
vapore may be present unless all explosive or highly
flammable materials have been removed and equip-
inent prepared as for major repairs. Adequate
approved lighting with time exposures have proven
satisfactory for photographing such locations.

1619. EXPERIMENTS
No experiments or tests other than routine work

sall be undertaken in an explosives building without
first notifying the persons in charge. If the tests
add to the general hazard and can be performed
elsewhere, they must not be done during operations
or with more than the minimum necessary number

p of persons present.
16--13
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1620 EXPLOSIVES RECOVERY AND REUSE
a. All loose explosives recovered ats sweepings

from floors of operating buildings 8hall be destroyed.
Explosives which are recovered from other than
ammunition breakdown operations or from operation
equipnient shall be thoroughly inspected by operat-
ing supervision and reused, screened, reprocessed,
or destroyed as the situation warrants. Explosives
which are contaminated with dirt, dust, grit, or
metallic objects must he' reproctosed to remove all
foreign matter before they can be reused, otherwise
they must be destroyed. Melt-loaaed explosives
known to be contaminated shall not be reused
unless it is practic•.hble to remelt and draw off
clean material.

b. Explosives salvaged from loaded ammunitior b
should be stored in buildings by themselves.

1621. MAINTENAN'E AND REPAIRS TO EQUIP.
MENT AND BUILDINGS

a. 'Fefore being placed into routine operations,
all new or newly repaired process equipment for use
in hazardous operations must be examined and
actually tested by a specifically designated com-
petent person to assure that it is in safe working
condition. If machinery or equipment doesi not
appear to function properly, operations shill be
discontinued if the immediate stoppage does not
create a new hazard.

b. Before repairs are permitted on any equipment
that has been exposed to explosives, a tag signed by
operating supervision shall be placed on the equip-
ment certifying that all explosives have been re-
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moved. If it has been impossible to clean some part,
it shall be noted on the tag together with adequat
instruction to maintenance personnel concerning
safe methods of handling.

c. Major repairs or changes shall not be under-.
taken in a hazardous building during regular opera-
tions without removal of the hazard material or
without the knowledge of the employee in immediate
charge of the building (par. 1813).

d. Only competent persons shall be permitted to
effect repairs. Before repairs are started in an
explosives location, the immediate area shall be
inspected for the presence of explosives and dust and
all such material shall be removed from equipment,
crevices, beneat!h floors, within walls and pipes, and
under fittings where explosives may be ignited. The
entire area should preferably be wet or should be
washed down thoroughly.

, When machines and equipment have been oiled,
repaired, or adjusted, all tools used for the repairs
shall be removed. All operators must inspect their
equipment to be assured of its safe operating con-
dition before resuming work.

f. Certain operations require that nonsparking
tools be used. if the maintenance department, in
repairing a machine where n3nsparking items are
normally required, must use steel tools, not only
shall the machine and surrounding area be cleaned,
as indicated in subparagraphs b, c, and d above, but
all explosive operations in the immediate vicinity
shall be discontinued to guard against accidental
ignition of materials by flying sparks. Where steel
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tools are used in such maintenance operations all
contact surfaces should be oiled to reduce likelihood
of sparks.

g. Maintenance men entering buildings in which
conductive shoes are required shall wear conductive
shoes or conductive overshoes with ankle straps.
Since electricians shall not be allowed to work on live
electrical equipment while wearing conductive shoes,
all expiosives must be removed before electrical work
is done. (par. 705).

h. Safe practices elsewhere specified in this manual
shall apply to maintenance employees as well as to
those engaged in actual production.

i. Maintenance and tool rooms in an operating
line should be separated from explosives by intra-
lne distance. When intraline distance separation
cannot be provided, protection equivalent to that
afforded by a substantial dividing wall must be
provided.

1622. AGITATION
Nitritors, washers, and other machines which

because of the hazard of the process and the possi-
bility of decomposition cr the process material are
equipped with mechanical agitators should havP at
least two means of agit-tion, each operating from
independent sources of jiwver to maintain agitation
in -event of failure.

1623. NITRATION
Ni ration involves explosion, fire, and toxic hazards

in addition to those incident to handling acids.
Efficient ventilating systems are required. Nitra-
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tion ii .,ngs should be provided with adequate
safety exits and necessary safety appliances such as
suitable neutralizing solutions, and emergency show-
ers. When necessary, personnel should be provided
with personal proective clothing and equipment
which is impermciable to acid or which is acid
resistant.

1624. F11.E PROTECTION SYSTEMS
(See pars. 1228 and 1229.)

a. Equipment for powder cutters, cotton pickers,
and other processes involving solids in which there
is a process fire hazard should be equipped with
deluge systems and quick opening valves controlled
both automatically and manually. The deluge sys-if temr should be charged with steam, water, or Q-,emi-
cals depending upon tha character of the fire to be
controlled (See National Board of Fire Under-
writers' pamphlet No. 13, "Sprinkler Equipments").
"Rate of rise" (of temperature) ard light-actuated
devices for quick action automAwnic control are
recommended.

b. In order to prevent the propagation -. a fire
and to reduce damage to personnel and property,
melt-mix kettles, volumetric loading machines,
incorporators, and similar equipment handling
molten explosives should be equipped w.th auto-
matic and manually operated fire-extinguishing
equipment.

(1) The distributing outlets (nozzles, sprays,
heads, etc.) should be located as close to the
exposed surfac* of the explosive as possible
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and should be so positionedi as to insure
immediate drenching of all paxts of the
machine under extreme conditions. When
explosives are located inside of machines
under tight hoods cr covers, the distributing
outlets should be located inside of the in-
closed space. For example, on the volu-
metric loading machine:

(a) Outlets should be placed inside of the
inclosed reservoir over the TNT.

(b) Outlets should be placed inside of the
machine over the measuring cups.

(c) Consideratian should be given to the
advisability of providing outlets so lo-
cated that the top of the radiator and the
tops of shll in the skid under the machine
will be drenched in case of fire.

(2) It is recommended that not less than 50
gallons of water per minute at not less than
40 p. s. i. residual pressure be supplied to
each distributing outlet. The distributing
heads should be of open type arnd must be
properly maintained so as to be in working
condition at all times. Where explosive
vapors, gases, or dusts may get into the out-
let and interfere with the operation of same,
it may be advisable to cap them. However,
care must be exero, ised in selecting a i'ap
which will release immediately upon exer.
tion of pressure within the outlet.

(3) It is recommended that deluge systems be
cleaned and tested periodically (ax5 Aten as
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nece&••ry) to insure thai, ,.hey are in proper
operating condition at all times. A log
should be kept in connection wit-, these
tests.

(4) The above extinguishing systems should be
provided in addition to goneral sprinkler
protection and extint-ishing systeins.

1625. STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURES

a. Prior to starting any, operation involving ammu-
nition or explosives an adequate standing operating
procedure shall be developed and then approvee ;y
the commanding officer of the establishment or by A
qualified member of his staff who has been delegated
the responsibility for review of and authority for
approval of S. 0. P. Controlled tests may be neces-
sary in order to establish S. 0. P. for certain opera-
tions. This standing operating procedure shall in-
clude, as a minimum, such items as safety require-
ments, personnel and explosives limits, equipment
designation, and location and sequence of operations.
No deviation from this procedu're shall be permitted
without the approval of the commanding officer or
his designated representative.

b. All personnel involved in these operations shall
become cognizant of their respective duties. Super-
vision should be responsible for this indoctrination.

c. Applicable portions of the approved standing
operating procedure shall be conspicuously posted
convenient to all stations involved in the operation
for the guidance of all personnel. Supervisory per-
sonnel shall maintain copies of the overall S, 0. P.
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and be responsible for the enforcement of its provi-
sions.

d. Action to be taken in the event of electrical
storms, utilities or mechanical failures and the like,
occurring during the manufacturing, handling, or
processing of explosives 9nd other hazardous ma-
terials shall be set forth in standing operating proce-
dures required by pr'agraph a above or shall be set
forth in separate SOP, prepared specifically for such
purposes. The emergency actionr thus prescribed
shall conform with paragraphs 1615, 1616 and
1625a-c, where appiicable.

1626. ELECTRICAL TESTING OF AMMUNITION
AND AMMUNITION COMPONENTS

(Added)
a. Type of test equipment. Electrical (including

electronics) test equipment should utilize the weakest
possible power source. Battery-powered equipment
should be used in lieu of that with a 110-volt source.
The power source should be incapable of initiating
the explosive item under test. Where treater power
must be used, positive means must r.- provided to
prevent delive-ry of power to the explosive item, in
quantities sufficient to initiate the item. The possi-
bility of malpractice on the part of operators and
other personnel must be recognized and safegt,uards
provided.
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b. Layout of test equi.,ment. As indicated in sec-

tion 6, test equipment should not be placed in
hazardous atmospheres unless absolutely necessary.
When the test equipment or parts thereof must be
placed in hazardous atmospheres, its suitability
must be attested by Underwriters' Laboratories
approval or specific approval must be obtaiiied from
the Chief of Ordnance. Special attention must be
given t:o equipment containing vacuum ti.oes because
of inherent ventilation requirements. Unless the
test equipment, under any circumstances, is incapable
of initiating the item being tested, operational
shields are required for protection of personnel.
The most reliable means for attaining and retaining
this initiation incapability is to protect the test' equipment, including leads, from electromagnetic
(induction and radiation fieldsj and electrostatic
energy and to provide the test equipment with a
weak power source. Where reliance is pl&ced on
resistors and other devices for limiting power de-
livered to the item being tested, operational shields
should be provided.

c. Use oJ test equipment. Test equipment should
be used only in the manner and for the purpose for
which approval is granted. The equipment should
be maintained in good working order by quahlfied
personnel. Operator adjustments should be limited
to those required by design of the equipment.
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SECTION 17

QUANTITY-DISTANCE TABLES

(REVISED)

1701. SCOPE
This section outlines the quantity-distance regula-

tions applicable to the storage and handling of
ammunition and explosives at Ordnance establish-
ments. Explosives and ammunition are classified
according to tL8. damage expected if they explode or
ignite. Where circumstances exist at an Ordnance

f installation that may modify the normal behavior of
the material, the Chief of Ordnance may reclassify
that material for the specific instance upon request of
the commanding officer. The grouping of explosives
and ammunition into the several classes ,1ies not
necessarily mean that the different items in a clasw
may be sto-ed together. Items which may be stored
together at une location are set forth in section 19.
The maximum amount of explosives permitted in
any location is specified in the quantity-distance
tables within this section. It is mandatory that-local
limits be established in amounts no greater than those
consistent with safe, efficient operation. Operations
and personnel shall be so arranged (consistent with
safe, efficient operation; see par. 1601) as to constitute
the smallest exposure to any one explosion or fire
hazard. 
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1702. INHABITED BUILDING DISTANCE
a. Inhabited building distances are the minimum

permissible distances between an inhabited building,
as defiived in par. 233, and an ammunition or explo-
sives location. Inhabited building disances are also
used for protection of administration areas, adjacent
operating lines (par. 1711a) and for other exposures
within an establishment. Except as otherwise specif-
ically prescribed herein, inhabited building distances
also shall be provided between ammunition and ex-
plovivis locations and the boundaries of Ordnance
establishments.

b. Inhabited building distances as set forth in
this section protect buildings against "substantial"
structural damage which is defined as follows:

(1) Masonry buildings--serious weakening or
displacement of portions of supporting walls
(foundations, side walls, or interior sup-
ports), the breaking of rafters or other im-
portant. roof or floor supporting members.

(2) Frame buildings--serious weakening or dis-
placement of foundations, breaking of any
main support within side walls or interior
supporting walls, or breaking of rafters or
other important roof or floor supporting
members.

(3) Reinforced concrete structures-displace-
ment of any floor, wall, or ceding structural
member oi the failure of any supporting
member.

(4) No damage which is readily repairable
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should be considered substantial within the
definition established by this Manual.

c. Inhabited building distances do not provide
protection against glass breakage or injury tc per-
sonnel from glass breakage; therefore, greater dis-
tances should be used, if practicable. The inhabi•ed
building distances for mass-detonating ammunition
and explosives (classes 6, 8, 9, 10, and other classes
stored as classes 9 or 10) are based on damage from
blas, effects; however, they do provide a high degree
of protection from missiles except for small quantities
where the missile hazard may be more severe than
the blast hazard. Inhabited building distances for
ammlinition and explosives which are not mass-
detonating are based on the most severe hazard

S involved.

1703. PUBLIC RAILWAY DISTANCE
a. This distance is the minimum permitted be-

tween a public railway as definea in paragraph 253
and an explosives hazard. The distance at which
cars are considered safe from the blasL effects of •X-
plosions has been fixed as 60 percent of the inhabited
building distance. These decreased distances are
used in tables for classes 6, 8, 9, and 10 inaterials.
The use of lesser distances is based on the smaller
height and area of the railway cars exposed to blast;
the greater resistance of cars 'o blast as compared
with buildings, and t-,, fact that while a building is
stationary and subject to risk constantly, the pres-
ence of a train is oniy temporary. For other than
classes 6, 8, 9, and 10 materials, inhabited building
distances are required to public railways.
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b. The minimum separation between privately-
owned railways over which passengers are not carried,
and magazines and storage sites shall be not less than
400 feet unless the public railway distance specified
in the appropriate quantity-distance table is less.
However, the railways must be separated by public
railway distances from operating buildings.

1704. PUBLIC HIGHWAY DISTANCE
This distance is the minimum permitted between

a public highway as defined in paragraph 252 and an
explosives hazard. The public highway distances
ai-e based on criteria similar to those applicable to
public railways and are identical to public railway
distances (par. 1703a). Persons in the open are
considered safe from the blast effects (not missiles)
of explosions when separated frow the explosion site
by distances equal to one-half tue public highway
distance.

1705. INTRALINE DISTANCE
a. This distance is the minimum permitted (ex-

cept as indicated in c below) between any two build-
ings within one operating line (par. 248). Intraline
distances are also used for separating certain sleci-
fled areas, buildings, and locations even though actual
line operations are not involved. All ammunition
and explosives except classes 1, 2, 2A, and 8 in such
a line are considered classes 9 or 10. Intraline dis-
:ance is expected to protect buildings from propaga-
tion of explosion due to blast. effects but not against
the possibility of propagation due to missiles. Build-
ings, separated by intraline distances will probably
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suffer substantial structural damage.
b. A service type magazine (para 266) shall be

located at intraline distance, based on the quantity of
explosives wi-0iin the magazine, from the nearest
operating building ol the line of which it forms a part.
Service-type magazines shall be separated from each
other by intraline distances.

c. Facilities (excluding service magazines) servicing
a single operating building which is not a part of an
operating line may be located at less than intral:ne
distances but not less thart 100 feet from the operating
buildiig. Such facilities include low pressure heating
boilers and paint storage buildings.

Z 1706. MAGAZINE DISTANCE
This distance is the minimum permiitted between

any two storage magazines. Distance required is
determined by the type or types of magazines and also
the type and the quantity of ammunition or explosives
stored therein. It is expected to prevent propagation
of explosion from one niagazie to
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another from blast and, except as indicated in para-
graph 1712, provides a reasonable degree of protection
againmt propagation of explosion due to missiles. It
does nc, except possibly for earth-covered magazines,
protect the magazines from severe structural damage.
Magazine distance is also used for certain quantity-
distance computations where other than two magazines
are involved (para 1711 and 1717).
1707. MISSILE DISTANCE

The missile distance, identified as inhabited building
distance for ammunition in classes 3, 4, 5, and 6, is
based on the limiting range of a majority of missiles
for the type of ammunition involved. The distances
dc not take into account occasional missiles which
may be projected farther. For class 7, the inhabited
building distance is based upon blast damage and does
not represent the distance to which some missiles can
be projected.

1708. QUANTITY-D1STANCE DETERMINA-
TIONS

a. The location of explosives facilities with respect
,• to each other and to other exposures shall be based on •~

the total quantity of explosives in the individual

facilities unless the total quantity is so subdivided that
an incident involving any one of the smaller concen-
trations will not produce "simultaneous" initiation ofS others.

b. The quantity of explosives to be permitted in
each of two or more nearby similar maga•zines or oper-
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ating buildings shall be determined by considering each
as a potential explosion site and limiting the quantity
of explosives to be permfitted in the maga-
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S
zines or operating buildirgs to the lee.st amount
allowed by the appropriate tables for the distances
sepr.rating the magazines or operating buildings
concerned.

c. The quantity of explosives permitted in each of
two or more -nearby magazines for which different
quantity-distance tables apply shall be determined
as follows:

(1) Consider each magazine, in turn, as a poten-
tial explosion site.

(2) Refer to the table applicable to each target
magazine.

(3) Determine the quantity of explosives per-
rnitted for the distance between the explo-
sion site and each target magazine.

*(4) Record the quantity in each instance as that
to be permitted in the site magazine and the
least quantity recorded shall be the maxi-
mum permitted.

d. Measurement of distance for determining the
maximum allowable quantity of explosives shall be
made from the nearest outside point or wall of the
room, nubicle, or building proper involved which
contains the explosives to the nearest outside point
or wall of the other location under consideration.
Separation distances are measured along a straight
line.

e. Where the total quantity of explosives in a
magazine or operating budding is so separated into
piles or stacks that the possibility of "simultaneous"
detonation is limited to the quantity in any one pile

Sor stack, dOstances shall be measured from the outside
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of the wall nearest the controlling explosive,. p'l or
stack to the nearest outside wall of another structure.
If the separation to prevent "simultaneous" deto-
natioii is provided by one or more substantial divid-
ing walls, distances may be measured from th&e
walls, if appropriate, instead of from the outside walls
of the budding. Where not so separated, the total
quantity subject to "simultaneous" detonation shall
be used for quantity-distance computations.

.f. Where railroad cars or motor vehicles containing
explosives and ammunition are not separated from
an operating building containing explosives and anm-
munition in such manner as to prevent their "simul-
taneous" detonation (par. 1719), the total quantity
of explosives in the operating building, cars, or motor
vehicles shall bi considered as a unit and the separa-
tion distance measured from the nearest outside wall
of the operating building, car, or vehicle, as applica-
ble, to the target. If the explosives in the operating
building are separated into smaller concentrations so
that "simultaneous" detonation may not occur when
the explosives in tb, railroad cars and motor vehicles
are added to the appropriate inside concentrations,
the distance shall be measured irom the wall nearest
the controlling unit, car, or vehicle, as applicable, to
a t4trget.

g. When items of different explosives hazard
classes are stored together, quantity-distance require-
merits are determined as follows:

(1) The explosives weights for the individual
classes are determined in accordance with
paragraph 1709. lea
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S(2) The explosives weights for the individual
classes are added together to determine the
total weight stored.

(3) Using the total explosives weight so deter-
mined and referring to the quantity-distance
tables applicable to the individual explosives
hazard classes involved, the distance re-
quired for each class is establist ed. The
maximum distance so established is the
minimum acceptable for the storaige facility.

1709. QUANTITY OF EXPLOSIVES

The explosives content. of ammunition or compo-
nents is shown on Ordnance Corps drawing.:. If these
are not available, the information desired should be
requested from the Chief of Ordtance. The quanti--S ties intended for use in the tafl.s herein shall be
computed in ',he following manner:

a. Solid propellants (smokeless powder). Net
weight of the propellants in containers for bulk pro-

pellants or prp•fling charges.

b. Met&l powders and pyrotechnics. Total weight
of the pyrotechnic composition and of the explosives
involved in pyrotechnic items; net weight of metal
powders in containers.

c. Fixed, semifixed, and separated loading ammu-
nition. Net weight of explosives in projectiles ex-
clusive of propelling charge.

d. Rockets and guided missiles. Weight of ex-
plosive in the warhead plus the weight of propellant,
in the rocket motor; except when the motor contains
a class 2 propellant not susceptible to detonation
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on initiation of the warhead. In this exception,
distance will be computed on either the weight of
explosive in the warhead or the weight of propellant
in the rocket, but not the total weight, of both,
and the greater distance so determined will apply.
In some instances: .however, only a portion of the
propellant will participL.te in a detonation. In this
instance, distance will be determined by the weight
of explosive in the warhead plus the portion of
propellant which contributes to the detonation.
Each item under this exception will be referred
to the Chief of Ordnance for approval.

e. Separate loading projectiles, Jatos, rocket
motors, bombs, mines, mortar ammunition, boosters,
S.....s, and. oer loded compo-le-s. eet weight

of explosive filler.

1710. MAGAZINE OLOCK ARRANGEMENT
a. Ammunition and explosives storage areas shall

be subdiviced into blocks of storage facilities. The
n umber of facilities in a block shall be limited as
follows:

(1) Not more than 200 magazines with earth-
cover on the top and at least 3 sides and
with earth-covered or reinforced concrete
front walls, or

(2) Not more than 100 storage facilities of
other types, or

(3) Not more than 100 revetted outdoor sites
in a block containing a combined maximum
of 200 magazines of the earth-covered
type described in paragraph a(!) above
and revetted outdoor sites.
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b. It is preferred that magazines with earth-cover on
the top and at least 3 sides and without door end
barricades (separated by distances as specified in tab-ks
1738, 1739 axid 1739A) be oriented as follows:

(1) Unbarricaded door ends facing tCe same
direction.

(2) Exte.ior faces of unbarricaded front walls of
adjacent magazines are alr on one imaginary
straight line.

c. Storage blocks consisting of magazines with
earth-cover on the top and at least 3 sides and with
earth-covered or reinforced concrete front walls shall
be separated from each other and from blocks consisting
of magazines other types y a istance of not less

Rik than 1,400 feet.4 d. Storage blocks consisting of ibcilities of other than
the earth-covered type shall be separated from each
other by a minimum distance of 1,200 feet if storage
therein. is restricted to classes 1 through 5; 1,800 feet if
classes other than 1 through 5 are stored therein.

e. Magazines within a storage block shall be sepa-
rated from each other by distances not less than those
prescribed in applicable quantity-distance tables in
this section.

1711. SEPARATION OF AND WITHIN AREA.S
a. In establishments handling explosives and ammu-

nition, each operating line, explosives or ammunition
storage area, inert storage area and administrative
area shall constitute a separate group of buildings and
facilities, so that any group handling explosives must
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be separated from all others and C:oem installation
boundaries by appropriate inhabited building distances.
Where the explosives or ammunition in adjacent oper-
ating liries differ, the lines shall be separated by in-
habited building distances based on the explosive or
ammunition requiring the greater distance. In manu-
facturing works, adjacent operating lines may be
separated by intraline distance when these lines are
producing the same explosives.

b. A building, group of buildings, or operation con-
ducted in the open, when serving more than one line or
magazine area, constitutes a special arca and shall be
separated from other groups or areas by inhabited
building distance. If the facility or activity serves one
operating line, block of magazines or area, intraline ;
distance separations apply, provided the function is
separated from all othe-r lines or blocks by inhabited
building distances. These general principles shall
govern in all cases except:

(1) Facilities listed in paragraphs 1711d(1) and

1711d(2).

(2) Normal maintenance and minor modification
operations may be performed in an empty
magazine within a magazine area, or in the
open at intraline distance (based on the
quantity at the operation) from the nearest
storage facility containing explosives or am-
inunition, but, iii no case less than 100 feet
from the storage facility when authorized
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by the Commanding General, AMC (AMCAD
-S), or the installation commander in accord-
ance with paragraph 2502d. Under conditions
enumerated in paragraph 1809g, normal main-
tenance of smail arms ammunition may be
performed in magazines containing small
arms ammunition cnly.

c. Buildings forming an operating line shall be
separated from each other by intraline distance.
Outdoor operations or operations conducted under
sheds wiihin an operating line shall also be located at
intraline distances. Where missiles may be a hazard,
intraline distances may not provide sufficient protec-
tion, in which case a barrier or barricade should be
provided as additional protection. This is particularly
Simportant where personnel concentrations are high,
such as in lunchrooms and change houes.

d. Miscellaneous structures in a magazine area:

(1) Guard shelters, field offices, ammunition
surveillance buildings, packing and shipping
buildings, bombproofs, and other personnel
shelters shall be separated from all magazines
by a minimum of magazine distance and shall
be separated by intraline distance from
magazines containing class 7 materials.

(2) Change houses, lunchrooms, dunnage prep-
aration buildings, and lumber storage for
magazine areas shall be located at a minimun
of intraline distance from magazines.
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(3) Ammunition workshops shall be located at a
minimum of inhabited distance from maga-
zines based on the quantity and type of
material in the magazines.

1712. SEPARATION OF AMMUNITION AND
EXPLOSIVES IN STORAGE

a. Solid propellants and materials of class 7, stored
in exposed locations, shall be separated from materials
of classes 4, 5, and 6 by the missile distance (inhabited
building distance) for materials of the latter classes
involved.

b. The materials cited above as requiring protection
(i.e., solid propellant and materials of class 7) are
considered to be in exposed locations when stored in
aboveground magazines or in the open.

c. In areas consisting entirely of magazines with
earth-cover on the top and at least 3 sides and earth-
covered or reinforced concrete front walls, all classes of
ammunition 9 explosives may be stored .without
regard to the aL e.

1713. CLASSIFICATION YARD
Cars of explosives and ammunition in the yard should

be switched for transfer as soon as possible. They
should not remain in the yard Lor more than 24 hours.
Classification yards through which cars containing
ammunition and explosives are handled shall be sera-
rated from inhabited buildings, adninistration areas,
magazines containing ammunition or explosives, oper-
ating luildings handling explosives, and installation
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boundaries by a minimum distance of 1,800 feet. This
distance may be reduced to 1,400 feet when magazines
with earth cover on the top and at least 3 sides, and
earth-covered or
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reinforced concrete front walls are involved and
door ends do not face the classification yard. Barri-
eades will not be interposed for the purpose of reduc-
ing these distances. Efforts should be made to
segregate cars into groups to reduce concentrations
of explosives and potential hazards.

1714. HOLDING YARDS
Explosives loaded rail cars, trucks, or trailers in

holding yards, are considered as aboveground
magazines for quantity-distance purposes. To
provide flexibility of storage, the yard should be
laid out so that the tracks and trailer parking areas
are-at least 380 feet apart if barricaded, or 695 feet
if unbarricaded. The rail cars, trucks, or trailers
shall be in groups so that each group is limited toS 250,000 pounds of high explosives, and the distance
between groups is not less than 380 feet barricaded
and 695 feet unbarricaded.

1715. TEMPORARY STORAGE YARD
Loaded rail cars, trucks, or trailers which cannot

be readily unloaded are considered as aboveground
magazines for quantity-distance purposes. When it
is necessary to hold such cars, trucks, or trailers for
periods of 2 days to 2 weeks, they should be grouped
so that each group is limited to 250,000 net poundt
high explosives and groups separated from each
other by a minimum distance of 695 feet. If full
distances cannot be obtained, the groups of loaded
rail cars may be spaced 380 feet apart in all direc-
tions, provided one or more cars of nonexplosive
materials are spotted between the groups. Cars
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containing flammable liquids, flammable solids,
oxidizers and corrosives shall not be used for this
purpose. N,

!716. SUSPECT CAR SPUR TRACK
When inspection of a car of explosives or ammuni-

tion indicates that it may be in a hazardous condition
(par. 2120), it should be moved at once to a suspect
car spur track or an isolated section of track, This
spur or so'rtion of track should lead directly from the
inspection point and be located so that suspect cars
can be moved there without enteiing the classifica-
tion yard. The distance between the spur or track
and installation boundaries, classification yards,
inhauited buildings, administration areas, operating
buildings, magazines, inert storage locations, public
railways, and public highways should be 1800 feet *
if barricades meeting the requirements of paragraph W
1725 are provided, 3600 feet if such barricades are
not provided. Only one car is permitted at tx;-
location at any time. Incoming explosives or ammu-
nition laden motor vehicles shall be expected at a
station located in accordance with requirements of
paragraph 2210,

1717. t-OADING DOCKS
a. Loading docks, including elevated docks, pads,

or other locations at whirh ammunition or explosives
are transferred between vehicles, including railway
cars, shall be located at not less than the following
distances:

(1) Eight-hundred feet from unbarricaded mag-
azins in magazine areas (existing loading
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docks are acceptable at uribarricaded rmaga-

zine distance).
(2) Four-hundred feet. from barricaded maga-

zines in magazine areas (existing loading
docks are acceptable at barricaded maga-
7ine distance).

(3) Intraline separation from the operating line
the dock serves.

(4) Inhabited building distance from. Adminis-
trative areas, inert areas, load lines whiCh
are riot served by the dock, installation
boundaries, and other unrelated facilities.

(5) Eight-hundred feet from magazines con-
taining in excess of 250,000 pounds of classes
9 or 10 explosives and ammunition.

(6) Magazine distance from other loading docks.
S(7 Intraline separation from LCL buildings.

(8) Intraline distance from surveillance build-
ings and ammunition workshops.

b. Provided all pertinent explosives quantity-
distance separations are complied with, the ma) -

mum quantity of classes 9 and 10 materials permitted
at one loading dock shall not exceed 250,000 pounds.
171 8. LOADING DOCKS USED FOR OWHER THAN

NORMAL SHIPMENTS
The use of loading docks for purposes other than

for which they were originally intended ohould be
discouraged. When used for purposes other than
shipping or receiving explosives and ammunition,
the quantity of explosives being worked on at the
dock shall not exceed that quantity of explosives
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permitted by the appropriate quantity-distance
tables.

1719. SPOTTING FREIGHT CARS AND AUTO-
MOTIVE EQUIPMENT AT BUILDINGS

I reight cars and automotive equipment containi g
explosives or ammunition, which are nearer than
intraline dictances to an explosives operation or
building and not separated from the explosives
operation or buiiding by a barrier capable of pre-
cl'iding "simultaneous" detonation shall be included
in computations-as part of the explosive limits of the
operation or operating building. This is not in-
tended to permit cars or trucks containing explosives
and anrn.unition to be used as service magazines and
to be placed ~t, less than intraline distances from the
building or operation. The total quantity within
the cars and building shall not exceed the maximum
p-rinitted in the building or rail cars by the quantity-
distance requirements.

1720. DAMS
Important dams, the loss of which might seriously

affect surrounding areas or the normal functioning of
the establishment shAll be protected frcem explosives
and ammunition hazards by the appropriate in-
habited building distance separation.

1711. GASOLINE HANDLING AND STORAGE
FACILITIES

a. The minimum distance permitted between
underground gasoline storage facilities and the
nearest explosives or ammunition handling facilities,
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except, those involving class 1 materials, shall not be
less than 300 feet. For class I materials this mini-
mum distance shall be not less than 100 feet. Dis-
pensing pumps must be of approved type.

"b. The minimum distance permitted between
aboveground Piasoline storage and dispensing facilities
(excluding mobile units used to dispense retail quan-
tities of gasoline) and class I ammunition facilities
is 450 feet. The minimum separation where other
classes of ammunition and explosives are involved
shall be 1,800 feet or inhabited building distance,
whichever is less, except that the distance shall not
be less than 450 feet. Retail quantities may be dis-
pensed from mobile units (maximum 350-gallons
iapacity) at a minimum distance of 100 feet from
explosives and ammunition handling facilities.

c. Gasoline stored in abovegromind tanks or in
drums should be diked in accordance with paragraph
58, NBFU Pamphlet No. 30, 'Cointainers for Storing
and Handling Flammable Liquids."

1722. SCREENING BUILDINGS AT LOADING
PLANTS

a. In the construction of new load lines or of new
screening buildings on existing lines, the screening
building shall be separated from melt pour buildings
by intraline distances based upon the greatest
limiting quantity of explosives within substantial
dividing walls in eitber the screening, melt pour, or
pressing buildings. Screening bui'dings should not,
in future construction, be located so as to expose the
weak walls of bays in melt pour buildings.
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b. Where on existing lines the screening building
is located 100 feet from the melt pour building, only
the minimum anount of explosives necessary for
continuous efficient operation shall be permitted in
the screen:ng building but in no case shall this quan-
tity exceed 15,000 pounds. In TNT and Explosive
D screening buildings, the total quantity in the
screening building and melt pour bays as a unit
shall not exceed that permitted by existing distances
to other structures and lines. Tetryl or pentolite
screening buildings so located shall be modified by
interposing an approved barricade between the
screening and the melt pour buildings so as to shield
all bays of the melt pour building which are not at
the required intraline distance.

1723. SPACING OF UNITS CONTAINING EXPLO- l
SIVES ON CONVEYORS

a. Containers of explosives and explosives loaded
items which are being transported on conveyors,
except for transfer between trucks or rail cars snd
storage facilities, should be separated by nou less
than the minimum distances shown in the table on
the following page.
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b. Openings in substantial dividing walls for instal-
lation of conveyors are not recommended. Where
such openings are deemed necessary, the size shall not
be larger than the minimum which will permit safe
passage of the item being transferred. When conveyors
are not being utilized for the operation, adequate
closures for the openings should be provided.

c. Where shells or bonibs are transported between
buildings in an operating line in trucks, or on skids or
racks by conveyors, the spacing between trucks, or
racks or skids, should be according to the quantity of
explosives and the intraline class 7 quantity-distance
table.

I 1724. Rescinded. Oa

4
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1725. BARRICADES

a. General. Properly constructed separate artificial
or substantial natural barricades are effective means
for protecting structures or operations, therKby per-
mitting the reduction of quantity-distance requirements
for bulk explosives and explosives loaded items having
mass detonating characteristics. Such barricades are
generally ineffective and normally shall not be used to
reduce distances for fire hazard materials such as class
2 propellant and missile-producing items such as
classes 4, 5, and 6 ammunition. Protection is con-
sidered effective when a line from the top of any side-
wall of the building containing explosives to all parts
of the other locaton to be protected will pass through
the intervening barricade. For railways and highways
to be considered barricaded, such a line must pass 12
feet above the center of the highway or railroad. Such
a barricade must be separated from both the building
it is to screen and the building containing the hazard.
The nearest toe of the barricade must be not less than
4 nor more than 40 feet from the building. The
separation should be as near to the minimum (4 feet)
as practicable. Although it is permissible to locate a
barricade adjacent to either the building to be pro-
tected or' the building containing the hazard, the
former procedure is recommended. It is not the policy
of AMC to erect barricades around aboveground
n•,,bzifle Iut if n""" v•r, t .... lo• . I A ... : c....P_!(1,ft zi !i 0 ) vj lMA .IV-Ll C.GHtlUIUI0I•s

sir~gle-revetted or natural slope barricades shall be
constructed in accordance with drawings and specifi-
cations approved by the Commanding General, AMC
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(AMCAD-S). Ba.ricades may be natural, artificial
earth mound having natural sloping sides or single .
revetted either wood or concrete, with an earth mound
of a minimum width of 3 feet at the top and having
natural slope on one side. Barricades in excess of 20
feet in height will have a minimum width of not less
than 5 feet at the top. Double revetted artificial
barricades of a minimum width of 3 feet at the top
with sides sloped and with proper anchorage to give
stability against overturning forces are approved for
reducing quantity-distance requirements for a maxi-
mum of 50,000 pounds of high explosives. For quan-
tities in excess of 50,000 pounds, natural or single-
revetted barricades as described above are the onlyr types approved, the one exception being the barricade
incorporated in the design of ammonium nitrate grain-
ing buildings. Material for earth cover over magazines
and for barricades shall be a select coiuesive material,
free from deleterious organic matter, trash, debris,
frozen material and stones heavier than 10 pounds or
larger thait 6 inchc . The larger stones should be
predominantly limited to the lower center of fills, and
to the extent practicable, restricted from earth cover
over magazines. Compaction and surfaCe preparation
shall be provided as necessary to maintain structural
integrity and erosion protection. The minimum depth
of earth cover to be maintained over magazines shall
not be less than 2 feet. The revetted sides of barricades
may be a concrete, masonry, or timber wall.

b. Inspection. Barricades shall be inspected period-
ically to determine the degree of settling. When
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settling has occurred to the extent that the barricade
no longer provides effective protection, fill shall be
added in the amount necessary. Inspection shall also
be made of wood-revetted barricades, and rotted
timbers of planking, affecting the strength or effective-
ness of the barricade, shall be replaced.

1726. MAGAZINES AS BARRICADED STRUC-
TURES

a. For quantity-distance purposes, ammunition and
explosives storage magazines utilized by AMC are
referred to by type as follows:

(1) Standard igloo magazines--earth-covered,
reinforced concrete, arch-type magazines (in-
cludes Stradley (Yurt) maga zines).

(2) Special use igloo magazines-standard igloo
magazines used for maximum quantities of
100,000 pounds or less of mass-detonatin
ammunition or explosives.

(3) Eartti-covered, corrugated steel, arch-type,
magazines-igloo-type magazines constructed
of corrugated rolled structural steel plate
according to the approved standard drawings
specified in table 1739A.

(4) Special type magazines-igloo-type magazines
with steel (except (3) above) or wood (instead
of reinforced concrete) arches and :*tev), wood
or reinforced concrete end walls, and earth-
cov'ered reinforced :oncretc magazines (such
as Corbettas, dome or box-type).
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(5) Aboveground magazines-any types of mag-
azines constructed above grade, other than "
earth-covered igloo magazines and special-
type magazines. Richmond-type magazines
are considered to be barricaded aboveground
magazines.

b. The "barri-aded" distance columns of tables
1736 and 1737 arc applicable to igloo and special-type
magazines, except when exposure is within the area
(in front of the magazines) bounded by lines drawn
from the center of the door and inclined 30' on either
side of a perpendicular to the door. If the door end is
provided with an effective separate barricade (para
1725a), the barricaded distance columns are applicable
for all exposures.

c. The barricaded distance columns of tables 1736
and 1737 are also applicable to effectively barricaded
aboveground magazines. To be effectively barricaded,
aboveground in.agazines must be earth-mounded on at
least three sides (Richmond type
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EARTH BARRIGADE

Figure 172,A. Earth barricade8.
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magazines) or must be separated from other facili-
ties and exposures by natural or artificial barricades
meeting the requirements of paragraph 1725a. Unless
provided w;th separate barricades, door ends of Rich-
mond-type iiiagazines are unbarricaded.

(. Igloo and special-type magazines are not con-
sidered barricaded for material of classes 3, 4, 5,
and 6. Distances prescribed in tables 1732 through
1735 for these classes will not be reduced where stor-
age of these classes is in igloo or special-type
magazines.

e. Quantities of classes 2 and 2A explosives up to
500,000 pounds maximum may be stored in igloo or
special-type- magazines which are spaced in accord-
ance wich the requirements of tables 1'Z38, 1739, and

ft 1739A. Other distances (viz., inhabited building dis-
tance, public highway distance, and public railway
distance) shall be on an unbarricaded basis, except
as specifically indicated by notes applicable to the
classes 2 and 2A quantity-distance tables.

/. Distances prescribed in classes 3, 4, 5, and 6
quantity-distance tables shall not be reduced where
storage of materials of these classes is in barricaded
aboveground magazines.

g. Separate barricades and earth mounding for
abovegrolind type magazines (a(5) above) must be
aL least, 1 foot higher than stacks in the niaga-
zines; the requirements of paragraph 1725 are also
applicable.
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1727. BARRICADES FOR PYROTECHNICS

For 100 pounds or less of class 7 pyrotechnic
materials in operations or storage, barricading re-
quirements for reducing distances are satisfied by a
substantial dividing wall (para 506), provided the
explosives are not less than 4 feet from the wall. For
more than 100 pounds of class 7 pyrotechnics, the
requirements of normal barricading apply.

1728. QUANTITY-DISTANCE STANDARDS FOR
AIRFIELDS, HELIPORTS AND SEADROMES
(Revised)

a. Ammunition, explosives and ammunition facili-
ties shall not be located in areas where prohibited
(figures 1728A and 1728B) at, airfields, ' liports,
and seadromes, nor at distances less than specified
in tables 17728 and 1729 from facilities listed in table
1728B. The provisions of this paragraph do not
apply to:

(1) Ammunition and explosive facilities built
underground or into the sides of hills; be-
cause of the variables involved, such sitings
will be given special consideration on a case-
by-case basis.

(2) Ammunition and explosive items contained
in survival and rescue kits aboard aircraft.

b. For the purpose of this manual:
(1) Non-DOD com/ponents shall mean any entity

(Governmeent, private, or corporate) which
is not a part of the Department of D)efense.
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(2) Ammi•,nition and explosihes as used herein
includes (but is not necessarily limited to)
all items of ammunition; chemical propel-
hlnts, liquid and solid, high and low
explosives; guided missiles; warheads; de-
vices; signals; components thereof, includ-
ing chemical, biological, and radiological
(CBR) fillers and substances associated
therewith presenting real or potential haz-
ards to life and property.

(3) Aircraft parking area is any area set aside
for parking aircraft not containing
explosives.

(4) Combat aircraft parking area is any area
specifically designated for:

(a) Loading or unloading combat-type air-
craft with ammunition and explosives.

(b) Parking combat-type aircraft loaded with
ammunition and explosives.

(5) Ammunition and explosives cargo area is
any area specifically designated for:

(a) Ammunition and explosives loading/
unloading cargo-type aircraft.

(b) Parking loaded cargo-type aircraft con-
taining ammunition and explosives as
cargo.

(6) Explosives facility is any structure or loca-
tion containing ammunition and explosives,
excluding combat-aircraft parking areas or
ammunition and explosives cargo areas.

(7) Prohibited area is a specifically designated
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area, at the ends of each runway, in which
all %mmunition and explosives facilities are
prohibited (see sketches).

(8) Runway.
(a) Any surface on land designated for air-

craft take-off and landing operations.
(b) A designated lane of water for take-off

and landing operations of seaplanes.
(9) Taxiway/taxilane is any surface, designated

as such in the basic airfield clearance cri-
teria specified by DOD component publica-
tions and Federal Aviation Regulation, as
published at 14CFR77.

c. These quantity-distances apply:
(1) To all airfields, helipcrts, and seadromes

used exclusively by DOD components or
used jointly with non DOD components at
which ammunition and explosives are han-
dled or stored.

(2) To all construction started after 17 April
1967. Reasonable efforts should be made to
bring existing facilities or those in late
stages of planning up to these standards.
(Formal waivers or exemptions are required
for all violations, whether existing or nep.,
in order that commanders of military
installations may be kept aware of the
existence of such violations.)

(3) In conjunction with airfield clearance cri-
teria as prescribed by DOD component
publications and Federal Aviation Regula-
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tion, as published at 14CFR77. In the appli-
cation of airfield clearance criteria, these
quantity-distance standards will be applied
as indicated below:

(a) DOD components use only airfields, heli-
ports, and seadromers. Combat-aircraft
parking areas, ammunition and explosives
cargo areas, alert hangars and shelters
may be located within the airfield clear-
ance zone insofar as these quantity-
distance standards are concerned, except
in the explosives prohibited areas as
shown on figures 1728A and 1728B.

(b) Joint use DOD/non-DOD component air-
fields, heliports, and seadromes. Combat-

,aircraft parking areas, ammunition and
explosives cargo areas, alert hangars and
shelters will be located as prescribed in
Tables 1728 and 1729, except that these lo-
cations in relation to the taxiways wbtch
are used exclusively for DOD componerit
aircraft and are constructed as a part of
the location, no quantity-distance separa-
tion is required.

(c) Passenger transport operations conducted
at DOD component airfields shall be made
subject to the same quantity-distance ie-
quirements as joint use DOD/non-DOD
component airfields, heliports, and sea-
dromes except when operational necessity
dictates no quantity-distance is assigned
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from runways and taxiways to aircraft
containing ammunition and explosives.

d. Ammunition and explosives facilities shall be
separated from inhabited buildings, passenger-
carrying railroads, public highways and other ammu-
nition and explosives facilities in accordance with
Section 15 and Tables 1730 through 1736.

e. In applying the standards prescribed in Tables
1728 and 1729, distances shall be measured as follows:

(1) Loaded Aircraft to Loaded Aircraft--meas-
ure the shortest distance between explosives
on one aircraft to explosives on adjacent
aircraft.

(2) Ammunition and Explosives Location to
Taxiways and Runways--measure from the
nearest point of the ammunition and ex- U
plosives location to the nearest point of the
taxiway and to the centerline of the runway
or the runway extended.

/. Separation distances between the following
areas and from these areas to other targets shull be
determi.1 -ying Tables 1728 and 1729:

(1) Combat .,ircraft Parking Area.
(2) Ammunition and Explosives Cargo Area.
(3) Ammunition and Explosives Storage Facil-

ities.
(4) Ammunition and Explosives Operating

Facilities.
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Table 1728. Quantity-Distance Standards for Mass-Det&nalini"
Military Explosives and Ammunition

Distance in feet from
ammunition and eTplosives Distance in

facilities and I|ations to feet for specific
runways, ttaxiways, and targets indicated

Net pounds of explosives aircraft parking areas in Table 1729

ioint DOD/Non-DOD
component

Over Not over Bar Unbar Unbarricaded**

1 2 3 4 5

0 50 75 1235 110
50 100 120 1235 140

100 200 180 1235 175
200 300 260 1235 200
300 400 320 1235 220S 400 500 360 1235 240
500 600 400 1235 255
600 700 430 1235 265
700 800 460 1235 28("
800 900 490 i235 290
900 1000 510 1235 300

1000 1500 530 1235 345
1500 2000 630 1235 380
2000 3000 720 1235 435
3000 400U 795 1235 480
4000 5000 855 1235 515
5000 6000 910 1235 545
6000 7000 955 1235 575
7000 8000 1000 1235 600
8000 9000 1040 1235 625
9000 10,000 1075 1235 645

10, 000 *15, 006 1235 1235 740
15,000 20,000 --------- 1355 815

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1728. Quantity-Dietance Standards for Mass-Detonating
Military Explosives and Ammunition-Continued

Distance in feet from
ammunition and explosives Distance in

facilities and locations to feet for specific
runways, taxiways, and targots indicated

Net pounds of explosives aircraft parking areas In Table 1729

Joint DOD/Non-DOD

oopnponent

Over Not over .3ar Unbar Unbarricaded*

1 2 3 4 5

20,000 25, 000 ------..... 1460 875
25,000 30, 000 ---------- 1555 935
30,000 35, 000 ----------- 1635 980
35,000 40,000 ---------- 1710 1025
40,000 45, G0O 1780 1070
45,000 50,000 ----------- 1840 1105 W
50, 000 55,000 1900 1140
55,000 60,000 1960 1175
60, 000 65,000 ----------- 2010 1205
65,000 70,000 ----------- 2060 1235
70,000 75,000 ----------- 2110 1265
75, 000 80, 000 ----------- 2155 1295
80, f00- 85, 000 ..........- 2200 1321
85, 000 90, 000 ----------- 2240 1345
90,000 95, 000 ----------- 2280 1370
95, 000 100, 000 ----------- 2320 1390

100, 000 125, 000 ----------- 2500 1500
125, 000 150, 000 ---------- 2655 1595
150,000 175, 000---- 2795 1675
175, 000 206, 000 -------- 2925 1755
200, 000 225, 000 3040 1825
225,000 250,000 3150 1890
250,000 275,000 ------------ 3250 1950
See footnotes at end of table.
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Tah~e 1728. Quantity-Distance Standcirds for Mass-Detonating
Military Explosives and Ammunition--ontinued

Distance in feet from
ammunition and explosives Distance in

facilities and locations to feet for specific
runways, taxiways, and targets indicated

Net pounds of explosives aircraft parking areas in Table 1729

Joint DOD/Non-DOD

component

Over Not ov'er Bar Unbar Unlarricaded*

1 2 3 4 5

275,000 300,000 ----------- 3345 2005
300, 000 325, 000 ---------- 3440 2065
325,000 350,000 ---------- 3525 2115
350,000 375,000 ---------- 3605 2165
375,000 400,000 .... 3685 2210
400,000 425,000 --------- 3760 2250
425, 000 450, 000 ----------- 3830 2300
450, 000 475, 0O ----------- 3900 2340
475,000 500,000 ----------- 3970 2380

For quantities up to 15,000 lbs. which are effectively barricaded, the barri-
caded distances may be used if the ., field cleamnc' criteria permits.

*0 To protect against low angle high speed missiles, banicades should be pro-
vided; however, these distances shall not be reduced.
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1729. INTERPRETATION OF TABLES

a. Explosives and ammunition are segregated into
classes as indicated in the following tables.

b. The list of items in each class is representative
of the type of product. in that class, but does not
necessarily contain all articles which may be included
in the classification.

Table 1730. 048 1--Quantity-Ditsae e

The items of this class are principally fire hazards and
no quantity-distances are assigned for storage of limited
quantities of supply necessary to service operating or manu-
facturing buildings, proof or test ranges, or other locations
where relatively small quantities of this class of material are
required. For bulk storage, the following distances apply:

Unbarricaded d•ftce in feet

Quantity Inhabited I Public

building highway Intraline Magazine
iand railway

No limit --------- 100 100 100 180

M1 storage structure is combustible, 100 feet is required.

Items Included in Class I
1. Aluminum powder (packed and stored in original shipping containers or

equIvalent).
2. Ammunition, caliber 20mm or less (including AP-1, but excluding HE

and HE-I, and 29-M incendiary rounds).
3. C~harge, spotting, AP, practice MS.
4. Chlorates (packed and stored in original shippirg container or equivalent).
5. Corporal, actuator, assembly propellant valve, quick release.
6. Cutter, reefing line.
7. Explsive bellows.
8. Firbig devices.
9. Fuse lightrs.
iC. Fe " sty. (Next page is J7-45) 3
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S
11. Fuzes (packed in accordance with approved Ordnance

drawings depicting issue package) without boosters,
of the following series: PD M48, PD M51, PD M57,
PD M78, PD M81, PD T177, PD M507, PD M508,
MTSQ M500, MTSQ M501, MTSQ M502, MTSQ
M518, MT M43, MT Rf61, MT M67, MT T316E2,
MT T342, MT M522, MT M523, and TSQ M55.

12. Ignition cartridges for mortar ammunition.
13. Magnesium powder (packed and stored in original

shipping containers or equivalent).
14. Mines, AP, practice, TA4.
15. Nitrates, inorganic -packed and stored in original

shipping containers or equivalent) (par. 1315b(4)).
16. Perchlorates (packed and stored in original shipping

containers or equivalent).
17. Peroxides (except high strength hydrogen peroxide,

packed and stored in original shipping containers
or equivalent).

18. Primed cartridge cases (without propellant).
19. Squibs, commercial.
20. Thermite.
21. Zirconium (types I & II, spec. FED.-1655, packed and

stored in original shipping containers or equivalent).
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Table 1731. Cta8s 2-Quantity-Distance

Materials packed in approved storage contain-
ers and/or cartridge cases.

Quantity Unbarricaded distance in feet*

Public
Inhabited highway Magazfne

Pounds Pounds building and public and
(over) (not over) distance railway intraline

distance@ distance

100 ..--------- 1,000 75 75 50
1,000 ----- 5,000 115 115 75
5,000 ----- 10,000 150 150 100
10,000 ------. 20,000 190 190 125
20,000 ...... 30,000 215 215 145
30,000 ------- 40,000 235 235 155
40,000 ------- 50,000 250 250 165
50,000 ....... 60,000 260 260 175
60,000 ------- 70,000 270 270 185
70,000 80,000 280 280 190
80,000 ------- 90,000 2M5 295 195
90,000 -------- 100,000 300 300 200
100,000 ------ 200,000 375 375 250
200,000 . 300,000 450 450 300
300,000 ...... 400,000 , 525 525 350
400,000-..... 500,000 600 600 400

Distances are not to be reduced due to the presence of barricade
(pars. 1726a and 17260).
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Table No. 1731. Class ,-Quantity-distance--Continued

Solid propellants (smokeless powder) in bulk and
not in containers such as found in dry houses,
blending operations, bag loading, etc.

Quantity Unbarricaded •tistance in feet*

Inhab~ted Public high- Magazine
Pounds Pounds building way and and Intr-
(over) (not over) distance public raill- line distance

way distanoei

100 1,000 100 100 50
1,000 5, 00 150 150 75
5,000 10,000 200 200 100

10,000 20,000 250 250 12,5
20,000 30,000 285 285 145S 30,000 40,000 310 310 155
40,000 50,000 330 330 165
50,000 60,000 345 345 175
60,000 70,000 360 360 f85
70,000 80, 000 375 375 190
80,000 90,000 390 390 195
90,000 100,000 400 400 200

100,000 200,000 500 50 250
200, 000 300, 000 600 600 300

*Distances are not to be reduced due to the presence of barriedes (perS. 1725!
and 172b).
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Items Included -a Cle-ss £

1. Ball, cellulose nitrate, powder-fillt.
2. Bomb, photoflash, M122, w/o buoqtiv.t.
3. Chemical ammunition, groups "', and D when not assem-

bled with exphwive compinents.
4. Grenades, illuminating.
5. Military pyrotechnics (exclusive of classes 4 and 9 items).

a. Flares.
b. I:Iuniinants.
c. Incendiary ammunition including projectiles, bombs,

grenades, and exclusive of H E-! rounds.
d. Igniters and tracer units (for ammunition).
e. Signals, including signal lights, smoke signals, and

obscuring smoke.
Note. Whern the above listed Items are packed and reedy for ship-

ment tiey ruay be stored at one-half the applicable clam 2 quantity-
distance requirements.

6. Deleted.
7. Projectiles, illuminating, when not assembled with explo-

sive components.
8. Propellant, type N-5, in carpet rolls.
9. Propellant grains, polysulfide-perchlorate, containing not

more than 74 percent oxidizer.
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10. Pyrotechnic materials (exclusive of class 7 items)
when not packed or stored in original shipping
containers or equivalent, such as:

a. Chlorates.
b. Illuminating, flare or signal compositions which

have been consolidated in the final press
operations.

c. Perchiorates.
d. Peroxides.
e. Powdered metals (including zirconium, types I

and II, specification FED-1655)-
J. Thermite and other similar incendiary cornposi-

tions.

11. Rocket heads WP lo&ded, when not assembled
with explosive components.

* 12. Rockets (in the nonpropulsive state), with inert
heads and rocket motors loaded with class 2
propellant.

13. Spotting charges (cartridges for miniature prac-
tice bombs).

14. Rocket motors, in nonpropulsive state, contain-
ing class 2 propellant.

15. Rockets, Mk2 with inert heads, in Mkl Mod 0
metal containers.

16. Propellant, solid (smokeless powder), single base,
multiperforated having a web thickness greater
than 0.019 inch (excluding single base propel-
lant containing 98 percent, or more nitro-
cellulose).

17. Double-base and coiiposite rocket propellants
Sthat have been determtined to be n(cninass
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detonating in tests conducted in accordance
with TB 700-2.

18. (Added) Ammonium nitrate (not packed and
stored in original s- ipping container or equiva-
lent,) that is exposed only to such fire hazard
materials as other items in this class.

19. (Added) DNT that is exposed only to such fire
hazard materials as other items in this class.

20. (Added) Nitrocellulose, wet, containing from 8
to 30 percent water that is exposed only to
such fire hazard materials as othe- items in
this class.

21. (Added) Detonating cord (PRIMACORD) that
is exposed only to such fire hazaru materials
as other items in this class.

Table 1731A. Cla88 2A--Quantity-Diatance

Quantity of explosives Unbarricaded distance in feet from nearest-

Pounds (not Inhabited Public railway Magazine
Pounds (over)- over)- building or highway (intraline

distance)

(1) (2) ()(4)()

50 250 50 50 35
250 500 75 75 50
500 2, 500 115 115 75

2, 500 5, 000 150 150 100
5, 000 10, 000 190 190 125

10, 000 15, 000 215 145
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Table 1781A. Class LA-Quantity-Distance-Couti u ucd

Quantity of explosives UnbarrIcaded distance in feet from nearest-

Pounds (not Inhabited Public railway Magazine
Pounds (over)- over)-- building or highway (intraline

distance)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

15, 000 20, 000 235 235 155
20, 000 25, 000 250 250 165
25, 000 30, 000 260 260 175
30, 000 35, 000 270 270 185
35, 000 40, 000 290 280 190
40, 000 45, 000 295 295 195
45, 000 .50, 000 300 300 200
50, P00 100, 000 375 375 250

100, 000 150, 000 450 450 300
150, 000 200, 000 525 525 350S 200, 000 1 250, 000 600 600 400
250, 000 300, 000 675 675 450
300, 000 350, 000 750 750 500
350, 000 400,000 825 825 550
400, 000 450, 000 900 900 600
450, 000 2500, 000 975 975 650

1 Maximum quantity permitted in a stngle abovearound mangazine or operating
building.

Distances In cols. 3, 4, and 5 apply to unmarricaded magazines. It the iniaga-
zines or opernting huildings are bhrricaded, the quantity of propellant may be
limited in accordance with the unharricaded class 2 distances, but the maxiniu.n
qun:tity will not. exceed 250,000 pounds except as provided in lara. I 721"e. iy

Distances in col. 5 are applicable between all operating buildings and/or
service niagazines In a single line or area within the plant boundary and are appli-
cable between magazines in storage areas.

Distances shown in col. 3 are applicable between separate operating lines or
areas except as provided in parT . 173 In.

2 Maximum quantity permitted In earth-covered magazine (para. 172rle).
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Items Included in Class 2A* 4

1. Any double-base propellants containing not more
than 20 percent nitroglycerin and having a web
thickness of 0.0075 inch or greater.

2. M15 and M17 nitroguanidine propellants.
3. Multiperforated cannon and rifle propellant hav-

ing a web thickness not greater than 0.019 inch.
4. Single base (FNH and NH compositions), single

perforated cannon propellant having a web
thickness not, greater than 0.035 inch.

5. Single base, single perforated rifle propellant.
6. Single base pistol, shotgun, and similar low-pres-

sure propellants.

Table 1732. Class 3-Quantity-Distance

Quantity Unbarricaded distance in feet 0
InhabitcAd Public rail- Intraline and

Pounds of explosives (not over) building way and magazine
(listance highway distance

distances

No rimit ----------------- 400 400 200

Items Included in Class 3

1 .. .har, (gMiter, assembLly for fuze, M10 and
MIlOAI.

*Plropellants listed are considered cla-ss 2A when stored inl

mctal-linc((l wood(e b)ox(es; cla.ss 7 when stored ill all-metal
boxes.
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2. Detonator, concussion type, Til.

3. Fuzes (packed in accordance with approved
drawings depicting issue package)--fuzes (with
boosters assembled thereto) of the following
series: PD M48, PD M51, PD M57, PD M78,
PD M81, PD T177, PD M507. PD M508'
MTSQ M500, MTSQ M501, MTSQ M502,
MTSQ M518, MT M43, MT M61, MT M67,
MT T316E2, MT T342, MT M522, MTI M523,
and TSQ M55; artillery-type p-'oximity fuzes
with boosters, and other fuzes without boost-
ers, except fuzes chemically actuated contain-
ing ampules which may initiate, directly or
indirectly, explosives and explosives loaded
components, which are assembled in the con-
ventional manner to form the finished explo-
sive fuze.

4. Grenades, practice, with spotting charge.

5, Igniters, rocket motor, electric (except those
listed as class 7).

6. Igniters for rockets (e.g., M12, M18, and M20).

7. Mines, practice, with spotting charge and/or
fuze (except mine, AP, practice, T34).

S. Priioers, artillery and cannon.

9. Priimer (detonators.

10. Slimilator, NMl16.
II. (Added) Amimmnuition, caliber 20nmni or less,

HE •nd IlE-1 and 20mm iticendiary rounds
(exci i(litig 2Ornmin API).
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Table 1733. Class 4-QQuantity-Distance

Quantity Unbarricaded distance in feet

Pounds of explosives Inhabited Public high-

(not over) building way and Intraline Magazine
railway

S500,000 ---------- 800 800 See note 300

Note. Use intraline distances in table 1737 for like amounts of high explosives.

The mnaximuni required intraline distance for this class is 400 feet.

Items Included in Class 4
Items in this class must be packaged for shipment

in accordance with approved drawings and specifica-
tions.
1. Ammunition, blank and saluting, cannon.

2. Ammunition, fixed and sernifixed, 37amm through
81mm (excluding 81mmn M56), loaded with
Ammonal, Amatol, Composition B, Explosive
D, or TNT.

3. Ammunition, fixed and seinifixed, 37m1n through
1061nm, with inert projectiles.

* 4 Cartridge, HE, colored marker.
5. Cartridge, Illuminating.
6. Mines, Antipersonnel (bounding type).
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Table 1734/. Class 5-Quantity-Distance

Quantity Unbarricaded distance in feet*

Pounds of explo- Inhabited Public
sives (not over) building highway Intraline Magazine

and railway

W , i,200 1,200 See note 300

Note. Use intraline distance in table 1737 for like amounts of explosives.
The maximum required intraline distance is 600 feet.

*Paragraphs 1726d and 1726/ regulate the reduction of distances due to the

presence of barricades.

Items Included in lass 6
Items in this class must bi packaL- d ior shipment in accordance with

approved drawings and specifications.
1. Ammunition, fixed and semnifixed, 90mm through 106mm, loaded with

Ammonal, Amatol, Composition B, Explosive D, or TNT.
2. Ammunition, fixed and semifixed, above 106mm, with inert projeztiles.
3. Bombs, chemical loaded, with explosive burster.
4. Chemical ammunition (except. rockets) groups A, B, C, and D, es' ':nbled

with explosive corponents.
5. Rocket rectors (without explosive warheads), containing clavs ýZ propellant

and in a propulsive state.
6. Rockets, chemical, complete round, when assembled with explosive

components.

7. Projectives loaded with Explosive D, not assembled to or packed with
cartridge cases.

Table 1735. Class 6-Quantity-Disiance

Quantity Unbarricaded distance ia feet*

4
Pounds of explo- Inhabited Public
sives (not over) building highway Intraline Magazine

and railway

500,000 1,800 1,800 See ,rote 300

Note. Use intraline distances in table 1737 for like amcunts of high explo-
sives. The imaximum required intraline distance for this class is 450 feet.

*Paragraphs 1726d and 1726f regulate the reduction of distances due to the
presence of barricades.
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Item8 Included in Class 6

Items in this clars must be stored in stacks containing not more than 15,000
* pounds of HE, with stacks spaced in accordance with Ordnance drawing 19-

48-3318(2E11). If these stacking requirements are not satiified, the quantity-
distance requirements (Including the maximum permitted in a magazine) for
class 7 ammunition must be satisfied, however, distances shall not be less than
those apecified in this taiAe (,i735).

1. Projectile. HE furped or unfuzed, loaded with Ammena!, Amatol, or TNT
(except projectile, HE for 280mm gun).

2. Projectiles, J20mm, loaded with Composition B.
3. Projectiles and propelling charges, 120mm HE (packed in accordance

with approved drawings depicting issue package).

Table 1736. Class 7-Quantity- Distance-Inhabited Bvilding.,
Public Railwal.s and Public Highways

Net pounds explosives Distance in feet from explosive hazard-

To inhabited buildings To public railways and
public highways

Over Not rver -

Bar Unbar Bar Unbar

0 1 40 80 25 50
1 2 50 100 30 60
2 5 70 140 40 85
5 10 90 180 55 110

10 20 110 220 65 130
20 30 125 250 75 150
30 40 140 280 85 170
40 *50 150 300 90 180
50 100 190 380 115 230

100 200 235 470 140 280
200 3(9) 270 540 160 320
300 4(M) 295 590 175 350
400 500MI 320 640 190 380
500 600 340 680 205 410
600 700) 355 710 215 430
AM0 00 373 750 225 450

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 1736. Class 7-Quantity-D stance--lnhabited Buildings,
Public Railways and Public Ilighways-Continued

Net pounds explosives Distance in, feet from explosive hazard-

To inhabited buildings To public railways and
public highwaysOver Not over

Bar Unbar Bat Unbar

800 900 390 780 235 470
900 1,000 400 800 240 480

1,000 1, 500 460 920 275 550
1,500 2,000 505 1010 305 610
2,000 3,000 580 1160 350 700
3,000 4,000 635 1270 380 760
4,000 5,000 685 1376 410 820
5,000 6,000 730 1460 440 880
6,000 7,000 i70 1540 460 920
7,000 8,000 800 1600 480 960
8,000 9,000 835 1670 500 1000
9,000 10,000 865 i1730 520 1040

10,000 15,000 990 1780 595 AV10
15,000 20,000 1090 1950 6b5 1170
20,000 25,000 1170 2110 700 1265
25,000 30,00") 1245 2260 745 131

3U,000 35,000 1310 2410 785 1445
35,000 40,000 1370 2550 820 1530
40,000 45,000 1425 2680 855 1610
45,000 50, 0(0 1470 2800 880 1680
50, 0(0 55,0()) 1520 2920 910 1754)
55,000 60,000 1570 3030 940 1820
60,00() 65,000 1610 3130 965 1680
65, 000 70,000 1650 3220 990 1930
70,000 75,000 169) 3310 1015 1985
75,000 80,000 1725 339(0 1035 2035
80,000 85,000 1760 3460 1055 2075
85,000 90000 1790 3520 1 1075 2110
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Table 1736. Class 7-Quantity-Distance-Inhabited Buildings,
Public Railways and Public Highways-Continued

Net pounds explosives Distance in feet from explosive hazard-

To inhabited buildings To public railways and
public highways

Over Not over_ ____

Bar Unbar Bar Unbar

90,000 95,000 1825 3580 1095 2150
95,000 100,000 1855 3630 1115 2180

100,000 125,000 2115 3670 1270 2200 A
125,000 150,000 2350 3800 1410 2280
150,000 175,000 2565 3930 1540 2360

175,000 200,000 2770 4060 1660 2435 Jk,

200,000 225,000 2965 4190 1780 2515
225.000 250,000 3150 4310 1890 2585

250,000 275,000 4430 4430 2660 2660

275,000 300,000 4550 4550 2730 2730

300,000 325,000 4670 4670 2800 2800

325,000 350,000 4780 4780 2870 2870

350,000 375,000 4890 4890 2935 2935

375,000 400,000 5000 5000 3000 3000
400,000 425,000 511.0 5110 3065 3065
425,000 450,000 5210 5210 3125 3125

450,000 475,000 5310 5310 3185 3185

475,000 500,000 5410 5410 3245 3245

*The distances for I to 50 lbs. may be used only when structures or bleast
mats can completely confine fragments and debris. Lesser distances in specific

cases may only be approved if both blast and fragments can be completely con-

fined as in certain test-firing barricades.
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3Table 1737. Class 7-Quantity- Distance- Intraline
Separations

Net pounds of explosives Distance in feet

Over- Not over- Barricaded Unbarricaided

50 30 60
50 100 40 80

100 200 50 100
200 300 60 120

300 400 65 130
400 500 70 140
500 600 75 150
600 700 80 160
700 800 85 170

800 900 90 180
900 1,000 95 190

1,000 1,500 105 210
1,500 2,000 115 230
2, 000 3, 000 130 260
3, 000 4, 000 140 2S0
4, 000 5, 000 150 300
5,000 6,000 160 320

6,000 7,000 170 340
7, 000 8, 000 180 360
8, 000 9, 000 190 380
9, 000 10, 000 200 400

10, 000 15, 000 225 450

15, 000 20, 000 245 490
201, 000 25, 000 265 49530
25, 000 30, 000 280 560
30, 000 35, 000 295 590
35, 000 40, 000 '110 620

40, 000 45, 000 320 640
45, 000 50, 000 33060
50, 000 55, 000 340 680
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Table 1787. Class 7--Quantity-Distance- Intraline
Separations-Continued

Net pounds of explosives Distance in feet

Over- Not over- Barricaded Unbarricaded

55, 000 60, 000 350 700
60, 000 65, 000 360 720

65, 000 70, 000 370 740
70, 000 75, 000 385 770

75, 000 80, 000 390 780

80, 000 85, 000 395 790

85, 000 90, 000 400 800

90, 000 95, 000 410 820

95, 000 100, 000 415 830

100, 000 125, 000 450 900
125, 000 150, 000 475 950

150, 000 17-5, 000 500 1, 000

175,000 200,000 525 1,050

200,000 225, 000 550 1, 100 ,

225,000 250,000 575 1,150

250, 000 300,000 600 1,200

300,000 350,000 635 1,275

350,000 400,000 665 1,330

400,000 450,000 690 1,380

450, 000 500, 000 715 1, 430
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AMCR 385-224, C 12. Table 1738. Class 7--Quantity-Distance Intermagazine
Separations Standard Igloo (Arch Type) Magazines

Net pnunds of explosives Distance in feet between magazines

Igloo magazine Special use magazine a

Over- Not over-
Barri- Unbarri- Barri- Unbarri-

caded b caded, caded b caded

0 4,000 -------- --------- 35 70
4,000 10,000 --------.--------- 50 10

J0,000 30,000 ----------------- - 75 140
30, 000 50, OO------------------- 85 165
30,000 70,000 --------.--------- 95 185
70,000 100, 00( ----------------- 210

0 250,000 d185 e 3600 500,000 d 185 d 360

a Construction is relatively connparable to that described by note e below (para.

1726a(2)).
b Barricaded, as -ised in this table, means that an earth-cove"ed side or back of

one magazine faces an earth-covered side or back of another magazine. If door-
end barricades are provided, barricaded distances may be used regardless of
•rientation.

SUnbarricaded, as used ir this table, means that an unbarricaded door-end of
one magazine faces an earth-covered side or back of another rmagazine.

d Construction is not equivalent in strength to the r'•,qulrements of OCE

drawings 652-686 through 6.52-693, 27 December 1941, revised 14 March 1942.
' Construction is at least equivalent in strength to the requiremert.s of OCE

drawings 652-686 through 652--693, 27 December 1941, revised 14 Marlh 1942.
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Table 1739. Class 7--Quantifty-Distance Intermagazine

il Separations Special Type and Aboveground

SNet pounds of explosives Distance in feet between magazines

Special type Aboveground

t7 Over- Not over--
IBarri- Unbarri- Barrl- Unbarri-

caded caded caded caded

0 100 20 40 30 50
100 500 35 70 50 85
500 1,000 45 90 60 110

1,000 2,000 55 110 75 140
2,000 3,000 65 130 85 160
3,000 4,000 70 1.40 95 175
4, 000 5,000 75 150 105 190
5, 000 7,500 85 170 115 215
7, 500 10, 000 95 190 130 235

10,000 20,000 120 240 165 300 ,
20,000 30,000 140 280 185 340
30, 000 40, 000 155 310 205 375
40, 000 50, 000 165 330 220 405
50, 000 60, 000 175 350 235 430
60, 000 70, 000 185 370 245 455
70, 000 80, 000 195 390 260 475
80, 000 90, 000 200 .100 270 495
90, 000 100,000 210 420 280 510

100, 000 125, 000 225 1 450 300 550
125, 000 150, 000 240 480 320 585
150, 000 175, 000 250 500 335 615
175, 000 200, 000 265 530 350 645
200, 000 225,000 275 550 365 670
225, 000 250, 000 285 570 380 695
250, 00() 300, 000 300) 600 0()0 735
300, 000 1 350, 000 :3 15 630 425 775
See footnotes at end of tal,.
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Table 1739. Class 7-Quantity-Distance Intermagazine Sepa-
Srations Special Type and A boveground-Continued

Net pounds explosives Distance in feet from explos•ive hazard

O Special type AbovegroundSOver Not over _

Bar • Unbar b Bar Unbar

350, J00 400,000 330 660 440 0
400,000 450,000 345 690 470 845
450,000 500,000 355 710 475 875

a Barricaded, as applied to special-type magazines, means that an earth-
covered side or back of one magaziue faces and earth-covered bidv or back of

another magazine. If door-end barricades are provided, barricaded distaiictn
may be used regardless of orientation.

h Unbarricaded, as applied to special-type magazines, means that an un-

barricaded door end of one magazine faces an earth-covered side or back of
another magazine.

"" Maximum juantity permitted in any one special-type or aboveground
"magazine.

Table 1739A. Class 7 Quant ity-Distanee--lntermagaine Sepa-
rations Earth-Covered, Corrugated St 1, A reh-Type, Magazines

Net pounds of explosives Side to Front wall
side and Rear wall to rear wall
side to to rear wall or side

Over Not over rear wall

&

0 100 b7 b7 b21

100 200 7 9 26
200 300 8 10 3;)
3,V0 400 9 11 33
400 500 10 12 36
500 600 11 13 40
600 700 11 13 40
700 800 12 14 42

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1739A. Class 7 •-I-Qzantity-Distance--Intermagazine Sepa-
rations Earth-Covered, Corrugated Steel, Arch-Type, Maga-
zines a-Continued

Net pounds of explosives Side to Front wall
___side and Rear wall to rear wall

side to to rear wall or side
"Over Not over rear wall

800 900 12 14 43
900 1000 13 15 45

1 ,000 1,500 14 17 52
1,500 2,000 16 19 57
2,000 3, 000 18 22 65
3,000 4 (,)0 20 24 72
4,000 5,000 21 26 77
5,000 6,000 23 27 82
6,000 7,00() 24 29 86
7,000 1, 00)) 25 30 90
8,000 9,000) 26 31 94
9,000 10,00(0 27 32 97

10,000 20,000 34 41 122
.20, 000 30,000 39 47 140
30,000 40,000 43 51 154
"40,000 50,00() 46 55 165
50,000 60,000 49 59 176
60,000 70,000 52 62 185
70,000 80,000 54 65 194
80,000 90,000 56 67 202
90,000 100,000 58 70 209

100,000 125,000 63 75 22.

125, 000 150,000 66 80 239
150,000 175,000 70 84 52
175,000 200,000 73 88 263
200,000 225,000 76 91 274
225,000 250,000 79 95 284

Seti footnotes at end of table.
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"Table 1739A. Class 7 c-Quantity-Distance--Internaga:ine Sepa-
rations Earth-Covered, Corrugated Steel, Arch-Type, Maga-
:znes a-Continied

!V

Net pounds of explosives Side to Front wall
s Bide and Rear wall to rear wall
side to to rear wall or side

Over Not over rear wall

250,000 300,000 4 100 301
300,000 350,000 88 106 317
350,000 400,000 92 111 332
400,000 450,000 96 115 345
450,000 500,000 99 119 357

'Structures must be at least equivalent in strength to those shown on Corps
of Engineers Drawings Nos. AW 33-15-63 (5 March 1963), AW 33-15-64
(10 May 1963), 33-15-65 (10 January 1963;, and the Corps of Engineers
standard specifications cited therein.

The earth fill or earth cover between these steel arch magazines may be either
solid er sloped in accordance with the requirements of other const. letion
features, but a minimum of 2 feet of earth cover must be maintained over the
top of each magazine and a minimum slope of two horizontal to one ver',ical
starting directly above the springlir.e of each arch must be maintained.

h Minimum spacing permitted between magazines.
e These magazines may be used for the storage of all classes of ammunition

and explosives. The magazines uill be separated from each other as required
by the distances shown, based on the net weight of explosives contained in the
magazines, The net weight of explosives will be determined in accordance
with paragraph 1709.

Items Included in Class 7

1. Baratol.
2. Benite.
3. Black pow.'jer, in charges or containers.
4. Boraciwol.
5. CBS.
6. Charges, supplementary (11E).
7. Composition A, A-2, and A-3.
8. Composition B.
9. Composition C, C-2, C-3, and C-4.

10. Cyclotol.
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11. Dynamite.
12. EC powder.
13. Explosive D,
14. Explosives,. cratering.
15. Flash reducer•• (black powder with potassium sulfate).
16. HMX.
17. Lead Azide.
18. Lead Styphnate.
19. Mercury fulminate.
20. Minol.
21. MOX.
22. Nitroglycerin.
23. Nitroguanidine.
24. Nitrostarch.
25. Octol.
26. PBX.
27. Pentelite.
28. PETN.
29. Petrin.
30. Photoflash powder.
31. Picriz acid.
32. Propellants, solid (class 9):

(a) Class 2A propellant in all metal containers not specifically designed
for quick release of pressure.

(b) Double base, with web thickness of less than 0.0075 inch, regardless

cf nitroglycerin content.
(c) Doub!e base (for artillery ammunition), containing more than 20

percent nitroglycerin.
(d) Dcuble bwe and composite rocket propellants that have been deter-

mined to be maw.
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4W tdetonating in tests conducted in accordance
with paragraph 22, TB 700-2.

e. Single base propellant, containin-, 98 percent
or more nitrocellulose by weight.

33. Pyrotechnic materials.
a. In addition to individual listed items in this

table, such as items Nos. 3, 15, and 30, this
group includes illuminating, flare, signal,
tracer, igniter, or explosive incendiary and
first fire, compositions up to and including
final pressing or consolidating operations and
including unassembled pellet material and
rejected composition held for reworking.

b. Quickmatch.
34. RDX.
35. Tetracene.
36. Tetranitrocarbazole.
37. Tetryl.
38. TNT.
39. Ammunition, fixed and semifixed, loaded with

high explosives other than Ammonal, Amatol,
Composition B, Explosive D, or TNT.

40. Ammunition, separate loading, loaded with high
explosives other than Ammonal, Amatol,
TNT, or Explosive D.

41. Bangalore torpedoes.
42. Bombs, demolition.
43. Bombs, fragmentation. (See table 1904.)
44. Bombs, photoflash (except M122 w/o burster).
45. Booster, Auxiliary.
46. Bursters.
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47. Cartridge, HE, hiavy mortar, over 81ram r
(including ,Slmri M56).

48. Cartridge, photoflash.
49. Charges, springing, earth rod, blast driven.
50. Classes 4 and 5 items (except chemical and

nonexplosive projectiles) not 'packed in ac-
cordance with approved drawings.

51. Class 6 items not stacked in accordance with
approved drawings.

52. Demolition blocks.
53. Demolition charges, snake.
54. Destructor, HE, M10.
55. Firecracker, M80.
56. Gronade, fragmentation.
57. Grenade, hand offensive.
58. Grenades, rifle, AT.
59. Igniters, rocket motor, electric, such as M29.
60. Rocket motors containing class 7 propellants.
61. Mines, ant;ipersonnel (cast iron block).
62. Mines, HEAT.
63. Projectile, HE, for 280mm gun.
64. Qumick arming device, 318mm rocket.
65. Rocket, HE, complete rounds.
66. Rocket heads, L1E loaded.
67. Shaped charges (Engineers).
68. Simulator, Ml1S.
69. Warheads, HE.
70. Adapter-boosters.*
71. Boosters.*
"72. Cutter, Cable, M L.*

See footnote on pagn !7--M.1
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73. Fuzes of other than series liste(I as class 3, with
boosters assembled thereto.*

74. Fuzes, class 3, not packed in accordance with ap-
proved drawings dep~icting issue package.*

75. Mine, APERS, NM, M!.i1 with integral fs•.
76. (Added) Ammonium nitrate that is exposed to

detonation hazards at less than intraline
distances.

77. (Added) Ammonium perchlorate that is exposed
to detonation hazards at less than intraline
aistances.

78. (Added) DNT that is exposed to detonation
hazards at less than intraline distances.

79. (Added) Nitrocellulose, wet, containing from
8 to 30 percent water that is exposed to detona-
tion hazards at less than intraline distances.

* SO. (Added) Detonating cord (PRIMACORD) that
is exposed to detonation hazards at less than

intraline distances.
81. (Added) Blasting caps.
82. (Added) Detonators (except concussion type,

M1).
83. (Added) Percussiom elernenits.
84. (Added) Primers, electric (for small arm.s awd

20imm ammunition).
85. (Added) Primers. percussiot (small arm.-,s alm-

munition).

*If these ite•-.. are stored in stacks containing nov more than

5,000) pounds of II E that ar(. separate(d from each other by a•t

least 2 feet, safety distinves may be I)as-,e on theq (iualititv
of HiE in the single stack reqtuirinrg t hi greattest I is ;i '•rce.
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Table 1740. Class 8-Quantity-Distance 4
No quantity-distance tables are established for

class 8 items inasmuch as the items assigned to
class 8 are not considered explosive hazards.

Items Included in Class 8

1. Chemical ammunition, groups A and B, when
not assembled with explosive components.

Table 1741. Hillside and Underground Magazines*

Hillside and 'underground magazines. When it is
necessary to store ammunition and explosives in
magazines that will be located beneath the ground
or in hillsides, the details of the proposed magazine
area, and the type of ground in the area must be

Imitted to the Commanding General, AMC,
ATTN: AMCAD-S, for approval. The accompany-
ing table giving magazine-to-magazine distances
may be helpful in planning the area. These magazines
are considered barricaded (except tWe door end of
the hillside magazine), and inhabited building
distanaces and public railway and public highway
distances will be calculated accordingly, based on
the class and quantity of explosives and/or armmuni-
tioln involved.

*This table applies to magazines so, constructed that they

are covered by earth at least to the highost point reached
by cxt)losives stored within them, and separated from each
othi. by continuous ground in siich a manner that the
level of the sparating material does not fall below a plane
joining the highest points reached by explosives stored within
adjacent magazines.
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. Quantity-Distance Table for Hillside and Underground
Magazine Separation

QuasttU of Maga ,inee
ezplosb" distance
(aot ovr) (in feet)

20,000 ------------------------------------------ 100
30,000 ------------------------------------------ 110
40,000 ------------------------------------------ 120
50,000 --------------------------------------- 130
60,000 ------------------------------------------ 135
70,000 --------------------------------------- 140
80,000 ------------------------------------------ 145
90,000 ------------------------------------- ---- 15C
100,000 ----------------------------------------- 155
125,000 ----------------------------------------- 165
150,000 -----------------.------------------------ 175
175,000 ----------------------------------------- 185
200,000 ----------------------------------------- 190
250,000 ----------------------------------------- 200S Table 174.5. Underground Utilities Installations-Quantity-

Distance

Underground utilities inst2llations. Permanert,
Government-controlled und'erground utilities instal-
latioris (excluding building ,lervice lines) as defined
in paragraph 276, should be separated from explosives
locations containing classes 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 materials
according to the following table. Utilities installa-
tions (aboveground and underground) which are
privately owned or operated, preffrably should be
separated from explosives locations by inhabited
building distances as set forth in preceding quantity-
distance tables for the particular class and quantity
of explosives or ammunition involved, particularly
when these installations include structures. In no
case shall such installation be separated from
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explosives locations by less than public highway
distance.

Schedule of Quantity-Distance Separation for Protection of
Underground Service Installations

Quantity of ezxposives Distance
(not over) (feet)

S 100--------------------------------------------- 15
200 --------------------------------------------- 20
500 --------------------------------- I.---------- 30

S1,000 ------------------------------------------- 40
2,000 -----------------..------------------------- 50
5,000 ------------------------------------------- 80
10,000 ------------------------------------------ t00
20,000 ------------------------------------------ 135
50,000 --------------------------------------- 200
100,000 -------------------------------.--------- 275
250,000 ----------------------------------------- 400

1.
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".. SECTION 18

* •• STORAGE OF EXPLOSIVES AND AMMUNITION

S1801. GENERAL
The types of existing magazines listed below are

Yvo considered standard for the storage of the types of
items specified. For future construction earth-
covered reinforced concrete, hillside, and subsurface
type magazines should be considered for lhe storage
of ammunition or explosives.

1802. MAGAZINE
a. Earth-covered magazines. Earth-covered

* magazines are preferred and may be used for the
storage of all items of ammunition or explosives.

b. Standard ammunition magazines (commonly
called "Standard Magazines"), classes as above-
ground magazines. These magazines were designed
for the storage of fixed rounds or separate loading
projectiles. For future use, they should be restricted
to the storage of classes i through 4 materials. The
magazines measure 51 feet 7 inches by 218 feet 8
inches, are usually spaced 300 feet apart, a:.d have
"cencrete foundation walls and piers, hollow-tile
walls, steel frames, and concrete floors. The storage
capacity of the magazines is not stated in definite
figures since the number of items which can be stored
is regulated by the appropriate quartity-distance
tables.
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c. High explosives and black powder magazies, I
classed as aboveground magazines. These magazines
were designed for the storage of bulk explosives, such
as b.ipck powder, TNT, Tetryl, and Explosive D, Snd
may be used for this purpose where more desirable
storage space cannot be obtained. These magazines
are 27 feet 6 inches wide and 43 feet 4 inches long and
are usually spaced 809 feet apart. They have con-
crete foundation walls and piers, hollow-tile walls
filled wlih sand, steel frames and concrete floors
covered with sparkproof, mastic or equal topping.
The magazines were originally designed for the
storage of 250,000 pounds of explosives but by
virtue of aisle space for inspection and shipping and
convenient height of piles, the amount of storage is
usually limited to approximately 100,000 pounds.

d. Primer and Juze type magazine8, classed as
aboveground magazines. These magazines were des-
ignated for storing primers, primer detonators,
adapters and boosters and fuzes of all types. In
the future, when it is necessary to use magazines of
this type, they should be restricted to the storage of
classes 1, 2, and 3 ammunition. The magazines are
27 feet 6 inches wide, 43 feet 4 inches long and are
usually spaced 300 to 400 feet apart. With respect
to construction details, they are similar to explosives
type magazines.

e. Other 8tructures. Structures, not. of approved
magazine type as listed in paragraph 238, shall not
be used for the storage of explosives and ammuni-
tion except by special approval of the Chief of
Ordnance.
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1803. PRrMERRED MAGAZINE USAGE FOR EX-
PLOSIVES AND .AMMUNITION STORAGE

a. E•arth-covered magazines are the preferred
type of storage structure for all explosives and
ammunition. Their use fer storage is preferred
in all future depot construction, and is desirable
but not requiied for storage areas in explosives
manufacturing and loading establishments. Solid
propellants (smokeless powder) and pyrotechnics
are algo stored preferably in these magazines
because of better temperature control but they
may be stor.d in aboveground type magazines.

b. With reasonable care in storage, class 1
materials exclusive of fuzes and 20-mm ammuni-
tion may be stored in any weatherproof ware-
Ljuse. Small quantities of ball ammunition (not
to exceed 500 rounds) may be kept in a barracks
storeroom.

1804 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS NECESSARY IN
CONSTRUCTION OF MAGAZINES

a. When wood floors are used, the finished
floors shall be laid and maintained to avoid
cracks and crevices where explosives ,,nay lodge.
Wood floors and the use of "rubberoid" or other
floor coverings are prohibited in magazines used
for' storage of ammunition and components with
clwmical group A filling.

b. Construction which might allow the ac-
cumulation of explosive dust must be avoided.
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c. All doors and doorframes to aboveground
type magazines must be made of or covered with
a fire-resistive material having some insulating
value, such as rigid asbestos composition sheet,
to fit as tightiy as possible to seal the opening.
Exteriors of magazines should be kept completely
covered with fire-resistive materials, having
some insulating value and being easily friable.

d. Magnzines usually are not wired for electric
lights, but when electricity is used, the installa-
tion shall conform to the requirements of sec-
tion 6.

1805. TEMPERATURE CONTROL

a. Sudden changes in temperature may damage
airtight containers, or may result in excessive
condensation of moisture. If the temperature in
a magazine exceeds 100' F. for a period of more
than 24 hours, the magazine should be cooled
by wetting the exterior of the building with
water or by opening the doors and ventilators
after sunset and closing them in the morning.
If these methods do not prove effective in lower-
ing the temperature, the commander shall decide
whether the materials should be removed to some
other magazine.

b. Storage magazines, in general, should not
be provided with heat. Exception is made in the
case of magazines where heating may be neces-
sary to prevent condensation of moisture, to .
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maintain constant temperature, or for other
reasons. Steam coils should be so arranged that
explosive material cannot come in contact with
the coils. The coils must be kept clean.
1806. MAG^AZ! NE •PRATIONAL REGULATIONS

The following regulatiorns shall be complied
with where any ammunition and explosives are
stored:

a. Instructions as printed on magazine plac-
ards, DA Label 85, must be posted on or near
each door of the magazine so that they are visible
when work is being done in the magazine.

b. Loose components or loose rounds of ammu-
nltion, packing material, conveyors, lift trucks,
skids, dunnage, empty boxes, and other similar
material shall not be stored in a magazine con-
taining ammunition or explosives.

c. Vegetation around magazines shall be con-
trolled as specified in paragraph 1216.

d. Doors and locks must be kept in good work-
ing order. Magazines shall be locked at all times
except when permitted operations are in progress
in the magazine and as provided for in paragraph
1805a. A crew must not be permitted to work in
a position in an aboveground type magazine
which requires passing the work aisle or position
of a second crew to reach an exit. The number of
crs.vs shall not exceed the number of exits. Two
or more doors must be unlocked and open when
AGO 10oo1c 18-.5



personnel work in magazines having more than
one door.

e. Flammable material, such as excess dunnage
and boxes, shall be removed from magazines and
igloos, Flammable liquids shall not be stored in
magazines containing explosives.

1807. STACKING

a. Ammunition and explosives shall be stored
in containers as prescribed in Ordnance Corps
drawings and specifications and shall oe stacked
and arranged in a magazine in accordance with
instructions set forth in Array regulations and
Ordnance Corps drawings and directives. Explo-
sives or ammunition in stacks should be grouped
and identified according to lots. When military
explosives or ammunition are not packed in ac-
cordance "with approved drawings and specifica-
tions, they must be stored in accordance with
special instructions from the Chief of Ordnance.
General rules set forth in paragraphs b and c be-
low should be followed in the absence of applica-
ble storage drawings.

b. Methods used for stacking must provide for
good ventilation to all parts of the stack. Ade-
quate dunnage shall be used when necessary for
this purpose.

c. Aisles shall be maintained so that units in
each stack may be inspected, inventoried, and re-
moved for shipment or surveillance test. Block
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storage is permitted, provided adequate ventila-
tion of stacks exists, but sufficient aisles shall be
maintained to permit ready egress for personnel.
Aisles should not be blocked.

1808. LOOSE ROUNDS, DAMAGED CONTAIN-

ERS, ETC.

Loose rounds of ammunition, or single fiber
containers with rounds therein, shall not be
stored in magazines containing ammunition items
which are packed in accordance with approved
Ordnance drawings; however, they may be stored
in magazines set aside for their exclusive storage.
incomplete boxes of ammunition and explosives

Smay be stored in magazines contain. ,'} items
which are packed in accordance with approved
Ordnance drawings provided the explosives and
ammunition are in standard packages. The boxes
must be marked conspicuously to identify the
contents and quantities and placed in designated
locations. Explosives and ammunition in dam-
aged containers shall not be stored in a magazine
with ammunition in serviceable containers. Such
containers should be repaired or the contents
transferred to new or serviceable containers.
Open containers and containers with covers not
securely fastened must not be allowed in maga-
zines. Containers that have been opened shall be
properly closed again before being restbred. Con-
tainers should he free from loose dust and grit
when stored.
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1809. OPERATIONS PERMITTED IN MAGAZINES
CONTAINING EXPLOSIVES AND AMMU-
NITION

a. Operations incident to storage and the fol-
lowing operations when incident to shipping:
palletizing, removing and replacing shipping
bands on bombs, removing and replacing grom-
mets on separate loading shell, replacing dam-
aged or loose strapping on boxes of ammunition
and explosives, and placing inner cover retainer
springs in one-round metal containers in which
the ammunition is overpacked in a fiber container
as well as the metal container. Where insufficient
space exists in the magazine to permit these oper-
ations without crowding, they should be per-
formed immediately outside the magazine.

b. Stenciling or restenciling containers. No
open containers of flammable liquids used for
stenciling should be permitted in or around mag-
azines. Where essential (as with the use of flam-
mable adhesive for MAP labels), flammable Hq-
uids may be used immediately outside of maga.
zines, on aprons or platforms. In such cases,
quantities of flammable liquids in open containers
shall be the minimum absolutely necessary for the
operation.

c. Removal of nose or tail plugs from projec-
tiles and bombs for surveillance purposes, when
accomplished without resort to undue force.
Loosening or removal of plugs is not permitted
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where there is evidence of exposed explosives in
the threads or cavities in the form of dust, spill-
age, or explosives contaminated exudate. When
,3uch contamination is encountered, plug removal
must be accomplished in a separate area. When
there are no exposed explosives, threads and cavi-
ties may be cleaned and preservatives applied,
provided that power driven tools, highly flam-
mable or toxic solvents, or ferrous brushes 4re
not used. Plugs shall be removed from the maga-
zine for cleaning.

d. Operations incidqnt to the inspection of pro-
pelling charges and bulk solid propellants (smoke-
less powder).

e. Air-testing of solid propellants (smokeless
powder) or propelling charge containers. Motor-
driven air compressors shall not be parked closer
than 50 feet to a magazine in which explosives
or ammunition are stored. Defective gaskets and
covers of the containers may be replaced within
a magazine but precautions must be taken to
guard against sparks and fires. Safety tools shall
be used for opening and closing containers. No
other repair operations on solid propellants
(smokeless powder) or propelling charge con-
tainers shall be permitted in a magazine contain-
ing explosives or ammunition.

f. Adjustment of the level or composition of
liquid in which an explosive is stored. Sensitive
explosives shall be maintained wet only by ad-
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justment of the level of the liquid. Care should
be taken to guard against use of nondistilled
water since bacteria may produce gassing. Ex-
plosives, wbich may become dry due to evapora-
tion of some of the liquid, shall not be pushed or
forced down into any liquid remaining in the
storage container.

g. Normal maintenance of small arms ammuni-
tion, unpacking, linking, and repacking provided
there is sufficient room in the magazine and nor-
mal precautions are taken.

0
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1810. OPERATIONS PFRMITTED OUTSIDE OF

MAGAZINES
Except as enumerated in paragraph 1809, con-

tainers of explosives and ammunition shall not be
opened or repaired in any magazine containing ex-
plosives or ammunition. If special facilities are not
available for this type of work, it may be done in the
open at least 100 feet from magazines containing -.m-
munition and explosives, but in no case at a distance
less than that prescribed in the intraline quantity-
distance table for the quantity of explo3ives involved
in the operation.

1811. PROTECTION FROM MOISTURE
Ammunition, pyrotechnics, solid propellants

(smokeless powder), and propelling charges are ad-
5 versely affected by dampness and extreme heat due to

lack of proper ventilation. If these conditions exist,
layers of boxes shall be separated by dunnage to
permit free circulation of air to all parts, and the
conditions rectified as may be required.

1812. STORAGE DISTRIBUTION
Storing of an establishment's complete stock of one

item of ammunition or of explosives in a single maga-
zine should be avoided where possible.
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1813. REPAIRS TO MAGAZINES
a. Repairs to magazines must not be made until

prevailing conditions have been evaluated and it has
been decided whether or not the contents are first to
be removed. Under no circumstances shall repairs be
made to the interior of magazines containing bulk
explosives. Under normal conditions, roofs, venti-
lators, lightning rods, door and other parts of or
appendages to the exteriors of magazines containing
bulk explosives may be repaired without first re-
moving the explosives. In addition to repairs of this
type, minor repairs may be made to the interiors of
magazines containing finished ammunition or am-
munition components.

b. When magazines are repaired, the general safety
regulations set forth in this manual shall be complied
with-particularly those relating to the elimination
of fire hazards. The following special requirements
are also applicable:

(1) All work shall be done by competent work-
men, under competent supervision.

(2) Safety tools must be used when indicated.
(3) The floor in the immediate vicinity of the

repair must be scr'_pulously cleaned.
(4) No work requiring soldering, the melting of

asphalt, or the use of flame or heat produc-
ing equipment shall be done in a magazine
containing explosives or ammunition.

(5) Magazines in which repair work has been
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done shall be inspected by competent au-
thorized personnel after completion of the
work.

(6) When melting pots or any other heat pro-
ducing apparatus are authorized by the
commanding officer for use in any ammuni-
tion and explosives storage area, the equip-
ment must be kept at least 100 feet from the
ammunition or explosives location. When
inecessary, baffles and screens should be used
to confine sparks and flames to hepting
apparatus.

1914. PERMITTED OUTDOOR STORAGE

S In event of en. ergency, explosives and ammuni-
tion other than expressly prohibited herein may
be temporarily stored outdoors provided prior
approval is obtaned from: NSC/MP-A. or NSC/
MP-GMA, as appropriate, for Field Servie2
stocks; OAC for Industrial stocks, and OCO for
Research and D,:velopment stocks. Solid pro-
pellants, pyrotechnics, bulk high explosives and
critical items shiall not be stored outdoors.
Mixed storage, in stacks, as permitted by the
Storage Compatibility Tables (section 19) is per-
missible. Every effort shall be made to e:imi-
nate the necessity for outdoor storage as soon as
practicable. Temporary plugs set down against
suitable washers miust be used in the storage of
loaded but incompletely assembled items to pre-
vent dirt and moisture from entering.
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1815. OUTDOOR STORAGE SITES

a. Sites for outdoor storage shall be separated
from magazines, other facilities and each other
in accordance with the requirements of pars.
graph 1816 and section 17.

b. The storage sites shall be level, well-drained,
and free from readily ign~tab'e and flammable
materials. The supporting tiubeis or platform
upon which the ammunition is sitored shall be well
constructed to prevent falling, 3agging and shift.
ing of the ammunition. In order to assure stack
stability and free circulation of air, not less than
3 inches of dunnage should be used between the
bottom of the stacked earth floor. Provisions
should be made also for circulation of air through
stacks. Nonflammable or fire-resistant, water-
proof overhead covers should Ie provided for all
ammunition containing aolid propellants, torpex,
tritonal, minol, or chemical agents, since each of
these materials may be adversely affected by ex-
posu.-e to the elements. An air spree of not less
than 18 inches should be mainta'.ed between the
top of the stack and the cover. If adequate ven-
tilation is assured, overhead covers are also desir-
able for outdoor stacks of bombs and shell. Sides
of covered stacks also may be protected by non-
fBammab!e, fire-resistant, waterproof covers pro.
vided air space is maintained between the cover
and the ammunition.
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c. Frequent inspections shall be made to detect
sagging pile and accumulations of trash between
under stacks.

d. If revetments are ti,: ý', provided around out-
door storage sites, they must comply with the re-
quirements of paragraph 1725. Stacks of ammuni-
tion must be kept at least 2 feet from the revetments.

e. Excess dunnage should not be stored between
oiultdoor sites and magazines nor between magazines.
Excess dunnage storage sites should comply with
applicable quantity-distance requirements, except
tha, during outdoor storage operations, service sup-
plies of dunnage may be locatnd not closer than 50
feet from the stack being processed.

J. Suitable types of firefighting equipment andS symbols should be provided ,n accordance with para-
graph 1222.

g. All excess vegetation ,.'-,,r. 1216) and extraneous
materials shall be removed from within open sites
where ammunition and explosives are present and
sites shall be kept free of such material to eliminate
fire hazards.

1816. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OUTDOOR
STORAGE

a. Class 1 ammunition. Class 1 ammunition may
be stored at suitable sites subjcct to no quantity-
distance limitation other than the 450-foot separa-
tion required in relation to flammable liquid facilities
(par. 1721).
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b. Sile between earth-corered magazine&. Sites may
be located midway between adjacent earth-covered
magazines which art 400 feet opart provided the
sites are separated from the barricaded sides of the
nearest magazine by 185 feet. Ammunition inluchb
sites should not be stored beyond lines drawn through
the fronts and backs of magazines in the same row.
The barricading of stacks of class 7 ammunition shall
not reduce the required unbarricaded distance.
Classes 6, 7, 8, and 10 shall not be stored without
barricades as the distances to the nearest earth-
covered magazines do not permit unbarricaded
Atacks. The storage of classes 3, 4, and 5 between
earth-covered magazt-es is not desirable and should
be resorted to only wh n necessary. Sites containing
classes 4 and 5 may not be located within 1200 feet
of sites containing classes 6, 7, 8, and 10. In addi-
tion, the following quantity limitations are appli-
cable.

Prn4& of HiE
("MxIUN) AWNSre dk~ui (Mi#Iwiwm)

Cxass 4 and 5
100,000 ---.----- 800 ft. (barricadcd or unbarricaded).

Cla•ses 6, 7, 8, and 10
250,000 --------- 400 ft. barricaded
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c. Site8 not between earth-covered magazines. Sites
containing classes 4 and 5 shall not be stored within
1,200 feet of sites containing classs- 3, 7, 8, and 10.
No outdoor storage sites shall be located within
1,200 feet of aboveground magazines. The following
limitations also apply:

Classes 4 and 5
Pou•n4 of HE (Mnimum) Atersite ditaance (Minimum)

125,000 ----------------- 800 ft. unbarricaded
250,000 ----------------- 1,100 it. unbarricaded
500,000.-1,--------------1600 ft. unbarricaded

Classes 6, 7, 8, and 10
Pounda of HE (Muimnum) lWefite ditanvc (Miufimum)

100,000 ----------------- 200 ft. barricaded
100,000 ----------------- 400 ft. unbarricaded
250,000-----------------400 ft. barricaded
250,000 ----------------- 8-- ft. unbarricaded

d. General. Inhabited building distance, publif,
railway distance, and public highway distance shall
be maintained around outdoor sites as specified in
section 17.
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1817. STORAGE OF BULK INITIATING EXPLO-
SIVES

Bulk initiating explosives must be stored alone or
with similar compounds. They must not be stored,
dry and shall not be exposed to the direct rays of the
sun. They may be stored in shipping containers only
as au; expedient, and then must be stored in frost-
proof earth-covered magazines with barrels on end,
only one tier high, with passageway for inspection
and handling. Glazed earthenware crocks of ample
size to hold the double bag of material, and with
covers of the plastic cap type to prevent evaporation
and eliminate friction or abrasion when removed, are
used for normal storage. If long-term storage in
shipping containers is contemplated, the container
must be equipped with a cover having a port for
observation of the level of liquid therein. The view-
ing po""t m-- be ,,..,a with a transparent plastic
which is known to be compatible with the initiating
explosive being stored. Bags of initiating explosives
in storage containers must be under distilled water.
Alcohol may be added to the distilled water to
prevent freezing. Storage in magazines at manu-
facturing plants should be as outlined above (par.
1401).
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1818. SOLID PROPELLANTS (SMOKELESS POWDER)
Propellant powder shall not be stored or shipped

in damaged containers. When leaking containers
are discovered, an examination of the contents shall
be made for the odor of decomposing powder. If
any such conditions are observed, the powder shall
be segregated or disposed of in accordance with cur-
rent instructions. Propellants and propelling
charges in containers should be stored so that they
can be readily inspected. They shall not be exposed
to the direct rays of the sun.

U19. MILITARY PYROTECHNICS
Loaded assemblies shall not be stored in operatingS buildings except for the minimum quantities neces-

sary to supply the operations.

1820. SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION

Boxed small arms ammunition shall not be used
as barricades or substantial dividing walls between
stacks of Aher types of ammunition.

1821. SEPARATE-LOADING A M M U N I T IO N, HE
LOADED EXCEPT EXPLOSIVE D

a. Separate-loading projectiles must be handled
with care and projectiles shall not be stored without
fuze-well plugs. Metal dunnage should be used where
practicable.

b. In aboveground magazines, class 7 separate-
loading ammunition should be arranged in single
stacks with the noses in one stack pointing toward
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the noses in the next stack, or with the bases in one
stack pointing toward the bases in the next stack.
Each stack shall contain not more than 15,000 net
pounds of explosives. The distancep necessary to
prevent transmission of explosion between stacks are
given on Ordnance Corps drawing 19-488-318
(2E11). When those distances are not provided,
separate loaded items normally designated as class
7 shall be stored in accordance with class 10 quantity-
distance requirements (see par. 1724).

1422. SEPARATE-LOADING AMMUNITION, EXPLO-
SIVE D LOADED, CLASS 5

This tyVi of shell may be stored with distances
between stacks not inore than that required to permit a
inspections. L

23. FIXED AND SEMIFIXED AMMUNITION

Boxed fixed and semifixed ammunition shall not
be used as substantial dividing walls between stacks
of other types of ammunition.

1824. CLASS 6 AMMUNITION

Class 6 ammunition must be stored in stacks sepa-
rated by distances specified on Ordnance Corps draw-
ings. Stacks shall contain not more than 5,000
pounds each and shall be separated from each other
by a minimum distance of 2 feet. When not so
stored, ammunitioit of this class shall be considered
as class 10 ammunition.
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1825. ROCKETS AND JATOS

a. Rockets, rocket motors, and Jato units that
are in a propulsive state should be stored nose
down. If such items cannot be stored nose down,
they should be pointed in one direction (not to-
ward the door of the magazine). If they are in a
nonpropulsive state, they may be stored without
regard to direction in which they are pointed.

b. In aboveground magazines where nose down
storage is not practicable, the items shall be
pointed in the direction which offers the least ex-
posure to personnel and property in event of fire

* or explosion.

c. Rockets should be stored in a dry cool maga-
zine and never in the direct rays of the sun. They
should not be stored in lccations where tempera-
tures exceed 1200 F. (par. 1805). Prolonged ex-
posure of rocket am:.iunition to either high or
low temper.t-ures may increase the normal rate
of deterioration or render the motors more sus-
ceptible to ignition if .ubsequently handled
irnproperly.

'1826. DUNNAGE RESTRICTIONS IN STORING
CLASS 1U AMMUNITION

In storage, combUStible material in the maga-
zin,e must be held to a minimum, steel dunnage

I should be used where practicable and available.
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1827. MAGAZINES AND MAGAZINE AREAS

A segregated area shall be set aside for the ex-
clusive storage of ammunition and explosives,
with the following exceptions:

a. All magazines or open revetted sites in the
magazine area may be used for the storage of
inert related ammunition items.

b. When no other suitable storage space is
available, sites located at the appropriate intra-
line distance based upon the controlling maxi-
mum quantity of explosives in nearby magazines
and/or open sites but under no circumstances less
than 800 feet, may be seiected in the magazine
area fur t'he[te0 storage of motor vehicles, artillery,
tanks, etc.
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SECTION 19

STORAGE COMPATIBILITY FOR EXPLOSIVES
AND AMMUNITION

(REVISED)

1901. GENERAL
Explosives and ammunition shall be stored in ac-

cordance with table 1905. Storage compatibility-
groups for explosives and ammunition items are
listed alphabetically in table 1904, Summary of Stor-
age Compatibi ity and Explosives Hazards (Quan-
tity-Distance) Class for Explosives and Ammunition.

1902. FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE GROUPING
Explosives and ammunition are grouped for com-

patibility with respect to the following factors:
a. Effects of explosion of the item.
b. Rate of deterioration.
c. Sensitivity to initiation.
d. Type of packing.
e. Effects of fire involving the item.
f. Quantity of explosive per unit.

1903. RELATION TO QUANTITY-DISTANCE RE.
QUIREMENTS

Storage compatibility groupings should not be con-
fused with the hazard classification established for
quantity-distance requirements (sec. 17).
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Table 1904. Summary of Storage Compatibility and 2zploaive
Hazards (Quantity-Distance) Class for Explosive8 and
Ammunition

Se Explook
Storagelt hazard class

comafiity agroup, =Xmtanl)
Item (se tabk IWO) (e ee. 17)

Adapter-booster ------------- B 1 6 or 10
Aluminum powder ------------- C
Ammonium nitrate ------------ D 12
Ammunit: ,n, blank and saluting,

cannon -------------------- E 4Ammtýnition, caliber 20-mm or
less, except HE or HE-I
-itunds and 20-mm incendiary
rounds --------------------- B, E. and N I

Ammunition, caliber 20-mm or
less HE and HE-I rounds and
20-mm incendiary rounds- -.- E 4

Ammurition, caliber 120-mm
(propel), -g charges and HE
projectiles) packed in accord-
ance with approved Ordnance
drawings depicting issue pack-
age ------------------------- E 7

Ammunition, caliber 120-mm
(propelling charges and solid
projectiles) packed in accord-
ance with approved Ordnance
drawings depicting issue pack-
age ---------------------.- -- E 4

Ammunition, fixed and semifixed,
loaded with Ammanol, Amatol,
Composition B, Explosive D or
T N T ---------------------- E 4

'8. pmr. I724. and b.
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Table 1904. Summary of Storage Compatibility and

Explosive Hazards (Quantity-Distance) Class for

Explosives and Ammunition-Cont;nued
"Storage Expiosive

compatibilitv hazard clas
-group (qua ntity.

(see table diatance)
Item 1905) (are see. 17)

Ammunition, fixed or semifixed, E 10
loaded with HE other than Am-
nianol, Amatol, chemical, Com-
position B, Explosive D, pento-
lite or TNT.

Ammunition, HEP, loaded -------- G 10
Am~munition, pentolite loaded A 10
Bali, cellulo-e nitrate, powder-filled N 2
Bangalore torpedoes ------------- G 10
Baratol ------------------------- I 9
Benite ....... 0 9

* Black powder, in charges or con- 0 9
taiaiers.

Blasting caps ------------------ P 8
Bombs, them: I1 filled, assembled A 4

with ixplosive components.
Bombs, demolition ---------------- G 10
Bombs, fragmentatii.-- ----------- G 2 10 or 4

4 Bombs, photoflash (except M122, Q 10
w/o burster).

Bombs, photoflash, M122 w/o bur. C and Q 2
ster.

Boosters ------------------------ B 1 6 or 10
Boosters, auxiliary ------------ B 10
Boracitol ------------------------ I 9
Boron potassium nitrate --------- 0 9
Bursters ----------------------- B 10
Cartridge cases, primed (w/o pro. B, E, N 1

peilant).
1 See par. 1724a and b.

2 Use clas 10 distance: bwever. no distance shall he less than re-

quired for clans 4 ammunition,
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"Table 1904, Summary of Storage Compatibility and
Explosive Hazards (Qveantity-Distanmew) Class for
Explosives and Ammunition-Continued

Storage Ezplocit'

compatibility] hazard cla.',

group (quantityi-
(see tab!c distance)

Item 1905) (see src. 171

- Cartridge, heavy mortar, over 81- G 10
mm (including 81-mra M56) ex-
cept chemical loaded.

Cartridge, illuminating . . . E 4
Cartridge, light mortar, 81-mm and E 4

less (excluding 81-mm M56) ex-
cept chemical loaded.

Cartridge, photoflash ........ Q 10
CBS I--------- 9
Charge for snake, demolition G 10
Charge, igniter assembly, for fuzes B 3

M10 and M10A1.
Charges, propelling, not assembled J 2, 2A, or i

to projectiles.
Charge, spotting, AP, practice, M8_ B, E, and N 1
Charge, springing earth rod, blast I 10

driven, M2A1 and M3.
Charges, supplementary, HE loaded B and I 10
Chemical ammunition, group A, A 11

except items assemble'l with ex-
plosive components.

Chemical ammunition, group A, A 4
assembled with explosives cam-
ponents.

Chemical ammunitior., group B, ex- A 11
cept items assembled with ex-
-plosive components.

Chemical ammunition, group B, A 4
asse-mbled with explosives com-
ponents. *
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Table 1904. Summary of Storage Cknnpatibility and
Explosive Hazards (Quantity--Distance) Class for
Explosives and Amm: nition-Cortinued

Storage Explosive
compatihility hazard class

group (quantity-

(see table distance)
ItcrM 1905) (see sec. 17)

Chemical ammunition, group C, A 2
except items assembled with ex-
plosive components.

Chemical ammunition, group C, A 4
fixed and semifixed rounds.

Chemical ammunition, group D, ex- A 2
cept items assembled with ex-
plosive components.

Chemical ammunition, group D, A 4
fixed and semifixed rounds.S Chlorates ----------------------- K 1

Composition A, A-2, AA-3, and A-4_ 1 9
Composition B and B-3 ----------- I 9
Comp.osition C, G-2, C-3, and C-4_ I 9
Corporal, actuator, assembly pro- B, E, and N 1

pellant valve, quick release.
Cutter, reefing line ------------ B, E, and N 1
Cyclonite (RDX) ---------------- L 9
Cyclotol ----------------------- 1 9
Demolition blocks --------------- I 10
Destructor, HE, M1O ------------- B 10

Detonating cord (Primacord) I 12
Detonator concussion type, M1 __ B 3
Detonators (except concussion type, P 8

Ml.•

DNT ------------------------- D 12
Dynamite (commercial type) A 9

Dynamite (military type) --------- I 9

EC Powder --------------------- J 9

t Eimite ---------------- 0 9
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"Table 190. Summary of Storage Compatibility and
Explosive Hazards (Quantity-Distance) Class for
E' Dlosives and Ammunition-Continued

Storage Explositf
cornpatibilit j hazard claaa-

group (quantitei-

(ace table distaance)

-itemrn 19051 (see topc. 17,

Explosives bellows ........ . B, F, and N I
Explosives, cratering ... ... .1 9
Explosive D -------------------- I 9
Firecracker, M80-------------- Q 10

Firing de'ices ---- ------------ B, E, and N I.
Flash reducers (black powder with 0

potassium sulfate).

Fuse lighters B, E, and N '
Fuse, safety --------------- B, E, and N 1

Fuzes (packed in accordance with B, E, and N 1
approved Ordnance drawings de-
picting issue package) without
boosters, of the following series:
PD M48, PD M51, PD M57, PD
M78, PD M81, PD T177, PD
M507, PD M508, MTSQ M500,
MTSQ M501, MTSQ M502, MTSQ
M518, MT M43, MT M61, MT
M67, MT T316E2, MT T342, MT
M522, MT M523, and TSQ M55.

Fuzes (packed in accordance with B 3
aipproved Ordnance drawings de-
picting issue package)-fuzes
(with boosters assembled thereto)
of the following series: PD M48,
PD M51, PD M57, PD M78, PD
M81, PD T177, PD M507, PD
M508, MTSQ M500, MTSQ M501,
MTSQ M502, MTSQ M518, MT
M43, MT M61, MT M67, MT A 6
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Tab!e 1904. Summary of Storage Compatibility and
Explosive Hazards (Quantity-Distance) Class for
Explosives and Ammunition-Continued

Storaqc Explosire
compatibility hazard clasx

group (quanti-

(see table distance)
ictm 1905) (.sce' src 17)

T316E2, MT T342, MT M522,
MT M523, and TSQ M55; artil-
lery type proximity fuzes with
boo.sters, and other fuzes with-
out boosters, except fuzes chemi-
cally actuated containing am-
poules which may initiate, di-
rectly or indirectly, explosives
and explosives loaded compon-
ents which are assembled in theR conventional manner to form the

finished explosive fuze.
Fuzes, proximity, artillery type B "6 or 10

(not packed in accordance with
approved drawings).

Fuzes of other than the series B 16 or 10
listed above as class 3, with
boosters, except fuzes VT and
fuzes chemically actuated con-
taining,, ampoules which may
initiate, directly or indirectly,
expiosives and explosive loaded
compcnents which are assembled
in the conventional manner to
form the finished explosive fuze.

Fuze.3, chemically actuated, con- A 1 6 or 10
ta-ning ampoules which may
initiate directly or indirectly, ex-
plosives and explosive loaded

I See par. 1724a an]i ,
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Table 1904. Summary of Storage Compatibility and
Explosive Hazarda (Quantity-Distance) Class for
Explosit'es and Ammunition-Continued

S~raevg KZP4ui re
compatibAity hazOrd class

•grop (quaictitv-

(uee t&Ue dist.,'cev
Item 1D05) (OeW mee. 17)

comportents which are assembled
in the conventional manner to
form the finished explosive fuze.

Grenades, fragmentation ---------- E and G 10
Grenades, hand offensive --------- I 10
Grenades, illuminating ------------ N 2
Grenades, practice, with spotting E 3

charge.
Grenades, rifle, AT (pentolite A 10

loaded).
Grenades, rifle, AT (except pento- G 10

lite loaded).
HMX, wet ----------------------- M 9
HMX, dry ------------------ L L

Igniters for rockets (e.g., M12, B 3
M18 and M20).

Igniters, Jato, electric ------------- B 3
Igniters, Jato, electric (such as 0 10

M29).
Ignition cartridges for trench mor- B, E, and N 1

tar ammunition.
Lead azide, wet ----------- M 9
Lead styphnate, wet -------------- M 9
Magnesium powder -------------- C 1
Mercury fulminate, wet ---------- M 9
Military pyrotectnics (see tables N 2, 9, 10

1731, 1738, and 173. for detailed
description uf items included and
the establishment of the explo-
sives hazard classes).
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Table 1904. Summary of Storage Compatibility and
Explosive Hazards (Quantity-Distance) Class for
Explosives and Ammunition-Continued

- Storg Explosive

compatibility hazard clas
group (quantity-

(see table distance)
Item 1905) (see see. 17)

Mines, antipersonnel (bounding E 4
type).

Mines, antipersonnel (cast iron G 10
block'.

Mines, antipersonnel, NM, M14 B 6
Mines, HEAT ------------------- H 10
Mines, practice, with spotting E 8

charge and/or fuze.
Minol ------------------------- I .9
MOX -------------------------- I 9' Nitrate (inorganic) -------------- K 1
Nitrocellulose, wet -------------- M 12
Nitroguanidino ------------------ I 9
Nitrostarch -------------------- I 9
Octol ---------------------- I 9
Pentolite ----------------------- I 9
Perchlorates --------------- K 1
Percussion elements ------------- P 8
Peroxide, solid ------------------ K 1
PETN, wet --------------------- M 9
Petrin . 9
Photoflash powder --------------- A 9
Picric acid ---------------------- I 9

Primers, artillery and cannon -.-- B 8

Primer detonators ---------- B 8

Primers, electric ---------------- P 8

Projectiles, HE (except loaded with A 1 7 or 10
Explosive D) fuzed or unfuzed.

t I See par. 1724a and b.

AGO 10016C 19-9
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Table 1904. Summary of Storage Compati;ility and
Expicsive Hazards (Quantity-Distance) Class for
Explosives and Ammunition--Continued

• Strange Explosive
"coompatibaity hazard elass

group (quantitp-
(4t. table distance)

Itemi 1905) (see see. 17•

Projectiles, HE (loaded with Ex- A. 5
plosive D) fuzed or unfuzed.

Projectiles, illumiz_.Aing -------- E and N 2
Propellants, solid (class 2) -------- 3 2
Propellants, solid (class 2A) - - 2A
Propellants, solid (class 9) ------- J 9
Pyrotechnic materials (see tables A, C, and K 1, 2,9

1730, 1731, and 1741 for detailed
description of items included and
the establishment of the explo-
sive hazard classes).

Quick arming device, 318-mm 0 10 0
rocket.

RDX (Cyclonite) (dry) ----------- L 9
RDX (Cyclonite) (wet) ---------- M 9
Rockets, chemical, comliete rounds A 4
Rockets, complete rounds, any HE F 10

filler.
Rocket heads, any HE filler F 10
Rocket heads, HE (except pento. F and G 10

lite loaded).
Rocket heads, WP loaded, except A 2

items assembled with explosi-ei
components.

Rocket motors (exclusive of heads) F 2 12,4, or 10
Rockets, practice ----------------- F 2, 4, or 10
Simulators, M110, M117, M118, and N 2

MI19.
Simulator, M115 ----------------- Q 10

2 See tables 1731, 17$3. and 1741. 6
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Table 1904. Summary of St6rage Compatibility and
Explosive Hazards (Quantitp,-Distance) Class for

Explosives and Amnmnnition-Continued
Storage Explosive

,ompatibaitt hazard class
gwMp (quantity.

(*ee table distance)
Item 1905) (see ee. I)

Simulator, M116 B End Q 8
Simulator, XM142------------ Q 10
Spotting charges, cartridge for N 2

miniature practice bombs.
Tetranitrocarbazole -------------- I 9
Tetryl ------------------- L 9
TNT -------------------------- I 9
Warheads, HE ------------------ G 10
Zirconium (types I and II, spec. C 1

FED 1655).

S Table 1905. Storage Compatibility Groups for Explosives
and Ammunition

GROUP A-Separate Storage
Note. Items in this group must be stored alone.

1. Chemical ammunition, group A.
2. Chemical ammunition, group B.
3. Chemical ammunition, group C.
4. Chemical ammunition, group D.
5. ~ynamite (commercial types).
6. Fuzes, chemically actuated (see exceptions in table

1904).
7. Grenades, rifle, AT (pentolite loaded).
8. Pentolite loaded ammunition (except pentolite loaded

rockets and rifle grenades--see item 7 above).
9. Photoflash powder.

10. Projectiles, HE (except Explosive D loaded) fuzed
or unfuzed.

11. Projectiles, HE (Explosive D loaded) fuzed or un-
fuzed.
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Table 1905. Storage Compatibility Groups for Explosives

and Ammunition-Continued

GROUP A-Continued
12. Pyrotechnic materials except items in groups C and

K in this table (see tables 1730, 1731, and 1738).
Note. Items in the following groups may be stored with other items

within the individual group in any combination.

GROUP B
1. Adapter-boosters.
2. Ammunition, caliber 20-mm or less (including AP-i

but excluding HE and/or HE-S rounds and 20-mm
incendiary rounds).

3. Boosters.
4. Boosters, auxiliary.
5. Bursters.
6. Cartridge cases, primed (w/o propellant).
7. Charge, igniter, assembly, for fuze M10 and M10A1. L
8. Charge, spotting, AP, practice, M8.
9. Charges, supplementary.

10. Corporal, actuator, assembly propellant valve, quick
release.

11. Cutter, reefing line.
12. Destructor, HE, M10.
13. Detonator, concussion type, MI.
14. Explosive bellows.
15. Firing devices.
16. Fuse lighters.
17. Fuse, safety.
18. Fuzes, with or without booster, except chemically

actuated (see alphabetical listing for the inclu-
sions of certain types of chemically actuated
fuzes).

19. Fuzes, without boosters, except cheaically actuated.
20. Igniters for rockets (M12, M18, M20, ett.).
21. Igniters, Jato, electric (class 3 only).
22. Ignition cartridges for trench mortar ammunition.
23. Mines, APERS, NM, M14. A
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Table 1905. Storage Compatibility Groups for Ezplosives

and Ammunition-Continued

GROUP B-Continued
24. Primers, cannon and artillery.
25. Primer detonators.
26. Simulator, M116.
27. Squibs, commercial.

GROUP C
1. Aluminum powder.
2. Bombs, photoflash, M122, w/o burster.
3. Magnesium powder.
4. Zirconium powder (class 1).

GROUP D
1. Ammonium nitrate.
2. DNT.

SGROUP E
1. Ammunition, blank and saluting, cannon.
2. Ammunition, caliber 20-mm or less.
3. Ammunition, caliber 120--mm.
4. Ammunition, fixed or semifixed except chemical,

HEP and pentolite loaded.
5. Cartridge cases, primed (w/o propellant).
6. Cartridge, illuminating.
7. Cartridge, light mortar, 81-mm or less (excludi-q

81-mm M56) except chemical loaded.
8. Charge, spotting, AP, practice, M8.
9. Corporal, actuator, assembly propellant valve, quick

release.
10. Cutter, reefing line.
11. Explosive bellows.
12. Firing devices.
13. Fuse lighters.
14. Fuse, safety.
15. Puzes (packed In accordance with approved Ord-

nance drawings depicting issue package) w/o
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Table 1905. Storage Compatibility Groups for Ezplosives
and Ammunition-Continued

GROUP E--Continued

boosters, of the following series: PD M48, PD
M51, PD M57, PD M78, PD M81, PD T177, PD
M507, PD M508, MTSQ M500, MTSQ M501,
MTSQ M502, MTSQ M518, MT M43, MT M61,
MT M67, MT T316E2, MT T342, MT M522, MT
M523, and TSQ M55.

16. Grenades, hand fragmentation and practice with
spotting charge.

17. Ignition cartridges for trench mortar ammunition.
18. Mines, AP (bounding type).
19. Mines, practice, with fuze and/or spotting charge.
20. Projectiles, illuminating.
21. Squibs, commercial.

GROUP F
1. Rockets, HE, complete rounds.
2. Rocket heads, HE (w/o motor).
3. Rocket motors.
4. Rockets, practice.

GROUP G
1. Ammunition, HEP loaded.
2. Bangalore torpedoes.
3. Bombs, demolition.
4. Bombs, fragmentation.
5. Cartridge, heavy mortar, over 81-mm (including

81-mm M56) except chemical loaded.
6. Grenades, fragmentation.
7. Grenades, rifle, AT (except pentolite loaded).
8. Mines, AP (cast iron block).
9. Rocket heads, HE (w/o motor).

10. Snake, demolition.
11. Snake, mine clearing.
12. Warheads, HE.
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Table ,005. Storagc CompatibiliiI Groups for Explosiv i
and Ammunition-lontinued

GROUP H
L. Mines, HEAT (to be combined with group G upon

completion of replacement of chemically actuated
fuzes of the M600 type).

GROUP I
1. Baratol.
2. Boracitol.

3. CBS.
4. Chargei, springing earth rod.
5. Composition A, A-2, and A-3.
6. Composit.•on B.
7. Composition C, G-2, C-3, and C-4.
8. Cyclotol (not to exceed maximum 85 percent RDX).
9. Demolition blocks.

10. Detonating cord (Primacord).
* 11. Dynamite; military type.

12. Explos*ves, cratering.
13. Explosive D.
14, Grenades, hand offensive.
15. Minol.
16. MOX.
17. Nitroguanidine.
18. Nitrostarch.
19. Octol.
20. Pentolite.
21. Petrin.
22. Picric acid.
2.2A, Shaped charges.
24. Supplementary charges.
25. Tetracene.
26. TNT.

GROUP J
1. Charges, propelling.
2. EC Powder in bulk.? o IAGOllc 19-15



Table 1.905. Storage Compatibility Groups for Explosivcs
and Ammunitioni-Continued

GROUP J-Continued
3. Propellant, solid, class 2.
4. Propellant, solid, class 2A.
5. Propellant, solid, class 9.

GROUP K
1. Chlorates.
2. Nitrates (inorganic).
3. Perchlorates.
4. Peroxides, solid.

GROUP L
1. Cy.onite (RDX).
2. HMX.
"3. Te•ryl.

GROUP M
1. HMX (wet).
2. Lead azide (wet).
3. Lead styphnate (wet).
4. Mercury fulminate (wet).
5. Nitrocellulose (wet).
6. PETN (wet).
7. RDX (wet).
8. Zirconium powder (wet).

GROUP N
1. Ammunition, caliber 20-mm or less, including API

but excluding HE, HE-.1 and 20-mm incendiary
rounds.

2. Ball, cellulose nitrate, powder-filled.
3. Cartridge cases, primed (wlo propellant).
4. Charge, spotting, AP, practice, M8.
5. Corporal, actuator, assembly propellant valve, quick

release.
6. Cutter, reefing line.
7. Explosive bellows.
8. Firing devices.
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Table 1905. Storage Compatibility Groupis for Explosives
and Ammundtion-Continued

GROUP N-Continued

9. Fuse lighters.
10. Fuse, safety.
11. Fuzes (packed in accordance with approved Ord-

nance drawings depicting issue package) w/o
boosters, of the following series: PD M48, PD
M51, PD M57, PD M78, PD M81, PD T177,
PD M507, PD M508, MTSQ M500, MTSQ 'M501,
MTSQ M502, MTSQ M518, MT M43, MT M61,
MT M67, MT T316E2, MT T342, MT M522, MT
M523, and TSQ M55.

12. G.,enade, illuminating.
13. Ignition cartridges for trench mortar ammunition.
14. Military pyrotechnics except items in this classifica-

tion listed separately in groups A and M of this
table (see tables 1731, 1738, and 1739 for details).

15. Projectiles, illuminating.
16. Simulators, M110, M117, M118, and M119.
17. Spotting charges (cartridge for miniature practice

bombs).
18. Squibs, commercial.

GROUP 0
1. Benite.
2. Black powder in charges or containers.
3. Black powder spotting charges.
4. Boron potassium nitrate.
5. Eimite.
6. Flash reducers (black powder with potassium sul-

fate).
7. Igniters, Jato electric (class 10).
8. Quick arming device, 318-mm rocket.

GROUP P
1. Blasting caps.
2. Detonators.
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Table 1905. Storage Compatibility Groups fo, ExplosiveV
and Ammunition-Continued

GROUP P-Continued
3. Percussion elements.
4. Primers, elecitric.

GROUP Q
1. Firecracker, M80.
2. Photoflash bombs (including M122, w/o burster).
3. Photoflash cartridges.
4. Simulators, M115 and M116.

1906. COMBINING STORAGE GROUPS
When the quantity of explosives in items or in

bulk does not exceed 1,000 pounds net, the follow-
ing combinations of groupings (see table 1905)
may be utilized for storage provided the ma-
terials are approved and packaged in accordance
with approved Ordnance drawings:

Items 4, 8, 10, and 11 of group A.
Group B.
Group C.
Group D.
Group E.
Group G.
Group I.
Group J.
Group L.
Group N.
Group 0.

19-18 AGO 1o005C
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15 May 1958

SECTION 20

PREPARING EXPLOSIVES AND AMMUNITION
FOR SHIPMENT

2001. GEIJERAL "EGULATIONS, COMPLIANCE
WITH ICC REGULATIONS

The general regulations governing the marking,
packing, and shipping of military supplies are set
forth in applicvble current Army regulations. The
operationS shall also comply with Interstate Com-
merce Commission regulations. This section, sec-
tion 21, and section 22 contain additional regulations
applying to the marking, packing, and shipping of
explosives and ammunition. Except for fuzes, ini-
dating devices ind the like, containing small quan.

Stides of explosives, and constructed or packaged so
that the force of the explosion will be self-contained
should the component function, and ammuiitiou con-
taining high explosives filler but without fuzes or
initiating devices, no live ammunition or ammunition
component which has been subjected to unidue' or
abnormal forces for test purposes and has failed to
function shall be offered for shipment by commercial
carrier or transported over public transportation
systems by Government conveyance unless specifi-
cally approved by the Chief of Ordnance. Material
of this nature must be specially packaged, blocked,
or stayed to reduce to a minimum the movement of
the item during transit.

2002. MARKING
a. When an Ordnance establishment repaints or

20-1
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re-marks explosives or ammunition containers and
7 ammunition or ammunition components, the new

painting or marking shal1 correctly identify contents
or items.

b. Explosives, ammunition, and loaded ammuni-
tion components obtained from salvage operations,
and material which has lost its identification mark-
ing3 shall be clearly marked to show the explosive
nature of the material. Explosive material or items
which cannot be definitely identified as to their
explosive nature, in order that they can be correctly
marked for shipment, should be disposed of by
technically trained personnel in accordance with
paragraph 2708.

2003. TEMPORARY STORAGE IN SHIPPING AND

RECEIVING BUILDINGS i
a. LCL buildings.

(1) In buildings specifically designated and
used as packing and shipping buildings,
ammunition and explosives may, subject to
the following limitations, be stored in
accordance with the Loading and Storage
Chart of Explosives and Other Dangerous
Articles as contained in the Interstate Com-
merce Commission Regulations. Incoming
shipments must not be allowed to accumu-
Iste but must be distriL~uted as soon as
practicable after receipt. Items for out-
going shipments shall not be accumulated
prior to receipt of orders covering each
specific shipment.

20-2
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(2) Special rooms shall b- provided for the tem-
porary storage of ammanition and explo-
sives uwaiting shipment, and for their prep-
aration for shipment before assembling,
crating, marking, etc. The rooms shall be
separated from each other by substantial di-
viding walls and shall be separated from
offices and rooms in which inert operations
such as the preparation of stencils, packing,
and crating are performed, by substantial
dividing walls so constructed that they
comply with the requirements for fire walls
also.

b. All shipping and reveiving buildings. Where
material is stored in accordance with the ICC require-
ments, not more than three cars of ammunition or
explosives at one time shall be permitted at a shipping
or receiving building or at a combined shipping and
receiving building. When materi'%ls in the cars,
buildings or on platforms are stacked in accordance
with the Storage Compatibility Grc-'js of this Man-
ual (sec. 19), a larger number of cars may be located
at such places. The total ctmount of explosives in the
ears, buildings and platforms combined must be
used as the controlling quantity for determinmg dis-
tance requirements to other lines, building j• areas
(see par. 1719). If there is a proper Lavrbde be-
tween the cars and the adjoining building or plat-
form, then the quantity on each side of the barrickde
may be considered individually in determining
quantity distance.

20-
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204. CONTAINERS

Hazardous materials in loose or liquid form must
be transported in containers which will prevent the
eape of contents. Containers for intraplant trans-

portton and service storage of the more sensitive
explosives and explosive mixtures such as initiating,
incendiary, flare, signal, igniter, and tracer materials
should be made of material in the following
preference order:

Conductive rubber
Nonferrous metal-lined wood boxes without

seams or rivet heads under which explosive
dust can accumulate*

Conductive plastice
Paper-lined wood boxes
Fiber containers

Fiber containers wear rapidly and should not be
used when they show .igns of damage or wear. Glass
containers should not be used because of their
fragility and severe missile hazard.

2005. BLACK POWDER CONTAINERS

a Standard containers for Army black powder
built in accordance with Ordnance Corps drawings
meet ICC specifications.

6. When black powder is shipped or received, each
container shall be inspected for holes and weak qx44
particularly small holes such u those made by nails
and which are visible only upon close examination.
Damaged containers must not be repaired; the aon-
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tents shall be transferred to new or seryiceable con-
totiners. Metal containers for export shipment shall
be crated, usually two containers per crate.

o. Empty containers which have held black powder
"may be reused, and may be transported empty pro-
vided each container is clean. Empty metal con-
tainers which are not to be -reused shall be thoroughly

404L
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U washed inside with water before disposition is made.
"Wooden containers shall be destroyed by burning
and special precautions shall b• taken in view of the
nature of the contamination.

d. To open the metal keg type container of 25-
pound, capacity, the four metal clips on the bung
should be pried up with a sharpened wood stick and
"pressed back with the same tool or with the fingers.
The metal cap and underlying paper washer should
be lifted out with the fingers. Holes shall not be
driven into black powder containers with any instru-
ment unless the container has been thoroughly
cleaned except that in cases where it is necessary to
provide openings by puncturing, to empty the con-
tents, such operations will be performed while the
operator is protected by an operational shield.

S Black powder in the form of igniting charges may be
packed in airtight metal-lined containers limited to
50 pounds capacity.

e. Paragraph 2004 applies to intraplant containers
for black powder.

2006. CONTAINERS FOR SOLID PROPELLANTS
(SMOKELESS POWDER)

a. Solid propellants shall be packed in accordance
with approved Ordnance Corps drawings or packing
instructions and to comply with ICC regulations.

b. Most double base solid propellants, single per-
forated solid propellants, and all solid propellants
with web thickness not greater than 0.019 inch
should not be packed in all-steel bozes which would
urovide too much confinement if boxes became ex-
.xposed to fire.
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c. Salvaged or deteriorated solid propellants must
be shipped under water in containers, such as boxes,
barrels, or tank cars, unless the condition of the solid
propellants is such that they are safe to ship dry.

2007. CONTAINERS FOR AMMUNITION AND
BULK HIGH EXPLOSIVES

a. Ammunition and bulk high explosives shall be
packed in accordance with approved Ordnance Corps
drawings or packing instructions and to comply
with ICC regulations.

b. Containers used for packing bulk high explosives
should be lined with strong cloth or paper bags, or
liners with cemented seams to prevent sifting.

2008. HANDLING
a. Ezploeive8. Explosives loaded ammunition and

bulk explosives shall not be hand!ed roughly, thrown
about, tumbled, dropped, or walked over other ex.
plosives or ammunition. Massive ammunition
Items, packagod in Ordnance approved containers
designed to permit dragging or towing, may be so
mov 2d when necessary during handling for storage
and transportation.

b. Propelling charge.. Rough handling may open
seams in the containers, or loosen the covers. The
contents of damaged containers shall be examined
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carefully for moisture or other signs of deterioration
before repacking. Propelling charges must not be
exposed to the direct rays of the sun. If bagged
propelling charges oth r than as contained in car-
tridge cases beco'mne damaged in such a manner that
the igniter charge has been broken, they should be
handled using the safety precautions prescribed, for
black powder.

c. Bombs and separate loading shell. Booster
cavities shall always be closed with suitable plugs.
Such items may be rolled with care. Base #uzed
separate loading projectiles should not be rotated
since fuzes may become armed.

d. Fuzes3, primers, boosters, and detonators. All
* loaded components, even when properly packed, must

be handled with special care, as these are extremeiy
sensitive to shock and friction.

e. Other loaded itens. Suitable plugs or closures
shall be used to protect exposed explosives in items
during transfer within the installation, such as trans-
fer of shell from defuzing or deboostering building
to the explosives washout building or to the burning
or demolition ground.

f. Use of conveyors, chutes, and fork lift trucm s
(see sec. 24). So long as the precautions noted in
subparagraph a above are observed, and the pro-
visions of paragraphs 2403 and 2404 are satisfied,
properly packaged explosives -.nd ammunition and
bombs may be handled on power and roller con-
veyors, chutes, or fork lift trucks. Safety shoie,
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eomiductive and sparkproof type, are not required
iiin haandling ammunition and bombs provided there
are no exposed explosives. (See sec. 10.) Hard toe,
sl)arkproof, safety shoes are, however, recommended
for this work since personnel may be required to work
in other areas where explosives may be exposed.

g. Spotting charges. Spotting charges for prac-
tice bombs which consist of black powder shaf be
stored, handled, and shipped under the regulations
for black powder with the exception that spotting
charges are not removed from their bo.:es but are
stored as received.

2"
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SECTION 21

RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION

2101. REFERENCE

"The operation of railroads within an Ordnance
establishment shall be in accordance with appli-
cable current directives-particularly TM 55-
200, Railroad Operating Rules, and this manual.

2102. SPECIFICATIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
, a. The Interstate Commerce Commission

safety regulations pertaining to safety devices,
safety guards, design of %quipment, etc., are man-
datory for railway equipment involved in trans-
porting materials between establishments. the
same regulations should be followed for trans-
portation within an establishment.

b. •ocomotives and other rail vehicles used
within an establishment shall be designed and
equipped to prevent starting or communicating
fires. Coal-burning equipment shall have spark
a-n.sters on smokestacks and shall have double
ashpans. Diesel or gasoline powered and other
self-propelled rail vehicles shall have spark
arresters properly installed on exhaust stacks.
The 3park arresters shall be adequately main-Z tained. Portable fire extinguishers must be car-
.\o 101,,16c 21-1



ried on all diesel locomotives and self-propelled
vehicles. Carbon dioxide extinguishers are rec-
ommended for diesel locomotives.

c. Locomotives and 'rail equipment shall be
painted to increase their visibility in accordance
with current directives,

d. Minimum cleariance from center line of
standard gage track to near edge of loading
docks, walls near depressed tracks, building load-
ing platforms, etc., should not be less than 5 feet
9 inches. The minimum distance between track
centers should be not less than 13 feet. The mini-
mum overhead clearance from top of rail to a
wire or strv'cture should be 22 feet; the minimum
vertical clearance from top of rail to any high
tension wire shall be in accordance with the re-
quirements of the Association of American Rail-
roads' Specifications.

e. Where side clearance is inadequate for a
man on the side of a car, warning signs shall be
posted at approaches to the obstruction. Where
overhead clearance of 22 feet is not obtainable,
telitale (head tappers) should be installed above
the rails 100 to 200 feet from both sides of the
obstacles.

f. Tracks in classification yards should ',e so
arranged that the center to center distance be-
tween tracks is not less than 13 feet. Enough
crossoters shall be provided to switch cars and
permit rapid removal of cars in case of a threat-
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ened disaster in the classification yards, holding
yards and holding tracks at backup stations.
Classification, holding, and temporary storage
yards shall be located in accordance with the pro-
visions of paragraphs 1713, 1714, and 1715, re-
specti vely.

g. Narrow gage or industrial tracks shall have
a horizontal clearance nct less than 18 inches
from the side of the widest car used and a mini.
mum headroom of 7 feet. Center to center of par-
allel tracks shall be at least 21/2 feet more than
the width of the widest car.

h. Railroad lines serving hazardous areas
should be looped and provide at least two ways of

ftexit out of the areas for railroad cars containing
expcsives or higly flammable materials.

i. Deleted.

j. Dead end tracks shall be provided with sub-
stantial bumper blozks or similar equipment.

2103. RAILWAYS
a. Periodic surveys should be made of road

beds, sleepers, rails, spikes, switches, signals,
derails, bumpers, etc. Where the system is eloc-
trifled or grounded, inspection for proper bond-
ing and grounding of rails should be included in
the surveys.

b. Crating should be installed to cover track
hopper3 under tracks used for unloading ma-r terials from (lumping cars.
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C. On trestles where persons may walk, a walk-
way should be provided on one side extending at
least 5 feet from the nearest rail. Standard hand-
rails 42 inches high with midrail and standard
toeboards shall be installed at the outer edge. On
SmuititracK trestles the walkway may be between
the tracks and a guardrail need not be provided.

d. Grass and brush along railroad right-of-way
* which present a fire hazard should be controlled.

2104. SIGNS AND SIGNALS

Suitable types of switch traget lights which
are visible to switch crews working at night
should be used. Hand signal lanterns shn'l be of
an approved electric type.

2105. GRADE CROSSINGS

a. A survey shall be made of railroad grade
crossings to determine the hazard at each based
upon volume of traffic, visibility, and past experi-
ence at the location. Grade crossings shall be
prominently posted on each side with stondard
railroad crossing signs, electric crossing lights,
crossing gates, or electric crossing bells. The
highway pavement should be marked 100 feet
ahead to warn motor vehicle operators of the
location of railroad crossing. During periods
when crossings are heavily traveled (shift
changes), a traffic patrolman should be assigned
to
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control vehicular Lnd pedestrian traffic, or engine
should be required to stop at all main highways
within the area until a member of the crew can act
as a flagman and direct the leading railcar acrtoss the
highway. Openings between rails should be suitably
filled at grade crossings.

b. Locomotives shajl approach crossings under full
control. When approaching a grade crossing the
locomotive whistlo se5ould be sounded (two long, one
short, and one long bluat) and the bell rung contin-
uously until the locomotive has cleared the crossing.
The speed of the locomotive should not be greater
than 10 miles per hour while making the crossing.

* 2106. GENERAL INTRAPLANT OPERATION
The operating requirements given in this par-

agraph are in addition to the rialc and regulations
in other current applicable directives (see par. 2101).

b. Personnel should be on the alert at all tijmes to
detect defective or unserviceable track or equipment,
suspicious or unusual conditions or any condition
which may be dangerous to effective operation, and
should promptly report such conditiors to proper
officials.

c. Personnel shall be informed of the location of
obstructions where charances are close. They must
not stand on track in front of an approaching engine
or c•ar to board it.

d. All trains and engines must be run carefully
during and after heavy storms, particularly wherer tracks may be affected. When fogs, stornm, or other
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conditions obscure the track, the speed of the train
must be reduced to permit strict observance of rules
and insure safety.

s. Trains and engines must be fully protected
against any known conditions which may interfere
with their safe operation.

f. Unauthorized persons must not be permitted
ýon engines and trains.
g. All movemnents in the classification yards are

considered as switch movements. All other
movements are considered as transfer movements.
Before any movement of a car or cars containing
explosives or other hazardous material and before
making transfer ri.ovements, irrespective of the crn-
tents of a car or cars, all air hose shall be coupled,
air brakes cut-in and in proper working order. Cars
should not be uncoupled while in motion nor pulled
apart by locomotive power. Proper safety precau-
tions shall be observed in breaking air hom connec-
tions. (See paragraph 2107d.)

A. When single cars are spotted the hand brako
shall be set and the wheels properly choeke4.
When more tCian one car Is spotted and the engine
detached, the hand brakes shall be set on a suffi-
cient number of cars of a cut of cars to assure that
sufficient brakeage is provided. The hand brakes
shall be set on the down-grade end of the cut of
cars. Reliance must not be placed on the auto-
matic air irakes to hold spotted cars.

i. While moving a car by using a car mover, a man
must be stationed at the handbrake.
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j. For transfer movements within installations,
when cars are moved by locomotives, loads in
partly and completely loaded cars shall be
blocked and braced sufficiently to prevent move-
ment or shifting of the lading. The car doors
shall, be closed when the cars are moved by a
locomotive.

k. When transfer movements are made at night,
a member of the crew must take a position on the
leading end of the lead car and display a light.
Crew member riding the top of a car must, at all
times, take a position near the center of the car.

1. Locomotives must not be left in front of build-
ings and loading docks containing hazardous mate-
rials longer than necessary to "spot" cars for loading
or unloading. Cars at a building should be located
so that employees in the building will not be re-
quired to run the length of the building should an
emergency arise and personnel must be evacuated
quickly.

m. (Added) Blue flags or signaits must be placed
at both ends of a car or cut of cars when personnel
are working in, on, or under the cars. Tank cars
shall be so protected whern connected for loading or
unloading. When thus protected the car or cars shal
not be coupled to or moved. The supervisor or fore-
man ii. charge of the personnel loading or unloading
the car or cars shall be responsible for placing the
blue flag or signal and their removal. Train crews
shall be informed of all installation regulations rela-

p tive to the use of blue flags or signals.
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2107. TRANSPORTATION OF HAZARDOUS MATE.
RIALS

r a. In addition to the requirements of other parts
of this section, the rules in b through i bek l shall be
followed.

b. When cars containing explosives or other haz-
ardous materials are received at the establishment
or held in yards, precautions must be taken to pro-
vent accidents-particularly at night. These precau.-
tions must include provisions for quickly removing
and isolating the cars in case of fire.

e. Cars loaded with hazardous materials must be
loaded and placarded as prescribed by the ICC be-
fore being offered for transportation. The carrying
of hazardous materials on locomotives or other self-
propelled rail vehicles is prohibited.

d. Before cars are moved by a locomotive, Lhe air
brake hose must be coupled and tested to assure that
the air brakes are in proper working condition, and
the car doors shall be closed.

e. No empty cars shall be removed from ware-
houses, magazines, buildings, or loading docks until
all warning phtrards have been removed.

f. Special care must be taken to avoid rough han-
dling of cars. Cars must not be "cut off" while in
motion, and must be coupled careful;y to avoid un-
necessary shocks. Other cars must not be "cut off
and allowed to strike a car containing explosives.
Cars must be so placed in yards or on sidings that
they will be subject to a minimum of handling and
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be readily removed from danger of fire. Such cars ;
must not be placed under bridges or in or alongside
passenger sheds of stations; and where avoidable,
engines on parallel tracks should not be allowed to
stand opposite or near them.

g. "Dropping," "humping," "kicking," or the use of
the flying switch is prohibited.

h. Adequate measures such as guarding, patrolling,
and safety inspection must be provided at all times. 4'
All such activity should be under definite and positive
administrative control.

i. In accordance with paragraph 1222, fire symbols

shall be placed on each railroad car while transporting

explosives or ammunition within an AMC establish-) ment in order to provide a ready means of identifying

the protential hazard should a fire occur.
j. Rescinded IU
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2108. "EXPLOSIVE" OR "DANGEROUS" PLA.
CARDED CARS

(Superseded)
Cars used for the shipment of explosives and am-munition which require "EXPLOSIVE" or "DAN-GEROUS" placards shall meet the requirements ofthe ICC for the item being shipped. The cars shallbe loaded and braced iii accordance with drawingsapproved by the Ordnance Corps and the Bureau of

Explosives.

S

S
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2109. RAIL BAGGAGE AND EXPRESS CARS
a. When ammunition or explosives are loaded in

baggage and express cars, the requirements of sub-
paragraph b through h below must be met in addi-
tion to the requirements of other parts of this section.

b. ICC Regulations must be followed.
c. Oil burning lamps shall be emptied and the oil

thoroughly wiped out. Electric-light switches shall
be cut off before unloading is started.

d. End and side doors shall be locked and sealed.
Suitable doorway protection shall be provided in
cars when lading extends into the space between side
doors of the car.

e. End walls of the car shall be properly dunnaged.S I. All glass windows in side or end doors of the
car shall be covered with lumber.

g. Composite cars; i. e., one-half passenger or mail,
shall not be used for transporting ammunition and
explosives.

&t Steam heating valves irnside the car shall be
shut off. Explosives and ammunition shall not be
loaded against steam pipes.

2110. CAR INSPECTION
A car must not be loaded with any of the dangerous

explosives (ICC class A) or solid propellant (smoke-
less powder) for small arms in quantities exceeding
50 pounds until it has been thoroughly inspected by
a competent employee of the carrier who shall
certify that its condition conforms to these reg-
ulations and who shall sign certificate No. 1 (figure
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211A). After a certified car as prescribed herein
has been furnished by t0e carrier, the shipper or his
authorized employee must, before commencing the
loading of any such car, inspect the interior thereof
and after loading, certify to its proper condition as
specified in paragraph 2108 above by signing car
certificate No. 2 (figure 2111B). A shipper must
decline to use a car not in proper condition.

2111. CAR CERTIFICATES

a. The following certificates, figures 2111A and
2111B, printed on strong tag board measuring 7 by
7 inches, or 6 by 8 inches, must be duly executed in
triplicate. The original copy must be filed by the
carrier at the forwarding station and the other two
must be att .ched to eithe# the outside of car doors or
the side of car, one on each side. The lower edge of
the certificate should be located not less than 4½2
feet above the floor level.

b. Both certificates must be signed; certificate No.
1 by a representative of the carrier. For all ship-
ments loaded by the shipper, he or his authorized
agent must sign certilicate No. 2, and the represent-
ative of the carrier must certify as to loading bnd
staying and general conditions. When the car is not
loaded by shipper, certificate No. 2 must be signed
only by the representative of the carrier.
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.......................................... R a ilro a d
CAR CERTIFICATE

N o . 1 ..................... S ta tio n ................ 19 ........
I hereby certify that I have this day personally
e x a m in e d .....................................................
Car No. ................ and that the roof, sides and
ends have no loose boards, holes or cracks or
unprotected decayed spots liable to hold sparks
and start a fire; that the kingbolts and draft
bolts are properly protected and that there
are no uncovered pieces of metal or nails pro-
jecting from the floor or sides of the car which
might injure packages of explosives; also that

*• the floor is in good condition and has this day
been cleanly swept before the car was loaded;
that I have examined all the axle boxes and
that they are properly covered, packed4 and
oiled, and that the air brakes and hand b0rakes
are in condition for service.

.............................. Railw ay em ployee
inspecting car.

Figure 2111A. Car Certificaie No. 1.

2112. LEAKING PACKAGES

A constant alertness must be maintained to detect
th,:ough characteristic odors the leakage of hazard-
ouo materials from faulty psckages. Leaking pack-
ages should be removed from cars and repaired, or
if in tank cars, the contents should be transferred.
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CAR CERTIFICATE

N o. 2 .......................... Station ............ 19 .........
I hereby certify that I have this day personally
examined thet above car; that the floor is in
good condition and has been cleanly swept
and that the roof, sides and ends have no
loose boards, holes, cracks o•r unprotected de-
cayed spots liable to hold sp,3rks and start a
fire; that the kingbolts and draft bolts are pro-
tected, and that there are no uncovered pieces
of metal or nails projecting from the floor or
sides of the car which might injure packages
of explosives; that the explosives in this car
have been loaded and stayed, and that the
car has been placared according to the regu-
lotions for the transportation of explosives pre-
scribed by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion; that the doors fit or have been stripped
so that sparks cannot get In at the joints or
bottom.

S h ip p e r ..........................................
............................ Railway employee inspecting

loading and staying.

Apure 2111B. Car Oertfmttc No. S.

If artificial light is necessary, only approved electric
lights should be used. Leaking tank cars containing
compressed gases should be switched to a location
distant from habitation and highways and proper
action taken for trnsferring contents under oom-
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petent supervision. Cars containing leaking pack-
ages or leaking tank ears must be protected to pre-
vent ignition of liquid or vapors by flarme from
inspectors' lanterns or torches, burning fusees, switch
lights, switch thawing flames, fires on side of track,
hot coal from locomotives, or from other sources.
All unnecessary movement of a leaking car discov-
ered in transit riust cease until the unsafe condition
is remedied.

2113. TOOLS FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING
EXPLOSIVES AND AMMUNITION

For loading and unloading containers of bulk
explosives, no metal tools other than hammers and
pinch bars should be used inside freight cars. Saws'and hatchets may be used outside of cars to cut
lumber. This restriction does not apply when load-
ing or unloading ammunition in which explosives
are not actually exposed. Steel tools may be used
inside cars containing ammunition, provided no
explosives are.exposed, Safety tools must be used
and operations must be performed with the utmost
care where explosives are actually exposed.

2114. BLOCKING AND BRACING OF "KEY.
STONE" OR "CARPENTEP" TYPE FIBER CON-
TAINERS IN FREIGHT CARS

"Keystone" or "Carpenter" type containers used
to ship solid prcopellant (smokeless powder), tetryl,
DNT, etc., should be inspected immediately prior
to shipment ant! only those in good condition used.

• Containers should be loadod in accordance with
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sketch No. 39 of appendix No. 2, Bureau of Explosives
Pamphlet No. 6A.

2115. CAR LOADING OF ITEMS CONTAINING
AMMUNITIQON AND EXPLOSIVES

Bureau of Explosives pamphlets Nos. 6 and 6A,
or latest revision thereof, and methods prescribed
by Ordnance Corps drawings should be followed for
the loading and bracing of railway car shipments of
military explosives and ammunition. The packages
should be placed in position with no more force
than is needed to secure a compact load ard to pre-
vent shifiing and damage en route. When striking
force is necessary a short piece of lumber shall be
placed against the cqntainer. Excessive or violent
use of mauil, shall not be permitted.

2116. SEALING CARS CONTAINING EXPLOSIVES V
,' ND AMMUNITION

In addition to any other seals which may be used,
cars containing explosives or ammunition shall be
sealed with the 3tandard railway type car seal on
which is stamped an identifying number. If the
seal is not in place when the car is received the car
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shall be treated as suspicious and shall be inspected.
A permanent record of car numbers and seals shall
be kept by shipper.

2117. CHANGING CAR SEALS

When a car seal is changed on a car of explosives,
a record must be made showing the following infor-
mation:

Railroad ------------ Place --------- Date
Number or description of seal broken-----------
Number or description of seal uised to reseal car-----
Reason for opening car --------------------
Conditioi, of loadS Nanme and occupatica of persons opening car .....

This record shall be shown on waybill or other
form er memorandum which accompanies car to
•istiinat ion.

2118. HANDLING WRECKS ON INSTALLATIONS OF
CARS PLACARDED "EXPLOSIVES" OR "DAN-
CEROUS"

a, Preventinq frre. When an accident does riot
cause the immediate ignition or detonation of the
explostive, the first and most important precaution
after caring for the injured is to prevent fire. To
that end, and before beginning to clear a wreck, all
unbroken packages of explosives should be removed
to a place of safety and as mnaly of the broken pack-
ages and as much, of the contents as possibla gath-
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ered up and removed for destruction or repacking.
In this and subsequent work, the danger of sparks
igniting and causing the detonation of loose explo-
sives that cannot be immediately removed should be
reduced by covering or mixing earth with the explo-
sive. In the case of mercury fulminate, PETN, lead
azide and black powder spillage, the area should be
w-Žt down thoroughly and after removal of the wreck-
age, the wet ground dug up, removed to a safe place
and burned. Otherwise, when the ground and explo-
Si• es become dry, small explosions may occur when
the area is stepped upon or struck.

b. Fire 1ighting (see pars. 1223 and 1224). In
event of fire burning near P car containing explosives,
every effort shotIld be mwie to remove the car to a
safe place. No attempt shall be made to fight a fire
where dangerous articles are directly involved, and
all persons shall be evacuted to a distance of not lecs
than 2,000 feet.

c. Broken packages. Packages of explosives found
damaged or broken may be repaired or the material
repacked when it is practicable and not dangerous
to do so. A broken box of high explosives that cannot
be repaired should be reinforced by stout wrapping
paper and twine, placed in another strong box and
surrounded by dry fine sawdust or dry, clean cotton
waste, or wads made from dry newspapers. A rup-
tured can or keg should be inclosed in a grain bag of
good quality and boxed. Damaged packages thus
protEcted and properly marked may be forwarded. |
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The box and waybill should be marked to indicate
that it has been repacked. Explosives should be
repacked wet if so packed in original containers.

2119. HANDLING WRECKS ON INSTALLATIONS OF
CARS PLACARDED "DANGEROUS" (FLAMMA-
BLE LIQUIDS)

a. Preventing 8pread of fre. In event of fire, en-
dangered cars which are in condition to be moved
should be pulled away. Holes should be dug or
earthen dikes thrown up in the path of burning
liquid to limit its spread. The burning liquid should
be smothered with sand, dirt, or wet blankets. Foam
or carbon dioxide fire extinguishers are effective if
available. Hose streams of water, however, are not
likely to quench such a fire. A watch should be
posted for all tank cars involved in a fire for the
appearance of red-hot spots which indicate probable
rupture point of the tank. Personnel should be kept
out of a direct line of these spots since a stream of
hot liquid or burning vapor may be projected 50 feet
or more. Tank cars shall not be punctured delib-
erately.

b. Care of Nafety valve.q. If tank cars have been
forced into such a position that the safety valves
may be jarlmed, Pan effort shoild be made to roll the
car over so that the valves may function proprly.
Whon vapors are escaping from the safety valve,
they inay ignite awl burni like a torch. It is usually

AL the best pr(;,Jedure itot to extinguish this flam•n until
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all other fires in or near the wreck have been ex-
tinguished. Otherwise, the leaking vapor may
spread over a large area and gradually increase in
concentration until the explosive vapor-air mixture
is reached to be ignited finally by fire in other parts
of the wreckage. The safer procedure is to let the
vapor escaping from the safety valves burn until the
car can be cooled and the vapor pressure reduced to
the point where the safety valves will close.

c. Preventing ignitions. For the same general rea-
sons given in b above, the hazards involved ii. salvag-
ing. affected equipment and cargo may be greater
when fire does not occur. To guard against ignition,
all lights and fires (lighted pipes, cigars, and ciga-
rettes included) in the vicinity should be extin-
guished and only approved electric flashlights or elec-
tric hand lanterns should be used. When practicable,
the work of handling wrecks involving tank cans
should be done during daylight hours. Cranes should
be kept as far as possible to the windward. All leaks
should be located and if possible stop!ed by wooden
plugs. Ample time should be allowed for the dis-
sipation of flammable vapors before starting to
clear away damaged cars or to transfer their contents.
Records show ignition has occurred as far as 1,500
feet from the source of leakage. The least damaged
cars should be removed to safety avoidiiig sudden,
shock or jars. No attempt should be made to trans-
port a damaged car from which flammable liquid is
leaking unless absolutely necessary.
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2120. INSPECTION OF CARS
a. IR.ail cars containing explosives and ainmuni-

tion entering an Ordnance establishment must be
inspected. This inspection comprises the examina-
tion of the ouit.ide and underside of each car for
damage a"ch as defective brakes, couplings, wheel
flanges, hot boxes, etc.; to detect unauthorized and
suspicious articles; to check correctness of individual
car numbers and seal numbers against bills of ladings.
When the probability of sabotage is remote, such
inspections may be accomplished from ground level
without the aid of an inspection pit to discover un-
safe structural arnd inecha.aical deficiencies of the
car. During periods of emergency when sabotage
may be attempted, and also to aid in the rapid in-

S ;pection and movement of cars, an inspection pit
ihould be provided.

b. Cars of ammunition or expiosives on which for-
eign and suspicious articles have been secreted or
attached outside or underneath the car, or cars
which show defect that. might affect the safety of
the establishment or contents of the car, should be
removed to the suspect car siding for additional in-
spection. During times of national emergency, cars
orn which the seal numbers do not correspond to
those shown on the bill of lading shall be treated
as suspect cars and should he removed to the suispect
car siding for additional inspection (par. 1716).

c. Cars which satisfactorily pass the inspection
outlined above may be considered reassonably safe
but care should be exercised in breakimg car seals
and opening cat doors because of the possibility of

21 21
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damage or shifting lading, leaking containers, etc.
When the quantity and class of ammunition present
in the classification yard does not exceed that per-
mitted by the appropriate quantity-distance table,
based on distance to adjacent targets, cars may be
opened for inspection at that point, otherwise inte-
rior inspection should be accomplished after the cars
have been spotted at the unloading point.

2121. INSPECTION OF INCOMING S4IPMENTS
Cars in wich explosives or ammunition are re-

ceived shall be inspected after unloading to see that
they are clean and free from loose explosives or
other flammable materigls, and that the placards and
car certificates are removed. Explosive sweepings
shall be destroytd.

2122. DAMAGED SHIPMENTS
Any shipment received in damaged condition or

not loaded in accordance with appropriate Ordnance
Corps drawings shall be reported on DD Form 6
(Report of Damaged or Improper Shipment) in ac-
cordance with AR 700-58 and ORDM 3-9.

2123. CONTAINERS
Cont.iners of explosives or ammunition must not

be opened or repaired on any railway car containir.:Z
explosivws or ammunition, excluding railway cars used
as operating or inspection points.
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2124. TECHNICAL AID AND ASSISTANCE TO
RAIL CARRIERS IN EVENT OF AN INCI-
DENT INVOLVING AMMUNITION
AND EXPLOSIVESE

(Added)
"a. AR 55-355 authorizes the Chief of. Ord-

nance to extend technical aid and assistance as
deemed necessary in connection with the moving,
salvage, demolition, neutralization, or other disposi-
tion of Government-owned shipments of explosives
and other dangerous articles being transported or
stored by carrier. Commanders of Ordnance Corps
installations where explosives and ammunition (in-
eluding guided missile items and heavy rockets) areS handled are authorized to act tor the Chief of Ord-
nance in this regard. AR 55-355 outlines the re-
spensibilities to be assumed by carriers when assist-
ance is rendered and procedures to be followed when
assistance is requested.

b. In extending requested assistance, commanding
officers should instruct their representatives to cover
the following points as a minimum:

(1) Upon arrival at the scene, report should be
made to the official in charge that requeist
was received for an Ordnance representative
to be present to render technical advice and
assistance in questions involving explosives
and ammunition, including guided missile
ammunition items and heavy rockets.

(2) Determine if the scene of the wreck is ade-
4P quately patrolled (day and night) by rail-
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road personnel or local peace officers and if
persons other than those working on the
wreck are prohibited from approaching the
scene. If this matter is not being properly
handled, suggestions should be made to the
official in charge for correction. Emphasis
should be placed on the danger of picking
up ammunition for souvenirs.

(3) Suggest to the official in charge that smoking
and the use of matches or flames in the
area be prohibited if such action has not
already been taken.

(4) The condition and position of wrecked cars
and the condition of bracing and contents
should be noted. Inspect containers noting
particularly any leaking containers of ex-
plosives or ammunition.

(5) Confer with officials (including wreck mas-
ter) and discuss, from the safety viewpoint,
procedures for handling the wreck, with
emphasis being placed on the following:

(a) Instruction of wrecking crew concerning
the hazard of handling explosives roughly.

(6) Removal of broken containers and loose
explosives or ammunition that can be
accomplished before handling of wrecked
railroad cars.

(c) Appraisal of condition of railroad car and
contents to allow safe rerailing of car
without reloading.

(d) Furnish advice as to which containers can
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be recoopered or re )aired for reshipment.
(e) Furnish advice as to which containers and

ammunition should not be shipped and
as to their disposal, either by trasiefer to
an Ordnance establishment for disposi-
tion or by destruction at the scene of the
incident. If need for destruction of ex-
plosives or ammunition at the scene of
the incident is determined, the Ordnance
Officer of the appropriate Army Area

'should be contacted and the services of
an Explosives Ordnance Disposal Officer
requested.

(f Furnish other advice relative to handling
the particular types of explosives and
ammunition involved.

(g) Inspect area to insure that all ammunition
and explosives have been cleaned up or
disposed of.

. In order to permit accomplishment of necessary
supply und surveillance functions, whenever the
commander of an Ordnance installation has rendered
assistance due to an incident as outlined above, he
shall immediately contact-

(I) Commanding Officer, Ordnance Ammunition
Command, Joliet, Ill., Attn: ORDLY-Q,
when ammunition items other than guided
missiles and heavy rockets are involved.

(2) Commanding General, Army Rocket and
Guided Missile Agency, Redstone Arsenal,

1h Ala., Attn: FSD, when guided missile am-
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munition items or heavy rockets are in-
volved. Such report will be made by the
most rapid means of communication avau-
able, stating all pertinent facts concerning
the incident.

d. Any action required, other than that outlined
above, will be directed by the-

(1) Commanding Officer, Ordnance Ammuni-
tion Command, for ammunition items other
than guided missiles and heavy rockets.

(2) Commanding General, Army Rocket and
Guided Missile Agency, for guided missiles
and heavy rockets.

e. Incidents resulting in explosions of ammunition
or explosives shall be reported by the installation
rendering assistance in accordance with OCO 19-51.
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SECTION 22

MOTOR VEHICLE TRANSPORTATION

2201. REFERENCES

The operation of motor vehicles within an Ord-
nance establishment shall be in accordance with
applicable cuk0rent directives and as further quali-
fied by this Manual.

2202. MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY PROGRAM

S Current lirectives, particularly SR 385-10-20,
Army Safety Program, dated 24 November 1948,
requires the institution of a motor vehicle safety pro-
gram as part of the over-all safety program of an
Ordnance istablishment. SR 385-155-1, Safety
Prevention of Motor Vohicle Accidents, dated 16
May 1950, contains detailed information for inclu-
sion in such a program. This paragraph and para-
graph 2203 outline a recommended motor vehicle
safety program.

2203. ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAM

a. General. An effective traffic accident preven-
tion program is administered by an individual famil-
iar with traffic problems and motor vehicle safety.
He cooperates with the various supervisors whose
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funetions are pertinent to traffic activities and whose
active cooperation is essential to the successful ac-
complishment of the program. These may include
the-

(1) Supervisor responsible for spot control of
traffic when necessary.

(2) Motor vehicle maintenance supervisor when
accidents indicate maintenance deficiencies.

(3) Engineering supervisor where accidents in-
dicate physical hazards and nonpxistence or
improper functioning of traffic signals, etc.

(4) Transportation supervisor when high acci-
dent locations, driver deficiencies, and co-
gested location are pertinent.

(5) Training supervisor.
(6) Traffic Control Committee or Inquiry

Board.
b. Accident reporting and follow-up.

(1) Each motor vehicle accident which occurs
on the reservation and each occurring off
the reservation involving Government-
owned vehicles assigned to the establish-
ment is investigated by competent person-
nel and reported as required by current
directives.

(2) Each traffic accident and investigation re-
port is trarnsmitted to the administrator re-
ferred to in a above, for a complete analysis
of the accident and dissemination of result-
ant information. This function is the key t
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to the entire traffic accident prevention
program.

(3) Incomplete reports of accidents submitted
by drivers are returned through their im-
mediate supervisor for complete informa-
tion. Without accurate and adequate in-
formation, interested departments and
personnel will be unable to take effective
action.

c. Accident records. The individual selected for
administration and coordination of a motor vehicle
safety program may find it helpful to maintain the
following records:

(1) Accident spot map of the reservation on
which is recorded the specific location of
each accident, and the identifying number
which designates the particular accident re-
port from which the information was ob-
tained. As an adjunct to the map, there
may be maintained a similarly numbcred
list showing the identifying numbers, loca-
tion,, hour of the accident, and the specific
questionable driver action or physical haz-
ard involveMt.

(2) A monthly and cumulative tabulation sheet
containing a complete bre:ýkdown of all re-
ported accidents.

(3) A simple card record of drivers showing the
name, badge, or pay roll number of the
driver, and such data as the time and place
of accident or violation, and the driver ac-
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tion involved. The file is designed to assure
prompt identification of repeaters or "ao-
cident-prone" drivers.

(4) Monthly summaries of the information
compiled are forwarded to interested super-
visors designated in a above for appropriate
action.

d. Warning eigna. Stop, railroad crossing, chrve,
speed zone, and no-passing signs or signals are used
as local conditions dictate. Standard highway signs
are recommended but irrespective of the type of
warning signs used, uniformity is desirable through-
out the establishment. Consideration may be given
to reflectorizing warning signs for marking hazards
which are increased during periods of poor visibility.

(1) The use of an excessive number of warning
signs is avoided to prevent unreasonable im-
pedence of traffic flow and the breeding of
disregard for all traffic controls.

(2) Warning signs in the speed zones specified
are placed at the minimum following dis-
tances from hazards to assure drivers suf-
ficient time to adjust driving to cope with
khe hazard.
Opeed sone Dietance

(rmph) (Icet)

15 -------------------------- 36
25 -------------------------- 55
35 -------------------------- I01

(3) Heavily traveled gate entrances and exits,
particularly at shift change, are channelized
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so that two or more traffic lanes can be
formed to expedite traffic flow. Channel-
izing is usually accomplished by road sti ip-
ing and instructional signs.

(4) Hazardous curves are posted and the road
striped if the road surface permits. At
sharp turns crash fences are erected and
striped in contrasting colors for visibility.

(5) Blind intersections are appropriately posted.
At blind intersections in congested areas,
reduced speed limits are enforced, and, if
necessary, stop signs installed for the lesser
flow of traffic. At dead end streets, crash
fences are erected and striped in contrasting
colors for viSibili:t._L Vi ll t~y.

e. Road, parling, and pedestrian traffc layouts.. (1) Pedestrian lanes are used where large num-
bers of pedestrians cross heavily tra Jled
roads at recurring intervals such as shift
change times. The lane is designated by
stripes or portable standards. Conflicts be-
tween pedestrian and vehicular traffic are
reduced to a minimum number of control-
lable points. Posted signs require vehicular
traffic to stop for pedestrians unless person-
nel are stationed at such locatio'o to control
vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

(2) Adequate clear passage lanes are provided
in parking lots for through traffic. No
parked vehicle is permitted to encroach
upon clear passage lanes. One-way en-
trances and exits for parking lots are desig-
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nated where necemary to facilitate traffic
movement with a minimum of conflict.
Parking lots have safety aisles for pedes-
trians.

(3) Parking of vehicles, other than those neces-
sary for efficient operation, is not permitted
in close proximity to operating buildings
or other structures where there is cor-
siderable traffic congestion. Parkdng of
vehicles is not permitted on shoulders of
roads in congested areas during heavy
traffic periods (par. 1609).

(4) Rescinded.
Driver training.
(1) Each driver is trained in the operation

of the spe~cific type of vehicle to which he
will be ammigned before he is permitted to
operate the vehicle. Additional training
is given if necessary when assignments are
changed.

(2) Drivers who have been involved in viola-
tions or an accident are given specific
training in the particular driver action
which caused or contributed to the viola-
tion or accident. This trainir% is simple,
as brief as will be effective, focussed upon
the phase of operation in which the driver
is considered
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deficient, and include actual operation of the
vehicle under realistically simulated condi-
tions in the immediate presence of a com-
petent instructor.

(3) A simple set of traffic rules and regulations
appropriate to the establishment may be
prepared and given the widest practicabla
distribution to personnel engaged in the
operation of vehicles on the reservation.
Accident trends and violations trends dis-
closed through accidetra reports might also
be high lig! ted and disseminated to person-
nel through supervisors' meetings, safety
meetings, plant organs, and similar media.

g. Educational enforcement. Driving practices of
motor vehicle operators are developed and con-
trolled by educational enforcement. Educational
enforcement consists of the assignment of personnel,
preferably guards, to point duty at intersections or
locations which are high in accident frequency or
traffic congestion. Prior to each assignment, the
"designated person is fully informed of the specific
problem or driver action which has caused trouble at
that point in the past. The duties of such a person
include controlling traffic at the hazardor s location to
prevent accidents that might a.-ise because of the
problem or driver action which has necessitated his
assignment.

A. Preventive enforcement. After educational en-
forcement has been applied and safe driving practices
develop in the majority of motor vehicl3 operators,
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recalcitrant operators may be controlled by preven-
tive enforcement. In the event that an authorized
person observes a driver action which is cont ary to
existing regulations, a written warning is issubd to
the offending driver, with a copy routed to the in-
dividual in charge of the program and another copy
to the driver's superior. After a second warning has
been issued to the same diiver, he is given specific
training to remddy the violating practices reported.
If three warnings are issued to the same driver within
1•2 months, punitive action may be taken as deemed
necessary upon the facts involved in all three viola-
tionis. However, punitive action is wholly permis-
sible and in many cases desirable, on either the first
or second warning, depending upon the gravity of the
violation.

i. Punitive enforcement. Punitive enforcement
measures may be applied to employees who hai 3 re-
ceived three warnings within 12 months, employees
in olved in outstanding flagrant traffic violations,
and employees whose actions have caused a motor
vehicle accident on the reservation or an accident
involving a government vehicle off the reservation.
Punitive enforcement is applied through the medium
of a board consiting of not less than three and pref-
erably five persons. The board reviews all the facts
involved in the case of a third warning and all facts
disclosed by investigation reports in the case of an
accident. The drivers appearing before the board
are afforded full opportunity to be heard after which
the Traffic Board agrees on prompt disposition and
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recommended such disposition to the command-

ing officer.

2204. MOTOR VEHICLE SHIPMENT REGULAT!ONS

Motor vehicle shipments on public highways
are governed by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission Motor Carrier Safety Regulations. All

nmote vehicle shipments from an Ordnance estab-
lishment shall comply in full with the applicable
portions of ICC, state, and municipal regulations
except as provided for in these regulations. Be-
fore any motor vehicle designated for movement
over public highways ipay be loaded with danger-
ous articles, as defined by the Ipterstate Com-
merce Commission, the vehicle must be inspectedS and approved by a qualified inspector for com-
plia.nce with AR 55-355 (DD Form 626). After
loading, lading must be inspected and approved.
"Driver selection, training, etc., for intraplant
shipping and fo- operation of Government-owned
trucks on pubnic highways shall be in accordance
with pertinent requirements of the Motor Carrier
Safety Regulations, TM 21-300, Driver Selection
and Training; and TM 21-305, Manual for the
Wheeled Vehicle Driver.

2205. MOTOR VEHICLES FOR EXPLOSIVES SHIP-
MENT

Cargo type trucks and truck-tractor drawn
semitrailer vans are the preferred types of equip-
ment for transporting ammunition and explo-
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sives. Other types of trailers should not be used
by Ordnance installations for this purpose except
where the material is sufficiently large to make
handling by vans impracl ica. h'it this restriction
need not apply to licensed common carriers and
contract equipment. Equipment used for trans-
porting ammunition or explosives must meet the
following requirements and these should be sup-
plemented by local regulations as deemed neces-
sary by the commander:

a. Special precautions must be taken to avoid
ignition of explosives or vapors by the exhausts
of automotive vehicles.

b. The lighting system shall be electric. Bat-
teries and wiring shall be so located that they will
not come into contact with containers of explo- W
sives or ammunitiorn. Portable lights, other than
those approved for use in magazines, shall not be
allowed in a truck carrying explosive material.

c. The interior of the truck body shall have all
exposed ferrous metal covered with nonsparking
material when transporting scrap and bulk ex-
plosives in containers which may be damaged and
explosives become exposed. If the explosives
transported consist of ammunition or explosives
packaged for shipment in accordance with ICC
specifications, it will not be necessary to cover
the ferrous metal. Open body vehicles other than
the flat-bed trailer type used to transport large
items such as missile, Jatos, and rocket motors
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must have sides that are strongly made and se-
curely fast.ned so that explosives are safely re-
tained. Where a top is required, it should be of
a noncombustible or flame-proof material.

d. Each truck shall be equipped with at least 2
standard class B, C portable fire extinguishers.
As a minimum these shall have a classification of
"l-B, C. On Government vehicles, one of the ex-
tinguishers shall be mounted on the outside of the
cab on the driver's side and the other in the cab.
When trucks are equipped with an interior car-
bon dioxide flooding device, one extinguisher
should be carried.

e. Red lFghts are not permitted on the front of
vehicles transporting explosives and ammunition

5 on public road3 and highways nor should they be
used on the front of vehicles transporting explo-
sives and ammunition within an Ordnance estab-
lishment. Motor vehicles that transport explo-
sives and ammunition within the establishment
but outside explosives areas shall have conspicu-
ously attached thereon four placards exhibiting
the word "Explosives," one on each side of the
vehicle, one on the front and one on the rear, so
attached that whenever the vehicle is not so
loaded, the placards can be removed or covered.
Reflectorized placards are preferred. This can be
accomplished by attaching the placard so that it
can be reversed or removed. In addition, two ap-
propriate fire symbols shall be attached in similar
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locations to the "Explosives Placards," when re-
quired by paragraph 1222.

f. Trucks fueled with LP gas shall not be used
to transport ammunition and explosives in am-
munition areas.

2206. INSPECTION OF VEHICLES

Government-owned motor vehicles used for
transpoitation of hazardous materials shall be
inspected at frequent regular intervals by a com-
petent person to see that mechanical condition
and safety appliances are in good working order
and that oil and motor pans under engines are
clean. Daily inspection shall be made to deter-
mine that:

a. Fire extinguishers are filled and in good
working order.

b. Electric wiring is in good condition and
properly attached.

c. Fuel tank and piping are secu-e and not
leaking.

d. Brakes, steering, and other equipment are
in good condition.

2207. OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

The following requirements shall be observed
in the operation of Government-owned vehicles
transporting explosives and ammunition:
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a. During loading and unloading of motor
vehicles on a grade, the brakes must be set and
the wheels chocked.

b. When a motor vehicle approaches within 25
feet of the doors of a structure through which a
shipment is to be moved, the doors must be kept
closed until the motor has been switched off un-
less all of the following requirements are met:

(1) The exhaust system is not exposed to
accumulations of grease, oils, gasoline,
or other fuels; has ample clearance from
fuel lines and from other combustible
ma. -ials; and is equipped With an ef-
fect.ye spark and flame arresting device
in the exhaust line.

21
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A standard muffler is not an effective flame
or spark az.resting device.

(2) No exposed explosive material is being
transported or handled.

(3) No exposive material is located on the plat-
form ramp or otherwise outside of the struc-
ture or trailer while the motor is running.

c. If a motor vehicle containing dangerous articles
is to use a ferryboat or other passenger carrying ves-
sel the driver shall be furnished an identification
letter requesting transportation on the vessel sand
signel' by a responsible officer. The letter must be
presented to the master of the vessel or his repre-
sentative. The letter shall refer to the bill of lading
(copy of which shall be in the possession of theS driver) and shall state the truck license numbers arid
the name of the owner. SuCh transportation is reg-
ulated by the United States Coast Guard's "Explo-
sives and Other Dangerous Articles on Board Ves-
sels," CG 187.

d. Trucks containing ammunition or explosives
should not be refueled within magazine or explosives
areas of Ordinance establishments, including re-
fueling from mobile units. A central refueling
station should be used. The requirements of para-
graph 1721 should also be observed when applicable.

e. A permanent record of motor vehicle numbers
and seals applied to the vehicle shall be kept by the
establishment.

f. No person shall be allowed to ride in or on the
truck body or van of a motor vehicle transporting
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ammunition or explosives except in cases involving
limited quantities of small arms ammunition with
nonexplosive bullets. In the latter case the small
arms ammunition must be in closed contairners which
are properly secured in the truck body and seats
shall be provided for personnel, restricted in number
to the minimum required.

g. No explosives or ammunition shall be loaded
into or unleaded from motor vehicles while their
motors are running unless the motor is required, to
provide power to vehicle accessories such as
mechanical handling equipment utilized in the
loading and unloading of the vehicle, provided:

(1) The accessory is an integral part of the
vehicle.

(2) The exhaust gases from the moto'r are
emilite at ,lt 6 feet from the point at

which the loading operation is conducted
and are directed away from this point.

(3) The exhaust pipe is equipped with a
spark arrestor.

(4) Materials being loaded or unloaded
which may evolve fiammable vapors are
enclosed in containers equipped with
tight fitting lids so that the vapors may
not escape from the containers.

2208. MIXED LOADING
The types of dangerous articles which may be

transported on the same motor vehicle traveling over
public highways are given in the Loading and Stor-
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AMCR 385-224
C is

age Chart of ICC Regulations for Transportation of
Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles by Motor,
Rail and Water. The requirements of the chart shall
be complied with for shipments over public highways. I
2209. INSTRUCTIONS TO DRIVERS

a. Drivers must be thoroughly familiar with the
ICC Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.

b. Before motor vehicles loaded with hazardous
materials leave an AMC establishment, drivers

*U.S. Government Printing Ofoe: 196--200535
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shall be informed of the nature of their cargo and
methods of fighting fires involving the truck or it-.%
cargo. DD Form 836 (Special Instructions for
Drivers) will be completed in accordance with the
xýquirements of AR 55-355 and furnished such
drivers. AR 55-355 does not contain instructions
for fighting fires involving liquid propellants.
The following instructions will be issued to
drivers of motor vehicles transporting these com-
modities:

(1) Fuming nitric acid.
(a) Fuming nitric acid is neither explo-

sive nor will it burn, but because of
its violently oxidizing nature, the
flammability of all combustible ma-
terial in direct contact with it is
greatly increased.

(b) It is violently corrosive and will de-
stroy human flesh. if it comes in con-
tact with the skin or eyes, flush im-
mediately with large quantities of
water.

(c) The fumes from this item are highly
toxic and must not under any condi-
tions be inhaled. As these fumes can
be both seen and smelled, the driver
must be constantly on the alert for
leaking or ruptured containers with
resulting air contamination.

(0) When two or more trucks are travel-
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ing together, they shall keep not less
than 50 feet apart.

(e) In case of accident or fire, the driver
shall attempt to notify the nearest
police and fire departments and upon
their arrival at the scene, inform
them of the nature of the cargo, its
hazard, and the proper precautions
necessary for the safe control of the
situation. Occupants of buildings,
other vehicles, and persons in the
open (particularly downwind) in the
vicinity of thn accident or fire shall be
warned to stay at least 1,000 feet
away.

(f) In case of an accident, the personnel
engaged in handling the wreckage
shall be warned of the corrosive and
toxic qualities of the cargo and in-
structed as to necessary safety pre-
cautior.s. Appropriate protective
clothing should be worn and, if fumes
are present, a self-contained breath-
ing apparatus.

(g) Fire fighting procedures:
I If any part of the vehicle except the

portion containing the lading catches
fire, the driver should use his extin-
guisher immediately in an attempt to
put out the fire and should make every
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S
attempt to prevenlt the spread of fire

to the lading.

2 Fires involving fuming nitric acid

should be fought with large quanti-

S
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ties of water. Water in the form of
mist or fog is also very effective in
suppressing the fumes and extin-
guishing the fire. Care should be
taken in applying water "4 this item
as considerable heat Is generated and
splashing or spattering may result,
endangering fire-fighting personnel
in the immediate vicinity. The area
surrounding the fire should be thor-
oughly wet down to prevent grass,
brush, or other organic material from
being ignited.

3. Fire fighters should wear appropriate
protective clothing and approach the
fire from the upwind direction.

4. Should the heat of the fire cause one or
more drums to rupture, the liberated
acid and nitrous fumes will increase
the hazards present and greater
safety precautions will be necessary.
In such a case, all fire-fighting per-
sonnel shall wear full protective
clothing, including a self-contained
breathing apparatus of an approved
type.

(2) Aniline--f urfuryl alcohol mixtures.
(a) These mixtures are not explosive but

are highly flammable and will react
violently when in contact with most ox-
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idizing agents. Most of these mixtures
are considered noncorrosive but they
will slowly attack rubber, cork and
most plastics.

(b) They are toxic by absorption through
the skin. If they come in contact with
the skin or eyes, flush immediately with
large quantities of water, wash thor-
oughly with soap and rinse.

(c) The fuvhes from these mixtures are
highly. toxic and must not be inhaled
under any cn.,dition. These fumes
have a musty, moldy odor.

(d) When two or more trucks are traveling
together, t'.hey shall keep not less than W
50 feet apart.

(e) In case of accident or fire, the driver
shall attempt to notify the nearest
police and fire departments and upon
their arrival at the scene, inform them
of the nature of the cargo, its hazard,
and the proper precautions necessary
for the saf. control of the situation.
Occupants of buildings, othet vehicles,
and perso-s in the open (particularly
downwind) in the vicinity of the acci-
dent or fire shall be warned to stay at
last 1,000 feet away.

(f) In case of an accident, the personnel en-
gaged in handling the wreckage shall

22-1
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be warned of the toxic and flammable
characteristics of the cargo and in-
structed as to the necessary safety pre-
cautions. Appropriate protective
clothing should be worn and, if fumes
are pk esent, a self-contained breathing
apparatus.

(g) Fire-fighting procedure:
1. If any part of vehicle, except that por-

tion containing the lading, catches
fire, the driver should use his extin-
guisher immediately in an attempt to
put out the fire and should make
every attempt to prevent the spread

W of fire to the lading.
R. Fires involving aniline-furfuryl alco-

hol mixture may be fought with dry
powder extinguishers, foam extin-
guishers, chemical extinguishers, and
water in the form of a spray or fog.
Solid streams of water should not be
used.

3. Fire-fighters should wear appropriate
protective clothing and approach the
fire from the upwind direction.

4. Should the heat of the fire cause one
or more of the containers to rupture,
the liberated fuel will increase the
hazards present and greater precau-
tions will be necessary. In such a
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t •case all fire-fighting personnel shall
wear full protective clothing, includ-

ing a self-contained breathing appa-
ratus of an approved type.

(3) Unsymmetrical Dimethylhydrazine
"(UDMH).

(a) UDMH is insensitive to detonation by
either shock or temperature; however,
the vapor from UDMH forms an explo-
sive mixture with air and is easily ig-
nited by either spark or flame. In
liquid form UDMH reacts violently
with certain acids and oxidizing agents.
In addition, UDMH is highly flamma-
ble.S

(b) UDMH is exceedingly corrosive and
will destroy human flesh. The vapors
are extremely irritating to the eyes and
are toxic by inhalation. In case of con-
tact with liquid UDMH or its vapor, the
skin and eyes must be immediately
flushed with large quantities of water.

(c) The fumes from UDMH are highly
toxic and must under no conditions be
inhaled. As the fumes present a dan-
gerous toxic and fire hazard, the driver
must be constantly on the alert for
their presence. These fumes have a
characteristic ammonia-like odor.
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(d) When two or more trucks are travel-
ing together, they shall keep at least
300 feet apart.

ke) In case of accident or fire, the driver
shall attempt to notify the nearest
police and fire departments and upon
their arrival at the scene, inform them
of the nature of the cargo, its hazard,
and the proper precautions necessary
for the safe control of the situation.
Occupants of buildings, other vehicles,
and persons (particularly downwind)
in the vicinity of the accident or fire
shall be warned to stay at least 1,000

S feet away.
(f) In case of an accident, the personnel en-

gaged in handling the wreckage shall
be warned of the corrosive, toxic, and
vapor explosion characteristics of the
cargo and instructed as to the neces-
sary safety precautions. Appropriate
protective clothing should be worn and,
if fumes are present, a self-contained
breathing apparatus.

(g) Fire-fighting procedure:
1. If any part of the vehicle except that

portion containing the lading catches
fire, the driver should use his extin-
guisher immediately in an attempt
to put out the fire and should make
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every attempt to prevent the spread
of fire to the lading.

2. Fires involving UDMH may be fought
with large quantities of water or with
chemical extinguishers; water is
preferable. Fire fighters must use ex-

-* treme caution and utilize all availa-
ble protective cover in approaching
the fire. As many hose streams as
possible, directed at the base of the
fire is considered the most effective
means of extinguishment.

3. Fire fighting will be done from the
upwind side only, and the fire fighters
should wear adequate protective
clothing and a self-contained breath-
ing apparatus.

2210. INSPECTION AND MOVEMENT OF INCOMING
SHIPMENTS

a. Motor vehicles loaded with explosives or am-
munition shall be carefully inspected in accordance
with DD Form 626 (Inspection Report-Motor Ve-
hicles Transporting Class A or 13 Anmmo and Ex-
plosives over Public Highways) by a competent rep-
resentative of the commanding officer at a designated
inspection station. The inspection station should be
located remote from hazardous and populated areas.

b. When inspection reveals that an incoming trac-
tor is in an unsatisfactory condition, it should be dis-
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connected from the trailer (at the inspection station)
and moved to a position where it will not endanger
any explosives.

c. When inspection reveals that the trailer or its
load is in an unsatisfactory condition, it shall be
removed to a location which is at least inhabited
building distance (not less than missile distance for
missile producing items) for the material involved
from inert and administration areas, hazardous
locations, and the installation boundary. At this
location, correction of unsatisfactory conditions
shall be accomplished prior to movement to the
destination of the vehicle within the installation.
The route when moving from the inspection station
to the isolated location, insofar as possible, should

Sbe removed from built-up rreas and areas where
personael concentrations are high.

d. Vehicles which cannot be dispatached immedi-
at 31y to points where they are to be unloaded may
be moved to an interchange yard which shall be
separated from inhabited buildings, administration
areas, magazines, operating buildings, and installa-
tion boundaries by e minimum of inhabited building
distance or 1,800 feet, whichever is less. The 1,800.
foot distance may be reduced to 1,400 feet where
the exposure consists of barricaded portions of
earth-covered magazines. Loaded vehicles should
be moved from the interchange yard its soon as
possible. This interchange yard may also be used
for the interchange of tractors or drivers on outgoing
shipments. Railway classification yards may be used
as motor vehicle interchange yards.
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e. Vehicles which cannot be dispatched within
24 houirs to points where they are to be unloaded
shatild be moved to locations meeting the require-
ments of appropriate quantity-distance tables. In
such instances, the vehicles shall be considered as
aboveground magazines, except that. they need not
be separated from each other as required by para-
graph 1712.

2211. DAMAGED SHIPMENTS
Any shipment received in damaged condition or

not loaded in accordance with approprite Ordnance
Corps drawings shall be reported on DD Form 6
(Report of Damaged or Improper Shipment) in
accordance with AR 700-58 and ORDM 3-9;
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2212. TECHNICAL AID AND ASSISTANCtE TO
MOTOR CARRIERS IN EVENT OF AN
INCIDENT INVOLVING AMMUNITION
AND EXPLOSIVES

(Added)

a. AR 55--355 authorizes the Chief of Ord-
nance to extend technical aid and assistance as
deemed necessary in connection with the moving,
salvage, demolition, neutralization or other disposi-
tion of Government-owned shipments of explosives
and other dangerous articles being transported or
stored by carrier. Commanding officers at Ordnance
Corps installations where explosives and ammuni-
tion (including guided missile items and heavyS rockets) are handled are authorized to act for the
Chief of Ordnance in this regard. AR 55-355 ut-
lines the responsibilities to be assumed by carriers
when assistance is rendered and procedures to be
followed when assistance is requested.

b. In extending requested assistance, commanding
officers should instruct their representatives to cover
the following points as a minimum:

(1) Upon arrival at the scene, report should be
made to the official in charge that request
was received for an Ordnance representative
to be present to render technical advice and
assistance in questions involving explosives
and ammunition, including guided missile
ammunition items and heavy rockets.

(2) Determine if the scene of the wreck is ade
quately patrolled (day and night) by carrier
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personnel or local peace officers and if
persons other than those working on the
wreck are prohibited from approaching the
scene. If this matter is not being properly
handled, suggestions should be made to the
official in charge for correction. Emphasis
should be placed on the danger of picking
up ammunition for souvenirs.

(3) Suggest to the official in charge that smoking
and the use of matches or flames in the area
be prohibited if such action has not already
been taken.

(4) The condition and position of wrecked
vehicles and the condition of bracing and
contents should be noted. Inspect con-
tainers noting particularly any leaking *
containers of explosives or ammunition.

(5) Confer with officials and discuss, from the
safety viewpoint, procedures for handling
the wreck, with emphasis being placed on
the following:

(a) Instruction of wrecking crew concerning
the hazard of handling explosives roughly.

(b) Removal of broken containers and loose
explosives or ammunition that can be
accomplished before handling of wrecked
vehicles.

(c) Furnish advice as to which containers can
be recoopered or repaired for reshipment.

(d) Furnish advice as to which containers and
ammunition should not be shipped and
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as to their disposal, either by transfer to an
Ordnance establishment for disposition or
by destruction at the scene of the
incident. If need for destruction of
explosives or ammunition at the scene
of the incident is determnined, the Ord-
nance Officer of the appropriate Army
Area should be contacted and the services
of an Explosives Ordnance Disposal
Officer requested.

(e) Furnish other advice rel.tive to handling
the particular types of explosives and
ammunition involved.

U]) Inspect area to insure that all ammunition
and explosives have been cleaned up or
disposed of.

c. In crder to permit accomplishment of necessary
supply and surveillance functions, whenever 'he
commanding officei of an Ordnance installation has
rendered assistance due to an incident as outlined
above, he shall immediately contact-

(1) Commanding Officer, Ordnance Ammunition
Command, Joliet, Ill., Attn: ORDLY-Q,
where ammunition items other than guided
missiles and heavy rockets are involved.

(2) Commanding General, Army Rocket and
Guided Missile Agency, RedstiAAe Arsenal,
Ala., Attn: FSD, where guided missile
ammunition items or heavy rockets are
involved. Such report will be made by the
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most rapid means of communication avail-
able, stating all pertinent facts concerning
the incident.

d. Any action required, other than that outlined
above, will be directed by the:

(1) Commanding Officer, Ordnance Ammuni-
tion Command, for ammunition items other
than guided missiles and heavy rockets.

(2) Commanding General, Army Rocket and
Guided Missile Agency, for guided missiles
and heavy rockets.

e. Incidents resulting in explosions of ammunition
or explosives shall be reported by the installation
rendering assistance in accordance with OCO 19-51.
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SECTION 23

AIR AND WATER TRANSPORTATION

2301. CIVIL AIRCRAFT

Air transportation by civil aircraft is regulated by
the Civil Aeronautics Board, and all air shipments
on civil aircraft originating from an Ordnance estab-
lishment shall comply with Civil Air Regulations.

2302. MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Military aircraft used for shipments shall be in-
*• spected in accordance with USAF Technical Order

(0-20A-11. The transportation of ammunition, ex-
plosives sand -,ther dangerous articles by military air-
craft shall conform to the requirements of USAF
Technical Order 01-1B--40, Handbook of Weight
and Bolance Data, dated 1 June 1944.

2303: PERMISSIBLE AIR SHIPMENTS

In general, the dangerous articlee which may be
shipped by air are the same as those which may be
transported by rail freight. Packages must conform
to the requirements of ICC Regulations. Danger-
ous articles and other cargo must be firmly lashed to
the aircraft structure or otherwise secured to pre-
vent shifting in flight. Signaling devices, equip-
ment necessary to promote safety in operation, and
small arms equipment in moderate quantities for per-
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sonal use may be carried without complying with the
above requirements. Dangerous articles must be
placed in a baggage compartment inaccessible to pas-
sengers during flight.

2304. AIRCRAFT OPERATING REGULATIONS

a. If an aircraft carrying dangerous articles makes
a forced landing and only minor repairs are neces-
sary, the cargo need not be unloaded but repairs
should be accomplished at a location separated from
dissimilar exposures and other aircraft by the appro-
priate inhabited building distance for the cargo on
board. For major repairs, the plane shall be un-
loaded and the cargo stored in accordance with
appropriate quantity-distance requirements. If a
landing is made for refueling purposes only, the
cargo need not be unloaded. Refueling slhall be ac-
complished at a location suitable for the performance
of minor repairs as described above.

b. Prior to take-off or landing, the pilot must con-
tact the tower for taxi, take-off, or landing and park-
ing instructions. The pilot shall, when requesting
instructions, make known the contents of the cargo
and shall request priority for his aircraft.

c. When an aircraft containing explosives and am-
munition is parked, four "explosives" placards shall
be displayed. One placard shall be placed on the
nose, one on the tail. and one on each side of the plane.
The placards may be attached with masking tape and
removed just prior to take-off. Fire symbols (see
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par. 1222) should be placed beside the "ex•
plosive" placards.

2305. LOADING AND UNLOADING AIRCRAFT

a. Prior to loading or unloading ammunition
and explosives the aircraft shall be electrically
grounded as described in USAF Technical Order
No. 19-1-105 so that the resistance to ground
does not exceed 10,000 ohms.

b. "Explosives" placards shall be displayed as
described in paragraph 2304c and fire symbols
should be placed accordingly.

c. Loading and unloading shall be done in ac-
*cordance with quantity-distance requirements

(par. 2304a).

d. All ignition switches must be in the off
position.

e. Front and rear wheel chocks shall be in
place.

f. Military aircraft shall be loaded in accord-
ance with USAF Technical Order 01-1B-40,
Handbook and Weight and Balance Data, dated
1 June 1944. The person supervising loading
shall assure compliance with USAF Regulation
55-3, Operations-Weight and Balance Control
of Heavier-Than-Air-Aircraft. Nonmilitary air-
craft shall be loaded to comply with Civil Air

* 'Regulations, part 03, sections 03.200 to 03.254.
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2306. DAMAGED SHIPMENTS
Air shipments of explosives or ammunition re-

ceived at an Ordnance establishment in a dam-
aged condition or not loaded in accordance with
applicable requirements shall be reported on DD
Form 6 (Report of Damaged or Improper Ship.
ment) to the Office of the Chief of Ordnance. See
AR 700-58.

2307. CONTAINERS
Containers of explosives in aircraft shall not

be opened or repaired.

2308. WATER TRANSPORTATION
a. Transportation of explosives, ammunition,

and other hazardous materials by water in
vessels engaged in commercial service is regu-
lated Jry the United States Coast Guard. Ship-
ments overseas si..ll be made in accordance with
the regulations of the carrier, the United States
Coast Guard, or the Transportation Corps, De-
partment of the Army. (See AR 55-228, Trans-
portation by Water of Explosives and Hazardous
Cargo.) Where route of travel requires passage
under bridges, prior authorization from the re-
sponsible agency shall be obtained.

b. Damaged shipments or shipments not
stowed in accordance with pertinent regulations
when received at an Ordnance establishment shall
be reported on DD Form 6 (Report of Damaged.

23-4 AGO 10016C
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or Improper Shipment) in accordance with AR
'700-58 and ORDM 3-9.

c. Containers of explosives and ammunition
shall not be opened or repaired on board a vessel
except as required for dumping at sea or servic-
ing weapons.

Ai.
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d. Vessels in which explosives or ammunition are
receivedshall be inspected after unloading to see that
they are clean and free from loose explosives or other
flammable materials and that warning placards,
etc., are removed. Explosives sweepings shall be
destroyed.
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4 SECTION 24

MATERIALS ..HANDLING EQUIPMENT

2401. GENERAL
"(Revised)

Specifications, operation, and maintenance of
materials handling equipment shall be in accordance
with current applicable directives.

t. 2402. POWER TRUCKS AND TRACTOR SPECIFICA-
TIONS

a. General. Trucks with end-operating platforms
or pedals should be equipped with platform guards

.h of heavy channel iron and heavy steel plate or mate-
W rials of equal strength. The guards should be' at

least 18 inches high on the sides and should extend
a sufficient distance beyond the platform or pedal
to protect the operator. In addition, overhead pro-
tection against falling objects should be provided for
the operator. A red flag should always be placed on
material that projects any appreciable distance from
the truck body. Lift trucks shall be designed to
prevent the sudden dropping of the load in the event,
of a power failure.

b. Battery-powered equipment. Battery-powered
equipment used for handling inert materials shall
have all electric cables mounted to prevent catching
on stationary objects or damage by cutting or abra-
sion and shall otherwise be protected to prevent short
circuiting as far as is practicable. Batteries shall be
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securely fastened in place. Battery boxes shall be
arranged for ample ventilation and the ventilation
openings shall be guarded to prevent access to the
cell terminals from the outside. The grid work on the
battery box should be backed by a fine mesh screen
or a set of baffles to keep foreign objects, including
wire, from being inserted to cause an arc between the
terminals and the truck frame. All equipment shall
be provided with either a 1-quart vaporizih~g liquid
or a 4-pound carbon dioxide fire extinguisher.

c. Ga(oline-powered equipme.
(1) Gasoline-powered equipment for handling

inert materials shall be equipped with back-
fire deflectors securely attached on the
throat of the carburetor and shall be of the
oil-bath or screen type (certain types of air
cleaners will serve the purpose). A tight
fitting cap, properly vented, shall be in
place on the gasoline fill pipe at all times
except during refueling. A flame arrester
should be installed in the fill pipe. If neces-
sary, a deflector plate shall be installed to
prevent any overflow from the gasoline
tank from reaching the motor or the exhaust
pipe. On gravity feed systems or on pump
systems where siphoning might occur, a
shut-off valve shall be installed at the fuel
tank or in the feed line to permit shutting
off the flow of gasoline in event of emer-
gency or break in the fuel line or carburetor.
Provisions shall be made against vibrational
rupture of the fuel lines.
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S
(2) All electrical connections fastened with

terminal nuts shall have a spring lock-
washer or a similar device back of the nut
to prevent loosening. This does not apply
"to spark plugs of the snap type.

(3) All equipment shall be provided with either
a 1-quart vaporizing liquid or a 4-pound
carbon dioxide fire extinguisher.

2403. BATTERY POWERED EQUIPMENT FOR
HANDLING EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL

a. Battery-powered equipment complying with
the requirements of the preceding paragraph and
this paragraph may be operated in all locations where
exposed explosives materials and/or flammable vapors
are not present. Such battery-powered equipment
is approved for handling all classes of explosives
packed in accordance with ICC regulations, and
ammunition (fuzed, if approved for shipment in this
condition) when completely loaded and closed, pro-
vided the exterior of cartons, sheels, bombs, boxes,
etc., are not visibly contaminated with explosives
and the item being handled does not have any ex-
posed explosives.

b. All such equipment shall have a main service
switch. It shall be placed or connected so that it
can be operated from the driving position. All
trte'ks shall be equipped with a "dead-man" switch
placed or connected in the same manner.
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• c. If 'attery-powered equipment is to be used for
'06 handling partially loaded ammunition arid is to be

operated in corridors or ramps connecting hazardous
operations, such equipment must not enter areas
high in concentrations of explosives dusts or ex-
plosives vapors or gases, such as screening buildings,
pouring bays or melt pour units, drilling bays, con-
solidating bays, etc. This equipment must also
conform with the following requiremeats:

(1) The electrical system shall be protected to
minimize accumulations of explosives dusts
on or around electrical sparking poiits.

(2) The running plug shall be locked in its
"receptacle" to prevent removal by un-
authorized persons.

(3) Electric motors and switchev should be of
type approved by the Underwriters' Lab-
oratories, Inc., or other approved twesting
agency, for the specific hazardous locations
in which they are used (class I or class II,
or both if applicable).

(4) Equipment should be grounded at all times.
The use of two or more electrically conduc-
tive tires is recommended.

2404. GASOLINE. AND DIESEL-POWERED EQUIP-
MENT FOR HANDLING EXPLOSIVE MA-
TERIALS

When it is impossible to obtain battery-operated
equipment, gasoline- and diesel-powered equipment
with the prcc!ik-nary measures and devices de-
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scribed in paragraph 2402c are approved for handling
all classes of ammunition and bulk explosives packed
in accordance with 'iCC regulations and closed am-
munition containing explosives (fuzes, if approved
for shipment in thi.s condition) except in Richmond
or earth-covered magazines or locations where ex-
posed explosives are present. The equipment should
not be permitted to pass open windows or doors of
buildings where there are exposed explosives. Dan-
gerous concentrations of toxic gases shall not be
permitted in buildings where the equipment is used.
The item being handled must not, be visibly con-
taininated with explosives or have any explosives
exposed.

2*.05. REFUELING PROCEDURES
14.. Gasoline- and diesel-powered equipment shall

not be refueled inside warehouses or similar e3sen-
tial buildings. If the fuel supply is exhausted while
the equipment is inside a building, the equipment
shall be towed outside to a safe location for refuel-
ing. Refueling shall be done at least 20 feet from
warehouses, other inert buildings and inert loading
docks, and 100 feet from an explosives location or
building. During refueling, doors and windows
througiI whii-i vapors may enter the building shall
be closed. Refuellixg trucks or portable wheeled
tanks shall not be located on loading docks during
refueling and shall be parked as far as practicable
from buildings in accordance withLl thp abvve stand-
ards. Tank trucks containing large quantities of
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gasoline shall not be permitted to enter explosives
areas (pars. 2207d and 1721).

b. During gasoline refueling, an electirically con-
tinuous path shall be maintained between the tank
being filled and the tank 'eing emptied. The entire
system shall be grounded. Smoking or open flame
devices shall not be permitted within 50 feet of
gasoline or diesel refueling operations and at least
one person shall be present during the entire opera-
tion. Motors of both the lift truck or tractor and
the refueling truck (unless refueling truck motor
"drives the pump) shall be stopped dauring the
refueling operation.

c. In event of a fuel spill during refueling, the
motors of the refueling truck and materials han-
dling equipment shall not be started until the area
is thoroughly washed down with water or until the
equipment is first moved by hand at least 50 feet
from where the spillage occurred. If the latter
alternative is used, the area over which the spill
occurred must still be washed down with water.

d. The motor of the equipment shall be run after
refueling for a sufficient length of time to assure
that any fire which might result from fuel vapors
on the equipment will not occur in the operating
or storage building.

2406. EQUIPMENT FOR REFUELING
In addition to the requirements given in the

preceding paragraph, reiueling equipment is subject
to the following:

a. (Revised) Refueling truck construction should
comply with applicable N/PA standards outlined in
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"Tank Truck Ordnance" National Fire Codes, Vol.

VI. An approved discharge hose with self-closing
nozzle should be provided. Refueling trucks shall
be provided with a portable ground wire to be
clamped to the equipment before refueling. If a
conductive hose is used, the resistance shall be
checked at frequent and regular intervals.

b. If portable wheeled tanks are used (50- to
60-gallon capacity) they shall be of a type approved
by UTnderwriters' Laboratories, Inc., or other recog-
nized testing agency.

c. The refueling truck oz portable wheeled tank
should be equipped with a 15-pound carbcn mdioxide
or 30-pound dry powder extinguisher or thi,; equip-
ment should be available nearby. Employees whoS refuel or operate materials handling equipment shall
be trained in the proper use of the extinguis-hers
supplied and in reporting fires.

d. If portablc containers are used for refueling
they shall be approved safety cans, with flame
arrestor screen, not exceeding 5-gallon capacity.

2407. STORAGE OF GASOLINE. OR DIESEL.-
POWERED EQUIPMENT

a. Gasoline- or diesel-powered equipment shall
not be stored in buildings containing explosives or
ammunition or on explosives loading piers when
explosives or ammunition are present. Such equip-
ment may be stored overnight in warehouses or
other suitable locations but a minimum sepaiation
of 10 feet shall be maintained between the equip-
ment and combustible material. Aisles shall be
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kept clear at all times. Individual pieces of equip-
ment storied siioulr' be spaced to minimize the spread
of fire from one truck to another.

b. A central storage location for gasoline- or
diesel-powered equipment is preferred. Such a
building should be located at least 50 feet from other
buildings so as not to constit.ute a fire exposure
hazard.

c. If gasoline equipment is stored out of doors or

in unheated buildings, care should be taken to pre-
vent moisture which collects from feeezing and
cracking the sediment bowl.

d. The wheels of the vehicle should be blocked to
prevent movement of the truck in event of brake
failure.

2408. STORAGE OF BATTERY-POWERED EQUIP.-
MENT

Battery-powered equipment shall not be stored in
buildings containing explosives or ammunition.
Such equipment may be stored in warehouses pro-
vided the following requirements are met:

a. The equipment shall he inspected, before it is
ieft, for me'hanical defects, such as hot brake hw~nds
or leaking electrolyte that may cause trouble during
the night. Vehicles with mechanical defects shall
be removed from the warehouse.

b. The wheels of the vAiicle should be blocked to
prevent movement of the truck in event of brake

2fail-:8,
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c. The equipment shall not be stored within 10

feet of combustible material, dunnage, boxes,
and crates.

2309. MAINTENANCE

Inspection and maintenance of materials
handling equipment shall be accomplished in ac-
cordance with paragraph 2206 of this manual
and other applicable regulations. A daily in-
spection check made by the operator shall in-
clude items listed on the currently authorized
checklist. The hoisting and tilting mechanism and
water type mufflers, if installed, shall be checked
before and after each day's operation. Records
of inspections, repairs, and service shall be kept
up to date. Neither maintenance nor repair of
equipment shall be accomplished in explosives
storage or operating buildings. Battery charging
stations and maintenance shops for battery-
powered equipment preferably should be locateJ
In an inert area. When these facilities serve a
.iingle explosives operating line, they may be lo-
(ated at intraline distance from the operating
buildings; locations having exposures to minimum
quantities of explosives in the line (inert end 67
line) are preferred. Battery charging stations for
rnaterials handling equipment used in magazine
areas only may be located at magazine distances
from the magazines. First echelon preventive
maintenance may be performed on noncombusti-
ble docks of explosives operating buildings pro-
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vided the docks are clear of ammunition and
explosives.

2410. OPERATOR SELECTION AND TRAINING

Operators shall be carefully selected,
thoroughly trained, and required to pass an
operating test before they are permitted to
operate powered materials handling equipment.
The selection and training of operating personnel
shall be in accordance with the program described
in TM 743-200. All operators should undergo an
examination to eliminate those physically unfit
for this type of work.

2411. OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

a, A distance of at least three truck-lengths V
'hall be maintained between trucks in operation.

b. Battery and gasoline-powered equipment is
approved for handling bulk explosives, packed in
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approved containers, and fuzed ammunition when
completely loaded and closed, provided the ex-
terior of cartons, shells, bombs, and boxes are not
visibly contaminated with explosives. Transporta-
tion and/or moving of fuzed ammunition, including
bombs, directly or indirc-tly on the ' orks of lift

trucks is prohibited unless the ammunition, including
bombs, are in standard approved shipping contain-
ers (as shown on Ordnance drawings) or other
approved suitable containers affording similar pro-
tection against hazards. Containers of explosives
are not to be carried directly (n the forks of the
lift truck without skids or pallets unless such con-
tainers are so designed to be safely carried in this
marner. Loaded, unfuzed bombs may be carried
directly o'i the forks of lift trucks. Boxes of finished
ammunition when of sufficient lengLh so as to be
firmly •upported on both forks may be carried
directly on the forks.

e. Riders, lunch boxes, newspapers, extra clothing
(not being worn), etc., shall not be permitted on lift
trucks at any time.

d. Trucks used outside after dark should have red
reflectors on the rear and be equipped with headlights
(front and rear).

e. Operators shall not make any repairs on these
machines nor tamper with any mechanical devices.
A report shall be made to the foreman indicating
repairs necessary so that the trucks may be kept in
safe operating condition at all times.
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f. Gasoline-powered equipment shall be started
and the motors thoroughly warmed up before enter-
ing any building.

2412. HAND TRUCKS

a. Hand trucks maybe two, three, or four-, ,,,cr.
Each type is constructed for special purposes and a
careful survey shall be made to assure that the proper
equipment is being employed on the various jobs
since special hazards are inherent in each type of
truck.

b. Hand trucks with broken or damaged wheels
shall be removed from service immediately and re-
paired. Nails, pieces of wire, or other substitutes
shall not be used in place of cotter pins to hold wheels
in place on axles. Trucks should not be stored in
passageways and the handles should be in a vertical
position. Each truck should be numbered for iden-
tification to facilitate inspection and maintenance.

c. Flooring over which trucks must travel shall be
kept free from holes and depressions. Aisles and
passageways should be marked and kept free of ma-
terials and obstructions. When trucks must be
wheeled up and down ramps, the surface of the ramp
should haws a rough finish to prevent men from
slipping or falling. Walkways should have devices
to prevent wheels from running off walks, particu-
larly where inclines must be steep. Loading plates
or gangplanks used between platforms, freight cars,
motor trucks and trailers shall be fastened securely

24-12
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to prevent movement while in use. When trucks are
placed on elevators, the wheel should be chocked.

d. Hand trucks and buggies, particularly those
used for transporting explosives materials, should
have the following features: "dead-man" brakes that
will automatically stop the vehicle if the operator
lets go of the handl'e; low center of gravity; tread
gauge wider than body width; pneumatic or cushion,
conductive tires; and design that will permit easy
washing and cleaning. Trucks and buggies carrying
explosives should hare four wheels and should be
conspicuously painted. Those used on plant roads
at night should have headlights and reflectors.

e. Two wheeled trucks are of different types for
various functions, and no one truck is appropriate for
* ll jobs. The ordinary truck used by freight han-
dlers is not usually suitable for transporting cylindrical
objects, but can be adapted by constructing a spe-
cially designed cradle. The center of gravity of the
load should be kept as near wheels as possib!e.
Heavy objects should be placed at the bottom of the
load. Two-wheeled trucks should be pushed rather
than pulled. Brakes are desirable. Knuckle guards
shoull be provided at the handle grips. Specially
constructed trucks should be provided for handl:ng
acid carboys.

J. The method and sequence of unloading should
be considered before loading a truck, particularly if
hoisting equipment is used. Blocks should be used to
separ< .e sections of the load to permit easy fastening
"of slings at the unloading point. If selective stacking

24-13
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is required at the unloading end, the material should
be loaded on the truck in proper sequence. Trucks
should not be loaded to a height that will obstruct
visibility in both directions unless it can be assured
by assigning at least two men to move the truck.
Loads shall be placed to prevent tipping, shifting or

24-14
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SECTION 25

AMMUNITION-N 0 R M A L MAINTENANCE,
MODIFICATION, RENOVATION, AND DE-
MIUTARIZATION

2501. STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURES
Standing operating procedures shall be estab-

lished, approved, and posted as required by para-
graph 1625.

2502. LAYOUT OF OPERATIONS
a. Ammunition.-normal maintenance, modifica-

tion, renovation and demilitarization operations
ahould be perforwed in buildings within the am-
munition workshops area. Buildings within this
ara shall be separated from each other by a mini-
mum of intraline distance and from magazinse,
other operating buildings, inert-areas, etc.; by a min-
imum of inhabited building distance. Whenever
possible a single type of operation should be per-
formed within all buildings in the workshops area.
If nessary, concurrent tenovation, modification,
normal maintenance, or demilitarization of all items
is permitted" within the workshop area except as fol-
lows:

(1) The repacking of bulk black powder shall
not be accomplished concurrently with op-
erations on items having a missile produc-
ing hanwd
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(2) Bulk initiating explosives shall not be proc-
esied, loaded, or otherwise handled while
other operations arm in process.

(3) Ammunition containing blister gases or
toxic chemical agents shall not be processed
concurrently with other items.

b. Work on permissible items scheduled for con-
current operations in the ammunition workshops area
preferably should be accomplished in separate build-
inge located at the appropriate intraline distance
from other operating buildings in the workshop
area. Where it is essential to perform concurrent
operations in a single building, ihe layout of opera-
tions must be arranged in a manner to segregate the
items so that dissimilar hazards are separated by sub-
stantial dividing walls, or by other means, to insure
that the exposure of personnel is not greater than if
a single item was being processed (e. g, the operator
working on the renovation of 60-mm mortar am.
munition should not be exposed to the hazards of
a concurrent operation Involving dimmbly of
90-mm rounds). The quantities of explosives and
number of personnel exposed at each concurrent op-
eration shaU be held to the minimum cnsistent with
safe and efficient operating procedors.

o. Where the facilities described above are not
available, and when approved by the Clief of Ord-
nance, normal maintenance, and in some casm rzodi-
fication and renovation operations, may be performed
in an empty magazine or in the open at intraline dis-
tanoe from the nearest explosives storage location,
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based on the maximum quantity of explosives at the
operation, but iii no case less than 100 feet. These
operations must'be separated from other operating
locations (including loading docks) in the magazine
area by intraline distance based on the larger quan-
tity of explosives involved. The site chosen must be
devoted exclusively to the work and all necessary

4' safeguards, such as operational shields, must be pro-
vided. Since personnel performing such operations
will be exposed to large quantities of stored explo-
sives, the hazards are inherently greater than would
be present if the operation were performed outside
the magazine area, therefore, plans and procedures
for all such operations should be carefully scruti-
nized.

d. (Added) The performance of minor normal
maintenance operations in the magazine area in atc-

cordance with the provisions of paragraph 2502c,• mIay be approved by the installation commanding i•

officer. Such operations will be limited to hand de-
rusting and brush painting of bombs and separate

4•' loading projectiles, opening and repairing boxes and
metal containers of ammunition, repacking of am-
munition into seiviceable boxes and fiber containers,
spot painting projectiles, maintenance of fuze cavi-
ties and base covers of separate loading projectiles,
and other relatively safe operations of the same
general type. Any operation requiring the removal
or replacement of explosives components and all
operations to be. performed on chemical ammuni-
tion, will require prior approval by the Chief of
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Ordnance before being performed ini the magazine

e. The qiuatity of explosives or ammunition in- J

volved or present i any operation, at one time, in
,ote locatioi shall be the minimum necessary to carry
out 'lte operationi. Personnel exposure shall be kept
-it tlte nimum consistent with safe, efficient, and

-s tcontinuous operation.

1 2503. REQUIREMENT FOR SHIELDING DISASSEMBLY
OPERATIONS

a. ('ertaiin disassembly operations are hazardous
1and oplerational shields must be. employed for the
lirotection of employees performing such work- and
for those in the vicinity. The requirements for
shielding the operations canmot be clearly .defined be-
cause of the great variety of circumstances that can
su1rround a given operation. Only the general
principles are established together with mandatory
regulations. The safety of disassembly operations
will depend on the careful scrutiny of the work
lplanned and the farsightedness of those responsible
for safety in the establishment. Special considera-
tion must be given to operations involving the moreS sensitive explosives such as pentolite, Composition
B., etc. Where operational shields are necessary,
those pirovided must be securely braced and of proven
sufficient strength to withstand the high order deto-
nation of the item being handled. Disassembly
must be perforlned in locations and with quantities
(of explosives or components that will not unduly ex-
pose other personiel and equipment to the hazard.
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S b. Ad 4uate operational shields shall be provided
for operations such as:

(1) Disassembly of loaded boosters, bursters,
fuzes, primers, and blank ammunition.

(2) Removal of base plugs from loaded projec-
tiles.

(3) Removal of fuzes from pentolite loaded
shell.

(4) Disassembi of )oaded bombs, except for
removal oi shipping bands, nose and tail
closing plugs, fin locknut protectors, fin
locknutu, and washout of high explosives
bursting charge.

(5) Removal of fuzes from hand grenades loaded
with high explosives except as noted in
paragraph 2503c.

(6) Pull-apar'. of fixed ammunition, 20mm and
larger. In the pull-apart of rounds con-
taining self-destroying tracer, the dimen-
sions of the shield should anticipate initia-
tion of the propellant and the projectile.

In addition, foreign ammunition or other ammu-
nition items of uncertain design and condition shall
not be tampered with unless the operator is ade-
quately shielded.

c. The following and similar operations may not
require operational shields for the protection of oper-
ators if the asmembly has been normal and the nor-
mal equipment, tools, and meihods used in the
assembly are sufficient to accounplish the disassem-
bly without the application of undue force. Tools
used for disassembly shall not have a greater lever
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advantage than those required for the assembly.
In these cases, care must be taken to ascertain that
the assembly has been normal and the surfaces to
be separated are not corroded and are not sealed
with metallic caulking.

(1) Removal of loaded fuzes and fuze well cups
from loaded shell.

(2) Removal of 60-mm and 81-mm primers.
(3) Removal of ignition cartridges from mortar

ammunition.
(4) Removal of boosters or bursters from loaded

* projectile.
(5) Removal of setscrew from loaded projec-

tiles. When drilling equipment is used to
remove stake-punch marks and back out
setscrews, positive stops must be provided
to prevent the contact of the drill with
the component parts of the fuze or booster
which contain explosives or with the explo-
sives in the shell. Drills should be changed
and positive stop set only by competent
mechanics. Only fully trained personnel
should be used for such operations and
before the operation is begun, the projec-
tile must be exarmined for the presence of
exudate or other abnormal conaitions.

(6) Removal of hand grenade fuzes from Mk 2
type hand grenades loaded
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With EC Powder and M26 type gre-
nades loaded with high explosives pro-
vided:

(a) The operation is performed immedi-
ately in front of a suitable protective
tank having effective baffles and into
which the grenade can be desposited
should a premature igntion of the
fuze occur.

(b) Each disassembly station is separated
from similar or dissimilar operations
by operational shields designed to
protect the adjacent operator at any

operation from the blast and missiles
arising from a possible explosion at
any other adjacent operation. (See
par. 2503d.)

(c) Shielded trays are employed to re-
ceive fuzes removed from the gre-
nades and the maximum number of
fuzes allowed at each disassembly
station does not exceed fifty.

(d) Fuzes which will not readily disas-
semble with the equipment adjusted
to the appropriate torque are immedi-
ately removed from the holdin'g
fixture and transferred to adequately
shielded locations where the fuzes can
be disassembled in accordance with
the requirements contained in para-
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graph 2503b(5) (full protection for
operating perisonnel at the defuzing
station). Fuzes in fhi,. category
should be inspected for any defects
which would render the item unsafe
for handling or further processing.

d. Each disassembly operation shall be sepa-
rated from adjacent similar or dissimilar opera-
tions by operational shields designed to protect
the operator at any operation from the blast and
rmissiles arising from a possible explosion at any
other adjacent operation. This requirement ap-
plies even where a disassembly operation is com-
pletely shielded from all operators unles9 the
shields protect against the service supply of com-
ponents either awaiting disassembly or resulting
from disassembly. Components Js"ould be pro-
tected from a possible explosion occurring at the
disassembly operation.

e. When the disassembly of types of ammuni-
tion or components not generally included in the
preceding paragraphs ism contemplated, specific
approval of the proposed methods and locations
of the operations rinust be obtained from the
Chief of Ordnance before starting the work.

2504. OPERATIONAL SHIELDS FOR DISASSEMBLY

a. A 12-inch riminforced concrete wall consti-
tutes adequate pr)tection for disassembly opera-
tions involving an item containing 15 pounds or
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less of explosives when the nearest part of the
item is at least 3 feet from the wall and the item
is 2 feet from the floor; a reinforced concrete
wall 1.0 inches thick is satisfactory for protection
against the effects of an item, containing not more
than 50 pounds of explosives; reinforced con-
crete walls 36 inches thick are suitable for
quantities of explosives not exceeding 70 pounds.
When protection is required against ammunition
containing more than 70 pounds of explosives, a
personnel protection shelter, placed at iLntraline

distance for the quantity of explosives in the
item, must be used. In addition, an earth, sand,
or reinforced concrete barricade at least 3 feetS thick must be interposed between tlae shelter and
the ammunition when the shelter is not con-
struc ed to prevent missile penetration. Detaiis
of construction for the barricades and shelters
must be approved by the Chief of Ordnance.
Shields for protection against items containing
less than 15 pounds of explosives may be of steel
or other suitable material. The adequacy of these
operational shields, including thickness, size,
fastekir:g and location should be proved by actual
test, with a minimum safety factor of 25 per
cent above the maximum expected charge, before
its use is permitted in regular operations. Opera-
tional shields previously tested for given quanti-
ties of explosives need not be retested for expo-
sures of the same magnitude. The results of such
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tests shall be made known to the Chief of Ord-
nance.

b. The concrete walls required for disassembly
must be constructed to comply, except for height,
with the requirements for substantial dividing
walls (see par. 506) with adequate bracing to
prevent overturning. Where it is necessary to
protect against missiles, wing walls with rein-
forcing rods interlocked with those of the wall,
flared away from the hazardous side are desirable.
A concrete top with interlocked reinforcing rods
or other suitable cover installed over the heads
of operating personnel for protection from mis-
siles, is recommended. Whenever possible dur-
ing disassembly, ammunition items other than
those with shaped charges, should be placed with
their longitudinal axes perpendicular to the wall,
at least 3 feet from the wall and 2 feet from the
floor. Cones of shaped charges should not be
pointed toward protective shields or walls. Per-
sonnei should not be closer than 2 feet from the
opposite side of the wall. Disassembly equipment
penetrating the wall must be so designed.
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that personnel will not be injured by movement of

the tool in event of a detonation..
c. Operational shields Zor quantities of bulk high

explocives should be of the same physical dimensions
as those for ammunition containing a comparable
quantity of explosives.

2505. SOLID PROPELLANT COLLECTION

a. In demilitarization or renovation operations
"where complete rounds are being broken apart, the
solid propellant recovered from the rounds shall be
removed from the pull-apart machine as soon as
practicable. This removal is best accomplished by a
properly designed vacuuti--type collecting system.
Operations and equipment shall be arranged so that
the operators and equipment are not exposed to more
than 15 pounds of solid propellant at any one time.

b. Vacuum collecting systems for solid propellants
shall be designed, located and operated in accordance
with the requirements of paragraphs 2706 and 2707
and where practicable should include wet collection
features.

c. The common heaaer connected to the primary
collectors should not serve, or be connected to, more
than three pull-apart machines; not more than one
header connected to the same collectors shall be oper-
ated simultaneously. Additional collecting units
should be installed complete for any additional pull-
apart machines, limiting each additional collecting
system to not more than three machines.
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d. Pull-apart machines shall be electrically inter-
connected with vacuum collecting systems (piping
and collectors) and grounded.

e. Where vacuum collecting systems are not in-
stalled, the collection of solid propellants may be
accomplished by means of a closed tube or chute
leading from the pull-apart machine to a collection
point located in a separate room or inclosure. This
system is dependent on unimpeded gravity flow.
Each tube or chute shall be equipped with a properly
designed flash-back damper to prevent exposure of
personnel to flame, toxic gas and heat in event of an
incident within the collection station. Tho tubee,
troughs, and containers at the collection station shall
be of ncn-sparking metal properly cross bonded and
electrically grounded. The collection station in-
closure or room should be vented directly to the out-
side preferably through the roof to prevent exposm
of personnel to flame, toxic gases and heat and to pre-
vent the rupture of the rooms or iaclosures The
total poundage of solid propellants at the collection
station shiuld be
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limited to a minimum amount necessary to fijl one
container (not over 200 pounds).

29K.. SOLDERING CONTAINERS
Containors to be soldered shala' be free f:om ex-

pioives, explosive dust, and flammable vapors.
This doea not prohibit soldering covers to metal
liners containing completely closed ammunition.
Examples of such operations are covers on metal
linen for small arms ammunition and tear strips on
metal cans containing fuzes.

2507. METAL SCRAP
All scrap derived from renovation, normal main-

tenance, modification and demilitarization operations
shall be inspected to detect contaminated iteme andS shI be certified to be free from explosives and
harmful chemicals prior to sale or reuse. Inspec-
tion shall include the opening of all closed compo-
nents. Where there is the slightest doubt concerning
the presence of any explosive material, the scrap
shall be subjected to whatever treatment will insure
that it is inert boiore it is sold.

2506. DEMILITARIZING OF FUZES AND OIHER
LOADED COMPONENTS

a. Fuzes, primers, boosters, and other iteme con-
taining 6xplosives shall be disassenmbled into their
separate components for destruction, to assur,*
elimination of the contamination hazard anid provide
ready means of inspection after burning or detona-
tion. Where the methods used for demilitarization
ara such that the residue can be certified as being
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f L of explosives contamination, disassembly prior
to burning or detonation is not required.

b. During disassembly operations each step of the
operation shall be, performed within approved
shielded stations to protect adjacent personnel in
event of an explosion.

2509. SAND OR SHOT BLASTING OPERATIONS
a. Because of possible hazards resulting from

hidden explosives, thin or eroded cases, and certain
characteristics of explosive filler, sand or shot blasting
of such items as thin cased chemical-filled bombs,
torpex-filled depth bombs, thin cased depth bombs,
thin cased land mines, rockets, JATOS, and fixed
rounds of ammunition when assembled to the car-
tridge case and cartridge storage cases containing •
propellant is prohibited. Explosive-filled or chemi- 5
cal-filled ammunition items assembled with tracers,
fuzes, or other explosives loaded components, which
are not or cannot be adequately protected frcm direct
contact with the -brasives, will have such compo-
nents removed prior to blast cleaning. Where ex-
plosive-filled or chemical-filled items containing
explosives loaded components such as fuzes are, or
can be, protected in a manner to permit blast clean-
ing, satisfactory safeguards must be insta~led to
prevent rotational velocities and accelerations that
will harm or otherwise affect the component parts.
In instances where items of ammunition are con-
tained within a structurally suitable outer container,
the container, if necessary, may be cleaned by sand
o r s h o t b la s t i n g . 2 -
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b. Prior '1o sand or shot blasting any e.plosive-
filled mor chemical-filled itern, each uniit mwit lw) care-
fully inspected for the presence of exuding explosives,
chemical and/or inert seal material. If exudation is
present, the unit shall be removed from the hazardous
location to a point where the exudation can be prop-
erly removed with the application .of approved
solvents; the unit may then be returned for sand or
shot blast cleaning. The uwe of alcohol for cleaning
exudate is prohibited. Before blast cleaning of any
item containing chemical or explosives, all openings
shall be closed by plugs or other suitable devices to
prevent the entry and infiltration of the abrasives.

c. Blast cleaning of fragmentation bombs intro-
duces cer-.ain inherent hazards because of the

* possibility of explosives being present between the
body and tube, as well as between the helix of the
body and other component parts. Before blast
cleaning loaded fragmentation bombs, all explosives
in cracks or crevices that may cause difficulty whei;
exposed to the abrasive cleaning medium shall be
removed with a nonferrous wire brush or by other
satisfactory methods.

d. Blast ,leaning rooms, cabinets, ducL work, dust
collection chambers, and abrasive separation chain.-
bers shall be maintained in a manner and clea!ýed
at sufficiently frequent intervals to preclude the
accumulation Of excessive dusts containing hazardous
explosive residue.

e. All metal processing equipment us, d at the sand
or shot blasting operations shall be electrically
grounded and tested at frequent intervals to assure
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satisfactoriness of the grounding system at all times.
J. All operators directly engaged in sand or shot

blasting ol)erations shall be required to wear the
necessary personal protective equipment.

g. Approved type automatic or semiautomatic
sand or shot blasting equipment. should be installed
where practicable. Remote control of equipment,
from behind an adequate barrier, is preferred.

h. The quantity of loaded items being sand or
shot blasted at one time should be maintained at the
minimum consistent with safety and effi,,iency.
The sand or shot blasting equipment location shall
be separated from the remainder of the operations
and personnel by an adequate barrier, dividing wall,
or appropriate quantity-distance in a manne, to
effectively limit the forces of an explosion during the i

process to the immediate area.
i. The use of steel wool should be prohibited for

cleaning purposes where possible contect with
exposed explosives exists; nonferrous woold should
be substituted in these instances.

j. Operations involving the processing of related
inert components should not. bo, performed in close
proximity to the sand or- shot blasting operation
involving explosives-filled items but, should be
accomplished at. a location where safety from an
explosion can be reasonably assured. Wherever
practicable, the independent processing of inert
components such as cleaning metal grommets and
the like should be accomplished at not less than the
appropriate intraline quantity-distance separation
from the explosive hazard.
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2510. LOCATION OF SAND OR SHOT BLASTING

OPERATIONS IN EXPLOSIVES STORAGE
AREAS

a. Intraline distance shall be maintained from an
earth-covered magazine or open storage site to the,
point of operation, when the point of operation is
other than a permanent or semipermanent structure.

Permanent or semipermanent structures for such
operations shall be located at a minimum of inhabited
building distance from explosives storage locations,
based on the larger quantity of explosives involved.
Operations Located at less than 100 feet from an
earth-covered magazine or open storage site con-
taining ammunition or explosives are prohibited
under any circumstances. In instances where load-Rng docks or other outdoor areas are I sed for sand
and shot blast cleaning activity, unrelated concurrent
operations should not be conducted in magazines or
outdoor storage sites located closer than intraline
quantity-distance separation based on the larger
quantity of explosives and hazard involved.

b. A iemporary earth barricade or other suitable
protective barrier shall be erected around sand o:
shot blasting operations conducted in the open
within an ammunition storage area to protect. adja-
cent personnel and the source of supply of explosive-
filled items in the event of an accident occurring
during the blast cleaning operation.

c. Air conpressors and motor generator sets used
at the operation are to be located not closer than
50 feet from the operational site and from the nearest
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earth-covered magazine or outdoor storage site.
Care must be exercised in the selection of the location
to preclude exposure of the entrance to the operation
or to the earth-covered magazine.

a. V.hen it is necessary to utilize loading docks as

operating sites for sand or shot blast cleaning opera-
tions, t•e docks shall not be used for normal shipping
and receiving activities other than those directly as-
sociated with the blast cleaning operations.

2511. SAND OR SHOT BLAS1ING OPERATIONS
WITHIN A BUILDING IN AN OPERATING

LWNE
The. following safety measures are required in

addition to the applicable precautions listed in para-
graphs 2509 and 2510, above, when sand and shot
blasting operations are carried on within a building
in an operating line:

a. The actual sand or shot blasting operation of
ihe line must be separated from the preceding and/or
si..ceeding operations by means of a substantial
reinforced concrete dividing wall to protect all other
personnel in event of an unusual incident occurring
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at this location. Openings in the dividing wall
should be limited to the minimum size requirements
to facilitate the handling of items to and from the
operation, and these openings arranged in a manner
to effectively bffle fragments and prevent projec-
tion into adjoining rooms. Openings of the size to
allow entry and exit of materials handling equip-
ment, such as fork lift trucks or tow motors shall not
be permitted within the walls intended as dividing
or barricading walls. A door opening of sufficient
size for use of personnel only may be provided in
the dividing wall if required. Where dividing walls
are required in existing buildings, the 12-inch rein-
forced concrete dividing wall will extend from wall
to wall Gf the building %nd the height of the con-
* crete wall will be the maximum practicable to per-
mit construction thereof without opening the roof.
In no event will the height of the concrete wall be
lower than the bottom chord of the roof truss. The
remaining opening between the top of the concrete
wall and the underside of the roof will be closeA on
both faces with rigid fire-resistant material securely
fastened to the wall and %he underside of the roof.
The dividing walls should comply with the require-
ment outlined in paragraph 506.

b. Equipment for sand or shot blasting operations
should preferably be of the type not requiring the
presence of operators in the immediate vicinity of
the m',chine for its control and should be of the type
that is automatically controlled and provided with
interlocking switches to stop the equipment in ther24
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event of failure of any of its parts. Manually con-
trolled STOP switches should be provided at proper
intervals to permit prompt stopping of the equip-
ment in event of accident.

2512. ROTATIONAL SPEEDS FOR EQUIPMENT USED

IN AMMUNITION OPERATIONS

The following rotational speeds shall be the maxi-
mum permitted for equipment used in field ammuni-
tions operationc'

a. Drilling exposed explosives-75 revolutions per
minute.

b. Cleaning metal ptrts, seated in explosives, such
as fuze seat liners in projectiles and bombs-125 rev-
olutions per minute. The speeds cited above are

.applied speeds of light feed. Rotational speeds for 3
equipment used in explosives loading are set forth in
paragraph 2615/.
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SECTION 26

SAFETY IN EXPLOSIVES OPERATIONS

2601. SCOPE

This section outlines safety requirements for cer-
tain explosives operations and is supplementary to
other pertinent regulations of the Manual.

2602. SCREENING AND BLENDING HIGH EXPLOSIVES

a. Bulk high explosives, in granular or flake form,
intended for processing shall be passed through a
screen to remove extraneous material prior to use.

Wet or lump explosives that cannot be screened,
* shall be visually inspected. Screen opening8 may

be circular, squ.re, or rectangular. If circular or
square, the size of the opening shall not exceed Y4
inch in diameter or on each side. If rectangular the
screen dimensions should not exceed Y4 inch by Y10
inch. Screen sizes may be selected to classify the
material according to particle size if required for the
work. Screening equipment shall be., c"o'.... to
prevent explosives from becoming subjected to
pinching, friction, and impact. Screens shall be
electrically interconnected and grounded. Screen-
ing should be supplemented by a permanent type
magnetic separator, if practical. In general, hand-
screening is not recommended because of health, fir,
and explosion hazards to personnel. When neces-
sary a maximum of 1/2 pound of explosives may be26-1
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hand-screened provided precautions are taken to
reduce to the minimum aforementioned hazards to
personnel.

b. Operational shields, suitable for the quantity of
explosives involved, should be provided to protect
persconnel from ocreening and blending operations
involving black powder, tetryl, pentolite, explosives
of similar sensitivity and metal powders where the
quantity of such explosives screened does not exceed
70 pounds. Hand-screening, as specified in para-
graph a above, is the one exception to this rule.
When more than 70 pounds of such explosives are
being screened or blended, all personnel should be
located at a minimum of intraline distance from the
operation. Controls for the screening and blending
equipment should also be located at a minimum of 3
inrtAaline distance from the operation. The same
protection should be given for the screening of metal
powders bat is not necessary for the screening of
TNT, Explosive D, and explosives of similar sensi-
tivity. For the screening of sensitive primer mix-
tures and initiator explosives, the operational shields
should protdct personnel while the screens are in
operation, being loaded or being discharged.

c. When operational shields are pro',ided to pro-
tect personnel from the screening of tetryl, pentolite,
and high explosives of similar or greater sensitivity,
the shields shou'! comply with the provisions of
paragraph 262f.€. For the screening of black pow-
der, sensitive primer mixtures and initiator explo-
sives, the operational shields
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should protect personnel while the screens are in
operation., being loaded and being discharged.

d. In those installations where operational pro.
cedures and design of equipment precludes the
possibility of developing at any ti-me-....., within the
screening room, concentrations of explosives dust
in excess of the maximum allowable (see Table
1118, Section 11) for the item being screened; ex-
haust ventilation may be omitted from the screen-
ing unit. Rooms in which screening units, not
equipped with exhaust ventilation, are operated,
must be thoroughly and completely cleaned at the
end of each shift or more often if necessary to
eliminate hazardous accumulatiors of explosives

* dust. If toxic and explosive hazards are not con-
trolled in the foregoing manner, exhaust ventila-
tion must be provided for explosives screening
equipment. A wet type dust collecting system is
,ocommended.

e. The same piece of screening equipment shall not
be used for two or more materiais unless it is defi-
nitely established that a mixture of the two will not
present an increased hazard. Complete decontami
nation of screens is difficult.

f. In tritonal loading, aluminum is usually fed
into the melt-mix kettles in the melt-pour building.
When adding aluminum, there should be provided at
the juncture of the drum and drumhead, a screen
having 0.25-inch openings as a maximum. A sec-
ond screen of 0.50-inch maximum should be plac4id
near the top of the chute leading to the melt-mix
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kettle. A magnetic separator of permanent magnet
type should be instailed at the chute to remove fer-
rous metal from the aluminum. To prevent dan-
gerous dust dispersions, aluminum powders should
be introduced in a manner to permit intermediate
immersion in the mel.e, ing~edientL

g. TNT used for featharng must have first been
screened in the screening building. A second
screen, of the dimensions specified below, shall be
installed between the top of feathering chutes and
melt-mix kettles, that will prevent sliding or mov-
ing to create friction with the sides of the chute.
Slide valees shall not be used.

(1) (Added) For circular opening screens, the
diameter of the opening shall not exceed %
of an inch.

(2) For square opening screens, th- side dimen-
sions of the opening shall not exceed % of
an inch.

(8) For rectangular opening screens, the di-
mension of the opening shall not exceed
%,6 by %,s of an inch.

2603. INSPECTION OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES

In addition to being screened, bulk explosive- in
granular* or flake form shall be visually inspected to
detect extraner, material. Explosive material in
the form of largp pellets or slabs need not be screened
but it shall be visually inspected between box open-
ing and charging of the melting equipment to samure
removal of foreign material.
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2604. EXPLOSI•ES IELUNG

a. Temperatures used for melting explosiv'es and
keeping explosives molten shall not exceed S280 F.
(1090 C.) which corresponds to 5 p. s. i. saturated
steam, except in the following cases:

(1) (Added) Melting kand keeping molten
Composition B and similar binary explo-
sives for which saturated steam pressures up
to 15 p. s. i. (2500 F., 1210 C.) may be used
if requireJ by the established process.

(2) Steam at pressures not in. excess of 10 p. s. i.
(-240-" F.) may be used for TNT core melt-
ing equipment.

* b. Water legs shall be installed in steam lines,
where pressure does not exceed 5 p. a. i. to prevent
a build-up in pressure. Where steam line pressures
exceed 5 p. s. i., a counter balance, wealed to prevent
tampering, or a rupture diso should be used in addi-
tion to installed pressure relief valves if water legs
L~r imprwticable.

c. Steam heated fingers may be used in melt-mix
kettles handling tritonal and Composition B and are
preferred for TNT handling to prevent build-up of
solidified explosives. Stationary steam fingers must
be fastened to the kettle frame in a positive manner
(welding is preferred) and cracks and crevices must
be eliminated. The fixed part of the lid should be
jacketed for tritonal operations. Steam heated
splash guards should be installed where needed to
prevent build-up of explosiveL Steam heated "fin.
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gers" shall not be used in kettles used for reneiting
risers or other forms of explosives which are of such
size that the explosives would be subjected to a crush-
ing or pinching action between the stationary steium
"fingers" and ihe agitator of the kettle.

2605. SCREENS FO0A MOLTEN HIGH EXPLOSIVES

a. At least two screens shall be interposed between
the melt unit grids and the melt-mix kettle for the
handling of any expksives. One of these should
extend the f?,ill width of the melt unit reservoir and
be of wire mesh with maximum openings of % x :/
inzh. For TNT akd similar explosives, the second
screen should be an effective conical screen over the
opening into the melt unit draw-off pipe. For tri-
tonal loading, the second screen should be perforated WI
bucket type placed in the melt unit draw-off pipe
The bucket type screen shall be of a strong nonspark-
ing material such as brass with hole %2-inch diam-
eter on %-inch centers, and shall be free from burrs.
The ledge in the draw-off pipe upon which the bucket
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screen rests shall be sloped to allow drainage of ex-
plosive. Screen shall be securely fastened in place
and shall not be removed for cleaning while melt
unit reservoirs contain molten explosives. Screens
shall be examined frequently and replaced promptly
as needed. Spare screens shall be kept near the melt
unit to allow ready replacement. Melt units shall not
be operated without the screens described.

b. A heavy wire screen or a metal grid must be
installed at the outlet of the melt-mix kettle. A grid
with openings 1 X 3 inches is satisfactory. The grid
must be welded or brazed in place or so designed that
it will not become dislodged during agitation or when
extraneous matter is removed from it. A steam

* jacket is not recommended for the screen or grid
frame in the case of tritonal because of the possi-
bility of water leakage. The melt-mix kettles shall
not be operated without the screen described and
spare screens oiý jkTids shall be kept handy for im-
mediate repla,:enient when necessary. When wooden
or other types of nonsparkirtg rods are used to dis-
lodge lumps from the grids, the force used shall be
strictly limited so that deformation of grids will not
result. Grids or screens shall not be removed from
melt-mix kettles for any reason until the bulk of the
explosive material is first removed from the screens
and equipment.

2606. VALVES FOR MOLTEN EXPLOSIVES

a. Melt unit valves should be of the plug type
made from neoprene or equivalent; steam-jacketed
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Saunders', or Hills-McCanna rubber diaphragm type
valves may be used. Springs shall not be used on
valves. Sash cord or nonferrous chain should be
used on valve controls to prevent application of un-
due force 7hen closing valve. The length of travel
of the plug should be limited to 34-inch.

b. Valves used in imelt-mix kettle draw-off pipes
and in all other lines carrying molten explosives shall
be of rubber diaphragm tSaunders, Hills-McCanna,
or equal) or rubber tube ("nut cracker") types only.
The weir and compressor spider in diaphragm valves
shutld be machined smooth on surfaces effecting
closure of the valve. To assure complete closure
while preventing metal contact between the dia-
phragm stud and the weir, the valve stem should be
adjusted so that the compressor spider is separated
from the weir by two-thirds the thickness of the
diaphragm when the valve is in the closed position.
The weir side of the valve should be steam jacketed.
It, is vital that diaphragm type valves be disasseribled
and inspected at frequent, and regular intervals, at
least weekly. Diaphragms shall be replaced before
they b1*core cracked and allow metal to metal con-
tact. i[.ecords of disphragm changes should be re-
corded and filed. Weep holes shall be provided in
the bonnet of Hills-McCanna and Saunders' type
valves and the valves positioned so that weep holes
will drain the valve by gravity flow if diaphragm
leakL
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2607. DRAW-OFF PIPES
a. The melt unit draw-off pipe must be steam or

hot water jacketed. It should be attached to the
melt unit reservoir in such i manner that no threads
on the fastening screw o, :olts are expoeed either
outside or between the flanges. A sealing com-
pound should be used to prevent TNT seepage or
vapor condensation or contacting surfaces of the
bolts, flanges, screws, and nuts. A copper covered
fiber gasket or equivalent high temperature gasket
should be used in joints of pipes carrying molten
explosives.

b. Melt-mix kettle draw-off pipes should be elec-
trically connected to bombs or shells during draw-off
operations. Each bomb or shell should be indi.

* vidually grounded unless tests show that grounding
through mutual contact surfaces is adequate in spite
of intervening paint films.

2608. DELUGE EQUIPMENT
(Revised)

Melt units, melt-mix kettles, and other equipment
containing reservoirs of molten explosives should be
equipped with water deluge systems delivering
kVpious quantities of water. The portion of the
water pipe within the equipment should be of the
dry type and should be protected by nonferrous or
nonmetallic caps which will rupture and allow water
to flow. The valve should be outside the equipment
and a weep bole provided near the valve to guard
against accidental e".kage into the pipe. A 1 Y-inch
pipe under a head of at least 40 p. s. i. is recom-
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*' men(led. Deluge systems should be provided with
individual automatic and manual activation. In
addition, the deluge system should be arranged so

* that activation of one deluge pipe may activate the
*: deluge heads ini all pieces of equipment of the same
* type (pars. 1229 and 1624).

2609. MELT.MIX EXHAUSTING SYSTEM
(See pars. 2705, 2706, and 2707.)

a. Local exhausting and dust-collecting equipment
must be installed on each melt-mix kettle. A wet
type Collector, offective in removing (hist, fnd vapors
from the exhausted air, is recommen(ded. The
explosives in the collector must be mainiained wet
except. that tritonal accumulptions are to be kept
submerged, and the equipment must function so thht
any flammable gas generated is promptly removed
from the equipment and building. Wat(-r in the
wet collector should not be recirculated but should be
disclhorged to a sump constructed to maintain
retained explosives wet. unless system removes
hazardous suspensions. If a fan is used with the
blades within the exhaust duct, the blades should be
of nonferrous material andi should be odequatply
sprayed with water when in operation. A drain
should be provided in the fan scroll. Provision
must be made for frequent inspection and cleaniing
out of explosives accumulations in the exlaust and
collecting equipment. Each.. kettle should be
equipped with a complete dust and
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vapor exhausting system so that no part of a system -
serves mot,- than one kettle.

"b. To reduce dust to a minimum, the equipment
used for charging solid material into a melt-mix ket-
tle should be constructed so that the solids will be
incorporated as they are added into the molten
explosives. Melt-mix kettle covers should be designed
high enough to minimize the amount of finely divided
solids exhb,,sted. This is particularly important
when aluminum is being added.

2610. AGITATORS
Motor-driven, melt-mix kettle agitators should be

provided with overload relays having a rating not
greater than 1.5 hp. Shear pins ire not recommended.

* The speed of agitators shall be limited to prevent.
spilling explosives outside the kettle. (See par.
1622.)

2611. POUR AND PROBE MACHINES

All multiple pour and probe machines shall be
equipped with ai effective vapor-venting system
arranged to draw vapors away from the moving parts
of the machines and to protect health of personnel.
Care should be taken to prevent the creation of "cold
air" areas adjacent to these machines as a result of
excessive air intake to the venting system. Sublimed
explosives shall be prevented from collecting on the
machines or overhead structures. The quick-acting
valves on multiple pour machines shall be designed
to prevent appreciable impact on molten explosives

,when the valves are closing.
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2612. HOPPERS
In locations where aluminum, tritonal, or other

hazardous dusts may be on the floor or in the air,
the legs of skids, hoppers, and similar equipment
should be covered with nonsparking material where

* they may contact the floor or other objects capable
of striking a spark from them. The section of floor
where ferrous metal drums of aluminum powder P.ae
handled, should have a spark-resisting surface.

2613. INERT SEALING

Inert wax sealing or other ine--. operations requir-
ing more personnel t.han the minimum needed to con-
duct explosives melt pour operations effciently,
should be removed to a room or cubicle not contain-
ing explosives wheue practicable.

2614. FORMING TOOLS

Booster cavity forming tools should be maintained
in a polished condition and shall be handled to pre-
vent marring of surfaces. For removing forming
tools, implements which exert thrust in direction of
the longitudinal axis of the item involved are rec-
ommended rather than those affording a sideward
motion. The forming tool should be rotated on
Its own axis prior to removal.

2615. MACHINING OF EXPLOSIVES

a. Items containing explosils may be drilled
either while in a vertical or horizontal position: Ver-
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tical drilling is preferred since withdrawal of
explosives chips and dust is facilitated by such
positioning and proper drill alignment is more
easily attained and maintained in such a position.

b. To protect adjacent operators, high ex-
plosives shall be drilled, faced, milled, sawed, or
otherwise machined within rooms or cubicles
having reinforced concrete walls complying with
the requirements of paragraph 506 except as per-
mitted by paragraph 2622.

(1) The following .high explosives, cased or
uncased, may be machined without pro-
tection being afforded the operator and
without coolant: Amatol, black powder
(in components, only), composition B,
explosive D, and TNT.

(2) The following high explosives, cased or
uncased, may be machined without pro-
tection being afforded the operator pro-
vided a suitable noncombustible, non-

toxic coolant is directed on the tool and
explosives at tht' point of contact:
baratols, cyclotols, pentolite (50-50 and
10-90), and tetrytol.

(3) When essential, any other high ex-
plosives may be machined by remote
control, with the operator protected by
a suital)le operational shield (par.
2622). Initiating explosives should not
be machined if other means (i.e., form-
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ing) may be utilized to obtain desired
shapes or sizes. When machi1,-ing ex-
plosives containing aluminum ?aid using
a noncombustible, nontoxic coolant, the
coolant must not consist of nor contain
water.

C, If drilling is being accomplished without the
operator being afforded protection, only a single
drill shall be used and the drill must have a
diameter greater than ¼ inch. Operations in-
volving the use of multiple drills or diills 1/4 inch
or less in diameter must be performed by remote
control, with the operator protected by an opera-
tional shield.

d. Machining of cased explosives is permitted*
if the operation requires the tool to remove metal
prior to or after contact with the explosives
filler, prov:ded it is performed by remote control
with the operators protected by operational
shields complying with the requirements of para-
graph 2622.

e. Where wet machining is to be performed,
positive automatic interlocking devices shall be
provided to insure that machining cannot be
started until coolart is flowing. These controls
must also be capable of stopping the machining
if the flow of coolant is interrupted. When it is
essential to cut off the flow of coolant to adjust
machining tools, positive means must be devised
to insure that, once adjusted, flow of coolant is
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restored and all automatic control devices are in
operation before machining is permitted to con-
tinue. The manipulation of the manual means
employed for making the automatic control de-
vices temporarily inoperative should be under
the direct
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control of some assigned, responsible person other
Sban the operator.

f. The lineal and rotational speeds of tools used
for the machining of cased or uncased explosives
shall be maintained at the minimum necessary to
safely and efficiently perform the operation. Speeds
shall not exceed 210 linear feet per minute nor 525
revolutions per minute. So far as practicable, ma-
chining equipment should be used that is capable
of accurately controlling the rate of feed. The
rate of feed used should be the lowest consistent
with safe and efficient operations, dependent upon
the explosive materials being machined. When
equipment provided with feed control mecha-

* isms are used for machining high explosives, the
rate of feed utilized should not exceed .035 inch
per revolution. Cavities 'quired in explosives
preferably should be made with forming tools
rather than drills.

g. Pneumatic or hydraulic driven machine tools
ari preferred for all machining operations on high
explosives. Electric tools may be used if the motors,
switches, and wiring are of types suitable for the
specific hazardous exposure being produced (see par.
603e). Control mechanisms for hydraulic oi" pneu-
matic equipment shall provide positive control of
speed and should include a means for "sealing" at
the speed selected, to prevent tampering by unau-
thorized personnel: Pressure relief devices should
be installed where necessary.

). Wherever practicable, and when forming tools
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cannot be used, "fly-cutter" type tools and forming
cutters should be used for producing cavities in high
explosives. When futed drills must be used, the
flutes shall extend from the tip of the drill to a point
beyond the entry of the drill into the cased or uncased
explosives. High explosives shall not be drilled to
a greater depth than 4 inches unless the drill is
stopped at increments of depth not greater than 4
inches, withdrawn and the loose explosives removed
from the cavity and drill before continuing. When
producing cavities in high explosives with a "fly-
cutter" type drill, a flow of air shall be directed at
or near the interior bottom of the cavity to aid in
clearing explosives chips and dust through the
exhaust system.

i. In all machining operations on cased or umc sed
high explosives, tool adjusti.aents shall be controlled
by positive means to insure proper depth, diameter,
and contour of the cut. These positive control meas-
ures shall include guides, bushings, or other align-
ment aids to prevent contact between moving parts
of the machining equipment and metallic parts of
the case or holding fixtures. Minor adjustments of
machining tools may be made while operations are
in progress, however, the total personnel exposure
must not exceed that permitted for normal opera-
tion. Major repairs, modification, or adjustment of
machine equipment shall not be undertaken while
machining of explosives is in progress.

j. Dull or damaged tools shall not be used for ma-
chining high explosives Tools should be made of
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material which will take and retain a satisfactory
cutting edge and be compatible with the explosives
being processed. Nonferrous tools should be utilized
wherever practicable.

k. The explosives products resulting from drill-
ing and other machining operations shall be removed
by an approved type exhaust system or by ih imersion
in a stream of water flowing away from the opera-
tion. The waste products should be collected at a
point outside.of the operating room or cubicle. Col-
lected waste products shall be removed from the op-
erating area at intervals sufficiently frequent to pre-
vent hazardous accumulations. The use of large
capacity sumps immediately adjacent to the operat-
,ng room or cubicle should be discouraged.

1. nThe quantity of cased or uncased explosives
being machined shall be the minimum necessary for
safe and efficient operation. When the explosives
intended for processing are on trays or transfer
"dollies, " the unit being processed must be located
as far as is practicable from the remaining units
awaiting processing.

mn Unless protection in the form of operational
shields is provided for operators, nct more than 2
persons shall be permitted in a room or cubicle, where
dry machining of explosives is being accomplished.
Where wet machining of explosives is being per-
formed and the work is of a special nature which
requires the presence of more than 2 persons, the
number of personnel exposed shall not exceed 5.
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2616. ASSEMBLY AND CRIMPIVIG OF COMPLETE
ROUNDS

Each assembly and crimping machine should be
separated from other similar or dissimilar opera-
tions by walls or operational shields suaficiently
strong to retain any fragment that may bb pro-
luced.

2617. PRESSING EXPLOSIVES

a. Each pelleting operation involving black pow-
der, tetryl, TNT, pyrotechnic mixtures, and other ex-
plosives of similar sensitivity and operations involv-
ing pressing or roconsolidating of explosives in me-
dium and major caliber rounds shall be conducted
in a separate room or cubicle having walls of suffi-
cient strengtl (par. 2622a) to withstand an explosion
oi the total qjuantity of explosives at the operation.
Operators must be protected by the room or cubiclG
walls during such operations.

b. Pressing or reconsolidating of explosives in
minor caliber rounds, tracer bodies, tetryl lead-ins,
detonators, and in similar items shall be performed
when the conselidzting stations on machines are pio-
tected from each other by adequate operational
shields. Operators must be behind protective bar-
riers when such operations are conducted.

c. Punches arid dies must be in matched sets and
released for use by the gauge laboratory or the unit
established capable of performing the necessary
measurements. In this connection, it is intended
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that the sets of tools as released be matched for ac-
ceptable dimensional and finish characteristics, but
they need not be the original tools comprising the
set; in other words, odd punches of suitable charac-
teristic'i may be matched (by the control laboratory)
with a die to form a satisfactorily matched set. All
punches and dies used in explosives pressing oper-
ations must be subjected to a rigid test such as
magnaflux or X-ray prior to use and at regular
intervals after such tools have been utilized in
prebsing operations.

d. Replacement of punches and dies in the pellet-
ing press must be by matched sets known to have
been checked and calibrated by the control labora.

Sry. Replacement of single components by the oper-
ating staff to complete a set of punches and dies is
prohibited.

e. Tetryl, TNT, and RDX pelleting presses shguld
be cleaned with acetone or acetone dampened rags.

f. Black powder pelleting presses shovud be cleaned
with water dampened rags.

g. Tracer and incenciiary pelletihg presses should
be cleaned with a petroleum solvent sirnifla, to Stani-
sol, Varsol, or other equivalent.

h. Polishing pastes or other media ccntaining grit
or alkali are prohibited.

2618. PROTECTION OF PRIMERS

Preventive measures nmust be taWen in the design
,if equipment, transportation, and operations to pro.
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tect not only loose primers but also primers in rounds
or in components from accide:.tal impact or pressure.
"Where feasible, a protecting cap should be placed
over the primer. Bodies of hand trucks and other
conveyances used for transporting primed items must
be free from stones, protruding nails and other pro-
jections which might cause the primer to function.
When primed items are transported on their bases,
the container or truck bed should be recessed at the
point primers would otherwise make contact.

2619. CONCURRENT OPERATIONS IN LOADING
PLANTS

a. If production schedules make necessary concur-
•ent loading of ammunition of differeni, item desig-

nations, or the concurrent loading of different com-
ponents in the same line simultaneously, the group-
ing of work should be so arranged that mutual
exposure of items presenting dissimilar hazards is
avoided. The following separation by groups is pre-
ferred, but not required, if concurrent loading is
necessary, so that exposure of items of one group to
items of other groups is avoided:

(1) Percussion elements.
(2) Artillery primers and delays.
(3) Detonators and relays.
(4) Fuzes.
(5 ) Boosters.
(6) Shell, separate loading.
(7) Propelling charges, separate loading.
(8) ('oniplete rounds and mortar ammunition.
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(9) Bombs.
(10) Spotting, saluting and practice charges.
(11) Pyrotechnics.
(12) Chemical ammunition.
(13) Small arms ammunition.
(14) Rockets and rifle grenades.
(15) Hand grenades.
(16) Mines.

b. When more than one explosive material is han-
(lied on a line or within a building or room, mutual
contamination must be avoided. Particular atten-
tion should be given to both portable and stationary
vacuum systems in this respect. This also applies to
explosives scrap collection. Inadvertent mixing of
explosive material, in addition to presenting a haz-
ard in equipment and in buildings, can be hazardous
if loaded in ammunition in such condition.

c. Even when an item of ammunition is designed
to contain ,nore than one explosive material, the
appropriate rules regarding inadvertent contamina-
tion apply.

d. When two or more explosives are used in a line
or within a building, and mixing is not intended, it
is recommended that they be placed at separate loca-
tions. It is also recommended that where differenti-
ation of the explosives cannot be made readily by
color or crystalline form, the boxes be plainly marked
with the name of the material or by color code.

e. Some explosives operations are inherently more
hazardous than others. The personnel exposure in
locations where concurrent operations must be per- -ww
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formed should be controlled by iistallatiori of divid-
ing walls so that the number exposed is no greater
than if a single type of amrr.unition were worked on.

f. Those operations requiring the presence of a
relatively large qu~antity of explosives material, and
usually carried on with small personnel exposure,
should not be performed on the same line with oper-
ations requiring a large number of people and per-
haps a relatively small amount of explosives mate-
rial.

g. Care should be exercised to properly segregate
material in service magazines as well as in operating
buildings.

h. If concurrent loading is done, undue congestion
should be avoided by rearrangement of working
areas.

i. When loading of a new itern of ammunition is
contemplated, on a given line or in a building, the
current job should be completed and the excess ma-
terial removed promptly so that the hazards of mixed
materials will be eliminated.

2620. EVACUATION OF BUILDINGS
(See par. 1616.)

a. Evacuation plans shall be developed and coor-
dinated with storm prediction systems. When an
electrical storm is anticipated a first warning Ahould
be given whereupon the quantity of explosives in
process should be reduced to a minimum until danger
of the storm has passed.

b. If a melt-pour buildifig is equipped with an
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effective lightning protection system, malt loading
may continue after the second warning (indicating
tho •torin is imminent) until all moilten explosives
in the building can be run into the item or receptacle
invojved. AU persons not required for these opera-
tions shiAl! be evacuated to a safe place. As soon as
eqnipmeat is drained, all remaining personnel shall
be evacuated.

c. In operating lines or buildings where serious
explosive incidents are possible, suitable means for
warning personnel to evacuate the building line, or
area should be installed. A visual o- aiudible warn-
ing system or combination of both is considered sat-
isfactory.

2621. EXPLOSIVES WASHOUT

Explosives washout operations are considered line
operations and are, therefore, subject to the provi-
sions of paragraph 1711c. Where washout opera-
tions are to be placed in operating buildings, they
must be placed in :eparate bays or cubicles or be sep-
arated from other operations in the buildings by suit-
able operational shields.

2622. OPERATIONAL SHIELDS
(Added)

a. A.12-inch reinforced concrete wall, constructed
in accordance with the requirements of paragraph
506a, except for height, constitutes an adequate oper-
ational shield for quantities of explosives not exceed-
ing 15 pounds when the explosives are at least 3 feet
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from the wall and 2 feet from the floor; reinforced
concrete walls 30 inches thick are suitable for quan-
tities of explosives not exceeding 50 ppunds and rein-
forced concretewalls 36 inches thick are suitable for
quantities of explosives not exceeding 70 pounds.

b. •perational shields for protection against quan-
titieo of explosives lem than 15 pounds may be of steel
or other suitable material. In the absence of reliable
data, the adequacy of these operational shields, in-
cluding thickness, size, fastening and location should
be proved by actual tet with a minimum safety fac-
tor of 25 percent above the maximum expected charge
before its use is permitted in operations Operational
shields previously teted for givan quantities of ex-
plosives need not be retestd for exposures of the
same maguitudL The results of such tets shall be
made known to the Chief of Ordnance,

o. When personnel protection is required for oper-
ations involving quantities of explosives in excem of
70 pound, providing a suitable protective shield at
the operation often becomes impractical. In such
Ssthe operator should perform the work by re-
mote control, from a barricaded position not closer to
the operation than the appropriate barricaded intra-
line distanceL

d. On any equipment used for explosives proc-
esing, the doors of which function as operational
shields; interlocking devices should be installed which
will prevent the operator from opening such doors
while the equipment is in operation.
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2623. HEAT SEALING EQUIPMENT
(Added) N

Electric heat sealing machines (e. g., Doughboy
Electric Sealers) should be separated from all simi-
lar or dissim;iar operations by an operational shield
of such proportions as to limit the effect of an inci-
dent originating at the sealing operation to the im-
mediate vicinity. Such sealing equipment should be
limited to one machine per operating room, bay or
cubicle.

2624. REBOWLING OPERATIONS
(Added)

Rebowling operations involving lead azide and
primer mixes shall be performed by remote control,
with the operator protected by operational shields
complying with the requirements of paragraph 2622.

2625. THREAD CLEANING
(Added) 4

a. Projectile loading techniques should preclude
the deposition of explosives in threaded opanings in
the projectiles. When thread cleaning is necessary,
it should be accomplished by the judicious use of non-
ferrous "picks." The operator and adjacent opera-
tors need not be protected by means of operational
shields, however, h.hread cleaning operations should
be separated from unrelated operations.

b. Power actuated "Thread-chasing" tools may be
used to clean locded projectile threads that are in-
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perfect because of previously applied Pettman
cement or other sealers, provided the operation
is performed within a separate cubicle, by remote
control, with the operator protected by an opera-
tional shield meeting the requirements of para-
graph 2622. Hand operated "thread chasing"
tools may be utilized provided no explosives are
present in the threads.

c. Thread cutting shall not be performed on
projectiles containing explosives.

2626. PROFILE AND ALIGNMENT GAGING OP-
ERATIONS

(Added)

Each profile and alignment gaging operation
* should be so inclosed that adjacent operations are

protected by operational shields complying with
the requirements of paragraph 2622.

2
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SECTION 27

COLLECTION AND DESTRUCTION OF
EXPLOSIVES AND AMMUNITION

2701. COLLECTION OF CONTAMINATED INDUSTRIAL
WASTES

Industrial wastes which may contain explosives
materials shall not be disposed of in sanitary sewers,
septic tanks or sanitary filter tanks. Sumps, settling
beds or leaching pits shall be provided in all cases

* where the quantities and types of explosives in the
waste water are such that streams may become pol-
ruted or their banks contaminated (see paragraph
517 for construction requirements for drains and
sumps). When sumps, settling beds or leaching pits
are used precautions must be taken to assure that no
contaminated waste water will enter or pollute
potable sources of water by percolation through the
soil as the result of poor or inadequate treatment.
If chemical destruction of explosive material is au-
thorized, it may be done periodically in the settling
basin. Explosive materials to be removed from set-
tling basin should be maintained wet until removed.
The more sensitive explosives should be maintained
wet until destroyed. Materials containing powdered
metals should be kept under water to prevent dan-
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gerous rise in temperature which might otherwise
be developed in the reaction between the metals and
a small qua tity of water.

2702. DEPOSITION FROM WASTE LIUQUIDS

When sumps or basins are propelrly designed, the
wash water which passes beyond filters and basins
should be free from significant amounts of explosives
materials; that is, the amount dissolved in neutral
water near atmospheric temperature is small and
can be expected to produce no toxic or explosive
hazard when connected with the natural drainage
of the area. However, consideration should be given
to the possibility of deposition of explosive materials
on the banks of streams or marshes during periods *
of drought, as well as to any possible subsequent pre-
cipitation of explosives with change of temper'ture,
acidity , concentration oi thin, waste water. Where
incertrinty exists regarding the composition of
waste waters, adequate , nd competent technical con-
sultation should be obtained.

2703. HANDLING WATER-SOLUBLE MATERIALS

Where ammonium picrate (Explosive D) black
powder or other materials which are appreciably
soluble in water are handled, the amount of dissolved
material should be kept as low as practicable. Floors
should be swept before washing down to reduce the
quantity of dissolved material in the wash water.
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2704. DESTRUCTION OF COLLECTED SOLID WASTES

Contaminated solid waste material should be taken
in closed containers, as soon as practicable, to build-
ings set apart for its treatment or to the burning
ground to be destroyed in an appropriate manner.
Collected explosive wastes must not be dieposed of by
being buried, or thrown in any streams or tide-water
unless they are decomposed by water. This latter
disposition will be allowed only if not prohibited by
State laws or local ordinances.

2705. COLLECTION OF EXPLOSIVES DUSTS

a. Dust collecting systems may be used to aid
cleaning, to lessezn explosion hazards, and to mini-
mize industrial job.incurred poisoning and derma-

* titis.
b. The high explosives dusts which may be i'-

moved by a vacuum system are TNT, tetryl, Explo-
sive D, Composition B, and pentolite. A "wet col-
lector" which moistens the dust close to the point of
origin and keeps it wet until the dust is removed for
disposal is preferred except for Explosive D which
should be collected in a dry system.

c. More sensitive explosives such as black powder,
lead azide, mercury fulminate, tracer, igniter, in-
ceihdiary compositions, and pyrotechnic materials
may be collected by vacuum in this manner, provided
it is maintained wet with the wetting agent, close to
the point of intake. The vacuum (aspirator)
systems must be so arranged that the various types of
explosives are collected separately or in a manner to
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Rvoid mixture of dissimilar hazards; i. e., black

powder with lead azide. Provision should be made
for the p)roper liberation of gases that may be
formed. The uie of vacuum systems for cellecting
these more sensitive materials should be confined to
operations involving small quantities of explosives;
for example, in operations with fuzes, detonators,
small arms ammunition, and black powder ighiters.
Vollection of scrap pyrotechnic, tracer, flare, and
similar mixtures in No. 10 mineral motor oil is rec-
ommended to minimize the potential fire and explo-
sion hazard of the material. The oil may be in catch
pans rnd scrap-transporting containers at the vari-
ous operations throughout the plant, or materials
collected in the dry state may be placed in an oil
containing receptacle at intervals throughout the
shift, prior to disposition by burning. While con-
tainers are in use, the oil level should be about 1 inch
above the level of any pyrotechnic mixture in the
container. C~antpiners or buckets used for collection
of the material may be of heavy oil-resistant card-
board, and should be removed from the operatit.g
buildings for burnirg at least once per shift. Where
oil is used, firefighting equipment satisfactory for
class B fires should be availabie. Carbon dioxide or
foam extinguishers are recommended.

2706. LOCATION OF COLLECTION CHAMBERS

a. Wherever practicable, dry type explosives
dust collection chambers, except portable units as
specifically provided for in paragraph 2707c,
should be located outside operating buildings, in
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the open or in buildings exclusively set aside
for the purpose. In order t& protect operating
personnel from blast or missiles in event of an
incident involving the collection chamber, a pro-
tective barrier must be provided between the
operating building and the outside location or
separate building where the collection chamber is
placed. If the collection chaniber contains 25
pounds of explosives or less, the protective
barrier may be a substantial dividing wall (par.
506) located a minimum of 8 feet away from the
operating building. The collection chamber must
be located at least 3 feet frem the wall. If the
collection chamber centains more than 25 pounds
of explosives and is separated from the operating

*• building by a 12-inch reinforced concrete wall,
the wall must be separated from the operating
building by a minimum of unbarricaded intraline
distance. If the protective barrier meets the re-
quirements of paragraph 2622 for operational
shields (including the required 3-foot distance
between the barrier and the explosives), for the
quantity of explosives in the collection chamber,
or if it meets the requirements of paragraph
1725 for barricades, the protective barrier shall
be placed at a minimum of barricaded intraline
distance from the operating building.

b. When it is not practicable to locate these
dry type collection chambers outside the operat-
ing building, a separate room within the building
may be set aside for the purpose. This room
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shall not contain other operations nor shall it be
used as a communicating corridor or passageway
between other operating locations within the
building when explosives are being collected.
Walls separating the room from other portions
of the operating building must meet the require-
ments of paragraph 2622 for the quantity of ex-
plosives in the collection chamber. If more than
one collection chamber is to be located in the
room, the room must be subdivided into cubicles
and not more than one collection chamber shall be
in a single cubicle.

c. Stationary and portable wet type collectors
may be placed in the explosives operating bays or
cubicles provided the quantity o-" explosives in
the collectors does not exceed 5 pounds. If placed
in separate cubicles, the explosives limits for the
Scollectors may be inc,,eased to 15 pounds. (See
par. 2707c.) When wet collectors are to contain
more than 15 pounds, the location requirements
set forth in paragraph, 2706a and 2706b are
applicable.

2707. DESIGN AND OPERATION OF COLLEC-
TION SYSTEMS

a. Collection systems and chambers shall be
designed to prevent pinching explosives (espe-
cially dust or thin layers) between metal parts.
Pipes or tubes through which dusts are conveyed
should have flanged, welded, or rubber connec-
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tions. Threaded connections are prohibited. The
system shall be designed to minimize accumula-
tion of explosives dusts in parts other than the
collection chamber. Accordingly, pipes or ducts
through which high explosives are conveyed shall
have long radius bends. Short radius bends may
be used in systems for propellant powder provided
they are stainless steel, with polished interiors.
The number of points of application of vacuum
should be kept to a minimum. So far as prac-
ticable, each room requiring vacuum collection
should have a separate exhaust line to the
primary collection chamber; but not more than
two bays shall be serviced by a common header
to the primary collection chamber. Wet primary

* collectors are preferred. The length of vacuum
line from points of application of vacuum to the
wet collectors should be short as possible. The
number of wet primary collectors serviced by a
single secondary collector should be kept to a
minimum. Not more than two dry primary col-
lectors should be connected to a single secondary
collector (wet or dry type). If an operation does
not create a dust concentration which may pro-
duce a severe health hazard, manual operation of
the suction hose to remove explosives dusts is
preferred to a permanent attachment to the ex-
plosive dust-producing machine which increases
the likelihood of propagation through the col-
lection system of a detonation occurring at the
machine. Interconnection of manually operated
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hose connections to explosives dust-producing
machines should be avoided.

b. In dry vacuum collection systems, to prevent
explosives dust from entering the vaeuum pro-
ducer, two collection chambers should be installed
in series ahead of the pump or exhauster.

c. Dry type portable vacuum collectors shall
not be located in a bay or cubicle where explosives
are present, but may be positioned outside the
building or in a separate cubicle having sub-
stantial dividing walls, for quantities of explo-
sives not exceeding 5 pounds. Wet type portable
vacuum collectors may be placed in explosives
operating bays or cubicles provided the quantity
of explosives in the collector is limited in accord-
ance with the requirements of paragraph 2706c.
For dry collection of quantities in excess of 5
pounds or wet collection of quantities in excess
of 15 pounds, the further provisions of paragraph
2706 shall apply.

d. The design of wet collectors shall provide
for
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proper immersion of explosives, breaking up air bub-
bles to release air-borne particles and removal of
moisture from the air before it leaves the collector to
prevent moistened particles of explosives from enter-
ing the small piping between the collector and the
exhauster or pump.

e. Explosives dust shall be removed periodically
from the collector chamber at intervals to eliminate
unnecessary and hazardous concentrations of explo-
sives but not less frequently than once every shift.
The entire system should be cleaned weekly, dis-
mantling the parts if necessary.

f. The entire explosives dust collecting system
shall be electrically grounded and the grounds tested

O frequently.

2708. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DESTRUCTION
OF EXPLOSIVES MATERIALS

Explosives and ammunition which are dangerously
deteriorated or cannot be definitely identified shall
be destroyed. Destruction shall be accomplished by
burning, detoAation or dumping at sea. Burying
explosives or ammunition or dumping them into
waste places, pits, wells, marshes, shallow streams or
inland waterways is prohibited except as may be
authorized elsewhere in this Manual for black pow-
der, chemical munitions and other specified explo-
sives. Destruction shall not be undertaken without
prior approval of the Chief of Ordnance unless the
commanding officer decides that immediate destruc-
tion of deteriorated explosives or ammunition is nec-
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essary for the protection of life and property. When
destruction is authorized, the provisions of all cur-
rent Army directives involving lost, destroyed,
damaged, or unserviceable property must be
observed. Prior approval for destruction of routine
wastes is not required. The prescribed methods for
the destruction of chemical munitions are given in
section 29.

2709. DESTRUCTION SITES

a. The site selected for the destruction of explo-
sives and ammunition shall be located at the maxi-
mum practicable distance available from all maga-
zines, inhabited buildings, public highways, railways
and operating buildings; the separation, however,
shall not be less than 2,400 feet unless pits or similar
aids are used to limit the range of fragments, in
which case the appropriate missile distance will ap-
ply. Sites must also be located in relation to the
direci;ion ,of prevailing winds, so that sparks will not
be blown towards explosives locations. Where pos-
sible, natural barricades shall be utilized between the
site and operating buildings or magazines. When
destroying explosives by burning, the possibility that
the mass may detonate must be recognized and ap-
propriate protective barriers or distance keparation
utilized for the protection of personnel and property.
Instances are on record of the following explosives
(which normally burn) detonating while being
burned: TNT, tetryl, peutolite, and Explosive D.

b. In all disposal and destruction activities, the
27-4
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number oif units or quantity of explosives that mcy
be destroyed safely at one time shall be determined
carefully by starting with a limited number or quan-
tity and then gradually increasing that quantity
until the amount consistent -. ith safe and efficient
operations is determined.

c. Dry grass, leaves, and other extraneous com-
bustible material shall be removed within a radius
of 200 feet from the point of destruction. The
grounds should be of well packed earth and shall
be free from large stones and deep cracks in which
explosives might lodge. Explosive materials shall
not be burned or detonated on concrete mats.

d. Fire-fighting facilities shall be readily availa-R ble to extinguish brush or grass fires and, if necessary,
to wet down the ground between burnings and at the
close of each day's operations.

e. Ordinary combustible rubbish should be de-
stroyed at a location removed from places where
explosives and explosives contaminated material are
destroyed. Where limited space does not permit sep-
arate burning areas, a part of the explosives destruc-
tion ground may be reserved for burning rubbish
provided the two areas are not operated simultane-
ously, and the area where rubbish has been burned
is wetted down and inspected before explosives burn-
ing is resumed. Combustible material should be
burned in an incinerator complying with National
Board of Fire Underwriters Pamphlet No. 82 or in
a substantial wire-mesh enclosure (not over %-inch

openin).27-9
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f. The demolition area or burning ground shall be
serviced with telephones or two-way radio commu-
nication. A change house serviced with electricity is
desirable.

2710. MATERIAL AWAITING DESTRUCTION

Material awaiting destruction shall be stored at
not less than intraline distance from adjacent tempo-
rary stores of explosive matcrials and from explo-
sives being destroyed. The material shall be pro-
tected against accidental ignition or explosion from
fragments, grass fires, burning embers, or detonating
impulse originating in materials being destroyed.

2711. PERSONNEL PROTECTION

a. Sufficient and suitable protection for personnel
should be provided in the form of operational shields
with overhead and frontal protection as a minimum.
Where circumstances warrant their use comnlete per-
sonnel protection shall be provided. Such structures
should preferably be located at the appropriate in-
habited building distance for the quantity aid type
of materials being detonated but in no case will this
distance be less than 300 feet. Employees must use
such protection when explosive materials are de-
stroyed by detonation or when explosive materials
which may detonate are being burned. Personnel
must remain at the greatest practicable distance from
the burning site but in no case shall personnel be
permitted closer than the applicable public highway 4¶
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distance to "burnings" involving class 2 or similar
materials until the fire is out.

b. During disposal and destruction operations, the
number of people in the area exposed to the hazard
must be kept to a minimum. Warning signs or road
blocks shall be posted to restrict the area and to in-
sure proper segregation of activities. The number of
personnel engaged in the disposal and destruction

Vii' operations shall be no fewer thian two and operations
shall be arranged so that not all of thle personnel ar, r
exposed to an incident. Personnel engaged in burn-
ing explosiv'es should h)e provided with flameproof
ouout. clothing.

2711. SUPERVISION AND TRAINING.
a. The disposal area and its operations shlnl be

under the direct control and supervision of an experi-
enced and trained supervisor charged witli the re-
sponsibility for all activities within the area. He
shall be present during all burning and demolition
ground operations. He shall also be chiarged per-
sonally with the sole custody of all ignitioil devices.

b. Supervisors, foremen, and operators employed
at the destruction area shall be thioroughly trained
regarding the nature of the materials handled, the
hazards involved, and the precautions necessary.
The danger of using shert-cut. methods and other
deviations must be thoroughly instilled in the minds
of thie employees. It is essential that thorouglh
training and vigilant. supervision be provided.

c. In the absence of specific regulations or" infor-
mation covering any phase of the destruction of ex-
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plosive material, instructions should be requested
7- from the Chief of Ordnance.

2713. CONTAINERS FOR WASTE EXPLOSIVES
Explosives destined for the burning ground shall

be in original closed packages or in containers of fire-
retardant materials that will not contribute to the
existing hazard by readily producing sparks when
contacting rocks, steel, or other containers. Bags or
containers made from easily ignited material shall not
be used. Containers shall have closures that will
prevent spilling or leakage of contents when handled
or if overturned. Closures shall be of t type that will
not, pinch or rub explosives during closing and open-
ing. ?he closures and surfaces of container openings
shall bt thoroughly cleaned cf explosive contamina-
tion to minimize the hazard during closing or opening.

2714. SERVICING OF DESTRUCTION SITE
a. Trucks transporting explosive material to burn-

ing or demolition grounds shall meet thp requirements
of section 22. No more than two persons shall ride
in the cab.

b. Upon arriving at a burning or demolition
ground, trucks may distribute explosives containers
or explosives items to be destroyed at sites where
destruction is to take place. As soon as all items
have been removed, trucks shall be withdrawn from
the burning or demolition area to a safe location until
destruction is completed. Containers of explosives
shall not he opened until the truck has been with-
drawn.

27--12
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c. Containers of explosives or ammunition items

to be destroyed at the destruction site shall be
spotted and opened at least 10 feet from each other
and from explosives mate ial previously laid for de-
struction, to prevent rapid transmission of fire in
event of premature ignition.

d. Empty containers shall be closed and moved a
sufficient distance away to prevent charring or
damage during burning of fhe explosives. Empty
containers may be picked up by truck on the return
trip after delivery of the next quantity to be de-
stroyed.

e. When materials being processed at burning
grounds do not lond themselves to handling other
than by fork lift truck, and the terrain features areR such that solid-tired, electrical-powered lift trucks
cannot be maneuvered, pneumatic-tired, gasoline- or
diesel-powered lift trucks meeting the requirements
of paragraph 2402c may be employed to handle
properly packaged explosives and ammunition con-
taining no exposed explosives and upon which there
is no visible explosives contamination.

2715. GENERAL BURNING REQUIREMENTS
a. Except in specific cases, such as Explosive D

loaded projectiles, ammunition and explosives shall
not be burned in containers nor shouid exp!osives be
burned in large lump form because of the danger of
detonation.
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b. Bulk initiating explosives and others used pre-
dominantly in detonators shall be destroyed by
detonation except that small quantities (should not
exceed 28 grams) may be decomposed chemically.

c. Loose explosives, other than initiating explo-
sives, may be burned in beds not more than .3 inches
deep. Wet explosives may require a thick bed of
readily combustible material such as excelsior under-
neath and beyond to assure that all the exp!osives
will be consumed once the materials are ignited.
From the end of the layer of explosives the combust-
ible material should be extended in a train to serve
a- the ignition point. When an ignition train of
combustible material leading to the explosives is used,
it must be arranged so that both it and the explosives
burn in the directi-on from which the wind is blowing.W
The combustible train or the explosive, if ignited
directly, must be ignited with the aid of safety fuse
of such lerf-,th to permit personnel to reach the pro-
tection shelter, or ignited with a black powder squib
initiated by an electric current controlled from a
distance or structure which assures safety to person-
nel should the total quantity of explosives detonate.
In cases of misfires, personnel shall not return to the
poizni of initiation for at teast 30 minutes, after which
not more than two qualified persons shall be per-
mitred to examine the misfire. It may be necessary
to lie two or more squibs together to assure ignition
of the combustible train. No bed of cembustible
material is needed for burning solid propellants
which may be ignited by squibs as described above.
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(1) Loose, dry explosives may be burned without
being placed on combustible material if

S$ burning will be complete and the ground
does not become anduly contaminated.
The g.ound must be decontaminated as
frcquently as is necessary for the safety of
personnel and operations. Qualified in-
spectors shall examine the sites after each
burning to determine if these requirements
are met. Volatile flammable liquids (par.
278) shall not be poured over explosives or
the underlying combustible material to
accelerate burning, either before or while
the materials re burning.

27-14.1
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"(2) Wet explosives shall not be burned without
S" first preparing a bed of nonexplosive corn-

bustible material upon which the explosives
are placed to assure complete burning. It is
usually necessary to burn RDX wet to
prevent detonation.

(3) Pyrotechnic materials collected as described
in paragraph 2705c, may be burnzd by
emptying the containera or buckets contain-
ing the oil and pyrotechnic mixture onto a
shallow metal pan and igniting as described
above. The open containers may be burned
with the explosives.

d. Parallel beds of explosives prepared for burning
shall be separatcd by not less than 150 feet. In re-

Speated burning operations, care must be taken to
guard against material being ignited from smoldering
residue or from heat retained in the ground. Burn-
ings shall not be repeated on previcusly burned-over
plots within 24 hours unless the burning area has been
thoroughly soaked with water and an inspection of
the plot by competent personnel has been made to
assure the safety of personnel during a subsequent
burning operation.

Pe. Some types of explosives and tracer or igniter
compositions give off toxic fumes when being de-
stroyed by burning. Proper respiratory protective
equipment, such as hose masks, airline masks, and
self-contained breathing apparatus shall be worn
where such fumes are likely to be encountered.
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2716. MATERIALS FOR DETONATING AMMUNI.S~TON

a. Detonation of explosives or ammunition should,
S where practicable, be initiated by electric blasting
caps using blasting machines or permanently in-
stalhed electric circuits energized by storage batteries
or conventional power line. Improvised methods for
exploding electric blasting caps shall not be used.
Instantaneous type fuse must not be used. When
itemns to be detonated are covered with earth, as
specified in paragraph 2717, blasting caps should
Dot be buried beneath the ground level with the
initiating charge. The initiating explosives should
be primed with primnacord of sufficient length to
reach up through the covering to a point where
the blasting cap may be connected thereto, above
the ground level.

b. Special requirements for using electric blasting
caps and electric blasting circuits:

(1) Electric blasting caps, other electric inita.
tors, electric blasting circuits and the
like may be energized to dangerous levels
by extraneous electricity of types and
sources such as: static electricity, gal-
vanic action, induced electric currents, high
tension wires and radio frequency energy
from radio, radar and television trans-
mitters. Safety precautions shall be taken
to reduce probability of a premature
initiation of electric bleiaing caps and
explosives charges of which they form a
part. 27-16
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(2) The shunt shall not be removed from the
lead wires of the blasting cap until the
moment o0 connecting them to the blasting
circuit.

Note. If it is desired to test the blasting cap
prior to priming the charge, the head wires must
be short-circuited by twisting the bate ends of
the wires together immediately after testing.
The wires shall remain short-circuited until the
time to connect them to the blasting circuit.

(3) When uncoiling the leads of blastirg caps,
the cap should not be held directly in the
hand but rather should be held by the
wires, approximately six inches from the
cap. The lead wires should be straightened
out as far as necessary by hand and shall
not be thrown, waved through the air, or
snapped as a whip to unloosen the wire
coils.

(4) Firing wires shall be twisted pairs. At the
power source of the firing wires of the blast-
ing circuit, the ends of the wires shall at
all times be shorted or twisted together
and connected to ground except when
actually firing the charge or testing the
circuit. The connection between blasting
caps and the circuit firing wires must not
be made unless the power end of the cir-
cuit leads (firing wires) are shorted and
grounded.

(5) Electric blasting or demolition operations
and unshielded electric blasting caps should
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be separated from radio frequency energy
transmitters by the minimum distances
specified below. These distances apply to
all parts of the operation, including the lead
wires of the cap and the firing wire circuit.

"Table 2716. Tranmmitter Powtr-Safe Dietance for Electric
Blu.ting Opcratiom*

MInIMum

rTrasamAtW pmcr (*it,) (eI)

5-25 ... . ..--------------------------------------- 10
25-50 ------------------------------------------- 150
50-100 ------------------------------------------- 220
100-250 ------------------------------------- 350
250-500 ---------------------------------------- 450
50-l,00 .. . . . ..----------------------------------- 650
1,000- 2,500 ------------------------------------- ,1000
2,500-5,000 -------------------------------------- 1,5W
,0oo-0o000 ------------------------------------- 2,200

10,000-25,000 ------------------------------------ 3, 500
25,000-50,000 . . . ..------------------------------- 5, 000
50,000-100,000 ----------------------------------- 7,0 W

TmT Is wtm aOkmM to mr hlgw,.d La lmms•tm wkh ihl dfie-
Sk.audb bem& D~bUmen m elm. in*eadbq for 9lber olsurga laltsonr
..tr ,,-. t .1 am" *-WHOaM sdtItly of •m •.w4 bbAthN ,,,l-g

(6) Before connecting electric blasting caps to
the firing wires, the blasting circuit shall be
tested for the presence of extraneous
electricity. If exposue is to RF energy and
the transmitter operates at AM broadcast
frequencies, separating distances less than
specifed in table 2716 are permisaible
provided the location is proven free from
extraneous electricity by the following test:

27-18



(a) Arrange a dummy test circuit, essen-
tially the same as the actual blasting
circuit except that a No. 47 radio
pilot lamnp of known good quality in-
serted in place of the blasting cap
shall be used without applying elec-
tric current to the circuit. Any glow
of the radio pilot lamp, viewed in
darkness, is to be construed as evi-
dence of the presence of possible
dangerous amounts of RF energy, and
blasting operations in such areas
must be performed with nonelectric
blasting cap- and safety fuse, or

(b) Other instruments such as the Du
Pont "Detect-A-Meter" and/or "Volt-
ohmeter" may be substituted for the
No. 47 radio pilot lamp. If the ex-
posure is to radar, television, oý other
microwave transmitters, the actual
blasting circuit, with blasting cap in-
eluded but without other explosives,
shall be used to test for extraneous
electricity. Personnel performing such
tests must be provided protection
from the effects of an exploding blast-
ing cap. Distances prescribed in table
2716 should be used as a guide in the
selection of sites for electric blasting
operations in the vicinity of radar,
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television, and other microwave trans-
mitters.

(7) Blasting or demolition operations shall
not be conducted during an electrical
storm or when the storm is approach-
ing. All operations shall be suspended,
cap wires and lead wires should be
short circuited, and all personnel must
be removed from the demolition area to

. a safe location when an electric storm
approaches.

(8) Pri:,r to making connections to the blast-
ing machine, the firing circuit shall be
tested with a galvanometer for elec-
trical continuity. The individual as-
signed to make the connections shall not
complete the circuit at the blasting ma-
chine or at the panel nor give the signal
for detonation tirtil he has satisfied
himself that all persons in the vicinity
are in a safe place. When used, the
blasting machine or its actuating device
shall be in this individual's possession
at all times. When he uses a panel, the
switch must be locked in the open posi-
tion until ready to fire and the single
key must be in his possession.

(9) Blasting caps must be in closed metal
boxes when being transported by ve-
hicles equipped with 2-way radios and
also when in areas where extraneous

27-18.2 AGO 1001•
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electricity is known to be present or
is suspected of being present.

c. Safety fuse may be used in the detonation
of explosives and ammunition where methods
described in a above cannot be accomplished.
Safety fuse when used must be tested for burn-
ing rate at the beginning of each day's operation
and whenever a new coil is used. Sufficient
length of fuse shall be used to allow personnel
to retire to a safe distance but under no circum-
stances should a length be less than 3 feet hav-
ing a minimum burning time of 120 seconds.
Crimping of fuse to detonators must be accom-
plished with approved crimpers. Crimping by

* biting with teeth or by other expedient means
shall not be permitted. Safety fuse which is too
large in diameter to enter the blasting cap with-
out forcing shall not be used. Before igniting
the safety fuse, all personnel, except the superin-
tendent and not more than one assistant, shall
retire to the personnel shelter or be evacuated
from the demolition area.

2717. Detonation of Ammunition

a. P mmunition or explosives to be destroyed
by detonation should be detonated in a pit not
less than 4 feet deep and covered with not less
than 2 feet of earth. The components should be
placed on their sides or in the position to exposer the largest area to the influence of the initiating

AWO 1001C 27-18.3
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explosives with an adequate number of demoli-
tion blocks placed in intimate contact on top of

4. the item to he detonated and held in place by earth
packed over the demolition blocks. Under certain
•i•rcumstances other materials such as bangalore
torpedoes and bulk high explosire may be sub-
stituted for demolition blocks.

Where spa-'e permits and the demolition arer
is located remote from inhabited buildings,
boundaries, work areas, and storage areas, detona-
tion of shell and explosives may be accomplished
without the aid of a pit. In eit'er event, however,
the total quantity to be denatk'oyed at one time,
dependent on local conditions, should be estab-
lished by trial methods to assure that adjacent
and nearby structures and personnel are safe
from the blast effect or missiles resulting from
the explosion. This procedure should be used for
the destruction of fragmentation grenades, HE
projectiles, mines, mortar shells, bombs, and HE
rocket heads which have been separated from
motors. Rocket motors containing sold pro-
pellants should not be destroyed I. detonation
(par. 2727).

b. After each detonation a search shall be made
of the surrounding area for unexploded material
and items. Items or material such as lumps of
explosives or unfuzed ammunition may be picked
up and prepared for the next detonation. Fuzed
ammunition or items which may have internally ,

27-18.4 AGO 100o6C



damaged components should be detonated in place
unless the item can be safely handled by using
mechanical retrievers which will provide protec-
tion to personnel.
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o. In cae of misr personnel shall not return to
the point of detonaion for at least thirty minutes
after which riot more than two qualified permnnel
shall be permitted to examine the misfire.

2718. DYNAMITE

Unopetied boxes of exuding dynamite to be do-b stroyed should be burned on a bed of combustible
) material without being opened. Precautions must be

taken to prote rsonnel and property from a pos-
sible detonation. Individual cartridgm may be
burned in uingle layer not greater in width than the
length of one cartridg on a bed of cumbustible ma-
terial. Dynamite awaiting destruction shall beS shielded from the m&. Frozen dynamite is more
likely to detonate during buring than normal car-
tridges Destruction of dynamite by detonation may
be accomplished where the lecation will permit this
method of destruction. Care *n priming, to assure
complete detonation of the quantity, must be taken.

2719. ITLATING EXPLOSIVES

When relatively large quantities of initiating ex-
plosives such as lead azide or mercury fulminate
are to be desryed, detonation usually is the best
method. The bags containing the explosives should
be kept wet while being transported to the demoli-
tion area. A predetermined number of bags (see
par. %712) should be removed from. the container,
carried to the destruction pit, placed in intimate con-
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tact with each other and blasting caps be used to
initiate the explosives, The remaining explosives
shall be kept behind a barricade with overhead pro-
tection during the destruction operations and located
at a distance that will assure safety.

2720. RDX AND PETN

RDX and PETN may be burned as described in
paragraph 2215. Since RDX and PETN are usually
collected wet, they should be spread out and par-
tially dried prior to burning. If it is found thatc the
wet material will burn only incompletely and with
difficulty on the conibustible bed, fuel oil may be
sprinkled over the bed of combustible material upon
which the explosive is placid. W
2721. PROPELLING CHARGES

Propelling charges with igniters may be burned
without slitting but in all cases igniter protector carp
shall be rerr-oved from the charges to be burned.
Protection must also be provided against possible
projection of the charges and explosion. Propelling
charges must not be piled one on the other but shall
be burned in i single layer of charges laid side by
side. Core igniter type charges in the single layer
should be separ.aed one from the other by a distance
equal to one caliber. Propelling charges and igniter
pIds may be slit open with a nonsparking knife.
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2722. SLACK POWVDER

Black powder is best disposed of by dumping in
a suitable stream if riot prohibited by law. It may
also be burned Pts prmviously described. Wet, black
powder on drying out may obtain some of its ex-
plosive properties since the nitrate may not have
been removed completely.

2723. PARACHUTE! FLARES

Parachute flares with pressed charges such as the
M26 type may be burned. Individual flares should
be 4 feet apart and be placed upon a layer of com-
bustible material. When burning flares and similar
materials occ as;onal explosions may occur, therefore,
adequate protection from such hazards must be pro-
vided.

2724. SMALL AII:MS AMMUNITION

Small arms ammunition and primers, including
artillery primeri;, may be destroyed in the samei man-
ner as detonators, small primers, and relays, using
the methods described in peragraph 2728c, d, and e,
using equipment shown on figure 2728B.

2725. ITEMS WITH MIXED HAZARDS

Items having two or more explosive hazards, such
na spotting charge MIAI where the black powder
charge may be destroyed but the initiati-g device
(primed cartridge) may be intact after being pro-
jected from the burning area, shall be destroyed in
such inaaucr that projected units will be restrieted

1741
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in flight and returned automatically (gravity) to
the burning pit to eliminate the hazard of manually
retrieving unexploded items.

2726. BURNING OUT LOADED HE PROJECTLtES

a. TNT, Explosive D, Composition B, pentolite,
and other explosives filler in open projectiles may be
burned out when destruction by detonation or wash-
ing out and burning the explosive filler separately is
impracticable. The area selected for the operaton
should be based on the same principles as outlined
in paragraph 2709.

b. (Revised) Project;ies to 4e burned out should
preferably be placed or their sides and arranged in
groups or not more than six projectiles, with all open
ends facing in one direction. Each gro,-p of six U
projectiles should ;, separated from adjacent groups
by not less than 12 inzhes in order to reduce the pas-
sibility of mass detonation in the event of incident
in sny one group. Where it has been determined,
by trisl, that adequate safety is provided from a
detonation of an established.quantity of explos• t'es in
projectiles, this established quantity may be used as
the criterion for consolidation when burning out
items.

c. Combustiblh material such as excelsior, srap
lumber, or oil soaked waste should be used to ignite
the exptosive filler. Flammable liquids having low
flash points (volatile flammable liquids) shall not be
used to intensify the burning of explosive matariaL
Class 2 solid propellant (smokeless powder) may
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also be used where ignition of the projectile filler
can be accomplished by such means.

d. Personnel shall riot be perwr '-.d to retunrx
to the scene of operation until a ccmpct ent observer
Las determined that all explosiv.es have been burned.

e. Burned out projectiles shall be reprozessed to
assure that explosive residue does not remain. The
projectile shall be thoroughly ,nspecteel to assure
that aV. explosives have been destroyed prior to
releasing the components f)r slvag', (par. 2507).

27127. DESTRUCTION OF ROCKET AND JATO
COMPLETE ROUNDS

a. Disposition of HE loseed rocket duds shall be
made in accordance with secticoIn 28, paragraph 2825.S• b. White phosphorus loaded rockets shall be
destroyed in accordance with paragraph 2927;
infantry and rarcraft type HE and practice rockets
shall be destroyed as follows:

(1) Wherever prctietuble, separatki the rocket
motor from the HE head and dispose of the
head as specified for HE artillery einmuni-
tion. It separation of the motor and head
Is Impracticable, rockets may bt destroyed
In pits in the ranner prescribei! by pars.
grapIt 2717. Sufficient charge mnst be
used to ampure destruction, In plsae, #f the
motor and headl.

(2) Remcove the nozzle or nozzle plate from
the rocket motor and take out the igniter
and solid propellant charge. The igniter
and solid propellant charge shall then be
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destroyed or salvaged in accordance with
preceding instructions.

(3) In certain rocket motors the propellant can-
not be inoved from the motor. In tbis
case, the nozzle shall be removed and the
motors placed in a vertical position, firmly
held, with the open end up, and the pro-
pellant burned. Rocket motors greater
than 6 inches in diameter shall be disposed
of according to paragraph c below.

(4) Propellant in 3.5-inch (and smaller) practice
rockets and rocket motors (without heads)
may be destroyed by static firing with the
nozzle in place.

c. Wherever practicable, propellant must be re-
moved frt-.. .vATO units and destroyed by burning.
In the event removal of the propellant is not practi-
cable, the JA'iO units should be positioned or re-
stricted to prevent their movements and propellant
in the units be destroyed by static firin g. When
units are to be destroyed by static firing, complete
details of the procedures must be submitted, to the
Office, Chief of Ordnance for approval.

d. JATO propellant charges may weight as much
as several thousand pounds per grain, and the poly-
mer-oxidizer type may be extremely difficult to ignite
at atmwo-
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pheric pressuree. Although both double base and
polymer-oxidirer grains are not susceptible to high
order detonations, they should be treated as high
explosives in burning ground disposal operations.

2726. DESTRUCTION CHAMBERS AND INCINERATORS

a. Figure 2728A "B',plosive Scrap Incinerator and
Feeder Building" dscribes an explosives scrap in-
cinerator and feeder building for the burning of
tracer and igniter compoitions, small quartities of
solid propellants, magnesium powder, sump clean-
ings, absorbent cieaning materials, or similar mate-
rials contaminated with these explosives.

b. Details of operation of the incinerator are-
(1) The materials to be burned should be wet

with water and sent to the feeder building
in conveniently sized containers. The
amount of material permitted in the build-
ing should be limited to that in one c6n-
tainer but shall not be greater than per-
mitted Dy appropriate quantity-distance
requirements.

(2? 71he feeding conveyor shall not be operated
until the furnace temperalure has reached
16000-18000 F., as indicated on. the ther-
mometer recording device in the feeder
building.

(3) Not more than two cardboard containers
of explosives (approximately 75 cubic
inches capacity each) should be fed into
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the incinerator at one time. The boxes
should be burned with tieir contents.

(4) The furnace shall be shut down and cooled
thoroughly when it becomes necessary to
remove accumulated residue. Repairs shall
be made only during shut-down. If it is
necessary for personnel to enter the furnace.
for clean-out purposes, adequate respira-
tory protection should be provided to pre-
vent inhalation of toxic dusts or fumes, such
as mercury :rom tracers and lead from small
arms ammunition.

c. To destroy small loaded components of ammu-
nition such as detonators, delays, relays and sma'1
primers, unsuitable for destruction by detonation or
burning, a destruction chamber such as shown onW
Figure 2728B "Detonator Destruction Furnace"
should be used.

d. Operators shall not approach the unprotected
side of the concrete barricade shown or the drawing
to replenish fuel, adjust the oil flame or for other
reasons, until ample time has elapsed for destruc-
tion of all explosives within the chamber. The
detonator feed pipe should also be inspected peri-
odically to make certain that it is free from
obst ructions.

e. It is important that components be fed into the
chamber a few at a time and that no more are added
until the greater majority of the items previously
fed have detonated. The evact number permitted
at onz time for each type of component should be
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posted in.a conspicuous place near the operator's
working position. No person shall bo permitted to
feed additional components into tCh chamber until
there is reasonable assurance that the quantity pre-
viously introduced has been exploded.

2729. DUMPING AT SEA

When disposal or destruction of explosives of am-
munition by other means is impracticable, ammuni-
tion may be dumped at sea. Dispositicn instructions
are to be requested through the Chief of Ordnance
from the Chief of Transportation, who has sole
responsibility in the Department of the Army for
selection of sites and methods of operation. Items
of ammunition must be removed from their packing
containers prior to dumping at sea and positive
measres must be taken to assure that dumped mate-
rials will remain submerged. Only bulk explosives
containing a water soluble constituent, which, when
removed renders the material nonexplosive may be
disposed of by dumping at sea. (See SR 75-70-10).

2730. TOXIC HAZARDS OF CERTAIN EXPLOSIVES AND
CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

a. Lewisite is a waL gas which liberates arsenic
oxide upon being destroyed by burning. The sur-
rounding atmosphere may become hazadxlously con-
taminated when this gas is burned in open pit&

b. Chemical munitions containing CN-DM mix-
tures also liberate arsenic oxide when burned and
"may produce hazardous atmospheric contamination.
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c. Components of ammunition, such as tracers,
that contain calomel (mercury chloride) release
toxic matter when burned.

d. Propelling charges may contain lead or other
metallic substances as decoppering agents. Dust,
fumes, mists, and the like from lead and certain
other of these metals produce hazardous work condi-
tions due to their toxicity. The provision of ade-
quate ventilation and proper respiratory protective
dwices are amohg the precautions which should be
taken to offset these hazards.

e. Nitroglycerin in production processes and from
exuding dynamite is toxic by *bsorption. Skin con-
tact shaould be avoided.

2
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SECTION 28

PROVING GROUNDS

t101. SCOPE
The requirements of this section apply primarily

to Ordnance establishments whose princ-ipal mission
is the proof testing of materiel, but pertinent re-
quirements are applicable to proof test activities at
any Ordnance establishment. This section supple-
ments other applicable portions of this Manual.
Additional requirements, such as approval by appro-
priate airspace subcommittee prior to use of danger
or controlled firing areas are set forth in AR 385-4

Jl and changes thereto. The Ordnance Proof Manual
sihould &Wso be used a a referonce. Establishments
which do not conform to these regulations may re-
quire certain precautions and modifications of exist-
ing facilities to safeguard life and property. Plans
for major modifications shall be submitted to tbh
Chief of Ordnance for review before modifications
are undertaken.

1612. DEFINITIONS
The following definitions apply specifically to this

section:
a, (raft,, Any ship, vessel, or floating object used

for transportation over water. The term "small
craft" includ-i rowboats, lifeboats, dinghies, rubber
raft=, and similr nonpower craft.
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b. Oaran An authorization to conduct a
proof test, t ,nter or exit from a danger area, or
to conduct work in a danger area. Clearance may
be granted only by the safety ob ,erver having juris-
diction over the danger are& in which the operation
is to be conducted.

c. Danger are. Those area Of it" , - --.
in which tests are conducted and into which no one
is permitted to enter, be within, or conduct tests
within until he has obtained clearance from a safety
obenver. Danger areas shall be posted, and mapis
of the areas shall show the location of the safety
control tower for each area.

d. Dianger zoR. A zone within a danger area,
the size of which varias with the class of firing,
which is hazardous to life and property because of
the dangers incident to the use of materiel or ammu-
nition. The location of danger zones shall be kept
on file and shall be clearly indicated on maps of
danger srem&

e. EUvation, (quadrGan). The angle that the axis
of the piece makes with the horizontal.

f. Firing point or position. The exact location
from which a projectile, bomb, grenade, flare,
ground troop signal, rocket, or other device, is to be
ignited, propelled, or released.

g. Pica. A gun, howitzer, mortar, launcher,
projector of any type, or airplane used for propelling
projectiles. or releasing bombs in connection with
proof tests.
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h. Patrol craft. A powered craft for patrolling
hazardous waters.

i. Proof offizer (director). Any individual, military
or civilian, charged with the conduct of a proof test.

j. Proof teat. Any research, experimental, de-
velopment, surl.eillance (par. 273), or acceptance
tt of rdn-nsaCe materiel or ammunition.

k. Range. Horizontal distance only.
1. Recoveryfield. A cleared area used for the pur-

pose of observing the burst or impact of orojectiles
or bombs.

mn. Safety observer (range controlman). A qualified
individual having detailed jurisdiction over safety
in a danger area.

21803. LAYOUT OF EXPLOSIVES BUILDINGS
a. In all future construction, the layout of ex-

plosives buildings necessary for proof firing activities
shall be in accordance with the principles shown on
figure 2803. In separating one facility from another
as showid in figure 2803, the distance must be based
on the quantity and/or class of material requiring
the greater separation. Distance so determined is
not intended to afford protection against prematures
or weapon failurts. Such protection must be ob-
tained from increased distances or appropriately
designed firing barricades (stockades).
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b. In emergencies a need will probably exist for a
so!id propellant (smokeless powder) constant temper-
ature magazine which will contain a working supply
of many different lots of propellants. This building
is designated as "Constant Temperature Storage
Magazine Solid Propellants (smokeless powder)"
on figure 2803. For operating cor.venience, a "con-
stant temperature service magazine solid propellants
(smokeless powder)," to contain the service supply of
material necessary for the immediate job at hand
(not to exceed a two-day supply nor applicable
quantity-distance requ'irements), should be provided
near the loading and assembly building. For main-
taining complete rounds at a constant tPmnarertu,,
a "Constant Temperature Service Magazine (Com-
plete Rounds)" is also shown as the source of supply
to the firing point. Where classes 1, 3, 4, and 5
amrnu"ui1io. only are involved, the two constant
temperature service magazines may be combined into
one building provided a substantial dividing wall
separates the ammunition from the propellant. For
all other classes of ammunition, separate buildings
must be provided for service supplies of solid pro-
pellants (smokeless powder) and ammunition.

c. Insulated containerm or conveyances may be
needed to avoid significant temperature changes in
the propellants or items during transportation.
Where necessary, insulated containers may be stored
in the constant temperature magazines. The con-
tainers should be of noncombustible materials so far
as is practicable.

28- C ,0
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LAYOUT
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Figure 18OS. Layout.
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g d. Cartridge case resizing operations and other
operations on inert materials or components may be
located at intraline distance from explosives build-
ings in a line if the inert opntio's. serve only one
line. If the inert operations serve more than one
line they shall be located at inhabited building dis-
tance from the line buildings. A line is considered
to be the operations incident to one loading and
assembly building.

e. Small quantities of explosives may be detonated
in cubicles of an operating building, provided the
cubicle is capable of withstanding and confining
the effects of the explosion and personnel are properly
safeguarded. Normally a quantity of explosives
larger than one-half po -anQ should not be favorably
considered.

f. Laboratory supplies of explosives, not to exceed
15 pounds per cubicle, may be stored without regard

to the compatibility required by section 19; however,
the principle of separating high explosives, primary
explosives, and chemicals shal! be observed.

2804. LOADING AND ASSEMBLY BUILDING
a. The building or buildings used for the assembly

and loading of ammunition shall be designed and
constructed in accordance with established explosives
safety principles. Personnel and explosives or am-
munition shall be kept at the minimum consistent
with safe and efficient operations. Substantial
dividing walls shall be used to limit exposures and
to separate operations involving dissimilar hazards.
Explosives and personnel limits shall be posted for
each operatir .
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b. Extended storage of assembled rounds shall
not be permitted within the building. A service
magazine should be provided at intraline distance
from surrounding explosives operations if a tempo-
rary storage point is necessary.

2805. EXPLOSIVES OPERATING PRECAUTiONS
a. Primers. Precautions must be taken in the

design of equipment, transportation and operations
to protect the primer of rounds or components from
accidental impact or pressure. Where feasible, a
protecting cap should be placed over the primer.
Hand trucks and similar conveyances used for trans-
porting primed rounds or components must be free
from stones, protruding nails, and other projections
upon which the primer night be caustd to function.
Where cartridge cases and complete rounds are
transported on their bases, the container should be V
recessed at the point primers would otherwise make
contact.

b. Manual handling. When cartridges and pro.
jectiles larger than 60-mm are hand carried, they
shall be hundled one at a time.

c. Scrqp mater..'als. Scrap explosives materials and
items shall be segregated and handled as outlined in
paragraph 16 10.

d. Fuzed prcij,,cti!es shall not be handled by the
fuzes alone. A positive manner should be provided
to prevent dropping and accidental contact with
other objects.

e. Powder charges shall be transported in suitable
metal or fiber containers in order to prevent acci-
dental ignition from sparks or other sources.
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f. Operations on explosive loaded ammunition
components shall be performed only by compe-
tent trained personnel at approved locations.

g. No work, adjustment, or observation shall be
permitted on any piece while a round is in the firing
chamber, except to check and adjust azimuth and
elevation. In case of small arms, the bolt shall be
kept open at all times except when actually firing.
In no case shall it lanyard be attached until the piece
is ready to be fired and no one shall step over the
lanyard once it is attached. On weapons equipped
with safety locks, the lock may be released after
the lanyard has been attached.

h. Loaded shell, components, etc., must not be de-
livered to machine shops or other location (not

•�s pecifically approved for this work) for modifica-
tion without special approval.

2806. RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROOF TEST FIRING PRO-
GRAMS

Proof officers shall be responsible for the safe con-
duct of firing programs assigned to them for action.
This responsibility includes insuring that proper
protection is worn in the case of personnel exposed
to high noise levels, injurious pitch frequencies, ob-
jectionable reverberations, or other sound factors
which may injure hearing. These conditions may
exist when firing wtapons or when detonating ex-
plosives. Safety observers s It a I 1 be notified
p)romptly concerning changes in assignment of those
directly respow-ible for the conduct of any firing
")rogra m.
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2807. PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION FOR TEST HAZ-

ARDS

a. Every proposed program for proof test for
ammunition shall be examined by the proof offifcer
or other designated responsible official for all fore-
seeable hazards involved in the test. This must be
done with a knowledge of the construction and oper-
ation of all items, standard and nonstandard, to be
used. When a specific hazard can ba- foreseen, al-

ternate means for attaining the objectives of the test
shall be adopted where possible.

b. Inert loaded or minimum charge ammunition
instea i of HE shall be used in all cases where the
substitution will still yield the objftives of the test.
Paiticular efforts shall be made to use minimum haz-
ard ammunition in these instances:

(1) When protection cannot be provided for
assigned personnel firing ground or aircraft
guns.

(2) When testing fuzes for fuze action only.
(3) When making firing tests of fire-control

equipment of tanks and combat vehicles.
c. The fNloowing rufl.esa apply where tests are to be

conducted on temperature conditioned material:
(1) All tests involving temperature condition-

ing of material and explosives shall be prop-
erly scheduled. Adequate information
shall be furnished by the proof officer to
establish properly required danger zones for
each tylp of test. Explosive limits for
temperature conditioning rooms shall be
established by a designated person who has
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full knowledge of the intended activities
in the rooms during the tests.

(2) During tests, one member of the crew shall
serve as safety observer and shall be
stationed outside the lookout window at all
times when personnel are within the tem-
perature controlled room. He shall be on
the alert for personnel affected by the
temperature and for the various firing
signals.

(3) (Revised) Working time in temperatures
from 0* F. to -40' F. shall not exceed
I hour; and from -40* F. to -90* F., 30
minutes. A close check on the time shall
be maintained by the safety observer. At
temperatures below -400 F., breathing aids3shall be used, such as air line respirators
properly equipped to avoid fogging of the
eye piece. No person shall work alone in
temperatures below -10* F.

(4) All firings conducted from temperature con-
trolled facilities shall be on an azimuth
approved by designated competent au-
thority. No piece shall be fired in any
room unless the gun muzzle, even in recoil,
is located outside the port opening. De-
struction tests, excess pressure tests, and
tests of known unsafe classes of guns where
the possibility of breech frilures exists shall
be conducted with portable sandboxes
placed to the side of the breech and A plate
to the rear of the mount. S&.niVoxes shall
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be so placed as to form an effective opera- I
tional shield.

(5) All equipment employed in the temperature
conditioning of explosives shall be of ap-
proved type. The location of all such
equipment (including all hot and cold
boxes), not located in established buildings
when employed for storage of explosiies,
shall be in accordance with appropriate
quantity-distance requirements. The haz-
ards of each test should be recognized and
the required safety distance established.

(6) Exhausts shall be piped to the outside of the
building.

(7) Adequate protective clothing shall be worn
by all personnel who are required to enter
the temperature controlled room.

(8) Temperature conditioning equipment ltnd
rooms using heating mediums for condition-
ing operation should be provided with dual
automatic controls to regulate tempera-
tures and to shut off the heat source.

2108. RANGE CLEARANCES
a. General. A clearance shall be granted only by

the safety observer having jtiisdiction of the danger
area in which the operation is to be conducted. If
a proof test endangers two or more danger areas,
the safety observer of the area in which the piece is
located should obtain (ie necessary coordinatimn and
clearance from the other safety observers involved.
Each proof officer shall obtain a firing clearance from
the safety observer prior to conducting a proof test.
Having obtained the clearance, the proof offi-
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cer shall be responsible for safety at the firing point.
He should not be authorized to transfer the clear-
ance to any other person. In event the test is to be
assumed by another proof officer, the original clear-
ance should be canceled and the new proof officer
should renew the clearance prior to resumption of
firing. At the completion of any firing, the proof
officer shall notify the safety observer who shall
cancel the clearance.

b. Establishing danger zcne8. The safety ob-
server shall plot and determine th6 danger zone of
each test in accordance with the danger zone pre-
.scribed for tha. class of fire, using the subnitted
information concerning location of the gir, %zimuth
of fire, type of ammunition to be fired, expected
range to impact or burst, and any other pertinent
data furnished. To determine the range for a gi'en
program, the range-elevation curve applicable to the
deta submitted shall be used. When a curve is not
cvailaoie for a prescribed velocity of shell, the curve
for the next higher velocity and the shell giving the
longest range should be used. Frequently the danger
zone will extend to the side and rear of the piece and
adequate precautionary measures should be taken ac-
cordingly. Signs or flags other than those displayed
by the safety observec should be posted or displayed
at various locations throughout the reservation to
further define the danger zone. The proof officer
should be responsible for placing these warning signs
or flags, under the instructions of the safety observer.
The signs or flags, when posted or displayed, shall
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not be passed unless authority to do so has been given
by the safety observer. "

c. Firing ove' water. Where necessary, patrol

boats should be manned when firing tests involve
impacts and air bursts on or over -;;ater areas, to
assist in ascertaining the safety of the water areas.
Thc safety observer-i n-charge shall determine the
safety for firing after establishing the danger zone
of a particular test. Establishment of the danger
zone may require prior information from other safety
observers and patrol boats. Clearance must be ob-
tained from the safety observer befoi e any test which
will endanger water areas is undertaken. Before
granting a clearance, the safety observer-in-charge
shall check with all other safety observers and with
patrol boats assisting "n checking the safety of the
water area. Firings shall riot be permitted over
water unless the danger zone ha,- been determined
to be clear of personnel a~nd boats.

d. Entrarce clearances. The person in charge of a
working party entering a danger area shall obtain
L clearance from the safety observer immediately
before entering. The clearance should include the
nature and locstion of the work to be done, the name
of the person in charge of the party, the number in
the group, and the expected duration of stay in the
danger area. Each party must confine its adivities
to the area for which the clearance is granted and
to the prescribed routes to and from that area. The
pers,3n in charge of the party shall be responsible
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Sfor canceling clearances when his group leaves the
area.

2809. AMMUNITION AND EQUIPMENT AT
FIRING FRONTS

Quantity of ammunition or explosives delivered
to the firing poxition shall not exceed the amount
required to conduct the test efficiently and without
delay. All ammunition at the firing position must
be so located as to reduce the possibility of ignition,
explosion, or detonation in case of an accident at
the gun. The am-rrunition should be piled in a dry
location, free of combustible material, protected
from the rays of the sun by a tarpaulin or other
cover, with an air space between top cover and the
items to provide for ventilation, and should be
stired in a manner to prevent ignition from grass
fires. White phosphorous shell must be piled well
aw:-y from personnel. If it should be necessary to
leave any live amm.nition at a firing position over-
night, the vicinity shall be appropriately marked by
signs. AU ammunition so stored should be unfuzed.
No firings shall he conducted which will endanger,
either by fragments or blast, any equipment such as
cranes, shovels, locomotives, trucks, etc., which
might be parked in the vicinity of firing fionts. It
shall be the responsibility of the proof officer to take
the necessary action to protect, by location or dis-
tance, equipment and personnel that might be en-
dAangered by the firing under his control.
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2810. SAFETY SIGNALS i
Stadardized signals shall be used to warn per-

sonnel of firing in the area. For the sake of uni-
formity, the following signals should be used. All
proof officers or directors must be throughly familiar
with the various signals.

a. Firing &ignal. The signal to fire shall be given
by the proof officer. It should be given with a
whistle by sounding two distinct blasts with a two-
second interval between blasts. The first blast
should be considered a warning signal and the sec-
ond the signal of execution. During the interval
between the two blasts the proof officer shall check
for the safety of personnel at the firing point and so
far as is possible; down the range. In the event the
signal is not completed for some reason, the entire
signal must be repeated. Bursts of fire from auto-
matic weapons, except as indicated immediately
below, should be preceded by two blasts of a whistle
prior to each firing. The firing of small arms con-
ducted as a prearranged program may be accomp-
lished without sounding a signal. Safeguards shall
be provided to assure that all indoor ranges are clear
of personnel before firing is begun, and that on one
can gain access to the range while the weapons are
being fired. Remote control of firing is preferred
for all firing and is required where chamber pressures
of the order of 115 percent or greater of maximum
rated pressure are expected. Toxic and fioise haz-
ards shall be adequately qafeguarded.
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B
b. Flag signal. During daylight (unless other

means such as lighiOi have been employed), warning
flags should be displayed as follows:

Red-firing with inert projectiles.
Yellow-firing with high explosives.
Black-firing against armor plate.

Flags should be flown in combination when necessary
to designate clearly the firing being accomplished.
For example, a black flag and a yellow flag should be
flown when high explosive projectiles are being fired
against armor plate. When a flag is lowered, all
firing shall cease and shall be resumed only when the
flag is raised and an all-clear signal is given.

c. Light signals. During hours of darkness, a
flashing red light should be used to indicate thatS night firing is being done or is planned in that danger
area. A steady red light should be used as a warning
to aircraft.

d. Sound signals. Some system of sound signals
should be instituted to enable the safety observer to
control firings. Sirens have been used successfully
with the following code:

(1) One long blast to indicate cease firing at
once. The flag should be lowered at the
same time.

(2) One long and one short blast to indicate all
clear and that firing may be resumed.

(3) % -rt blasts with a definite time interval
b-., een blasts to mean that dangerous
firing is to take place within three minutes
and all personnel must take cover.
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2811. TESTING FACILITIES
No tests shad Se conducted unless safe testing

facilities are available. The proof officer shall deter-
mine the adequacy of available facilities and the need
for additional safeguards prior to beginning tests.

a. Maximum use shall be made cf mechanical
devices to replace manual manipulation.

b. Guns operated by remote control shall be
equipped with devices by which operations can be
halted at will upon noticing a hazardous condition.
These devices shall be independent of those regularly
used for controls so that the operation can be stopped
if the regular control should fail.

2812. RANGE PARTIES
A range party shall consist of at least two persons,

and no firings shall be performed on any recovery

field or impact area with less than two present at the
location. The person in charge of the party shall be
responsible for the safety of the party. He shall not
permit any personnel to remain outsiV- the bomb-
proof until after the first round of a series of inert
projectiles is fired and the location of impact is
known to be safe. He shall permit no personnel to
remain outside the bombpr,.- din h- -

firing and the bombproof door shall be kept closed.
He shall maintain constant communication with the
firing point or the safety observer during the firing
program and he shall not give approval to fire until
all safety precautions have been fulfilled.
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2813. HALTING HAZARDOUS PROGRAMS
The proof officer shall be on the alert to detect any .

evidence of malfuiictions which may create a hazard
to personnel or equipment. He shall be required to
stop any program when a hazardous condition ap-
pears. He should take precautions against possible
errors in assembly or preparation of materiel and
ammunition. Examples of the points to be checked
are-

a. Adequate filling of recoil mechanisms.
b. Safe function of the firing mechanism. Firing

mechanisms must be tested prior to use particularly
in the case of electric firing mechanisms to insure
that mere insertion of the round or closing of the
breech will not result in firing.

c. Absence of obstructions in the bore.B d. Correct selection and assembly of fuzes.
The proof director shall take all normal precau-

tions ,.o see that aircraft flying in the vicinity are not
endangered.

2814. TEST FIRING RECOILLESS WEAPONS AND
AMMUNITION

a. General. All personnel shall be adequaely
protected from both breech blast and possible pre-
mature or malfunction of the round. In order to
afford protection against flying raissiles in open range
firing as a result of the blast, breech bla1t danger
areas ahali extend to the rear of the weapon, 100
yards for all calibers up to and including 75mm and
150 yards for larger calibers. When effective barri-
cades are used to confine the blast effect, the danger
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zone may be reduced. The distance and type of
protection shall be such that safety of personnel is
assured. Weapons mounted for vehicular firirg
should be given special consideration for protection
of the loader and other members of the crew. De-
flector plates or shields have been found suitable for
such carriages or mountings.

b. Sajety suitches. If the rifle is equipped with a
safety switch, it shall be in the safe position while
the weapon is being loaded, and shall not be ad-
vanced to the firing position until the breechblock
is closed and all preparations for firing are completed.

c. Multiple firing. Rippie firing should be con-
ducted for programs requiring multiple firing, due
to the rear blast possibly obscuring a misfire. When
salvo firing must be done, at least, two mninutes Pha!!
be allowed to pass after a one-volley salvo before
opening any breechblock. When several salvos are
to be fired, a designated crewman shall be responsible
for observing whether or niot his piece has fired. If
a rifle has not fired or if there is doubt as to whether
it has fired, the breechblock shall not be opened
unless the provisions covering misfires are followed,
and the rifle should be eliminated from the salvo
program.

d. Special precaution.. Unburned propellant
from test firing of recoilless weapons shall not be
allowed to accuru.iate 'i the surrounding area.
Decontamination by means of controlled flaching is
permissible if other explosives, flammable. and
combustible material are at least 100 feet away
from the outermost edge of the contaminated area
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and an approved SOP is in effect and readily
available to the cleanup crew.

2815. VERTICAL FIRING

a. Vertical firing or firing in the immediate
vicinity of 900 elevation shall be conducted only
in an isolated area that will safely accommodate
the maximum dispersion expected under the con-
ditions. For calibers up to and including the
57-mm gun, this area shall have at least 1,000
yards radius from the gun. Such firing should
not be conducted on days when excessive wind
velocities prevail, particularly when winds exceed
50 miles per hour. No gun above 57-mm shall be

t fired without previous wind .a, and a coi-re-
sponding increase in the danger zone. Where
the impact cannot be determined when firing
with an elevation that would ordinarily give safe
impacts, the firing shall be suspended until wind
data are obtained.

b. The gun should be located on the upwind
side of the pre-,ailing winds for the particular
ordinate and particular season with respect to
the selected impact area, and shall have been
previously set with minimum cant. The gun
shall be sighted on the center of the impact area
and elevated in the vicinity of 900.

c. Vertical firing of high explosives filled pro-
jectiles may be performed only if initiating com-

Sponrnts of the projectiles are inert and provided
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the danger zone is increased to accommodate
fragmentation in event of detonation of the pro-
jectile. Projectiles containing small -: arges of
black powder (amounts, not to exceed 4 ounces,
that will not produce fragmentation of the pro.
jectiles) and live initiating components may be
fired vertically.

d. The gun crew and observers shall be located
in bombproofs which are adequate to withstand
penetration of the particular caliber to be fired.

2816. FIRING OVER HEADS OF PERSONNEL

No firing over the heads of personnel shall be
permitted unless the personnel are under ade-
quate cover.

2817. TESTS FOR SPECIFIC ITEMS

a. Hand grenadcs. Live hand grenades shall be
tested only with a mechanical grenade thrower
or si, ceially designed and approved apparatus or
facilities. All personnel shall be under cover
during the test.

b. Rifle grenades. Live rifle grenades shall be
tested only with the rifle secured in a rest and
with all personnel under cover.

c. Chemical ammunition. In testing projectiles,
bombs, and grenades filled with poisonous gases,
the firing and observation personnel and other
personnel likely to be endangered must be
equipped with gas masks and other necessary pro-
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tective equipment. Proof officers must take into
consideration the direction and velocity of the
wind to prevent the liberated gases from en-
dangering nearby localities.

d. Land mines. No tank or vehicle shall be
driven across a live, high-explosive land mine,
even though auxiliary devices to function these
mines are employed. In all cases the tank or
vehicle shall be towed over the mine by another
vehicle and no personnel shall be permitted in
the towed tank or vehicle. A sufficient distance
shall be provided between the two vehicles to
prevent injury to personnel in the towing vehicle.
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s. Artiperonnel mine. This ammunition shall be
fired by means of wires, sash cords, or some other
type of cords having negligible stretch. The wireu
or cords should be encased in a permanent or semi-
permax~ent conduit from the mine to a firing barri-
cade. The mine shall be stcured in a fixture so that
the mine barrel connot be tipped from the vertical
position either by pulling the wires or cords or by
the recoil of the mine base. The wires or cords
shall not be attached to the mine until the latter is
in the fixture. Separate cords shall be used to pull
the firing pin safety pin, the release pin safety pin,
and the release pin. The cords shall be atttached to
the mine the last thing before leaving the mine.
The ends of the cords at the barricade shall be lockedS in position while the operator is attaching the cords
to the mine and shall be unlocked only by the same
operator after his return to the barricade or bomb-
proof. A special clamp and cable should be attached
to the firing device. when the mine is set to permit
breaking oft the f£rlzg device in event of failure of
the mine to eject Its projectile. The clamp sh&ll be
oprated from the barricade or bombproof. After
waiting 30 minutes, the unarmed mine may be
remove, and destroyed.
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2818. COOK-OFF
a. In tests involving a high rate of fire, particu-

larly with machine guns and antiaircraft guns, auto-
matic function or "cook-off" of a round left in the
hot gun for a period of time is possible. The possi-
bility of cook-off depends largely upon the rate of
heat dissipation of the gun, and factors such as high
air temperature, low wind velocity, low elevation of
the gun, confinement of the gun will increase the
possibility of cook-off. To prevent cook-off, the
barrel of the empty gun should be periodically cooled
with water during the test; or if the use of water is
prevented for some reason, the empty and opened
gun should be aircooled. In case a round is retained
or remains in a hot gun with the breech closed, all
personnel in the vicinity shall remain under ade-
quate cover either until sufficient time has elapsed
to assure that a cook-off will not occur or unless
some means of water cooling the gun by remote
control is availe.ble. If a round jams and the
breech fails to close, personnel in the danger -one
shall be placed under adequate cover immediately
and the gun cooled. The following table shall b.
followed to assure adequate cooling of the piece:
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Water-cooling 5 minutes
Air-cooling, machine gis -------- 1.5 minutes
Air-cooling, other guns --------- 30 minutes

b. When the possibility of a cook-off exists, the
danger zone for personnel in the vicinity of the gun
when firing explosive ammunition shall

Machine guns ------------ 200 yards radiuO
Guns up to and including 75-mm-- -400 yards

radius
Guns over 75-mm. to 105-mm_. 600 yards radius
Guns over 105-mm --------- 800 yards radius

When inert ammunition is used, the radii given above
may be halved. When effective barricades are used
to confine blast effect the danger zone may be reduced.
The distance and type of protection shall be such that
safety of personnel is assured. In all cases of possible
cook-off, the danger zone down range shall be main-
tained as for actual firing until the danger has passed.

2819. PREMATURE BURSTS

The proof officer shall notify the safety observer
immediately of a premature burst. The safety ob-
server shall either suspend the proof test or increase
the lateral limits of the danger zone in accordance
with prescribed safety distances prior to allowing
the test to continue. The increased lateral limits
shall be ma~ntained until the particular test is
completed.
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2820. MISFIRES

a. General precautionA. While waiting after a

misfire, all persons shall stand clear of the breech in
case the round functions and the piece recoils. At
the same time, all electrical connections which can
cause firing of the gun shall be disconnected. The
appropriate danger zone for the actual firing shall
be maintained during the waiting period when a
cook-off is expected. After the round has been re-
moved, it shalh be immediately placed where subse-
quent detonation will not cause injury or damage.
In the case of ni,;fires involving small caliber rockets
and small arms ammunition, the rounds should nor-
mally be placed in water immediately, unless subse-
quent analyses and investigations preclude such prac- 3
tice. Before resuming fire after a misfire, the firing
pin and mechanism shall be checked for proper func-
tioning and the barrel of the gun shall be examined
to ssijre *+hat it is clear.

b. Saluting amminition. After misfires, the
breechblock shall not. be opened within 10 minutes
after the last attempt to fire.

r. Other piecesi. The handling of misfires for
weaolms is covered iii the following figures.
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MIS9US OF MAO4II SUM, fflnt, MITOL AMS OnW AUTOMAT1C5

MACHINE GNS.- IRIFLES. PISTOLS.
AND OTMER AUTOMATICS

bf PIZCE CAN BE
RECrXKED WITHOU1 RECO'CKED WITHOUT

OPENINIG SOLT OPENIbNG ILT

LM*EDIATELY'
AAAKE 3 ATTEMPTS

TO FIRE (2 )

IF PIECE STILL

DOES NOT FIRE

WAIT 15 36ECONI FROM TIME OF MISFIRE

THEN ATTEMPT TO REMOVE CARTRIDGE

St IF F36 " IF IMPOSSIBLE OR ON4E MIN-
U3TE FROM TIME OF MISFIRE

COOL OUTSIDE O

SAIRRE WITH WATER

AtMI VE CARTRICGE IN
ACCOIDANCE WITH TAKE
OF IMMEDIATE ACTION
FOR EACH PIECE DESIGNATED
IN FM'S 23-S THRU 23-65

LIPLAC2CARTUI00N IN SAFE POSITION

(1) FOS MW~IRN OF MACHINE CU4" WHERE IN No POSSIBILTy OF AUTOMATIC
FUCTION C2 COOK-Off EXISTS OSff PAR. 21018) FOR MISPIRE OfMAHN

wo UMlNE I P UKS COOK-Off M)NDI4193PS SEE FIGURE! 26200.

(l1) TO AVOID INJURY. 0N CASM OF HANOFIIN. HOLD THE HAND SO T14T NO
PART CO T101 PALM 06 WRIST CAN K STRUCK BY THE OPERATING SUDe IN
RAPID KAI MOVIEMNT

fhiywrc, ,-2A. Miasfre of mo/aine gunu, ri.•te, pistols, and

other automatic#.
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MiSFRE OF AUTOMATIC GUNS 20MM AND OVER('

AUTOMATIC GUNS 20MM AND OVER

GUN CAN BE RECOCKED GUN CANNOT BE RECOCKED
WITHOUT OPENING BREEH WITHOUT OPENING BREECH

LMMEDIATELY MAKE MAKE NO OTHER

ATTEMPTS TO FIRE ATTEMPT TO FIRE

ROUND FIRES

ROUND DOES NOT
1RUE

ATTEMPT TO REMOVE ROUND AFTER 30
SECOND WAIT FROM TIME OF MISFIRE

ROUND CANNOT BE REMOVED OR 45 SECONDS I
K_ HAVE ELAPSED FROM TIME OF MISFIRE

I COOL OUTSIDE OF
BARREL WITH WATER

[~~,VE OUND (2'

"PLCE ROUND IN SAFE"C

(I) WHERElIN NO POSIBILITY OF AUTOMATIC FUNCTION Olt COOK-OFF EXISTS
(SEE PAR. 2611). FOR MISFIRE UNDER POSSIBLE COOK.OFF CONDITIONS
3EE FIG. 21200.

%) IN EVENT ROUND SEPAIRATES FOLLOW PROCEDURES SHOWN IN FIG. 2120C.
NOTEt THE SAFFST TIME TO REMOVt A MISFIRED ROUND OF FIXED AMMUNI-
TION IS ,ETWEEN 30 AND 45 SECOND&/WI!EI IT S OCCURRENCE.?yia.ure 282OB. Misire of Automatic Gunks 20-mm and O'rr.
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MUSMU OF HXU Olt &M 0 ANMUIlTONW

FIXED O1 S.MIFIXED AMMUNITION

UN ANNOT BE RECOCKED

WITHOUT OPENING BREECH WITHOUT OPENING BREECH

uItEDIATELY MAKE MAKE NO FURTHER
3 ATTEMPTS TO FIRE ATTEMPT TO FIRl

ROUND FIRES

PLACOUND OOES NOT FIRE_

ATTEMPT TO REMOVEE TROUND AFTER 30 SECOND
WA:T_ FROM TIME OF• M!SFIR9

IF IMPOSSIBL E OROUNDi f POSIE IHAS BECOME SEPARATED
t FROM CASE

SAFE PLACE MAKE FURTHER (1)
ATTEMPTS TO FIRE OUT

[ IF 5TItL IM PO e.-€'1BLE 0R

43 SECONDS HAVE ELAPSED

AFTER TIME OF ME.IRE
t

COOL OUTSIDE Of
BARREL WITH WATER

(II THIS OPERATION MAY BE TRIED ANY A
NUMBER Of TIMES AFTER INITIAL COOLING OF

THE BARREL WITH 'MATER. IN ALL CAES. IT IS RiMov( ROUND ly
SETTER TO FIRE OUT THE PROJECTILE SAAMIIN FROM MUZILI

RATHER THAN RESORT TO RAMMING. IN ACCOROANC( wITH

MAKE CERTAIN THAT ALL LOOSE POWDER APPROPAPATI FAA SfOR THE W(A"F O

IN THE BREECH IS REMOVED BEFORE INvOLVIO
PREPARING TO FIRE,

NOTE: THE SAFEST TIME TO RFPAOV.
A MISFIRED ROUND Of FIXED AMMU-
NiTION IS BETWEEN 30 AND ,S [ PLACE PROJECTILE
SECONDS AFTER IT S OCCURRENCE. IN SAFE PLACE

b'igurc 2820C. ,i[isflrc of 1,ixcd or" Scnifi.red Amrnmuritioa.
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MISFIRE UNOE POSSII&I COOK-Off CONT)ONIS

mIASFIRE UNM POSSIBLE COOK-0F CONDITIONS

,ROUND RETAINED IN ROUND JAMS, BREECH DOES NOT
GUN AND BREECH CLOSE, OR ROUND RETAINED IN
COMPLETELY CLOSED GUN WHERErREECH CLOSURE CAN-Ii I IINOT BE INSTANTLY ASCERTAINED

COOL OUTSIDE OFPk ALL PR SONNElWTHINFOLOWIN

BARREL AND BREECH DANGER ZONE UNDER ADEQUATE COVER:
WITH WATER FOR 5DAGRZNUNE EO T CV:

MINUTES. €2' GUNS INERT H.E.
MACHINE GUNS 100 YDS. 200 YDS

tLUP TO & INCLUDING 75MM 200 YDS. 400 YDS OVER 75/A.,M TO&

FOLLOW PROCEDURE INCL 135MM 300 YDS. 600 YDS
FOR RESPECTIVE OVER 105MM 400 YDS. 800 YDS

ORDINARY MtIFIREIR

"AtRCOOL MACHINE GUN FORO
15 MINUTES.)

AIRCOOL ALL OTHDCR GUNSC
FOR 30 MINUTES

FOLLOW' PROCEDURE FOR
RESPECTIVE ORDINARY

MISFIRE,

(1) FOR MLACWINt GUNS, ANTLAWICRAlt GU, •,ON OTHER GUNS FIRtC. AT
41GH RATES OF FIRE FOiR EXTENDED PERII0%, , OF TIME (SEE FARA-
GOLP H ?611).

(2) *4 TE'STS WHIEREIN WATER CANP40IT BE A"PPLtIED, THE DANGER ZONE AS
DEFINED iN RIGMT COLUMN WILL APPLY.

Figure 2821D. Misire Urnder Possible Cook-Off Condition.
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MISFIRE OF FIXED FIRING PIN TYPE OR LEVER TYPE
(SET FOR DROP FIRE) MORTAR AMMUNITION

FIXED PIN TYPE OR LEVER TYPE (SET FOR
)PFR)MORTAR AMMUNITIC,...

TUBE TWICE WHILE STANDING

CLEAR OF MUZZLE

ROUND FIRES ROUNDDOES NOT FIRE 1

FTUEIS HOT FROM PREVIOUS FIRINGS,
COOL OUTSIDE WITH WATrJ

WAIT 10 MINUTES FROMTIMECOF MI"R5]

I UNLOAD FROM REAR OF MOUNT AS FOLLOWS:
(1) RELEASE TUBE FROM BASE PLATE
(2) LIFT BASE OF TUBE UNTL ROUND SLIDES

SOCWLY TOWARD THE MUZZLE. (DO NOT AGAIN
LCOWER THE BASE BELOW A HORIZONTAL
POS-TION UNTIL THE POUND HAS BEEN REMOVED).

(3) WITH THUMBS OF EACH HAND OVER THE MUZZLF.
STOP ROUND AS -HE POINT OF THE VUZE 3EACHES
THE MUZZLE.

(4) IF SETBACK PIN HAS RELEASED SAFETY PIN ANV
SAFETY PIN IS RIDING BORE OF TUBE DEPRESS
SAFETY PIN AND TAKE POSITIVE ACTION (i.e.. RE.
INSERT SAFETY WIRE IF POSSIBLE. TAPE
SAFETY PIN DOWN, ETC.) TO ASSU:E THAT
IT WILL REMAIN DEPRESSED.

(5) REMOVE ROUND.

II
I SOREROJND IN A SAFE PLACE

Figure 28208. Misa4re of Fixed Pring Pin-Type or Lever-
Type (set for Drop Fire) Mortar Ammunition.
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MISFIRE OF LEVER (TRIOGER) FIRED M.OTAR AMMUIION

LEVER (TRIGGER) FIRED MORTAR AMMUNITION

SIMMEDIATELY MAKES 3 ATTEMPTS TO FIRE

L ROUND FIRES ! -ROUND DOES NOT F

WAIT 10 MINUTES FROM TIME OF MiSFIRE
f

COOL OUTSIDE WITH WATER

UNLOAD FROM REAR OF MOUNT AS FOLLOW&
(1) RELEASE TUBE FROM bASE PLATE
(2) LIFT BASE OF MORTAR UNTIL ROUND SLIDES

SLOWLY TOWARD THE MUZZLE (DO NOT
AGAIN LOWER THE EASE BELOW A HORI-

ZONTAL POSITION UNTIL THE ROUND HAS
BEEN REMOVED).

(3) WITH THUMBS OF EACH HAND OVER THE
MUZZLE, STOP ROUND AS THE POINT OF
THE FUZE REACHES THE MUZZLE.

(4) IF SETBACK PIN HAS RELEASED SAFETY
PIN AND SAFETY PIN IS RIDING BORE OF
TUBE, DEPRESS SAFETY PIN AND TAKE
POSITIVE AC; iON (i.e.,RE-INSERT
SAFETY WIRE IF POSSIBLE, TAPE
SAFETY PIN DOWN, ETC) TO ASSURE
THAT IT WILL REMAIN DEPRESSED.

(S) REMOVE ROUND.L 7
STORE ROUND IN A SAFE PLACE

Figure �820F. Miafire of Lever (Trigger) Fired Mortar
Ammunition.
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2821. COVER
a. General. During proof tests involvirg explo-

sives, all materiel shall be located in a substantial
emplacement, cr forward of a screen or parapet,
with adequate cover for all operating personnel
within the danger zone. On tests where there is a
possibility of fragmentation, the proof officer shall
require all personnel within the danger zone to take
cover. The person charged with the duty of attach-
ing the lanyard, however, shall be the la&st to leave
the emplacement or stockade, and no firing shall be
attempted until he has informed the proof officer that
all personnel are clear of the stockade and screens.

b. Portable bombproofs. The following strujctures
used for the protection of personnel within the dangerS zones of firing bave been found satisfactory:

TOC Locafkm ane W41 M lI tAidI3AN

Portable reinforced At firing fronts whe.n i 2 inches.
concrete bomb- asngside or to rear
proof (open of gun and offset
back). from line of fire for

any clan of fire.
Armored railway At firing fronts when Armor plate.

mounts. alongside or rear of
gun and offset from
line of fire except
plate firing.

~) fi--
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T•Type Location and ute Wall thickneso

Portable boiler At firing fronts for 1u--inch steel
-iate bomb- inert, shrapnel, or pla e.
proof.* low explosive up to

and including 155-
mm and all small
arms ammunition.

Portable armor At firing fronts when 3-inch armor
plate barrier, to rear and offset plate.

from line of fire for

any classes except
high explosive or
plate firing.

Armor plate sheets. At firing fronts for Yz-inch armor
grenades, primer plate.
detonators, and
ground troop
signAls.

"This type may bc used for fire ob-ervotlon In. the field provided the bomb.

proof Is offli¶t from the line of fAre depending upon the caliber of guns used, and
ih amrdev.c with the recquirenients of the following:

c. Portabl bombproofr for fire observation. All
portable bombproofs used for fire observations
should be offset from the line of fire and located on
the gun side of impactr-a line perpendicular to the
line of fire and passing through the impact being the
dividing line between gun side and down range side
of impact. When the impact results in fragmenta-
tion, the bombproof sbould be located in the gun
side area on either side of the line of fire, located
more than 100 from impact on the dividing line and
more than 15' from impact. on the line of fire (fig.
2821). After being properly located as described in
figure 2821, the bombproof should be so oriented
with respect to the impact that no wall surface is
presented to fragmentation at an angle greater than
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WMIPSPOOFS FOR PIE OISEI VATION

tI

DOWN RANGE __ DIVIDING LINE

GUN SID•SACT10 DEG

I AREA IN WHICH

BOMBPROOF• MAY
I lBE LOC#A (ED*

(EITHER SIDE OF

LINE Of FIRE

'S" pIfragreph 292Ib

Figure 5811. Portable bombproofs for fire observation.
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600. This can usually be done by centering one
intersection of the walls of the bombproof in the cwe
of a square or U type, or pointing the apex of the
bombnroof in the case of a pointed V type toward
the impact. Under no circumstances shall the
bombproof be oriented to expose the rear to gunfire
and fragmentation. Observations from bombprcofs
shall be indirect--by mirrors, periscopes, or other
suitable devices.

2822. DEFLECTION AND ELEVATION
a. Deftecticn. When firings are to be conducted

and the azimuths of fire have not been established
or no Rang, and Deflection Chart is available, the
azimuth of the line of fire or deflection used must be
such as to place the first impact of a series at least
200 yards from the bombproof. No firing shall be
permitted unless the piece has been previously laid
by qualified competent personnel. The proof officer
shall be responsible for checking the deflection prior
to firing each round; and in rapid fire, he shall insure
that the gun will not drift in traverse. The proof
officer is responsible for determining and correcting
for any errors in the sighting system.

b. Elevation. The elevation shall be obtained from
past firings, records, firing tables or range-elevation
curves. The proof officer shall be responsiible for
checking the elevation prior to firing each round.

2823. PROOF FIRING INVCOLVING AIRCRAFT

a. Air course#. Each establishment at which
ýombs are dropped in proof tests shall establish safe
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bombing areas, and these courses must be followed
as closely as possible.

b. Clearance. Before the start of any aircraft
flight that will enter danger areas, the proof officer
shall obtain clearance from the appropriate safety
observer. In obtaining the clearance, the proof offi-
cer should describe complete.y the item to be tested,
speed, and altitude, the expected point of impact,
and the course number to be followed by the air-
plane. When ground observers are used, no bombs
shall be dropped until an additional clearance is
obtained for the airpiane from the ground observers
by prearranged signal. Proof tests shall not be
cleared unless it can be assured that the ammunition
viii fall within the selected danger areas nor shallS tests be cleared if there is any doubt concerning the
visibility of the target.

c. Bombing. Airplanes loaded with bombs shall
not fly over private property, buildings, or assem-
blages of persons unless bomb racks are locked,
bomb bay doors closed, and all release mechanisms
are in the "off" position. The dropping of bombs
must be carefully controlled to assure bombs will fall
within the prescribed danger zone and without injury
to personnel who may be required as observers in the
area. The use of a bomb sight or an equally positive
aignaling device controlled from the ground is recom-
mended for all bombing.

(1) VT..Fuzed bomb&. For tests in which VT-
fuzed bombs are dropped from aircraft, an
arming delay or similar device should be
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used as an extra safety device when the
objectives of the test permit. The altitude

4,• from which the bombing is conducted shall
be increased sufficiently to permit proper
functioning of the arming delay.

(2) Hung bomb. In case of a hung bomb, the
pilot shall immediately notify the safety
observer and endeavor to release the bomb
in a safe place designated by the safety
observer who shall give the necessary warn-
ings. If the bomb cannot be released and.
if, in the opinion o! the pilot, it. is neces-
sary to land on the air base, the pilot shall
obtain the necessary clearance to land.
Prior to perrnitting the landing, the field
shall be cleared and all emergency unite
shall be informed to be at their stations.

d. Rocket firing. All rocket fil ing conducted from
an airplane shall be with only practice loaded non-
fragmenting heads; inert loaded or high-explosive
loaded rockets of accepted type and caliber fitted
with inert fuzes or inert boosters, Firing of HE
ammunition with live fuzes and live boosters shall
6e done only when accepted components are used,
and then only with the approval of competent
authority at post level.

e. Airplane commanders. Only fully qualified per-
sonnel who are thoroughly familiar with established
range regulations shall be permitted to drop bombs
or fire projectiles from aircraft. The commander
or pilot should be responsible for instructing all
personnel assigned to, engaged in, or observing bomb-
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Sing mission tests from aircraft concerning the stand-
"ard reguiatioxis of the USAF regarding emergency
exit procedures from aircraft.

2824. MARKING DUDS AND RECOVERABLE
AMMUNITION

a. When a test program requiring the use of pro-
jectiles or bombs containing high explosives, or
armed with live fuzez or live boosters, is fired for
impact on, or burst over a recovary field, observers
shall be stationed in a protected place to note and
locate the impacts and duds and to observe the
functioning of each round. Stakes bearing flags
should be used to designate the location of ammu-
nition duds or ammunition fired for recovery. The
flags used to designate the location of ammunitionS to be recovered should be---

(1) Red flag for inert projectiles.
(2) Yellow flag for HE shell, bomb, or live fuze

or combination of these.
(3) White flag for undetermined loading.

b. Before ie.ving any recovery field and impact
area, the observers and the foreman in charge of
cleaning the fields should mark the location of the
fired ammunition and duds with the appropriate
flag or device. If the locations cannot be marked,
then the field shall be appropriately posted with
warning signs and entry shall be restricted.

2825. CLEANING OF RANGES
Observation ields shall be "policed" for live

ammunition as soon as practicable after each test
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but in no case shall this interval exceed 3 weeks.
Ammunition collected as a result of these policing
operations shall be disposed of ar follows:

a. Slugs shall be collected and placed in a desig-
nated and safe location and the stack identified.

b. Sand-loaded ammunition with inert fuzes shall
be collected in a separate stack in a designated and
safe location and the stack identified.

c. Ammunition containing high explosives with
live fuzes, and all duds shall be detonated in place by
properly trained personnel.

d. Live fuzes in sand-loaded projectiles shall be
destroyed in place by properly trained personnel and
the projectiles placed in an identified stack at a
designated and safe location.

e. Projectiles containing high explosives with
dummy fuzes shiOl be det .nated in small piles.

All persons, except certain authorized indi-
viduals, shall be prohibited at all times from touching
or disturbing in any manner, dud ammunition
wherever found. Unfazed or inert fWzed live ammu-
nition or ammunition components which have failed
to function during test will not be revovered unless
It has been determined by competent local authority
that recovery will be necessary for pu of
examination. Live ammuntion with live fuzes,
which have failed to function during test, will not
be recovered without prior authorizatlon from the
Chief of Ordnance. Recovery of dud or malfunc-
tioned Items must be accomplished only by qual~ed
personnel. Test programs must be planned so as
to utilize Inert components insofar as practicable to
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W facilitate safe recovery, if necemaq. Transportation
4• of such Items will be in accordance with paragraph

2001.

S2826. DISASSEMBLY AND DESTRUCTION OF AM-
MUNITION

The disassembly of ammunition fired for recovery
shall be accomplished in accordance with the princi-
pies set forth in section 27.
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SECTION 29

CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

2901. TYPES OF CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

The term "chemical munitions" is used to designate
a variety of forms of artillery shell, mortar shell,
spray tanks, airplane bombs, grenades, candles,
rockets, and containers of chemical agents which are
not high explosives or shrapnel. Chemical muni-
tions are filled with war gases, smnokes, or incendi-
aries.

W :2902. GROUPING OF FILLINGS

For the purpose of storage, chemical munitions are
divided into four groups according to the nature of
the fillings. The groups, together with fillings and
markings, are listed in table 2902. Not all of the
fillings listed in the tabulation are currently used,
but they may be encountered. The odors of the vari-
ous chemical agents are described in paragraphs
which deal with the specific agents in each group.
Since odors are not always easily detected and since
some war gases are almost odorless, the latest vesicant

detector paints, detector paper, detector crayon and
the chemical agent detector kit should be used as
described in TM 3-290 for detenmining the presence
of war gases.
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• ~Table .0900. Milings and Markinga of Che•mica Munigions inT l 9 S 'orag. Groups A-D

Group A (Blister Gaus)-CbeamlMl Aputs, hquirng Ccmplete Protective
• Colthwn Pitt OW Masks.

Markings
': symbol

(IPresent Old

H Mustard .. T.... H GAB and 2 bands (an HS--A8 ande
Mutrd (... in green) I bands.

RD Mustard (dii led)... D GAS and 2 bands Now.
(all in green).

HT Mstard (T-msi- HT GAS and 2 bands None.
turn). (&ll in green.)

0L Lawisite ---- . L OGAS and 2 ends (ahl Nov&
In green).

S CN- I Nltrogen mustard.... HN-. GAS and 2 bands None.
"(all in green).

" ~Group B (Toxic anod 8moke)--Chemleai Agents Requiring Ons Masks

AC0 Pdouing ........... CG OAS and I b•nd 2whitNo ne. ls

(all in green,).
OK Cwnol d ........... Cl GAS and I band CGNond.(a I n g•nrow) I
AC H ydroeyanie redd.. AC GAS and I band Non&

I !(al in green).,
OK Canm chldd..[ CI: GAS atnd I band ICC..Oa and I

(all in "n). band (all in
green).

ON CLioraoetophb. CN GAS and I bend CN (in red)orCN
none., (al lIn red). and 2 red bends.

CNS Tear gas solution.... CN8 GAS and 1 beand None.
(all lu red).

CNB Touigassolution.-" CNB OAa and I band None.

PA Chioreplela- ........ PS GAS aud 2 bands I red and I whit
(all In green). bend.

DM Adamult- ----- DM OAS and 1 band DM TOXIC.
(all in red).

DA Dtpbmaykhkirearne. Di. " An 1 |bnd Iwhitebend.
(all tn red).

See footnotes at end of table.
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Tabe 1902. Fillings and Markirigwoj Chemical Munitiona if,
Storage Groups A- - ontinued

Group B (Toxic and smoke)-Chemial Agents Requiring Gas Mesks-Con.

l MarkingsS.... ~Cml C Nm -

Present Old

F8 Sulfur trioxide-chk- F8 SMOKE and I band None.
rmnufonlc acid (all in yellow).

FM Titanum tetachlo- FM SMOKE and I 2 yellow bands.
ride. bond (all in yellow). I

Grouvp C-Spontaneously Flammable Chemical Agents

WP White pboephorus--- WPSMOKEandlband lyellowband.
:I (all in yellow).

PWP White phosphorus PWP SMOKE and 1 None.
(plasticized). band (all in yellow).

Group D-Incand/ary and Readily Flammable Chemical Agents

S IM Incendiry oil ....... IM INCENDIARY'and None.
1 bond (*0 In purple).

N2 Incendiary oil ....... NP INCENDIARY mAd None.
I band (all in purple).

PTI Incendiarymizture. PTI INCENDIARY None.
and 1 band (a&U in
purple',.

"T1 Thermite- I .......... TH INCENDIARY and Thermito.
I band (all In purple).

HC Hexachloroethane HCSMOKEsadlband None.
burning mixture. (aU in yellow).

CN Buring mixture of CN GAS and 1 band None.
CN.3 (all In yellow).

ON-DM Burninginilxtures of CN-DM GAS ana I None.
ON & DM.2 bad (all In red).

. . B~trmnng mixti'ee, Smoke (name of oolor)
colored, and 1 band (all in

yeUow).

'Prior marking was 3 red hands.
OCN and DM as listed in group B refer to thee chemiJal in bulk or as chemical

AIln In shel only. When m'sed with solid propellant. tboe ae considered in
group D.

I Incsndiary bombs marked TH have a magnesium cam and TH Alltng. Some

bombs may cotain Tharmits which consts of Tharmite, Barium Nitrate,
Sulfur, and lubriasaftn oil.
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2903. STORAGE REGULATIONS

a. The general rules for storage set forth in sec-
tion 18, 'with the additions st ited below, shall be
followed, Detailed information covering chemical
munitions is found in the following publications:
TM 3-250, TM 9-1900, TB CW 4, TB CW 22, TB
CW 26, TB CW 29S13, TB CW 31, and TB 3-300-
11818.

b. Above-ground-type magszines in which toxic
chemical munitions are stored should be located from
all types of magazines in which high explosives are
stored by inhabited building distance. All types of
magazines containing toxic chemical munitions
should be so located from inhabited, operating, ilert,
and other storage areas to provide protection from
the effects of toxic chemical agents.

c. Whenever possible, each kind of chemical muni-
tions should be stored separately, however, unless
prohibited as indicated below, chemical munitions
of the same group may be stored together, Gas-
filld munitions of two or more groups of fillings
should not be stored together, except upon specific
approval of the head of the Technical Service hav-
ing storage responsibility.

d. Chemical munitions shall be handled carefully.
They should not be dropped or jarred. The same
equipment used for handling high explosive filled
shell wmry be used for handling chemical munitions.

e. When it is necessary to store -hemical munitions
outdoors they should be covered with tarpaulins to
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protect them from the direct rays of the sun and
exposure to the elements except where the type of
container in itself is su--h as to afford reasonable pro-
tection. Munitions should be stacked to permit free
circulation of air. The edges of covering tarpaulins
should be supported in such a way that the free flow
of air under the tarpaulins is not prevented.

/. Representative samples of chemical munitions
should be in- pected at regular intervals, at least
every 6 months, to determine the state of condition
in storage. Based on the state and nature of dete-
rioration found, corrective measures should be
iD;tiated. Procedures for surveillance afe set forth
in )epartment of the Army Technical Instructions

* or opecial Reguiations dealing with specific "hem-
ical munitions. (Refer to approFriate Special Reg-
ulation for a listing of the latest publications.)
Magazines containing chemical munitions should be
inspected at least monthly and preferably semi-
monthly, to note any unuisuu, conditions.

2904. REPORT ON LEAKING AMMUNITION

a. Pei,, nnel shall be instructed to report imme-
diately to the person in charge of the magazines,
any chemical ammunition found to be damage6 or
leaking.

b. A report shall be made to the Chief of Ordnance
con all chemical munitions found in a damaged or
leaking condition with an information copy to
Chief of the Chemical Corps. This report shall in-
-c ide the following data:

410, 29-5
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(1) Type and amount.
(2) Lot number.
(3) Date discovered.
(4) Detailed information regarding the nature

of the leak and whether it was caused by
defective material or improper handling
or packing.

(5) Disposition or, in the event that immediate
disposition is not required, recommenda-
tions for disposition.

c. This report shall be coordineted by the Teihni-
cal Service first receiving the report with othrr inter-
ested Technical Services.

2905. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

a. All personnel who work in magazines or build-
ings assigned to chemical storage must have available
appropriatz personal protective equipment.

b. Peinal protective equipment is placed as pre-
scribed in paragraphs 2911, 2918, 2925, and 2I032 and
a list showing the quantity of eawh i-em required to
be on haýid shall be posted with the equipment. Reg-
ular inspection of centrally located protective equip-
nmnt shall be made to determine its condition. Pro-
tective equipment that has become unserviceable shall
be promptly replaced. Equipment shall be replen-
ished as req"ired t, maintain the full quantity in
serviceable conhition.

c. Individual first-aid equipment shall be made
available for sil employees handling chemical muni-
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tions. For further information on first-aid meas-
ures, see FM 21-11 and FM 21-40. For treatment
(as distinguished from first aid) of casualties from
chemical agents, see TM 8-285.

d. Personnel shall be directed to wash their hands
thoroughly with soap and water, particularly before
eating, after handling chemical munitions.

2906. MAGAZINE MARKINGS
a. Sigti. On the outside doors of magazines or

entrances to storage areas containing chemical mu-
nitions, appropriate signs shall be posted as indi-
cated below:

(1) Group A chemial munitiow. "This mag-
azine contains group A chemical munitions
(blister gases) requiring the carrying of
gas masks. If leaking munitions or odor is
present, wear gas mask and protect4iv. cloth-
ing," or "This storage area contains group
A (blister gases) chemical munitions re-
quiring protective clothing and gas masks.
Wear complete protective clothing. If
leaking munitions or odor-is present, wear
gas mask."

(2) Group B chemical mumitiona. "This mag-
azine (or storage area) contains group B
(toxic and smoke) chemical munitions re-
quiring gas masks. If leaking munitions
or odor is present, wear gas mask."

(3) Group C chemical munitions. "This maga-
zine (or storage area) contains group CI
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(spontaneously flammable) chemical muni-
"tions."

(4) Group D chemical munitions. "This mag-
azine (or storage area) contains group D
"(incendiary and readily flammable) chem-
ical munitions. If odor or smoke is pres-
ent, wear gas mask."

b. Hazard Markers. Fire symbols shall be used
to identify, for fire-fighting purposes, chemical
ammunition storage facilities. The type or types
of fire symbols selected for this purpose will de-
pend not only upon the type of chemical agent in
the ammunition but also the absence or presen~ce
of explosives components in the ammunition.
Subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) below describe
the fire symbols used for the identification of
chemical ammunition which contains no explo-
sives components. If the ammunition does con-
tain explosives components, the symbols de-
scribed in subparagraphs (1), (2), ani (3) below
should be used in conjunction with explosives fire
symbols as described in paragraph 1222; if this Is
not practicable a single explosives fire symbol
modified in accordance with paragraph 1222a may
be used to denote the combined explosion and
chemical agent hazard. The fire symbols shall
be conspicuously posted on all aboveground mag-
azines. If the chemical ammunition is stored in
outdoor sites, fire symbols shall be posted at in-
dividual sites unless all sites in the storage area

29
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rewuire the same fire symbols; in such cases, the
appropriate fire symbols may be posted at all en-
trances to the storage area rather than at the

Sindividual storage sites. Fire symbols used for
the identification of chemical ammunition which
contain no explosives components should be on
circular plaques approximateiy 24 inches in diam-
eter. The stripes required below for chemical
agent hazard identification should be 4 inches
wide, and spaced 4 inches apart.

(1) Persistent poison gases shall be indicated by
two black parallel stripes painted diagon-
ally on a yellow background with the stripes
extending from the upper right to the lower
left.S (2) Nonpersistent poison gases shall be indi-
cated by a single stripe painted as in (1)
above.

(3) Incendiaries and other material for which
water is not a suitable extinguishing agent
shall bp indicatgd by Aiw letter painted
black on a yellow background.

(4) Igloo type or Corbetta type magazines need
not be marked.
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2907. DISPOSITION OF DEFECTIVE MUNITIONS

The methods prescribed in the following sections
for the disposition of defective chemical munitions
contemplate the destruction of small amounts of
munitions which may be encountered. Under emer-
gency circumstances destruction may be accomplished
by methods decided upon by the responsible officer.
Methods employed shall be based on the properties
of the fillings but they need not follow literally the
methods of destruction prescribed herein. Further
information on methods for destroying large quan-
tities of chemical munitions, shall be obtained,
through channels. from Office of the Chief, Chemical. Corps.

2908. PACKING, MARKING AND SHIPPING

Chemical munitions and components shall be
packed, marked, and prepared for shipment in ac-
Cordan.ce with current drawings and specifications
for the item involved. In addition all applicable
ICC regulations governing the shipment of chemical
munitions shall be observed.

2909. GROUP A CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

a. General. Chemical agents of this group (biist-X
gases) are the most dangerous to handle. Perso- a•'
can be exposed to or contaminated by the chrin' -Al
agents in these munitions and not be aware of it a1ti,'
the effects first become noticeable several r, .,
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hours after exposure. Complete protective clothing
(TM 3-220), including shoes heavily coated with
protective dubbing or heavy rubber boots and inpreg-
nated or heavy rubber gloves, should be worn by
personnel handling the following chemical agents
described in subparagraph b to d below.

b. Mustard gases (Cml C symbol: H or HD).
Mustard gas as filled in munitions is a liquid, light
yellow to dark brown or black in color, freezing at
460 F. to 500 F. (The pure product freezes at 580
F.) Its odor is faint and somewhat like horseradish
or garlic; distilled mustard gas (HD) has the least
odor. B, th the liquid and vapor c'?use intense in-
flamma. ion which may blister the skin or mucous
membr ane w ch which they come in contact. In ad-
-litiric•, r tu. ard gas causes reddening and inflamna-
1V' of ti eyes, burning the nose and throat, and

ii ' wtionl of the respiratory tract. No warning
Sis ,l at the time of exposure but symptoms de-

Sio 4 to 21 hours afterward. Exposure to slight
cor .ýentration causes sevs,.e burns. Mustard gas can
u, ially be detected by its odor in any concentration
Alkely to produce b),:ns, although HD is more diffi-
cult to detect. 0G.e rapidly becomes ac .storned to
the odor of rnm'i'ard gas, consequently after a few
minutes' expoure, the odor is n., longer noticed.
Therefore, t'Ie chemical agent detector kit should
be used P. regular intervals fo:" detection of dan-
gerous '.oncentrations. When such a concentration
is det,.cted, it is essential that all unprotected per-
sonrel leave the area at once. Any work done there-
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after should be performed by men completely pro-
tected by gAs masks, protective clothing, protective
gloves or mittens, protective shoes or boots and heavy
rubber aprons. Each man should carry a.n M5 pro-
tective ointment kit (tubes e protective ointment
and BAL eye ointment) ii s gas mask carrier.
Mustard gas is persistent and decontamination is
not started at once the area ma- remain dangerous
for periods varying from several days to weeks or
even years. Mustard gas is best destroyed by using
bleach or by DANO solution. (See FM 21-40.)

c. Nitrogen mustard gas (Cml C symbol: HN-1).
There are several combinations of nitrogen mustard
gas. In general, nitrogen mustard gas is a colorlessS to pale yellow liquid, having a faint odor varying
from fishy to ahnost odorless. It is especially dam-
aging to the eyes and may injure them permanently.
It produces blisters on the skin similar to those pro-
duced by mustard gas but acts more quickly. It is
much less vesicant than I1, since greater amounts are
required to produce similar injuries. Because nitro-
gen mustard gas may be virtually odorless, harmful
effect•s may be produced without warning. It attacks
the respiratory tract as mustard gal does, but to a
lesser degree and has especially dangerous effects on
the eyes and may result in permanent injury or blind-
ness. Both the vapor and liquid are dangerous. Ni-
trogen mustard gases are comprised of compounds
rarging fr,,)m solid to liquid of varying degrees of
t•,0Ti4ity, thcirfore, the chemical agent detector kit.
shouid be used at regular intervals for detection of
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dangerous concentrations. When dangerous liquid
or vapor concentrations of HN-1 are encountered,
gas masks and protective clothing shall be worn by
personnel. When working with nitrogen mustard
gases, personnel shall carry a protective ointment
kit in the gas mask carrier. HN-1 is destroyed by
bleach or by DANC solution. Nitrogen mustard is
also persistent and precautions should be t aken simi-
lar to those for mustard gas.

d. Lewisite (Cml C Symbol: L). When pure,
lewisite is a colorless or slightly yellow liquid which
may be almost odorless. The product as it is usually
prepared for filling is a dack green oily liquid having
a faint odor resembling that of the geranium plant.
Its freezing point is approximately 150 F. The va-
por causes a very disagreeable burning, or biting
and stinging sensation in the nose and throat, and
sometimes causes violent sneezing. The liquid on
the skin causes pain almost immediately, and the
eyes are especially susceptible to both vapor and
liquid. Like mustard gas, lewisite has strong blister-
ing properties and is a pow'rful lung iriitant. Its
blistering action is somewhat delayed but is faster
than that of mustard gas. The blisters differ in ap-
pearance from those caused by mustard gas because
lewisite produces the developniznt of gray areas
similar to corrosive burns. Since lewisite is an a:-
senic compound, it poisons the blood stream after
being absorbed through the skin. Its vapors are irri-
tating to the respiratory tract. and eyes causing un-
protected workers to hlave areas wherv dtt.ngerous *
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vapor concentrations exist. Protective clothing and
a gas mask ftre necessary for protection against lewis- N

ite gas burns. When working near lewisite, each
man should carry a protective ointment kit. Lew-
isite is not as persistent as mustard gas but contami-
nated areas may remain dangerous for a week or
more, depending on climatic conditions. Lewisite
is best destroyed with bleach, DANC solution, or
an alcoholic solution of caustic soda. Bleach is usu-
ally used in the field. If lewisite is destroyed by
burning, the residue, containing arsenic, is still poi-
sonous and must be buried. Lewisite is readily hy-
drolyzed, but the resulting solid is very toxic and
must be disposed of.

R* 2910. STORAGE OF GROUP A CHEMICAL AGENTS

a. General. Munitions with Group A chemical
filling should not be stored in magazines with wooden
floors. Concreto floors treated with sodium silicate
to render them nonabsorbent should be used. Rub-
beroid or other floor coverings should not be used;
such coverings absorb and retain spilled blister gases.
Group A chemical munitions should be stored in
igloo type or Corbetta type riagzines.

t. Odora. The slight odor of mustard gas or other
gases in a magazine may not indicate the presence of
leaking ammunition but the detector kit should be
used to determine whether or not a hazard exists.
Excessive concentrations of vapors, however, do in-
dicate leaking ammunition. Foremen, inspectors orr other authorized persons who are thoroughly fa-
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miliar with work in magazines containing blood poi-
sons and blister gases must be present when a maga-
zine is opened to determine whether or not the
magazine contains leaking ammunition. When any
doubt exists (as with nitrogen mustard), the chemi-
cal agent detector kit shall be used.

c. Leaking munitions. If a magazine contains
leaking Group A chemical munitions, all personnel
must put on complete protective clothing, gas masks,
and hoods before they enter the magazine. All win-
dows and doors must be opened and the magazine
aired. After the magazine is ventilated, a search
must be conducted under the direct supervision of a
qualified person until the leaking munitions are
located.

d. Inspections. The commanding officer of an in- W

stallation where Group A chemical munitions are
stored shall institute frequent inspections to insure
compliance with regulations and to detect leaking
ammunition.

e. Fire hazard. Some unboxed shells now in stor-
age may be covered with "Coemoline." These shells
must not be set on combustible material such as wood,
because in warm weather this coating impregnates
the wood, thereby increasing the fre hazard.

2911. SPECIAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR GROUP
A CHEMICAL AGENTS

a. General. The following special protective
equipment and facilities must be readily available to
personnel working where group A chemical muni- O
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tionc are stored. (See FM '21-40 and TM 3-290 for
complete descriptions and use of protective equip-
ment.)

b. Personai protective equipment. Personal pro-
tective equipment consisting of gas masks, two lay-
ers of protective clothing, protective footwear and
proteetive gloves or mittens sufficient in number to
equip all personnel required to work with group A
chemical munitions shall be centrally stored and
maintained under close supervision. This equipment
shall be issued simultaneously with the issue of keys
whenever entry to a group A chemical magazine
is to be effected.

(1) When a magazine is opened, the person in
charge of the working group shall be respon-
sible to determine whether or not it is nec-
essary to wear complete protective clothing.
He shall first determine whether any odors
(par. 2910b) or other hazards are present.
If odor is present, he shall put on complete
protective clothing and person',ly inso)ect
the magazine for hazards. If he positively
determines that there are Do hazards pres-
ent, he may permit th3 remainder of the
group to enter the magazine without wear-
ing protective clothing, but carrying the gas
mask.

(2) When group A chemical munitions are
stored outdoors, complete protective cloth-
ing shall be worn by each person before he
is admitted to the toxit* storage area; except
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that permission may be given to casuals by
the commanding office, to enter the area for
a specific purpose without wearing protec-
tive clothing, but they must carry gas masks
and first-aid packets. This permission shall
be canceled if any hazards are discovered
in the area.

c. First-aid equipment. The following first-aid
equipment shall be centrally stored and issued to the
one in charge of a group of personnel required to
work with group A chemical munitions:

(I) M5 protective ointment kit (includes pro-
tective ointment and BAL eye ointment).

(2) Clean flannel or absorbent cotton cloths,
each 1 square foot or equivalent.

(3) Gas casualty first-aid kit.
d. Decontaminating and first-aid station. There

shall be installed in a heated building, centrally
located to the magazines or storage area, showers
and/or suitable decontaminating facilities, clothing
exchange facilities, and first-aid facilities.

e. Shoe decontamination. Where contamination
is probable, there shall be installed at the exits to
group A magazines and storage areas a shoe decon-
tamination box containing a mixture of earth or sand
and bleach (TM 3-9-20). Personnel leaving a magp-
zine or storage area in which group A chemical
munitions are stored shall shuffle their shoes in the
decontanination box. When the magazine or storage
area is known to be contaminated, personnel shall also
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shuffle their shoes in the decontamination box before
cntering.

f. Mater*als for decontamination. There shall be
located near magazines and storage areas decontam-
inating material consisting of the following items:

(1) Shovels and commercial bleach containing
not less than 35 percent chlorine.

(2) DANC solution and swabs.
(3) Iron tanks, preferably with handles, large

enough to contain readily the biggest *Ali
in storage (par. 2913c).

2912. FIRST-AID MEASURES FOR GROUP A CHEMICAL
MUNITIONS

L a. General. No first-aid measures are completely
effective against Group A gas vapor burns of the
skin. The damage has been done when the symptoms
appear. Washing with soap and water, however,
may lessen the harmful effects.

b. Mwtard gases. First aid for liquid contami-
nation must be prompt to be effective. Whenever
possible, first aid should be applied within 5 minutes
after contact, although for skin burns it may be
effective up to 15 minutes after contamination, de-
pending to some extent on how hot and moist the
skin is.

(1) If the eyes are contaminated with liquid,
excess liquid should be blotted away, eyes
should be flushed % -1h plenty of wr.ter, and
BAL eye ointme:it should be squeezed into
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the eyes and the eyes massaged gently. (If
the eyes cannot be opened, BAL eye oint-
ment should be worked in between the lids.)
Eyes should then be flushed with water
from an uncontaminated source. The wamh-
ing should be continued for y/2 minute to 2
minutes, the eyes being rolled about during
the washing. If BAL oin'ment is not im-
mediately availatle, the eyes should be
flushed with water alone. Water poured
slowly from a canteen or other container
is effective in flushing the eyes. If a drink-
ing fountain is available, a stream of water
from it can be directed into the eyes.

(2) Contaminated clothing should be removed
or cut away.

t3) Absorbent cotton or cloth should be used
to pinch-blot liquid from skin. Blister gas
should not be rubbed into the skin, and an
effort should be made to preve. t spreading
of the contamination to surrounding areas.

(4) Protective ointment should be applied to
the affected area for 30 seconds znd the
excess wiped off. Application should be re-
peated and a visible film of the ointment
left on the skin. Soap and water should be
used if protective ointment is aot available,
or bleach paste made of equal parts of water
and bleach shoudld be used. Bleach paste
muW_ " washed off in 3 minutes and should
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not be applied if the skin has reddened or
has startid to blister.

(5) If rapor has been breathed, treatment
should be the same as for a choking gas cas-
ualty (par. 2919).

c. Nitrogen mustard ga8. First aid f5r nitrogen
musttArd gas contamination is generally the same as
that for mustard gas except that, since damage to
the eyes from nitrogen mustard gas can be extremely
severe, the eyes should be decontaminated immedi-
ately. For decontamination of the skin, thorough
washing with soap and water should follow the
application of protective ointment.

d. Lewisite. To be of any value, first aid must be
Accomplished immediately following exposure to
lewisite.

(1) If the eyes are contaminated, BAL eye
ointment should be applied in the same way
as that specified above for m:stard gas con-
tamination. Lewisite causes immediate
pain when it enters the eyes and the lids
may be difficult or impossible to open.
Therefore, BAL should be rubbed on the
slits between the lids until the eyes can be
forced open. First aid is then continued as
directed.

(2) Contaminated clothing shouid be removed
or cut away.

(3) Absorbent cotton or cloth should be used
to pinch-blot liquid from the skin. Care
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should be taken not to rub the liquid in, nor
to spread it.

(4) Protective or BAL ointment should be ap-
plied to the skin as directed above for mus-
tard gas contamination. Protective oint-
ment removed Jewisite from the Amin only.
BAL penetrates the skin, neutralizing the
lewisite which has been absorbed. BAL,
should be spread on in a thin film and al-
lowed to remain ý-or 5 minutes, and the
exc.ss removed.

2913. LEAKING GROUP A CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

a. General. When munitions are found to be leak.
rng, the person in charge should be notified in-
mediately and the leaking item disposed of at his
direction.

b. Protective clothing. Complete protective cloth-
ing and gas mask with hood shall be worn at all
times during the handling or disposal of leaking
munitions

c. Remooval of leaking mu~itior*. Leaking muni-
tions should be immersed in freshly prepared bleach
solution (slurry) and removed downwind from the
storage area. The slurry should be prepared in Iron
tanks large enough to contain the shell. The solution
is composed of 3 pounds of bleach to each gallon
of water; it should be thoroughly mixed.

d. Disposal. All explosive components or toxic
fillings of chemical munitions shall be inactivated
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or neutralized before burial of residue so that, no
permanent hazard remains. Using the facilities
available, final disposal shall be made of leaking
mur.itions by one of the following methods:

(1) Whenever possible, gas-filled munitions
should be dropped into deep ocean water in
accordasice with provisions of SR 75-70-10.

(2) Group A gas-filled munitions may be de-
stroyed by placing these munitions in a
suitable burning pit on a closely packed pile
of wood. Oil or kerosene should be sprayed
on the pile, and the wood ignited. The mu-
nitions are ruptured by the heaf of the fire
and the war gases burn as they are dis-
charged. Personnel should be excluded
from the upwind area to a distance of 200
yards and not less than 1 mile downwind
while the material is being consumed. All
destruction activities shall be conducted by
personnel who have been trained in the
knowledge of war gases.

(3) Where personnel can be excluded for a dis-
tance of 500 yards in all directions and at
least 1 mile downwind for a period of 48
hours, a single leaking gas-filled projectile
or similar item may be exploded by static
firing. The projectile is placed in the bot-
tom of an open pit at least 6 feet deep and
not backfilled. Blasting mats should be
used to control missiles. Explosive demoli-
tion material is placed on the projectile anti
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exploded using electric blasting caps or non-
electric caps and safety fuse. Ground
around the exploded item should be thor-
oughly decontaminated to eliminate a per-
manent toxic hazard and signs posted in
the area prohibiting personnel from digging
in this vicinity.

(4) Ini'rmation on destroying munitions fillad
with arsenical war gases (such as lewisite),
should be secured from the Office, Chief of
Ordnance.

2914. REMOVAL OF SPiLLED GROUP A CHEMICAL
AGENTS

a. General. If group A chemical agent from a *
leaking container has contaminaiAA other containers
or the floor, contamination must be removed. This
can be accomplished by washing thoroughly wito
fresh".y prepared bleach slurry, or strong cau~ic so-
lution. (Soapy water is ineffective) Mustard gas
may burst into flame upon contact with dry bleach.
Unmixed bleach mast not be used unless there is no
hazard from the resulting fire and the heavy vapor
concentration. If woodwork is contaminated it
should be removed and burned, since no simple treat-
ment will remove group A war gas from wood.

b. Decontamination. After metal containers or
concrete floors have been washed with slurry, DANC
solution should be applied to containers. Slurry
should be allowed to remain on brick, stone or con-
crete floors for from 6 to 24 hours. If it is imprac-
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ticable to decontaminate wood floors, contaminated
portions should be removed. In the event that treat-

- ment with slurry does not remove all war gas from
the floor, the procedure should be repeated. If repe-
tition does not suffice, the contaminated portion of
the floor must be replaced with nevw material. Pro-
tect.i- clothing must be worn during removal and
rep 1acement of the floor.

c. Safety. The doors and windows of the matga-
ziiie shall be allowed to remain open until tests show
that war gas is no longer present. Complete protec-
tive equipment shall be worn during performance
of any of the above procedures and at all times there-
after until the war gas has been removed completely
from the magazine. Tests with the chemical agent
detector kit are important, for the odor of war gases
remains after the danger is gone. Since the solvent
employed in DANC solutior,ý is highly toxic, masks
should always be worn in enclosed (.spaces where it has
been used even after danger from the war gas is gone.

d. Reference&. Further information pertaining to
group A war gases is included in FM 21-40 and TM
3-220.

2915. FIRE IN GROUP A CNEMICAL MUNITIONS
MAGAZINE'

If a fire involves or threatens buildings in which
group A chemical munitions are stored, all persons
within the danger zone shall be notified to vacate
until all danger is passed. Members of the fire de-
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partment and all others fighting the fire who may
be exposed must wear complete protective equipment.
Fires in magazines shall not be fought. Since a
fire involving chemical ammunition is dangerous to
inhabitants of the vicinity, speciall precautions must
be taken to prevent fil :s in areas where th. j ammuni-
tion is stored.

2916. GROUP B CHEMICAL AGENTS

a. General. Chemical agents of this group (non-
persistent war gases and smokes) require gas mask
protection. Gas masks are required for certain chem-
ical agents .nly whe~n encountered as smoke in the
degree given in subparagraph I and ni below. The
nonpersistent war gases are under pressure when in
containers, bombs, or shell; the internal pressure in-
creases rapidly when exposed to heat. Bombs have
a venting device which relieves excessive pressi.r'n
when manually operated (see TB CW 2"2). The
chemical agents most likely to b*3 encountered in mu-
nitions are listed below.

b. PhosRgene ( Cml C symbol: CG).
(1) Below 47° F., or under pressure in muni-

tions, phosgene is a colorless liquid. It
boils at 470 F. and has an odor resembling
ensilage or fresh-cut hay. Whn inhaled,
it irritates the lungs ana causes pulmonary
edema. The first symptoms noted in a
strong concentration are pronounced and
almost uncontrollable coughing, together
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S9 with a choking sensation, a feeling of tight-
ness in the chest, occasional vomiting, head-
ache, and lacrimation. The danger, how-
ever lies iii the fact that low concentrations
that are not particularly irritating may,
after an interval of several hours, produce
serious symptoms and even death. Symp-
toms appearing after a time interval are
difficulty in breathing, rapid yulse, weak-
ness, coughing with watery expectoration
ar d cyanosis. The chemical agent detector
kit should be used if any doubt exists Ps to
presence of dangerous concentrations of CG.

(2) The delayed action of phosgene makes it3 imperative that masks be worn whenever
the odor is present. Long exposures to low
concentrations are dangerous. Further,
because of the extremely rapid action of
phosgene in high concentrations, men work-
ing with shell or containers filled with
phosgene must always keep gas masks
available for immedi-4. use.

(3) Phosgene is nonpersistent. In case it is
spilled, it quickly and completely evap-
orates. Hydrolysis (and consequent de-
struction of phosgene) can be hastened by
sprinkling it with water. Gas masks must
be worn at all times while handling any
spilled phosgene. Because of its low boil-
ing point, phosgene in closed containers or
ammunition maintains a high pressure,
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which may be 150 pounds per square inch
under certain conditions.

c. Chloropicrin (Cm2 C symbol: PS).
(1) Chloropicrin is a colorless liquid, boiling

at 2340 F. It has a sweetish odor (like that
of flypaper) whi'ch is readily noticed in any
dangerous concentration. Its first effect is
irritation of eyes with lacrimation, and
qome irritation of the nose and throat. As
concentratlions increase, it causes nausea.
The first effects are followed by pains in the
chest, abdominal discomfort, and vomiting.
Like CG, however, its principal action is on
the lungs. iSuffocation follows from pul-
monary edema. Prolonged exposure to a
very low concentration may cause serious
symptoms to develrp; p'llmonary edema
does not develop until several hours after
exposure.

(2) The delayed elect of chloropicrin requires
that masks be worn when the odor is present.

(3) Chloropicrin when spilled evaporates
slowly. It can be removed only with great
difficulty, especially from woodwork. The
most effective treUtment is scrubbing with a
liberal application of alcoholic sodium
Sulfite solution (TM 3-220).

(4) Liquid chloropicrin has : moderate corro-
sive action on the skin no any membrane
with which it comes in contact. If the

liquid is spilled on the skin, the affected C
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part should be washed repoatedly with soap
and water and alcoholic s .viium sulfite solu-
tion should be applied as soon as possible
afterwards.

d. Hydroryanic acid (Cm2 ( Rymbol: AC).

(1) Used in munitions, AC is a colorless liquid.
It boils at 780 F. In the air above 780 F.,
it is a colorless gas. It is quickly lethal in
high concentrations-only a few breaths
paralyzing the respiratory center. Very
low concentrations are detoxified by the
body. but a mask should be worn whenever
there is reason to suspect the presence of
AC. Its odor is that of bitter almonds, but3 since the concentration at which the odor is
detectable varies with different persons,
odor is not a dependable guide. The chemi-
cal agent detector kit should be used to de-
termine the presence of AC.

(2) Since AC acts rapidly, men working with
munitions containing AC should always
have masks available. Before personnel are
permitted to enter magazines, tests shtall be
made with the chemical agent detector kit
to determine whether hazards exist because
of leaking ammunition.

(3) AC is nonpersistent and if spilled quickly
evaporates. Aeration is the best means of
removing it from magazines and other

A closed spaces.
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e, (lyanogen chloride (Oml C rymbol: (7K).
(1) In munitions, CK is a colorless liquid, boil-

ing at 550 F. -I t�he air above 55"0 F., it is a

colorless gas. It is intensely irritating to
the eyes and respiratory tract at low con-
centrations. It is detected by irritation to
the eyes and breathing passages before its
odor can be smelled. It is quickly lethal at
high concentrations. Even lower concen-
trations are lethal after delayed action.
Gas masks shall be available during all op-
erations with CK; masks shall be worn
when the presence of CK is suspected.

(2) Bfore entering magazines containing CK-
filled munitions, tests shall be made with
the chemical agent detector kit to detect
leaking gases.

(3) CK is nonpersistent, and since it evaporates
quickly at ordinary temperatures, it should
be let alone when spilled. Aeration is the
best means of removing it from magazines.
The irritant solid remaini,•g after evapo-
ration is persistent and harrassing. It can
be removed by strong caustic, followed by
flooding with water.

f. Dikhenylchloroar.,ine (Cml C Rymbol: DA).

The plant product is a viscous semiso4id mass, vary-
ing in color from white to black. It melts at 1110 F.
Its other properties and its action are the same as
those described in subparagraph g below.
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g. Adamnsite (Cm0. C symbol: P)M). 1)M is it
greenish yellow to black solid, melting a, 3;3S3 14'.
,rmoke from the burning war gas causes irritat ion in
the nose and throat even in minute concentration.1
Longer exposure causes tightness of the chest, head-
ache, sneezing, coughing, intense nausea and weak-
ness. The symptoms increase in severity for some
time after exposure, and temptation to remove the
mask should be resisted. Irritatio.i produced by this
gas is so intense that an intolerable concentration is
reached long before it becomes dangerous to life.
The effects may last for several hours, but no perma-
nent injury is caused. If DM is spilled, it should not
be swept or handled in any way so as to cause dustS formation; DM should be wet thoroughly before it
is swept.

h. Chloroacetophenone (Cmrl C symbol: CN). CN
is a white to gray or black solid, melting at 1290 F.
It is a strong tear gas but does not cause permanent
damage to "Lhe eyes. It has a somewhat fruity odor.
Usually it is put in grenades with smokeless powder
which, when it is ignited, vaporizes the CN. It may
also be used in liquid form in which CN is dissolved
in suitable solvents. The odor of the solvent as well
as that of the chloroacetophenone ii iisually discern-
iNle in solution. Its tear gas effects require the uje
of masks for the comfort of workers. It car' be re-
moved best from skin by scrubbing with soap and
w-ater. followed by liberal applications of alcoholic
sodium suii'h solution, or by the use of the sodium

Ssulfite solution alone. Actual contact with pure
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St1 1 11111 t trial or liigli c)micent.rat.ions of the material
in the ail. produces a burning sensation of the skin;
such contact should be avoided.

i. Chlorine (Cm2 C symbol: (1). Chlorine, a
greenish-yellow gas which boils at minus 300 F., has
a pungent biting odor. The first effect produced by
inhalation of small portions of chlorine is an active
irritation of the upper respiratory passages, caus-
ing coughing and a sensation of suffocation. The
odor of chlorine is very strong in any concentration
that would cause irritation or symptoms of poison-
ing. When chlorine is present in amounts strong
enough to cause irritation, masks should be worn.
All personnel not equipped with gas masks should
leave the vicinity. In case of leaking chlorine, dan-
gerous quantities should be removed by ventilation.
When sealed in containers, chlorine generates inter-
nal pressure, which may be. 200 pounds per square
inch under field conditions.

j. Tear gae solution (Crd C symbol: CNA). This
is a solution of chloroacetophenone (CN) in chloro-
picrin (PS) and chloroform, freezing at 350 F. Its
odor is somewhat like that of flypaper. In strong
concentrations, it causes violent eye irritation and
may cause vomiting. An individual exposed to ex-
tremely high concentrations for a relatively short
time may suffer serious effects, such as pains in the
chest, abdominal discomfort, vomiting and an action
upon Lhe upper air passages and bronchi-l tubes.
Prolonged exposure, even to a very low concentra-
tion, may cause these effects. The gas mask gives *
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complete protection against vapors. Liquid should
be removed from skin by washing with soap and
water or with alcoholic sodium sulfite solution.

k. Tear gas gobution (Cml C symbol: CNB).
CNB is a solution of Cn in benzene and carbon tetra-
chloride, freezing at 190 F. Its odor is like that of
benzene. It is less severe in physiological action
than CNS, but it causes intense irritation to the eyes
and irritates the s:iin. Liquid CIN B may injure the
eyes if it splashes into them. Thb gas mask gives
complete protection to the eyes and breathing pas-
sages; if tie liquid is spilled on the skin, it should
be flushed away with water or an alcoholih solution
of sodium car'Mnate. If spilled on the floor, CNBS may be neutralized with an alcoholic solution of
sodium hydroxide.

1. Titanium tetrachlor~de (Cml symbol: FM).
Titanium tetrachloride is a heavy, colorless liquid
with a pungent odor. It can be readily detected by
the large quantity of smoke produced when it leaks.
It is used solely to produce smoke and has practically
no toxic effects. Large quantities of the smoke pro-
duce a choking sensation and causes difficulty in
breathing, thus a gas mask is required for the com-
fort of the worker. Heavy concentrations in en-
closed places can result in serious injury. The liquid
can be removed from the skin by the application of
large quantities of water. In extremely heavy con-
centcations, canisters of gas masks may become
clogged to such an extent as to render breathing diffi-

Sult. If this occurs, masks should be exchanged for
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others in serviceable conditions. Leakers should be
removed from the magazine ý.nd destroyed by pour-
ing ,ontents on the ground in a suitable area. Spill-
age c-an be removed by washing with la-ge quantities
of water.

m. Sulfur trioxide-chlorosul/onic acid mixture
(Cml C 8ymbol: FS). This is o heavy liquid which
fumes strongly in air and decomposes above 1540 F.
It has an acrid odor. It is used solely as a smoke-
producing agent, and there is no evidence that it is
harmful to man in concentrations normally attained
in the field. Inhalation of concentrated fumes causes
coughing and strangulation, a feeling of constrictin
roud the chest, burning of the nose and throat. and

hoarseness. When the mixture comes in contact with
moisture, it forms hydrochloric acid and sulfuric
acid. These acids are very corrosive to metals and
fabrics If FS is atplied directly to the skin, a burn-
ing sensation is felt at once and an acid burn follows.
Any FS mixture on the skin or clothing should be
thoroughly wiped off with a dry cloth and the con-
taminated area flushed with large amounts of water.
FS mixture is nonflammable, but may cause fires if
spilled on flammable material, particularly under
damp conditions. Leakers should be removed from
the magazine and contents poured on the ground in
a suitable area. Spillage can be removed by washing
with large quantities of water. Small quantities of
water added to FS react violently.
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2917. STORAGE OF GROUP 6 CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

a. General. Munitions with group B filling should
not be stored in magazines with wooden floors. Con-
crete floors treated with sodium silicate should be
used. Rubberoid or other floor covering should not
be used. At all storage points, group B munitions
should be stored in igloo type or Corbetta type maga-
zines, or under cover protected from the direct rays
of the sun.

b. Surveillance. Containers of war gases require
periodic surveillance to determine development of
excessive and dangerous internal pressure by means
of pressure testing and, in some instances, sampling
(TB CW 22). Surveillance includes inspections to
detect leaks, breaks or other defects in containers and
valves.

c. Valve&. Valves of containers filled with non-
persistent war gases must be opened slowly with the
correct wrench or tool. The valve should first be
"cracked" by opening it one-quarter turn and then
closing immediately.

d. In8pections, W hi e n a magazine containing
group, B chemical munitions is opened, a foreman
or other responsible person familiar with work in
raagazines containing this material must be present
to determine whether or not munitions in the maga-
zine are leaking. If munitions are leaking, masks
shall be worn and doors and windows will be openend.
The leaking shell or container shall be located and

* disposed of (par. 2920).
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"e. Safety. Masks must be readily available to all
men working in these magazines. Unboxed shell and
containers may be handled without protective gloves
unless contamination is noted.

2918. SPECIAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR GROUP
B CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

a. General. The following special protective
equipment must be readily available to personnel
working where group B chemLAl munitions are
stored:

b. Personal protective equipment. Personal pro-
tective equipment consisting of gas masks and pro-
tective gloves or mittens sufficient in number to equip
all personnel required to work with group B chemi- *
cal munitions shall be centrally stored and main-
tained under close supervision. Appropriate arti-
cles will be issued simultaneously with the issue of
keys whenever entry to a group B chemical magazine
or storage area is to be effected. Normally, person-
nel shall be issued only service gas masks and protec-
tive gloves or mittens. Personnel handling liquid
acid-type chemical agents shall be issued and -hull
wear rubber boots, aprons, and gloves.

c. First-aid equipment. The following first-aid
equipment shall be centrally stored and issued to the
person in charge of a group of personnel required to
work with group B chemical munitions:

(1) Gas casualty first-aid kit; amyl nitrite
ampoules; and individual first-aid kits.

(2) Stretchers or litters.
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(3) WO, den blankets.
(4) A bottle conUtining a mixture of 4 ounces

of pure grain alcohol (95 percent) and 4
ounces of chloroform to which has been
added a few drops of ammonia.

(5) A small carboy of saturated solution of
sodium sulfite in pure grain alcohol (95 per-
cent). Carboy must be kept sealed to pre-
vent evaporation. This solution is used for
removing chloroacetophenone and 'hloro-
picrin from the skin.

(6) A bottle of alcoholic sodium bicarbonate
solution, made by dissolving 31/2 ounces of
"so•ium bicarbonale in a pint of water and

then adding a pint of alcohol. This solu-
tion is used to treat skin rash resulting from
tear gas burns.

d. Decontaminating material. There shall be cen-
trally located a carboy of saturateu solution of
sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) in alcohol. The
carboy shall be kept sealed to prevent evaporation
and shall be labeled as follows:

"Sodium hydroxide (caustic so~da). This solution
is for use in removing CNB from materials.

Warning: Causes severe burns to skin and eyes.
Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothii,,-. When
handling use gogges or face shield. In case of con-
tact, immediately flush skin with plenty of water and
wash with vinegar; for eyes flush with water for
15 minutes and get medical attention.
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2919. FIRST AID FOR GROUP B CHEMICAL MUNI-
TIONS

a. General. One man should never be permitted
to work alone when handling group B war gases. In

addition, the working crew should include a safety

man equipped with a gas mask with an HCN M2 or

M9A2 canister and a first-aid kit, ready for instant
use. When AC is being handled, the safety man

should observe the operation constantly from a safe
distance upwind. He shorld be prepared to and be
capable of rescuing any member of the work group
who shows distress, and of administering first aid
promptly and efficiently.

b. Choking gases. First aid is the same for chok-
ing gases such as phosgene, chloropicrin, and chlo-
rine. Absolute rest and warmth are essential. The
patient should be removed immediately on a litter
to fresh air; he should be kept absolutely quiet and
his normal body temperature maintained. A light
stimulant such as hot coffee may be given, but no
alcoholic drinks should be given. Shock is the reac-
tlion to be avoided. A glass of milk or cream, if aval-
able, will give marked relief from throat irritation.
In case liquid has splashed on the skin, it should be
washed off at once with alcololic sodium sulfite solu-
tioi iij order to prevent uklerations. Skin scratches
and abrasions exposed to chloropicrin vapor or
liquid develop a high degree of inflammation and
eas ly become infected. The patient should be hos-
pitalized. Artificial respiritfion should not be given *
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unless the patient has stopped breathing. Exercise
is to be avoided.

c. Blood and uerve pobivn. If the victim is in a
closed space, he should be masked and removed to
fresh air immediately. Too great concentrations
may penetrate the gas mask canister. If he has
stopped breathing, he should be moved to fresh air
and given artificial respiration until medical aid is
available. Meaniwhile, two amyl nitrite ampoules
from the gas casualty first-aid kit should be crushed
and held close to the victim's nose, or placed into the
gas mask facepiece if he is masked. This is repeated
at 3-minute intervals until eight ampoules have been
crushed. Artificial respiration should be continued.

* If there is liquid on the skin, it should be washed off
with water or a weak solution of baking soda and
water. Cloths splashed with the liquid should be
removed and allowed to air.

d. Tear gate,. Tear gas effects producid by
chloroacetophenone (and chloropicrin) produce no
permc.nent damage. Removing the patient to fresh
air ana facing him into the wind are sufficient first-
aid treatments in most cases. In more aggravated
cases, or for personnel exposed to a strong concen-
tration of the gas, the eyes should be washed with
a saturated solution of boric acid. The eyes should
not be rubbed or bandaged. Where there is a skin
rash, akin should be washed with kl-holic sodium
bicarbonate solution. This solution must be taken
before using because the addition of alcohol causes: some of the bicarbonate to be precipitated.
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e. Vomiting gase8. Vomiting gases in the concen-
trations usually encountered will not caus6 perma-
nent injury. The patient should be removed from
the contaminated atmosphere and away from heat.
The nose should be flushed with salt water or bicar-
bonate of soda solution. All outer clothing should
be r -moved and the surface of the body, including the
scalp, washed with soap and water. This solution
should be allowed to dry upon the skin and the skin
dusted with boiated talcum. The patient should be
allowed to breathe weak chlorine atmosphere for 10
minutes from a handful of dry bleach in a wide-
mouthed bottle or can. If patient's symptoms are
severe, he should be allowed to breathe chloroform
from the gas casualty first-aid kit. If patient be-
comes delirious, he should be watched closely to pre-
vent self-injury.

f. Smoke. FM or FS in smoke form usually do
not produce any effects requiring treatment. Smoke
.in high concentrations from CN-DM and CN are
toxic. Anyone subjected to a very strong concentra-
tion of smoke without the protection of a mask
should be removed to fresh air until recovered.
Severe cases should be hospitalized. Since liquid FS
or FM on the skin is very corrosive, it should be
washed immediately from the skin with copious
quantities of water, followed by soap and water.

2920. LEAKING GROUP B CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

a. General. When leaking Group B chemical
munitions are discovered, they must be disposed of
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at the direction of the person in charge. Personnel
handling leaking items containing corrosive filling
shall wear rubber boots, rubber aprons and rubber
gloves in a idition to gas masks normally worn. No
leaking fill ing should be allowed to come into contact
with skin or clothing. Pending final disposal, leak-
ing munitions shall be removed from the magazine.

b. Small quantity. If tLe number of leaking mu-
nitions is small, they should be disposed of -s
described below:

(1) .Dumping in deep ocean water if convenient
is the safest method (see SR 75-70-10).

(2) Disposal by detotiation must be attempted
only under certain conditions of weather
and wind (TB CW 22). The method out-
lined in paragraph 2913d (2) can be used.
Ground on which group B chemical agent
has spilled need not normally be decontami-
nated; ground contaminated with chloro-
picrin, however, should be dec.ontaminated.
The irritant solid remaining P fter CK evap-
orates should be neutralized with strong
caustic solution, followed by water.

c. Large quantity. If a large number of group B
gas-filled munitions are involved, the magazine will
be ventilated and placed under guard, an.d the Chief
of the Technical Service having storage responsibil-
ity shall be notified by the most rapid means of com-
munication available. The Technical Service first
receiving the report sha! co-ordinute this informa-

,m tion with other interested T6chnicai Servic~s.
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2921. REMOVAL OF SPILLED GROUP B CHEMICAL
AGENTS

If grcoup B chemical agents have leaked from shell
or containers and have contaminated the floor or
other containers, one of the treatments outlined in
paragraph 2920 shall be used, depending upon the
type of chemical agent involved. Gas masks and
protective gloves shall also be worn during the pro-
cedure; if a corrosive agent is involved, rubber boots
and aprons shall be worn.

2920., FIRE IN GROUP B CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

MAGAZINE

The same precautions shall be observed during a
fire in a group B chemical munitions magazine as
are outlined in paragraph 2915, except that protec-
tive clothing is not required. Danger to personnel
downwind froin a fire involving group B gas-filled
munitions is not great, except when noncombustible
war gases '•uch as phosgene are involved. Any shell
or container that has been exposed to fire shall be
considered dangerous and shall be inspected t deter-
mine its condition after the fire. A report of the fire
shall be prepared in accordance with provisions of
SR 385-10-41, SR 385-45-20, and SR 385-10-46.

2923. GROUP C CHEMkCAL AGENTS

a. General. At present, white phosphorus (Cml
C symbol: WI?) and plasticized white phosphorus
(Cml C symbol: PWP) are the only two chemical
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agents in this group; ,hey have somewhat similar
characteristics.

b. White phosphorus. WP is a yellowish, wax-
like substance, melting at 1100 F. Its most charac-
teristic property is that it sp-itpneously ignites when
exposed to the air, burning witch a yellow flame and
giving off a large volume of white smoke. Smoke
in field concentrations is not toxic; fumes are toxic.
WP is intensely poisonous when taken internally.

c. Plsticized Aithe phosphorw. PWP is finely
divided WP suspended in gel of rubber and xylene.

"2924. STORAGE FOR GROUP C CHEMICAL MUNI-
TIONS

a. Geftral. Group C chemical munitions should
Sbe stored in fire-resiFtive magazines with concrete

floors. Storage in igloo type or Corbett t type maga-
zines is preferred. Group C chemical munitions shall
be stored in accordance with current drawings
andbor directives. In any case, group C chemical
munitions should be stored in such a manner as to
permit proper inspection.

b. Temperatv.s control. White phosphorus fill-
ing in munitions becomes liquid at 1110 F. When ex-
posed to air WP will ignite; in cases where a burster
is in the projectile it may explode. Below 1110 F.,
the filling is solid and will not leak, for this reason,
it is important that the temperature be kept be-
low 1110 F.

is. Poeition of mutnition*. Where temelyrature ig
likely to ah 111° F. WP munitions shall he ttarkwd

AL.in such a manner that a subsequent drop in terner-
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ature will not solidify the WP in such a position as
to affect the flight of the item.

2925. SPECIAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR GROUP
C CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

a. General. The following special equipment must
be readily available to personnel working where
group C chemicai munitions are stored, processed
or handled:

"b. Personal protective e2uipment. Personal pro-
tective equipment consisting of flame-proof gloves
and coveralls, and chemical safety goggles suffiCient
in number to equip all personnel required to work
with group C munitions shall be centrally stored and
maintained under close supervision. These items
shall be iqsued to personnel working with WP or
PWP filled items 4nd shall be worn whenever
leakers develop.

c. First-aid equipment. The followLig first-aid
equipment shall be centrally stored and issued to the
one in charge of a group of personnel required to
work with group C chemical munitions:

(1) Copper sulfate pads sufficient for each
worker.

(2) A 5-gallon pail or other vessel and two
sponges.

(3) A 1-gallon bottle of 5 percent copper tiulfate
solution and gauze sponges.

d. First-aid station. There should be installed in
a heated building, centrally lxated to the magazine
or Atoragoi ania, a hathtulh or sivuailar container and
a meanns ff heating waler.
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e. Fire-fighting equipment. Tubs, barrels, or
tanks filled with water large enough to contain the
items of WP-filled munitions should be located ad-
jacent to magazines or outdoor stacks, when actually
working with such items.

2926. FIRST AID FOR GROUP C CHEMICAL MUNI-

TIONS

Phosphorus burns are especially severe because
phosphorus buried in the flesh is absorbed and poi-
sons the entire body. The tissues immediately
around the burn are particularly affected by the ab-
sorbed phosphorus. Any part burned by phosphorus
should be plunged under water as soon as possible.
This stops the phosphorus from burning. Large
amounts of copper sulfate (5 percent solution)
should be applied or copper sulfate pads should be
used according to directions. This treatment should
be continued for 3 minutes. The phosphorus par-
ticles (copper-plated and black-colored) shouid be
removed by washing or with forceps, and the injury
treated like an ordinfry burn. Since WP is soluble
in oil, oily-base salves should not be used to treat
burns. Such salves may cause systemic poisoning.

2927. LEAKING GROUP C CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

a. Geqwneal. !eak.-c 11 W1 lul,,itions can be de-
le('feti 11in ne(Ilat 'ly )b' tie wiit sinoke a rising froti
lie heak. As ir cot it,'id s 1h2 Wl-', spot3icous igui-

li ,i Hwclurs. W t i lh ,kin~g slnell of tlhis group, the
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great risk is fire; this can be combated successfully
only by prompt action.

b. Immediate action on discovering leaking muni-
tin. During operations the person discovering the
leaking munitions shall where practicable submerge
any leaking shell or container in one of the tubs
prGvided. Rubber protective equipment wili give
protection against burns only; it is not effective when
exposed to high temperatures such as burning phos-
phorus. When burning phosphorus adheres to
gloves, the gloved hands should be dipped in water.

c. Disposal of leaking munitions. When a single
leaking item has been discovered and has been im-
mersed in water, it should be disposed of in an area
where fragmentation will not be a hazard, where
smoke will not create a nuisance, and where there is wI
no dry vegetation which may be ignited, by one of
the following procedures:

(1) When the item does not contain a fuze or
burster, it will be removed to a point where
fire risk is negligible and destroyed by static
firing. All personnel must retire to a safe
distance before the shell is exploded.

(2) If the item is not in a container a•nd it is
fitted with a fuze or burster, the fire must
be extinguished before the item is handled
or moved. This condition is extremely haz-
ardous, and the handling of the shell shall
be carried out under the direction of an
officer, a foreman or other employee fa-
miliar with chemical munitions. After the
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flame has been extinguished, the instruc-
tions given in (1) above shall be followed.

2928. REMOVAL OF SPILLED W'4ITE PPOSPHORUS
I

a. General. When phosphorus has leaked on the
floor or other parts of a magazine and has been ex-
tinguished, a fire guard must be stationed withih the
building until the spilled phosphorus has been com-
pletely removed; the water used in fire fighting will
evaporate and permit the phosphorus to reignite.
Phosphorus may remain on the floor for some time
before it reignites. Phosphorus which has extin-
guished itself by forming a crust can be reignited if
the crust is broken.

b. Procedures. Small amounts of phosphorus can
.3 be removed best by first scraping off as much as.

possible with an implement such as a putty knife and
then removing the rest by burning with a blowtorch
or similar appliance. This method of removing
phosphorus must not be attempted until all loaded
munitions in the vicinity have been removed.

c. Surveillance. The magazine will be kept under
surveillance for at least 2 weeks, as fire may break
out again. Any deep cracks or crevices in the floor
will be filled up with cement mortar before munitions
are restored in the magazine.

2929. FIRE IN GROUP C CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

MAGAZINES

a. General. In the event of a fire in a magazine
containing group C ammunition fitted with fuze or
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burster and packed in containers, the magazine shall
be abandoned if the fire cannot be controlled; (fires
in igloo type or Corbetta type magazines will not be
fought) ; fire-fighting efforts shall be, confined to sav-
ing adjacent magazines. In all other fires involving
group C chemical munitions which are stored with-
"out fuzes or bursters, the following precautions shall
be observed in fighting the fire.

b. Control of flaMes.

(1) Phosphorus once extinguished shall either
be immersed under water or continually
sprayed to prevent the flames breaking out
anew.

(2) Because of the great amount of smoke lib-
erated, there is an extra hazard of men
bLcoming lost in the magazine while at-
tempting to fight the flames. Men with
portable extinguishers shall not be per-
mitted in the magazine after a fire gains
headway unless they are equipped with life-
lines.

(3) The lowest pressure streams consistent with
posibility of approach should be used; a
uIigh velocity stream of water tends to
spread the fire.

c. Safety. Fire-fighting personnel shall be closely
supervised when fighting fire in WP munitions mag-
nzines because components becoming highly heated
in a fire will explode with moderate violence, throw-
ing burning contain ,es and W1' for some lista4ic.
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Fire-fighting personnel must be withdrawn to safe
distances when this danger becormes apparent.

d. Procedure after fire. After a fire has been ex-
tinguished in a magazine, all unburned munitions
shall be considered dangerous. An immediate re-
port of the fire shall be made to the Office, Chief of
Ordnance. When inspecting munitions involved in
a fire, containers shall not be opened less than 100
feet from any building containing explosives or
munitions.

2930. GROUP D CHEMICAL AGENTS

a. General. Chemical agents in this group include
incendiaries and readily flammable munitions.

b. Thermite (Cmnl ( ,ymhol: TH). Thermite, a
Smixture of iron oxide and aluminum and other sub-

stances, is in the form of a dark gray granular mass.
TH requires an igniter to start it burning: it burns
with great rapidity at a tenmperatue of 4.3000 F.,
and iron oxide being reduced to m olten iron. Therm-
ate-is a mixture of thermite, grained aluminum.
barium nitrate, sulfur, and lubricating oil.)

c. Incendiary boinbs. Incendiary bonmbs, may con-
sist of a combustible body of magnesium metal alloy
inside of whuich is an iguiter composition such as
thermate. Wien ignited, the body of the bomb burns
at a temperature of about 3.7000 F. Other types
(such as IM, NP), or PTI) have steel cases filled with
thickened fuel. These operate by ejectin)g the burn-
ing thickened fuel over a wide area. The nlixture is
very difficult to extinguish.
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d. HexaehloroetAane mixtture (Cml C 8ymbol:

HC). HC con3ists la,'gely of hexachloroethine, zinc
oxide and aluminum and is a gray colored powder
without character'istic odor. HC reacts with water
which can start it burning; it burns rather slowly
with the evolution of a dense cloud of smoke. HC
smoke in concentrations encountered in the field is
not harmful if breathed for short periods. Heavy
concentrations of HC smoke are likely to have a toxic
effect, w'oen breathed. A gas mask shall be worn in
fairly high concentrations and for long exposure to
low concentrations. In order to remain an apprecia-
Wle time in an atmosphere having a high concentra-

tion of HC smoke, a self-contained oxygen mask is
required.

e. Burning mixture CN-DM (Cml C iymbol:
CN-P!), CN--DM is a mixture of chloroacetophe-
none and diphenylaminechiloroarsine with solid pro-
pellant. Gas mask protection is required when this
mixture burns.

f. ('hloroaeetophenone burning rdxture (Cml C

xymbol: CN). A mixture of CN and small-grain
solid propellant, is employed in hand and rifle gre:.-
ad.es. Gas mask protection is required when this
mixture burns producing heavy concentration.

,q. (Wolored ,rmoke mixture8 (no Cml C symbol).
These mixtures contain a dye for the color of smoke
desired and certain types of fuels but do not contain
[exichloroethane. Gas masks should be worn for
prAection against heavy conicentrationts of smoke.
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2931. STORAGE OF GROUP D CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

Chemical munitions containing fillings of group D
may be stored in any dry fire-resistive magazine.
Inspection and guard of chemical munitions of this
group is the same as that maintain(, for other
groups. Stacks of incendiary clusters stored out-
doors will be spaced not less than 600 feet apart,
irrespective of the quantity in each stack. Stacks
of incendiary clusters shall normally contain not
more than 3,000 units of 500-pound bombs or 10,00
units of 100-pound bombs per stack.

2932. SPECIAL PRCTECTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR GROUP
D CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

* Unboxed munitions containing group D chemical
at.ents may be handled without special protective
equipment but it is advisable to have gas masks avail-
able where CN, CN-DM, and HC are involved.

2933. FIRST AID FOR GROUP D CHEMICAL MUNI-
TIONS

No unusual first aid treatment is required fcr per-
sonal injuries occurring in handling group D chemi-
cal munitions except as j. ovided for CN tnd CN-DM
under paragraph 2919. Burns should be treated in
the same manner as those caused by flame. Persons
severely affected from high concentrations of smoke
:.hould be hospitalized.
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2934. LEAKING GROUP D CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

Any leaking munitions conitining group D chemi-
cal agents will be segregated. Instructions for dis-
posing of large quantities of such munitions shall be
requested from the Office, Chief of Ordnance. If
necessary to destroy small quantities of leaking mu-
nitions of this group, they should be burned in the
same manner as intended for service use, in a stapd-
ard burning pit. Leaking bombs may be fired stat-
ically in a pit located in an area where the fire risk
is negligible. Where barri~cade protectio i , for P¢r-
sonnel is not available, a distance of 300 yards shall
be maintained if the bombsdo not contain an explo-
sive charge; 700 yards if the bombs do contain an
explosive charg;3 (X bombs). 3
2935. REMOVAL OF SPILLED GROUP D CHEMICAL

Sý#FNTS

If munitions are broken open, or leaking, the fill-
ing shall be swept up, removed from thc magazine or
storage area, and burned.

2936. FIRE IN GROUP D CHEMICAL MUNITIONS
MAGAZINE

The primary efforts of fire fihters shall be con-
fined to preventing the spread of the fire in magazines
coritaining group D chemical munitions (fircs in
igloo type or Corbetta type magazines will not be
fought). Normally, water is not used to fight fires
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of H-IC mixtures, thermite or mixtures containing
fine metallic powders such as magnesium or alumi-
num. Incipient fires may be smothered with sand.
Fire in a magazine containing group D munitions will
not be fought with water except where large quan-
tities are used in proportion to relatively small quan-
tities of these type munitions.

2937. SPECIAL DISPOSAL SQUADS

a. General. A special disposal squad of appro-
priate size shall be designated at establishments
storing chemica.l munitions. The number of men
composing the detail shall depend on the size of the
installation or on the amount of chemical munitions

S .tored.

b. Tradning. Members of the disposal squad shall
be thoroughly trained in the proper disposal of leak-
ing munitions, and in the proper handling of chemi-
cal agents during emergencies. They should also be
thoroughly trained in proper protective techniques
outlined in FM 21-40. Further specialized training
for disposal squads will be given by the Technical
Escort Detachment upon application to the Clief,
Chemical Corps.

c. References. Disposal squads should be familiar
with the disposal methods outtlined in Dispo.Qition of
Chemical Corps ltem.v, Office of the Chief, (Chemical
Corps, 15 September 1948; TB CW 22; TM 9-1900.
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Military Publications
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randa
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Army Regulations

AR 40-220--Industrial Medice'1 Program--Unite(
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of Explosives, Infiammables and Other ChemiS cal Materials-20 Dce 1942.
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Equipment-17 Oct 1949.
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AR 850-60, C4--Compressed Gas cylinders; Saf(

Handling, Storing, Shipping, Using-29 Sept
1942.
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AR 850-65--Storage and Handling of Nitrocel-
lulose Film in United States Army Establish-
ments-19 Sep 1942.

Department. of the Army
Pamphlet 55-1-Safety Rules, Military Railway

Service, United States Army-10 Apr 1944.
Engincering Manuals for Military Construction-

Office, Chief of Engineers.
Disposition of Chemical Corps Items-Office of the

Chief, Chemical Corps-15 Sep 1948.
Field Manuals

FM 21-1 ---First Aid for Soldiers-i Aug 1946.
FM 21-40---Defense Against Chemical Attack-

6 Sep 1946.
FM 55-56- Ope•'ation of Railroads Operating

Rules-15 Dec 1950.
Ordnance Proof Manual
Navy Spec;fications
Ordnance Corps Drawings

No. 19-48-3318 (2E11).
No. D-1481, Reservation Boundary Signs.

Ordnance Corps Technical Instructions
0. 0. Forms

0. 0. Form 5991-I-nstructions for Storage and
Care of Explosives- (Placard).

Ordnance Procurement Instructions

Supply Bulletins
SB 5-52--Decontamination PL ,cedures--11 Jul

1945.
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Special Regvlations
SR 40-220-5--Army Federal Civilian Employees'

Health Service Programs-6 June 1949.
SR 75-TO-10-Disposai by Dunuping at Sea-5

May 1949.
SR 385-10-20--Army Safety Program-24 Nov

1948.
SR 385-10-41--Reports of Accidents Other Thai,

Motor Vehicles and Flying Accidents-13 May
* •1949.

SR 385-10-46---Reports of Explosion and Fires In-
volving Ammunition or Other Explosives-2-
Aug 1949.

SR 385-45-20-Fire Report-1 Aug 1949.R SR 385-10a-2-Safety Standard Operating Re-
quirements-10 Feb 1949.

SR 385-155-i-Safety Prevention of Motor Vehli-
cle Accidents--16 May 1950.

SR 385-310-1, C! and 2-Safety Regulatiows for
Firing Ammunition for Training, Target Prac-
tice. and Combat.

SR 420-510-1-Fire Prevention and Protection.
SR 420-510-10--Fire Protection for Combustible
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SR 745-45-5--Report of Damaged or Improper
Shipments.

Technical Bulletins
TB CW4-Bomb, Incendiary 500-Pound M76

((T2E!)...-4 Apr 1944.
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TB CW22-Nonpersisternt Gas Bombs, Handling,
Shipping and Storage-6 Apr 1945.

TB CW26---Bomb Smoke, 10-Pound (HC), M77-
Feb 1945.

TB CW29S13-Theater of Operations, Surveil-
lance Procedure for 100-Pound Incendiary
Bombs, M47 Tvpe-.-k'pr 1949.

TB CW31--Venting H-Filled Bombs, M70-June
1945.

TB Eng 39, Cl-Sate Handlin-g of Compressed
Gases.

TB Med 35-Health Hazards From Industrial Sol-
vents-27 Apr 1944.

TB Med 223-Respiratory Protective Devices-21
June 1946.

TB Med 232, Cl-Radioactive Luminous Com-
pounds-Protective Measures---20 June 1950.

TB 3-300--11s18--Theater of Operations, Sureil-
lance Procedure for Incendiary Grenades AN-
M14-21 June 1945.

Technical Manuals
TM 3-220--Decontamination-15 Nov 1943.
TM 3-250, C1,2, 3--Storagv -and Shipment of Dan-

gerous Chemicals-5 Dec 1940.
TM 3-290, C1 2, 3--Miscellaneous Gas Protective

Equipment-27 Mar 1944.
TM 5-687, Cl-Inspection and Preventive Main-

tenance Services for Fire-Protective Equipment
and Appliances.

TM 5-692, Cl-Fire Department Techniques.
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Technical Manuals
TM 5-693-Lesson Plans on Practical Firemau-

ship-1 Apr 1946.
TM 5-695-Automatic Spy.-inkler and Standpipe

Equipment-9 Jun 1947.
TM 5-696-Automatic and Manual Fire Alarm

Systems, Inspections, Tests, and Maintenance-
20 Aug 1946.

TM 8-285-Treatment of Casualties from Chemi-,
cal Agents-8 Aug 1951.

TM 9-1900--Ammunition, General-18 Jun 1945.
TM 9-1904--'-miiunition Inspection Guide-2

Mar 1944.
TM 21-300-IDriver Selection and Training-24

Oct 1951.S TM 21-302-Operator Selection and Training;
Materials Handling Equipment-i Feb 1945.

TM 21-305, C0-Driver's Manual-30 Nov 1944.
TM 37-2810, CI-Motor Vehicle Inspection and

Preventive Maintenance Seivices-14 Mar 1945.
United States Air Force

USAF Regulation 55-3-Operations-Weight and
Balance Control of Heavier-than-Air Aircraft-
3 Sep 1947.

USAF Technical Order 00-20A-1-Airrraft In-
spection Report--Rev. 29 Jun 1950.

I)SAF TI'echnical Order 01-IB-40-Handbook of
Weight and Balance Data-I Jun 1944.

USAF Technical Order 19-1-105-Fuel Handling
Equipment-Discharge Accumulated Static
Electricity-15 Nov 1948.
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Other Agencies

Bureau of Employees' Compensation-Regulations
Governing the Administration of the United States
Employees' Compensation Act.

civil Alr Regulations.
Federal Specifications.
rntci-state Commerce Commission Regulations.
Niational Bureau of Standards-fHandbook H-40---

Code for Protection Against Lightning
Jnited States Bureau of Mines Publications.
ijnitcd States Coast Guard-CGI87--Explosives or

Other Dangerous Articles on Board Vessels.
Jnited States Department of Commerce-Bulcltin

No. 368-Static Electricity in Nature an (
Industry.

:Jnited States Department of Commerce-Bulletin
No. C438--Static Electricity.

jnited States Public Health Service-Public Health
Bulletin No. 280-Otdinance and Code Regulating
Eating and Drinking Establishments.

Inierican Society of Heating and Ventilating Engi-
necrs, 51 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Guide.
imerican Society of Mechanical Engineers, 29 West

39th St., New York, N. Y.
Boiler Code.
Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels.
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American Standards Association
29 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.

American Standards
A9.1-1946--Building Exits Code.
A12-1932--Safety Code foe' Floor and Wall

openings, Rt*ilings and Toe Boards.
A14.1-1948--Safety Code for Construction,

Care and Use of Ladders.
B9-1939--Safety Code for Mechnical Refrig-

eration.
B30.2-1943--Safet~y Code for Cranes, Der-

ricks and Hoists.
C1-1946--National Electrical Code (NBFU

Pamphlet No. 70).
American War Standards

41.3-1944, 4th Edition-Men's Conductive
Shoes.

41.9-1944, 3d Edition-Women's Conductive
Shoes.

54.1-1946--Safety Code for the Industrial
Use of X-.nays.

American Trucking Association, Inc.-Motor Car-
rier Safety

Regulations--Parts 2, 3, 6 and 7
Association of American Railroads

230 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Specifications.

Bureau of Explosives
30 Ve-sey St., New York, N. Y.

Pamphlet No. 6.: Pamphlet No. 6A.
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National Board of Fire Underwriters
85 John St., New York, N. Y.

Building Code.
Pamphlets:

No. 10--First-Aid Fire Appliances.
No. 13-Sprinkler Equipment.
No. 33-Spray Finishing.
No. 34-Dip Tanks.
No. 70--National Electrical Code.
No. 80-Protection of Openings in Walls and

Partitions Against Fire.
No. 82-Incinerators
No. 86--Ovens for Japan, Enamel, and Other

Flammable Finishes.
No. 90--Air Conditioning, Warm Air Heat-

ing, Air Cooling and Ventilating Systems.
No. 91-Blower and Exhaust Systems for

Dust, Stock and Vapor 1Removal or Con-
veying.

National Fire Protection Association
60 Batterymarch St., Boston, Mass.

Crosby-Fiske-Forster Handbook of Fire Pro-
tection, Tenth Edition Nation Fire Codes.

Vol. I-Flammable Liquids, Gases, Chemicals
and Explo3ives.

Vol. III-Building Construction and Equip-
ment.

Vol. IV-Extinguishing and Alarm Equip-
ment.

Vol. V-National Electrical Code.
Pamphlet on Static Electricity.
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National Safety Council
425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Safe Practices Pamphlets.
Underwriters' Laboratories

207 East Ohio St., Chicago, ,11.
Lists of Inspected Appliances.
Standards for Grounding and Bonding Equip-

ment.
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INDEX
Paragraph Poeg

Abbreviations --------------------------- vii
Aboveground magazines:

as barricaded structures ---------------- 1726c 17-27
containing mass-detonating ammunition

and explosives, separation of ... - - Table._ 1,741 17-61
permanent lighting for ------------------ 620 6-22
Storage of classes 6 and 7 ammunition in-.- 1724a 17-22

Atcident cause analysis .------------------ 125 1-19
Accident investigation -------------------- 124 1-18
Accident prevention inspections ------------- 123 1-17
Acid, W'uming nitric, firefighting proce-

dures --------------------------- 2200b(1) 22-15
Acids:

carboy handling ------------------------ 1303c 13-5
construction of buildings for ------------- 1301 13-1
empty containers ----------------------- 1303i 13-8
first-aid treatment ----------------------- 1303g 13-8
handling by blow cases arid compressed

air systems --------------.. ------- 1303a(2) 13-3
handling by pumps ------------------ 1303a(1) 13-3
hydrochloric ---------------------------- 1304 13-8
hydrocyani .--------------------------- 2916d 29-27
hydrofluoric ..------------------------- 1305 13r-9
mixed ---------------------------------- 16 13-9
mixing with water ...------------------- 1303/i 13-8
neutralizing spills ---------------------- 1303f 13-7
nitric (industrial usage .----------- .--- 1308 13-10
nitric (rocket and guided missile usage•).. 1523 ,5-32
protective equipment ------------.----- 1303d 13-5
repairs to equipment ...---------------- 1303e 13-6
storp.ge of carboys ---------------------- 1302c 13-2
storage, general ------------------------ 1302a 13-1
storage tanks ------------------.------- 1302b 13-2
sulfuric (oil of vitriol) ------------------- 1309 13- i I
tank cars ------------------------------- 1303b 13-5Zwaste (spent) ------------............. 1307 13-9
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ParagrSph Paso
Adam site --------------------------------- 2916C 29-29
Administration area:

definition of --------------------------- 202 2-1
fire protection ------------------------- 1202 12-1
separation from explosives facilities- -- --- 1711a 17-11
separation from restricted aream (fencing) 1607a 16-6

Adjusting machinery ------.-------------- 919d 9-22
Advisory provisions, Manual:

definition of --------------------------- 103b 1-2
deviation from ..........---------------- 103b 1-2
used as a guide ------------------------ 104c 1-3
waivers for new construction ------------ 501a 5-1

Agitation of explosives materials, dual
sources of power for ----------------- 1622 16-16

Agitators, melt-mix kettle ------------ 2610 26-9
Air, compressed:

for cleaning and drying purposes ---------. 25 9-26
location of compressors in magazine areasm 1809e 18-& 1

Aircraft:
civil, regulation of transportation by ------ 2301 23-1
dead storage area, definition of -------- 1728c(3) 17-33
exposure to test firings ------------------ 2813d 28-19
loa.•ding and unloading dangerous articles.- 2305 23-3
Military, regt,Iation of transportation by - 2302 23-1
operating regulations ------------------- 2304 23-2
operational parking ate&, definition of. _ 1728c(4) 17-33
runways, definition of -.--------------- 1728c(l) 17-33
taxiways, definitior, of --------------- 172•c(2) 17-33

Aircraft involved in proof firing:
air courses --------------------------- 28234 28-46
airplane commanders ------------------- 2823e 28-48
bombing ------------------------------ 2823c 28-47
clearance ...-.------------------------- 28236 2&-47
rocket firing -----------.--------------- 2823d 28-48

Airfields, separation from mass-detonating
ammunition and explosives ------------ 1728 17-32

Air shipments, permissible ----------------- 2303 23-1
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Paagmrpb Page
Air terminals, lightning protection systems,

purpose of --------------------------- 803b 8-3
Air terminals, lightning protection systems,

specifications for --------------------- 820e 8-42
Alarm systems, fire ----------------------- 1230b 12-34
Alternate power source ------------------- 609 6-10. 2
Aluminum borohydride ------------------- 1515 15-21
Aluminum-magnesium alloy powder -------- 1316 13-2?
Aluminum powder ----------------------- 1316 13-22
Aluminum, use of as lightning protection

system conductor ------------------- 820f 8-42
Amatol -------..... . .------------------- 1411 14-6

Ammoniaý anhydrous (industrial usage) ----- 1320d 13-28
Ammonia, anhydrous (rocket and gdided

missile usage) ----------------------- 1 1512 15-17
Ammonium chlorate ---------------------- 1312c 1--14
Ammonium nitrte ------------------------ 1315b 13-19

S Ammonium perchlorate ----------------- 1313a 13-16
Ammonium picrate ----------------------- 1412 14-6
Ammunit.on:

areas, separation of and within ----------- 1711 17-11
assembly and crimping of complete rounds. 2616 26-14. 2
at firing fronts...-.-.-------------------- 2809 28-15
boxcars st'itable for transporting --------- 2108 21-9
boxed fixed and sernifixed, use as sub-

stantial dividing walls ---------------- 1823 18-16
boxed small arms, use as barricade3 and

substantial dividing walls ------------- 1820 18-15
carloading ------------------------------ 2115 21-16
chemical, definition ---------------------- 209 2-2
chemical, report on leaking -------------- 2904 29-5
chemical, tests -------------------------- 2817c 28-22
clas 1, characteristics of ---------------- 1426 14-17
class 1, items included in --------- Table.- 1730 17-44
class 1, storage of in barracks and warc--

houses ------------------------------- 1803b 18-3
elm• 3, characteristics of --..------------ 1427 14-18
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Ammunition-Continued Parupuph Pop

class 3, items included in --------- Table.. 1732 17-52
class 4, characteristics of ---------------- 1428 14-19
clams 4, ineffectiveness of separate barri-

cades for ------------.-------------- 1725a 17-24
class 4, items included in ------- Table. -_ 1733 17-53
class 5, characteristics of ---------------- 1429 14-19
class 5, items included in --------- Table-. 1734 17-54
class 6, characteristics of ---------------- 1430 14-20
class 6, items included in --------- Table._ 1735 17-54
class 6, special storage requiremen4.. ---- 1724 17-2?
class 6, stacking requirements ------------ 1824 18-1fG
class 7, characteristics of -------------- 1429 14-19
class 7, items included in --------- Table 1736 17-55
class 7, special storage requirements ------ 1724 17-22
class 7, stacking requirements- -------- 1821b 18-15
class 8, characteristics of --------------- 141 1 4-20
class 8, items iacluded in --------- Table. -- 1737 17-56
class 10, characteristics of --------------- 1432 14-21
class 10, items included in --------------- 17-63 W
class 11, items included in -------- Table_ -. 1742 17-65
component, definition ------------------- 211 2-3
components, loaded, operations on ------- 2805f 28-9
components, marking of ----------------- 2002 20-1
components, toxic hazards of ------------ 2730c 27-32
containers, marking -------------------- 2002 20-1
containers, opening or repair of aboard a

vesel ------------------------------- 2308c 23-4
containers, opening or repair of in air-

planes ------------------------------ 2307 23-4
containers, opening or repair of in magas.

sines -------------------------------- 1809 18-8
cookoff, danger zones ------------------- 2818b 28-25
cookoff, prevention of----- ----------- 2818a 28-24
damaged, shipments of ------------------ 2122 21-22
d.finition of _.------------------------- 203 2-1
in operating lines, qu rntity-distance tables

appJcable to-----------............ 1705a 17-4
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Ammunition, demilitarization of: P•r'g•'PL Pap

location of operation ------------------ 2502a 25-1
personnel limits --------------------- 2502c 25-2
quantity-distance requirements . . 2502 25-1
standing operating procedures 2501 25-1

Ammunition, destruction of:
approval for --------------------------- 2708 27-7
method3 ------------------------------ 2708 27-7
supervision and training ---------------- 2712 27-11

Ammunition destruction sites ------------- 2709 27-8
communication' facilities for ------------ 2709f 27-10
empty containers ----------------------- 2714d 27-13
firefighting facilities -------------------- 2709d 27-9
location ------------------------------- 2709a 27-8
material awaiting destruction ------------ 2710 27-10
servicing ------------------------------ 2714 27-12
spacing of containers ------------------ 2714c 27-13
vegetation control ---------------------- 2709c 27-9R ArAmmunition, detonation of:
demolition material ------------------ 2717a 27-18.3
misfires ......-- ------------------------ 2717c 27-19
searcheii for unexploded items ------------ 2717b 27-1&. 4
use of pits ----------------------------- 2717a 27-1& 3

Ammunition, disassembly of:
fired for recovery ------------------------ 2826 28-51
oper:tional shields for ----------------- 2504 25-8
shielding requirements ------------------ 2503 25-4

Ammunition, dumping at sea -------------- 2729 27-31
Ammunition, electrical testing of ----------- 1626 16-20
Ammunition, fixed, definition -------------- 223 2-5
Ammunition, fixed and 8emifixed, boxed, use

as barricades and dividing walls -------- 1823 18-16
Ammunition handling, battery-powered

equipment for ----------------------- 2403 24-3
Ammuniticn handling:

diesel or gasoline-powered equipment far_- 2404 24-4
safety shoe requirements --------------- 2008f 20-7
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Pingrqsb Pops
Amlmunition, incoming motor vehicle ship-

men~t, inspection and movement of --- 2210 22-22
Ammunition, incomplete boxes, handling and

storage ----------------------------- 1808 18-7
Ammunition in damaged containers -------- 1808 18-7
Ammunition, inert, definition of ------------ 230 2-6
Ammunition in operating lines, hazard classi-

fication ----------------------------- 1705a 17-4
Ammunition, inspection of rail cars --------- 2120 21-21
Ammunition in storage, separation of classes- 1712 17-14
Arimunition items, loading in rail cars ------ 2115 21-16
Ammunition, leaking chemical, report ------ 2904 29-5
Ammunition, live, which has failed to func-

tior[ during test, commercial shipment
of -------.--------------------------- 2001 20-1

Arnmurnition, loaded, drying painted- ------- 1212 12-15
Ammunition, loose rounds, handling and

storing ------------------------------- 1808 18-7 10
Ammunition, manual handling of 2805b 28-8
Ammunition, marking -------------------- 2002 20-1
Ammunition, mass-detonating, separation

from airfields ------------------------- 1728 17-32
Ammunition, materials for detoDsting:

electric hazards to electric blasting caps-.- 2716b 27-16
use of blasting caps ----------------- 2716a 27-16
use of safety fuse ----------------------- 2716c 27-1& 2

Ammunition misfires:
automatic guns, 20-mm and over- Figure-. 2820B ;--29
fixed or semifixed --------------- Figure.. 2820C 28-31
machineguns, rifles, pistols, and

other amutomatics ----------- Figure. -_ 2820A 28-27
mortars (drop-fire type) --------- Figure - 2820E 28-35
mortars (trigger-fire type) - ..-- -Figure. -- 2820F 28-37
rockets -------------------- Figure_ -. 2820G 28-39
separate loading ----------------.. .... : -- 2820 H 2&-41
under Possible cookoff conditions.. Figure- _ 2820 D 28-33
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Paragmph Page

Ammunition modification and normal main-
tenance:

in empty magazin ---------------------- 2502c 25-2
in the open ---------------------------- 2502c 25-2
personnel limits ------------------------ 2502b 25-2
quantity-distance requirements ---------- 2502 25-1
standing operating procedures- --------- 2501 25-1

Ammunition operations, field, rotational speed
of equipment ---------------------- 2512 25-16

Ammunition, premature bursts of ---------- 2819 28-25
Ammunition, preparation for shipment:

general regulations -------------------- 2001 20-1
loading and bracing in rail cars ---------- 2108 21-9
mtarking ------------------------------ 2002 20-1
-nporary storage in shipping and receiving
buildings ---------------------------- 2003 20-2

Ammunition, primers, protection of -------- 26i8 26-14. 3
Ammunition, protection from moisture ------ 1811 15--9
Ammunition, quantity of explosives in, com-

putation of --------------.------------ 1709 17-9
Ammunition, recoilless weapons, test firing:

multiple firing ------------------------- 2814c 28-20
protection of personnel ------------------ 2814a 28-19
safety switches ------------------------- 2814b 28-20

Ammunition, recoverable, marking --------- 2824 28-49
Ammunition, regulations for transportation:

by aircraft (civil) --------------------- 2301 23-I
by aircraft (military) ------------------- 2302 23-1
by motor vehicle ----------------------- 2204 22-9
by rail -------------------------------- 2101 21-i

Ammunition renovation:
definition ----------------------------- 257 2-12
in empty magazines and in the open ------ 2502c 25-2
personnel limits ------------------------ 2502b 25-2
quantity-distance requirements ---------- 2502 25-1
standing operating procedures ----------- 2501 25-1
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Paragraph Page

Ammunition sand- or shot-blasting operations:
barricading --------------------------- 2510b 25-13
equipment controls -------------------- 251 lb 25-15
fragrneitation bombs ----------------- 2509c 25-11
groanding of e, uipment- -------------- 2509e 25-11

hcfsekteping ------------------------- 2509d 25-11
in explosives storage areas --------------- 2510 25-13
in operating line buildings --------------- 2511 25-14
inspection for and removal of exudate ... 2509b 25-11
layout of operations .................... 2511 a 25-14
location of air compressor-motor generator

sets --------------------------------- 2510c 25--13
on ammunition loading docks ------------ 2510d 25-14
personal protective equipment. ---------- 2509f 25-12
prohibited operations -------------------- 2509a 25-10
quantity-distance requirements ---------- 2509h 25-12
separation from inert processes ----------- 2509j 25-12
types of equipment -------------------- 2 509g 25-12
use of steel wool ----------------------- 2509i 25-12

Ammunition, sealing rail cars of ------------ 2116 21-16
Ammunition, semifixed, definition ---------- 264 2-13
Ammuriition, separated-loading, definition- 280 2-16
Ammunition, separate-loading:

class 5, storage of ----------------------- 1822 18-16
class 7, storage in aboveground magazines- 1821 18--15
definition --------.-------------- _----- 265 2-13

Ammunition, separation of classes of -------- 1712 17-14
Ammunition, small arms:

control of health hazards during manu-
facture, -........ ......... .- - Table- 1111 11-23

definition --------------------------- 268 2- 14
Ammunition, shipment in rail baggage and

express cars. 2109 21-11
Ammunition, stacking in magazines - 1807 18-6
Ammun:tion, stacks of, definition 269 2-14
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Ammunition, storage compatibility: Paragraph Pagp
alphabetical summary of groupingTable__ 1904 19-2
by groups ------------------- Table__. 1905 19-12
combining storage groups .--------------- 1906 19-18
factors which determine grouping -------- 1902 19-1
general ------------------------------- 1901 19-I
relation to quantity-distance requirements- 1903 19-1

Ammunition, storage:
areas, separation f ---.------------------ 171 Ia 17-11
distribution of stores ....--------------.. 1812 18-9
general ------------------------------- 1801 18-1
preferred storage structures -------------- 1803 18-3
smoking in storage areas -----------------. 1603 16-3
use of nonstandard structures -------------- 1802e 18-3

Ammunition, summary of explosives hazard
classifications ----------------- Table. . 1904 19-2

Ammunition, t.drveillance, definition ------- 273 2-15S %mmunition, tools for loading &nd unloadiig_ 2113 21-15
Ammunition, transportation by motor vehicle:

instructions to driver --------------------- 2209 22-14. 1
operating requirements for Government-

owned vehicles ----------------------- 2207 22-12
Ammunition workshops area:

conclirrent operations in ---------------- 2502 25-1
quantity-distance requirements --------- 2502a 25-1
separation from magazines ------------ 1711d(3) 17-13

Analysis of accident causes -------.--------- 125 1-19
Anhydrous ammonia (industrial usage) ----- 1320d 13-28
Anhydrous ammonia (rocket and guided

missile usage) ------------------------ 1512 15-17
Aniline ----------------------------------- 1513 15-19
Aniiine-Furturyl alcohol mix, firefighting pro-

cedures --------------------------- 2209b(2) 22-17
Antipersonnel mines, testing --------------- 2817e 28-23
Appliances, portable electrical:

definition ----------------------------- 603f 6-7
single phase --------------------------- 621 6-25
t three phase ---------------------------- 622 6-27
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Pargrpaph Page
"Application of Manual ............. ------ 103 1-1
Approved:

definition ----------------------------- 204 2-1
electrical equipment --------------------- 602 6-2

Areas:
administration, definition --------------- 202 2-1
danger, definition ------------------------- 2802c 28--2
explosives, definition ------------------- 217 2-4
explosives storage, location of sand- or shot-

blasting operations in ---------------- 2510 25-13
explosives storage, separation from other

facilities ----------------------------- 1711a 17-11
explosives storage, water barrels in ------- 1219 12-21
fir. hazard, definition ------------------- 219 2-4
fire, iimitation of ----------------------- 1213 12-16
hazardous, photographing --------------- 1618 16-13
inert, definition ------------------------ 231 2-6
magazine, definition -------------------- 239 2-8 *
magazine, miscellaneous structures within- 1711d 17-13
magaz.ine, storage permitted in ----------- 1827 18-18
restricted, definition -------------------- 258 2-12
restricted, flame and match permits ------ 1605 13--4
restricted, placarding and fencing -------- 1607 16-"
separation of and within ---------------- 1711 17-11
toxic, definition ------------------------- 275 2-15

Arrangement of explosives operations ------- 1701 17-1
Artificial earth mound barricades ----------- 1725a 17-24
Assembly machines, separation ------------ 2616 26-14. 2
Assistance agreements, fire department- - --- 1221 12-23
Atmospheric health hazards .--------------- 1110 11-12

engineering controi of ------------------- 1111 11-14
evaluation of -.... ------------------------ 110b 11-13
general -------------------------------- l I110a 11-12
overall exposure ------------------------ I110c 11-14

Authority from Chief of Ordnance:
recording of authorizations -------------- 103b 1-2
required for deviations ------------------ 104a 1-3 41W
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Authority from Chief of Ordnance-Con. Paarspb Page
when required ----------------------- 103b 1-1

Authorization, definition of ----------------- 283 2-16
Automatic sprinkler systems ---------------- 1228 12-33
Automobiles, privutely-owned, parking of. -- 1609 16-7
Automotive equipment, spotting at, explosives

buildings ---------------------------- 1`9 17-18
Auxiliary building, definition --------------- 205 2-2

Band saws ------------------------------ 923 9-25
Barium chlorate ------------------------- 1312d 13-14
Barracks storeroums, storing class 1 ammuni-

tion in ------------------------------ 1803b 18-3
Barricade, definition ----------------------- 206 2-2
Barricaded, definition ---------------------- 207 2-2
Barricaded structures, magaz.ines as -------- 1726 17-26
Barricades:

construotion requirements.. ------------- 1725a 17-24
for aboveground magazines, height of ---- 1726g 17-31

W for pyrotechnics ------------------------- 1727 17-32
inspection of --------------------------- 1725b 17-26
limitation of effectiveness ---------------- 1725a 17-24
location ------------------------------- 1725a 17-24
types ---------------------------------.. 1725a 17-24
use of boxed fixed and semifixed ammuni-

tion ----------------------.---------- 1823 18-16
use of boxed small arms ammunition ------ 1820 18-15

Battery-powered materials handling equip-
men t:

handling explosive materials ------------- 2403 24-3
specifications -------------------------- 2402b 24-1
storage ------------------------------- 2408 24-8

Belts, conductive -----.-------------------- 703 7-3
Bins for packing materials ----------------- 1613 16-10
Black powder:

chemical destruction r - ..----------------- - 302c 3-3
containers for scrap -------------------- 1610b 16-7

t containers, inspection af ---------------- 2005b 20-4
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Black powder-Continued Paragraph Papa
containers, opening of ------------------ 2005d 20-5
containers, reuse of ---------------------- 2 005c 20-4. 1
containers, standard type -------.-------- 2005a 20-4
disposal ------------------------------- 2722 27-21
general ------------------------------- 1423a 14-11

Blasting caps, electric, electrical hazards.... 2716b 27-16
Blending high explosives:

operational siajelds, specifications --------- 2 602c 26-2
operational shiel..•, use of --------------- 2602b 26-2

Blister gases ----------------------- Table. _ 2902 29-2
Block arraiigement, magazine:

earth-covered magazines, separation of
blocks of ---------------------------- 1710c 17-11

magazines not of earth-covered type, sepa..
ration of blocks of .---.--------------- 1710d l'-1I1

number of facilities permitted ----------- 1710a 17-10
orientation of earch-covered magazines ..-- 1710b 17-11

Blood poisons, first-aid -------------------- 2919c 29-37 *
Blow cases for transfer of acid, .------------ 1303a 1-3
Board, central safety:

duties -------------------------------- 111b 1-8
membership.. - ---------------- lla 1-8
minutes of meetings- ------.--.--.----.. - I- Ic 1-9

Boilers, fuel, for.------------------------ 526 5-18
Boilers, inspection of -------------------- 123e 1-18
Boilers, installation of -------.-------------- 520 5-14

Bombproofs:
for observation of firing ----------------- 2821c 28-44
in magazine areas, siting of ----------- 171ld(l) 17-13
types ------------.------------- ------- 2821b 28-43

Bombs, rtandling- -----------.------------ 2008r 20-7
Boom angle indicators for cranes, use of .. - - 904b 9-5
Boostering explosives ------------------- 1406 14-4

PETN --.--------- 1407 14-4
RDX -.- ....----------------- 1408 14-5
tetryl- ---------- ---------- - 1409 14--5
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Boosters: Paragraph Page

* cavity forming tools -------------------- 2614 26-10
demilitarization ---------------------- 2508 25-9
handling ------------------------ 2008d 20-7

Booths, paint spray------------------ 1211 12-11
Boundariets of reservatios, posting --------- 1608 16-6. 2
Boxcars, interior lighting of --------------- 619 6-22
Boxed ammunition, use as barriers:

fixed and sewkifixrd_ ------------------- 1823 18-16
small arms ---------------------------- 1820 18-15

Boxes of ammunition and explosives, incom-
plete handling and storing ------------- 1808 18-7

Boxes, wood, use of ---------------------- 204 20-4
Bracing fiber containers in freight cars- . ---- 2114 21-15
Brushes for cleaning explosives equipment - 1612 16-9
Buildings:

aid storage, construction of ------------- 1301 13-1
auxiilary, definition of ------------------ 205 2-2
ceilings ----------------------------- 504a 5-2
doors --------------------------------- 508 5-6
electrical services ----------------------- 611 6-11
emergency exits ------------------------ 510 5-8
existing, application of rules to- --------- 501b 5-1
exits ---------------------.------------ 507 5-5
explosives, maintenance and repair of - ---- 1621 16-14
explosives operating tine, separation of .... 1711c 17-13
explosives, spotting rail cars and automo-

tive equipment ------.-------------- 1719 i7-18
explosives, ventilation of ---------------- 525 5-17
exterlors---- ---------------------- -502 5-2
exterior walls --- ......--------------- 502 5-2
fire escapes. 510 5--8
firewal!s ------- 505 5-3

fi;ed ladders. 512 5-9
floors 503 5-2
hardw are --.... . . 518 5-13
heating of, fuels for . .. kS 5-18
inert, separation ifs 1214 12-17
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Buildings-Continued Paragraph Pap
i:ihabited, definition ------------------- 233 2-7
interior walls --------------------------- 504 5-2
LCL, temlorary storage in --------------- 2003a 20-2
loading and asaembly ------.------------- 2804 28-7
maintenance of ---------.--------------- 1621 16-14
kjodification of ------------------------. 501c 5-1
n'w, construction of ..------------------ 501a 5-I
operating, concurrent operations --------- 2619b 26-16
operating, definition -------------------- 247 2-10
operating, detonating explosives in ------ 2803e 28-7
operating, steerage of hazardous material in. 1602 16-3
repairs -------------------------------- 162i 16-14
roof coverings ------------------------- 502 5-2
safety ch.te- ............................ 509 5-6
serving multiple lines and areas, location

of ---------------------------------- 1711b 17-12
shipping and reteiving, cars permitted ...- 2003b 20-3
shipping and receiving, determining quan-

tity-distance requirements ..----------- 2003b 2f-3
shipping and receiving, temporary stor age

in ---------------------------------- 2003 20-2
skylights ..---------------------------- 516c 5-12. 1
stairways -------.---------------------- 511 5-8
substantial dividing walls --------------- 506 5-4
venting roofs --------------.------------ 504b 5-3
w'Indows ...--------------------------- 516 5-12
within explosives operating lines, separa-

tion of ------------------------------- 1214b 12-17
Bulk H E, containers for ------------------ 2007 20-6
Bulk initiating explosives:

carrying ..----------------------------- 1402 14-2
storage ----------------------------- 187 18-14

Burning:
dynam ite .. ... . . . . ----- 2718 27-19
explosives in containers ---------------- 2715a 27-13
explosives in projectiles ---------------- 2726 27-22
explosives, separation of parallel beds --- 2715d4 27-15
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Burning-Continued Paragraph Page
explosives, toxic fumes from ------------- 2715e 27-15
explosives, use of flammable liquids in__ 2715c(1) 27-14. 1
ignition of explosives ------------------- 2715c 27-14
loose explosives in beds ----------------- 2715c 27-14
parachute flares ------------------------ 2723 27-21
propelling charges with igniters --------- 2721 27-20
RDX and PETN --------------------- 2720 27-20

, lBurning and demolition ground personnel,
training and supervision -------------- 2712 27-11

Bursting charge explosives- 1410 14-5
amatol -------------------------------- 1411 14-6
DBX --------------------------------- 1413 14-7
explosive D (ammonium picrate) --------- 1412 14-6
HBX.- -------------------------------- 1414 14-7
pentolite ------------------------------ 1415 14-7
picratol ------------------.------------- 1416 14-7
picric acid ----------------------------- 1417 14-7
RDX compoeitions -------------------- 1418 14-9
tetrytol ---------------------------- 1419 14-9
TNT- --- ------------------------ 1420 14-10
torpex -------------------------------- 1421 14-10
tritonal ------------------------------- 1422 14-11

Bursts, premature ------------------------ 2819 28-25

CableB3, inspection ----------------------- 123d 1-18
Calcium carbide ------------------------- 1325 13-30
Caicium permanganate ------------------- 1514 15--21
Cancellation of waivers and exemptions .... 105a 1-4
Canteens -..-.........--------------------- 1121 11-38
Carbon tetrachloride -------------------- 1326 13-31
Catboys, acid ---------------------------- 1302c 13-2
Carboys, acid, handling of ----------------- 1303c 13-5
Car certitfchtes, rail ---------------.-------- 2111 21-12
Car inspection, rail ---------------.-------- 2110 21-11
Car loading of items containing ammunition

and explosives ...................... . 2115 21-16
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Paragraph Page

Carpenter type container,, blocking and
bracing in freight cars ---------------- 2114 21-15

Carrying bulk initiating explosives --------- 1402 14-2
Cars containing ammunition and explosives,

inspection of ------------------------- 21?0 21-21
Car seals, changes of ---------------------- 2117 21-17
Cars placarded "Dangerous" (Flammable

Liquids), handling wreck,3 of ----------- 2119 21-19
Cars placarded "Explosives" or "Dangerous,"

handling wrecks of ------------------- 2118 21-17
Cars, tank, care of safety valves ---------- 2119b 21-19
Car track, si-1pect, definition --------------- 272 2--15
Cartridge , resizing operations, location__ 2803d 28-7
Cartridge ca.s,, protection of p:imer. ------- 2618 26-14. 3
Caustic soda ----------------------------- 1327 13-32
Ceilings, construction requirements --------- 504 5-2
Central Safety Board:

functions of --------------------------- Illb 1-8
membership of -------------------------. Ilia 1-8
minutes of meetings --------------------- IlIc 1-9

Certificates, rail car ---------------------- 2111 21-12
Chains, inspection, repair and use of ----.-.- 907 9--8
Chambers, destruction --------------------- 2728 27-25
Change houses:

definition ---------------------------- 208 2-2
location within magazine areas -------- 171 1d(2) 17-13

Changing car seals..----------------------- 2117 21-17
Chercoal --------------------.------------ 1317 13--25
Charges, spotting, storage, handling and use- 2008g 2G-8
Chemical agents, detector kit for ----------- 290)2 29-1
Chemical agents, group A:

general . 2909a 29- 9
lewvisite . . . . ... . . ..... . ...- 2909d 2N -- 12
mustard gases .. . 2909b 29 10
nitrogetn iustard gases ---------- 2909c 29 11
remrtoval of spills 2914 29 22
special 1)rote(,tive eq uIlljment 2911 29- 14 1 l9
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Chemical agents, group B: Paragraph Page
adamsite ------------------------------ 2916g 29-29
chlorine ------------------------------- 29 1h 29-30
chloroacetophenone. ---- -------- 2916h 29-29
chlcropicrin...------------------------- 2916c 29-26
cyazvogen chloride ---------------------- 29164 29-28
d iphen ylchloroarstine -------------------- 21 29-28
general .------------------------------- 2916a 29-24
hydrocyanic acid ------------------------ 2916d 29-27
phosgene ------------------------------ 2916b 29-24
removal of spills ------------------------ 2921 29-40
sulfur trioxide-chlorosulfonic acid mixture. 2916m 29-32
tear gas solution (CNB) ----------------- 2916k 29-31
tear gas solution (CNS) ----------------- 29)6j 29-30
titanium tetrachloride ----------------- 29161 29-31

Chemical agents, group C:
general -------------------------------- 2923a 25-40
plasticized white phosphorus ------------ 2923c 29-41

C white phosphorus- 2923b 29-41
Chemical agents, group D:

burning mixture CN-DM- - ---------- 2930e 29-48
chloroacetophenone burning mixture- ---- 2930f 29-48
colored smoke mixtures ----------------- 2930g 29-48
general ------------------------------- 2930a 29-47
hexachloroethane mixture --------------- 2930d 29-48
incendiary bombs -------------.--------- 2930c 29-47
removal of spills --......---------------- 2935 29-50
thermite ................... . 2030h 29-47

Chemical agents, incendiary and reauily
flammable -------------------- Table.- 2902 29-3

Chemical agents, spontaneously flammable
Table.. 2902 29-3

Chemical ammunition:
definition ------------------------------ 209 2-2
leaking, report ------------------------- 2904 29-5
testing -------------------------------- 2817c 28-22
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Paragrph Pagp

Chemical destruction of explosives --------- 302 3-1
"black powder ....................... . 302c 3-3
lead azide ----------------------------- 302d 3-3
mercury fulminate --------------------- 302a 3-2
nitroglycerin -------------------------- 302b 3-2

Chemical munitions:
defective, disposition of ---------------- 2907 29-9
detector material ----------------------- 2902 29-1
fillings and markings- --------- Table.. 2902 29-2

Chemical munitions, group A:
fire hazihrds ---------------------------- 2910e 29-14
fires in magazines ---------------------- 2915 29-23
first-aid measures ---------------------- 2912 29-17
general ------------------------------- 2909a 29-9
inspection ----------------------------- 2910d 29-14
leaking ----------------.--------------- 2910c 29-i4
leaking; disposal ----------------------- 2913d 29-20
leaking, general ------------------------ 2913a 29-20
!caking, protective clothing -------------- 2913b 29-20
leaking, removal ----------------------- 2913c 29-20
lewisite ------------------------------- 2909d 29-12
mustard gases ------------------------ 2909b 29-10
nitrogen mustard gases ----------------- 2909c 29- 11
odors --------------------------------- 2910b 29-13
storage ------------------------------- 2910 29-13

Chemical munitions, group B:
first-aid ------------------------------- 2919 29-36
inspections ----------------------------- 2917d 29-3?
leaking, disposal of large quantities ------- 2920c 29-39
leaking, disposal of small quantities ------ 2920b 29-39
leaking, general ------------------------ 2920a 29-38
magazines, fires ---------------------- 2922 29-40
opening container valves ---------------- 2917c 29-33
srJety considerations ------------------- 2917c 29-34
specia! protective equipment ------------- 2918 29-34
storage 2917 29-33
surveillance. ........................... 2917b 29-33XXviii
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A Chemical riutitions, group C: Prarpaph Page

first-aid ---------------------------- 2926 29-43
leaking --------------------------- 2927 29-43
magazines, fires ------------------------- 2929 29-45
special protective equipment ------------- 2925 29-42
storage ------------------------------- 2924 29-41

Chemical munitions, group D:
"first-aid ------------------------------- 2933 29-49
leaking ----------------------------- 2934 29-50
magazines, fires ---------------------- 2936 29-50
special protective equipment ------------- 2932 29-49
storage -------------------------------- 2931 29-49

Chemical munitions, handling:
first-aid equipment --------------------- 2905c 29-6
personal cleanliness --------------------- 2905d 29-7
personal protectkve equipment ----------- 2905b 29-6

Chemical munitions:
magazine markings --------------------- 2906 29-7
marking, packing and shipping 2908 29-9
separation from explosives facilities ------- 2903b 29-4
special disposal squads ----------------- 2937 29-51
storage of ----------------------------- 2903 29-4
storage of, grouping of fillings ------------ 2902 29-1
toxic hazards -------------------------- 2730 27-31
types of --------------.-------------- 2901 29-1

Chlorates --------------... . .---------- 1312 13-14
ammonium ---------------------------- 1312c 13-14
barium ------------------------------- 1312d 13-14
containers ---------------------------- i312f '13-15
fires involving .------------------------- 1312h 13-15
potassium ...--------------------------- 1312b 13-14
sodium ------------------------------- 1312b 13-14 .
storage .------------------------------ 1 3131 13-16
zinc ----------------------------------- 1312e 13-14

Chlorinated hydrocarbons, use of ---------- 1319 13-26
Chiorine -------------------------------- 2916i 29-30

Chlorine, first-aid ------------------------ 2919b 29-36
Chloroacetophenone ---------------------- 2916h 29-29
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Paragraph Page

Chloroacetopheaone burning mixtures ------ 2930f 29-48
Chloropicrin ------------------------------ 2916c 29-26
Chloropicrin, first-aid --------------------- 2919b 29-36
Choking gases, first-aid ------------------- 2919b 29-36
Chutes handling ammunition and explosives- 2008J 20-7
Chutes, safety ---------------------------- 509 5-6
Cigarettes, disposal of ---------------- I----. 1208b 12-5
Circuit breake rs, elec" 7ical, installation of. _ 613 6-11

, Circuits, electrical, working ---------------- 607 6-9
Aý Circular saws ----------------------------- 922 9-24

Civil aircraft, regulation of transportation by. 2301 23-1
Class I ammunition ----------------------- 1426 14-17

items included in table ----------------- 1730 17-44
'I, preferred storage structures- ----------- 1803a 18-3

quantity-distance requi-ements- --------- 1730 17-44

separation from flammable liquids -------- 1816a 18-12. 1
storage in barracks and warehouses- ----- 1803b 18-3

Class 2 eynsn-iveP"
items included in table ------------------ 1731 17-4b
quantity- distance requirements - _ rable._ 1731 17--46

Class 2A explosive3:
items included kn table -----.-------------- 1731a 17-51
quantity-distance requirements _Tabie 1731a 17-50

Class 3 ammunition ---------------------- 1427 1 18
items included in table ------------------- 1732 17-52
quantity-distance requirements.- -Table__ 1732 17-52

Class 4 ammunition------------------- 1428 14-19
items included in table ------------------ 1733 17-53

quantity-distahice requirements_ Table 1733 17-53
Class 5 ammunition ---------------------- 1429 14-19

items included in table. ------- 1734 17-54
quantity-distance requirements -Table.. 1734 17-54

Class 6 ammunition ---------------------- 1430 14-20
items in•,uded in table .... ...... ....... 1735 17-55
"(luantitv-distance r-quirementh. -Table 1735 17-54
stacking requirements .... .............. 1824 18--16
storage in aboveground magazines -------- 1724a 17-22
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Class 6 ammunition-Continued
storage in igloo or Corbetta type PraMrph Pae

magazines --------------------------- 1724b 17-23
Class 7 ammunition ----------------------- 1429 14-19

items included in table ------------------ 1736 17-55
quantity-distance requireme ------ Table_ 1736 17-55
stacking requirements- ..... 1821 18-I5
storage in aboveground magazines ------- 1724a 17--22
storage in earth-covered mgaziries -- ----- 1724b 17-23

Class 8 ammunition ---------------------- 1431 14-20
items included in table ------------------ 1737 17-56

quantity-distance requirement3_.... Table__ 1737 17-56
Class 9 explosives:

items, list of ---------------------.----- 1738 17-62
quantity-distance requirements.. .Table._ 1738 17-57

Class 10 ammunition:
characteristics ----------------.--------- 1432 14-21
dunnage restrictions ------------------ 1826 18-17S items, list of --------------------------- 1739 17-63
quantity-distance requirements-.. -' able-- 1738 17-57

Class I I ammunition:
items included in table ------------------ 1742 17-65
quantity-distance requirements-------- 1742 17-65

Class 12 explosives:
items included in table ----------------- 1743 17-66
quantity-distance requirements ---------- 1743 17-65
quantity distance requirements when ex-

posed to hazardous items of other classes_- 1724c 17-23
Class I hazardous locations, definitio-_ 603e(l) (a) &-3
Class 2 hazardous locations, definition 603e(l)(b) 6-3
Class 3 hazardous locations, definition - 603e(I)(c) 6-3

Class I motors, description ------------ 603e(6)(a) 6-5
Class 2 motors, description ------------ 603e(6) (b) 6-6
Classification yards ----------------------- 1713 17-14

definition ----------------------------- 210 2-3
firefighting in -------------------------- 1223 12-30
layout of tracks ...---------------------- 2102f 21-2: location -.---------------------------- 1713 17-14
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Paragraph Page

Cleening brushes --------------------------- 1612 16--9
Cleaning projectile threads --------------- 2625 26-20
Cleaning ranges ------------------------ 2825 28-49
Clearance of employees through health unit-. 1102d 11-3
Clearances, definition --------------------- 2802b 28-2
Clearances from rail tracks ---------------- 2102d 21-2
Clearances, range:

enitrance to ranges --------------.------ 2808d 28-14
establishing danger zones ---------------- 2808b 28-13
firing over water --------------------- 2808c 28-14
general ------------------------------- 280oa 28-12

Clothing and equipment, personal protective:
determining requirements --------------- 1002 10-2
education and enforcement -------------- 1004 10-3
gereral -------------------------------- 1001 10-1
maintenance of- - -------------- 1005 10-4
selection of ---------------------------- 1003 10-3

Clothing, flameproofing of -----------------. 7 W0-7
Clothing, special:

"or hazardous operations ---------------- 1006 10-5
powder uniforms ----------------------.. l006b 10-5

CN-DM mixtures, burning, toxic hazards of.- 2730b 27-31
Coatings, fire-retardant --.--------.------- 1217 12-20
Collecting, solid propellant- -------------- 2505 25-8. 3
Collecion chambers for explosive dusts, loca-

tion of ..------------------------------- 2706 27-4
Collection of combustible scrap and waste_. 1208 12-5
Collection of contaminated industrial waste.. 2701 27-1
Collection of explosive dusts and scrap:

bonding and grounding collection system__ 2707f 27-7
cleaning collectors ---------------------- 2707e 27-7
deposition from liquids----- ----------- 2702 27-2
design and operation of collection system- 2707 27-6
handling water-soluble materials --------- 2703 27-2
location of collectors -------------------- 2706 27-4
portable collectors ---------------------- 2707c 27-6. 1
sensitive explosives ---------------- ----- 2705c 27-3
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Paragraph Page

Collection of explosive dusts and scrap--ton.
systems for ------------------------ 2705a 27-3
wet collectors -------------------------- 2705b 27-3

Colored smoke mixtures -------------------- 2930g 29-48
Combustible materials storage areas, smoking

within -------------------------------- 1603b 16-3
Combustible scrap and waste, collection of-. 1208 12-5
Combustible trains for ignition of explosives- 2715c 27-14
Command functions at scene of a local dis-

aster --------------------------------- 405 4-3
Commanding officer, authority from, when

required ---------------------.--------- 103b 1-1
Committees, employee's safety ----- ------- 113 1-9
Committees, foreman's safety------- ------ 112 1-9
Communications department, duties during a

local disas%.er -------------------------- 406 4-3
Commun ity safety, role of installation in 126b 1-21
Compatibility, storage:

defirntion ----------------------------- 270 2-14
factors which determine grouping - ------- 1902 19-1
grouping of items --------------- Table.. 1904 19-2

Complete rounds:
auimembling and crimping ---------------- 2616 26-14. 2
ocnstant temperature service magazine ..--- 2803a 28-3
protection of primers ------------------- 2618 26- 14. 3

Compliance with regulations:
existing and new faci'ities --------------- 103 1-1
Interstate Commerce Commission regula-

tions -------------------------------- 2001 20-1
National Electrical Code ---------------- 601 6-1
responsibility -------------------------- 104 1-2

Components, ammunition:
explosives loaded, demilitarization of ----- 2508 25-9
explosives loaded, operations involving 2805f 28-9
marking ------------------------------ 2002 20-1
toxic hazards -----------------.------- 2730c 27-32
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Components: Paragraph Page

definition ------------------------------ 211 2-3
"inert, definition ------------------------ 232 2-6

Composition B loaded items, machining of
charge----- --------------------------- 2615b 26-11

Compositions, flare, signal and tracer, con-
tainers -------------------------------- 2004 20-4

Compounds, sweeping --------------------- 1611 16-9
Compressed air:

for cleaning and drying ------------------ 925 9-26

for transfer of acids -------------------- 1303a 13-3
Compresse d industrial gases:

anhydrous ammonia ------------------- 1320d 13-28
flammnable ---------------------------- 1320f 13-28
general -------------------------------- 1320a 13-26

oxygen ------------------------------ 1320b 13-27
smoking restrictions ------------------- 132 0 9 13-28

Compressor, air, location of in magazine
area ----------------------------------- 1809e 18-8.1

Concrete dividing walls, reinforced ......... 506a 5-4. 1
Concurrent operations in:

ammunition workshops area ------------- 2502a 25-1

loading plants ------------------------- 2619 26-15
operating buildings, hazards ------------- 2619b 26-46
operating buildings, separation of -------- 2619e 26-16
operating 'ine-, identification of explo-

sives -------------------------------- 2619d 26-16
operating lines, separation of ------------ 2619e 26-16

Conductive belts- --------------------- 703 7-3
Conductive containers -------------------- 2004 20-4
Conductive floors:

locations requiring --------------------- 705 7-4
specifications -------------------------- 706 7--5

testing., -' -------------------------- 707 7-6
Conductive shoes:

definition ---- ----------------------- 263c 2-13
requirements -------------------------- 1011 10-8
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Conductive shoes- Continued Parsgrapb Page
specifications -------------------------- 1012 10-9
testing -------------------------------- 1 013 10-9

Constant temperature magazines ----------- 2803b 28-4
Construction, building, acid --------------- 1301 13-1
Consý'ruction, magazine:

doors --------------------------------- 1804c 18-3
electric wiring ----------------------- 1804d 18-4
exterior walls --- _----------------------- 1804c 18--4
flooring ------------------------------- 1804a 18-3
safety precautions ---------------------- 1804 .8-3

Construction, new, safety requirements- ---- 501a 5-1
lb Construction plans, safety review of -------- 527 5-19

Construction, platforms, runways, and rail-
ings -------------------------------- 513 5-10

Containers, ammunition and explosives:
black powder --------------------------- 2005 20-4
bulk high explr;ives ---------------.----- 2007 20-6S chlorates ------------------------------ 1312f 13-15
damaged, handling and storing ---------- 1808 18-7
fiber, clocking and bracing in freight cars-. 2114 2,1-15
flare composition ----------------------- 2004 20-4
for transporting powder charges ---------- 2805e 28-8
group B chemical munitions, opening

valves ------------------------------ 2917c 2•-33
incendiary materials -------------------- 2004 20-4
initiating explesi'es -------------------- 2004 20-4
insulated, use-... ..----------------------- 2803c 28-4
intraplant shipment ------------.-------- 2004 20-4
opening or repair, aboard ship .......... 2%108) 23-4
opening or repair, in airplanes ---------- 2307 23-4
opening or repair, in rail cars ------------- 2123 21-22
oxidizing agents -----------------.------ 1311 13-12
perchiorates -------------------------- 1313b 13-16
service storage ------ 2004 20-4
signal composition --------------------- 2004 20-4
soldering ------------------------------ 2506 25-9
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Containers, amrmunition and explosivev--
Continued

solid prop-llant ---------...--..... 2006 20-5
tracer composition ----------------------- 2004 20-4
waste explosives ---------------------- 27,13 27-12

Contents of manual- ----- --------------------- III
Continuity of production, insuring ---------. 02 1-1
Continuity tests, rocket and JATO- ---.-.--- 1425c 14-16
Control of hazards ---------------------..- 104s 1-3
Control of vegetation --------------.------- 1215 12-17
Controls, motor, installation ---------------- 613 6-11
Convwyors:

general -------------------------------- 91 la 9-12
gravity -------------------------------- 91 lb 9-13
handling ammunition and explosives- -.-.-- 200Sf ,V0--7
mechanical ----------------------------- 91 lc 9-13
opening for in subetantiai dividing walls..- 1723b 17-23
spacing anita containing explosives ------- 1723 17-20

(."Jkoff: 0
da.Iei- zones -------------------------- -7818b 28-25
prevention of --------------------------- 281&M 28-24

Coordina",ion of safety activities ----------- 114 1-10
Corbetta type magazines as barricaded struc-

tures- -. . . ..--------------------------- 1726 17-26
Cord:, single phase electrical appliance ------ 621 6-25
Corridors connecting hazardous operations,

operation of battery-powered material
handling equipment in ---------------- 2403c 24-4

Covtr for personnrl in danger zones, general- 2821a 28-43
Cover for personric in danger zones, portable

bombproofs------------------------- 2821b 28-43
Covering steam lines -------------------- 523 5-16
Craft, definition --------------------------- 2802a 28-1
Craft, patrol, definition ----------.--------- 2802h 28-3
Cranes:

inspection ----------.------------------- 904d 9-6
operation -----.------------------------ Ma 9-4
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Cranes-Continued Puagraph Paje
,special hazards .......................... 904c 19--6

specifications -------------------------- 904b 9-5
Crayon, detector, for chemical agents ------- 2902 29-1
C!.ýnping complete rounds ---------------- 2616 26-14. 2
Cu~bicles, operating building, detonating ex-

plosives in --------------------------- 2803e 28-7
Cutting, acetylene ------------------------ 927 9-29
Cyanogen chloride --------------------- 2916e(1) 29-28

Damaged containers of explosives, handling
and scoring --------------- _----------- 18)8 18-7

Damaged shipmentq of ammunition and ex-
plosives:

by air -------------------------------- 2306 23-3
by motor vehicles ---------------------- 2211 22-24
by rail cars -------------.------------- 2122 21-22
by water ---------------------------- 2308b 23-4

* Damage, substantial structural ------------ 1702b 17-2
Dams, separation from explosives locations.. 1720 17-18
Danger area, definition o' ----------------- 2802c 28-2
Dangerous articles, transportation by air:

aircraft operating regulations ----.------- 2304 2.V-2
darraged shipments -------------------- 2306 23-3
loading and unloading aircraft ----------- 2305 23-3
opeining and repairing containers --------- 2307 23-4

"Dangerous" (flammable liquids) placarded
rail cars, wrecks of on installations ------ 2119 21-19

"Dangerous" placarded rail cars ------------ 2108 21-9
"Dangerous" placarded rail cars, handling

wrecks of -------------------.---------- 2118 21-17
Danger zones:

cover for personne .--------------------- 2821 28-43
definition of ----------------.--.------ 2802d 28-2
establishrm. nt of - - .............. 2808b 28-13
personnel, co,'koff ----. ------.-...------ 2818b 28-25

DBX ------------------------------------.. •413 14-7
Dead-end tracks ... ...................... 2102j 21-2
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Decontamination, equipment requiring_...-. 301 3-1
Decontamination materi: -

group A chemical agents ---------------- 2914b 29-22
group B chemical agents ---------------- 2918d 29-35

Defective chemical munitions, disposition of.-.- 2907 29-9
Deflection, firing ------------------------- 2822a 28-4A
Degreasing ------------------------------- 1319 13-20
Delay elements, destruction --------------- 2728c 27-26
Deluge systems for explosives equipment---- -26(1- 26-7
Deluge systems, rate of ri"-; control ---------- 122( 12-34
Demilitarization, ammunition:

in empty magazines and in the open -------- 2502c 25-2
loaded components --------------------- 2508 25-9
metal scrap from ----------------------- Z507 25-9
personnel and explosives limits ----------- 2502e 25-4
preferred operating locations ---------- 2502a 25-1
standing operating procedures ------------ 2501 25-1

Demilitarize, definition -------------------- 21"? 2-3
Demolition and burning grouvds personnel,

training and supervision of ------------ 2712 27-11
Demolition of ammunition and explosives:

misfires ------------------------------- 2717c 27-19
searches for unexploded material-------- 27i7b 27 18-4
use of pits ----------------------------- 2717a 21-18-3

Deposition from waste liquids .. - - ------- 2702 27--2
Derricks, inspection of --------------------- 123b 1--17
Destruction of ammunition and explosive5:

black pbwder..-------------------------- 2722 27-21
chambers and incinerators -------------- 2728 27--25
chemical destruction --------------------- 302 3--1
collected solid wastes -------------------- 2704 27-3
componentis of emmunition -------------- 2728c 27-26
dynamite ---------------.-------.--- 2718 27-19
general requirements ------------------- 2708 27-7
initiating explosives ------------------- 2719 27-19
items with iste(A "'azards- ------------- 2725 27-21
JATO and rocket complete rounds ------- 2727 27-23
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Destruction of ammunition and explosives- -

Conoinued
parachute flares -- _--------------------- 2727 27-21
propelling charges --------------------- 2721 27-20
RDX and PETIN ----------------------- 2720 27-26
small arms ammunition ---------------- 2724 27-21

Destruction sites, ammunition and explo-
sives:

combustible rubbish --------------------- 2709e 27-9
communication facilities ---------------- 2709f 27-10
explosives limits ------------------------ 17091i 27--8
firefighting facilities --------------------- 2709d 27-9
materiW awaiting .est.uction ------------ 2710 27-10
personnel protection --------------------- 2711 27-10
3election of --------------------------- 2709a 27-8
spacing of cortainers ------------------- 2714 27-12
vegetation control -------------------- 2709c 27-9S Detector materials, chemical agent --------- 2902 29-1

Detonating ammunition:
electrical hazards to electric initiators ------.. 716b 27--16
misfires ------------------------------- 2717c 27-19
searching for unexploded items ----------- 2717b 27-1&-4
use of blasting caps --------------------- 2716a 27-16
use of pits --------------------------- 2717a 27--- 18-3
use of safety fuse ----------------------- 2716c 217-18-2

Detonaton, mass, definition of----- -----..-- 281 2-16
Detonation, simultaneous, definition of ------ 267 2-14
Detonators:

destruction furnace-----------2728c 27-26
handling of ---------------------------- 20C8d 20-7

Deviations from safety rule ---------------- 103b 1-1
Devices, respiratory protective --- ----------- 1009 10-8
Diborane --- ------.. . .----- 1515 15-21
Dinitrobenzene ------------------ 1321 13-28
Dinitrophenol ------------- 1321 13-28
Diphenylchloroarine ... ......... .... ..- 29161 29-28
Dipping inert items, paint -... . ... ....... 1210 12-9
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Director, safety: Paragraph Pap
definition ----------------------------- 262 2-!3
responsibilities of --.-------------------- 107 1-5

Disassembly of fired ammunition-- ------- 2826 28-51
Disassembly operations, ammunition:

operational shields, types and limitations
of ---------------------------------- 2504 25--8

.-perational shields, uwe of --------------- 2503 25-4
requiring approval of 1';ief of Ordnance.. 2503e 25-8
standing operating procedures ----------- 2 501 25-1

Disaster plan, local:
alternate operations center -------------- 404b 4-3
command station ---------------- _------ 404a 4-2
coordination of 'vith other plans --------- 401d 4-1
duties and responsibilities of participants-_ 403 4-2
general ..------------------------------- 401 4-1
master control station ------------------ 404a 4-2
objective3 ---------------------- -------- 402 4-2
operations center ------------------------ 404 4-2 t
purpose ------------------------------- 401d 4-1

Disaster plananing by health units ---------- 1106 11--I1
Dis'asters, '- cal:

command function at scene of ----------- 405 4-3
functions of communications department

during --------------------- _------- 406 4-3
functions of fire departments during ------ 407 4-4
functions of guard departments during .. - - 408 4-5
functions of inivestigative units during .... 413 4-7
functions of maintenance departments dur-

ing --------.------------------- _--- 410 4-6
functions of medical departments during.. 409 4-5
functions of public relations dnits during-.. 412 4-6
functions of transportation department

duiring ------------------------------- 411 4-6
reporting ------ _---------------------- 414 4-8

Diseases and injuries, treatment of --------- 1102 11-2
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Disposal of ammunition and explosivts: Paragraph Page

black powder -------------------------- 2722 27-21
chemical munitions disposal squads ------- 2937 29-51
defective chemical munitions ------------ 2907 29-9
dumping at sea ------------------------ 2729 27-31

Distance:
inhabited building -------------------- 1702 17-.2
intraline --------.. .......--------------- 1705 1. -4
magazine ------------------------------- 1706 17-5
magazine, definition --------------------- 240 2-9
measurement ------------------- _------ 1708 17-7
missile ---------------------------------- 1707 17-6
missile, definition ----------------------- 244 2-9
permissible reductions for specific barri-

caded magazines --------------------- 1726 17-26
public highway ------------------------ 1704 17-4
public railway ------.--- _-------------- 1703 17-3
required to protect persono in the openS from blast effects of an explosion - - 1704 17-4
separation of explosives and privatcly

owned nonpassenger-carrying railways-- 1703b 17-4
Dividing wall, substantial:

construction requirements --------------- 506 5-4
definition ----------------------------- 271 2-15
earth or sand-fi!led type ----- ---------- 506b 5-5
purpos....-.-.-.-.-.-.--..-- - ....- '06 5-4
reinforced concrete type ----------... 506a 5-4. 1

sandbag type -.-------- ------ 506c 5-5
Division chief, responsibility for prevention

of personal injuries....... 10 1-7
DNT -.--------------------------- -32 :3-28
Docks, loading-

construction req renient- 403 9-3
definition --- - 237 2 7
explosives limits for 1. . i717b 17 17
location.. 1717a 17 16
use for other than normal shiprnertq. 1718 17-17
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Paragraph Page

Door mats o r m a ts-------------------------- 515 5-11

Doors--- ------------------------------ 508 5-6 N

Doors and doorframes, magazines, construc-
tion of ---------------------------------- 1804c 18-3

Doors and locks for magazines ------------- 1806d 18--5
Drains, explosives, design and construction.- 517 5-12. 1
Drawoff pipes for melt units --------------- 2607 26-7
Dressing rooms -------------------------- 1 116 11-32
Drilling of explosives ---------------------- 2615 26--11
Drills, fire exit --------------------------- 1230 12-34
Drinking water -------------------------- 1 112 11-28
Driver, motor vehicle, training- -.--- ------- 2203f 22-6
Drivers of motor vehicles transporting dan-

gerous articles, instructions foT fighting
fires- - ----------------------------- 2209b 22-15

Drying fresily painted loaded ammunition._ i212 12-15
Ductwork, ixplosives, long radius turns in-.-- 2707a 27-6
Duds, marking- ---------.---------------- 2824 28-49
Dunnage:-

preparation buildings for nivgazine areas,
location of..--------------------- !71!d(2) 17-13

restr ,tion of use in stoi ing cass 10 ammu-
nition---------------- 1826 18-17

storage of service supplies--........... . 1815e N8-12. !

Dust colleciirg equipment for melt-mix.
kettles ----.------------.-------- 2609 26-8

Dustproof, defiNition .... .... 603a 6-2

Dusts, explosives, coilectio~l of:
bonding and grounding collection systemn- 2707f 27 7
design and operation of ..ollection system_ 2707 27-6

location of collectors- ------------------ 2706 27- 4
portable collectors -------------------- 2707c 27--6 I
sensitive explosives ................. 2705c 27 3
systems for -................ 2705a 27-3

wet collectors -. . .... 2705b 27 3

Dusts, maximum allowable cGncentratiols in
A -ir ... Table I1I 8 II -37
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Dusts, mineral, maximum allowable concer-
trations in air ---------------- Table_.-- 1119 11-38

Dusttight, definition ---------------------- 603b 6-2
Duties during a local disaster -------------- 403 4-2
Duties of central safety board ------------- l I la, 1_-8

Dyfiamite, burning of.,.-------------------- 2718 27-19

Education program, safety ---------------- 119 1-13
Elects :cal:

bonding and grounding of rails ----------- 817 8-37
circuits, energized, working on ----------- 607 6-9
equipment, approved ------.------------- 602 6-2
equipment, dustproof ------------------- 603a 6-2
equipment, dusttight ------------------- 603b &-2
equipment, explosionproof .-------------- 603d 6-2
equipment, in hazardous locations, mainte-

nance of ----------------.----------- 606 6-9
equipment, location of ------------------ 604 6-85 equipment, portable, definition ----------- 603f 6-7
equipment, portable, single phase -- ------ 621 6-25
equipment, portable, single phase, *maxi-

mum voltage permitted --- ---------- 621e 6-27
equipment, portable, 3-phase -- ---------- 622 8-27
equipment, repair .--------------------- 608 6-10.
equipment, registance to ground ---------- 704 i"-3
equipment, splash-proof. 6039 6-7
equipment, vapor-proof ----- -------- 603i 6-8
equipment, vaportight. 603j 6-8
equipment, watertight-.... ... 603h 6-7
requirements --.----------------------- 60! 6-1
resistance to ground Ior conductive floors__ 706 7-.1
service t• buildings...------------------- 611 6-I 1
storri-n, evacuation of explosives operating

buildings- ..----------.-------------- 2620 26-17
storms, procedure in event of ..-----.---- 1616 16-11
testin'g of ammunition ----------.----- _ 1626 16-20
transmission lines, location of ------------ 610 6-10.2
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Electric blasting caps, use of --------------- 2716 27-16
Electric blasting or demolition operations:

separation from RF energy transmitters
Table. 2716 27-18

suspension of during electrical storms._ 2716b(7) 27-18.1
testing for extraneous electricity ------ 2716b(6) 27-18
transportation of electrical initiators in

radio equipped vehicles ------------ 2716b(9) 27-18.2
Electricity, static -----------------------. 701 7-1
Electric motors, installation of --------.--- -612 6-I I
Electric squibs, use bf at burning grounds - -.. 2715c 27-14
Electric welding units --------------------- 624 6-9,8
Electrostatic paint spraying --------------- 1210 12-9
ElevFation, firing -------------------------- 2822b 28-46
Elevation (quadrant), definition ------------- 2802e 28-2
Elevators, construction and inspection ------ 906 9-7
Elevators, inspection of, 4requency of - ------ 123a 1- 17
Emergency exits ------------------------- 510 5--8
Employees:

clearance through health unit ------------ 1102d 11-3
definition ----------------------------- 213 2-3
orientation in safety ...------------------ 120b -14
safety committees ---------------------- 113 i.-9
safety, responsibilities for ---------------- 110 1-7
training, first-aid ----------------------- 121 1-15
training, job safety ..-------------------- 120b 1-14

Enforcement of safety rules ---------------- 104 1-2
Engine-driven genermtors, portable --------- 623 6-27
Engines, installation and inspection - -------- 520 5-14
Entering storage tanks --------------------- 929 9-33
Environmental hygiene services ------------ 1 109 11-12
Equipment:

acid, repairs to -------------------- _---- 13('e 13-6
at firing fronts ---.----------------- 2809 28-!5
deluge, for explosives processes -. - - 2608 26-7
electrical, approved --.-------------- - 602 6- 2
electrical, definition--------------- 602: 6--2
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electrical, in hazardous locations, mainte-

nance ------------------------------- 606 6-9
electrical, location of ------------------- 604 6-8
explosives, maintenat.ce and repair of 1621 16-14
firefighting, group C chemical munitions --- 2925e 29-43
first-aid, group D chemical munitions ----- 2918& 29--34
first-aid, group, C'chemical munitions - ---- 2925c 29-42
groundiig ----------------------------- 702 7-1
grounds, testing ------------------------ 704 7-3
heating, in yard offices ----------------- 2102i 21-3
heat-producing, permits for use of -------- 1606 16-5
heat sealing -------------------------- 2623 26-20
maintenance -------------------.--------- 1621 16-14
materials handling, battery-powered, han-

dling explosives ------------------.---- 2403 24-3
materials handling, battery-powered, han-

dling inert material ..------------------ 2402b 24-1R materials handling, battery-powered, sto.-
age of -------------------------------- 2408 24-8

mot-rsais handling, gasoline- or diesel-
powered, equipment for refueling ------- 2406 24-6

materials handling, gaWoline- or diesel-
powered, handling explosives --------- 2404 24-4

materials handling, gasoline- or diesel-
powered, refueling procedures. .--------- 2405 24--5

materials handling, gasoline- or diesel-
powered, storage of ------------------- 2407 24-7

inaterials handling, general -------------- 2401 24--I
materials handling, handtrucks- --------- 2412 24-12
materials handling, maintenance of ------ 2409 24-9
materials handling, operating requirements_ 24H1 24-10
materials handling, operator selection and

training ----------------------------.. 2410 24-10
personal protective, determining require-

ments for- ----------------------- 1002 10- 2
personal protective, education and enforce-

ment----- ---- _------------------- 1004 .0-3
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personal protective, eye protection 1008 10-7
personal protective, general -------------- 1001 10-1
personal protective, group B chemical

munitions --------------------------- 2918b 29-34
personal protective, group C chemical

munitions -------------------------- 2925b 29-42
personal protective, maintenance of ------- 1005 10-4
personal protective, selection of ---------- 1003 10-3
personal protective, special clothing ------- 1006 10-5
personal protective, sweatbands ---------- 1010 10-8
portable electric, 3-phase ---------------- 622 6-27
powerhouse, instaliation and inspection -.-- 520 5-14
protective, energized electrical circuit ----- 607a 6-10
protective, for acids -------------------- 1303d 13-5
protective, respiratory ------------------- 1009 10-8
railroad, specifications for ---------------- 2102 21-1
refueling ------------------------------ 2406 24-6
repairs.-------------------------------- 1621 16-14
requiring deco-,aminati1 --------------- 301 3-1 '
screening, exhaust ventilation ------------ 2602d 26-3
screening, grounding ------------------- 2602b 26-2
screenin.g, operatnonral shields ------------ 202c 26-2
screening, specifications ----------------- 2602a 26-1
screening, use of for high explosives ------- 2602 26-1
special protective, group D chemical muni-

tions ------------------------------- 29t2 29-49
used to transport explosives, separation of_ -- 1723c 17-22

Escapes, fire, requirements for -------------- 510b 5-8
Establishment:

controlled by the Chief of Ordriance ------- 103a 1-1
d-finition ------------------------------ 214 2-3
explomive, decontamination of, gencral----- 301 3-1
of local explosives quantity limits- 1701 17-1

Evacuntion oI buidings:
melt pour ---------------------------- 2620J 26-17
plans for ------------------------------ 2620a 26-17
warning systems for -------.------------- 2620c 26-18
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Examinations, physical --------------------- 1102f 11-4
Exemptions:

cancellatio of_ ----------------------- 05a 1-4
definition of -------------------------- 215 2-3
for existing facilities ------------------- 103c 1-2
limitation of ------------------------ 105a 1-4
preparation of requests for -------------- 105b 1-4
recording of ------------------------- 103b 1-2

Exhaust system, melt-mix kettle ----------- 2609 26-8
Existing facilities:

application of regulations to ------------- 501b 5-1
modification of ----------------------- 501c 5-1

Exit doors, construction requirements ------- 508 5-6
Exits, building, number required ----------- 507 5-5
Exits, emergency, requirements- 510a 5-8
Experiments, within explosives buildings .... 1619 16-13
Explosionproof, definition ------------------ 603d 6-2' Explosive cartridge actuated handtools- ----- 931 9-35
Explosive D (arnmcnium picrate)-1412 14-6
Explosive D loaded items, burning- ..... 2715a 27-13
"Explosive" placarded rail cars ------------ 2108 21-9
"ExpL.iive" placarded rail cars, handling

wrecks of .------------------------- 2118 21-17
Explosives:

application of rules --------------------- 103 1-1
areas, definition ------------------------ 217 2-4
areas, electric powerlines in, disconnect

switches for- -.-.-.--.------------------ 613d 6-13
areas, fire protection -------------------- 1203 12-2
areas, separation of and within--------- 1711 17-11
booster, burning of ...------------------- 2715c 27-14
booster, characteristics ------------------- 1406 14-4
booster, PETN -------------------------- 1407 14-4
booster, RDX -------------------------- 1408 14-5
booater, tetryl --------------------------- 1409 14-5
buildings, experiments within ------------- 1619 16-13
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buildings for proof test activities, layout
and siting ------------------------- 2803 28-3

,uiLdinIgs for proof test activities, loading
and assembly buildings --------------- 2804 28-7

buildings, maintenance and repair of -- ---- 1621 16-14
buildings, stairways --------------------- 511 5-8
bulk initiating, carrying ---------------- 1402 14-2
bulk initiating, destruction of ----------- 2715b 27-14
bulk initiating, storage of --------------- 1817 18-14
bursting charge, amatol --------.--------- 1411 14-6
bursting charge, burning of ------------- 2715c 27-14
bursting charge, chtracteristics of -------- 1410 14-5
bursting charge, DBX ----------------- 1413 14-7
bursting charge, explosive D ------------- 1412 14-6
bursting charge, HBX ------------------- 1414 14-7
bursting charge, pentolite --------------- 1415 14-7
bursting charge, picratol ---------------- 1416 14-7
bursting charge, picric acid -------------- 17 14-7
buirsting charge, RDX compositions- ----- 1418 14-9 V
bursting charge, tetrytol ---------------- 1419 14-9
bursting charge, TNT ----------------- 1420 14-10
bursting charge, torpex ------------------ 1421 14-10
bursting charge, tritonal ---------------- 1422 14-11
chemical destruction of ----------------- 302 3-1
class 2, list of ------------------------------- 17-48
class 2A, list of ----------------------------- 17-51
class 9, list of ----------------------------- 17-62
class 12, list of ----------------------------- 17-66
class 12, special storage requirements ------ 1724c 17-23
computation of quantity of ------------- 1 1709 17-9
containers, emptied, handling of at destruc-

tioxi iw% .----------------------------. 2714d 27-!3
containers, soldering ---------------------- 2506 25-9
contaminated industrial waste, collection

of ---------------.----------------- 2701 27-1
contaminated industrial waste, deposition

from liquids --------------------------- 2702 27-2
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"contaminated industrial waste, water-

soluble ------------------------------ 2703 27-2 N

damaged containers of, storage require-
- enta ------------------------------ 1808 18-7

damaged shipments of ----------------- 2122 21-22
defivtion ------------------------------ 216 2-4
destruction sites ---------------------- 2709 27-8
destruction sites, material awaiting destruc-

tion --------------------------------- 2710 27-10
destruction sites, servicing. ----------- 2714 27-12
detonation of ------------------------ 2717 27-18. 3
detonation of, in an operating building .... 2803e 28-7
,ietonation of, misfires ------------------- 2717c 27-19
detonation of, searches for unexploded

items ------------------------------- 2717b 27-18& 4
detonation of, use of pits -------------- 2717a 27-18. 3
drains, design and construction ----------- 517 5-12. 1S dumping at sea ---------------------- 2729 27-31
dust collection systems ------------------ 2705 27-3
dust collection systems, location of col-

lectors ------------------------------ 2706 27-4
dust collection systems, operation of ------- 2707 27-6
equipment, deluge systems for- --------- 2608 26-7
equipment, mainitenance and repair of..... 1621 16-14
estabithuraents, decontamination of, general.. 30 1,, 3-I
exudate, removal of ------------------ 1610c 16-8
fighting fires in -------------------------- 1222 12-23
handling of ------------ _--------------- 2008a 20-6
heat sealing of containers ---------------- 2823 26-20
incoming shipmen+* by motor vehicle,

inspection of ------------------------- 2210 22-22
iucomplete boxes, handling and storing... - 1808 18-7
initiating, bulk, storage of -------------- 1817 18-14
initiating, containers -------------------- 2004 20-4
initiating, destruction of ----------------- 2719 27-19
initiatikg, lead aside -------------------- 1403 14-2
initiating, lead styphnate ----------------- 1404 14-3
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initiating, mercury fulminate_- - - -- - - 1405 14-4
initiating, properties of_- - - - - - - - - 140 1 14- 1
in operating lines, quantity-distance tables

applicab e to -------------------------- 1705a 17-4

in process during shutdown-------------- 1615 16-10
inspecting cars of ----------------------- 2120 21-21
in storage, separation of classes- 1712 17-14
intraplant transportation and ser' ice stor-

age of, containers for ------------------ 2004 20-4
items, inert sealing--------- ----------- 2613 26-10
items, loading in rail cars ---------------- 2115 21-16
items, unidentified, handling of.-- 2002b 20-2
laboratory supplies of, storage compati-

bility -------------------------------- 2803f 28-7
limits, determination of ------------------ 1601 16-I
limits, enforcement of ------------------- 1601a 1!-I
,;Mite, ma.s-detonating, for aboveground

and special type ------------- Table__ 1741 17-61
limits, mass-detonating, for standard igloo i

magazines --------------------- Table_ _ 1740 17-60
limits, posting of ---------------------- 1601c 16-2
limits, shipping and receiving building -.-- 2003b 20-3
limits, temperature conditioning room 2807c 28-10
loaded items, modification 2805h 28--9
loading, safety in, scope ----------------- 2601 26-!
locations, separation from gasoline handling

and storage facilities ----------- 1721 17-18
machining of, explosives limits and di.tribw-

tion --------------------------------- 26151 26--14. 1
machining of, in cas....----------------2615d 26-12
machining of, machine control- 2-61& 26--12
machining of, maintenance Pf tools ------- 2615j 26-14
machining of, manual and remote control -- 2615b 26-11
machining of, personnel limits ------------ 2615m 26-14. 1
machining of, pneumatic- and hydraulic-

driven tools- 2615g 26-13
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machining of, protection of personnel xnd
equipment --------------------------- 2615b 26-11

machining of, tool adjustments ---------- 2615i 26-14
machining of, tool speeds -------------- 2615f 26-13
machining of, use of fly cutter type tools_ -- 2615h 26-14
machining of, use of multiple drills ------- 2615c 26-12
mamhining of, vertical ane horiLontal

drilling ------------------------------- 2615a 26-10
machining of, wwste products ----------- 2615k 26-14. 1
manufacturing and prx"oiuig, fire pro-

tectiorn systems --------------------- 1624 16-17
marking -------------------------------- 2002 20-1
mass-detonating, separation of fom air-

fields -------------------------------- 1728 17-32
material, destruction of ------------------ 2708 27-7
material, destruction of, sites for --------- 2709 27-8
material, destyliction of, supervision andStraining of personnel ------------------ 2712 21-11
material, handling of, battery-powered

equipment for ------------------------ 2403 24-3
material, handling of, gasoline- or diesel-

powered equipment for ---------------- 2404 24-4
material, scrap, handling and segregation of_ 2805c 28-8
material, storage in operating buildings-... 1602 16-3
melting, maximum permissible tempera-

tures for ----------------------------- 2604a 26-4. 1
rmelting, splash guards----------------2604c 26-4. 1
melting, steam fingers in melt-mix kettles-.. 2604c 26-4. 1
melting, steam pressure relief devices --- 2604b 26-4. 1
mixing of in vacuum syster.s--------- 2619b 26-16
mixtures, relowling of----------------2624 26-20
molten, screens fnr--------------------2605 26-4. 2
melten, valves for ---------------------- 2606 26-5
operting areas, smoking within ---------- 1803 16-3
operating buildings, separation of --------- 1214b 12-17
operating lines, separation of ----------- 1711 a 17-11
operating precautions ------------------- 2805 28-8
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operations, alternate power source require-
m ents ------------------------------- 609 6-10. 2

operations, continuation of critical
processes during storms --------------- 1615 16-10

operations, procedure in event of eectrical
storm ------------------------------- 1616 16-11

placarded rail cars, handling wrecks tf on
installations ----------------------- 2118 21-17

placar'd rail ca., !tse of 21-08 21-9
pressing of, acetone for cleaning presses_ - 2617e 26-14. 3
pressing of, alkaline or gritty cleaners- - --- 2617h 26-14. 3
pressing of, matching of punches and dies. - 2617c 26-14. 2
pressing of, petroleum solvent for cleaning

presses -------------------------- 2617g 26-14. 3
pressing of, protection of machines ------- 2617b 26-14. 2
pressing of, protection of personnel ------- 2617a 26-14. 2
pressing of, replacing punches and dies- --- 2617d 26-14. 3
pressing of, water for cleaning presses- --- 2617f 26-14. 3
protection from raoisture --------------- 1811 18-9
recovery and mruse -------------------- 1620 16-14
regulations for transportation by civil air-

craft -------------------------------- 2301 23-1
regulations for transportatiorn by military

aircraft ----------------------------- 2302 23-1
regulation-- for transportation by motor

vehicle ------------------------------ 2204 22-9
regulations for ,ransportation by water__ - 2308a 23-4
salvaged, storage of --------------------- 1620b 16-14
scrap incinerator, operation of ---------- 2728b 27-25
scrap and waste, collection of ----------- 1610b 16--7
screening buildings, separation from melt-

pour buildings ------------------------ 1722a 17-19
sealing rail cars of ---------------------- 2116 21-16
shipments by air and water, damaged-----.2308b 23-4
shipments by motor vehicle, damaged .. -.. 2211 22-24
shipments by rail, damaged_ ------------- 1122 21-22
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shipments, preferred types of motor vehicle,
for --------------------------------- 2205 22-9

solid, inspection of --------------------- 2603 26-4
spotting containers of at destruction sites._ 2714c 27-13
stacking in magazines ------------------ 1807 18-6
stacks of, definition -------------------- 269 2-14
storage areas, location of sand or shot blast-

ing operations ----------------------- 2510 25-13
storage areas, separation from other facili-

ties ----------------------------- 1711a 17-11
storage areas, smoking within ------------ 1603 16-3
storage areas, water barrels in ----------- 1219 12-21
storage compatibility, alphabetical sum-

mary of grouping ----------- Table__ 1904 19-2
storage compatibility, by groupw__Table-_ 1905 19--12
storage compatibility, combining storage

groups ---------------------------- 1906 19-18
storage compatibility, factors determining

grouping ---------------------------- 1902 19-1
storage compatibility, general _ - 1901 19-1
storage compatibility, relation to quantity-

distance requirements ----------------- 1903 19-1
storage distribution --------------------- 1812 1 8-9
storage, general ---------------------- 1801 18-1
etorage, preferred types of structures- - --- 1803 18-3
storage, use of ronstandard structures.. - 802e 18-r2-42
sumps, design and construction ---------- 517 5-12. 1
tools for loading and unloading ---------- 2113 21-15
toxic hazards -------------------------- 2730 27-31
vertical driling ---------------------- 2615a 26-10
washout ------------------------------ 2621 26-18
waste containers ----------------------- 2713 27-12
wet, burning of------ 2715c(2) 27-15

Exterior pipelines, overhead, ground'ng oL. - 814 8-33
Exteriors, building, construction requirements- 502 5-2
Extinguishers, fire .---------------------- 1218 12-20
Exudate, explosives, removal of ----------- 1610c 16-8
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Eye protection .. .. -------------- 1008 10--7
Facihties:

existing, application of safety regulations._ 5011, 5-1
existing, exemptions for ----------------- 103c 1-2
modification of, rules applicable --------- 103c 1-2
sanitary ------------------------------- 524 5-16
servicing a single operating building, siting of- 1705c 17-5
test ----------------------------------- 2811 18-18
toilet --------------------------------- 1114 1 i -31
washing .-------------------------------- 1113 1i-28

Facing explosives ------------------------ 2615b 26--1
Feathering, screening TNT used for -------- 2 602g 26-4
Fences, grounding ------------------------ 813 8-33
Fencing restricted areas ------------------- 1607 16--6
Fiber co'tainers. storing and bracing in rail

cars -------------------------------- 2114 21-15
Fiber containers, use of ------------------- 2004 20-4
Fiber rope, care and usage of --------------- 909a 9-10
Fiber rope, inspection of ------------------ 909b 9-11I
Field ammunition operations, rotational speed

of equipment -----------.------------- 2512 25-16
Field office, definition --------------------- 218 2-4
Field offices in magazine areas, siting of.__ 1711d(1) 17-13
Field, recovery, definition - - ---------- 28021 28-3
Fillings and markings of chemical muni-

tions --------------------- Table__ - 2902 29-2
Film, nitrocellulose ----------------------- 1329b 13-33
Fire alarm systems ------------------- 1230b 12-34
Fire areas, limitation of ---------------- 1213 12-16
Firebreaks, magazine area --.---------- - 1216 12--18
Fire department assistance agreements ------ 1221 12-23
Fire department, functions during a !Gall

disaster --------.----------------- 407 4-4
Fire drills, unannounced ----------------- 1220 12-22
Fire division walls ----------------------- 222 2-5
Fire escapes ---------------------------- 510b 5-8
Fire exit drills ------------------------- 1- 230 12-34
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Fire extinguishers, first-aid ---------------- 1218 12-20
Fire extinguishers in miagazine areas ..------ 1219b 12-22
Firefighting:

equipment, group C chemical munitious._ - 2925e 29-43
forces ---------------------------------- 1220 12-22
in classification, holding and storage yards- 1223 12-30
procedures for drivers of trucks transporting

anitine-furfuryl alcohol ------------ 2209b(2) 22-17
procedures for drivers of trucks transport-

ing fuming nitric acid -------------- 2209b(1) 22-15
procedures for drivers of trucks transporting

UDMH ------------------------ 2209b(3) 22-20
storage of water for -------------------- 1225 12-31
water as an extinguishing Mgent ---------- 1224 12-31
water flow required for ------------------ 1226 12-32

Fire bazard area, definition ---------------- 219 2-4S ire hazard, chemical agents group A ------ 2910e 29-14
Fire hazard material (explosives):

effectiveness of separate barricades ------- 1725a 17-24
effectiveness of earth-covered magasines as

barricades --------------------------- 17 26e 17-31
Firehose -------------------------------- 1227 12-33
Fire marshal, responsibilities of ----------- 1205 12-3
Fire plan --------------------------------- 1206 12-3
Fire protection:

automatic sprinkler systems----------- 1228 12-33
deluge systems ------------------------- 1229 12-34
explosives areas ------------------------ 1203 12-2
inert areas ----------------------------- )202 1M-1
programs ----------------------------- M204 12-3
scope ---------------------------------- 1201 12-1
systems for explosives operations --------- 1624 16-17

Fire resistive, definition ------.-------------- 220 2-4
Fire retardant coatings- ---- ---------- 1217 12-20
Fire retardant, definition ------------------ 221 2-5
Fire safety education --------------------- 1207 12-4
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returned containers------------------ 1222a 12-24,
symbol I ammunition-----------------1222b 12-20
symbo1 2 ammunition-----------------1222c 12-27
symbol 3 explosives -------------------- 1222d 12-27'
symbol 4 ammunition and explosives...... -- 22 2e 12-27'

Fires involving liquid propellants, hazards in
fighting ---------------------------- 1231 12-3U

Fire symbols, general --------------------- !222a 12-23
Fire symbols ori rail cars ------------------ 2 10 7i 21-& I
Fire symbols on trucks ------------------- 2 205e 22-i1
Firewalls, construction requirements -------- 505 5-3
Firewalls, definition ---------------------- 222 2-5
Firing:

deflection ----------------------------- 2822a 28-46
elevation ------------------------------ 2822b 28-46
fronts, ammunition and equipment of ---- 2809 28-15
halting hazardous programs.------- 2813 28-19
over heads of personnel --------------- 2816 28-22
over water ---------------------------- 2808c 28-14
point or position-.. .------------ 2802f 28-2
programs, proof test, responsibility ------- 2806 28-9
programs, proof test, use of minimum haz-

ard ammunition ---------------------- 2807b 28-10
ranges, cleaning ------------------------ 2825 28-49
signals -------------------------------- 2810a 28-16
test, recoilless weapons and ammunition..-- 2814 28-19
vertical -------------------------------- 2815 28-21

First-aid:
equipment, group B chemical munitions-... 2918c 29-34
equipment, group C chemical munitions..-- 2925c 29-42
fire extinguishers --------------------- 1218 12-20
measures, group A chemical munitions,

general -------.-------------------- 2 912a 29--17
measures, group A chemical munitions,

lewisite ---------------------------- 2912d 29-19
measures, group A chemical munitions,

mustard gas --------------- 2912b 29-17
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measures, group A chemical munitions,

nitrogen mustard gas ------------------- 2912c 29-19
measures, group B chemical munitions,

blood and nerve poisons --------------- 2919c 29-37
measures, group B chemical munitions,

choking gases ----------------------- 2919b 29-36
measures, group B chemical munitions,

smoke mixtures ---------------------- 2919f 29-38
measures, group B chemical munitions,

tear gases -----------------.-------- 2919d 29-37
measures, group B chemir ,initions,

vomiting gases. -.- - - - --------- 2919e 29-38
measures, group C cb munitions.. - - 2926 29-43
measures, group D r cal munitions..--- 2933 29-49
station, group C 0 -l munitions- -.-.-- 2925d 29-42
training --------.-------------------- 121 1-15S treatment for acia burns ---------------- 1303g 13-8

'Vixed ammunition, definitio --------------- 223 2-5
Fixed and semifixed ammunition, boxed, use

as barriers --------------------------- 1823 18-16
Fixed ladders ---------------------------- 512 5-9
Fixtures, lighting, installation of ----------- 614 6-13
Flag signals (firing ranges) ----- ----------- 28106 28-17
Flame permits --------------------------- 1605 16-4
Flameproofing clothing -------------------- 1007 10-6
Flameproof clothing for handling oxidizing

agents ------------------------------ 131 le 13-13
Flameproof, definition -------------------- 224 2-5
Flameproof uniforms, laundering -------- 522 5-15
Flammable, definition -------------------- 225 2-5
Flammable gases ...----------- --------- 1320f 13-28
Flammable liquids ------------------- 1516 15-22
Flammable liquids, definition ---.--------- 226 2-5
Flammable liquids facilities, separation from

class 1 ammunition storage ------------. 1816a 18-12. 1
Flammable liquids rail cars, handling wrecks

on installations -----.. .. . 2119 21-19
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Flammable liquids; use of in turning explb-
sives ----------------------------- 2715c(l) 27-14. 1

Flammable liquids, volatile ---------------- 1322 13-29
Flammable liquids, volatile, definition ------ 278 2-16
Flammable mixtures, scrap, collection of ---- 2705c 27-3
Flammable solids, dinitrobenzene ----------- 1321 13-28
Fiamrnable solids, dinitrophenol ------------ 1321 13-28
Flammable solids, DNT ------------------- 1321 i3-28
Flammable solids, guanidine nitrate -------- 1321 33-28
Flare comp)ositions, containers for ---------- 2004 ')-4
Flare mixtures scrap containers ------------ 1610b 16-7
Flares, parachute, destruction of ----------- 2723 27-21
Flashlights- -..........------------------- 625 5-29
Floors:

conductive, locations requiring ----------- 705 7-4
conductive, specifications ---------------- 706 7-5
conductive, tests of --------------------- 707 7-t
in magazines ---------------------.---- 1804a 18-3
openings in, guarding ------------------- 513 5-10

Fluorine, liquid -------------------------- 1519 15- 28
Foot brushes and scrapers ----------------- 515 5-11
Footwesr for maintenance men and electri-

cians in explosives buildings ----------- 1621g 15-16
Foremen, safety, responsibilities of --------- 109 1-7
Foremen's Safety Committees ------------- 112 1-9
Forklift tiucks (see also materials handling

equipment):
battery-powered ----------------------- 2402b 24-I
gasoline- or diesel-powered -------------- 2402c 24-2
handling ammunition and explosives- -&-----OO8f 20-6
protective devices for ------------------- 2402a 24-1
use of at destruction sites --------------- 2714e 27-13

Forming tools, booster cavity -------------- 2614 26-10
Freight cars, spotting at explosives buildinga_ 1719 17-18
Freight cars, storing and bracing fiber con-

tainers in- -------------------------- 2114 21-15
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Fuels and oxidizers for rockets and guided
missiles:

class 150 material --------------------- 1509 15-14
class 150 quantity-distance requirements

Table_ - 1509 15-14
class 950 material --------------------- 1510 15-15
class 950 quantity-distance requirements._ 1510 15-15
class 1050 material --------------------- !511 15-15
class 1050 quantity-distance requireneata_ 15W_1 i5-15
storage areas, main ---------------------- 1503 15-4
storage compatibility (alphabetical listing)

Table.. 1507 15-11
storage groups ------------------ Table__ 1508 15-12
storage, ready (service) ---------------- 1504b 15-5
table of properties -----.---------- Table_ - 1506 15-9
unloading and handling ---------------- 1502 15-3

Fuels for heating and power boilers --------- 526 5-18E 'uel sto.-age, location of ------------------ 526c 5-19.
Fulminate of mercury ------------------- 1405 14-4
Fumes, maximum allowable concentrations

Table.- 1118 11-37
Functions of a safety program ------------- 115 1-10
Furnace for destruction of detonators ------- 2728c 27-26
Fuzes, demilitarization of ------------------ 2508 25-9
Fuzes, handling of ------------------------ 2008d 20-7
Fuze-primer magazine, above ground ------- 1802d 18-2

Gases and vapors, maximum allowable con-
centrations ---------------- Table -_- 1117 11-33

Gases, blister ------------------ Table_. - 2902 29-2
Gases, chemical warfare:

incendiary, hazard markers --------------- 2006b 29-8
levwisite -------------------------------- 2909d 29-12
mustard -------------------------- 2909b 29-10
nitrogen-mustard ----------------------- 2909c 29-11
nonpersiFiten t poison haWard markers.. - 2906b(2) 29-& 1
persistent poison, hazard markers -.-.-- 20906b(i) 29-A 1
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tear, first-aid for ---------------------- 2919d 29-37
toxic and smoke ..-------------- Table_ 2902 29-2
vomiting, first-aid ---------------------- 2919e .29-38

Gases, compressed industrial --------------- 1320 13-26
anhydrous arrmmoni ..------------------- 1320d 13-28
flammable, operations near -------------- 1320f 13-28
hydrogen ----------------------------- 1320c 13-27
oxygen -------------------------------- 1320b 13-27
smoking restrictions -------------------- 1320a, 13-2A

Gasoline handling and storige facilities- ----- 1721 17-18
dikes for abov,, ground storage ----------- 1721c 17-19
separation from ammunition and explosives

locations ---------------------------- 1721 17--18
Gasoline- or diesel-powered equipment:

handling explosives materials ------------ 2404 24-4
refueling ?irocedures -------------------- 2405 24-5
specifications -------------------------- 2402c 24-2
storage ------------------------------- 2407 24--7 -

Generators, portable, engine--driven -----.. --- 623 6-27
Glass coiitainers, use of ------------------- 2004 20-4
Glasses, safety --------------------------- i008 10-7
Glazing, plastic ----------------- _.------ 516 5-12
Goggles, sifety -------------------------- 1008 10-7
Gravity conveyors ----------------------- 911b 9-13
Grenades:

containers for---- --------------------- 2007 20-6
hand and rifle, tests of ------------------ 2817 28-22

Grinding wheels -------------------------- 920 9-22
Grounding, electrical:

eq~iipment ---------------------------- 702 7-I
railroad tracks -------------.------- 817 8-37
single phase, portable electrical appliances- 621 6-25
three phase, portable electrical equipment- 622 6-27

Group A chemical agents:
lewisite -----------------.------------- 2909d 29-12
m ustard ga - .-.- _ ---------.......... 2909b 29-10
nitrogen-mustard gas .................... 2909c 29-11 G
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decontamination stations ---------------- 291 Id 29-16 -

fire hazards ----------------------------- 2910e 29-14
first-aid equipment --------------------- 2911: 29-16
first-aid station ------------------------- 2911d 29-16
inspectio-n -..... .... .... .... .... ... 2910d 29-14
leaking ------------------------------ 2910r 29-14
magazines, fires ------------------------ 2915 29-23
materials for decontamine~tion ...--------- 291 If 29-17
odors --------------------------------- 29_0b 29-13
shoe decontamination ------------------- 291 le 29-16
special protective equipment ------------ 2911 29-14
storage- ------------------- --------- 2910 29-13

Group B chemical agents:
adamsite ------------------------------ 2 916g 29--29
chlorine ------------------------------- 2916i 29-30
chloroacetophenone ------------- 2916h 29-29

chloropicrin ---------------------------- 2916c 29-26
* cyanogen chioride ---------------------- 2916e 29-28

diphenylchloroarsie..-. ------------------- 2916f 29-28

hydrocyanic acid ----------------------- 2916d 29-27
phosgene .----------------------------- 2916b 29-24
removal of spills of --------------------- 2921 29-40
sulfur trioxide-chlorosulfonic acid mixture- 2916m 29-32
tear gas solution (CNB) ----------------- 2916k 29-31
tear gas solution (CNS) ----------------- 2 9 16j 29-30
titanium tetrachloride ------------------- 29161 29-31

Group B chemical munitions:
first-aid ----------------------------.--- 2919 29-36
inspections ----------------------------- 2917d 29-33
opening container valves ---------------- 2917c 29-33
safety precautions ---------------------- 2917e 29-34
special protective equipment- ----------- 2918 29-34
storage -------------------------------- 2917 29-33
surveillance -.-------------------------- 2917b 29-33

Group C chemical agents.___------ - 2923 29-40
plasticized white phosphorus .---------- 2923c 29-41
white phosphorus.-------.------------ 2923b 29-4115 ,"xI
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first-aid -------------------------------- 2926 29-43
leaking, action upon discovery ----------- 2927b 29-44
leaking, disposal ------------------------ 2927c 29-44
storage ..------------------------------- 2924 29-41

Group D chemical agents ------------------ 2930 29-47
biirning mixture CN-DM -------------- 2 930e 29-48
cliloroacetophenone burning mixtures----- 2930f 29-48
colored smoke mixtures ------------------ 2930 29-48
hexachloroethane mixtures ------------- 2930d 29-48
incendiary bombs ----------------------- 2 930c 29-47
thermite -------------------------------- 2930b 29-47

Group D chemical munitions:
first-aid ------------------------------- 293K 29-49
leaking -------------------------------- 2434 29-50
special protective equipment ------------ 2932 29-49
storage -------------------------------- 2931 29-49

Guanidine nitrate ---------------------- 1321 13-28
Guard department, functions during a local

disaster ------------------------------- 408 4-5
Guards for machines ---------------------- 914 9-16
Guard shelters in magazine areas, siting

of -------------------------------- 171ld(1) 17-13
Guided missiles, control stations- ........ 1505 15-8
Guided missiles, flight test sites ----------- 1504d 15-7
Guided missiles, fuiels and oxidizers for:

clams 150 material ----------------------- 1509 15-14
class 150 quantity-distance requireme,,ts._ 1509 15-14
class 950 material --------------------- 1510 15-15
clams 950 quantity-distance requirements- 1510 15-15
class 1050 material ---------------------- 1511 15-15
class 1050 quantity-distance requirements- 1511 15-15
main storige areas .-..------------------ - 1503 15-4
ready (service) storage ------------------ 1504b 15-5
storage compatibility (alphabetical)

Table_. 1507 15-11
storage grouping -_------------- Table__ 1508 15-!12
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Guided missiles, fuels and oxidizers for-Con.
table of properties---- ------- Table-- 1506 15-9
unloading and handling -------------- 1502 15-3

Guided missiles, general --------------- 1501 15-1
Guided missiles, observations building------- 1504e 15-7
Guided missiles, sti.4"ic test stands ----------- 1504c 15-6
Guided missiles, te'., areas ...-------------- 1504 15-5

Halting hazardous test programs ----------- 2813 28-19
Hand grenades, testing ------------------ 2817a 28-22
Handling of materials:

acids------------------------------- 13C3 13-3
bombs and separate-loading shell --------- 2008c 20-7
control of hazards ..--------------------- 902 9-2
conveyors and lift-trucks --------------- 2008f 20-7
explosives ----------------------------- 2008a 20-6
fuzes, primers, boosters and detonators -.-- 2008d 20--7' manual ------------------------------- 913 9-15
propelling charges ---------------------- 2008b 20-6
spotting charges -------------- _----_--- 2008g 20-8

Handtools, explosive cartridge actus.ted ----- 931 9-35
Handtools, ferrous, use in hazardous loca-

tions ---------------------.---- 1614b 16-10
Handtools, general ----------------------- 926 9-27
Handtools, nonsparking ------------------- 1614a 16-10
Handtrucks ----------------------------- 2412 24-12
Hardware ------------------------------- 518 5-13
Hazard area, fire, definition --------------- 219 2-4
Hazard, definition ------------------------ 227 2-6
Hazard markers, chemical munitions ------- 2906b 29-8
Hazardous areas, photographing ----------- 1618 16-13
Hazarc;us locations as defined by National

Electrical Code ---------------------- 603e(l) 6-3
class I hazards--- ----------------- 603e(3) 6-4
class II hazards-----.--------------- 603e(4) 6-4
description of approved motors ------- 603e(6) 6-5 -,

dual hazard locations- _ ... ... ..... . 603e(5) 6--5
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Hazardous locations as defined by National "
Electrical Code-Continued

floors in, construction requirements ------- 503 5-2
special occupancie .--------------------- 605 6-8
testing equipment grounds in ------------ 704a 7-3

Hazardous materials, containers ----------- 2004 20-4
Hazardous materials, definition ------------ 228 2-6
Hazardous materials, handling leaking pack-

ages ----------------------------- 2112 21-13
Hazardous materials, hoppers -------------- 2612 26-10
Hazardous materials, storage of in operating

buildings -------------------------- 1602 16-3
Hazardous materials, transportation of by

rail ---------.---------------------- _ 2107 21-8
Hazardous test programs, halting ---------- 2813 28-19
Hazards, control measures .---------------- 117 1-12
hazards, control orders ------------------- 118 1-12
Hazards, determination of ------------------- 116 -1.
Ha.z.ar in -Ighn,"g fire involving liquid pro-

pellants ----------------------------- 1231 12-35
Hazards of fighting fires in explosives ------- 1222 12-23
Hazards, proof test, preliminary examination.. 2807 28-10
HBX .---------------------------------- 1414 14-7
HC smoke mixtures ---------------------- 1424b 14-13
Head, rocket, definition ------------------- 261 2-13
Health and hygiene standards ------------- 1108 11-11
Health education --------------------------- 1102k 11-6
Health hazards, atmospheric -----------.---- 1110 11-12
Health hazards, atmosph,-eic, engineering con-

trol ---------------------------------- 1111 11-14
Health records, individual ----------------- 1102c 11-3
Health services -------------------------- 1102 11-2
Health services program ------------------ 1 101 11-1
Health unit, cooperation with local author-

ities ----.--------------------------- 1107 11-11
Health unit, duties during local disaster- ---- 409 4-5
Heat producing equipment, use permits- ---- 1606 16-5
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Heat sealing equipment ------------------- 2623 26-20
Heating equipment, railroad yard office ----- 2102i 21-3
Heating, steam -------------------------- 523 5-15
Hexachloroethane mixture --------------- 2930d 29-48
High explosives:

bulk containers ---------------------- 2007 20-6
inspection ------------------------------- 2603 26-4
magazines, aboveground --------------- 1802c 18-2
screening ard blendcing (solid) ----------- 2602 26-1
screening (molten) -------------------- 2605 26-4. 2

Highway distance, public, protection afforded
personnel ------------------------- 1704 17-4

Highway distance, public, use ------------- 1704 17-4
Highway, public, definition ---------------- 252 2-11
Hillside and underground magazines, separa-

tion of ------------------- Table_ - 1744 17-66
Hoists ---------------------------------- 965 9-6Sconstruction requirements ------------ 905b 9-6

inspection of_ --------------------- O-9a
special hazards ------------------------- 905c 9-7

Holding yards:
definition ----------------------------- 229 2-6
firefighting in --------------------------- 1223 12-30
location of ---------------------------- 1714 17-15
spacing cars within --------------------- 1714 17-15

Hooks, inspection of ---------------------- 123d 1-18
Hoppers for hazardous materials ----------- 2612 26-10
Hose, fire ---------.-------------------- 1227 12-33
Hose masks ----------------------------- 1009 10-8
House, change, definition ----------------- 208 2-2
Housekeeping:

bins for packing material ---------------- 1613 16-10
brushes ------------------------------- 1612 16-9
cleaning explosives buildings ------------- 1610d 16-F
collection of explosives and nonexplosive

scrap and waste ----------------------- 16106 16-7
elimination of fire hazards ---------------- 1208 12-5
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removal of explosives exudate ------------ 1610c 16-8
removal of explosives prior to general

cleaning ------------------ _---------- 1610f 16-8
spillage of hazardous materials ----------- 1610e 16-8

Humidification for prevention of static ------ 708 7-9
Humidity control ------------------------ 1122 11-40
Hunting, regulation and control of --------- 1604 16-4
Hydrazine ------------------------------- 1517 1,-24
Hydrazine hydrate ----------------------- 1517 15-24
Hydrazine, unsymmetrical dimethyl, frefight-

ing procedures -------------------- 2209b(3) 22-20
Hydrochloric acid ------------------------ 1304 13-8
Hydrocyanic acid ---------------------- 2916d 29-27
Hydrofluoric acid ------------------------ 1305 13-9
Hydrogeii, liquid ----------------------- 1520 15-29
Hydrogen peroxide ----------------------- 1314b 13-16
Hydrogen peroxide (high strength) --------- 1518 15-26
Hygiene and health standards ------------- 1108 11-11
Hygiene services, environmental ----------- 1109 11-12 W

ICC Regulations, compliance with -------- 2001 20-1
Igloo magazines, standard:

as barricaded structures ---------------- 1726 17-26
block arrangement --------------------- 1710 17-10
containing mass-detonating explosives, sep-

aration of -------------------- Table.. 1740 17-60
lightning protection -------------------- 810 8-26
outdoor storage sites between ------------ 1816b 18-12. 2
storage of cihsses 6 and 7 ammunition in_. 1724b 17-23
use of ---------------------------------- 1802a 18-1
vegetation around, control of ------------ 1216b 12-19

Igniter compositions, toxic fumes from burn-
ing --------------------------------- 2715e 27-15

Immunization and vaccination -------------- 11029 11-5
Incendiary bombs ------------------------ 2930c 29-47
Incendiary chemical agents .-----.-.-- Table.. 2902 29-3
Incendiary material, containers ------------ 2004 20-4
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Incinerators, explosives scrap, description of_ 2728a 27-25
Incinerators, explos:,ves scrap, operation of _. 2728b 27-25
Incoming motor vehicle shipments of ammu-

nition and explosives, inspection of----- 2210 22-22
Incoming rail shipments of ammunition and

explosives, inspection of --------------- 2121 21-22
Incomplete boxes of ammunition and explo-

sives, handling and storing ------------ 18UY8 18-7
Individual health records ----------------- 11027 11-3
Industrial gases, compressed:

anhydrous ammonia -------------------- 1320d 13-28
flammable ----------------------------- 1320f 13-28
general ------------------------------- 1320a 13-26
hydrogen ------------------------------ 1320c 13-27
oxygen -------------------------------- 1320b 13-27
smoking restrictions -------------------- 1320g 13-28

Industrial medical program, responsibility
*for ....------------------------------ 1101 11-1

Industrial railroad tracks ---------------- 2102g 21-3
Industrial safety shoes, definition ---------- 263a 2-13
Industrial wastes, explosives contaminated"

collection of ------------------------- 701 27-1
depcsition from liquids ------------------ 2702 27-2
handling water-soluble materials --------- 2703 27-2

Inert ammunition, definition --------------- 230 2-6
Inert area, definition --------------------- 231 2-6
Inert areas, fire protection ----------------- 1202 12-1
Inert areas, separation of buildings in ------ 1214 12-17
Inert components, definition --------------- 232 2-6
Inert raw materials ----------- _----------- 1324 13-30
Inert sealing of explosives loaded items ----- 2613 26-10
Inert storage areas, separation from explosives

facilities ---------------------------- 1711a 17-11
Infrared ray drying ----------------------- 12u9 12-6
Inhabited building, definition----------- 233 2-7
Inhabited building distance, general -------- 1702a 17--2
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Inhabited building distance for mass-deto-
nating materials ------------ Table-_ 1738 17-57

Inhabited building distance, protection af-
forded to buildings by ....------------- 1702b 17-2

Inhabited building distance, protection
against glass breakage and missiles af-
forded by ------------------.-------- 1702c 17-3

Initiating explosives:
bulk, carrying of ----------------------- 1402 14-2
bulk, storage of ------------------------ 1817 18-14
destruction of large quantities ----------- 2719 27-19
destruction of small quantities ----------- 302 3-2
lead azide ----------------------------- 1403 14-2
lead styphnate ------------------------- 1404 14-3
mercury fulminate --------------------- 1405 14-4
properties ----------------------------- 1401 14-1
scrap containers ---------------------..- 1610b 16-7

Initiators, electric, electrical hazards to.. - 2716b 27-16 *
Injuries and diseases, nonoccupational, treat-

ment of --------------------------- 1102a 11-2
Injuries and diseases, occupational, treat-

ment of ----------------------------- 1102b 11-3
Injury reports --------------------------- 122 1-16
Inspections:

accident prevention --------------------- 123 1-17
ammunition and explosives lading in rail

classificatior, yards -- _---------------- 2120c 21-21
chains -------------------------------- 907b 9-8
conveyors ----------------------------- 911b 9-13
cranes -------------------------------- 904d 9-6
elevators- ---------------------- _-- 906 9-7
fiber rope . -----------------.------ 909b 9-11
grinding wheels ------------------------ 920a 9-22
high explosives ------------------------- 2603 26-4
hoists ---------------.----------------- 905a 9-6
incoming motor vehicle shipments of tmn-

;nunition and explosives ------.-------- 2210 22-22
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Inspections-Continued Par,...iph Page
incoming rail shipments of iammunition and

explosives --------------------------- 2121 21-22
ladders ------------------------------- 916 9-18
lightning protection system -------------- 821 8-42. 1
motor vehicles for transporting hazardous

materials ----------------.----------- 2206 22-l1
operations, by health unit --------------- 1102i 11-5
pits for rail cars ------------------------ 212%a 21-21
pressure vessels ------------------------ 123c 1-18
slings --------------------------------- 910 9-11
special equipment ---------------------- 123d 1-1g

stations, motor vehicle, location of ------- 2210 22-22
wire rope ----------------------------- 9C8b 9-10

Inspector's workshop, definition ------------ 234 2-7
Installation of fire hydrants --------------- 1224 12-31
Installations, underground utilities, separa-

tion from explosives locations. - .Table_. 1745 17-67
nstructions, firefighting, to motor vehicle

drivers ------------------------------ 2209 22-14. 1
Insulatd containers for transporting propel-

lants ------------------------------- 2803c 28-4
Interchange yard, definition of ------------- 282 2-16
Interchange yards for motor vehicles ------- 2210d 22--23
Interconnection of metallic bcdies --------- 819 8-38
Interdepartmental coordination ............. 114 1-10
Interior doors...-- ----------------------- 501 5-6
Interior lighting, boxcars ------------------ 619 6-22
lIterior walls --------------------------- 504 j-2
Intermediate storage --------- -------- - 912 9-15

Intersite distances for outdoor st )rage sites. 1816 18-12. 1
Intraline distance, ap-1ication ------------ 1705a 17-4
Intraline distance for mass-detonating ma-

terials..---------------------- Table - 1-,U39 17-59
Intraline distance for separation of structures

in magazine areas -----------------.-- 171 1d 17-13
Intraline distance for service magazines, - --- 17056 17-5? Intraline operations, definition- .----------- 235 2-7
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Paragraph Page
Int~raplant containers, black powder- 2005 20-5
Intraplant railroads, operating requirements- 2105 21-5
Items with mixed hazards, destruction of. 2725 27-21
Investigations, accident ------------------ 124 1-18
Investigative units, duties during local dis-

aster .------------------------------ 413 4-7

JATO and rocket complete rounds, destruc-
tion of,

"HE and practice rockets ---------------- 2727b 27-23
SJATO units ------------------------ 2727c 27-24

JATO:
"definition ---------------------------- 236 2-7
electrical continuity testing of ..----- 1426 14-16
storage requirements ------------------- 1825 18-17

Job sfety training --------------------- 120b 1-14
Jointers, wood ------------------------- 924 9-26

Kettles, melt-mix, steam fingers :i_.. 2504c 26-4. 1I! KeysWne '!oiitwiners, blocking and bracing in
rai~~~~.------------------2114 21--15

Laboratory supplies of ex p'Ks:vf , ttorag
compatibility................ 2SO 3 28-7

L~dders:

access, for overhead eiectri;,iay dri'Ven
cranes-.... .. b 9-.5

construiction, care and u.•c uf. - , 5 9-A7
fixed-------------------------.. 512 5_9
inspection of-----------------------. 916 9-18
portable and eXtension, safe use of .... 917 9-18

Landmines, teptip -g ------------------- 2817d 28-221
Lanterns, hand _ ............ .... . t15 6-29
Laundries for waqhing and qatneproofing

clothing ---------- _------------------ 522 5-l5
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Layout: Pargrsph Poge
ammunition and explosives storage areas.- 1710 17-10
ammunition workshops areas ----------- 2502a 25-1
explosives buildirigs for proof firing activi.

ties --------------------------------- 2803 28-3
railroad tracks in classification yards -.. 21021 21-2
roads, parking and pedestrian traffic- ---- 2203e 22-5

LCL buildings, operations and storage in---- 2003 20-2
Lead azide:

chemical and physical properties --------- 1403 14-2
chemical destruction of ----------------- 302d 3-3
rebowling of --------------------------- 2624 26-20

Lead styphnate ------------------------ 1404 14-3
Leaking chemical munitions:

group A, handling and disposal of -------- 2913 29-20
group A in magazines ------------------- 2910c 29--14
group B, handling and disp(sal of -------- 2920 29-38
group C, fighting fires caused by --------- 2927 29-43
group D, disposal of -------------------- 2934 2v -50
reporting ------------------------------- 2904 29-5

Leaking packages of hazardous materials in
rail cars ------------------------------ 2112 21-13

Leaking tank cars ------------------------- 2112 21-13
Lewl.-ite, chemical and physical properties of - 2909d 29-12
Lewisite, first-aid meiLsures .--------------- 2912d 29-19
Lewisite, toxic hazards from burning ------- 2730a 27-31
Lifting, manual -------------------------- 913a 9-16
Lilt trucks:

battery.powered, general ------------- 2402b 24-1
battery-powered, handling explosive ma-

terials ------------------------------- 2403 24-3
gasoline- and diesel-powered, handling ex-

P.-io• v'vw m ateriaLs ... ...................- 2404 24-4
ga;,(iine-powered, general ..... ..........- 2402c 24-2
protwective devices for --.---------------- 2402a 24-1
iefueling of gasoline and diesel-powered

equipment ... .. ... .. .. ... .. 2405 24-5
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Lighting: Parapaph Pap
instaliation of wiring and fixtures --------- 614 6-13
interiors of boxcars --------------------- 619 6-22
magazines, system A ...------------------- 615 6-14
magazines, system B ------------------ 616 V-14
magazineg, system C ------------------- 617 C-21
magazines, system D ------------------- 618 'o-21
permanent service for aboveground maga-

zines ----------------------------- 620 6--22
Light signrIs ------------------------- 2810c 28-17
Lightning protection

Approved systems --------------------- 802 8-2
electrical transmission lines -------------- 610 C-iO. 2
groun, :ng exterior overhead pipelines ----- 814 8-33
grounding fences ---------.-------------- 813 8-33
integral systems, air terminals ----------- 803b 8-3
integral systems, down conductors -------- 803d 8-8
integral systems, ground connections ----- 803f 8-12
integral systems. grounding of ----------- 803g 8-12
integral systems, igloo magazi.,es --------- 810 8-2(
integral systems, interconne& .cý of ie-

talfic objects ----------------------- 803e 8-11
integral systems, masonry buildings ------- 807 8-25
integral systems, ramps ----------------- 809 8-26
integral systems, reinforced concrete build-

ings -------------------------------- 808 8-25
integral systems, roof conductors --------- 803c 8-7
integral systems, stacks ------------------ 816 8-35
integral systems, steel frame buildings- - - 806 8-24
integral systems, tanks and towers ------- 815 8-34
integral systems, wood frame construction

(nonmetallic roof) -------------------- 803 8-3
integral systems, wood frame structures

(metallic and nonmetallic exterior walls) 804 8-16
integral systems, wood frame structures

(metallic roof and exterior walls) ------- 805 8-23
interconnection of metallic object..-- ------- 819 8--38
piers and wharves ---------------------- 818 8-38
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Lightning protection-Continued Paragraph Page
planning systems ----------------------- 802 8-2
policy -------------------------------- 801 8-1
records of tests of systems -------------- 821a 8-42. 1
required supervision of system installation 802 8-2
review and approval of plans ------------ 801b 8-2
separately mounted shielding systems

(mast type) ------------------------- 811 8-27
separately mounted shielding systems

(overhead groundwire type) ------------ 812 8-29
structures not requiring. ----------------- 801a 8-1
systems, interconnection with railroad

rails -------------------------------- 817 8-37
syst.ems; materials for -------------------- 820 8-40
tes9,ing, fence grounds ------------------- 821f 8-50
testing grounds for miscellaneous objects__ 821j 8-56
testing, integral systems ---------------- 821c 8-44
testing mast'systems ------------------- 821d 8-47
testing metallic tank protective systems. 821i 8-56
testing overhead groundwire systems -.-.- 821e 8-47
testing stack protective systems ---------- 821g 8-51
testing wooden stack protective systems_ - 821h 8-55
usp of counterpoise ----------------------- 803o 8-15

Limitation of fire ares -------------------- !213 12-16
Limits, explosives:

for loading docks ----------------------- 717) 7b 17-17
operational --------------------------- 1601a 16-1

Limits, personnel ----- _------------------- 1601 16-1
Line, operating, definition ----------------- 248 2-10
Line separatibn, operating, definition -------- 249 2-10
Liquid, flammable, definition -------------- 225 2-5
Liquid fluorine --------------------------- 1519 15--28
Liq'iid hydrogen ------------------------ 1520 15-29
Liquid oxygen -----------------------.--- 1521 15-30
Liquid propellants, fires invol'.ing, hazards in

fighting ...... ...... .... . ....---------- 1231 12-35
Liquids, flammable, storage and handling.. -- 1516 15 22
Liquid&, volatile flammable, definition ------- 278 2-16
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Paragraph P"S

Lquids, volatile flammable, handling and
storage ----------------------------- 1322 13-29

Liquids, waste, explosives deposition from. -_ 2702 27-2
Liquified petroleum' gases as fuels for boilets 526 5-18
..Lithium, metallic ------------------------ 1522 15-31
Loading ammunition and explesives in rail

ca .-------------------------------- 2115 21-16
Loading ammunition and exploeives, tools

for --------------------------------- 2113 21-15
Loading and assembly building:

construction and use of ----------------- 2804a 28-7
storage of assembled rounds ------------- 2804b 28-8

Loading dangerous articles on aircraft ------ 2305 23-3
Loading docks:

construction requirements ---------------------3 9-3
definition ------------------------------ 2-3-7 2-7
"limiting quantities of ammunition and ex-

plosives ---------------------------- 1717b 17-10
location of --------------------------- 1717a 17-16 W
used for other than normal shipments-_ ... 1718 17-17

Loading hazardous materials on rail cars . 2107c 21-8
Loading plants, concurrent operations in ..-- 2619 26-15

Local disasters:
alternate operations center -------------- 404b 4-3
command functions At scene of ----------- 405 4-3
command station- _ .................... 404a 4-2
coordination of with other plans --------- 401d 4-1
duties and responsibilities of participants- - 403 4-2
duties of commu r.cat ions department ...-. 406 4-3
duties of fire dep:.rtment -----------------. 407 4-4
duties of guard department -------------- 408 4-5
duties of health units- .------------------ 409 4-5
duties of investigative units ------------- 413 4--7
duties of maintenance department- -------- 410 4-6
duties of public relations unit ------------ 412 4-6
duties of transportation unit ------------- 411 4-6
gen eral . .. .. . .... . .. .........- 40 1 4 - 11
master control station LXX---------- 404a 4-
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Local diswsters-Continued Paragraph Page

objectives of --------------------------- 402 4-2
operations center ---------------------- 404 4-2
purpose ------------------------------- 401d 4-1
required reporting ---------------------- 414 4-8

Locating electrical equipment ------------- 604 6-8
Locating electrical transmission lines ------- 610 6-10. 2
Locating explosives dusts collectors- ------- 2706 27-4

Locations, hazardous:
as defined by the National F'lectrical

Code -----------.------------------ 603e 6-3
class I atmospheres ---------------- 603e(3)(a) 6-4
class Ii atmospheres -------------- 603e(4)(a) 6-5
combined hazards ---------------------- 603e(5) 6-5
degree of hazard ---------------------- 603e(2) 6-4
description of class I electric motors.. 603e(6)(a) 6. 5

description of class II electric motors. 603e(6)(b) 6-6
special occupancies --------------------- 605 6-8
testing equipment grounds in ------------ 704a 7-3

Locations, nonhazardous, testing equipment
grounds in -------------------------- 704b 7-4

Locomotives, painting of ------------------ 2102c 21-2
LocomotiVEb. specifications for ------------- 2102b 2i-1
Locomotives, transporting hazardous mate-

riais on ----------------------------- 2107c 21-8
Long radius turns in explosives ductwork ..--- 2707a 27-6

Long range rockets:
control stations ------------------------ 1505 15-8
flight test sites ------------------------- 1504d 15-7

general ------------------------------- 1501 15-i
main storage areas for fuels and oxidizers

for --------------------------------- 1503 1&-4
observation building -------------------- 1504k- 15-7
ready storage of fuels and oxidizers for ..--- 1504b 15-5

static test stands ----------------------- 1504c 15-6
test areas, general ---------------------- 1504a 15-5
unloading and handlinc, fuels and oxidizers

for --------------------------------- 1502 15-3
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Paragraph Paop

Loose rounds of ammunition, storage require-
ments ------------------.----------- 1808 18-7

"Lumber storage for magazine areas, siting
of --------------.----------------- 1711d(2) 17-13

Lunchrooms ----------------------------- 1121 11-38
Lunchrooms for magazine areas, siting of_ 1711d(2) 17-13

Machine gut-ding ------------------------ 914 9-16
Machine operations:

Vgeneral --------------------------------- 919a 9-20
housekeeping -------------------------- 919c 9-21
repairs and adjustments. ---------------- 919d 9-22
treining ------------------------------ 919b 9-21

Machiring of etplosives:
explosives limits ..--------------------- 26151 26-14. 1
in cases ------------------------------- 2615d 26-12
machine controls ------------------------- 2615e 26-12
maintenance of tols ...----------- 2615 j 26-14
manual and remote control operations .... 2615b 26-1!
personnel limits ------------------------ 2615m 26-14. 1

pneumatic and hydraulic drives ...--- ----- 2516g 2r-- 13
protection of personnel and equipment- ... 2615b 26-11
tool adjustments ----------------------- 2615i 26-14
tool speeds ---------------------------- 2615f 26-13
use of fly-cutter type tools -------------- 2615h 26-13
use of multiple drills ----------------.---- 2615c 26-12
vertical and horizontal drilling ------------ 2615a 26-10
waste products --------.------------...... 2615k 26--14. 1

Magazine area:
definition ----------------------------- 239 2-8

firebreaks -.-.-------.------------------- 1216 12--18
fire extinguishers within- --------------- 1219b 12-22
misceilaneous structures in, siting of.. 1711d 17-13

separation of areas ----------.--------- 1711a 17-11
storage permitted in------- ---.. 1827b 18-18
use of portable engine-driven generators in- 623c 6-28
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Magazine blocks: Paragnph Page
arrangemeDt of ------------------------ 1710 17-10
earth-covered magazines, orientation of.. - - 171Ob 1.7-11
earth-covered nmagazines, separation of ...- 1710c 17-11
magazines other tOan earth-covered type-- 1710d 17-11
maximu~m number of facilities permitted

in ----------------------------------- 1710a 17-10
separation of magazines within ----------- 1710e 17-11

Magazine, definition ---------------------- 238 2-7
Magazine distance:

application ---------------------------- 1706 17-5
definition ------------------------------ 240 2-9
hillside and underground magazines.- Table 1744 17-66
use of as intraline distance ------------- 1705a 17-4

Magazine fires:
group A chemical munitions ------------- 2915 29-23
group B chemical munitions ------------- 2922 29-40
group C chemical munitions ------------- 2929 29-45
group D chemical munitions ------------- 2936 29-50

Magazine lighting ----------------------- 614 6-13
system A .... .. ..---------------------- 615 6-14
system B ------------------------------- 616 6-14
system C ------------------------.------ 6 17 6-21
system D ------------------------------ 618 6-21

Magazine markings, chemical munitions:
hazard markers ------------------------ 2906b 29-8
signs --------------------------------- 2906a 29-7

Magazine operational regulations ---------- 1806 A$ .5
Magazine btorage distribution ------------- 18)2 18-9
Magazines:

aboveground, permanent lighting for- ----- 620 6-22
aboveground, barricaded, explosives stacks

height limitatione -------------------- 1726g 17-31
as barricaded structures ..---- --------- 1726 17-26
constant temperature -------------------- 2803b 28-4
construction requirements -------------- 1804 18-3
containing explosives, operations inside of- '1809 18-8' containing explosives, ope.rations outside of. 1810 18-9
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Magazines-Continued Pawagraph Fage

control of temperature ------------------ 1805a 18-4
future construction --------------------- 1801 18-1
heating of ----------------------------- 1805b 18-5
loose rounds, damaged containers -------- 1808 18-7
preferred types of ---------------------- 1803 18-3
protection from moisture ---------------- 1811 18-9
repair of ------------------------------ 1813 18-10
roads and walkways -------------------- 515 5-11
separation of ammunition and explosive

storage ----------------------------- 1712 17-14
bervice, definition ---------------------- 266 2-14
service, siting of ----------------------- 1705b 17-5
stacking ------------------------------- 1807 18-6
storage, control of temperature in -------- 1805 18-4
storage, separation of ------------------- 1706 17-5
types of, description and use of ---------- 1802 18-1
types of, for quantity distance purposes_--_ 1726a 17-26
use of, for inert storage ------------------ 1827a I8-18

Magnesium powder ---------------------- 1316 13-22
Magnetic separators, use of ---------------- 2602a 26-1
Mains, water, standards for installation ----- 1224 12-31
Maintenance:

department, functions during a local dis-
aster ------------------------------- 410 4-6

electrical equipment in hazardous locations- 606 6-9
explosives equipment and buildings- ------ 1621 16-14
materials handling equipment ------------ 2409 24-9
normal, definition ---------------------- 246 2-10

Maintenance and repair operations:
deenergizing equipment ----------------- 923c 9-32
restricting exposure to ------------------ 928b 9-32
training and supervision of pe-"onnel - ---- 928a 9-31
use of screens -------------------------- 928d 9-33
use of solvents ----------------------- 928e 9-33

Mandatory requirements:
definition --------------------------- 103b 1-1
deviations -------------------------- 103b 1- 1
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Mandatory requiremenL6--Couatinued Paragraph Pap

enforcement of ------------------------- 104c 1-3
Manual:

advisory provisions of ........ ...... ..- 103b 1-1
application ---.------------------------ 103 1-I
mandatory requirements of .03h 1-1

purpose of ---------------------------- 101 1-1
scope of ------------------------------ 102 1-1
sections (contents) --------------------------- III

Manual handling of materials --------------- 913 9-15
Marking:

ammunition, components, explosives, and
containers --------------------------- 2002 20-1

chemical munitions and components ------ 2908 29-9
duds and recoverable ammunition --------- 2824 28-49
regulations governing ------------------- 2001 20-1

MarKings, chemical munitions magazines ... 2906 29-7
Masks, positive pressure hose -------------- 1009 10-8S Mass-detonating ammunition and explosives,

quantity-distance tables:
aboveground and special type magazines

Table. 1741 17-61
igloo and special use magazines_ - Table_ 1740 17-60
inhabited buildings, public highway and

public railway --------------- Table - 1738 17-57
intraline ---------------------- Table_ 1739 17-59
separation from airfields --------- Table 1728 17-34

Mass-d&.tonation, definition- 281 2-16
Match disposal- .. ..-------------------- 1208b 12-5

Match permits.... 1605 16-4
Material awaiting destruction 2710 27-10
Materials for detonating ammunition:

electrical hazards to electric blasting caps.. 2716b 27-16
ut:e of blasting caps .. 2716a 27-16
use of safety fuse. 2716c 27-18. 2

Materials for lightning protection systems.. 820 8-40
Materials handling.. 902 9-2
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Materials handling equipment: Paragraph Page
bat tery-;,,),cred, nt .Adling explosive mate-

rials -------------- 2403 24-3
battt ry-powe'id, han .t.• ir~.rt materials- 2402b 24-1
b.Atery-pow. rvd, -tor-•ge i•f_ -2408 24-8
ecuiprtwnt for refueling ---------- 2406 24-6
gasoline or diese!-powered, ha 1 dling explo-

si,' atrials_-----........ ............ 2404 24-4
si.oline or diesel-powered, refueling pro-
cedures ------------------------------ 2405 24-5

gasoline or diesel-powered, storage of - ---- 2407 24-7
Wsoline-powered, handling inert materials- 2402c 24-1
general ------------------------------- 2401 24--1
nandtrucks ------------------------------ 2412 24-12
maintenance of ------------------------- 2409 24-9
operating requirements ----------------- 2411 24-10
operator selection and training ----------- 2410 24-10
transporting explosives items, separation

of ----------------.----------------- 1723c 17-22
Materials, hazardous: W

definitions ----------------------------- 228 2-6
hoppes for -------------.-------------- '612 26-10
transportation by rail_ -2----------2107 21--8

Materials, incendiary:
containers ---------- _------------------ 2004 2C 4
hazard markings .---------------------- 2006b 29-8

Materials limits, expiosives ...-.----------- 1601 16-I
Materials, manual handling of ------------- 913 9-15
Materials, noi.explosive toxic ..-------------- 1323 13-30
Materials, pyrotechnic, definition ----------- 255 2-11
Materials requirements, lightning protection

systems ...--------------------------- 820 8-40
Materials, scrap explosive, handling and

segregation-.------------------ 2805c 28-8
Materials storage at process locatior-i... 912 9-15
Materials, watr soluble explosives, handling

of --------------. . ..------------- 2703 27-2
M ats, door ------------------------------ 515 5- 11
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Paragraph Page

May, use of in manual -------------------- 103b 1-1
Measurement of distance for quantity-dis-

tance purposes .......... ............- 1708 17-6
Mechanical conveyors -------------------- 91 lc 9-13
Medical department, functions during a local

disaster --------------------------- 409 4-5
Medical program, industrial, responsibility

for ------------------------------ 1101 11-1
Meeting9, central safety board -------------. 1 Ic 1-9
Melting explosives:

maximum temperature --------------- 2604a 26-4. 1
splash guards ---------------------------- 2604c 26-4. 1
otefm fingers in melt-mix kettles. -------- 2604c 26-4. 1
steam pressure relief devices ...---------- 2604b 26-4. 1

Melt kettles, deluge systems -------------- 1229 12-34
Melt-n:ix kettles:

agitators ----------------------------- 2610 26-9
deluge equipment --------------------- 2608 26-7
exhaust systems, wet collection type ------ 2609a 26-8

Melt-pour buildings, explosives, separation
from screening buildings -------------- 1722 17-19

Melt units, drawof" pipes ------------------ 2607 26-7
Membership, central safety board ---------- Ilia 1-8
Mercury fulminate --------.-------------- 1405 14-4
Mercury fulminate, chemical destruction of-- 302a 3-2
Metal, interconnection of with lightning pro,

tection systems ---------------------- 819 8-38
Metal, powdered ---------------------.--- 1316 0-22
Metal scrap, contaminated --------------- 2507 25-9
Metal working press -------------------- 921 9-23
Metallic lithium -------------------------- 1522 15-31
Metallic sodium -.-.-.--------------------- 1328 13-32

Military aircraft, shipment of explosives by,
regulations governing ---------------- 2302 23-1

Military pyrotechnics:
definition ----------------.--------- -242 2-9

,pl general --------------------------- 1424a 14-13
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Military pyrotechnics-Continued PaWraph Page
HC smoke mixtures- ---- ----------- 1424b 14-13
storage in operating buildings ------------ 1819 18-15
thermit (thermite) ------------------- 1424c 14-14

Military supplies, preparation for shipment.- 2001 2&-1
Mines, sand or shot blasting --------------- 2509 25-10
Mines, testing:

antipersonnel -------------------------- 2817e 28-23
land ------------------------------ 2817d 28-22

Minutes of Central Safety Board meetings- _ 11 Ic 1-9
71 Minor modification, locations for perform-

ance -------------------------------- 1711b 17-12
Miscellaneous structures in magazine areas,

siting of ----------------------------- 1711d 17-13
Misfires:

automatic guns, 20-mm and over I igure_ -_ 2820B 28-29
c drop fire type mortars --------- Figure. -- 2820E 28-35
during demolition operations ----------- 2717c 27-19
fixed and semifixed ammunition. Figure. - 2820C 28-31
general precautions ------------------ 2820a 28-26
rockets ---------------------- Figure.- 21820G 28-39
saluting ammunition -------------------- 2820b 28-26
separate loading ammaunition - - - Figure - - 2820H 28-41
small arms ------------------- Figure.. 2820A 28-27
trigger-fired mortars--------- Figure_ - 2820F 28-37
under possible coekoff conditions Figure. - 2820D 28-33

Missile distance, defirition --------- ---- - 244 2-9
Missile distance for specific classes of ammu-

nition --------.------------------- _.. 1707 17-6
Missile producing items, ineffectiveness of

separate barricades -------------------- 1725a 17-24
Missiles, guided:

control stations ...-.--.-.-------------- 1505 15-8
flight test sites ------------------------- 1504d 15-7
general ------------------------------- 1501 15--I
main storage areas; for fuels and oxidizei-s. - 1503 15-4
observation buildings ...... .......... 1504e i5-7
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Missiles, guided-Continued Paagraph Page
S ready (service) storage for fuels and oxidi-

zers --------------------------------- 1504b 15-5
static test stands ------------------------ 1504c 15-6
test areas for, general ------------------- 1504a 15-5
unloading and handling fuels and oxidizers. 1502 15-3

Mists, maximum allowable concentrations in
air ------------------------- Table-. 1118 11-37

Mixed acids ----------------------------- 130Q 13-9
Mixed loading of dangerous articles on motor

vehicles ------------------------------ 2208 22-14
Mixing ac,.4 with water ---------------- 1303h 13-8
Mixtures, smoke, first-aid ----------------- 2919' 29-38
Modification of ammunition:

concurrent operations -------------------- 2502b 25-2
in magazine areas ---------------------- 2502c 25-2
metal scrap from ---- ----------- 2507 25-9
minor, performance of in magazine area. 171 lb(2) 17-12
personne and explosiver limits. 2502e 25-4
preferred locations for ------------ _---- 2502a 25-I
standing operating proceduires ----------- 2501 25-1

Modification of facilities --------------. 501c 5-1
Modify, definition ..--......-------------..- 243 2-9
Moibture, protecting ammunition and explo-

sives from --------------------------- 1811 18-9
Molten high explosives'

screening of -...----------------------- 2605 26-4 2
valves for ----------------------------- 2606 26-5

Monoethylaniline ------------------------ 1513 15-19
Motor controls, electric, installiltior of ------ 613 6-11
Motor vehicle safety program:

accident records -------.----------------- 2203c 22-3
accident reporting and followup --------- 2203b 22-2
administration of ----------------------- 2203 22--1
directives governing operation of vehicies.. 2201 22-1
driver training --------------- _-------- 2203f 22-6
educational enforcement -- _----------- 2 203g 22-7
general ...... .........................- 2203a 22P.1
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Motor vehicle safety program-Continued Pararaph Peg
ins.titution o f ------------------------ 2202 22-1
preventive enforcement ------------------ 2203h 22-7
punitive enforcement .------------------- 2203t 22-8
road, parking and pedestrian traffic layout.- 2203e 22-5
warning signs -------------------------- 2203d 22-4

Motor vehicle shipment regulations --------- 2204 22-9
Motor vehicle shipments of ammunition

"and explosives, incoming:
"inspection and movement of ------------- 2210 22-22
interchange yards -------------------- 2210d 22-23
location of inspection station ---------- 2210a 22-22
movement of unsatisfactory tractor ------- 2210b 22-22
movement of unsatisfactory tractor or

trailer with unsatisfactory load -------- 2210c 22-23
vehicles as aboveground magazines ------- 2210c 22-24

Motor vehicles, spotting at explosives build-
ings -------------------------------- 1719 17-18

Motor vehicles transporting ammunition and
explosives:

chock-Arg wheelB of --------------------- 2207a 22-12
equipping with fire extinguishers --------- 2205d 22-10
inspection of --------------------------- 2206 22-11
instructions to drivers ------------------ 2209 22-14. 1
mixed loading of ----------------------- 2208 22-14
movement of personnel in ---------------- 2207f 22-13
protection of exposed explosives ---------- 2207b 22-12
records of seals used -------------------- 2207e 22-13
refueling of ---------------------------- 2207d 22-13
specifications for ----------------------- 2205 22-9
stopping of engines while loading or un-

loading ...-------------------------- 2207g 22-14
use of "Explosive" placards and fire

symbols ----------------------------- 2205e 22-11
use of ferryboats by ------------------ 2207c 22-13
use of LP gas as fuel for ---------------- 2205f 22-11

Motor vehicle warning signs --------------- 2203d 22-4
Motors, electric, class I --------------- 603e(6) (a) 6-5
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Pa'trapph Popg

Motors, electric, clas 11 603e(6)(!) 6-(
Motors, electric, installation of 612 6-11
Motors, rocket, definition ----------------- 260 2-12
Movement of materials ------------------ 902b 9-2
Multiple pour machines, deluge equipment 2608 26-7
Multiple pour machines, quick-acting valves

and vapor venting systms_ ------------ 2611 26-9
Multiple probe machines, vapor venting sys-

tems ....---------------------------- 2611 26-9
Munitions, chemical:

fillings and markings ---------- Table.. 2902 29-2
group for storage ----------------------- 2902 29-1
packing, marking and shipping- 2908 29-9
special squads for disposing of ----------- 2937 29-51
storage regulations --------------------- 2903 29-4
toxic hazards -------------------------- 2730 27-31
types --------------------------------- 2901 29-1

* Must, use of in the manual -.-------------- 103b 1-1
Mustard gases --------------------------- 2909b 29-10
Mustard gases, first-aid measures for ------- 2912b 29-17

Narrow gage railroad tracks ---------------- 2 102g 21-3
National Electrical Code, compliance with_. 601 6-1
Natural barricades ------------------------ 1725a 17-24
Nerve poisons, first-aid ------------------- 2919c 29-37
Neutralizing acid spills ------------------ 1303f 13-7
New construction, safety requirements .------ 5Gla 5-1
Nitrate, ammonium ---------------------- 13155b 13-19
Nitratef, general ------------------------- 1315a 13-19
Nitration, has•irds involved in -------.----- 1623 16-16
Nitrators, agitators in, dual power sources

for ----------------------------------- 1622 16-16
Nitric acid, fuming, firefighting proce-

dures -------------------------------- 2209b(l) 22-15
Nitric acid. (industrial usage) -------------- 1308 13-10
Nitric acid (rocket and guided missile usage) 1523 15-32
NitroafUlulose and derivatives -------------- 1329 13-32
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Nitrogen mustard gas --------.------------- 2909c 29-II
Nitrogen mustard gas, first-aid ------------ 2912c 29-19
Nitrogen tetroxide ----------------------- 1524 15-34
Nitroglycerin ---------------------------- 1423b 14-12

chemical destruction -------------------- 302b 3-2
toxic hazards -------------------------- 2730e 27-32

Nitromethane --------------------------- 1525 15-36
Noise ----------------------------------- 1 123 11-41
Noncombustible, definition ---------------- 245 2-9
Nonexplosive toxic materials -------------- 1323 13-30
Nonhazardous locations, testing equipment

grounds in ---------------------------- 704b 7-4
Nonoccupational injuries and diseases, treat-

ment of ------------------------------- 1 102b 11-3
Nonp&sseniger-carryi ng railroads, quantity

distance requirements ----------------- 1703b 17--4
Nonpersistent poison gases, hazard markers. 2906b 29-8
Normal maintenance:

definition ----------------------------- 246 2-10
metal scrap ----------------------------- 2507 25-9
operations, location of ------------------ 2502 25-1
performance of in magazine areas ------ 171 lb(2) 17-12
standing operating procedures ----------- 2501 25-1

Nuclear weapons .------------------------ 1433 14-21
Nutrition ----------------------.------- 1102j 11-6

Objectives of local die ster plan ------------ 402 4-2
Observer, safety, definition ---------------- 2802m 28--3
Occupational injuries and diseases, treat-

ment of ----------------------------- 1102a 11-2
Odors of chemical munitions, group A -- ---- 2910b 29-13
Off-the-job safety ----------.-------------- 126 1-20
Office, field, definition -------------------- 218 2-4
Oftice, yard, heating equipment ------------- 2102i 21-3
Officer, proof, definition ------------------ 2-02' 28-3
Oil dripping and spillage, collection of - 1208c 12-5
Oil of vitriol ----------------------------- 1309 13-1I
Open revetted sites, use of ---------------- 1827 18--18
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Opening containers of ammunition and

explosives on rail crs .----------------- 2123 21-22
Openuing, track hopper, p,'otection for ------- 2103b 21-3
Operating buildings:

concurrent operations in ---.------------- 2619b 26-16
definition ----------------------------- 247 2-10
explosives, separation of ---------------- 1214b 12-17
prohibition of storage of pyrotechnics in_. '819 18-15
sand or shot blasting operations in ------ 2511 25-14
service storage ------------------------- 1602 16-3
storage of hazardous materials in --------- 1602 16-3

Operating line separation, definition -------- 249 2-10
Operating lines:

concurrent operatione in ----------------- 2619b 26-16
definition ....- ........----------------- 248 2-10
definition, separation from other facilities.. 1711a 17-11
explosives, separation of adjacent lines-.... 1711a 17-11S explosives, separation of buildings in ------ 171 Ic 17-13

Operating precautions, explosives- 2805 28-8
Operating procedures, standing ------------ 1625 16-19
Operating regulations, aircraft ------------- 2304 23-2
Operating regulations, moto. vehicles ------- 2201 22-1
Operating requirements, intraplant railroad.. 2106 21-5
Operating requirements, materials handling

equipment moving explosives ---------- 2411 24-10
Operation of railroads, regulations governing.. 2101 21-1
Operational regulations, storage magazines_. 1806 18-5
Operational shield, definition -------------- 250 2-10
Operational shields for ammunition operations:

assembly and crimping operations -------- 2616 26-14. 2
disassembly operations, general ---------- 2503a 25-4
disassembly operations not requiring pro-

tection ------------------------------ 2503c 25-5
disassembly operations requiring protec-

tion -------------------------------- 25031 25-5
disassembly operations, specifications . 2504 25-8
layout of disassembly operations within. 2504b 25-8.2
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Operational shields for explosives operations:
bu-!t-in or machine installed type -------- 2622d 26-19
explosives limits .----------------------- 2622c 26-19
reinforced concrete type ----------------- 2622a 26-18
steel ot other type ---------------------- 2622b 26-19

Operations center during a local disaster ... 404 4-2
Operations, concurrent:

congestion in work areas ---------------- 2619h 26-17
control of porsonnel exposure ------------- 2619e 26-16
in ammunition worlshei areas --------- 2502a 25-1
in single workshops area building --------- 2502b 25-2
loading plants ------------------------- 2619 26-15
mixing explosives in vacuum systems ----- 2619b 26-16
segregating material in service magazines-. 2619g 26-17

Operations, intraline, definition ------------ 235 2-7
Operations, machiae:

housekeeping -------------------------- 919c 9-21
operator training ----------------------- 919b 9-21
repairs and adjustments. -.-.--.-------- - 919d 9-22 V
safe practices -------------------------- 919a 9-20

Operations on loaded ammunition compo-
nents ..-...........------------------ 2805f 28-9

Operations permitted in magazines containing
ammunition and explosives ------------ 1809 18-8

Operations permitted on loaded pieces ------ 2805g 28-9
Operations permitted outside of magazines

containing ammunition and explosives-. 1810 18-9
Operator selection and training, materials-

handling equipment ------------------ 2410 24-10
Organization, safety ---------------------- 106 1-5
Orientation of nerv employees ------.------- 120" 1-14
Outdoor storage:

chemical munitions --------------------- 2903e 29-4
explosives and ammunition -------------- 1814 18-11
special requirements for ....--- ---------- 1816 18-12. 1
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barricaded ..--------------------------- 1815d 18-12. 1
between earth-covered magazines, titance

to other facilities ------------------- 1816d 18-13
between earth-covered magazin~es, separa-

ticn of sites ------------------------- 1816b 18-12. 2
construction requirements -------------- 1815b 18-12
definition ---------------------------- 251 2-10
dunnage supplies --------------------- 1815e 18-12. 1
firefighting equipment and fire symbols_ - - 1815f 18-1Z 1
inspection of ------------------------ 18!5c 18-12. 1
not bet meen igloo-type magazines, selsra-

tion from other facilities ------------- 1816d 18-13
not between igloo-type magazines, separa-

tion of sites ----------------------- 1816c 18-13
revetments ----------------------------- 1815d 18-12. 1
vegetation control ---------------------- 1815g 18-12. 1

Oxidizers for rockets and guided missiles:Sstorage, compatibility ------------- Table 1508 15-12
storage groups ----------------- Table 1507 15-11
table of properties ---------------- Table 1506 15-9

Oxidizing agents, containers for ------------ 1310 13-11
Oxidizing agents, handling ot --------------- !311 13-12
Oxygen gas ------------------------------ 1320b 13-27
Oxygen, liquid ---------------------------- 1521 15-30

Packages of explosives, leaking, in rail cars.- 2112 21-13
Packing and shipping buildings in magazine

aremi, location of ------------------ 1711d(1) 17-13
Packing, marking and shipping chemical

munition..--------------------------- 2908 29-9

Packing materials, storage of --------------- 1613 16-10
Packing regulations for explosives material - 2007a 20-6
Packing requirements ----------------------- 2001 20-1
Packing supplies, baled, storage of -.-.---.- 1208d 12-6
Paint dipping of inert items in nonhazardous

locations ..-------------------------- 1210 12-9
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Paint spray booths ----------------------- 121 la 12-11
exhaust ventilation requirements- .Table-- 1111 11-25

Paint spraying, electrostatic --------------- 1210 12-9
Painting, spray -------------------------- 1211 12-11
Paints, detector --------------.---------- 2902 29-1
Pavielboards, lighting, installation ---------- 614 6-13
Paper, detector -------------------------- 2902 29-1
Parachute flares, destruction of ------------ 2723 27-21
Parking privately owned autoifobiles ------- 1609 16-7
Parking spaces, layout -------------------- 2203e 22-5
Passageways, firestops in ------------------ 514 5-11
Patrol craft, definition ------------------ 2802h 28-3
Pedestrian traffic lanes, layout of ---------- 2203e 22-5
Pelleting operations, explosives ----------- 2617a 26-14.2
Pentaborane ----------------------------- 1526 15-37
Pentolite -------------------------------- 1415 14-7
Perchlorates --------------------------- 1313 13-15

ammonium, properties ---------------- 1313a 13-16
containers ----------------------------- 1313b 13-16
fires ---------------------------------- 1313c 13-16

Permissible air shipments ----------------- 2303 23-1
Permits:

flames, matches or spark-producing de-
vices ------------------------------- 1605 16-4

heat-producing equipment --------------- 1606 16-5
hunting ------------------------------- 1604 16-4

Permitted outdoor storage of ammunition and
explosives ------------ _-------------- 1814 18--11

Peroxides ------------------------------- 1314 13-16
hydrogen ------------------------------ 1314b 13-16

Persistent poison gases hasard markers ----- 2906b 29-8
Personal protective clothing and equipment:

determining requirements --------------- 1002 10--2
education and enforcernent -------------- 1004 10-3
for materials handlers ------------------ 913c 9-16
for personnel handling chemical munitions 2905 29-6
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Personal protective clothing and equipment--
Continued

general -------------------------------- 1001 10-1
group B chemical munitions ------------ 2918b 29-34
group C chemical munitions ------------- 2925b 29-42
maintenance --------------------------- 1005 10-4
selection of ---------------------------- 1003 10-3

Personnel:
definition ----------------------------- 213 2-3
exposure of toxic hazards -----------------.. 1103 11-6
firing over heads of --------------------- 2816 28-22
in the open, protection of from blast

effects of explosion ------------------- 1704 17-4
limits, establishment of ----------------- 1601b 16-1
limits, posting of ------------------------ 1601c 16-2
limits, purpose of ---------------------- 1601a 16-1
protection at explosives destruction sites._ 2711 27-10S bearches in explosives areas -------------- 1617 16-13
shelters in magazine area, siting ------- 1711d(1) 17-13

PETN ---------------------------------- 1407 14-4
destruction of -------------------------- 2720 27-20

Phosgene, first-aid measures ---------------- 2919b 29-36
Phosgene, hazards ....--------------------- 2916b 29-24
Phosphoruas, red -------------------------- 1331 13-33
Phosphorus, white ------------------------ 1330 13-33
Photography in hazardous areas ----------- 1618 16-13
Picks, nonferrous, for thread -1--W.-ng .------ 2625n 26-20
Picratol --------------------------------- 141o 14-7
Picric acid ------------------------------ 1417 14-7
Piece, definition of ----------------------- 2802g 28-2
Piece, loaded, handling of ------------------ 2805g 28-9
Piers, lightning protection for -------------- 818 8-38
Pipelines, exterior overhead, grounding of... -- 814 8-33
Pipes, melt unit drawoff ------------------ 2607 26-7
Placarding rail cars .-.------------------- 2107i 21-8. 1
Placarding restricid areas ----- -.-.----- 1607 16-6
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definition ----------------------------- 241 2-9
posting -------------------------------- 1806a 18-5

Plastic containers, conductive, use of ------- 2004 20-4
Plastic glazing ---------------------------- 516 5-12
Plasticized white phosphorus ------------ 2923c 29-41
Platforms ------------------------------- 513 5-10
Plugs for single phase portable electrical

equipment --------------------------- 621 6-25
Poison, blood, first-aid --------------------- 2919c 29-37
Poison gases, hazard markers --------------- 2906b 29-8
Poison, lncrve, first-aid -------------------- 2919c 29-37
Policy for providing lightning protection.. q0 1 8-1
Portable:

appliance, electrical, definition ----------- 603f 6-7
bombproofs --------------------------- 2821b 28-43
electrical equipment, single phase -------- 621 6-25
electrical equipment, 3-phase ------------ 622 6-27
engine-driven generators ------ _--------- 623 6-27
vacuum collectors ---------.------------ 2707r 27-6. 1

Potassium chlorate ------------------------ 1312b 13-14
Potassium cuprocyanide ------------------ 1527 15--39
Potassium hydroxide ------------------- 1327 13-32
Pour and probe machines, multiple--- 2611 26-%
Powder cutters, deluge systems for --------- 1229 12-34
Powdered metals ------------------------- 1316 13-22
Power, alternate source of ----------------- 609 6-10. 2
Power charges, containers for transporting-. - 2805e 28-8
Power supply for mechanical agitators in

explosives manufacturing equipment ..-- 1622 18-16
Power transmission lines ------------------ 8 610 6-10. 2
Power truck and tractor specifications ------ 2402 24-1
Powerhouse equipment, installation and in-

spection ------------------------------ 520 5-14
Practice bombs, spotting charges ----------- 2008g 20-8
Precautions to offset continuing hazards ... 103c 1-2
Preface of manual -------------------------------- I
Preferred mag.izine usage ----------------- 1803 18-3
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Preferred types of motor veL icles for explo-
"sives shipments ----------------------- 2205 22-9

Prelimirary examinftionq for test hazards-_ 2807 28-10
temperature ccnd~tion-i material------- 2807c 28-10
use o, inert loaded , r minimum charge am-

munition ---------------------------- 2807b 28-10
Premature bursts -.---------------------- 2819 28-25
Preparing reque:its for waivers ------------- 105b 1-4
Presses, metal, working ------------------- 921 9-23
Pressing explosives:

acetone for cleaning presses, use of ------- 2617e 26-14. 3
gritty or alkaline cleaners, use of --------- 2617h 26--14. 3
matching punches and dies -------------- 26i7c 26-14. 2
petroleum solvents for cieaning presses,

use of ------------------------------ 2617g 26-14.3
protection of machines ----------------- 2617b 2G-14. 2
protection of personnel ------------------ 2617a 26--14 2
replacing punches and dies -------------- 26174 26-14. 3
water for cleaning presses, use or --------- 2617 26-14. 1

Pressure, steam, control of ---------------- 2604 26-4. 1
Pressure vessels, unfired, installation and in-

Epectior. of -------------------------- 520 5-14
Primers:

demilitarization of --------------------- 2508 25-9
destruction chambers ----------------- 2728c 27 26
destruction of -------------------------- 2724 27-21
handling of ------------ _--------------- 2008d 20- 7
magazines, abovegrutind -------------- 1802d 18-2
mixes, rebowling of --------------------- 2e24 26--20
operating precautions ------------------- 2805a 28-8

protection of -.------------------------ 2618 26-- 14. 3
Privately owned automobiles, parking ------ 1609 16-7
Probe machines, multiple pour and -------- 2611 26- 9
PNocedures concerning waivers of safety regu-

lations .....------------------------- 105 1-3
Procedures in event of ele(.rical storms ----- 1616 16-11

publication of ;.n SOP's ----------------- 1625d 16-20

o 
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Pr•c•dures, standing operating -------------. 125 16-19
Pr,)duction chief, safety responsibilities of_ 108 1-7
Production, insuring continuity of ---------- 102 1-1
Prcgram, safety educational ---------------- 119 1-13

"Program, safety, functions of -1----------115 1--10
Projectiles, cleaning threads in- ----------- 2625 26-20
Projectiies, high explosives loaded, burning

out:
"arrangement of projectiles ---------------- 2720Th 27-22
ignition of expkyives ------------------- 2726c 27-22
inspection for explosives residue ---------- 2726e 27-23
location of area -------- i ---------------- 2726a 27-22

Proof firing activities, layout of explosives
buildings ----------------------------- 2803 28--3

Proof firing involving aircraft:
air course ------------------------------- 2823a 28-46
airplane commarders -------------------- 2823e 28-4,
bombing ------------------------------ 2823c 28-47
clearance ---------------------------- 2823b 28-47
hung bomb ---------------------------- 2823c(2) 28-48
rocket firing --------------------------- 2823d 28-48
VT-fuzed bombs --------------------- 2823c(1) 28-47

Proof officer, definition --------------------- 2802' 28-3
Proof test:

activities, req•irements ----------------- 2801 28-1
bombproofs for 'fire observation ---------- 282 Ic 28-44
cover f ,r personnel --------------------- 282ia 28-43
definition ------------------------------- 2802j 28-3
firing programs, responsibility for -------- 2806 28-9
firing programns, use of minimum hazard

.mmunition --------------------------- 2807b 28-10
hazards, preliminary examinations for .... 2,07 28-10
materials, requirements -------.--------- 2801 28-1
types of bombproofs ---------------- 2821b 28-43

Prtoof testing specific items ------------- 2817 28-22
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Proof (used as a suffix), definition ---------- 603g 6-7
Propellants, liquid, hazards in fighting fires

involving ---------------------------- 1231 12-35
Propellants, solid ------------------------- 1423c 14--12

containers, insulated -------------------- 2803b 28-4
containers, shipping and storage --------- 2006 20-6
defi nition ----------------------------- 254 2-11
storage of ------------------------------- 1818 18-15

Provellants, solid, collection of:
connection of pull-apart machines to a

vacuum collector --------------------- 2505c 25-& 3
eleetrical bonding and grounding of equip-

iment ---------------------------------- 2505d 25-8. 4
gravity flow collectors ------------------ 25CSe 25-8. 4
pull-apart operations, explosi es limits - - . 2505a 25-8. 3
vacuum collection system, use of --------- 2505b 25-8. 3

Propelling charges:
destruction of ----------------------- 2721 27-20
handling of ------------------------- 2008d 2Z-7
protertion of !rom nritsture ..------------- 181A 18-9
toxic hazards -------------------------- 2730d 27-32

Property damage, prevention of ------------ 102 1-I
Protecting personnel in the open from bl&st... 1704 17-4
Proteeion against lightning:

approved systems ...-------------------- 802 S-2
planning systems ----------------------- 802 9r-2
required supervision of installation of

systenis ------------- _---------------- 802 8-2
review and approval of plans ------------ 80! b 8-2
structures not requiring protection ------- 801a 8-1

Protection from moisture, ammunition and
e•y•Aosives ----------------------------- 1811 18-9

Protection from t ick hopper openin- ------ 2103b 21-3
Protection of primers ..------------------- 2618 26-14. 3
Protection of underground utilities ir.,talla-

tions.... .. -Ta'ble.. 1745 17-67
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,• 1Protective clothing and equipment, personal:
acid ---------------------------------- 1303d 134
determining requirements ------------- 1002 10-2
education and enforcement rules for utiliza-

tion of ------------------------------ 1004 10-3
energized electrical circuit work ---------- 607a 6-9
general -------------------------------- 1 001 10-i
group B chemical munitions -------------- 2918b 29-34
group C chemical mu:nitins .------------- 2925b 29-42
group D chemical munitions, special ------ 2932 29-49
maintenance ..-... ..------------------- 1005 10-4
materials handlers .-------------------- 913c 9-16
respirators ---------.------------------- 1009 10-8

Public higt.,vay:
barricaded, for protection i,4 personnel in

open from blast effects of explosions ..-- 1704 17-4
definition ----------------------------- 252 2-11
distance for mass-d,'tonating materials

Table . 1738 17-t
distance, use of ------------------------ 1704 17-4

Public railway:
definition ----------------------------- 253 2-11
distance for maw-detonating materials

Table - 1738 11-57
dist-.nce, use of--......... .... . . 1703 17-3

Public relations unit, functions during a local
disaster ----------------------------- 412 4-6

Pull-apart machines, vacuum collection sys-
tems for ----------------------------- 2505 25-A 3

Pumps, acid ------------------------------ 1303a 13-3
Purpose of manual ------------------------ 1 01 1-1
Pyrotechnic material, definition --- ---------- 255 2-11
Pyrotechnics, military:

class 9, barricades for ------------------- 1727 17-32
definition ----------------------------- 242 2-9
general ------------------------------- 1424a 14-13
HC smoke mixtures -------------------- 1424b 14-13
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preferred storage structures -------------- 1803a 18-3
protection from moisture --------------- i81 1 18-9
scrap, containers for -------------------- 1610b 16-7
shipping and storage containers ----------- 2007 20-6
storage in operating buildings ------------ 1819 18--15
thermit (thermite) -------------------- 1424c 14-14

Quantity-distance, definition -.------- ------- 256 2-12
Quantity-distance requirements:

arrangement of personnel and operations.. 1701 17-1
classes 6, 7, and 12 ammunition and explo-

sives --------------------------------- 1724 17-22

classification yards --------------------- 1713 17- i 4
determination of quantity --------------- 1708a 17-6
facilities requiring different tables -------- 1708c 17-7
facilities requiring same tables-...... 1708b 17-6
for separated quantities of explosives ---- 1708e 17-7
holding yards -------------------------- 1714 17-15S iI.habited building distance -------------- 1702 17-2
intraline distance ----------------------- 1705 17-4
loading docks ------------------------ 1717 17-16
magatine distance ---------------------- 1706 17-5
measurement of distance ----------------- i 708d 17-7
missile distance --------------------.. ----. 1707A. 17-
outdoor storage site .-------------------- 1816 18-12. 1
privately owned, non-passenger-carrying

railroads --------------------------- 1703b 17-4
public highway distance --------------- 1704 17-4
public railway distance ----------------- 1703 l'-3
quantity of explosives, computation of .. - - 1709 17-9
reduction of for specific barricaded maga-

sines- -.-- ---------------------- 1726 17-26
scope of ------------------------------- 1701 17-1
screening buildings at loading plants ----- 1722 17-19
shipping and receiving buildings --------- 2003b 20-3
suspect car spur track ------------------ 1716 17-18
temporary storage yard ----------------- 1713 17-15
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when explosives rail cars and motor vehicles

are spotted at operating buildings ------ 1708f 17-8
when items of different hazard classes are

stored together ---------------------- 1708g 17-8
Quantity-•itance tables:

clam I ammunition --------------------- 1730 17-44
class 3 ammunition --------------------- 1732 17-52
chss 4 ammunition ---------------------- 1733 17-53
clam 5 ammunition ................... 1734 17-54
clam 6 ammunition -------------------- 1735 17-54
clam 7 ammunition ---------------------- '736 17-55
class S ammunition --------------------- 1737 17-56
clau 11 ammunition -------------------- 1742 17-65
clau 2 explosives ----------------------- i73! 17-46
claws 2A explosives --------------------- 1731A 17-50
chlu 12 explosives ---------------------- 1743 17-65
classes 9 and 10, igloo magazine separation

distanc ---....---------------------- 1740 17-60
classes 9 and 10 inhabited bL*'-Iing, r 'Aie ILI

highway and railway distances --------- 1738 17.-57
classes 9 and 10 intraline distan -e..... - - - i739 17-59
C!aIAee 9 mixd 10, special type and above

ground magazine separation distanc_.. -- 1741 17-61
hillside and underground magazines ----. - 1744 17-8
interpretation of ---------------------- 1729 17-44
separation of mars-detonating an'mvzuUon

and explosives from airport facilitifes.. - - 1728 17-34
separation of underkound utilities installa-

tions and explosives ..----------------- 1745 17--7
Quantity of explosives, computation of ------ 1709 17-9
Quick acting valves for multirXc pour mo-

chines -------------------------------- 2611 29-9

Radiant energy:
maximum allowable- ---------- Table_ - 1120 II-4.8
protection against ---------------------- 1124 11-41
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baggage and express, ammunition and ex-

plosives shipments in ------------------ 2109 21-1-1
certificates --------------- _------------- 2111 21-12
changing car seals ------.---------------- 2117 21-17
"Dangerfous" and ",Explosives" placarded_ 2108 21-9

flammable liquids, handling wrecks on
installations ------------------------- 2119 21-19

leaking packages of explosives ----------- 2112 21-13
loading ammunition and explosives in----- 2115 21-16
number permitted at shipping and receiv-

ing building -------------------------- 2903b 20-3
opening or repairing containers -------- _ 2123 21--22
sealing -------------------------------- 2116 21-16
spotting at operating buildings ----------- 1719 17-18
transporting hazardous materials --------- 2107 21-8

Railings, safety -------------------------- 513 5-10
Railroad eqtuipment, specifications .... . G102 21-1

* .aillroads:
grade crosin.gs.------------------------- 2105 21-4
grounding of tracks ----------------.---- 81"1 8&-38
industrial (narrow gage) ---------------- 2102g 21-3
inspection of --------------------------- 2103a 21-3
intraplant, operating requirements -.----- 2106 21-5
layout in classification yards ------------- 1)Af 'j 1
looping requirements ---------.--------- 2102h 21-3
operation of, regulations governing ------- 2101 21-1
right-of-way, vegetation control ---------- 2103d 21-,,
signs and signals ---------------------- 2104 "N A-4
telltales and warning signs -------------- 2102e 21-2
track hoppers, gratings for -------------- 2103b 21-3
tracks, clearance ----------------------- 2102d 21-2
tracks, dead-end ----------------.------ 2102j 21-3
trestles, walkways on --------------... - 2103c 21-4

Rail vehicles, self-propelled, transporting
hazardous materials ------------------ 2107b 21-8
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classification yards ---------------- - 1713 17-14
distance, public ------------------------ 1703a 17-3
holding yards ------------------------ 1714 17-15
non-pa.senger- carrying, separation from -4

explosives '.'vations ------------------- 1703b 17-4
public, definitin .----------------------- 253 2-11
suspect car spur track ------------------- 1716 17-16
temporary storage yards ---------------- 171 17-15

Ramps:
connecting explosives Luildings, operating

battery - powered materials handling
equipment in ------...-- _.-_.----------- 2403c 24-4

construction requirements --------------- 514 5-. 1:
Ranges, firing:

cleaning of- ------------------------- 2825 28-49
clearances-._--------------------- - 2808 28-12
deft! -i # ..........-------------------------- 2802k 28-3
range parties -------------------------- 2812 28-18

Rate of rise controls for deluge systems- - --- 1229 12-34
Raw materials, inert ---------------------- 1324 13-30
RDX-- ------------------------ - 1408 4-5
RDX compositions ----------------------- 1418 14-9
RDX, destruction -------------.---- 2720 27-20
Readily flaramable chemical agents. .Table- 2902 29
Rebowling explosives mixtures ------------- 2624 26-20
Recoilless weapons and ammunition, test

firing:
multiple firing ------------------------- 2814c 28-20
protection of personnel -------------..--- 2814a 28-19
safety switches ------------------------- 2814b 28-20
special precautions- ----------------- 2814d 28-20

Recording aLthorizatious, waivers and ex-
emptions ---------------------------- 103b 1-2

Recovery field, -'-finition ----------.-------- 28021 28-3
Recovery of explosives ... .1620 16-14
Red phosphorus ---------------------------- 1331 13-33
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Refrigeration plant equipment --- 521 5_15
Refrigerators and deep-freeze cablnets, stor-

ing --------------------------------- 930 9-34
Refueling equipment for gasoline-powered

equipment -------------------------- 2406 24-6
Refueling procedures, gasoline-powered equip.

ment ------------------------------- 2405 24-5
Regvlations:

governing operation of aircraft ------.---- 2304 23-2
ICC, compliance with ----------------- 2001 20-1
magazine, operational ------------------- 1806 18-5
operating, motor vehicle ---------------- 2201 22-1
safety, procedures concerning waivers of.. 105 1-3

Reinforced concrete:
barricades -....--------------- _- Figure.. 1725C 17-30
substantial dividing walls --------------- 506a 5-4. 1

Relativ', humidity ------------------------- 708 7-9, uelay pellets, destruction of --------------- 2728k 27-26
Removal of spilled group A chemical agents:

decontamination ----------------------- 2914b 29-22
goneral ------------------------------- 2914a 29-22
safety --------------------------------- 2914c 29-23

Removal of spilled group D chemical agents. 2935 29-50
Removal of spilled white phosphorus:

general ------------------------------- 228a 29-45
procedures ---------------------------- 29285 29-45
s,.iveillance --------------------------- 292.8 29-45

Renewal of waivers ----------------------- 105c 1-5
Renovate, definition ---------------------- 257 2-12
Renovation operations:

in magazine area - .------------------- 2502c 25-2
metal scrap from -------.--------------- 2507 25-9
personnel and explosives limits ----------- 2502d 25-3
preferred locations for ...---- .--------- 2502a 25-1
standing operating procedures ---------- 2501 25-1

Repair and maintenance operation-s ....... 928 9-31
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black powder containers ---------------- 2005b 20-4
containers in rail can --------------..... 2123 21-22
electrical equipment 8------------------- 608 6-10. 1
explosivea equipment and buildings ------- 1621 16-14
machinery ----------------------------- 919d 9-22
magasines ..--------------------------- 1813 18-10

Reports:
injury -------------------------------- 122 1-16
leaking chemical ammunition ----------- 904 29-5
local disasters -------------------------- 414 4-8

Requirements of manual ------------------ 103b 1-1
Reservation boundaries, posting wv.rning

signs ------------------------------- 1608 16-8. 2
Resistance to ground:

conductive floors ----- _----------------- 706 7-5
equipment -------------------------- 74 7...- 3

Resizing operations, cartridge case, location.. 2804d 28-7
Respiratory protective devices -------------- 1009 10-8
Responsibility for compliance with manual 104 1-2
Responsibility for proof firing program ----- 2806 28-9
Restricted area:

definition ..-------------------------- 258 2-12
fencing and plxcarding ------------------ 1607 16-8
flame and match permits ---------------- 1603 16-4

Rest rooms ------------------------------ 1118 11-32
Reuse of black powder containers...... 2005c 20-4. 1
Revetted sites, open ---------------- 1827a 18-18
Richmond-type magazines, as barricaded

structures ------------------------ 17261(4) 17-27
Rifle grenades, tests of -------------------- 2817b 28-22
Right-of-way, railroad, vegetation control

along -_---------------------------- 2103d 21-4
Ripple firing ------------------------------ 2814c 28--20
Roads:

arrangement and surfacing -------------- 515 5-11
layout ---------.---------------------- 2203a 22-5
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Rocket: Parspa Pop
definition ----------------------------- 259 2-12
head, definition .................. 261 2-13
motor, definition 260 2-12

Rockets:
characteristics of ----------------------- 142&6 14-14
complete rounds, destruction of -......... 2727b 27-23
complete rounds, storage requiremerts -.-- 1825 18-17
contiyuity tests -------------------------- 1425c 14-16
loading, assembly, handling and stoage.-- 1425b 14-15
sand or shot blasting ------------------ 2509 25-10

Rockets, long range (heavy):
clam 150 propellants -------------------- 1509 15-14
class 950 propellants -------------------- 1510 15-15
class 1050 propellants ------------------- 1511 15-15
class 150 quantity-distance requirement.

Table__ 1509 15-15
clas 950 quantity-distanc requirements.- 1510 15-15
Class 1050 quant ity-distance requirements. 1511 15-15
control stations ------------------------ 1505 1.5--8
flight test sites ...-.-.------------------- 1504d 15-7
fuels and oxidizers, main storage ares.-... 1503 15-4
fuels and oxidizers, ready storage ------- 1504b 15-5
fuels anid oxidizers, storage compatibility

Table.. 150i 15-12
fuels and oxidizers, storage groups..Table..- 1507 15-11
fuels and oxidizers, table of properties ..--- 1508 15-9
general -.---------------------------- 1501 15-1
observation building, temt --------------- 1504e 15-7
static tf.st stands for -------------------- 1504c 15-I
testa ar'.s for -------------------------- 1504a 15-6

Roof oo-. rings ---------------------------- 502 5-2
. .... . a•r,, Mui -------------- 4b 5-3

Romutm temperature conditioning, use o-.. --- 2807c 28-10
Rope tiber ------------------------------ 909 9-10
Rope inspection of ----------------------- 123d 1-18
.Rope, wire ...-.-------------------------- 908 9-9
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Pmrnarph Pap

Rotational speed of equipment used in am-
murntion operations --------------- -- 2512 25-16

Rules, safety ------------------------------ 104 1-2
Runways, aircraft, definition of --------- 1728c(1) 17-33
Runways, aircraft, separation from explosives

facilities------------------........ 1728 17-32
Runways, platforms and railings ----------- 513 5-10

Safety board, central:
duties of ------------------------------ i lib 1-8
membership --------------------------- Ila 1-8
minutes of meeting --------------------- IlIc 1-9

Safety chutes ---------------------------- 50 5-6
Safety committees:

employees ----------------------------- 1 13 1-9
foremen -------------------------------- 112 1-9

Safety, community, role of installation in._ 126b 1-21
Safety director, definition ---------------- 262 2-13 0
Safety director, responsibilities ---------.---- 107 1-5

Safety educational prograr- --------------- 119 1-13
safity glasses, goggles and eyeshields ------- 1008 10-7

Safety handtools, nonsparking ------------ 1614a 16-10
Safety in explosives operations, scope ------- 2601 26-1
Safety inspections .----------------------- 123 1-17
Safety observer, definition ---------------- 2802m 28-3
Safety, off-the-job ------------------------ 126 1-20
Safety, organisation:

functional chart. ----------- Figure. 106 1-4
necesity for ----------------------- 106 1-5

Safety precautions in the construction of
magazines --------------------------- 1804 18-3

Safety program, installation, functions of . 115 1-10
Safety program, motor vehicle:

administration of ----------------------- 2203 22-1
institution of -------------------------- 2202 22.-I

Safety regulations, procedures concerning
waivere of ----------------------------- W 1-3
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Saety requirements: Parasphb Page
application to existing facilities ---------- 501b 5-1
application to new facilities --------------. 501a 5-1 .

8afety responsibilities of:
commanding officer -------------------- 104 1-2
division and production chiefs ----------- 108 1-7
employees ----------------------------- 110 1-7
foremen -------------------------------- 109 1-7
safety director ------------------------- 107 1-5

Safety review of construction plans- -------- 527 5-19
Safety shoes:

conductive, requirements for ------------ 1 1011 10-8
conductive, specifications ----------------- 1012 10-9
conductive, testing --------------------- 1013 10-9
definition ----------------------------- 263 2-13
sparkproof .--------------------------- 1014 10-11
steel..toe, wearing of -------------------- 913c 9-18SmSafety signals:
firing --------------------------------- 2810a 28-16
f --------------------------- 2810b 28-17
light ---------------------------------- 2810c 28-17
sound --------------------------------- 2810d 28-17

Safety standards ------------------------- 901 9-1
Safety switches, electrical ----------------- 613 6-11
Safety valves on tank cars, caren ........ 2119c 21-20
Salvaged explosives, storage of ------------- 1620b 16-14
Salvo firing ------------------------------ 2814 28-19
Sand blasting ammunition ----------------- 2609 25-10
Rand blasting ammunition in explosives

operatig bufldIngs-.---------------- 211 25-14
Sand blasting ammunition In explosives

storage areas ..............---------- 2510 25-13
Sanitary facilities ------------------------ 524 5-16
Sanitation, supervision of ---------------- _ 1105 11-10
8aws, band ------------------------------ 923 9-25
Saws, circular ------------------------.--- 922 9-24
Scaffolds -------------------------------- 918 9-19Z 8cope of manual ------------------------- 102 1-1
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Scrapers, toot.. 515 5-11
Scrap, collection of:

in explosives areas ---------------------- 1610b 16-7
in inert ar.e .--------------------------. 208 12-5

Screening buflding, explosiveu, separation
from melt-pour building - 1722 17-19

Screening high explosives:
dust removal and collection -------------- 2602d 26-3
handsreening ......... 2602M 26-1
operational, shields, specifications -- 2-02c 26-2
operational shields, use of 2602b 26-2
size of screen opening . 2602M 26-1

Screens for molten explosives_. 2605 26-4. 2
Screens for TNT feathering chutes. ------- 202 26-4
ocreens for tritonal melt-mix kettks ------- 262. 26-3
SeWling eqwment, heat ---------------- 2623 26-20
Sealing operations, inert, location of -------- 2613 26-10
Sealing rag cars of ammunition and explo-

sives.. -------------------------- 2116 21-16
Searches within restricted areas ----------- 1617 I•-13
Self-propelled rafl vehicles, transiportation of

hazardous materials by ---------------- 210b 21-8
Semifixed ammunition, definition ----------- 264 2-13
Separate bW•rcades, construction --------- 1725 17-24
Separate barricades for abovgmowid map-

sinres, height of ----------------------- 17f 17-31
SBparate lodng ammunition .------------- 1429 14-19

1aim 5, stora ------------------------- 822 Z64-
lms 7, wkwa In abovspiv nd manalns-.. 1821 18-16

definltioua--------------....... . ------ 2 2-13
handling -------------------------- 200 20-7

Saramted.4oadlng sammunition, &Gnitton. o 280 2-16
Separatle•j operations In LCL buidn - 2003b 20-
Separating outdoor strae sites ------------ 1816 18-12. 1
Separattig parlkl beds of explosives for

burning ----------------------------. I2715d 27-15
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Paragrph Poe

Separation of areas, distances required ------ 1711 17-11
Separation of claes of explosives and

ammunition in storage ................ 1712 17-14
Separation of exploesi operating buildings.. 1214b 1M-17
Separation of inert buildings --------------- 1214a 12-17
Separation of lines producing the same

explcsives --------------------------- 1711a 17-11
Separation, operating line, definition---- .--. 249 2-10
Separation within sreas, distancen required.- 1711 17-11
Separators, magnetic -_------------------- 2602a 26-1
Service, electrical, entrance switches -------- 013 6-11
Service, electrical, to buildings ------------ 011 6-11
Service magazine, constant temperature,

explosives limits ------------------ 2803a 28-3
bervice magazine, definition -------------- 266 2-14
Service magazines, siting of ---------------- 1705b 17-5
Service storage for operating buiidinp ------ 1602 15-3S Servicing destruction sites:

handliug emptied containers ----------- 2714d 27-13
spotling containers of explosives at burn-

ing rounda --------------------- 2714c 27-13
transportation of material --------------- 27144 27-12
unloading of material ------------------- 2714b 27-12
use of ft)rksift trucks -------------------- 2714i 27-13

SewagPe ..... - --------------------- 111,8 11-32
Shell, eaparate-loading, handling ----------- 2008c 20-7
Shields, eye ----------------------------- 1008 10-7
Shields, operational, definition ------------- 2 2 2-10
Shields, operational, for usembly and crimp-

Ing operationa ----------------------- 2016 26-14. 2
Shieldn, operational, for disasembly

oper.Itt.ons:
requiremarts for ---------------------- 2803 24
specifications .......................... 204 25-8

Weleds, operati ,nal, for explosives loading
operations .---------------.-...------ 2022 2,-18
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Shipments, ammunition and explcsives: Ptnwspb PMO
civil aircraft, regulations governing ------- 2301 23-1
military aircraft, regulations governing ..-- 2302 23-I
motor vehicle, regulations governing ------ 2204 22-9
p eferred types of motor vehicles- -.---. --- 2205 22-9
:.ail cars, "Explosive" or "Dangerous"

"placarded --------------------------- 2108 21-9
3hipping ammunition and explosives:

by air, damaged shipments ------------- 2306 U3-3
by air, permissible shipments ------------ 2303 23-1
by motor vehicle, damaged shipments- --- 2211 22-24
by motor vehicle, incoming, inspection

Lnd movement ----------------------- 2210 22-22
by rail, damaged shipment .------------- 2122 21-22
by water, damaged shipments ...--------- 2308b 23-4
in'oming rail shipments. inspmctior of..... 2121 21-22
in rail baggage and express cars ---------- 2109 21-11
loaded itemrs which have failed to function

during testing ------------------------ 2001 201-i

Shipping and receiving black powder 2005b 20-4
Shipping and receiving buildinga:

quantity-distance requirements ---------- 2003b 20-3
rail cars at ---------------------------- 2003b 20-3
tempcorary storage in ------------------- 2003 20-2

Shipping chemical munitions -------------- 2908 29-9
Shipping, regulations governing --------- 2001 20-1
Shoes, conductive-sole:

requiremernts ------------ _------------1 011 10-8
specifications --------------------------- 1012 10-9
testiig ------------------------------ _ 1013 10-9

Shoes, for maintenanceý mren and electricians
in exp.,osives buildings --------------- 1216 ;.16-16

Shoes, safety, definition ----------------.--- 263 2-13
EShoeG, sparkproof ---------.-------------- 1014 10-Ii
Shot-blasting ammunition- -------------- 2509 25-i1C

in explosives storage areas --------------- 2510 25-13
Should, use of in manual ------------------ 103h 1-1
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Paragraph Pap

Shutdown of explosives operations during
storms -------------------.------------ 1616 i--10

Signal composition, containers - ----.-...... 2004 20-4
Signals, safety:

firing --------------------------------- 2810a 28-16
Rfag ------- ...........................- 2810b 28-17
light ---------------..--------------.... 21910c 28-
sound ---------------------------------- 2810N 28- .

Signet and signals, railroad ------------------ 2104 21-4
Signs, warning, along raiilroad tracks--- 21-202e 21-2

' Signs, warning, for motor vehicles- ....... ,203d 22-4
Simultaneous detonation, definition --------- 267 2-14

Simultaneous dct;onetoi, effects upon quan-
tity-distance req uirementa-....... 1708 17-6

Single-phase portable electrical equipment_., t.121 6-25
Sites, destruction:

combustible rubbish -------------------- 2709e 27-9Scommunication facilities ---------------- 2709f 27-10
explosives limits ----------------------- 27096 27-8
firefighting facilities- -.----------------- 2709d 27-2
material awaiting destruction ------------ 2710 27-10
personnel protection -------------------- 2711 27-10
preparation of ------------------------- 2709c 27-9
selection of ---------------------------- 2709ts 27--8
servicing of ----------------------------- 2714! 27-12

Sites, open revetted, use of ---------------- 1827a 18- 18
Sites, outdoor storage:

barricated ..----------------.------ 1815b 1M-12
conitruction detaiis ---------------------- 1816a 18-12
definition ----------------------------- 251 2-10
dunnage Rupplies ------------------------ 1815c 18-12. 1
firefighting equipment and symbols ------- 1815d 18-12. 1
intersite distance ----------------------- 1816 18-12 1
location ----.--------------------------- 1816a 18-12
types ------------.--------------------- 251 2-10
vegetation control ---------------------- 181,5 18-12. 1

Siting special areas----------------------- 1711b 17-12
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8kylighta, use of -..----------------------- 51cc -12. 1
Slings, inspection and use ----------------- 910 9-11
Small arms ammunition:

boxed, use as barricades or dividlng wals. 1820 18-15
definition ----------------------------- 268 2-14
destruction -----------. ..---------------- 2724 27-21
marufacture, contrcl of her~th

hazards ---------------------- Table.. 1111 11-23
Smcke mixtures:

colored ------.-------- _-----.--------- 2930p 29-48
first-aid ------------------------------ 219f 29-38
HC ----------------------------------- t24b 14-13

Smoke munitios ------------------ Table. - 2902 29-2
Smokeless powder --------------------- 1423c 14-12
Smoking, regulation and control of --------- 1603 16-3
Sodium chlorate ------------------------- 1312b 13-14
Sodium hydroxide ---------- _----------- 1327 13-32
Bodium, metallic ------------------------- 1328 13-32
Soldering exp~jsives oontainer ..-..-------- 2506 25-9
Soldering irons, use of on squib lead wires.. -. 1425b 14-15
Solid propellants .--.-------------- _---- 1423c 14-12

constant temperature magasines --------- 2803a 28-3
containers ----------------------------- 2006 20-5
definition ......-.....---------------- 254 2-11
preferred storage structures-- -..-.-- .. --- 18(a 18-3
proteetion from moliture ---------------- 1811 186-9
storage requirements .------------------ 1818 18-15
vacuum collection systems ------------- 2505 15-& 3

Solid wastes, collected, destruction of ------- 2704 27-3
Solids, Ummable ------------------------ 1321 13-28
Spacing unitt containing explosives on con-

veyors ---------- _-------_---------- 1723 17-20
Spark arrestors:

locomotives and other rail vehicles .------- 2102b 2!-!
motor vehicles ------------------------ 2207b(l) 22-12

Sparkproof safety ;•;ue .-------------------- 1014 10-1!
Speciai areas, siting requirement.----------. 1711b 17-12
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ParagAph P""

"Special clothing, protective -------------. 1006 10-5
Special disposals squads, chemical munitionw,

general -------------------------------- 2937a 29-51
reference publioations -------------------- 2937c 2P-51
training -------------------------------- 2937b 29-51

Sptcial occupancies, electrical -------------- 605 6-8
Special problems of women ---------------- 1104 11-9
Special protective equipment:

group A chemical munitions -------------- 2911 29-14
group B chemical munitions ------------- 2918 29-34
group C chemical munitions -------------- 2925 29-42
ZrOup D chemical munitions ------------- 2932 29-49

Special requirements for outdoor storage-.... 1816 18-12. 1
Special requirements for specific classes of

ammunition ------------------------- 1724 17-22
Special type magazines as barricaded struc-

tures -------------------------------- 1726 17-26S ipecia) use magazines containing mass-det-
onating material, separation of__Table._ 1740 17-60

Special weapons --------------------------- 1433 14-21
Specifications, railroad equipment ----------- 2102 21-1
Speed controllers, electrical, installation ----- 613 6-11
Spent acids ------------------------------ 1307 13-9
Spilled chemical muijitions, removal of:

group A -------------------------- 2914 29-22
group B ------.------------------------ 2921 29-40
group D------------------------- -- 2935 29-50
white phosphorus ---------------------- 2928 29-45

Spills, acid, neutralizing ------------------- 130.3f 13-7
Spills, oxidizing agent --------------------- 1311 13-13
Splash guards, acid transfer systems- --- 1303a(3) 13-4
Spotting charges -........ ...... 2608g 20-8
Spotting rail and automotive equipment, at

buildings ---------------------------- 1719 17-18
Spray psinting ------_--------------- ----- 1211 12-11
Sprinkler systemR, aitomatic ------------- 1228 12-33

• Spur track, suspect car --- ------------ 1716 17-16
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Parapaph Pap

Squibs, electric, soldering lead wires of ------ 1425b 14-15
Squibs, electric, use of at burning grounds... 2715 27-14
Stacking ammunition and explosives ------- 1807 18-6
Stacking of material, general, ..--------- 902c 9-3
Stacking of material in magazines ---.------ 1807 18-8
Stacks (ammunition and explosives), defini-

tion -------------------------------- 269 2-14
Stairways --------------------- L.---------. 51 5-8
Standard magazines ---------------------.. 1802 18-1
Standards, safety ------------------------ 901 9-1
Staading operating procedures -------------- 1625 16-19
Static electricity:

conductive befits----------------------703 7-3
conductive floors --------------......----- 705 -7-4
grounding of equipmet .----------------- 7 02 7-x
hazards of ----------------------------- 701 7-I
humidification --------------------------- 708 7-9
testing equipment grounds -------------- 704 7-3

Steam fingers in melt-mix kettles- -------- 2604c 26-4. 1
Steam, heating and process, pressures of . 523 5-15
Steam lines, pressure control devices-...- 2604b 26-4. 1
Siorage, acid, general ----------------------- 1302a 13-1
Storage, ammunition and explosives, genernl 1801 18-1
Storage, ammunition and explosives, pre-

fen'ed magazine usage- -------------- 1803 18-3
S3torage area, d•ad, aircraft, definition..-.- 1728c(3) 17-3W
Storage areas:

explosives, separation from other areas -..- 171 la 17- 41
explosives, water barrels in ----- _----- - 1219 12-21

Storage, battery-powered eqipment -------- 2408 24-8
Storage, bulk initiating explosives ----------- 1817 18-14
Storage, charcoal ---------------------- 1317b 13-23
Storage, chemical munitions:

compatible--- .. 2903c 29-4
general ------------------------------- 2903 VA
group A -....... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2910 29-13group B -------------------------------- 2917 29-33
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Storage, chemicai nmunitioti&-Continued ?wwaapb Ppo
group C _----------- ---- 2924 2941
group D_ ------------ 2931 29-49
hanlngd---- ing----------- 290A4 29-4
inspection- --------- ----- 2903/ W9-5

outdo t d------o-------- - 2'03. 29-4
separation of from explosives facilities. ---- 2933b 29-4

Storage compatibility, ammunition and ex-
plosives:

combination of groups ----------------- 1908 19-18
definition ----------------------------- 270 2-14
factors which determine groupings- 1 W2 19-
general ------------------------ _----- 1901 19-1
groupings, less than 1,000 pounds

(net)----------------------Table- 1906 ). 9-18
groupings, more than 1,000 pounds

(net)_ .-------------------- Table. 1905 19-12S laboratory supplies of explosivt*-----2803. 28-7
relation to quantity-distan ce require-

ments ----- _----------------------- 1903 19-I
Storage distribution, ammunition and exp'o-

sives.. - -- ---------------------. .- 1812 1"-

Storage, fi Ier containers, in freight cars----2114 21-13
Storage in magazines, prohibited miaterilas-. -1806b 1 &_
Storage in operating buildings, limitation of. - 1602 1643
Storage, intermediatA-------------_ ---- 912 9-15
Storage, materiask handling equipment:

battery-powered--------_--------2408 24-8
£u-oline-powered. ..............- ...... 2407 24-7

Storage, outdoor, permitted---------------.1814 18-11
Storage, outdoor, special requ,.rements ......- 1516 18-12
Storage, oxidizing agents..----------------1311a 13-12
Storage, rockets and JATO's-------_---_--1825 18-17
Storage, sites, outdoor:

barricadedL ---------------------- _1815d 18,-12 I

construction requirements .............. 1815b 18,-12
S definition----------------------------.. 251 2-10
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Storage, srtes, outdoor-Continued Parp$Vb Pop
dunnage supplies for ------------ _------- 1815e 18-12. 1
firefighting equipment and symbols ------- 1815f 18-12. 1
inspection of -------------.------------- 1816b 18-12. 1
location of ---------------------------- 18150 18-12
vegetation control ---------------------- 181!4 18-12. 1

Storage structures, ammunition and ey•o-
sives:

preferred usage-.. -.--.---------------- 1803 18-3
types of --------------------------------- 1S02 18-1

Storage, sulfur ..------------------------- 1. 1318b 13-26
Storage tanks, entering ------------------- 929 9-33
Storage, temporaty in LCL buildings ------- 2003a 20-2
Storage, water for firefighting -------------- 1225 12-31
Storage, water, proces ------------------- 1225e 12-32
Storage yards, temporary:

definition ----------------------------- 274 2-15
firefighting -.--..------------------------ 1223 12-30
quantity-distance reqc:rements- -- ------- 1715 17-15
spacing of cars withi... ------------------ 1715 17-15

Storing refrigerators and deep-freeze cabi-
nets -------.------------------------ 930 9-34

Stormz, electrical:
evacuation of explosives building during.- 2620 26-17
procedure in event of ------------------- 1616 15-11

Structures, barricaded, magazines as--------1720 17-26
Structures in magazine area, miscellaneous,

siting of ------- _---------_--------- 1711d 17-13
Substantial dividinr wallt:

cornasruction requirements ...-.---------- 506 5-4
definition. -..---- _-------------------- 271 2-15
openirgi for conveyors ------- _----- - 1723b 17-22

PFibstantiai structural damage --------- _-- 1702b .7-2
Sulfur ------ 1318 13-25
S•lfur trioxide-chiorosuli-.nir. acid mixture - 2916m 29-32
Sulfuric tcid - ---.-... . . .. ... .. .. 13009 13-I1
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Summary of explosives classifications and

sto:age compatibility for a ,niti.jn,
and explosives ---------------- Table. _ 1904 19-2

Sumps, eplosives ------------------------ 517 5-12. 1
Supervision and training, bu, ning and demo-

lition ground personnel --------------- 2712 27-11
Supplies, military, shipment of ------------- 2001 20-1
Surface coatings, fire-retardant ------------ 41217 12-20
Surface temperatures, electrical equi••nent

in hazardous locations--------------614b 6-13
Surfaces, roads and walkways -------------- 515 5-11
Surveillance buildings in magazine aream,

location of --------------------... 1711d() i7-13
Surveillance, definition -------------------- 273 2-15
Suspect car spur track:

definition ----------------------------- 272 2-16
location -------------------------------- 1716 17-16f purpose -------------------------- 1715 17-16

Sweatbands ----------------------------- ' 0 10-8
Sweeping compounds ----------------- 1611 16-9
Switch and transfer movements of rail cars.. 21067g 21-6
Switches oa primary electric supply lines for

explosives arem --------------- _---- 613d 6-13
8yn'ols, fire, for rail cars --------------- 2107i 21- 1

Tables, list of ---------------------------------- vi
Tables, quantity-d.:stance, interpretation of.. 1729 17-44
Tank cars, acid -------------------------- 1303b 13-6
Tank cars, oare of safety valves ----------- 2119b 21-19
Tank oars, leaking, handling of ------------ 2112 21-13
Tanks, acid ----------------------------- 1302b 13-2
Tanks, lightning protection for ------------- 815 8-84
Tanks, storage, entering of -------------- 929 9--3
Taxiwsy, aircraft, definition of ---------- 1728c(I) 17-33
Tear gas solution (CNB) ------------------ 29164, 29-31
Tear gI solution (CNS) ------------------ 2916j 29-30

• Temr games, first-aAd --------------------- 291Wd 20-37
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Parapapb Popg
Technical aid and assistance to carriers in

event of an incident involving ammuni-
tion and explosives:

"motor vehicle shipments ---------------- 2212 22-25
rail shipments ------------------------- 2124 21-23

"Telltales over railroad tracks- 2102e 21-2
Temperature and humidity ---------------- 1122 11-40
Temperature conditioning explosives, equip-

ment ------------------------------- 2807c 2& 10
Temperature control storage magazines ------ 105 18-4
Temperature limits, lighting fixtures in

hazardous locations ------------------- 614b 6-13
Temperature, maximum permitted, explo-

sives melting ------------------------ 2604a 26-4. 1
Tq'mporary storage in shipping and receivirs

buildings L . ..-------------------------. A03 2-2
Temporary storvge yard-

definition -------------------------- 274 2-15
quantity-distance re,,uirements .---------- 1715 17--15

Terms, definition ------------------------- 201 2-!
Tet faciiitief ..- -... -....------.. 2811 2818
Test firing reetilX.s weapons xnd, ammuni-

mWu,.•ple Ag-i.g -._ -----...... - - 2814c 28-20
,. ! --------------------- 2814a 28-19

saftt,y -w-s---------------------- 2814b 28-20
1 pi •" f t1... ..--------------------20 2j 28-3

w&.wion~ti•n, ele•tric•i ----------------- 1626 16-20
ankipersonnie mines ----------.-------- 2817e 28-23
chemical ammunition -------------------- 2817c 28-22
conductive flooring --------------------- 707 7-6
equipment groun -s .................. 704 7-3
hand grenadea ------------------------ 28 2 7a 28-22
land mines..----------------------- 2817d 28-22
lightning px,ý,ction e•e' t,'ns-----------.-- 821 8 42. 1
rifte greki.at\v. -...----.. ..-----.....-.--- 2817b 28-22 z
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Tetranitromethane ----------------------- 1525 15-38
Tetryl ----------------------------------- 1409 14-5
Tetryl containers ------------------------- 2004 20-4
Tetrytol --------------------------------- 1419 14-9
Thermit (thermita), hazards -------------- 1424c 14--14
Thermit (thermite), properties ------------- 2930b 21-47
Thread cleaning -------------------------- 2825 26-20
Tight (used as x suffix), definition ---------- 603h 6-7
Titanium tetrachloride -------------------- 29161 29-31
TNT ------------------------------------ 1420 14-10
TNT feathering ------------------------- 2602g 26-4
TNT, health hazards control data._ Table.. 1111 11-17
"Toilet facilities ----------------------------- 1 114 11-31
Tools for loading and unloading ammunition

and explosives --------------------- 2113 21-15
Tools, forming, for booster cavities --------- 2614 26-10
Toola, hand, explosive cartridge actuated ..-- 931 9-35Z Tools, hand, general ---------------------- 926 9-27
Tools, hand, use ef in hazardous locations.. - 1614 16-10
Terpex --------------------- M ---------- 1421 14-10
Towers, protection of against lightning ------ 815 8-34
Toxic area, definition --------------------- 275 2-15
Toxic -%posures, control of personnel ------- 1103 11-6
Toxic fumes from burning explosives- -- ---- 2715e 27-15
Toxic gases ----------------------- Table. - 2902 29-2
Toxic hazards, explosives and chemical muni-

tions:
burning CN-DM mixtures--..... .. . 2730b 27-31
burning lewisite ------------------------- 2730a 27-31
nitroglycerin --------------------------- 2730e 27-32
propelling charges ----------------------- 2730d 27-32

Toxic materials, nonexplosives ------------- 1323 13-30
Tracer compositions, toxic fumes from burn-

ing --------------------------------- 2715t 27-15
Tracer mixtures, scrap containers -------- 1610b 16-7
Track hopper openings, protection -------- 2103b 21-3

.• Track, suspect car, definition -------------- 272 2-15
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---ou s•e--t-----------..... 2102 21-1
grade crossinp .............. 2106 21-4
Wisns and signsa along -.---------------- 2104 21-4

Tractor, power, specifications for ----------- 2402 24-1
Training, employee:

burning and demolition ground personnel. 2712 27-11 a

firr s------ a----- d ---- 121 1-1.5
job et y ----------------------------- 120b 1-14
motor vehicle dr - =3f 22-e
orientation ------------------------ 120b 1-14
special chemical munitlons dispol squads.. 937 29-51

Transfer and s-,-itch movements of rail cars. 2106j 21-4
Transmission lines, oletrie.l --------------- 610 6-10, 2
TrmnsLortation department, functions during

lotal disaster ................ ------- 411 4,-
Transportstion of hazardous materials:

byair .............................. . 230 23-1
by motor vehicle ----------------------- 2205 22-9 4h
by ragl . . ..--------------------------- 2107 •I--8
by water ----------------------------- M08 23-4

Tritonal --------------------------------. 1422 14-11
Trucks, forklift:

battery-M~wered ------------------------ 2402b 24-1
gasoline-powered ----------------------- 2402e 24-2
protective devices for ------------------- 2402a 2 4-1

Trucks ew<tvcing explosives destruotion si.tes 2714 27-12
Tunnels -------------------------------- 519 5-14

Unannounced fire drills -------------------- 1220 12-22
Underground utilities, definition... - ------ 276 2-16
Unfired pressure vessels, installation and

inspection of•------------------------- 520 5-14
Unbold. pressure vessels, required inspections. 123c 1-18
Unloading dangerous articles from aircraft - -. 2305 23-3
Utilities, definition ------------------------ 277 2-15
Utilities installationis, sep•tration of from

explosives -------------------- Table.. 1745 17-87
Utilities, introduction-- --------------- 501 5-1
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Vaccination and immunif.tian, 102g 11-I

Vacuum collecting systems, fixed ----------- 2505 25-& 3
Vacuum collecting bystems, mixing explosivws

in ----------------------------------- 2619b 26-16
Vacuum collecting systems, portable ---------- 2707c 27-6. 1
V&lves for molten explosives -------------- 206 26-5
Valves, quick acting, for multiple pour

, machines ---------------------------- 2611 26-9
Valves, tank car safety, care of ------------- 21195 21-19
Vapor venting systems, multiple pour aid

probe ------------------------------- 2611 26-9
Vaporproof electrical equipmer..t......... 603i 6-8
Vapors and gas,-, allowable concentra-

tions -------------------------- Table... 1117 11-33
Vaportight electr•,al equipment ------------ 603j 6-8
Vegetation, control of --------------------- 1215 12-17
Vegetation, removal from open sit--------.11815g 18-11 1R • Tehicks, motor, operating regulations- ----- 2201 22-1
Vehicles, motor, transporting explosives,

operation of --------------------------- 2207 2J- 12
Vehicles, motor, transporting hazardous ma-

terials, inspection ---------------------- 2206 22-11
Ventilation of explosives buildings ---------- 525 5-17
Ventilators, igloo, control of vegetation

around -------------------------------- 1216b 12-19
Vertical firing .. . ..----------------- 2815 28-21
Volatile flammable liquids, definition- ----- 278 2-18
Volatile Uammable liquids, general- -.-.-.--- 1322 13-29
Vomiting Sam* .----------------------------- 2919. 29-38

Waiver, definition ------------------------ 279 2-16
Waivers ot sadety rules:

caocellaton of ------------------------- 1 05c 1-4
limitatiom of -------------------------- 105a 1-4
prmpar(ng requests for ------------------- 105 1-4
reor .. ...of ------------------------- 103b 1-2
renewal of ------------------------------ 105c 1-5

• Walkways -------------------.------------ 515 5-11
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77 Wa&s: F m~ph Poe
exterior ------------------------------- 502 5-2
fire ------------------------------------ 505 5-3
interior ------------------------- ------- 504 5-2
substr atial dividing, construction require-

m eats ------------------------------- 506 5. 4
F.substantial dividing, definition------------ 27i 2-15

substantial dividing, openings in for con-
veyors ------------------------------- 1723b 17-22

substantial dividing, use of boxed fixed and
semifixed armmunition as -------------- 1823 18-16

substantial dividing, use of boxed small
arms ammunition as ------------------- 1820 18-15

Warehouses, storage of class i materials in..-- - 1803b 18-3
Wazning signs:

along railroad tracks -------------------- 2102e 21-2
for motor vehi!m- . .. .. . -
for reservation boundaries -------------- 1608 16-& 2

Washers, agitators in, dual sources of power
for ---------------------------------- 1622 16-18

Washing facilities ------------------------- 1113 11-28
Washout of explosives --------------------- 2621 26-18
Waste acids ------------------------------- 1307 13-9
Waste, explosivej and nonexplosives, col-

lection of ---------------------------- 1610b 16-7
Waste, explosives, containers for-----------27M3 27-12
Waste, liquids, deposits from --------------- 2702 27-2
Wastes, explosives contaminated industrial:

collection ------------------------------ 2701 27-1
deposition from liquids ------------------- 2702 27-2
handling water-soluble materials---------2703 27-2

Wastea. solid, destruction of --------------- 2704 27-3
Water barrels in explosives storage areas----- - 1219 12-21
Water, drinking -------------------------- 1112 11-28
Water, firefighting:

flow requirements ----------------------- 1226 12-32
provision of ----------------------------- 1224 12-31
storage requirement.------------------1225 12-31

cxx 4
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Water, firing over ------------------------ 2808c 28-,14
Water hydrants ----------------.--------- A224 12-31
Water .egs for control of steam pr'essure ------- 2604b 26-4. 1
Witer mains ----------------------------- 1224 12-31
Water, process, storage -------------------- 1225e 12-32
Water-soluble explosives, handling of ------- 2703 27-2
Water, traksportation of ammunition and

explosive --.------------------------- 2308 23-4
Weapons, recoilless, test firing ------------ 2814 28-19
Weldin-, exhaust ventilation for-... -Table.. _ 1111 11-25
Welding, protection of personntei and facili-

ties ----------------------------------- 927 9-29
Welding units, electric_ ----------- 624 6-28
Wharfs, lightning protection for ------------ 818 8-38
Wheels, grinding ----------.-------------- 920 9-22
White phosphurus -------------------.--- 2923b 29--41
Whi.'te pho114,or0s, pasticized ------------ 2923c 29-41I Nhite paosphorus, reioval of spills--------2928 29-45
White pho&ophorus, storage of -------------- 1330 13-33
Windows -------- _--------------- ------- 516 5-12
Wire rope ----------------------------- 908 9-9
Wiring, electric, magazine ................ 1804d 18-4
Wom^n, special problems of ............... 1104 11-9
WocA jointers. - - _.. . .----_------------- 924 9-26
Working energized electrical circuits -------- 607 6-9
Workshop, ammunition, location of ------ 171 ld(3) !7-13
Workshop, inspector's, definition ----------- 234 2-7
Wrecks of rail cars plaArded "EXPLO-

SIVES" and "DANGEROUS"- - ------ 2118 21-17

Xray inspection of punches •nd dies for ex-
plosives presses - ------------------- 2617c 26-14. 2

Xrays, allowable exposure ---------- Table.. 1120 11-38

Ya rd, classification:
definition ------ _---------------------- 210 2-3
layout of tracks -----------------.. .---.. .2102f 21-2
location ---------------------------- 173 17-14
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Yard, holding: lw W. poSdednitlon ------------................. M 51-4
quantity-dfstenee requirements .......... 1714 17-!.3

l • sp~~~q ing of' am in .................... 14 175

Yasrd, fnterchap, definition - - ------------- 3-14
Yard offie, boating equipment .............. 2102i 21-3
Y,*d; temv7 eta~re o:

••de nition -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - 4 2- 15

"Im ation of .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1715 17 -15

Sir ne ehlo widt .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . 3 2 13-14
Z •o., dan.tr &Anition ................... 28 2S-2•
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